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Abstract
A widespread theme pervades both political theory and the social sciences, in which participation in
certain types of democratic institutions could create a more competent, active and public-spirited
citizenry. While the school of democracy hypothesis has seen a recent renewal, little empirical
research has been carried out in order to evaluate it rigorously. I tried to answer this crucial democratic
question by leading an ethnographic study in three cases of municipal participatory budgeting in
France, Italy and Spain. They indeed appeared as good training grounds for individuals, as they are
empowered institutions that aim at including lay citizens in the discussion and production of local
public policies. After almost two years of precise micro-sociological research, I saw people change,
sometimes radically. Some, disappointed by their experience, became increasingly cynical about
participatory democracy and politics in general. Many others however acquired new civic skills and
competences, a wider knowledge of their environment and of the political system, and became
increasingly involved in associations, social movements and political parties. Some even became
professional and were integrated in municipal electoral teams. Participatory democracy has therefore
the potential to empower citizens and create new local elites – be they critical ones, re-boosting civil
society, or institutionalised ones, regenerating representative government.
Some specific factors appeared crucial in the pattern of self-change I observed. Firstly, the
biographical availability and previous political experiences of actors had a decisive impact. Secondly,
self-change required mastering the discursive rules of competent behaviour of the institution – what I
call their grammatical rules – to be integrated and thus experience intensive participation. Mastering
the norms of good behaviour in public – learned through trial and error, and from sanctions and
rewards mechanisms, i.e. from the power of the emotions felt in public and especially under the eyes
of unknown strangers – people had then the chance to see their personal and political trajectories more
radically affected. The individual impact of the involvement in participatory democracy institutions
seems therefore to be both the increased civic competence of actors, but also the exclusion of the
unskilled and incompetent citizens. The process of self-change can therefore appear as both fostering
emancipation and exclusion.
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INTRODUCTION

“I discovered a passion for politics. […] I enjoyed this
experience in the participatory budget so much that I
wanted to keep on at a higher level. […] This is new for
me, I always voted but I have never been really active in
anything. But when the mayor offered me to be on the
list for the local elections, I was really honoured, and I
said yes, of course.”1
Floriana, participant in Rome Municipio XI participatory
budget

For years, Wallon neighbourhood council had known a small attendance, a lack of dynamism and
enthusiasm from the population. Considering this local apathy, the elected official in charge of the
organization of the participatory process was extremely directive. She was the one who spoke the most
during the meetings, who defined the agenda, and framed the discussions in a rather authoritative
manner. And when you frame discussions in a participatory budget, you have a strong influence on
final decisions. In a word, Wallon neighbourhood council was not very autonomous from Morsangsur-Orge municipality. Things started to change in the fall of 2005 however. Encouraged by the
citizenship administration boss, a few participants started getting more involved in the organization of
the meetings. Organization committees were therefore planned before each neighbourhood council,
and at least five regular participants attended, while the elected representative did not. These citizens
were therefore able to define the agenda of the neighbourhood councils, to prepare small introductions
on the issues to be discussed collectively, and in the end to moderate the meetings directly. The
change in the power-relationship of the neighbourhood council was embodied in the very scenography
of the meetings. While the elected official and the public functionary used to be at the centre, it was
now this small group of good citizens at whom all the other participants were staring. The meetings
were no longer introduced by the elected representative, but by one of the members of the organizing
committee. Discussions were still framed, but by different actors, ordinary citizens motivated by the
fate of their community, who increasingly gained new skills and competences. They learnt to speak in
1

Interview with Floriana, Rome, 28.03.2006.
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public, to organize a meeting, to make a budget, to arbitrate between conflicting public goods or to
mobilize the population. In a word, they became increasingly empowered.2
The evolution of the organization of Wallon neighbourhood council is telling on the type of collective
learning and empowerment processes that can take place with reiterated political participation. A
leftist will probably not become a right-winger, a neo-liberal will not convert to statism and a black
block activist might not become a WTO advisor, but they will be affected to a certain extent in their
civic practices and public discourses. The people I met during my fieldwork in municipal participatory
budgeting institutions were committed to the fate of their community; they took participation seriously
and felt involved in something meaningful to them and others. Speaking regularly in public meetings
and, for some of them, negotiating with local representatives, arguing with civil servants, mobilizing
their neighbours and friends, arguing with municipal technical services and urban planning experts,
going around the district in search of all the small problems to be solved, they felt they had gone
through an enriching experience that did not leave them immune. Many others left the boat on the
way. Disappointed by the lack of tangible results, the manipulation of the politicians or by the
narrowness of the power they were granted, tired of the conflicts regularly emerging in the public
assemblies, the arrogance of the technicians or by the selfishness of their neighbours, they merely
stopped participating. Those were probably little affected by their participation, apart from a growing
cynicism resulting from such a dull experience. For many of the participants however, participatory
budgets offered a first channel of involvement in local government, a first contact with the world of
politics that was so far from them until that point. This does not mean they all discovered a passion for
politics – like Floriana above. Some just discovered that they were part of a broader community; that
their pavement could not and should not necessarily be rehabilitated this year in regards to more
crucial needs of the city as a whole, that their arguments could make a difference in changing their
daily life, that the construction of a new car-park could be detrimental to the environment or that
recycling was important. They also learned to speak in public, to listen as well, to make compromises
between different interests, to create power relationships with powerful authorities or to organize a
demonstration.
These details about the civic practices of ordinary people could appear insignificant or even trivial.
Why should social scientists pay attention to them? Why should people interested in the functioning
and the future of contemporary democracies care about the masses, while we all know that politics is
about power, domination and conflicts of interests among elites? In the end, the representative
government’s bottom line is all about the ballots people cast on Election Day. Political scientists
should therefore focus on the mass media, elites’ discourses and eventually political mobilizations, not
about what lay citizens do when they talk about politics. The dominant approaches in social sciences
oscillate indeed between macro and therefore often structuralist or functionalist perspectives and
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micro-designs based on the aggregation of individual answers through large survey research. What
could be learned indeed from people who are so ignorant about the functioning and the stakes of
complex modern polities? Most people are indeed not educated enough to understand what is going
on, and elect people much more competent than themselves to decide for them.
This type of elitist narrative is no longer in fashion however. People have understood – some of them
centuries ago – that the quality of a democracy largely depends on the quality of its citizenry. Nonparticipation and apathy are no longer seen as optimally functional for a democracy. On the contrary,
most commentators deplore the decreasing electoral turnouts, the fall of political parties’ membership
rates or the decline of social capital as symptoms of the crisis of representative government. The
apathy of the public is now seen as a problem for democracies. While education is considered a prerequisite to constitute a free people able to decide of its own fate, the increasing educational level of
the public did not result in a more vibrant civic life. Even if education is necessary to get a healthy
democracy, composed of voters competent enough to make sound choices, it would no longer be
sufficient. The structural transformations of capitalism have pushed national education systems to
specialize increasingly to form a workforce able to compete on the international labour market. And it
is not certain that the production of efficient agents goes hand in hand with the nurturing of a
competent citizenry. Furthermore, if schools can provide individuals with the basic cognitive skills to
decode the complexity of modern societies, they are not thought to form competent voters or political
actors as such. The basic skills necessary to make enlightened choices about the future of one’s
community have to be learned. Some are born in families where politics is important and makes sense;
they therefore receive a primary political socialization that probably marks them for the rest of their
lives. Others, a vast majority given the decline of traditional intermediary agents like trade unions and
political parties, do not receive such a primary socialization. They might become acquainted to politics
along their personal, professional, educational trajectory, given the people they meet and interact with,
however, they may not. They therefore have a high chance of never understand anything about politics
and to end up stepping back, letting competent people decide in their names. This, as some argued
(Crosier, Huntington, Watanuki 1975), might be functional for democracies. It pacifies them. Most
social scientists and political actors consider, however, that the political apathy and disengagement of
a vast majority of the public is problematic for modern democracies. It raises great problems of
legitimacy when deciders only represent small portions of the electorate. It also raises problem of
power and domination, those expressing themselves and deciding in the end being often those with the
higher economic, social and cultural resources, might end up promoting their own interests at the
expenses of the most modest fringes of the population.
For people who consider political apathy a problem for democracy and social justice, different
interpretations of the phenomenon have been offered, as well as different solutions. One of them,
particularly popular among civic republican philosophers, is to praise and push forward citizen
participation at all levels of government. Only direct participation could nurture the basic skills and
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habits necessary to make enlightened and just political choices. The history of political philosophy,
from Machiavelli and Tocqueville to Dewey and Habermas, has been marked by recurrent calls for
increased citizen participation. Most of them, in different schools of thought and fields of research,
have seen participation of local government or associations as the cradle of democracy.3 The
anthropological foundations of democracy would thus be at stake. The relationship between citizen
character and the nature of the regime has indeed been at the core of political theory for centuries.
Plato wondered, in Alcibiade, whether (civic) virtue could be learned. Machiavelli praised the Italian
Republics for nurturing a spirit of honour and liberty. Tocqueville argued that American vibrant civic
life stemmed from the skills learned in local associations and town meetings. For Marx, it took the
form of consciousness-raising of the dominated classes: how can the working class become aware of
its common interests? How can the working class move from being a class in itself to becoming a class
for itself? Gramsci offered also a subtle interpretation linking class-consciousness to revolutionary
praxis. Interrogations over real socialism experiences linked to the Marxist ideology led nevertheless
to question the potentially totalitarian ambitions to create a new man. Critical and social theories
consequently moved their focus towards radical democracy, democratic praxis being a condition to
promote social justice and ensure social change in a pacific manner. As Arendt argued, social change
requires the emergence of a common world, a public space of interaction between human beings,
rather than the creation of a “new man”, which would be a totalitarian enterprise.4
The critical conceptualisation of social change evolved also due to the structural evolution of society:
given the increased fragmentation of social classes and the blurring of identities resulting from it, it
became harder and harder for individuals to make sense of their interests, as they became complex and
contradictory. The problem of apathy and disinterest in politics was therefore understood as a question
of subjectivity or individuation. A new subject, or a new language, had to be created to allow citizens
to relate to politics meaningfully. From this perspective, the mobilization of a territorial identity
required by participatory democracy, with the character of the resident or the neighbour encompassing
different identities, appeared capable of overcoming fragmentation and allowing individuals reaching
a greater awareness of their interests. Deliberative and participatory theorists of democracy have
therefore seen in deliberative institutions the necessary intermediary bodies between citizens and the
State, where individuals can form their opinions and interests. By changing the rules, regulating the
interactions between human beings, and thus creating new institutions, democratic citizens could be
nurtured in the same time. If politics exists in the space between human beings, not in their interiority,
the norms regulating the public space should shape human interactions with the world rather than their
inner self. The relationship between the democratic system and the nature of the citizenry has therefore
come to the forefront of contemporary political theory debates along with the rise of deliberative
3

For a good review of this literature, see Jane Mansbridge, “On the idea that participation makes better citizens”
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democracy theories. Despite the recurrence of these calls coming from different sides of the theoretical
spectrum, few empirical researches have been led to assess and analyze the social processes at work
under the school of democracy hypothesis. Are actors affected by their experiences of participation? If
yes, under which conditions and to what extent? What are the favourable conditions for the emergence
of a competent citizenry? What are, on the contrary, the hurdles on this democratic path? If people
change, how do they change? Do they think, act or speak differently? What is going on inside these
black boxes that could explain that peoples’ behaviour and discourses are shaped? Are schools of
democracy also places of politicisation of the public or on the contrary forums depoliticising collective
issues?
One might wonder why I decided to focus on urban democracy to assess the school of democracy
hypothesis. It is said that participation can change people, but not any type of participation. Radical
social movements, considering the level of mobilization they require, the emotional commitment they
imply, the risks sometimes taken by the participants, create dramatic personal and political changes,
the trajectory of groups and individuals being affected for the rest of their lives (See Mc Adam 1988;
Polletta 1998; Goodwin et al. 2000). But participatory democracy institutions do not imply such
radical political involvement. On the contrary, they are made of relatively consensual public meetings;
deal with local issues with little political potential, and gather conservative rather than critical
individuals. So why would participatory democracy change people’s lives? Why would participation
in these kinds of public bodies affect them at all? In a nutshell, why study participatory democracy
when one is interested in consciousness raising and the nurturing of a critical citizenry? The main
answer to these questions – that I kept asking myself for years – lies in the political potential of
grassroots democracy. While involvement in participatory democracy institutions is less intense and
challenging than participation in radical social movements, it can be more than occasional, and can
potentially concern the whole citizenry. While social movements mobilization might just be an
outburst, concerning a small fraction of highly politicised individuals, participatory democracy could
involve millions of people, especially among the less politicised and more dominated fractions of the
population. The territorial dimension of participatory democracy, by encompassing different identities,
allows the gathering together of people with different backgrounds, different interests and visions, and
such diversity might have a huge creative potential. If the aim were consciousness-raising, what would
be the point of studying already committed people? Why focusing on a Lilliputian avant-garde when
participatory democracy could affect those generally excluded from political participation arenas?
Participatory democracy could potentially represent a different way of organizing contemporary
societies and, as such, it embodies an interesting political phenomenon.
From a philosophical perspective, participatory democracy has the ambition to institutionalize a space
where people can speak and act together, an Arendtian common world where people can communicate
despite their inherent diversity. While, as Arendt argued, the emergence of politics – understood as a
space of communication and participation between people – has been rather exceptional in history,
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participatory democracy could set the grounds for regular communication between lay citizens and
allow a direct control over their lives. Arendt contends that politics emerges only in times of crisis,
during revolutions or popular insurrections, and often takes the form of soviets, popular assemblies
and councils.5 The emergence of politics would therefore mean the uprising of grassroots democracy.
The ambition of participatory democracy is, in the same line, to institutionalize emergent public
spheres, where various individuals and groups can talk, cooperate and argue about what to do together,
without reproducing the revolutionary spontaneism of leftist groups by putting the emphasis on
procedural designs and fair deliberations.6
If politics requires contention and exception to emerge, is the will to institutionalise spaces of public
deliberation doomed to fail? Is there a paradox of politics, expression of human liberty but
independent of human will? Spaces of political discussion are increasingly needed given the growing
moral pluralism of contemporary societies but politics could only emerge in times of exception. The
institutionalisation of politics might reify the common world and confine its radical potential. As
Jacques Rancière argues, the emergence of democracy requires a “mésentente”, which is not an
institutionalised space of consensual discussion, but the appearance of the plebeians – the “sans-part”
– in the public space of which they have traditionally been excluded.7 What matters then is not so
much the discussion then created, than the redefinition – re-foundation would have Arendt said – of
the distribution of the parts, of the rules of the game. Social change and the emergence of politics, far
from requiring collective deliberation, would require contentious interactions. Political practice cannot
be envisaged in simply making pre-constituted identities participating and deliberating, but in
constituting those identities in confrontation.8 While conflict and contention are necessary for both the
emergence of the common world and individual change (as social movement scholarship showed), the
institutionalisation of participatory democracy – ambitioning to extend these potential virtues to all –
would therefore undermine its political capacity. While the institutionalisation of participatory
democracy offers a fascinating political potential for reaching traditionally excluded citizens, it also
represents a serious challenge for self-change as a whole. As an institutionalised form of civic
engagement, participatory democracy might not favour the emergence of conflict and dissent, which
appear crucial conditions for the self-transformation of activists in the case of social movements. It is
precisely the contentious nature of social movements that made them such intense experiences. Some
political and social theorists – in the pragmatist tradition – have also emphasized the importance of
5
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conflict and contention in the formation of a public (Dewey 1927; Boltanski & Thévenot 1991).
Inspired by these theoretical approaches, some social scientists, studying the involvement of citizens
in scientific and technological controversies, have highlighted the importance of conflict to spur
mobilization in the first place and allow self-change and the hybridizing of knowledge in participatory
forums (see especially Callon, Lascoumes, Barthe, 2001). If conflict and dissent are so important for
self-change to happen, how can an institutionalised body renders it possible? This crucial dilemma at
the heart of participatory democracy (institutionalisation vs. the creativity of conflict) is also at the
core of this research project.9 Can participation in local democratic bodies change people? Are social
movement activists and ordinary citizens affected in the same way? What type of politicization might
eventually result? This thesis therefore ambitions to reconstitute the process of construction of civic
competence and self-change of individuals engaged in participatory institutions.
Having conducted comparative ethnographic studies over a year and a half in three participatory
democracy institutions in different southern European cities, I managed to follow the trajectory of
some participants over time. At first anonymous strangers to me, some of them became friends,
acquaintances or simply objects of research that I met regularly, in public settings or not, to talk about
them, their life, their participation, their impressions about the participatory process and about other
people. I saw some of them changing. Not in the same way, not for the same reasons. I overall
accumulated enough material to offer an empirically grounded and scientifically solid analysis of the
school of democracy phenomenon. My results might be partial, context-dependent and of limited
generalization capacity. They nevertheless enlighten the understanding of participatory democracy, the
construction of civic competence and the effects of deliberation at a micro-level. The ethnographic
approach, based on direct observation, life history interviews and participant observation, allowed
reaching a certain depth in the analysis and the description, and thus to open up the black box of a
crucial social and political phenomenon, namely the construction of a democratic citizenship.
The argument starts at a very general level, as chapter 1 offers a systematic review of the literature
dealing more or less closely with the school of democracy hypothesis. I therefore construct different
theoretical explanations of self-change from the literature, rooted in both philosophical arguments and
empirical evidence. I also argue that the existing literature is unsatisfying as it leaves some
unexplained issues and above all that it deals with the school of democracy hypothesis from wrong
epistemological groundings. I then develop a pragmatist perspective on self-change, leaving political
preferences on the side to focus on actors’ discourses and civic practices. Relying on the concept of
grammar of public life, I construct a specific understanding of self-change, focusing on the norms
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regulating interactions in public and their impact on actors. Chapter 2 presents the main object of this
research, namely participatory democracy in Europe. I thus try to describe and analyze the emergence
of these new opportunities for citizen participation and to offer an interpretation explaining such
sudden changes in democratic governance. Mapping the different participatory institutions that have
mushroomed over Europe in the last decade, I explain why I finally decided focusing on participatory
budgeting institutions at the municipal level. I also present my ethnographic methodological approach,
showing why it represented the best option for evaluating the school of democracy hypothesis.
Chapter 3 concentrates on the three case-studies of this research, the participatory budgets (PB from
now on) of Morsang-sur-Orge in the Parisian suburb, the 11th district of Rome and the city of Sevilla
in Spain. I show how such radical participatory experiences have emerged and were able to get
institutionalised along strict procedural rules, thus giving specific opportunities of participation to
citizens. Chapter 4 then presents the grammatical rules in which the cases are embedded. Coming from
both national political cultures and local civic practices, the institutions I studied developed specific
styles of engagement defining proper ways of acting and speaking. These styles are no more than the
filtering of the broader participatory grammar that developed in the last 20 years, appearing as a new
mode of justification of public governance. I then move to the micro-level, to present the main
findings of the research, mostly based on the ethnographic studies I conducted. In chapter 5, I
introduce the main characters of the story: the public of participatory budgets. I try to construct the
different characters active in PB institutions and to sever out the type of competences they are able to
mobilize in the participatory institutions. Chapter 6 offers an analysis of the discursive interactions
taking place in PB assemblies, and tries to determine the favourable social, political and procedural
conditions for the emergence of deliberation and its effects on individuals. I show that despite the
centrality of public discussions in PB assemblies, deliberation is scarce, and has little impact on
individuals. Finally, Chapter 7 analyzes the social processes at works in the construction of civic
competence in PB institutions. Emphasizing the role of the public grammars in this process, it analyses
the discursive, behavioural and trajectorial shifts observed in the three cases. Self-change was
therefore possible, as I saw the emergence of new civic characters along the participation process. I
conclude on the social, political and institutional conditions of the construction of civic competence,
and on their consequences for the democratization of the public sphere.
This investigation is therefore at the crossroads of different branches of the social sciences. First of all,
as I said already, the idea that participation can make better citizens is a classical interrogation in
political philosophy. It came at the forefront of political theory scholarship with the recent
development of deliberative democracy theories. The idea of this research and its theoretical
development therefore stemmed from my interest in this literature. The question of the construction of
civic competence is however also a classical theme in political science. The research is therefore
largely inspired – at least in its interrogations – by the literature on political and electoral behaviour,
political socialization and civic culture. I however took a critical perspective on this literature, inspired
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by recent developments of cultural and moral sociology. The epistemological approach of this research
– embodied in the pragmatist concept of grammar – is mostly inspired by Boltanski & Thévenot,
followed by Céfaï and Lemieux, theoretical enterprise, and crossed with Eliasoph and Lichterman
stimulating cultural sociology. These epistemological choices are then reflected in the methodological
approach, ethnographic research, which is now central in sociology scholarship, but firstly came from
anthropological research. In particular, my ethnographic research centred on public assemblies, which
are a classical object of research in cultural anthropology. Finally yet importantly, I took even more
from social movements scholarship for whom the biographical consequences of activism, the link
between the personal and the political and its relationship to social change are central. In some
regards, I tried to apply some of their recipes to the study of participatory democracy. This research is
therefore the result of these intertwined influences that, I hope, construct a coherent and convincing
argument on the individual effects of political participation in democratic institutions.

9
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Chapter 1

Entering the Black Box of Civic Competence:
A Pragmatist Perspective on Self-Change

“The origin [of human freedom ] does not lie in man’s
interiority – be it his will, his thought or his feelings –
but in the space in-between that only emerges when a
plurality of men gather together and can only last as long
as they stay together.” 10
H. Arendt, Qu’est-ce que la politique ?

Participation in the public sphere could have deep transformative effects on individuals. Public
institutions and civil society organizations have thus often been labelled “schools of democracy” by
political philosophers and social scientists; individuals gaining political and civic skills, and becoming
more public-spirited by participating. Inclusive public institutions would thus have the potential to
create “better citizens”, increasingly aware of their own interests and of the common good. An implicit
assumption shared by many political and social theories is therefore that citizens are not naturally born
competent or public-spirited; they have to become so by participating. If schools of democracy are
needed it means something is missing; a lack (of competence, information, sophistication, or
consciousness) has to be filled in. Behind these interrogations therefore lies the question of the
construction and mobilization of civic competence in modern societies. While this theme has pervaded
political theory since Aristotle and Plato, it has become especially salient in the social sciences in the
last 20 years. Deliberative theorists, neo-Tocquevillians of the social capital paradigm, social
movements’ scholars, neo-republican and communitarian thinkers, all try to understand how active
citizens can be nurtured. While initially, research tried to evaluate whether ordinary citizens were
politically competent or not, empirical studies showed convincingly that most individuals had low
levels of political sophistication and knowledge.11 While there were competing interpretations of this
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phenomenon, its evidence led to reformulate the questions at stake, which thus became: how can
citizens develop a minimal understanding of politics and participate in the public sphere despite such
low levels of knowledge and information? Interestingly, these interrogations have been formulated
almost simultaneously by political scientists,12 social psychologists13 and linguists,14 in relatively
similar terms. One of the common interpretations of this phenomenon is that civic competence is
derived from the institutional context in which it is expressed, and therefore that citizens can become
competent if offered the appropriate social, cultural or institutional conditions.15 The recent
development of participatory democracy institutions could therefore offer interesting training grounds
for citizens, and thus allow evaluating systematically the school of democracy hypothesis.
The issue here is not to justify the involvement of lay citizens in public decision-making processes or
to argue for a more participatory system of government. It is indeed considered implicitly by most of
the political and social theorists evoked here that participation is good in itself, or can have positive
side effects.16 What matters to us is the individual impact of participation to inclusive democratic
institutions. As Mansbridge argues in a convincing article: “Participating in democratic decisions
makes many participants better citizens. I believe this claim because it fits my experience. […] Those
who have participated actively in democratic governance often feel quite strongly that the experience
has changed them.”17 Participatory institutions and organizations – be they associations, social
movements, local municipal institutions, as will be seen later – would thus perform the functions of
“schools of democracy”. Different theories have been offered all over the history of political and
social thought to analyse the process of self-change. Five different theoretical explanations have been
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constructed and will be presented in turn. If they all share the assumption that political participation
can make better citizens, more public-spirited and aware of the common good, they differ in their
understandings and conceptualizations of this hypothesis. Their definitions of the “good citizen”, of
public-spiritedness or politics in general differ from one to the other. More importantly, their
ontological and epistemological positions on central sociological issues like structure and agency,
public and private, and more broadly their theories of action, lead them to different interpretative
paths. Indeed, to understand self-change one has previously to offer a consistent definition of the self.
What does holding a political preference mean? What is and is there anything like personal
preferences? What is personal and collective identity? Should one focus on the “inner self”, through
the psychological analysis of “real interests and preferences”, or on its “outer expression” through the
analysis of preferences, policies, and their structural determinants?
It seems to me that these interrogations and their proposed answers are largely misguided. The focus
on preferences, values or ideologies mainly derived from the two dominant paradigms in action
theories – rational choice and structuralism – grants social scientists the illusion that they can access
the “true selves” and personality of individuals through quantitative surveys, the answers of
questionnaires, experimental designs or at best semi-structured interviews. The argument presented in
this chapter holds that social sciences – especially when dealing with the public sphere – cannot and
should not aim at reaching anything like an “inner self”, but instead should aim to understand how
individuals interact in political arenas. The way they present themselves, to others and to the
researcher, what they say and do not say in public, should be the first and foremost object of attention
of an analysis of the school of democracy hypothesis. Far from assuming that people are transformed
by entering a public arena, which would imply that a monolithic coherent self pre-exists, it will be
argued that individuals are constantly embedded in self presentation activities through the social
transactions they are involved in. If they are not transformed internally, they are affected by their
experiences, the people they meet, and the sensations and feelings they experience. It is through the
detailed observation of interactions, speeches, practices and vocabularies of motives taking place in
political arenas that one can grasp the potential evolution of individual and collective discourses and
practices, and the eventual emergence of public-spirited citizens. After having presented a critical
review of the different epistemological perspectives on self-change, I will argue against the concepts
of preferences and values, to subsequently defend a pragmatist perspective on participatory practices.
Through the reconstruction of “the grammars of public life” (Céfaï, 2001) regulating the activities of
participatory arenas (see chapter 4 for the empirical evidence), it will be possible to offer a
comprehensive approach of what speaking in public as a good citizen actually means, what it implies
and impedes, and what its methodological and theoretical consequences are for sociological research
on participatory democracy.
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I. Schools of democracy: entering the black box of citizens’ competence
Over the centuries, philosophers and social scientists have offered competing accounts of the social
and psychological processes leading to self-change, thus entering into the black box of participatory
phenomena. As the aim of this research project is not only to understand whether actors are affected or
not by their participatory experiences, but also to analyse the process of self-change – the question of
how citizens change – a glance at the existing research on these social and political processes seemed
indispensable. Five explanations of self-change through participation have thus been traced in the
literature.18 The first hypothesis attributes self-change to the convincing force of arguments: people
change due to their participation in deliberative interactions leading them to revise their preferences.
The second hypothesis puts the emphasis on the cognitive gains of collective reasoning. Participation
improves the rationality, information and coherence of people’s preferences through the comparison
and exchange of reasons with others, several heads thinking better than one. A third perspective
considers private interest as the driving explanation of self-change. It would be in the interest of
citizens to enlarge their vision of their self-interest and to consider the common good as an integral
part of it. Then, a forth range of explanations focuses on the force of publicity: citizens acting in more
civilized and public-spirited manner under the eyes of the public than in the secrecy of the ballot box.
Finally, the last paradigm insists on the power of emotions experienced in face-to-face interactions,
which would foster empathy and solidarity. Each of these interpretations of the self-change process
will be presented in turn, based on the arguments of their main proponents, before evoking their
theoretical and empirical flaws. While they offer different accounts of self-change, they are not
mutually exclusive however. It is precisely by drawing theoretical and empirical insights from the
publicity and emotional hypotheses that I will construct my own understanding of self-change. A last
section will therefore be devoted to comparing them and to stress the common feature they share and
the limits they face, to then move to my conceptualisation of self-change from a pragmatic
perspective.

1. The conviction hypothesis: the power of language
The conviction hypothesis put the emphasis on language as the source of self-change. The force of
arguments would be sufficient to make people change their minds. Collective argumentation would
eliminate self-centred and irrational opinions, thus constructing more informed preferences and more
competent citizens. This theoretical tradition has its roots in Ancient Greece, where mutual conviction
18
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and rhetoric were at the centre of the political system. It has recently come to the forefront of political
theory with the emergence of the deliberative democracy paradigm. For the latter, fair collective
agreements in complex and multicultural societies have to be the result of a process of argumentation
and mutual conviction.19 In this process, preferences of individuals are refined and enlarged, as
participants discover new interests and arguments, thus taking distance with their own. Most theorists
of deliberative democracy assume that a process of mutual persuasion taking place in a deliberative
arena will promote more altruistic and tolerant preferences. To appear convincing speakers would tend
to put forward arguments upon which everybody could agree.20 Deliberation would therefore operate
as a filter, expelling unsatisfactory (self-centred, egoistic or narrow minded) justifications.
These theoretical assumptions have since then been evaluated empirically. One of the most ambitious
projects from this perspective is that of “deliberative polling”, directed by James Fishkin and his
colleagues.21 Individual preferences are evaluated through questionnaires before, during and after the
deliberative process, to test the influence of discussions and information on policy preference changes.
The results seem to confirm the hypothesis, as Fishkin and his colleagues show that the deliberative
process produced opinion changes, and preferences became more informed and robust. These results
were nevertheless highly criticized: participants were unrepresentative of the American population
(Mitofsky 1996), changed only marginally their minds (Kohut 1996; Mitofsky 1996; Merkle 1996;
Tringali 1996), and their preferences remained mostly stable in the long run (Hansen 2002). Another
criticism that can be addressed to Fishkin’s approach is its quasi-experimental design. Results might
indeed differ widely in a real world context, especially when power relationships and real binding
public decisions are at stake (see section 2). These problems were nevertheless partly solved in other
empirical researches. Button and Mattson, who studied deliberative forums in America – whose
procedural organization is relatively similar to that of deliberative polls –, reach the same conclusions
as Fishkin: mutual conviction enriches people’s preferences.22 It is not certain however whether it is
19
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collective deliberation itself – i.e. argumentation –, the publicity of the process, the new information
gathered through discussion or the direct interactions between diverse actors face-to-face that affected
participants’ viewpoints. Goodin and Niemeyer are the only ones to offer an interesting account of the
process of self-change itself, showing that in the cases they studied it occurred mostly due to the new
information gathered by the participants and through a process of internal deliberation rather than as a
result of collective and public argumentation.23
Despite these interesting results, the conviction hypothesis faces serious empirical critiques. Recent
scholarship attests that persuasion is a rare phenomenon and when it occurs it does not necessarily
produce enlightened preferences. Argumentation and the will to convince others are rejected by most
citizens. As Pamela J. Conover and her colleagues put it: participants “do not want their preferences
challenged or to be pushed to change their minds. To some, it is simply inappropriate to try to
persuade people to abandon their preferences.”24 Most sociologists who studied deliberative arenas
have concluded, indeed, that persuasion, and the will to prove the rightfulness of one’s reasons, is
rare.25 Expressing oneself in a public discussion is risky for an individual, so that public discussions
often end up as a juxtaposition of ideas not answering each other, thus impeding preference change.26
When argumentation and conviction does happen, people do not necessarily change towards more
public-spiritedness however. James Kuklinski and his colleagues, who studied the formation of
tolerance judgements – understood as one of the forms “better” or enlightened preferences can take –
did not find that deliberation promoted them. Comparing preferences and judgements derived from
both incoherent survey answers to more thoughtful ones (respondents were asked to think about the
consequences of their positions), Kuklinski and his colleagues found that “the people explicitly asked
to consider consequences actually expressed less tolerance, on the whole, than did those who reacted
from the gut.”27 They explain these results by showing that once people start to think about the
consequences, they see the risks of tolerating groups such as the Ku Klux Klan, they also begin to
evaluate the potential consequences of their judgments for themselves and, consequently, express fears
about close-to-home threats. Deliberation would, therefore, not be sufficient to promote more tolerant
and public-spirited preferences; it could even be harmful.
The challenge to the conviction hypothesis is not only empirical however; there are also strong
theoretical arguments against the power of conviction, which would be no more than demagoguery
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and manipulation. Rhetoric has been rejected for centuries for offering an illegitimate influence to
demagogues and skilful speakers. Masses can indeed easily be persuaded, but not in the direction of
the common good. Public discussion would not have any positive influence, as the irrationality of the
masses would lead them to buy easy and demagogic arguments. Given the weakness of most people’s
preferences, it would rather be the way arguments are presented than their content that would convince
the audience. The risk of giving the power to demagogues by letting public deliberation rule led some
important political theorists to reject collective deliberation tout court. Most of the elitist theories of
democracy are based on the assumption that the best way to reach the common good is to exclude
easily impressionable masses from decision-making bodies, to let more competent individuals –
selected through aggregative mechanisms – decide in their name.28 The question therefore is how to
make persuasion something else than manipulation and demagoguery. One of the solutions, offered by
Aristotle in defence of rhetoric, is to ground public deliberation in people’s interests. Having their own
good at stake in the deliberation – as in most participatory institutions –, people’s judgements could
not be manipulated easily.29 Furthermore, Aristotle argued that people tended to judge better when
they considered matters related to their own ends, i.e. when they had direct practical experience and
local knowledge of the issues at stake. While this philosophical tradition offers strong arguments
against deliberation sceptics, it has remained until now in the backstage of contemporary political
theory.
Given the number of critiques it faces, the conviction hypothesis has often been complemented – or
replaced – by a cognitive perspective putting the emphasis on the new information learnt in the
process of deliberation. The transformation potential of deliberation would not stem from mutual
conviction – that rarely happens – but from the new information learnt in the course of discussion.

2. The cognitive hypothesis: several heads think better than one
The cognitive hypothesis puts the emphasis on the new information learned through participation,
especially when it involves public deliberation. One of the starting assumptions of the cognitive
hypothesis is that preferences are caused and unstable. People only partially know what they want;
they have conflicting desires, because they draw them from a limited set of information. Participation
should therefore allow gathering new information, data and examples, thus enriching individuals’
perspectives. As collective deliberation is supposed to be open to a diversity of viewpoints, people will
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learn something – in the contact and discussion with others – and leave the room better informed. In a
word, the motto of the cognitive hypothesis could be “several heads think better than one.”30 This idea
emerged with Aristotle, before being reinterpreted recently by some prominent democratic theorists
and tested empirically by social scientists. This approach implies a cognitive definition of civic
competence, considered firstly as a matter of knowledge and information about the political system.31
The cognitive hypothesis did not remain a theoretical intuition however; it has also been evaluated
empirically.32 In some regards, Fiskin’s deliberative polls were also aimed at testing the effects of
information input on individuals’ policy preferences. During the sessions, participants watched
documentaries about the issues at stake, listened and discussed with panels of experts, and had the
opportunity to question MPs representing different political parties. What were the effects of this
information input? Opinion changed, becoming more informed and considered. Goodin and Niemeyer,
distinguishing between the information phase (where the jurors were offered information by
questioning experts, technicians and community representatives) and the discussion phase, found that
preferences changed much more after the information phase than after deliberation.33 They asked
participants to rank the factors that could explain their opinion change – between learning, listening,
and discussion – and three-quarters of the jurors answered that information was the main cause of their
shift. They therefore conclude that the cognitive aspect of deliberation is the most important in
assessing personal change. One of central problems with the Goodin and Niemeyer approach however
is the method used to arrive at these results. Is it sufficient to ask people what made them change their
minds to draw definitive conclusions? Is self-report a good approach to assess the school of
democracy hypothesis? It could indeed be considered socially more desirable for respondents to
answer that they changed their minds thanks to the new information than due to other participants’
influence. They could also be unaware of the process that actually took place leading them to change
their mind.
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The detailed scrutiny of small group dynamics by social and political psychologists also showed that,
despite the hopes evoked above, public deliberation does not necessarily mean improved cognitive
capacities. The contrary can even be true. While it appears trivial that the discovery of new
information might increase the reflexivity of actors’ preferences, it is not certain whether public
deliberation allows individual discovering new information. Different small groups’ dynamics might
on the contrary hinder the epistemic virtues of deliberation. First of all, individuals increasingly
interact with people similar to them. Manin defines this phenomenon as the “balkanization” of
contemporary societies, which he attributes to the development of both residential segregation and
“selective exposure” behaviours (i.e. the propensity to expose oneself selectively to media messages
and interpersonal interactions consonant with one’s own views).34 Balkanization translates in the
decline of both crosscutting communication (among different social or cultural groups) and exposure
to opposing political views, in both Europe and the United States (Mutz and Martin, 2001; Huckfeldt
and Sprague, 1995). Then, even if diverse people manage to meet – participatory institutions as being
highly inclusive (or sometimes randomly selected) claim to reach such diversity – it does not mean
that a diversity of views are expressed and that enlightenment happens. Social and political
psychology experiments show on the contrary that people holding a certain position tend to interpret
new information as confirmatory of their own view, even against all evidence (Schultz-Hardt et al.,
2000). This phenomenon is known as “the confirmatory bias.” People tend to misperceive the
information brought to them as additional support for their own previous opinion (Stasser and Titus,
1985; Gigone and Hastie, 1993; Winquist & Larson, 1998). The phenomenon known as “group
polarization” seems to indicate as well that small group discussions tend to radicalize individuals’
opinions in an irrational manner (Sunstein 2000, 2002). The group median position shifts after
discussion to a more extreme position in the direction of the pre-deliberative position. A group slightly
opposed to gay marriage will for instance end up with a more extreme anti-gay marriage stance after
the discussion. This stems from both social comparison processes – individuals tend to conform with
the dominant norm existing in the group, seeking approval of others and trying to avoid conflict
(Noelle-Neumann, 1993) – and the mere effect of mutual conviction, the initial prevailing opinion in a
group having highest chances to be heard and thus to convince and radicalize all the participants. As
Manin noted, the problem with group polarization is not so much radicalization in itself, that can be
legitimate, than the fact that shifts occur systematically, regardless of the issue at stake.35
Social psychology experiments seem therefore to invalidate the cognitive hypothesis: several heads do
not systematically think better than one. One of the greatest limitations of the empirical assessments of
the cognitive hypothesis is that they stem from experimental designs. Real-world deliberations –
where political interests are at stake – might work in a different manner. The fact that people will
change their preferences in the light of the new information provided can be seen as a naïve argument.
34
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Can preferences change so easily? Aren’t they more deeply entrenched in people’s social positions?
Are preferences completely detached from interests? The cognitive perspective appears overly
confident in the power of deliberation and information, and in some regards overly idealist, as it
forgets the power of interests and the structuration of individual preferences illustrated by election
studies. While new information might re-orient opinions at the margin, people’s preferences are
deeply embedded in their life conditions and in the structure of their interests, which explains the
relative scarcity of preference change. Interestingly however, it seems that civic virtue itself could
stem from self-interest itself.
3. The interest hypothesis: when civic virtue stems from self-interest
The interest hypothesis is based on the idea that the driving force of human behaviour is the
maximisation of private interests. In this regard, civic virtue is understood as a way of promoting selfinterest through other means. As Machiavelli already argued, in certain contexts (a Republic for
instance), it might indeed be in the interest of citizens to defend and promote the common good. 36 The
argument was to be fully developed by Tocqueville, for whom town meetings and local associations
were the cradle of democracy, in which citizens discover that it is in their interests to be virtuous,
responsible and to promote the public good.37 More recently, the idea of an interest in being virtuous
was developed systematically by Bourdieu. Considering that no act can ever be “disinterested”, in the
sense that there are always reasons and interests backing them up, he analyzed disinterested and
virtuous behaviour as the interested adaptation to the rules of the social field in which actors are
embedded:38
“A la question de savoir si la vertu est possible, on peut substituer la question de
savoir si l’on peut créer des univers dans lesquels les gens ont intérêt à l’universel.
Machiavel dit que la république est un univers dans lequel les citoyens ont intérêt à
la vertu. […] Ainsi les groupes récompenses universellement les conduites qu’ils
tiennent pour universelles en réalité ou, à tout le moins, en intention, donc conforme
à la vertu ; et ils accordent une faveur particulière aux hommages réels, et même
fictifs, à l’idéal de désintéressement, à la subordination du moi au nous, au sacrifice
de l’intérêt particulier à l’intérêt général, qui définit, très précisément, le passage à
l’ordre éthique. On peut donc tenir pour une loi anthropologique universelle qu’il y a
du profit (symbolique et parfois matériel) à se soumettre à l’universel, à se donner
(au moins) les apparences de la vertu, à se plier, extérieurement, à la règle
officielle.”39
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For Bourdieu, certain social fields, the scientific one but also the political field under certain
conditions – he evokes the ideal Republic of Machiavelli – are ruled by norms and rules (“la règle
officielle”) valorising disinterested, universal and virtuous behaviours. Social groups reward virtuous
behaviour and, one might assume, sanction and exclude self-interested ones. Then, Bourdieu argues
that actors have a personal interest in respecting those rules. Individuals can draw symbolic grains,
probably good reputation and social integration, and eventually material ones, from disinterested
behaviour. The French sociologist even concludes at a “universal anthropological law” of the interest
to act virtuously. He thus put the emphasis on the individual level to explain this social phenomenon,
as the respect of the rules of disinterestedness stems from personal motivations to maximize one’s
interests (improving one’s reputation and integration). While the first claim is convincing, the second
one, related to the motivations of actions, appears more dubious. Why do actors follow these rules?
Can the respect of the social norms prevailing in public arenas be essentially accounted for in terms of
self-interest and symbolic pay-offs? It seems to me – as will be made clear further on – that a more
pragmatic and empirically based sociological analysis of this phenomenon is necessary.40 In this
regard, the focus should not be put on the individual only, thus drawing an ambitious “universal
anthropological law”, but on the social conditions of the interactions taking place in certain
institutional and social settings allowing virtuous and disinterested behaviours to blossom. Closer
attention should be paid, from this perspective, to the public status of the groups Bourdieu refers to.
One of the central features of a public arena, as defined in a pragmatist perspective, is indeed the force
of publicity it imposes on actors. Interestingly, deliberative democrats themselves emphasize the
importance of the publicity for disinterested deliberation.
Jon Elster probably offers the clearest analysis of the interest of disinterested behaviors in public
assemblies. According to him, while entering the discursive realm of the public world, one has to
bracket his/her own interests and to generalize his/her personal position. Publicity thus operates as a
pragmatic filter on individual preferences: “The conceptual impossibility of expressing selfish
arguments in a debate about the public good, and the psychological difficulty of expressing otherregarding preferences without ultimately coming to acquire them, jointly bring it about that public
discussion tends to promote the common good.”41 Elster tries to understand why actors searching for
the promotion of their private interests feel the need to use a discourse of the common good. 42 He thus
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discovers that a strategic use of public argumentation is possible.43 The public is meant to hold
normative expectations regarding what representatives are supposed to say. One of these expectations
is that any overt reference to mere self-interest in the course of justifying their position would be seen
as unacceptable.44 By using a rhetoric of the common good, the speaker strives at convincing the
audience, and especially the neutral groups, that his position is the soundest one. “Small groups of
impartially minded individuals might induce many others to mimic their impartiality out of selfinterest.”45 Individuals find it much more persuasive to couch arguments in terms of the public interest
rather than in terms of the self-interest that might actually motivate them. The discourse of the
common good would therefore only be a form of hypocrisy.
Independently of the motives of the common good discourse, one of the pivotal conclusions of Elster
is that hypocrisy itself has a “civilizing force”.46 Once individuals have justified their position in terms
of the public good, they are not supposed to switch to another view unless they can justify such a
departure. They are subject to a consistency constraint.47 Otherwise, they lose face. However, it is not
only a matter of avoiding losing face, but also of psychological constraints. Actors who constantly
orient their arguments towards the public interest cannot but be more deeply affected. In the long term,
it is impossible to defend the common good “du bout des lèvres.”48 Whereas they had first framed
their arguments in the discourse of the common good for pragmatic reasons, or even out of hypocrisy,
participants finally come to interiorise these public-spirited positions. Their need to reduce cognitive
dissonance might lead individuals to convince themselves of the soundness of the public interest
argument. Civilizing people's speech will eventually civilize their mind. 49
Elster’s concept of the “civilizing force of hypocrysy” therefore complicates the interest hypothesis. If
the driving force of civic virtue is self-interest, interests and motivations are nevertheless transformed
in the process of deliberation. This theory therefore indicates that an empirical scrutiny of the
emergence of civic virtue has to go further than the mere explanation in terms of interests. One cannot
understands the educative virtues of participation unless she studies the social norms regulating
participation and deliberation in political contexts. The main limit of the interest paradigm is that it
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reduces its analyses to the motivations of actors. Posing as an axiom – as in the case of Bourdieu or
Elster – that no human action can be distinterested, and therefore that all altruistic, cooperative or
public-spirited behaviour is interested, does not tell us much about when and how this happens. What
are the specificities of settings and institutions in which actors have to act virtuously? More precisely,
what are the social mechanisms and processes at work in these institutions leading individuals to take
disinterested behaviour? What do they mean when these authors speak of shame, concern of
reputation, esteem and distinction? Is interest a sufficient explanation of such feelings? Other factors,
such as the power of publicity, emotions created in face-to-face interactions or the rationality of
arguments in deliberative settings also have to be taken into account.

4. The publicity hypothesis: interacting under the scrutiny of others
While the interest hypothesis appears reductive, the introduction of ecological features might allow a
better description of the process of personal change. Inspired by Kantian philosophy, the publicity
hypothesis puts the emphasis on the power of publicity to filter people’s selfish motives and to induce
individuals presenting themselves as oriented towards the common good.50 In certain public settings, it
would be pragmatically impossible to state and justify purely selfish arguments.51 The idea that people
act differently (in a more civilised fashion) under the scrutiny of others was probably best described by
John Stuart Mill in his case for the public ballot, that appeared already, back in mid-19th century,
extremely deliberative.52 Having to justify publicly one’s vote – or at least to let people know your
political choice – would refrain voters from expressing morally unsustainable positions. Mill saw
publicity as a way to filter individuals from their self-regarding motives. Mill indeed forsaw the
psychological consequences of publicity in terms of shame, esteem and honor. As people desire
others’ esteem and consideration, public interaction helps to shape social sentiments.53 Mill therefore
saw the open ballot – one of the last means of civic participation attached to representative
government – as transformative: people acquire a sense of responsibility towards their community by
acting in public. Mill’s argument on the virtue of publicity is all the more interesting that he also
supported direct political participation of lay citizens at the local level, participation fostering moral
50
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and intellectual development and creating a sense of responsibility vis-à-vis others that transforms the
identity of the citizens in what he coins a “sentiment of largeness”.54
These arguments on the transformative power of acting under the eyes of others were central in British
19th century political thought, especially when it came to penal theory, as Bentham’s concept of
Panopticon attests.55 Lack of civility, moral deviance and unsocial behaviour could therefore be curbed
thanks to public scrutiny. Elias saw the emergence of a public space – the court – as one of the driving
forces of the civilization of human conduct, individuals interiorizing aggressive urges and desires.56
Public scrutiny can therefore work as a social control agent. When proceduralised – deliberative
democrats argue – public interaction can however have positive (and not domesticating)
developmental effects on individuals. They thus offer different theoretical arguments to back up the
publicity hypothesis however. For Habermas, it would be a contradiction to say “We should do that,
because it is in my interest”. It that case, the content of the discourse would be contradictory with the
presuppositions of language.57 For Elster, as we saw, there are strategic reasons why people should
avoid appearing selfish in public: if they want to convince others, speakers have to appear public
spirited.58 Finally, and maybe more convincingly, Fearon argued that it was social norms that banned
appearing selfish in public.59 As people care for their reputation, they have to adopt a public-spirited
behaviour. They are therefore costs in infringing the norm of public-spiritedness. This last argument
needs to be specified further, by combining it with an emotional analysis.
Strong theoretical arguments have however been made, contradicting the filter of public justifications’
argument: publicity can have negative effects on both deliberation and public-spiritedness. First, the
publicity of interactions could entrench individual positions and impede preference change. Once an
argument has been voiced – especially a public-spirited one – it is extremely difficult for the speaker
to express publicly that he/she was wrong and that he/she has changed his mind, to avoid losing face
and being ashamed in front of an audience.60 The difficulty of changing position in a public meeting
can be a problem for deliberation for at least two reasons. First, if pre-defined positions do not change,
consensus, or merely agreement, would be harder to reach in public than in huis clos settings. Then,
the pragmatic impossibility to change position might limit the spontaneity of a speaker. Deliberation
might end up being a juxtaposition of pre-prepared statements, with no effective interactions taking
place. This is problematic for the transformative power of deliberation, as publicity would, in this
case, impede self-change. This final argument can even be pushed further, following Nina Eliasoph,
who challenges the assumption that actors necessarily endorse public-spirited discourses in public
54
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settings.61 Her conclusions are, indeed, the exact opposite. She convincingly demonstrates that
participants in the associations she studied talked in political and public-minded ways in private
contexts rather than in public ones. Eliasoph depicts a culture of apathy, embedded in everyday life
interactions, in which public contexts make politics impossible. What is expected of individuals in
public settings is not that they talk about the common good, but about “their kids”, “their interests” or
“their needs”. Citizens interacting in public have to appear – given the dominant cultural norms in US
society – to some extent interested. In contrast, in face-to-face talks and private relationships,
individuals felt they could freely express their personal feelings and opinions about politics. In
opposition to Elster’s thesis, public settings, by the type of interactions and expectations they create,
make the expression of political and public-interested discourses impossible. Publicity does not exist
in a social vacuum; it depends on the cultural context in which it is embedded. While deliberative
democrats consider theoretically that publicity always pushes people to express concern for the
common good, it might depend of the cultural context in which public interactions take place. What
matters therefore is not publicity per se (as institutionalised in procedures) but the social and cultural
norms regulating public interactions. These norms have a powerful impact on the type of behaviour
people are able to perform in public. The norms of civic life have therefore to be investigated to
understand better when, where and how publicity confines politics and when on the contrary it lets it
blossom (see chapter 4). The force of publicity is therefore experienced in interaction, through the
emotional constraints created by performances in public.

5. The emotional hypothesis: the power of face-to-face interactions
The power of publicity to shape individuals’ behaviours seems to be linked to the emotions felt under
the scrutiny of others: shame, guilt and pride might have an important impact on the way citizens
behave in the public sphere. Emotions conveyed by face-to-face interactions and mutual presence
would be at the roots of moral consciousness and civic virtue, as Adam Smith and Rousseau already
argued.62 For Rousseau especially, reason led to self-love and vanity, while pity brought individuals –
without reflection – into cooperation with others. Interestingly, contemporary critical and feminist
theorists also understand the mobilization of emotions as a means to undermine the inequalitarian
assumptions at the roots of the rationalist conception of deliberation. Understanding deliberation as a
process of rational argumentation ruled by the “forceless force of the better argument” is not neutral
they argue; it excludes the most marginal actors from the discussion. Even if a formal equality is
granted, some will speak more than others, some will be more convincing, i.e. will have more power
61
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over the group. These are very likely to be well-educated white males.63 They therefore propose to
enlarge the concept of deliberative discussion to emotional types of expression such as “everyday
talk”,64 personal testimonies,65 and storytelling,66 supposed to be more inclusive. Emotions, mediated
through discourses or felt through direct encounter with others would shape people’s behaviour and
consciousness.67
In some regards, the social movements scholarship offers interesting empirical insights on the
transformative potential of emotions. Participation to social movements could shape the identity of
individuals.68 In particular, participation in radical groups and high cost activism seems capable of
influencing the trajectories of individuals durably. Doug McAdam showed that participation in the
1964 Mississippi Freedom Summer shaped and radicalized the political values and preferences of
individuals through what he calls “a process of personal change and political resocialization”.69
Scholars who studied “free spaces”,70 these small-scale settings removed from the direct control of
dominant groups and organized along participatory informal rules, also defined them as “schools in
citizenship” 71 or “schools of pluralism”,72 as individuals learn new civic skills and habits and learn to
care about the common good. Francesca Polletta warns however that social movement participation
creates active citizens with a strong critical sense: “Democracy in social movements does not produce
dutiful citizens. It produces people who question the conventional categories and responsibilities of
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citizenship – and who question the boundaries of the political, the limits of equality, and the line
between the people and their representatives.”73 Critical individuals might nevertheless – as will be
seen below – correspond to the definition of the “good citizen.”74
Social capital scholars might however disagree, and especially their main representative, Robert
Putnam, as the transformative power of face-to-face interactions they observe doesn’t seem to produce
apolitical and uncritical citizens. The theory of social capital is, at heart, fairly straightforward, and
can be summed up in a short formula: relationships matter. By making connections with one another,
people are able to work together and to achieve things that they could not achieve by themselves.
Trust, reciprocity and solidarity are thus supposed to be created among networks, and could then be
generalized to the rest of society.75 Internally, networks of civic engagement are believed to have
positive effects on their members; they socialise them into democratic culture and teach them trust,
cooperation and tolerance, making them better citizens. Externally, these networks lubricate
institutional settings, making them more legitimate and efficient.76 As Robert Putnam puts it, social
capital makes democracy work better, by increasing institutional performances. Putnam’s central
argument on the internal effects of social capital is that direct face-to-face interactions are the most
direct explanation of the socializing process at work in secondary associations. Norms of trust and
reciprocity, co-operation and tolerance only come after a direct encounter with “the other”, i.e. the
neighbour, the fellow citizen.77
The transformative power of face-to-face interactions has however been challenged from an empirical
perspective, psycho-sociological experiments leading for instance to contradictory results.78 The
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emotional hypothesis is also criticised from a normative point of view. Trust created among a close
circle has little chance of generalizing the rest of society. There is no evidence that repeated face-toface interactions in small networks increases the level of trust in a society.79 It could, on the contrary,
fragment between different small high trusting groups within, while distrusting and fighting with
outsiders and strangers. Far from promoting democracy and the common good, highly trusting groups
– like the mafia for instance – can promote particularistic demands, driven by the self-interest of the
local community.80 Finally, Putnam’s argument that non-political associations (such as football clubs
or choirs) would create “better citizens” than political and contentious ones, was also widely
discussed.81 Research on the activism of social movements tends to show that political participation
affects their members. The question then focuses on the type of “good citizen” created. Is he a good
taxpayer or a contentious and critical citizen marching for global justice? The empirical doubts about
Putnam’s conclusions lead to question some of the assumptions of the emotional hypothesis. Are faceto-face interactions necessary for the development of empathy and reciprocity? Can social norms
appearing at the local level be generalized outside the group where they were created? Are the face-toface contacts taking place in participatory arenas of the same nature as those happening in secondary
associations?
The emotional hypothesis remains however largely useful for understanding self-change. It might even
encompass some of the other approaches presented above. Especially, as we saw, the publicity
hypothesis ended up, when fully developed, putting the emphasis on the civilizing power of emotions
like shame, self-esteem or honor. The emergence of such emotions – and therefore the power of
publicity – is inconceivable without direct face-to-face interactions. It is mostly by putting together the
publicity and the emotional hypothesis – made conceptually coherent through a pragmatist
epistemology and concepts such as the grammars of public life – that the process of self-change will
be understood in this research.

6. Democracy, institutions and citizens’ character
Even if offering different accounts on the emergence of civic virtue, these competing approaches share
certain features, worth analyzing before offering our own perspective on self-change. One of the main
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common points among all these theories is the emphasis on institutions. They are all, in some respects,
institutionalist approaches. They consider that institutions can shape the character of the actors and
produce certain types of citizens. The focus on the role of institutions is not surprising, especially in
the most recent theories, given the centrality of neo-institutionalism in political and social sciences in
the last 20 years.82 In some respects, it can be argued that with the crisis of Marxism and structuralist
perspectives on social change, the late 80’s have seen the rise of new conceptualizations of social and
political change. Being reformists, these approaches put democratic institutions at the centre stage of
social change and human emancipation. As Habermas answered when asked what remained of
socialism: “radical democracy.”83 Contemporary critical theorists politicised and “reformicized” the
Marxist conception of social change. The point is no longer to make a tabula rasae of the past, but to
shape the character of individuals in ways which are compatible with respecting basic human rights
and the need for social emancipation. In so doing, they also offered a critical perspective on alienation
in contemporary societies, expressed in apathy or populism, and stemming from unsatisfying
democratic institutions. As Bourdieu underlined: “what the social does, it can undo it.” Localising the
heart of the social question in institutions, critical theorists thus offered possible directions for political
change.
These perspectives are not, however, merely institutionalist. As I intended to show, most of the
selected theorists try to enter the black box of institutions to describe and analyse the process of selfchange. Even when disagreeing on the origins of self-change and the emergence of civic virtue, they
often put the emphasis on the social and psychological processes leading to self-change. Interestingly,
many emphasize the importance of the desire to get others’ esteem, consideration and agreement, to
avoid shame and get a good reputation, which most effectively shapes moral sentiments (Smith),
public justifications (Elster), or disinterested behaviour (Bourdieu). Even giving a different
explanation of the process going from institution to shame and reputation (publicity, argumentation,
emotions, or interests), the insistence on these powerful social mechanisms is notable. Many agree that
what affect people’s behaviour are the social norms defining what a proper or unproper behaviour is in
certain public settings. Most of the research until now, however, remained pretty evasive on the
production, diffusion and inculcation of these norms in the public sphere. How are the feelings of
shame and the desire for reputation developed in public institutions? What does acting as a good
citizen mean in public arenas open to citizen participation? I argue that the connection between the
emotional and publicity hypothesis can best be achieved through the concept of grammar, as it defines
the rules of proper behaviour in certain situations, and emphasizes the fluidity of the actors’
competences and identities depending on the setting in which they interact.
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One of the main limits of the approaches presented here is indeed their uni-causal understanding of the
phenomenon that they aim to explain. They all share a uni-dimentional theory of action, even if always
different – from rational choice, to the theory of communicative action and Bourdieu’s sociology. It
seems that the theoretical and empirical questions at stake here could be better answered once taken
into account the plurality of action regimes ruling society. People act in different manners given the
context, the setting, the social field or the institution in which they are involved. To put it roughly,
people have different hats. Rather than assuming a priori what people are – thus essentialising human
behaviour – it seems more realistic to assume that they act differently given the context. The focus
should therefore be put on actions in context and on the ability of the actors to act appropriately in
certain settings, rather than on identities, preferences or inner selves. The purpose of this research is
therefore not self-change per se, which would imply an essentialisation of the self independently of the
contexts of action in which he/she is engaged, but the mobilization and construction of civic
competence through participatory experiences. What are the rules of interaction in these specific
contexts pushing people to act in a virtuous manner? How do these (grammatical) rules emerge and
impose themselves, what are their effects and drawbacks? What kind of power relationships do they
create?
To answer these questions it seems that a pragmatist perspective on self-change is needed, offering a
theory of action compatible with the theoretical and sociological issues at stake here. By putting the
emphasis on mutual interactions and the power of cultural norms ruling civic life rather than on the
motivations of the actors, the pragmatist approach is the most suitable for such research. To construct
our own approach to self-change, inspired by the theories and empirical evidence presented
previously, we need to look into the (epistemological) origins of these different approaches to selfchange, namely their underlying theories of action. Despite the different accounts of the school of
democracy phenomenon, they can be classified along the two main paradigms organising the social
sciences, namely rational choice and structuralism. Stemming from a critique of both approaches, a
pragmatist perspective on self-change will be constructed, inspired by deliberative democrats and
public sphere sociologists such as Nina Eliasoph, Francesca Polletta, Daniel Céfaï and Laurent
Thévenot. The following of this chapter offers firstly a critique of the dominant epistemological
paradigms, before presenting the added-value of a pragmatist perspective for the understanding of selfchange.

II. Values, beliefs and preferences: the limits of the subjectivist approach
While most scholars interested in the individual effects of political participation have emphasized that
the experience of public participation could change people, making them better citizens, they remained
rather vague on the definition of how citizens were to change. A broad range of concepts have been
used to define what should be affected and shaped by the participative process: preferences, interests,
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opinions, judgments, values, frames, identities, personality or character. By focusing on one of those
terms, one takes both an epistemological and ontological position. Social sciences are indeed divided
between two dominant epistemological paradigms, or theories of action, defining a specific
understanding of political behavior. To make sense of the social world one would have to choose
between an inner approach emphasizing psychological and subjective consciousness mechanisms, and
an outer perspective stressing the structural determinants and power relationships shaping individual
values and ideologies. The main concepts will be critically presented here to show that the two
dominant approaches in terms of preferences, values and ideology are misguided and do not allow
understanding appropriately the sociological mechanisms at work in participatory arenas.

1. On the origins of political preferences
A first approach to citizens’ political behavior focuses on an inner conception of the self. What matters
are people’s heads, what they really think and feel. The democratic nature of a political regime would
stem from the aggregation of individual subjective opinions and preferences which would thus form a
polity. Hence the methodological priority accorded to surveys and polls in the evaluation of what
people think and feel about political matters (Berelson et al., 1954; Campbell et al., 1960). In this
regard, if people are not concerned or interested in politics it might derive from the ill-nature of their
values and preferences (Converse, 1964; Converse, 1975). The clearest sign of the “ignorance” of the
public would be the instability of preferences as expressed in “irrational” variations in survey answers
across time. Apathy would stem from an ineffective political socialization leading to the creation of
asocial psychological schemes.
The development of behaviorist political science in post World War II America cannot be understood
if detached from the decisive influence of Parsons’ theory of action. Parsons’ (1937), in his
synthesizing theoretical enterprise places the interiorisation of norms at the centre of his theory of
action. Norms and values first emanate from the “social system” (Durkheimian influence) and are then
interiorized progressively through socialization processes to form a coherent personality (Freudian
influence).84 Interiorized norms, as they become goals and motivations for actors, are thus understood
as the causes of actions.85 This psychological approach is then integrated at the macro level with a
functionalist perspective, showing that both commitment and apathy of some citizens (given their
psychological dispositions) is functional for the political system.86 This seminal approach has since
then shaped the way American political science studies citizens’ political behaviour.
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In keeping with an elitist definition of democracy, citizens’ political behaviour is often reduced to
voting. The link between individual psychological dispositions, their political values, and their actual
votes, is realized through the concept of “preference”, imported from rational choice economics, and
especially Kenneth Arrow’s social choice theory. A preference can be defined, following Druckman
and Lupia, as “a comparative evaluation of a set of objects.”87 Rational choice theory considers
collective choices as a mere process of aggregation of preferences.88 Preferences are considered
“exogenous” or “given”,89 as they are directly drawn from individuals’ interests. More precisely,
preferences are derived from a rational calculation that aims to maximise the interests of individuals.
As these interests are considered – by rational choice theorists – as being relatively stable, preferences
are stable too. This aggregative conception of collective choice formation was then translated in the
field of democratic theory by the elitist school, which considers the aggregation of individual
preferences through voting to be the ultimate criterion of a democracy.90 Democracy is thus
understood as a mechanism to aggregate pre-political preferences. Following a purely liberal
conception of democracy, aggregative theorists consider that individual preferences are sacred and
beyond the reach of public intervention. Any intrusion of the government within the realm of
individual preferences is therefore seen as a form of paternalism, unacceptable – and thus illegitimate
– from a liberal perspective. Collective decisions cannot, then, be derived from anything else other
than the aggregation of individual preferences through a majority vote.
Theories of deliberative democracy emerged to answer this dominant paradigm. Theorists of
deliberative democracy generally hint at three illusions at the roots of the aggregative conception of
collective choice. Firstly, it is misleading to believe preferences are autonomously and freely chosen
by individuals. They are produced by a specific economic, social and cultural context. Liberal theorists
of democracy are thus accused of being sociologically naïve. Preferences are considered by most
theorists of deliberative democracy to be “caused” or “endogenous” (Elster 1986; Sunstein 1991; Offe
1997). This critique stems from an ontological divergence between social choice theory, which shares
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most of the assumptions of rational choice theories about human rationality,91 and deliberative theories
that generally belong to cultural or neo-institutionalist understandings of reality. Then, as preferences
are caused, they can change if the (cultural, political, social, institutional) context itself evolves.
Generally, individuals only partially know what they want, and their desires are constantly changing.92
Information and learning processes can take place and will have an influence on the preferences and
desires of individuals. Preferences are thus not pre-political or fixed, but are instead the changing
product of social interactions. The precise goal of deliberation is therefore the creation and discovery
of one’s preferences.93
Deliberative theorists address therefore both formal and normative criticisms of the social choice
paradigm. The way social choice theories conceptualize individual preferences is both sociologically
reductive and politically non-desirable. But under which conditions is deliberative democracy more
able to answer these shortcomings? Deliberative theorists propose an alternative conception of the
formation of political preferences, in which the latter are understood as endogenous and malleable. As
long as preferences are shaped by the context in which they are formed, the promotion of an
alternative institutional framework – as well as a social and cultural one – could favor the promotion
of more reflective preferences. Through a process of public discussion and mutual persuasion,
individual and collective preferences would change, thus fostering the promotion of the common
good. The locus of self-change for the deliberative theorist is therefore at the articulation between the
inside and the outside, in a neo-institutionalist, even if under-conceptualized, theory of action. Change
in institutions, allowing for the development of deliberation, would affect individuals’ inner selves, as
their (caused or endogenous) preferences would be shaped in the meantime.

2. Rejecting the cognitive approach of the deliberative paradigm to focus on discursive practices
The criticism of social choice theories by deliberative democrats is in many ways accurate. By
focusing on the micro-level of preferences formation, they allow deepening the understanding of
citizens’ political behavior. Whereas rational choice theorists adopt a pure proceduralist perspective,
deliberative democrats focus on preferences’ formation allows entering the black box of democratic
decision-making processes. They thus sophisticate the understanding of the link between procedures
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and outcomes. For rational choice theorists, who take preferences as given, good procedures allow the
reaching of fair and effective outcomes through the aggregation of individual votes. The logical link,
however, between outcomes (vote and decisions) and procedures is deliberately overlooked, to impede
an abusive paternalism. Assuming a form of reasonable and limited paternalism (for the sake of social
justice),94 deliberative democrats intercede the formation of preferences between institutions and
outcomes. The logical link thus becomes more complex, as good procedures (deliberative ones) should
foster the production of enlightened preferences that will, in return, produce fair decisions. In so
doing, the deliberative paradigm embodies an important improvement with regards to the rational
choice approach. The criticism of the concept of preference remains, however, incomplete. The logical
chain going from institutions to citizens and democratic outcomes has to be elaborated further.
I argue in contrast for putting the emphasis on what people actually say rather than on what they
think.. What really matters within a deliberative framework are not preferences per se but their public
expression through argumentation. Collective decisions are only taken after an enlightened exchange
of arguments. It seems reductive, from a sociological point of view, to assimilate inner preferences
with actually voiced arguments. Given the situation of interaction, not all preferences are always
expressible. Depending on the social and cultural context, the degree of publicity of the interaction or
the composition of the audience, speakers voice different types of arguments. What remains in the
dark – in the back of speakers’ minds – has no direct influence on the collective decision. Decisions
depend on which arguments are actually voiced along the debate, not on what people really think.
Considering public justifications as mere forms of hypocrisy or excuses,95 ignores their social
efficiency in the given context. Independently of the intentions or motivations of the speakers –
strategic use of argumentation or not – if they voice arguments (socially, culturally, etc.) acceptable to
others, they will influence the collective decisions.
It therefore seems ontologically flawed to distinguish “what people really think” from what they say.
Accordingly, the only way to scrutinize “real opinions” would be either to conduct surveys or to use
experimental methods, in search for pure preferences unbiased by the publicity of a context. The
recent success of political psychology and cognitive sciences in deliberative studies directly stems
from the ambition to evaluate social phenomena by getting rid of the context.96 The main risk of
experimental methods is that they grant the illusion of accessing pure social phenomena, whereas they
just recreate new contexts for the expression of preferences, surely less public and more artificial than
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actual deliberative arenas. Answering a survey or participating in a social experiment is always being
involved in a social transaction. No interaction is more “real” than any other; it appears therefore more
appealing to study real political contexts than artificial ones. Behind an opinion or a motive there can
only be another motive in an infinite regression towards an inner-self that does not exist apart from the
self-presentation of the actor through the expression of his/her motives.97 Experimental approaches
thus forget the arguments of the deliberative democrats on the endogenous nature of political
preferences. If preferences are caused it seems necessary to study their social, cultural, political and
institutional contexts of production.
The attention should therefore not be put on an illusory inner self, but on the “in-between”, on the
transactions taking place in deliberative settings. People are not born good or bad citizens, they might
become so or not depending on the situations they are allowed to access and invest. Understanding
self-change thus supposes scrutinizing civic practices and discourses in situation, to evaluate how and
when individuals are able to adopt the role of the good citizen. Becoming a good citizen would simply
require acting accordingly to certain common good grammatical norms embedded in institution
discourses and practices. It is therefore through a constant and fine-grained move from the front to the
backstage, that the social scientist can grasp what it is possible or not to say in a specific public arena,
and what is better kept private.

III. Hegemony and symbolic power: the limits of the structuralist approach
The critic of the rational choice paradigm by deliberative democrats and the emphasis put on the
external determinants of political behavior seem to conduct to a more structuralist conception of selfchange. The main reason of citizens’ political apathy would not be their ill-psychological dispositions,
but the systemic forces leading to the reproduction of power and status. Critical theorists look into the
problem further and investigate the structural and cultural origins of wrong psychological dispositions.
If preferences are caused, they might be the mere reproduction of inherited social dispositions, i.e. the
reflection of social structure.

1. Hegemony: everywhere and nowhere
The concept of hegemony is probably the most central for the structuralist approach to political
participation (or its eclipse) and for critical theory in general. As first conceptualized by Gramsci
(1971), it was supposed to overcome the opposition between internal and external approaches of
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action theories, by focusing on the internalization of power and symbolic relationships through praxis.
The concept was however largely detached from praxis, being integrated in structuralist and postMarxist approaches to power. The concept of hegemony allows understanding how powerless
individuals learn to take injustice for granted, by experiencing it on a daily basis, until it becomes a
second nature. As Bourdieu would say, using the concept of “symbolic power”, dominated actors learn
to love their own fate, “à faire de nécessité vertu”, given the scarcity of alternatives and opportunities
for change. Symbolic power is all the more powerful that it is not felt as such. This approach merges
with that of Steven Lukes (1974), who defined it as the “third face of power”, that resides in the heads
of individuals: “Is it not the supreme and most insidious exercise of power to prevent people, to
whatever degree, from having grievances by shaping their perceptions, cognitions and preferences in
such a way that they accept their role in the existing order of things, either because they can see or
imagine no alternative to it, or because they see it as natural and unchangeable.”98 By defining what is
thinkable or not, the third face of power is understood as the main source of citizens’ apathy.
Behind the concepts of hegemony and symbolic power lies the idea – coming from Marxist theory of
action – that class interests are the prime determinants of people’s political behaviour and that the
consciousness of these objective interests is a necessary step towards social and political change. The
problem is that the definition of interest is far from being self-evident. People might not be aware of
them or simply change in their perceptions of their own interests. Critical theorists would certainly
answer that this is an effect of hegemony and domination, which works to hide people’s class or
objective interests. But how can one determine whether citizens’ interests lie in the protection of the
environment, the reduction of unemployment, the increase of social safety-nets or in further tax cuts?
The answers to these crucial political questions, far from being evident, show that an objectivist
definition of interests is merely impossible. As Nina Eliasoph emphasizes, the problem of hegemony
is that it “seems to be floating everywhere and nowhere.” (Eliasoph, 1998: 234) It belongs to both
social structure and individual consciousness, without any need to actualize itself. How the systemic
forces produce apathy and non-political selves is an empirical question that is simply overlooked by
critical theorists. What people can think or not, express or retain from saying given the social context
they are embedded in, supposes detailed sociological analysis more than political philosophy. What is
needed, as Nina Eliasoph proposes, is to focus on the processes of “hegemonization”, on the social
mechanisms and the civic practices allowing symbolic power to actualize itself. Bourdieu’s theory of
action, by embedding domination and symbolic power in a theory of practice, seemed highly
promising from this perspective.
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2. Bourdieu: domination in practice
The limits of structuralism, if one follows Pierre Bourdieu’s (1980) analysis, stem from the initial
separation established by Saussure between language and speech, the former having a theoretically
primacy on the later. Saussure poses that the true medium of communication is not actual speech but
language, as a system of objective relationships between signs, which makes the existence of discourse
possible. He thus put upside-down traditional approaches in the philosophy of language, for which
linguistic practices came first, before being more systematically organized in a system of signs and
rules.99 Deriving from a sociological criticism of pure subjectivism, structuralism ended up offering a
caricatured alternative to naïve rational choice and phenomenology. It transformed in transcendental
entities the objective structures produced though historical sedimentation, and thus reduced history to
a process without actors. Structuralism substituted the rational actor with an automaton determined by
transcendental laws objectively defined by a detached social scientist. This offered a vision of selfreproducing structures, where actors have no other function than triggering passively structures acting
through them, being reduced to a mere manifestation of the power of the systemic forces.
One of the epistemological alternatives offered to the dualism between naïve subjectivism and overdetermined structuralism, is the theoretical enterprise of Pierre Bourdieu. Through his concepts of
“habitus” and “practical sense”, he sophisticates the relationship between objective structural forces
and incorporated cognitive schemes. A habitus is a system of durable learned dispositions, “structured
structures predisposed to work as structuring structures”, able to generate and organize practices and
representations, without implying the mere reproduction of external and objective norms. Without
being the result of any conscious and rational choice, the habitus operates an estimation of the chances
to achieve certain results, given objective potentialities embedded in the structure of “a field”, that
determines what is possible (and valued) or not to do. Agents thus adapt their motivations, ambitions
and hopes to the objective chances they have to achieve them. The most improbable practices are
“naturally” excluded, as they are merely unthinkable. The concept of habitus thus escapes from the
alternative between the pure determinism of systemic forces outside bodies, and of the inner subjective
forces offspring of a rational and free decision. The habitus, far from limiting domination to a
cognitive mechanism determining what people can think, operates through the incorporation of habits
and modes of being. With Bourdieu, structures do not transcendentally determine people’s minds; they
operate more insidiously, through the everyday learning and incorporation of bodily hexis, learned and
routine practices, that progressively shape agents’ cognitive frames by naturalising cultural
dispositions and representations. This is what the French sociologist defines as the “practical sense”,
the intersection between habitus and fields, between incorporated and objectified history:
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“Et on en finirait pas d’énumérer les valeurs faites corps par la transsubstantiation
qu’opère la persuasion clandestine d’une pédagogie implicite, capable d’inculquer
toute une cosmologie, une éthique, une métaphysique, une politique, à travers des
injonctions aussi insignifiantes que ‘tiens toi droit’ ou ‘ne tiens pas ton couteau de la
main gauche’ et d’inscrire dans les détails en apparence les plus insignifiants de la
tenue, du maintien ou des manières corporelles et verbales les principes
fondamentaux de l’arbitraire culturel ainsi placés hors de prise de la conscience et de
l’explicitation. […] La ruse de la raison pédagogique réside précisément dans le fait
d’extorquer l’essentiel sous l’apparence d’exiger l’insignifiant, comme le respect des
formes et les formes de respect qui constituent la manifestation la plus visible et en
même temps la plus « naturelle » de la soumission à l’ordre établi, ou les concessions
de la politesse, qui enferment toujours des concessions politiques. ”100

The close attention to daily “insignificant” practices proposed by Pierre Bourdieu to understand the
incorporation of cognitive frames appears of utmost interest for the analysis of political participation
phenomena. It is through the detailed observation of everyday interactions taking place in deliberative
settings that the social scientist can grasp the construction of shared meanings and practices, whether
they are hegemonic – the reproduction of apathetic and non-politicized citizens – or counterhegemonic – though the formation of critical citizens.
The theoretical enterprise of Pierre Bourdieu remains however overly deterministic to offer a proper
account of the interactive situations taking place in deliberative arenas. In this regard, it seems
inappropriate to analyze the school of democracy hypothesis. If something has to change, for
Bourdieu, it would probably be the structural forces themselves. As he used to answer when accused
of over-determinism: “what the social does, it can un-do it.” As the “practical sense” of people, and
therefore their behaviour, is defined as the intersection between habitus and social fields, one or both
of these categories would have to evolve to allow the formation of politicized and active citizens.101
However, actors do not always evolve in the same social fields, and do not take the same position as
they move from one field to the other. Domestic, professional, artistic or political fields are ruled by
different rules and norms, to which actors have to adapt when entering them. One can be dominant in a
field and dominated in another. By moving from one field to the other, actors have to play different
roles given the specific rules of the game and mutual expectations characterising that specific social
space. In this regard, the concept of habitus seems too static, as it denies actors the ability to play
different roles according to the situation. The diversity of experiences through the involvement in
different fields, i.e. the performance of different parts, might affect and shape actors’ frames and
dispositions.102 Far from being determined forever, given the primary socialization and the class
origins of the individuals, the cognitive frames and incorporated practices might evolve and change
given the nature of the experiences endured. The concept of habitus, defining ordinary practices as
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automatic and impersonal, economizes the concept of intentionality. It is through the scrutiny of the
genesis of practices that Bourdieu tries to explain their correspondence with structures.103 This leads
Bourdieu to formulate the concept of homogeneity of class habitus, individuals sharing a homogenous
social background ending-up with similar habitus, even if individual trajectories might differ slightly.
The social conditions of habitus productions are objective, inscribed in the social structure, and
therefore determine directly cognitive frames and incorporated practices. If the context – fields – is
important for Bourdieu, it is taken as given, offered by the social structure, rather than being actively
produced by the actors themselves. Bourdieu’s theory of action thus leaves little room for actors to
divert the rules of the games and invest them with alternative meanings. It appears therefore relatively
inappropriate to analyse the school of democracy hypothesis as, from a Bourdieusian perspective, the
actors’ habitus cannot change, people are not affected by their experiences, or, more precisely, they
are only affected by experiences they can live, experiences inscribed in actors’ objective positions.

3. Bringing agency back in: micro counter-veiling strategies
On the contrary, James Scott (1990) shows how citizens, in peasant societies, well aware of the rules
of the game and of their own domination, used insidious resistance strategies to divert and reject the
rules. He thus quotes an Ethiopian proverb at the beginning of his book: “when the great lord passes,
the wise peasant bows deeply and silently farts.” Gossips, carnivals, jokes, etc. are the weapons of the
weak in their creative attempts to make room for themselves in the midst of the dominant culture.
Scott underlines that it is by listening to the “hidden transcripts”, the backstage fierce and caricatured
protests of subordinate groups that one can discover these arts of resistance of submitted individuals.
These arts of resistance can be associated to the “arts of doing” of Michel de Certeau, or what he refers
to as an “anti-discipline.”104 In his epistemological enterprise, Certeau argues that parallel to the
disciplinary techniques and procedures, social sciences should also focus on the practical ways people
try to resist to them. Through their daily practices and habits, lay people divert processes of
domination and manage to create havens of rest and tranquillity. Such an argument would probably
appear populist to Bourdieu, as the backstage performances do not challenge or undermine the public
domination of subordinate groups determined by the objective feature of the political or linguistic
fields.105 For Bourdieu actors reproduce the social structure through their learnt daily practices,
without being either aware of the reproduction or of the domination. The backstage arts of resistance
presented by Scott or Certeau show that given the context, front or backstage, people might not appear
similarly, moving from submission to resistance. This shows that the understanding of political
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participation phenomena should move from a consciousness-centred – therefore necessarily inner,
even if determined by structural forces – to a talk-centred one. Power and domination do not remain in
people’s heads, but in their ways of presenting themselves, interacting together, and speaking. It is
though talk and communication that people enact and reproduce dominant schemes and patterns. It is
only through a pragmatic theory of action, focused on actors’ performances, practices and discourses
that a proper account of citizens’ everyday interactions in the public arena can be assessed.

IV. Fluid identities, complex selves and a plurality of forms of action
The main contribution of pragmatist social theory is the idea that actors and their environment are
mutually shaped in interaction. Individual and collective actions cannot only be explained by actors’
intentions or structural processes; intentions, motives and goals emerge in situation, depending on the
context in which they are embedded. The focus put by Pragmatists on situations, and the opportunities
and constraints they create for actors, indicates that unitarian theories of action miss the heterogeneity
of the transactions actors experience and the conflicting impact they have on their identities. As we are
interested in the ways in which actors – and more precisely citizens – can be affected by their
interactions in participatory environments, it might be interesting to look further into the
understanding of the type of environments and situations actors can be confronted to, looking at the
concept of plurality of forms of action.

1. A pragmatist theory of action: the co-construction of actors and their environment
Pragmatism is an action-centred philosophy, stemming from a critique of Cartesianism and more
precisely of the body/mind dualism.106 Developed in the United States at the end of the 19th century,
by William James and Charles Pierce, it did not become a political philosophy before the writings of
John Dewey. The central concept of his philosophy is that of experience, that can be defined as an
interaction, or a transaction, between an individual and his/her environment. The concept of
experience allows us to understand the distinction between subject and object, organism and
environment, as it is along the experience that these two categories become distinguished from one
another, and constitute themselves as two phases of a same process. Individuals and their environment
have to be understood as two phases of the same experience. Experiences not only modify but produce
both their subject and their object. Experiences emerge from the confrontation of a problem, troubles
coming from the environment, which can be an object, but also a word, a text, an act, an event.
Through the confrontation to this problem, the actor mobilizes his memories of past experiences, and
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if nothing he/she knows fits, he/she will improvise creatively to answer the challenge of the
experience.107 It is therefore by acting that actors become who they are. The quality of the self depends
on the quality of his/her experiences, in a continuous and ongoing process of adaptation, learning and
change. A new experience retains something from what occurred before and influences what will
come afterwards. The experience modifies the organism by teaching it new skills and habits
(developed to answer a new experience or challenge), and affects the objective conditions of the future
experiences by opening up a new environment.108 Identity is fluid.
The importance of such conceptualisation for the understanding of collective action phenomena
appears immediately, and was to be developed by Dewey in his famous volume of 1927, The Public
and Its Problems. The major problem of the public underlined by Dewey is – already at the beginning
of the 20th century – its eclipse; what social scientists would probably label apathy today. At first, the
public is the people whose life conditions – largely determined by the evolution of modern complex
capitalist societies for Dewey – do not allow the creation and fostering of social selves anymore. From
the lack of independence would derive exclusion and deviance. The public is therefore not considered
as given for Dewey, it has to emerge in the relationships of citizens to their political and social
environment. The awareness of the consequences of others’ actions on oneself is at the roots of the
definition of the public.109 Human interactions can have positive and negative consequences for others.
People, individuals or groups, affected by the consequences of some actions, might be interested in the
regulation or control of those activities, to limit the negative externalities and promote positive ones.
The perception of these consequences will produce a common interest between the affected people to
regulate or control. As Louis Quéré emphasizes, the source of the public is therefore double.110 First, it
stems from the confrontation to a common problem or trouble, resulting from the consequences of
some social activities. Then, it supposes a perception of these consequences and of their potential
origins, to formulate a common interest in order to regulate them. Dewey adds nevertheless a final
condition for the emergence of the public: its organisation through (democratic) institutions. To be
more than a mere aggregation of individuals, the public has to organize itself politically, though
representation and government, where representatives embody the common good of the public. Joëlle
Zask however, one of the best specialists of Dewey’s social philosophy, considers that the utmost
forms these institutions can take for Dewey are that of “self-government.”111 The best way the public
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can acquire the awareness of its common interest is through the direct public experience of local
government. Through a public experience, the direct practice of government, the public will form its
opinions on political affairs and thus be able to define a common good, i.e. to define itself. Democratic
mores or a democratic self, for Dewey, are created by the public experience of self-government, by
allowing individuals to participate regularly in common affairs to nurture new skills and habits.
Given the proximity between the ideal of self-government and the ambition of participatory
democracy in Europe at the turn of the millennium, it appears as a particularly favourable ground for
the emergence of a public. As institutionalised bodies, local democracy assembly should allow
participants tackling common problems and try solving them through the limited but real decisionmaking powers of these participatory entities. Following a pragmatist approach, the potential creation
of a public through the interactions and public experiences taking place in European participatory
democracy institutions will be the central object of this research.
Recent developments of pragmatist sociology have put the emphasis on the plurality of the contexts,
social spheres or regimes of action, in which individuals and groups interact. A central critique
addressed to both the structuralist and rational choice theories is, indeed, their monolithic approach to
action. They consider a unique guiding principle able to explain human action, be it actors’ rationality
or the reproduction of the social structure. Actors would be the one and the same all their life; their
singularity and identity being rooted in deep internal structures coming from socialization – Bourdieu
defined the habitus as the “unifying principle of the practices” – or in an implicit anthropology
considering actors as mere interest maximizers. Pragmatism allowed overcoming a conceptualization
of an over or under socialised self. Many empirical studies have indeed exemplified that actors can
play different roles, act differently, according to the social situation in which they are embedded. The
sociology of Erving Goffman is probably the most brilliant from this perspective. Goffman
jeopardised the idea of a constant and invariable personal identity: “Ce que nous y glanons renvoie
certes à un soi au-delà de la situation, mais un soi qui fluctue à chaque nouvelle situation.”112 This
does not mean there are no regularities, that all depends on the situations, or that selves are only
radical juxtapositions of identities, roles and behaviours unrelated to each other. Goffman himself – as
will be seen – put the emphasis on the importance of the public/private divide in structuring
interactions and the roles deriving from it. More than a mere theoretical or epistemological argument,
the concept of the plurality of the modes of action takes its roots in certain socio-historical
developments. In a word, the differentiation and complexification of societies linked to modernity
translated in the emergence of complex social composition games, actors being able to interact in
different spheres and to play different roles.113 On the contrary, the unity of the forms of action
characterised traditional societies. Consequently, it seems that most individuals in contemporary
western societies are confronted with and experience a variety of heterogeneous situations
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characteristic of certain regimes of action, from which contradictory socialisation processes can result,
at the roots of a complex and fluid identity. Stemming from the observation that actors behave
differently – voice specific words with a certain tonality, present themselves in a certain manner,
define themselves and others in contrasted ways – according to the setting in which they are engaged,
the concept of plurality of regimes of action allows overcoming the traditional divisions between actor
oriented and structure oriented theoretical models, to give space to the mutual shaping of actors and
structures in the experience of situated actions.

2. Habermas theory of action: a plurality based on intentions in discourses
The concept of plurality of logics of action has been extremely popular in the social sciences in the last
20 years, even if it was first introduced by Max Weber and Talcott Parsons. The theory of
Communicative Action of Jürgen Habermas, rooted in a radical rupture with the philosophies of the
subject and the idea of the unity of reason, based on a distinction between strategic and
communicative action – actions motivated by a goal and those motivated by mutual understanding and
agreement – is probably the most prominent attempt. More precisely, Habermas, largely inspired by
American pragmatism from this perspective and especially G.H. Mead, conceptualised the realization
of communicative action within three worlds – the natural world of objects, the social world of intersubjective communication, and the subjective internal world of each individual – to which correspond
three types of rationality: cognitive-instrumental, moral-practical and aesthetic-practical rationality.114
The theory of communicative action is a theory of praxis, as the “life world” is not conceptualised as
an objective structure that individuals have to interiorize, but as produced in communication.
Habermas thus bases his theory of action on a theory of praxis; inspired by Marx, but replacing
productive activities by speech acts. Language is understood as the medium coordinating actions,
allowing both social integration and the construction of personality. Identities are understood as fluid,
products of the discursive interactions in the life world context. In so doing, Habermas offers a
conceptualization of reason as situated rationality.115
While this conceptualization appears extremely comprehensive, Habermas offers an overly formal
definition of communication. Habermas’ theory of action is embedded in the pragmatic linguistics’
conceptualization of reason, but disconnects language from its actualization in social practices.
Against the philosophies of the subject, Habermas takes up the structuralist critique of Saussure,
arguing that conceiving a reasonable subject with intentions and conscience before language is
unthinkable. There is no pure reason before or outside language. The primacy put on the linguistic
structures and relationships over individual subjects does not lead Habermas to a pure formalism
however, as he considers the reproduction of the life world requires the “productivity” of individuals.
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The content of the three worlds are indeed determined and modified through discursive interactions.
Actors are thus both the products of past situations and the producers of new ones in the life world.
Despite this creative interactivity between subjects and the life world, the structures of language are
conceptualised as detached from the life worlds. Habermas’ conceptualization of language disconnects
it from its actualization in the context of experiences. Language appears therefore as a pure form,
imposed externally on actors.
For Habermas, language is seen as the unique medium of co-ordination of actions. He thus reduces
interactions to argumentations – in the appropriate world implying the appropriate rationality – which
is unsatisfying when it comes to the interactions between actors and the world (objects, nature, etc.), as
– to paraphrase Leibniz – most of our actions are empirical, i.e. carried out according to customs and
habits, rather than fully reflexive. Most of the time people act and do not deliberate much about what
they do. As Dewey stressed:
“The influence of habit is decisive because all distinctively human action has to be
learned, and the very heart, blood and sinews of learning is creation of habitudes.
Habits bind us to orderly and established ways of action because they generate ease,
skill and interest in things to which we have grown used and because they instigate
fear to walk in different ways, and because they leave us incapacitated for the trial of
them. Habit does not preclude the use of thought, but it determines the channels
within which it operates. Thinking is secreted in the interstices of habits.”116

Most of human actions are learned and relatively automatic, done out of habit and custom rather than
deliberation about the best course of action. From this perspective, language has to be seen as only one
sort of action mediator, emerging in “the interstices of habits.” Furthermore, Goffman’s sociology
teaches how important the presentation of the self is in the structuration of interactions, and hinders
from reducing human actions to discursive behaviour, as signs such as face movements, clothes, tones,
etc. are also crucial indicators on which people lean to orient their actions.

3. Three regimes of action
The plurality of modes of rationality has therefore to be kept, even if enlarged, moving from an
individualised concept of rationality to a more pragmatic perspective taking into account the realms of
experiences, the regimes of action. In comparison to other theories of action overly putting the
emphasis either on actors’ choices or on structural determinations – that both reduce action to its
interested motivations – the concept of regimes of action insists on the mutual shaping of actors and
their environment though interaction. This concept distinguishes between the different ways in which
behaviours are evaluated and social reality is experienced by actors in situation. This conceptualization
of action relies on the observation that individuals behave differently depending on the setting in
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which they interact. Goffman’s approach is probably the most relevant from this perspective, as it puts
the emphasis on the role of the actual or imagined presence of a public – and therefore on the
public/private divide – as the most relevant explanation of the variations of people’s behaviours.117
Goffman emphasized the dramaturgic aspect of human action. The presence or absence of others
creates pragmatic constraints defining the proper ways of acting in a situation. The distinction between
frontstage and backstage therefore appears crucial in order to understand social phenomena,118 but can
also be analytically understood through the categories of dyadic and triadic action regimes.119
On the one hand, dyadic situations are characterised by the absence of any reference to a third party.
The presence of two actors or two groups is sufficient to structure the situation. This type of action
regime prevails in intimate or familiar relationships. On the other hand, triadic situations are structured
by a relationship with a third party. It can be a “generalized Other” (Mead) or an “impartial spectator”
(A. Smith), invoked by the speakers in the midst of the interactions or referred to as the indirect
audience of the pronounced speeches.120 The publicity of a situation does not depend, as a
consequence, on procedural rules or on a pre-established setting, but on the practical performances of
the actors. This perspective avoids a form of reification of the concept of “public space”, as the move
from more or less public situations is understood as fluid and indeterminate. As an action is always
understood as a process, as an interaction, actors can move from one regime to another while adapting
their behaviour to the requirements of the situation. Each regime is thus defined by the type of action
“fitting” its ruling principles, allowing individuals to perform in an appropriate manner, interpreting
and making sense of others’ actions as well. More fluid than the concepts of identity, status, role,
habitus, interest or preference, the concept of “competence” emphasizes the ability of actors to adapt
to and shape the rules of the situation in which they are engaged. Actors’ competences are revealed in
moments of conflict or crisis (“épreuves”), in which the rules of the game have been infringed or have
to be recalled. In conflict, people have to give reasons, to justify themselves, and therefore to redefine
the situation and the appropriate regime in which they are interacting.121 Crises are quasi-ritualised
periods in which fundamental meanings are at stake.122 This approach is also non-mentalist, as reasons
for action are not in people’s heads, but in their environment, on which they lean to perform
adequately. The concept of regime of action therefore operates a form of externalisation of reason by
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offering a non-mentalist vision of rationality that is then subordinated to the question of the regime of
action in which it is expressed.
While opening the plurality of the modes of engagement, this model also rejects a pure relativism
based on the pure subjectivity and fluidity of narrative identities. Firstly, because discourses cannot
encompass all social reality, confrontation to “things” and non-humans are also central (Latour 2004;
Thévenot 2006). Secondly, modes of engagement are far from being free and arbitrary; they rely on
the existence of collective rules defining the situation inherited from historical, social, economic and
political practices. Following the pragmatist turn in sociology, we thus consider that social actions are
taking place within three regimes of action, from the more personal to the more common: (1) the
regime of familiarity, (2) the regime of realism; (3) the regime of publicity. The typology is based on
the different ability of each regime to create commonality. Even if the latter is at the centre stage of
this research, the other regimes need to be presented, especially as actors are constantly moving from
one regime to another while interacting, even within the public realm.

-

The regime of familiarity: This regime deals with actions that are only marginally reflexive,
or oriented by a choice, as they are associated with incorporated and under-reflexive habits.
In this regime, actions are often considered as “private”, secret, or intimate. This type of
action has been studied especially by ethnomethodologists, such as Gartfinkel and Shultz,
interested in the creation of the symbolic order. Bourdieu’s concepts of “habitus” and
“practical sense”, as incorporated habits and customs through practice, are interesting but
reduce the fluidity of action as understood in the concept of regime. Actions, even in the
regime of familiarity, cannot be considered as automatically performed; they lean on certain
types of motives, reasons for acting, that actors can or could voice to explain their behaviour
(even if such motivations are not asked in such a regime, except by the researcher). The good
in this regime is localised and personalised; it is linked to a form of intimacy. Actions are
coordinated through the frequent use of a highly modalised language (testimonies, anecdotes,
etc.), and the mobilization of sensations (view, touching, hearing, etc.). The actors’
competence stems here from a direct, unmediated and repeated practice.

-

The regime of realism: This regime deals with actors’ strategies, choices and interests in
action. Actions are highly reflexive in this regime – through internal deliberation – as
individuals weight different options before making a choice. The good in this regime refers to
the satisfaction of “needs” and “utilities”. Performing an action means expressing one’s will
and the ability to project oneself in the future. In contrast to rational choice theories of action,
the emphasis is not only put on actors, but on the interactions between individuals and their
environment to satisfy their wills and intentions. Actors’ intentions have to lean on the
environment (other actors, discourses, objects) to project themselves and be autonomous.
Especially suited for the economic sphere, this regime could in theory have problems in
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creating communalities. The creation of communalities takes the form here of cooperation,
projects, contracts, compromises or competitions among actors.
-

The regime of publicity: This regime deals with actions performed in public, i.e. under the
eyes and scrutiny of others. In this regime, actions are therefore reflexive as they take into
consideration their impacts on others and of the image given to the audience by selfpresentation on the social stage. Publicity requires actors to reflect on their own perspective
and to take into account the wider public. The regime of publicity therefore requires actors to
justify their deeds, to give accounts of what they did or want to do. The regime of publicity is
thus structured by a constraint of justification pushing people to take into consideration the
wider public, conceptualised as “a 3rd part”, “an impartial spectator” or a “generalised other.”
Language is therefore the central mode of coordination of action in this regime. The regime of
publicity is ruled by grammars of public life, or “cities” (Boltanski & Thévenot, 1991), giving
specific definitions of justice and the common good, thus enabling an evaluation of
judgements and claims. Competence in this regime is thus mostly defined by the ability of
actors to use the grammar in an appropriate manner – this will be specified further in relation
to the concept of civic competence – and especially to reach a certain form of distance from
their personal claims.

We should keep in mind that regimes of actions do not exist per se; they have no practical existence
outside the interactions actually taking place. If certain institutions favour the emergence of certain
modes of engagement – such as public assemblies, given the presence of anonymous third parties,
generally require a public mode of engagement and therefore a form of distance – they should not be
reified, as the setting can always change, a modification of the audience transforming the situation,
switching to other regimes of action. Given my object of study however, the regime of publicity
should structure most of the interactions I observed. The specificity of the regime of publicity is to be
ruled by implicit norms, the grammar of public life, giving substance to the concepts of third party and
distance.

V. What speaking in public actually means: the grammars of public life
Individual and collective actions are made possible and meaningful, but also constrained by the
regimes of action in which they are embedded. The regime of publicity is ruled by implicit social
norms – what I call grammars of public life – defining justice and the common good, enabling actors
to evaluate judgements and claims, and thus ordering a justified order of worth (Boltanski &
Thévenot, 1991). Grammars have a historical trajectory and can therefore be localised in space and
time (see chapter 4); they do not exist in the air but are the product of past practices and sedimentated
meanings. The concept of grammar will be presented in contrast to other interpretation of culture,
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putting the emphasis on the linguistic constraints regulating interactions in public. Grammars are
repertoires of sedimentated motives, coming from past civic practices, symbols and customs, forming
a political culture. Grammars are then filtered by actors in group context, forming specific group
styles, as different grammatical declinations. These styles define the norms of competent behaviour in
the group, what I call the norms of good citizenship. These different concepts – mapping the overall
epistemological approach of this research – are presented in turn.

1. A Wittgensteinian unusual concept of grammar
The use of the concept of grammar in this research can be confusing and even misleading. In general,
a grammar is considered the study or the use of the rules governing a particular language.123 The word
grammar has therefore two meanings in its traditional definition: the inner rules themselves (and their
use) and our description and study of those rules. The use I make of the word grammar is somehow
different from its ordinary use. Grammar will be understood as not merely syntactic – as in the
ordinary use of the word – but as both syntactic and semantic, the distinction between the two
disappearing, or being blurred, by the fact that the meaning of words and actions (their semantic) only
appears within a certain set of grammatical rules. This broadening of the meaning of the word
“grammar” to include meaning (sense and nonsense) mostly comes from the second Wittgenstein’s
philosophy. The concept of grammar becomes with Wittgenstein the wider and more elusive network
of rules determining which linguistic moves make sense, and which do not.
The rules of grammar are not mere technical instructions from on-high for correct usage; rather, they
express the norms for meaningful language. Contrary to empirical statements, rules of grammar
describe how we use words in order to both justify and criticize particular utterances. Wittgenstein
identified grammar with the “rules for use of a word”.124 Since, famously, he believed that a word’s
use may generally be equated with its meaning, he held that the rules for use of words which make up
grammar “determine meaning (constitute it)”,125 that “the meaning of a sign lies . . . in the rules in
accordance with which it is used/in the rules which prescribe its use”.126 The meaning and even the
identity of a sign or an object lies in the grammatical rules of the game. As Foster argues: “just as in a
game such as chess the rules prescribe or permit certain moves and proscribe others for the pieces (for
example, the bishop may move diagonally but not orthogonally), and thereby also constitute the
identity of the pieces required for making particular moves within the game (for example, the bishop
in essential part simply is the piece subject to the rule just mentioned), likewise grammar prescribes or
permits certain linguistic moves and proscribes others […] and thereby also constitutes the identity of
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the concepts”127. The comparison with a chess game – as often with the Austrian philosopher – is
illuminating, as Wittgenstein maintains, in an important and persistent analogy, that “grammar . . . has
somewhat the same relation to the language as . . . the rules of a game have to the game”.128 Often, I
will therefore refer to the grammatical rules (of PB institutions) as the rules of the game (of these
institutions); the two terms being used identically. Like the rules of games, grammatical rules are in
some sense conventions: “Grammar consists of conventions”.129 From this point on, I will therefore
use the word “grammar” in Wittgenstein’s way. By “grammar” I shall mean: the set of rules required
from individuals to act (and especially speak) meaningfully in a certain community (or game). Thus,
individuals’ (linguistic) behaviour is a move in language games – even if done unintentionally – and
meaning is obtained from the grammar of these games. The concept of grammar is therefore not
logocentric, but praxeocentric, it focuses on uses and practices. The analysis starts from the moves –
i.e. from uses and practices – to grasp their grammatical conditions of possibility. The investigation
does not focus on phenomena, but rather on the (grammatical) conditions of possibility (and of
felicity) of phenomena, and mostly of speech acts. In this sense, to paraphrase Wittgenstein, this
investigation will be grammatical.
The use of Wittgenstein’s concept of grammar can be confusing, but captures some fundamental
sociological mechanisms. In particular, it allows understanding, in a linguistic fashion, why and how
people follow the grammatical rules of the game. The grammar is derived from the observation of uses
of language by actors in situation. From this perspective, it is the observation of the linguistic
competence of actors – made explicit by the symbolic rewards and sanctions attributed by others – that
draws the boundaries of the grammar, and in so doing, attributes meaning to individuals’ behaviour.
Grammars – they are more than one, according to the games, even if in a finite number – are therefore
derived from the implicit or explicit consensus between actors on the right and wrong moves in certain
situations. As David Bloor underlines: “In following a rule we move automatically from case to case,
guided by our instinctive (but socially educated) sense of ‘sameness’. Such a sense does not itself
suffice to create a standard of right and wrong. It is necessary to introduce a sociological element into
the account to explain normativity. Normative standards come from the consensus generated by a
number of interactive rule followers, and it is maintained by collectively monitoring, controlling and
sanctioning their individual tendencies. Consensus makes norms objective, that is, a source of external
and impersonal constraint on the individual. It gives substance to the distinction between rule
followers thinking they have got it right, and their having really got it right.”130 In a word, the concept
of grammar allows understanding why and how people do what they do. From this perspective, it is
extremely fruitful from a sociological point of view.
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The relationship with pragmatist sociology – that imported the concept in this field – appears
thereafter evident. The concept of grammar allows following the definition given by actors of what is
a right or wrong behaviour. Rather than defining externally and theoretically the appropriate uses of
language – as in the structuralist perspective with Chomsky’s concept of generative grammar –, the
grammatical perspective adopted here follows the actors in their own definition, as the meaning of
their actions is derived from their practices in relation to the ruling grammar of the situation. However,
to understand better and to specify the concept of grammar, other sociological concepts – from which
it is partly inspired – need to be introduced.

2. Vocabularies, codes and grammars of public life
This grammatical perspective is inspired by, but also differs from, other major theories of culture,
partly derived from a non-mentalist interpretation of Durkheim concept of “collective
representations”.131 Culture is often conceptualised as a set of vocabularies and languages through
which people explain their actions (see Wuthnow, 1991, 1992). Robert Bellah and his colleagues
describe for instance different shared “languages” of American moral thinking, not as static inner
beliefs and values, but as accessible reference points on which people can lean to give meaning to their
actions (Bellah et al., 1985). Without these shared languages, communication and understanding
would merely be impossible they argue, as the meaning of what is said is understood by all the
interactants through the lenses of the same cultural tools. The conceptualization as “tools” or
“repertoires” allowing people to make sense of their and others’ actions has been systematised by Ann
Swidler (1986), who understands culture as sedimentated practices and customs existing outside of
their mobilization in situation by the actors. Shared languages are therefore standards, reference points
that all individuals of a society understand and can refer to, independently of an actual practice. As
they focus on “languages” and “vocabularies” these approaches have mainly based their empirical
research on interviews, to scrutinize how actors’ discourses are constrained and framed by the cultural
standards. This is however problematic for both methodological and theoretical reasons.132 Firstly,
interviews are artificial social settings, producing peculiar types of discourses, different from everyday
life communicative practices.133 Interviews therefore cannot teach much on the mobilization, use and
constraining power of these vocabularies. Secondly, from a theoretical perspective, the connection
between discourse and action is under-conceptualised in these approaches. The gap between words
and deeds and the creativity of actors in situation make it problematic to reduce culture to
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vocabularies. In a word, these approaches overly focus on vocabularies and not enough on discursive
and non-discursive practices actualizing culture in interaction.
Culture is sometimes also conceptualised as shared codes, especially when dealing with public
discourses (see especially Alexander 2001, and Alexander & Smith 1993). Jeffrey Alexander and
Philip Smith, reviewing 200 years of legislative crisis in the US, argue that such interactions are
constantly ruled by binary civic codes, defining good and bad arguments. Good behaviour is thus
defined as being active, critical, autonomous, open, trusting, realistic, altruistic, egalitarian, rational,
etc. The codes are the bases on which speakers ground their arguments to justify their positions. The
codes never determine a specific position or argument; on the contrary, people tend to share the same
codes – even if using them creatively – while differing on opinions and ideologies. Alexander and
Smith say little however about how codes are used differently across time, and more fundamentally,
they offer a binary vision that is probably too reductive to map broader social and political realms than
the US congress. Even if there are dominant or hegemonic cultural codes, this does not mean they do
not coexist with more subordinate ones, given the settings, the historical moments and the
geographical spaces. A broader picture of the cultural codes or vocabularies is necessary to understand
the versatility of actors in situations.
The concept of grammar from this perspective appears to be more satisfying.134 Speech and action
constraints orienting actors’ behaviours can be compared to the constraints grammar imposes on
individuals willing to use a specific language. As Eliasoph and Lichterman emphasized: “A society’s
collectively held symbolic system is as binding and real as a language.”135 In a public setting, actors
cannot say everything, or more precisely what people say or not is valued differently given the
grammars of public life ruling the interactions. These grammatical rules impose norms of right and
proper behaviour, with their specific symbolic sanctions in case of grammatical mistakes. These
grammars define the repertoires of concepts and arguments actors can use appropriately to justify their
behaviour in situations. Actors have to respect a certain number of rules, immanent to the game, to
perform meaningful, communicable and accepted activities, allowing cooperation and coordination.
These rules are embedded values; values mobilized in interaction among a public. A grammar is
therefore understood as a shared way of doing things – it requires a certain consensus in
Wittgenstein’s sense – of speaking and acting in public. Grammars are cultural standards,
sedimentated practices, discourses and customs, allowing people to interpret the world and to make
sense of their actions and those of others. They define good and bad behaviour, and therefore
hierarchize the world in a legitimate way establishing an order of worth.
How constraining are grammars for actors interacting in public? Do actors just conform to the implicit
social rules defining the situation or do they have a margin of interpretation? These questions – central
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for any theory of action – refer to the relative autonomy between grammars and social performances.
In part, they will be answered empirically by my ethnographic research that aims to evaluate the
impact of the participatory grammar on individual actors. Some theoretical grounding can nevertheless
be drawn. These questions touch on classical sociological debates about role and behaviour. To what
extent do roles determine behaviours? Is behaviour a mere alignment on the normative expectations of
the role (due to social pressure, structural and cultural constraints)? As I noted earlier, roles are the
normative expectations of situation-specific meaningful behaviour. Grammars therefore define certain
specific roles (such as that of the good citizen; see below), to which certain normative expectations,
situation-specific, are attached, – as will be seen with the concept of group style – that influence
behaviours through sanctions and rewards mechanisms. As Turner underlined, actors strive to realize
“individual character” but they can only do it by taking “partly for granted the culturally defined roles
supposedly played by that character: father, businessman, friend, lover, fiancé, trade union leader,
farmer, poet”, and “these roles are made up of collective representations shared by actors and
audience, who are usually members of the same culture.”136 What Turner calls in a Durkheimian prose
“collective representations” are normative expectations about what role to play, derived from the
grammar, and can be compared to Goffman’s concept of “working consensus”. Participants must have
a working consensus about each others character to interact appropriately. This working consensus
defines which qualities are relevant for the interactions at hand. It specifies the qualities that each actor
is expected to display (and be sanctioned for not displaying), and therefore the qualities that each actor
is entitled to treat others as having. However, Goffman consider this “working consensus” as merely
arbitrary, varying from one situation to another, without any cultural or historical substance. I
previously underlined how the grammars of public life are embedded in certain historical traditions,
constituting repertoires of arguments for the actors. These civic traditions will be evoked in chapter 4,
to understand the contemporary ruling grammars of public life, and especially the recent emergence of
a participatory grammar.
Individual and collective actions are not pure alignments on normative expectations, as there can be
role deviations and role distance. The very fact that deviation is possible indicates that normative
expectations do not “cause” behaviour.137 Goffman’s concept of “role distance” shows furthermore
that actors do not automatically internalize cultural values and normative expectations; they can
always distance themselves from the expected partition, to keep face or to handle situations where
conflicting roles are expected.138 Another sign of the autonomy between social performances and the
grammatical rules is that actors sometimes fail to achieve what is expected from them. Grammatical
mistakes are always possible, and generally sanctioned. The question the concept of grammar aims at
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answering is indeed why social performances are successful and why sometimes they fail. This was at
the centre of both Austin pragmatic linguistic and Goffman dramaturgic sociology.139 Why arguments
are sometimes accepted or rejected? In Austin’s words, why speech acts succeed or fail? In a word, the
concept of grammar allows understanding the conditions of felicity of interactions. The answer given
by Austin’s pragmatic linguistic is that it all depends on the interactional context. The felicity of social
performances would therefore be merely arbitrary. Austin and Goffman cut off the practice of
language and social performances from their grammatical background. It can be considered however,
in a Wittgensteinian perspective, that a sign’s meaning is derived from its relation to other signs in a
system of signs relation, i.e. a language. The relation between signs is fixed by conventions –
grammars – so that the study of the felicity’s conditions must refer to the grammatical rules that render
a performative intelligible and meaningful. Thus, Derrida criticised Austin for submerging the
contribution of “cultural scripts” or “texts” into performative outcomes. Success (as a sign of
competence) depends on a certain conventionality, the background grammatical rules from which
speech acts derive their meaning.140 The conditions of possibility and felicity of actions are therefore
not arbitrary; they are conventional, being partly inherited from past social and cultural practices
forming a grammar. As Alexander and Mast emphasised: “An accounting of felicity’s conditions must
attend to the cultural structures that render a performative intelligible, meaningful, and capable of
being interpreted as felicitous or infelicitous, in addition to the mode and context in which the
performative is enacted.”141 I call these cultural structures grammars.

3. Frames and political culture
Self-change should therefore be scrutinized by focusing on what people actually say and do in
deliberative arenas. By scrutinizing the “grammars of public life” ruling different participatory
institutions it seems possible to evaluate the effects public experiences have on citizens. Do
participatory institutions allow for the emergence of a public, aware of its common interests and ready
to mobilize for them? What kind of argumentative repertoires and vocabularies of motives do actors
use to justify their participation and their commitment to the public good? In which way do they frame
these new experiences and how do they affect them? To answer these crucial questions some
theoretical and epistemological tools have to be settled first.
To appear competent in public, voice the right words, be understood by others and even manage to
convince them, actors need to lean on grammatical tools, called frames. Frames should not be
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understood either as causes or as purely subjective entities, but as situated, mobilized in the process of
action. Frames are the different declinations of the grammar. The concept of frame used here has
however to be distinguished from the concept of “collective action frame” used in social movements’
scholarship. Since the 1980’s a branch of collective action sociology, willing to overcome the rational
choice paradigm and resource mobilization theories, developed the concept of “collective action
frames” in an attempt to include the cognitive dimensions of mobilizations. Coming from Erving
Goffman (1974) sociology, the concept of frame has first been defined as a scheme of interpretation,
enabling individuals to perceive, identify and label, to offer them a definition of reality, organize
experiences and influence actions (Snow et al. 1986). However, in the name of the reintroduction of
culture back into the study of collective action, frame analysis was framed in a utilitarian and
psychological language.142 On the one hand, David Snow, the leading figure of frame analysis, treats
interpretation frames as strategic resources aimed at reaching certain goals in a symbolic struggle
against adversaries. SMOs’ entrepreneurs align and reorient their frames in a strategic, rational and
conscious attempt to obtain support, gain new members or create alliances. The political scene is thus
seen as a market where strategic actors compete to access scarce resources. In this sense, frame
analysis do not differ from the epistemological paradigm developed by resource mobilization theories,
it just offers a cognitive sophistication of the model. On the other hand, frame analysis is also framed
in a psychological idiom. Frames would be intimate motives of action, part of the inner self, which are
then mobilized in action. Beliefs, convictions and commitments are thus understood as states of minds
or cognitive dispositions rather than as derived from justification repertoires. In these two senses,
frame analysis, in the canonical alternative between subjectivism and utilitarianism, cannot reach its
original ambition to bring culture and context back in.
Framing operations are constrained by the grammars of public life. Frames are therefore understood as
“ways of seeing the world” or “ways of doing things”, ways of questioning reality, of arguing and
interacting collectively given the actual situational contexts in which they are expressed. In this regard,
it seems necessary to go back to the original concept of frame used by Goffman, which is close to that
of “vocabulary of motives” elaborated by C.W. Mills.143 For Mills, motives are labels and meanings
given to actions, offering actors schemes to interpret the activities they are involved in. Motives are
categories linking actions and situations. Certain types of motives are associated to certain typical
situations that they allow to justify in a certain way. Motives are understood as satisfying reasons to
act in a certain way in a certain situation. The vocabulary of motives is therefore limited and
constrained by the situation. A motive can thus be more or less valid given the situation. This doesn’t
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mean there are true or false motives or that motives are the real motivations for actions. The
distinction between deep or inner motives and mere rationalizations does not make sense for Mills.
Behind a motive there can only be another motive, in an infinite regression towards an inner self than
does not exist outside the presentation of the actor through his/her motives.144 Saying that a motive is
an ex-post rationalization does not jeopardize the efficiency of the justification in situation for the
actor, as it is always the anticipation of the right or accepted motives that influence behaviour. Motives
are not subjective; they do not belong to the actor but to the situation, itself embedded in a repertoire
of justifications composing a public grammar. There is not, as a consequence, any creative production
of motives by the actors.145 In this regard, actors can be said to be “renters of their motives”146.
It is then possible to search for sedimentated frames, justifications used and expected by the members
of a society in certain situations. A stabilized cluster of frames composes a culture. Culture is thus
understood as a set of cognitive constraints and normative expectations to which people must adapt
while acting. The point for social scientists is not therefore to understand objectively the subjective
meaning attributed or targeted by the actors, but to scrutinize the grammars of action to understand the
cognitive and normative constraints orienting behaviours in situations. Social scientists have therefore
to search for regularities and abnormalities in speech acts. By political culture one should not therefore
understand, as defined by Parsonian sociology and further developed by Almond & Verba (1963), a
system of representations and values which allow the continuity of a tradition and the cohesion of a
society though the interiorisation by citizens of norms and values orienting their civic dispositions and
political preferences in keeping with a dominant set of institutions and moral standards. The definition
offered by Lichterman seems in this regard much more accurate: “By civic culture I mean the
symbols, meanings and ways of doing things that sustain civic life.”147 Political cultures are therefore
the actualization of past civic practices; they create certain normative expectations allowing
individuals to understand each other, cooperate and compete to solve public problems.148
By scrutinizing what people do and say in public arenas, the frames they use, the arguments they voice
to convince others, the collective actions they organize to defend a cause, it is possible to reconstruct
the different grammars of public life prevailing in participatory democracy settings. Given the
constraints of publicity, actors’ motives and justifications might fail to convince others or even sound
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inappropriate, “fake”, or “interested.” Strategies and arguments might be disqualified, when labeled
“self-interested”, corporatist, or clashing with the common good. It appears therefore necessary – in
the framework of this research project – to scrutinize the grammars of public life in which
participatory institutions are embedded, and to sever the definitions of civic competence and good
citizenry they offer (see chapter 4). Before, a precise definition of the concept of civic competence and
group styles appears nevertheless indispensable.

4. Group style: defining the good citizen
The interest of constructing grammars of public life lies in the implicit definition of civic competence
in each of them. The adjective “competent” is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as: “having
the necessary ability or knowledge to do something successfully.” Civic competence should therefore
be the ability to act successfully in a civic context. I therefore argue that citizens’ competence in
participatory arenas is determined by the accuracy of their discursive performances in public.149 Civic
competence means citizens’ ability to accomplish certain tasks – mainly discursive ones – defined in
situation and dependent of the cultural context.150 From this perspective, Cardon, Lemieux and Heurtin
offer an interesting definition of civic competence:
“It is the ability to censure and transform what one says and does that constitutes the
required competence of an individual apt to access the public sphere. It is the
capacity of an individual to tell his experience in the proper ways – i.e. « objective »,
demodalised, etc. – that allows him to be granted the quality of political subject in a
given public space: the control of the subject/object grammar and the ability to
“objectivize” one’s experience appear to be prerequisites to be fully recognised as a
subject by others.”151

A good citizen would therefore be an individual acting appropriately in a public arena, i.e. respecting
the grammar of public life prevailing in the situation. The concept of political competence can thus be
defined as the ability to know what role to play, what to say and how, given the interaction one is
involved in. The grammars of public life of the different participatory institutions studied in this
research will have to be reconstructed to evaluate the type of definitions of the “good citizen” they
propose (see chapter 4).
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This definition of the competent or good citizen does not eliminate the question of domination
however. The ability to know which language one has to speak, the mastery of the rules of the game, is
not equally and universally shared by all citizens. They are social and cultural conditions necessary to
reach universalism (i.e. to take distance with one’s interests and be able to generalise one’s
perspective).152 If good citizens are only those who can speak in terms of the general interest, few
people will ever reach that standard, and it might be reserved for individuals with high economic and
cultural capital. Furthermore, cultural elites are also those who are more likely to know the type of
rewards and benefits they can draw from universalistic justifications, what Pierre Bourdieu calls
“universalization rewards.” The linguistic and symbolic resources of the individuals play a crucial role
in the performances of the actors. The ability of an actor to phrase the right argument in the right place
and time is a learned competence that not all citizens share. In regards to the traditional definition of
political competence, “the capacity to recognize political questions as political”153, the definition
offered here seems more “open” however. For Bourdieu, political competence is linked to the political
field, and the capacity to recognize as such political questions and stakes; it is therefore largely
reserved to political experts.
The definition of political competence for which I opted relies, in contrast, on a wider conception of
politics and civic competence. Political competence simply means the ability to speak and act
appropriately in a public arena, given the prevailing grammar of action. In participatory democratic
settings, citizens are expected to play several different roles, according to the context. They might act
as experts in their everyday lives providing information to their local administrations; they might
appear as critical citizens putting into question the choices of elected politicians; they can also play the
role of the innovative policy advisor, inventing new solutions to solve local problems. They can be
qualified in contrasted ways as citizens, residents, neighbours, users, customers, etc. These different
roles (there might be many others – see chapter 5) are embedded in a specific grammar of public life –
the participatory grammar –, and imply different modes of expression, from opinions and feelings, to
personal experiences, general arguments and policy proposals, which gets their meaning from the
grammatical rules of the institution.
To conclude this theoretical and epistemological map, it might be of interest to replace the issue of
civic competence within the broader theoretical framework proposed by Eliasoph and Lichterman,
with the concept of “group style.” A group style is: “a recurrent pattern of interaction that arises from
a group’s shared assumptions about what constitutes good or adequate participation in the group
setting.”154 By introducing this concept, it allows avoiding taking an overly atomistic perspective on
self-change, to concentrate on the collective definition of good membership and competent citizenship.
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If I followed and observed individuals acting together in public settings, their interactions made sense
within the framework of certain groups. As I conducted ethnographic studies within participatory
democracy institutions, I scrutinised the members of these institutions who increasingly managed to
form groups, what I call groups of good citizens, who embody the good and integrated members – and
therefore the leaders – of these institutions. The group style corresponds to the local enactment of the
grammar of public life. Given the past local civic practices, the biographies of the initiators of the
groups and the type of members interacting, the group is able to partly filter the adequate grammar of
public life, or more precisely, to give it a coherent and relevant meaning in this particular setting.155
From this perspective, the concept of group style is proximate to that of “sub-culture”, “idioculture” or
“local political culture.”156 Three dimensions appear crucial in determining the group styles that each
institutional setting developed: (1) the symbolic boundaries of the group (Lamont & Fournier, 1992),
i.e. the way it relates to the wider world, thus defining an “us” and a “them”; (2) the speech norms,
defining what proper arguments and behaviours are, thus defining the role of the “good citizen”; (3)
the bonds among the members of the group (are they more or less cooperative or contentious,
hierarchical or horizontal, etc.), i.e. the mutual obligations actors give to one another.
Eliasoph and Lichterman state that the style exists in interaction – even if it is not created by the
group, but in shared cultural codes, so that styles are replicable at least across a same country sharing a
political culture – but they do not analyse explicitly how people get to know the style and the rules of
the game. Of course, as a filter of the specific public grammar, the style makes sense and should be
easily recognizable by actors. As an implicit cultural code, it could be naturally recognised as such by
the actors, who could therefore adopt automatically the appropriate behaviour. It seems nevertheless
that actors do not necessarily fit with the style; they have to acquire it, to adapt and eventually to
change, i.e. to negotiate their position in the group. While Eliasoph and Lichterman refuse a
consensual conception of cultural structures, they overlook the process of constitutions of the groups,
while it might be of utmost interest to understand where the style comes from and how people come to
respect it (especially when it comes to speech norms). The study of the construction of the group of
good citizens, of how newcomers are integrated, through trial and errors, grammatical mistakes,
sanctions or symbolic rewards, but also of the participants who get (self)-excluded, should be the first
object of attention of sociologists interested in the meaning and sustaining of civic life. By opting for a
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among the zones, all neighbourhood assemblies (and groups of good citizens) share the same style, although
with minor variations.
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process analysis, seeing how groups are formed, members integrated or excluded, allows to understand
better the rules of the game, as well as assessing the impact of the integration in the group of new
members. As the object of this study is to evaluate the impact of participation in certain types of
participatory institutions, it seems that scrutinizing over time the process of the construction of the
groups, the details of the grammatical mistakes or virtuosity of the members, is of utmost interest. The
process of self-change will therefore be understood as the progressive integration in the group of good
citizens and the learning of the grammatical rules of the institutions. Finally, opting for a process
perspective on the construction and constitution of the groups (of good citizens) – and their styles –
also allows understanding the power and domination mechanisms within groups. Some members
might be more integrated than others, some might become leaders and have the power to recall the
rules and sanction the deviations; others, on the contrary, may remain outsiders or are even expelled.
By replacing the grammatical approach – and its groups style component – in a process perspective
one is therefore better equipped to both understand self-change and the domination mechanisms at
work.
The direct consequence of the epistemological argument presented here is reflected in the
methodological choice to opt for ethnographic research, mostly based on the observation of the
interactions among citizens within participatory democracy institutions. The ways in which the
grammatical rules of the game appear to the researcher are indeed double: they are either explicitly
voiced as such, i.e. as positive rules, or they are recalled and redefined in situations of crisis
(“épreuve”), when actors disagree on the rules or when some of them do not respect them. Direct
observation of the institutions and their groups over a long period was therefore required to answer
fully the questions at stake in this research. The methodological tools used in this study are presented
in the following chapter.
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Chapter 2

An Ethnographic Inquiry Into
Participatory Democracy Institutions in Europe

“L’attente, fondée sur la théorie de la discussion, de
résultats raisonnables se base davantage sur la
conjonction entre la formation politique de la volonté
établie
institutionnellement
et
ces
flux
de
communication spontanés non pénétrés par le pouvoir,
propre à un espace public qui n’est pas programmé pour
la décision, mais pour l’exploration et la résolution de
problèmes, et qui est donc, en ce sens, non organisé. Si
l’idée de souveraineté populaire doit encore trouver, de
façon réaliste, une application dans des sociétés
fortement complexes, elle doit être détachée de toute
interprétation trop concrète selon laquelle la
souveraineté populaire serait incarnée dans les membres
d’une collectivité, physiquement présents, participant,
coopérant.
Dans
certaines
circonstances,
un
élargissement direct des droits formels de participation
et de cogestion ne mène qu’à l’intensification d’un
‘particularisme généralisé’.”157
J. Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the
Public Sphere.

Is participatory democracy a fraud? While its promoters constantly refer to Jürgen Habermas’
democratic theory, it seems that the latter explicitly rejects the institutionalisation of his discursive
theory in organised public bodies open to the participation of all. According to Habermas,
participatory democracy could only mean the development of a “generalised parochialism”. Is the
German social theorist right and participatory democracy therefore doomed to fail? Despite these
theoretical doubts, participatory democracy has mushroomed in the last two decades in Europe and the
rest of the world. Why did this happen despite the risks of development of parochialism it might
imply? Why were such hopes placed in the capacity of such institutionalised forms of participation to
deepen democracy? More importantly for our concern, is the choice of participatory institutions to
evaluate the school of democracy hypothesis accurate, if participatory democracy only opens for the
157
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expression of crude self-interests instead of a rational public opinion? Conversely, how can civic
competence be nurtured if citizens are not given the opportunity to participate? If participation is not
organised and disconnected from administrative power, who will be ready to commit his/her time and
energy to exchange mere words?
Contrary to Habermas’ argument described above – and in keeping with many social theorists from
Jane Mansbridge to Iris Young – I considered that participatory democracy institutions, embodying
organised forms of popular sovereignty, can be good training grounds for citizens. In some regards, if
participants failed to gain civic competence in these institutions, this initial choice will have to be
questioned. More precisely, the type of skills and competences citizens can learn in such institutions is
necessarily different from other public arenas. This research therefore focuses on the mobilization and
construction of civic competence in innovative democratic institutions in Europe. I opted for
participatory institutions as they embody fascinating political phenomena, and could appear as good
training grounds for citizens. The “school of democracy” frame is indeed granted a specific value
among the justifications of participatory democracy. Both official reports and political discourses
repeatedly praise the virtues of public participation and its ability to nurture a more competent, publicspirited and active citizenship. This chapter aims at offering a synthetic panorama of the width and
depth of the participatory democracy phenomenon. As the central setting of this research, innovative
democratic institutions have to be fully analyzed in order to select the most relevant cases to evaluate
the “school of democracy” hypothesis and to understand accurately the interactions taking place in
participatory settings. What, therefore, were the political and legal conditions that allowed for the
emergence of innovative democratic institutions in Europe? How was the development of urban
democracy framed by the actors and, above all, by local politicians? What types of institutions were
created to allow citizen participation and the “deepening of democracy”? Which institutions are the
most capable of nurturing an active citizenry?
Firstly, a justification of the choice of European innovative democratic institutions for this research is
provided. Subsequently, I offer an interpretation of the recent emergence of participatory democracy in
Europe, relying on the official justifications and legal framework of participatory institutions, to then
understand better what type of innovative democratic institutions were able to develop in Europe in
the last decade. A special focus is put on municipal participatory budgeting institutions, as they
constitute the main object of study of this research, as will be justified further. In the end, the whole
methodological approach of this research is presented, as I decided to conduct a comparative
ethnographic study of three cases of participatory budgeting in three European cities – Morsang-surOrge in France, Rome Municipio XI in Italy and Sevilla in Spain – focusing on the micro level of
interactions between actors. Some epistemological issues will be tackled as well about the virtues and
limits of ethnographic methods and their capacity of generalisation.
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I. A comparative study of innovative democratic institutions in Europe – Selecting the
cases (1)
If political participation can work as a school of democracy, there are different interpretations on the
type of institutions or organizations offering the best training grounds for citizens. The main
alternative – for this research project – was between civil society organizations (associations, social
movement organizations and NGOs) and urban democracy institutions. I opted for the latter and
decided to compare cases in different European countries. These two choices need to be specified and
justified further.
Several reasons led me to leave civil society organizations on the side. It was not self-evident
however, as they might offer good laboratories for self-change, requiring a high level of commitment
from their members, organising regular meetings, demonstrations and campaigns, which should have
high transformative potential. The first reason stems from the relationship between deliberation – one
of the hypothesised drive of self-change – and empowerment. Deliberative theorists are generally
divided on the question of the locus of deliberation. There are at least three different approaches.
Some, a majority of deliberative theorists, consider that deliberation should take place in highly
institutionalised settings, such as parliaments, parliamentary commissions or constitutional courts
(Cohen 1989; Rawls 1997; Elster, 1998; Steiner et al. 2005). The deliberative nature of parliaments
and international organization remains however an open question. While they often rely on collective
discussion in public assemblies, it is not certain whether opinions and preferences are formed in the
course of the discussion. More often, representative assemblies gather delegates with fixed mandates
coming from their party or constituencies, so that parliaments end up being aggregative institutions of
pre-defined positions. Deliberation might occur, but in more private settings, such as parliamentary
commissions.158 The absence of public deliberation, and my interest in the relationship to politics of
ordinary citizens, therefore led me to leave parliaments or international organization on the side. It is
not certain indeed, whether participation in discursive interactions has an impact on professional
politicians such as MPs and representatives. Evaluating the construction of civic competence in
representative institutions appeared from this perspective largely inaccurate. The choice, for this
research project, was therefore mostly between civil society organizations and participatory
institutions. Other social scientists see deliberation as taking place in civil society organizations: social
movements, associations, NGOs, trade unions, sometimes even political parties. It has indeed to be
acknowledged that many civil society organizations follow deliberative procedures.159 Finally, some
158
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consider that deliberation should take place in local public institutions, very often at municipal level,
in the framework of “urban democracy” (Mansbridge 1980; Berry, Portney & Thompson 1993; Fung
2004), as these local institutions try to include as many lay citizens as possible.
One of the core dividing points between civil society organizations and innovative democratic
institutions is the question of power. Associations and social movements, unless they get involved in
participatory institutions, have no “administrative” power. The only power they have is
“communicative”, as they try to influence the formation of public opinion, and, more broadly, to
achieve cultural change. They do not take any binding policy decision. The deliberative decisionmaking processes taking place in these organizations are therefore aimed at solving strategic or
political issues. They will essentially affect the members of the group, the participants.160 In contrast,
decisions taken by innovative democratic institutions should affect the whole constituency, be it a
neighbourhood, a city, a region or a whole country. The participants take decisions for the whole, and,
in particular, for those who are not there.161 Innovative democratic institutions can thus be qualified,
following Fung and Wright, as “empowered participatory governance” institutions.162 The pivotal term
here is “empowered”, as these institutions have decisional power, as Fung and Wright underline:
“These experiments generally seek to transform the mechanisms of state power into
permanently mobilized deliberative-democratic, grassroots forms. Such
transformations happen as often as not in close co-operation with state agents. These
experiments are thus less “radical” than most varieties of activist self-help in that
their central activity is not “fighting the power”. But they are more radical in that
they have larger reform scopes, are authorized by state or corporate bodies to make
substantial decisions, and, most crucially, try to change the procedures of power
rather than merely attempting occasionally to shift the vector of its exercise. Whereas
parties, social movements organizations, and interest groups often see their goals
through internal deliberative processes and then fight for corporate or political power
to implement those goals, these experiments reconstitute decision processes within
the state and firm. When this re-organization is successful, participants have the
luxury of taking some exercise of power for granted, they need not spend the bulk of
their energy fighting for power (or against it).”163

The question of the more or less radicalism of these experiments will not be addressed here, but the
important point is that innovative democratic institutions are considered “empowered”. It is however
illusory dichotomising between “powerless” and “empowered” institutions, between pure
communicative and pure administrative power. This distinction has to be first understood as an
“idealization” of reality, empirical experiences ranging on a spectrum from zero, pure communicative
15 (57); F. Polletta (2002) Freedom is an Endless Meeting. Democracy in American Social Movements, Chicago:
The University Press of Chicago.
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power, to one, pure administrative power. It is assumed that all innovative democratic institutions
range closer to one than to zero. This is a constant feature of all the cases that will be presented here. It
can, indeed, be assumed that empowered institutions will have a stronger effect on their members. As
Ned Crosby and his colleagues put it: “There is a critical difference between going through the empty
ritual of participation and having real power.”164 This statement needs, however, to be evaluated more
systematically from an empirical perspective.
In summary, innovative democratic institutions all share two constant features: they are ruled by
deliberative decision-making procedures and they are empowered in some sense. It is thus possible to
build a table classifying organizations given their mode of decision-making and the power they have.
Thus, the empirical cases that will help to test the “school of democracy” hypothesis all belong to the
bottom-right box.

Table 2.1 Institutions characteristics

Type of Power

Decision-Making Process
Aggregative

Deliberative

Communicative

Authoritarian civil society
organizations

Deliberative Civil Society
Organizations

Administrative

Parliaments, International
Organizations

Innovative Democratic Institutions

Apart from the degree of empowerment of innovative democratic institutions, other reasons led me to
leave civil society organisations on the side, mostly related to the type of actors they involve. Most
civil society organizations’ participants are in general already politicised, that is why they participate
in political actions in the first place. Participants are in general self-selected, as organisations’
meetings are restricted to members. The public of civil society organization is therefore highly
homogenous, gathering individuals sharing at least the same ideological concerns, and generally the
same social and cultural backgrounds. On the contrary, the heterogeneity of interactions could be a
crucial factor for self-change to happen in participatory institutions. Pluralism is supposed to foster
deliberation, and therefore democratic change. As Amy Gutmann puts it: “The more economically,
ethnically, and religiously heterogeneous the membership of an association is, the greater its capacity
164
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to cultivate the kind of public discourse and deliberation that is conductive to democratic
citizenship.”165
As they are public and inclusive, participatory institutions should offer relatively heterogeneous
interactions, in the sense that they are open to all the residents of a territorial zone – thus attracting
people from different social, cultural and political backgrounds (see chapter 5). They not only gather
already politicised individuals, but also apolitical and generally apathetic citizens, mobilised because
of private troubles they endured or self-interested claims they want to make. As the school of
democracy hypothesis recent renewal is linked to a concern about the growing apathy of the public, it
seemed more accurate to focus on institutions allowing the participation of generally demobilised
actors and ordinary citizens. The effects of participation should be stronger on them, as they are not
marked by many previous political experiences. Finally, I also decided to focus on participatory
institutions at the local level, as they constitute innovative and still under-studied social and political
objects. The individual consequences of activism in social movements have already been researched at
length and in a remarkable manner,166 while the recent emergence of participatory bodies makes them
worth studying in the framework of a thesis. The few studies of innovative democratic institutions
have until now focused on the procedural designs and institutional mechanism more than on the actors
participating in the process.
I then not only decided to focus on participants of innovative democratic institutions, but also to study
them in a comparative perspective. This research project is a theory-driven ethnographic study (see
below), and as such, aims at reaching a certain level of generalisation. Only a comparative approach
could reach such a level of generality. As Dogan and Pelassy put it: “By enlarging the field of
observation, the comparativist searches for rules and tries to bring to light the general causes of social
phenomena.”167 The comparative approach allows avoiding the “site effects”, i.e. explanations limited
to the idiosyncratic context rather than to the object of study (institutions, actors, etc.) itself. This
project is therefore based on a cross-national comparative research design. A cross-country
comparison allows taking a very important factor into account, namely, political culture. It is assumed
that different countries, given their own historical trajectory, their political system or their social
traditions, might have given rise to different political cultures that should affect the self-change
potential of innovative democratic institutions. Civic customs and practices should be different from
one European country to another, and might give rise to diverse ways of framing concepts such as
165
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“good citizenship” or “participatory democracy”. In a word, the grammars of public life might be
different and scrutinizing the hybridizing of the participatory grammar from one country to another
appeared as a fascinating and important investigation. Taking political culture into account required a
comparison of most-similar institutions in different European countries, this is why I chose to focus on
participatory budget institutions.168 These institutional settings were therefore compared across
countries, in Italy, France and Spain. The choice of southern European countries is mainly linked to
the large development and high empowerment of the participatory budgets (PB henceforth) in these
countries. In addition, even if different, these three countries all belong to the Mediterranean
geographical area, therefore sharing some historical traditions (in their political and administrative
organization for instance), being members of the European Union and being broadly at the same stage
of economic development. They seem therefore easily comparable, the differences between them
appearing on the other hand more sharply given the similarities they share.
I could however have opted for a broader European comparison of participatory democracy
institutions across a larger number of countries. This would have allowed studying the impact of very
different political cultures on the procedural organisation of participatory budgets (and then on
citizens). But as the aim of this research was to evaluate the impact of participation in the long-term, I
needed to stay on the field, to get to know participants and see them change (or not). Only an
ethnographic approach, focusing on a few cases, could reach a subtle understanding of self-change. To
achieve a real sociological grasp of self-change, it was necessary to observe the regularities, routines
and discontinuities in the civic discourses, practices and trajectories of participants. One cannot obtain
such a fine-grained understanding unless he/she stays on the field for a long time, observing the actual
practices in situation, and recording the evolution of the self-presentation narratives across time. So
why not focus on a single case-study? Studying only one case, I could have seen self-change
happening, observing people evolving in the long run. The problem with single case-studies is that
they do not allow extracting the results from the idiosyncrasies of the case. Do the results come from a
specific sociological process – thus replicable in other contexts – or to the specificities of the case?
Without a comparative approach, I could not have answered this question. I had therefore to focus on a
few cases. This research project is based on an apparently paradoxical methodological approach:
ethnographic studies from a comparative perspective. Most ethnographic studies are in fact implicitly
comparative. Often, different groups from the same category (associations, institutions, movements,
communities) are observed and compared.169 The results of ethnographic case-studies are also
generally mobilised and compared with other cases – not necessarily by the researcher but by the
reader – to see to what extent they fit other objects.
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I therefore opted for the realization of the comparison directly. Focusing on three case-studies seemed
sufficient to compare similarities and differences between them and eventually to draw some broader
conclusions; it was also sufficiently parsimonious to lead long term in-depth ethnographic studies. The
comparative ethnographic approach appeared relevant for two final reasons. First, given the pragmatist
epistemological approach adopted here, the role of the grammatical norms regulating interactions in
public appears central to the analysis. Studying cases in three different countries therefore allowed the
construction and comparison of participatory grammars – in their similarities and differences – which
has been researched very little in the participatory democracy scholarship until now. A second reason
to opt for a comparative ethnographic perspective is that, given the recent emergence of systematic
sociological studies of participatory democracy institutions, little research has been conducted on my
objects of study – participatory budgets – and even less with a focus on the individual effects of
participation. Had I opted for a single case-study, I would have had little material to compare my
results.
In a nutshell, this research project is a comparative ethnographic study of three European innovative
democratic institutions adopting a micro-sociological perspective centred on interactions among
participants. I decided to focus on a specific type of innovative democratic institution, namely
municipal participatory budgets. The reasons for this choice will be specified further on (see section
III). I then opted for the three European countries where these institutions were the most developed
and empowered, namely France, Italy and Spain. These countries, given their history, administrative
structure and political organization appeared relatively comparable, while offering slightly different
civic cultures interested to see mobilised in interaction in the PB assemblies. Then, I chose one case of
participatory budget in each country, namely Morsang-sur-Orge in the Parisian suburb, the 11th district
of Rome and the city of Seville in Spain.170 Given the focus on participatory institutions, it seems that
an analytical presentation of their recent development in Europe is now necessary.

II. Innovative democratic institutions in Europe
Contemporary democracies might be at a turning point: facing a tremendous challenge in terms of
legitimacy with the growing indifference, or worse, hostility of the citizens, they have been
implementing a large range of democratic innovations in the last 20 years, all aiming at a more direct
involvement of citizens in the production of public policies. The study of the innovative democratic
institutions that have been mushrooming all over Europe could therefore allow understanding the new
modes of regulation of contemporary societies and the profound changes affecting modern
democracies. Citizen participation seems indeed to be on everyone’s lips; politicians, public officials,
association leaders are all constantly praising and pushing forward the increasing implications of “lay
citizens” in the discussion of public policies. Public participation could indeed grant a new legitimacy
170
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to public policies. The direct involvement of civil society and non-professional political actors,
allowed to have their say on the realization of public projects or even to propose infrastructural
improvements for their neighborhoods, could impede protest and create consensual and efficient
public decisions. As will be seen, this political phenomenon cannot, however, be reduced to a mere
narrative. New laws were passed to foster citizen participation, even if it was often at the margin of the
law that innovative democratic institutions developed all over Europe. First, the spirit of the new
participatory discourse will be presented and interpreted as a new dominant narrative in the field of
public policies. Then, the legal and administrative framework that allowed – and also constrained – the
emergence of participatory democracy will be analyzed in a historical perspective, with a special focus
on the French, Spanish and Italian cases, i.e. the three countries selected for this research. Finally, the
most prominent European democratic innovative institutions will be presented, with a specific focus
on the self-change potential granted to these institutional designs.

1. The Participatory Requirement: A New Dominant Narrative
Laws and official reports related to urban policies and decentralization are full of references to citizen
participation. The increased powers of local institutions have to go along with the involvement of both
associations and lay citizens in the making of public policies. Words such as “participation”,
“dialogue”, “discussion”, “consultation”, and “partnership” are mushrooming across official
documents. All these concepts, even though ambiguous and unclear, are indeed granted a strong
symbolic power (Blondiaux, 2004). Citizen participation, independently of the content of this concept
(real decision-making power for citizens or mere consultation; see Arnstein, 1969), is generally
considered to be good. The World Bank, the OECD, the Council of Europe and most international
organizations are therefore constantly praising the involvement of citizens in local decision-making
processes.171
From the analysis of official reports and of the discursive formulation of public laws in Europe, it can
be stated that the justification of citizen participation generally takes three different discursive forms
(Bacqué, Sintomer 1999; Blondiaux 2004; Maillard, Sintomer 2007): (1) functional or managerial
objectives; (2) social and (3) political ones. The first mode of justification starts from the idea that
public participation should improve public management. Through the involvement of the users or
consumers of services, it is assumed that more practical and efficient decisions will be taken. Citizens
are seen as the experts of their everyday life, and should in this regard be ready and able to make
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informed public decisions. The best management should be the one that is closest to reality and direct
experiences. This kind of rhetoric is at the core of the concepts of “good governance” and “new public
management” (Rouban 1999), and is mainly visible in the UK and Germany (Sintomer 2004). The
second mode of justification stresses the social gains citizen participation can bring. Public
participation would help to reconstruct social bonds among neighbours, and between politicians and
citizens. Participation in local assemblies would create bonds of trust, friendship and reciprocity, and
would, in this regard, assume the function once embodied by intermediary groups, above all, by
political parties and trade unions. This kind of discourse is central in the French “Politique de la
Ville”, as well as in the American theme of social capital (Putnam 1993; 1995). The third type of
discourse focuses on the political aims of participatory democracy. The involvement of citizens in
decision-making processes would help to solve the crisis that the representative government faces. It
would give a surplus of legitimacy to politicians, and would also deepen democracy (Fung, Wright
2003; Sintomer 2004). Public participation could also have profound effects on individuals, building
citizenship or creating “better citizens” (Mansbridge 1999), at a time when everybody is deploring the
decline of politicization, trust and participation (Putnam 1995; Castells 2002; Norris 2002). This
political justification of participatory democracy is central in Spain and Italy, as well as in Latin
America (Sintomer 2004).
These justifications and more broadly the development of participatory democracy in the last decade
can be attributed to a radical transformation of the modes of legitimating public-policy decisions in
western democracies. The two root causes of the emergence of participatory democracy are the
growing questioning of expertise – that used to be the main ally and justifying force of public policies
– and the complication of public decision chains. Firstly, one of the main reasons of the transformation
of public governance is often considered the crisis of rationality, science and expertise. Contrary to the
modern conception of the State, which considered the rationalisation of societies implied even more
rationality, the idea that public action should include different and even conflicting modes of
rationality emerged in the last 20 years. Technocracy and scientific knowledge have been criticised for
being unable to offer more than uncertain answers to crucial technical problems, and more radically
the faith in science and progress has been largely relativized. Far from leading to the promotion of
irrationality, the critique of the concept of rationality led to its reformulation as necessarily plural.172
As noted by Cantelli and his colleagues, the move from the idea of rationality to that of reflexivity is
eminently significant.173 The concept of “reflexivity” carries the idea of uncertainty, precariousness
and indecisiveness of reason and decisions. The reflexive judgement – in opposition to the determinant
judgement – is necessarily contingent and uncertain. It is precisely because of this uncertainty that
public decisions have nowadays to be discussed collectively by a plurality of actors, all bringing their
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own knowledge and expertise. The deliberation therefore never ends, but is always open to
improvement through increased reflexivity. A new concept of decision has thus been proposed. Public
decisions in a context of uncertainty are necessarily iterative – i.e. never definitive – understood as a
process of discussion implying a variety of actors, whose rationality is in conflict or debate.174
Reflexive public action therefore takes for granted the end of the “monopole of reason” held by
scientists and official experts. A variety of actors have emerged and claimed their say in public
decision-making processes in the name of their knowledge and expertise. The conception of expertise
appears therefore to have – at least partially – changed. While experts and technocrats have been
criticised for a long time for colonising the public sphere and therefore reducing the space for
democratic discussion, expertise is more than ever at the forefront, and even claimed by associations
and civil society actors themselves.175 While the character of the technocrat is still rejected, an
enrichment of expertise or even counter-expertise is now claimed by actors formerly criticised for their
incompetence and amateurism. A pluralisation of the forms of expertise emerged, with the growing
inclusion of civil society actors in not only the discussion of the political stakes but also in the
scientific definition of the problems to be solved.176 The increased participation of the public is – in
part, as we saw – justified by the unique competence of citizens and associations. Excluded for a long
time from decision centres for being widely ignorant, citizens are now encouraged to participate in
bringing their “local knowledge” or “practical experience” to the discussion table. The characters of
the “customer”, the “user”, the “client”, the “practitioner”, the “resident”, have therefore appeared in
public decision-making circles. Traditional technocratic expertise would be at least complemented or
sometimes eroded by the information brought by these newly competent citizens. To achieve both
rational and legitimate decisions the inclusion of a variety of perspectives and potential expertises
appears necessary. With the emergence of a risk society, the borders between science and politics have
therefore become more porous, traditional and new forms of expertise appearing as complementary
and potentially able of mutual hybridization.
These structural and ideational conditions have opened up a space for the growing involvement of the
public – be it civil society actors or lay citizens – in public decision-making processes. The
questioning of rationality and expertise therefore resulted in complex public decision processes, given
the range of actors to be included and the diversity of information to be discussed.177 This increased
complexity naturally translated in a lack of transparency: decisions no longer being taken by one sole
actor, accountability became more blurred. This lack of transparency and accountability – especially of
international organizations like the IMF, the WTO, the World Bank, the European Commission or the
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G8 – has been highly criticised by a wide range of social movements and civil society actors. This
critique has been one of the driving forces of the anti-globalization movements that spread at the end
of the 1990’s (Sommier 2001; Norris 2002; Poletta 2002; Ceri 2003; Della Porta 2004). In this
context, participatory democracy, and more broadly the involvement of lay actors in public decisionmaking bodies, appeared necessary to both increase the pool of available information to make sound
choices and to legitimize and give visibility to public decisions that were increasingly challenged.
In some regard, the development of citizen participation bodies and of the participatory requirement
observed in all public institutions from the local to the supra-national level can therefore be
understood – at least partially – as an endogeneisation of critiques coming from civil society. The
critiques addressed to both traditional expertise and elitist decision-making processes, as well as to the
lack of transparency of the new modes of governance that emerged, led to the growing involvement of
citizens that became widespread at the turn of the Millennium in both discourses and practices. It
would indeed be misguided to reduce this political phenomenon to a set of mere discourses. As stated
before, it has given rise to important legislative evolutions, from which a wide range of local
democratic innovative institutions has stemmed. Before presenting the wide variety of democratic
experiments at European local level, it is first necessary to offer a synthetic view of the political, legal
and administrative contexts that have allowed, and also constrained, the development of participatory
democracy.

2. Participatory democracy emerging at the margins of the law
Most participatory experiences emerged at the margins of the law, from the political will of committed
elected representatives, public officials and social scientists. Participatory democracy was the answer
offered by some adventurous politicians to the critique of expertise and technocratic policy-making, as
well as the crisis of legitimacy of representative government. As we saw with the three justifications
of participatory democracy, innovative institutions were set up to increase the efficiency of public
policies, to reinforce social cohesion and to deepen democracy, but also to gain legitimacy – and thus
be re-elected. From this perspective, political will, more than a constraining legal framework, explains
the development of participatory democracy. The emergence of innovative democratic institutions did
not occur in a legal vacuum however. The bills and laws related to citizen participation passed in a
large range of European countries also played an important role in encouraging the development of
citizen participation however, but remained mostly incentives. As participatory democracy developed
above all at the local level, a special emphasis will be put on the legal and administrative framework of
local government in Europe, whose increased autonomy created renewed opportunities for citizen
participation. The emphasis will be placed on the three European countries at the core of this research,
namely, France, Italy and Spain.
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Unsurprisingly, given its political culture, France relied a lot on legislation of organized civic
participation, embodied especially in the “proximity democracy” bill, passed in 2002. The first direct
reference to citizen participation in France appeared in 1977 with the “Housing and Social Life”
(Habitat et Vie Sociale, HSV) programme. Created to rehabilitate welfare-housing facilities, it
emphasized the necessity to favour urban projects promoting citizen participation.178 The reform of the
public inquiries methodology, in 1983, also focused explicitly on citizen participation. One of the
explicit aims of public inquiries became “to inform the public, collect its comments, ideas, and
counter-proposals”.179 It is indeed largely out of a modification of the legislative framework, mainly
since the beginning of the 1990s, that participatory democracy was able to emerge in France. After ten
years of experiments, the “Loi d’orientation sur la Ville” (13.07.1991), stated the necessity to involve
citizen voices before any public action at local level that substantially affects their lives. This led to the
creation of the first “Ministère de la Ville” in 1992, which was supposed to co-ordinate the different
programmes related to urban renewal and local public policies. Title II of the orientation law of the 6th
of February 1992, “Concerning local democracy”, also emphasized the “right of commune’s
inhabitants to be informed of its orientations and consulted on decisions that concern them directly.”180
Previously, the main French decentralisation law, of the 2nd of March 1982, was only advancing – in
its 1st article – the idea that a future law should lay down “the development of citizen participation in
local government”. This was only achieved through the pre-cited law of the 6th of February 1992,
even though it did not result in many institutional or legislative innovations from a practical point of
view, apart from the possibility for mayors to organize consultative local referendums.
The Barnier Law, of the 2nd of February 1995, brought about a novelty, namely, “pubic debates”. It
made the organization of the consultation of all the relevant actors compulsory before any decisions on
important planning projects having effects on the environment were taken. Public debates were
organized on a variety of issues such as high-speed train lines (TGV), new highways, nuclear power
plants, etc. It also created an independent body, the “National Commission of Public Debate” (CNDP),
which was put in charge of the organization of public debates on large planning projects. From this
first legislative wave, it can be concluded that citizen participation largely remained at the level of
principles or good intentions, as no formal obligation to promote it was put forward (Blondiaux,
2004). The end of the 1990s saw the development of more binding legislation. The Voynet law, “pour
l’Aménagement du territoire et le développement durable” (June 1999) created development councils
at the “pays” level – an intermediary territorial level between the commune and the department. The
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involvement of “civil society” in local decision-making processes was one of the main aims of these
councils. The law of December 2000 on “solidarity and urban renewal” made citizen participation
compulsory in the making of “Local Urban plans” (PLU). Finally, the Vaillant Law on “Démocratie
de proximité” of February 2002 made the creation of neighbourhood councils compulsory for cities
over 80,000 inhabitants and reinforced the powers and independence of the CNDP. It has to be
stressed however that neighbourhood councils already existed in hundreds of cities before 2002,
created at the margins of the law by innovative mayors. Similarly, the French cases of participatory
budgeting, that started to emerge at the end of the 1990s, were set up due to political will much more
than legislation, as no bill or law evokes the involvement of citizens in the financial decisions of
public administrations.
The legislative framework in France had, therefore, to evolve a great deal in the past fifteen years to
allow the emergence of participatory institutions, even if the most innovative appeared at the margin
of the law. The situation seems somewhat similar in Italy, as the main references to civic engagement
only appeared at the beginning of the 1990s. From the 1950s onwards, however, experiences of
resident participation at local level mushroomed in the newly created circumscriptions and
neighbourhoods. These informal initiatives were institutionalized in the 1970s with the creation of
neighbourhood councils, in the framework of the decentralization Law No. 278 of 1976, which also
brought the regionalization of the country. Popular initiative right was then introduced, but the quorum
of signatures to be collected was so high that, in the end, few grassroots law initiatives were presented
to the representatives.181 Even with this first wave of decentralisation in the 1970s (Gelli & Pinson
2001; Loughlin 2002), Italian local government remained weak in the main. Even though provinces
and communes had constitutionally been granted autonomy (Art. 28), they were firstly understood –
until the 1990s – as juridical bodies in charge of the decentralised administrative functions of the state.
Article 6 of Law n. 142 of 1990 emphasized in its first paragraph that “municipalities should promote
free forms of association”, and that “municipalities should promote institutions which allow the
participation of citizens to local administration”.182 This law emphasized the involvement of citizens in
local administrations and allowed further co-operation between neighbourhood councils, committees
and local administrations (Sabbioni 1999). Even though they were attributed very different functions
and powers, given the political will of the municipality, they institutionalised citizen participation at
local level. The Consolidated Act for Local Authorities, voted in 2000, also encouraged the creation of
a citizen participation mechanism at a local level. Finally, the reform of the Title V of the Constitution
in 2001 restated the autonomy of local government and insisted on the necessary “communication”
between citizens and administration and on the development of “co-decision” mechanisms. The Italian
government also implemented an important urban renewal policy, which is comparable, in its scope, to
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those of France and the UK. Even though there was no co-ordinating body, as in France, different
programmes were set up, which focused especially on deprived peripheral neighbourhoods, areas
affected by de-industrialization processes (Programmi di Recupero Urbano) and therefore aimed to
tackle important economic and social problems. Neighbourhood contracts (Contratti di Quartiere)
were particularly aimed at involving residents in the design of deprived neighbourhood renewal
programmes (Pasquier & Pinson 2004).
The development of Spanish experiences of civic participation occurred mostly at the margins of the
laws. Apart from the article 69.1 of the 1985 LRBRL – the basic law regulating Spanish communes’
competences – that formally encouraged local governments to develop citizen participation
mechanisms, there was no legal framework for the development of citizen participation until the
beginning of 2000’s. At the end of the 1980s (especially between 1987 and 1991), many Spanish
municipalities adopted however “Charters of Citizen Participation”. 70% of cities with over 100,000
inhabitants had adopted one at the beginning of the 1990s (Font 2001). Many thus created “Consejos
Consultativos de Entidades”, which were understood as discussion platforms between the municipality
and the local associational terrain. Then, many large cities developed “Thematic Councils” on issues
such as environment conservation, local planning, youth, sport and entertainment facilities, mainly
open to local associations. Citizen participation mostly developed in Spain in the form of associative
democracy; hence the conflicts that emerged when some cities started to create participatory budgets
at the turn of the Millennium, directly oriented towards lay citizens. Before that, some cities created
neighbourhood or district councils, even though territorial assemblies remained largely less developed
than thematic ones. Local strategic plans were also adopted by many large cities at the beginning of
the 1990s, to involve private actors and associations (Font 2001). Barcelona is certainly one of the
most advanced cases from this perspective, with the creation, already in 1986, of district councils. In
2001, Barcelona municipal government reformed its “Participation Charter” and thus substantially
modified the functioning of elected institutions, creating new local bodies to promote the participation
of citizens and associations. Citizen juries were thus regularly organized on issues of local urban
planning; thematic councils allowed politicians, associational leaders and “lay citizens” to meet and
debate specific issues; public debates were organized to inform citizens and associations on the
realization of public projects, etc. (Font & Gomas 2001; Tomas 2003).
A decisive step was taken in 2003, with Law 57/2003 for the modernisation of local government,
which updated and gave a legal existence to many of the Spanish participative mechanisms.183 The two
main results of this law were the reinforcement of municipal executive power (the mayor and the
municipal council) and the institutionalisation of participatory mechanisms. The LMMGL restated the
participatory requirement for local governments, emphasizing information of the citizenry through
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new information and communication technologies and creating local popular initiative referendums.184
Large cities were also made to identify local districts and create new infra-municipal representative
bodies (at the district level) to promote citizen participation in the management of the city. Finally,
like in France, this law encouraged citizen participation in urban and strategic planning projects, with
the creation of a “social council of the city” with consultative powers on strategic projects and open to
civil society actors. The innovations brought by the LMMGL were considered by some as
“revolutionary”, as implying a large reorganisation of Spanish local governments and fostering citizen
participation.185 It has to be stressed nevertheless that the most innovative participatory experiences –
citizen juries,186 community planning and participatory budgets – were not encouraged or regulated by
the Spanish law, they emerged in the margins of the law, stemming from the political will of
committed local representatives.
Even if most European countries passed laws concerning citizen participation in local governments
and urban planning projects, this legal framework mostly created guidelines, few compulsory
participatory mechanisms being created apart from neighbourhood councils and public debates in
France and popular initiative referendums in Spain and Italy. The most innovative and empowered
cases of participatory democracy emerged at the margins of law, in the room of autonomy let to
mayors or regional councillors. Truly convinced of the virtues of participatory democracy or in search
of an increased legitimacy through a new form of local governance, many politicians decided to set up
innovative democratic institutions aimed at including the public in the construction of public policies.
Despite heterogeneous legislative dispositions across European countries, most of them developed
rather similar innovative democratic institutions, which constitute the core of participatory democracy.

3. A diversity of participatory institutions across Europe
The transformation of public governance in the last decades, related to the pluralisation of the forms of
expertise and the growing critiques addressed to representative government, led politicians and public
officials to innovate by creating new public bodies aimed at including the public. A wide range of
innovative democratic institutions have therefore mushroomed all over Europe. Most of the cases
presented here are indeed top-down, institutions created by politicians or the administration to involve
citizens more directly. Bottom-up experiences are in some regards more radical than the urban
democratic cases studied here, but also, as they are less institutionalised, they are less empowered. The
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cases of participatory democracy analysed here are therefore mostly experiences in which citizens
have their say – from mere consultation to co-decision – in the policy decision.187

Focus groups are small group discussions of randomly selected individuals, aimed at arriving at a
common opinion served to inform policy makers. They appeared during the Second World War, to
assess the impact of propaganda films on individuals and then developed as a marketing technique to
evaluate the preferences of consumers. More recently, they have spread in the political realm to assess
citizens’ preferences and opinions on certain policy issues. They have been used extensively on
medical topics to evaluate the impact of certain public information campaigns on AIDS, tobacco,
contraception, etc. In the United States, more than one hundred thousands focus groups are organised
every year on a wide range of issues.188 At the end of the 1990s, a European programme (ULYSSE)
and a Swiss one (CLEAR) aimed to explore public expectations and opinions on environmental issues,
and used and recommended the development of focus group methods. However, focus groups do not
aim at making decisions, but at assessing individual and collective views on a specific issue. They are
not empowered institutions, discussion being an end in itself. They are, at best, influencing the
decision-makers by informing them of “what the public feels and wants” more subtly than opinion
polls can. It seems nevertheless that focus groups can potentially have a deep educative power,189 or
favour the politization of discussions.190 As un-empowered institutions, they have however been left
out of this research.
Mediation and negotiated rule-making appeared as a way of involving citizens, or, more precisely,
stakeholders, in urban planning, and environmental or scientific decision-making processes, especially
in the wake of a public controversy. They have been regularly used in the US in the 1970s and 1980s
by the Environmental Protection Agency and other state agencies to solve environmental
controversies.191 Negotiated rule-making institutions are empowered but not properly inclusive
however, as they mostly involve policy-makers, local politicians, representatives of industry,
professional interests, environmental associations, interest groups, i.e. experts rather than ordinary
citizens.
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change their preferences in the midst of discussion. Negotiated rule-making institutions should
therefore have a low self-transformation potential, and will be left out of this research.
Public Hearings and Inquiries aim at including the public in important development plans such as
pigsties, town planning documents, highways, nuclear plants or airport buildings. It can be considered
as the first institutionalised participatory technique, as it was created in France in 1810 by Napoleon,
developed after 1834 under the Monarchy of July, and was democratised after 1983, when the
Bouchardeau law increased the inclusiveness of the procedure and included environmental concerns in
the evaluation of the social desirability of public planning projects.193 The process went a step further
with the creation in 1995 (the Barnier law, 2 Febuary 1995) of a permanent and independent body, the
“Commission Nationale du Débat Public” (CNDP), responsible for the organisation of public debates
on major development plans. Each year, between 10,000 and 20,000 public inquiries and debates are
conducted in France. They are also very common in the US, with tens of thousands running every
year.194 They are empowered institutions, even if their impact is generally limited. In a detailed
analysis, Piechazyk shows that, in the French case, out of 9,241 meetings, the secretaries have only
given negative recommendations – impeding the realisation of a project – in 5.1 % of the cases.195
These negative recommendations generally stem from technical, rather than political, concerns.196
Public inquiries are scheduled very late in the decision-making process, so that it is often too late to
stop the projects, even when the public mobilize for it.197 In the end, the few empirical analyses on
public hearings conclude they have little impact on decisions and that participants’ policy choices are
hardly affected and enlightened very little, given the strength of their initial preferences. 198
Citizen Juries and Planning Panels gather randomly selected citizens to recommend a set of
solutions on a technical policy issue after receiving information from experts. They appeared in the
midst of the 1970s in the United States, based on an idea of Ned Crosby, and sponsored by the
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Jefferson Centre. In Europe, the model of the citizen jury has also been highly influenced by the
German experiment of the “Planning Cells”, which appeared after 1969 from an idea of Peter
Dienel.199 The procedural organisation of the two experiments is broadly the same, except that
Planning Cells assemble from 25 to 50 members, who are then subdivided into sub-groups of five,
whereas citizen juries are composed of only one discussion group of about 12 people. Citizen juries
are generally organized by public institutions (municipal or regional councils) trying to solve technical
policy issues such as health policies, GMOs, environmental problems or urban planning,200 and are
based on the idea that “lay citizens” can offer a refreshing insight into technical issues and
dilemmas.201
The main innovation of citizen juries comes from the use of random selection in the public sphere, the
panel supposedly mirroring the diversity of the wider population.202 The aim is not to create a
statistically representative sample, but to ensure that all viewpoints on an issue will be represented
given the diversity of the jury.203 This especially allows the participation of citizens traditionally
excluded from public arenas, mostly migrants and low income people.204 Citizen juries are also praised
for the quality of the deliberative sequences they allow. The small size of the jury should favour
listening, mutual respect and understanding.205 Citizen juries are generally divided into an information
phase, in which citizens receive arguments and data from a plurality of experts, and a discussion
phase, in which the panel deliberate to reach a consensus on a recommendation. Citizen juries are
indeed relatively empowered institutions. Even if they make non-binding recommendations, there is a
strong incentive for the representatives to follow the jury’s recommendations, or at least to justify their
refusal, given the publicity of the process. Some citizens’ juries were, however, more empowered than
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others. In Berlin for instance, each jury was provided with a budget of 500 000 euros to finance local
social, cultural or development projects. They had, therefore, direct decision-making power, much
more than common citizen juries.206
Given their degree of empowerment and the intensity of the interactions they allow, citizen juries
should therefore have high self-transformation potentials. Quantitative analyses of preferences change
in the processes of citizen juries and show that participation in this type of institution makes citizens
change their minds (Button & Mattson 1999; Pelletier et al 1999; Goodin & Niemeyer 2003). Most of
the quantitative researches on citizen juries conclude with the metaphor of the “school of
democracy”.207 Not only did preferences change during the jury process, but the long-term behaviour
of some jurors also seemed to evolve. As Coote and Lenaghan argue: “It appeared that citizen juries
could encourage other forms of active citizenship by building up individuals’ confidence and exposing
them to ideas about what they might be able to do. Several jurors expressed interest in getting involved
in other community related activities after their jury experience.”208
Consensus Conferences are, in many ways, similar to citizen juries. They appeared in Denmark at the
end of the 1980s, from an initiative of the Danish Board of Technology, and then spread all over
Europe.209 From the beginning, the idea was to bridge the gap between experts, politicians and the
public, who seldom have an opportunity to meet. As for citizen juries, they are generally organized by
a public administration to solve a scientific or technical controversy. Many were organized on public
health and medical issues in Europe in the 1990s, especially in the Netherlands, the Scandinavian
countries, the United Kingdom and France.210 Formally, consensus conferences are relatively similar
to the procedural organisation of citizen juries, apart from the fact that they often take place at a
national level. While citizen juries sometimes accept divided verdicts, there is a stronger drive towards
consensus in consensus conferences. The necessity to reach a consensus should foster the deliberative
quality of the discussion.211 They are often more publicised than citizen juries, taking place at national
level. In the French case, the first consensus conference was a true media show.212 As a national event,
the conference itself is generally an intense moment for the participants. The transformative potential
of consensus conferences should therefore be important. Most of the research on consensus
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conferences emphasises that participants manage to put their private interests into brackets.213 A study
evaluating the short-term effects of participation in a consensus conference on the values, attitudes and
knowledge of individuals, found that the views of the participants changed dramatically during the
conference.214 Another important finding is that, given the technicality of the issue, most participants
do not have any fixed opinion, or even any preference at all, prior to the organisation of the
conference.215 Even if the “school of democracy” frame is implicit in most of the research on
consensus conferences, and that, given the type of interaction that they create, they seem to offer a
high self-transformation potential. This hypothesis has not yet been systematically addressed,
especially for the more long-term consequences of the participation to these types of institutions.
The British Columbia Citizen Assembly, while being a unique experiment, deserves to be described
given its radical enactment of some of the central principles of participatory democracy.216 Going
much further than deliberative polls in terms of empowerment, it can be argued that never before in
representative democracies a randomly selected group of citizens had been granted such a
responsibility.217 From January to November 2004, 160 randomly selected Canadian citizens met
regularly to propose an electoral reform for the State of British Columbia. The citizen assembly was
organised along three phases, spread out over a year: a learning phase, a public hearing phase and a
deliberation phase. Citizens therefore learned about the variety of voting procedures around the world,
with their respective advantages and drawbacks. They then had the possibility to invite experts and
supporters of specific procedures to make a case. The information phase was mixed with small group
discussions. Finally, citizens had to deliberate collectively about which electoral system was the best.
Their agreed position was then proposed by a Referendum to all the citizens of the State, but did not
pass, failing to reach the quorum of 60% of the electorate. Despite this final failure, (a future
referendum is nevertheless planned in 2009) this participatory experience appears extremely appealing
as it combined random selection, information and deliberation phases, and was granted a high
autonomy and empowerment. The citizen assembly was also one of the rare cases (with Berlin citizen
juries) where random selection was not restricted to a one-shot event, but allowed lay citizens to
become involved in a one year participatory process. Such an intensive experience might have affected
the actors, even if, given its recent development, no systematic evaluation of the individual impact of
participation has been realised.218
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Neighbourhood councils appear as the embodiment of urban democracy, inspired in the mythology
by town meetings or the Greek polis. The French case is probably the most interesting, as the 2002 law
on “Proximity Democracy” made of the creation of neighbourhood councils compulsory for every city
with over 80,000 inhabitants. In France, the council board is composed of different types of actors,
half of them being lay citizens randomly selected from a list of voluntary candidates, the other half
local notables (political representatives, socio-economic actors, members of associations). A clear
distinction has nevertheless to be made between the board members, committed to remain for at least
one year in the council, and the audience assisting to the meetings, who comes freely and can leave at
any time (on average between 50 and 100 people show up). The self-selection bias is evident in both
the board and the audience, as most scholars underline the fact that few young people, low-income or
foreign individuals participate in the neighbourhood councils.219 The council meets every two or three
months, in a public meeting open to anyone, generally organised in a state school. Discussions are
moderated (and often monopolised) by board members, the audience remaining passive, asking at best
questions. The audience often manages nevertheless to “take over” the council, by exceeding the
passive role assigned to it, and directly criticising the politicians present in the room.220
Neighbourhood councils discussions are therefore rarely constructive argumentations, remaining a
succession of critical monologues.221 Can these discussions be said to be ends in themselves however?
Not exactly, as the councils have to give “recommendations” to the mayor on one issue. The
recommendations are not binding for the mayor, even if he/she generally respects them in order to
maintain his/her legitimacy. In the end, neighbourhood councils are only moderately empowered,
having essentially a consultative power. They sometimes have small budgets, to finance local projects,
but these powers remain largely marginal.222
Participatory Budgeting paradigmatic experiment is not European, but comes from Brazil. Since
1989, the city of Porto Alegre has implemented a very ambitious mechanism of participatory
budgeting. The concept is simple: making citizens participate in the decision of the municipal budget.
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It has had, since then, a great deal of success first in Brazil, then in Latin America, and more recently
in Europe. In 2003, an official UN document estimated that more than 250 cities in the world had
adopted, in one way or another, a participatory budgeting mechanism.223 Apart from Porto Alegre, Sao
Paolo, Buenos Aires, Mexico DF, and Montevideo in Latin America, more than 50 PB experiments
have developed in the last years in Europe.224 PB is relatively widespread in Germany, with about 15
to 20 cases, but its recent development is framed in a specific manner, being closely linked to the
financial crisis faced by many local governments and the effort to modernize public administration, by
increasing transparency, controlling public expenditures and legitimizing unpopular decisions. The
French PB experiments developed in a different context, linked to the emergence of proximity
democracy and the generalization of neighbourhood councils. PB has been mostly implemented in
historical Communist cities (such as Saint-Denis, Bobigny and Morsang-sur-Orge) and was framed in
a political manner, both answering the crisis of representative government and reconstructing social
bonds. The recent experience of a Regional PB led in Poitou-Charentes has also gained much attention
due to the personality of the president of the Region, the Socialist Ségolène Royal. PB has also known
a recent development in Italy, brought forward by left coalitions, from Rifondazione Communista to
the Left Democrats. The most stabilised experiences are in Rome Municipio XI, Grottamare, Pieve
Emmanuele and Venezia. Spanish PBs are somehow more directly related to the Latin American
experiences, and connected to the will to “invert priorities”, “deepen democracy” and “foster social
justice”. PSOE sponsored experiences, like in Albacete, have put the emphasis on civil society and
associational democracy, while IU led PBs, like in Cordoba and Sevilla, have a more grassroots style,
aiming at involving lay citizens in the policy process. Interesting but isolated experiences have also
been launched in other countries, such as in Salford in the UK, Palmela in Portugal, Mons in Belgium,
Utrecht in the Netherlands and Hämeenlinna in Finland. The selected cases are from France, Italy and
Spain, as will be justified later.
Procedurally, participatory budgeting (PB) varies from one case to another, but the Porto Alegre
experiment can nevertheless be presented as a paradigmatic example. The PB process is divided
among different institutions at different territorial levels: the neighbourhood, the district, and
municipal levels, each one organising its own assemblies, constituted of lay citizens at the
neighbourhood level and delegates at the higher ones.225 In PBs, discussions are generally aimed at
taking decisions, related to the ranking of the priorities of the district or the neighbourhood. PBs
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appear as paradigmatic empowered institutions, as they have to take financial decisions concerning the
budget of the city. The effects of the PB in Porto Alegre in the last 15 years have indeed been
tremendous, the PB allowing an incredible boost in the social development of the city.226 These results
are all the more notable, that the PB allowed the participation of poor people, generally excluded from
public participation arenas.227
Given its degree of empowerment and the intensity of the participation it requires, the PB should
therefore have an important impact on participants. It has even been qualified a “school of democracy”
by some of its most prominent specialists.228 These results have been contested however, Nylen
arguing against the empowerment thesis, as most of the participants were already active and
politicised according to him.229 These contested conclusions therefore need to be evaluated further. If
such an ambitious institutional framework cannot work as a “school of democracy”, with only already
politicised and mobilised individuals participating in the process, then no institution can. In particular,
newer and less empowered European PB experiments might have even less effect on their members.
This will be evaluated in this research.

4. Selection of cases (2): why participatory budget institutions in Morsang, Rome and Sevilla?
From the presentation of the different features of innovative democratic institutions, it is then possible
to select those that seem most appropriate for this research. Firstly, as argued above, this is a
comparative research, therefore the cases had to be selected from different European countries. The
choice to compare cases in different countries meant opting for only one type of institution – to avoid
an overwhelming complexity – in this case participatory budgets. Participatory budgets (like
neighbourhood councils) provide a participation offer that is spread over time, with meetings
organized regularly throughout the year. In this regard, they seem to fit more adequately with our
questioning on the eventual bifurcation of the participants’ trajectory, than the “one shot” method of
citizen juries and consensus conferences, which are organized over one or a few weekends and then
never meet again. It seemed more accurate to focus on cases where participation is recurrent in order
to study self-change over time. The options were therefore reduced to neighbourhood councils and
participatory budgets. I opted for the later, as their basic principle is the delegation of some
226
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administrative power to citizens for the orientation of the municipal budget (sometimes reaching 20%
of the municipal investment budget), participatory budgets are amongst the most empowered
European innovative democratic institutions. In this regard, they appear to be one of the most radical
experiments in the deepening of contemporary democracies. The enthusiasm created by the Porto
Alegre experiment, the impressive results it reached in terms of political inclusion and social justice,
made participatory budgeting an object of wonder for people interested in social change. Their
adaptation to developed countries and hybridizing with European political cultures made it a
fascinating example of institutional transfers from South to North. All these reasons made
participatory budget institutions the best cases to evaluate the school of democracy hypothesis.
Out of the diversity of European cities that developed participatory budgets, I decided to focus on
three cases, Morsang-sur-Orge, Rome Municipio XI and Seville. Why these three cities and not
others? The three cases were selected in the countries where participatory budgeting is most developed
in Europe: France, Italy and Spain. In some regards the choice of the countries was relatively limited,
as most of the European cases developed in these three countries. The choice of these three countries
was also driven by the will to compare institutions with relatively similar levels of competence and
administrative attributions. The three cases belong to what has been defined as “the southern systems
of local governments”230 characterised by a rather low functional capacity due to the historical
trajectories of these countries marking a Napoleonic centralising tradition. This nevertheless makes the
case-studies more comparable as local governments in the three countries broadly share the same
competences. But then, why focus on these three cities in these countries? Five main reasons guided
the choice of these cases, linked to the institutional designs and the political contexts: the
heterogeneity of the public, the intensity of the interactions, the role of discussion in the institutional
design, the degree of autonomy of the cases, and the political orientation of the municipality.
The primary objects of this research are the participants of innovative democratic institutions in
Europe. However, not all types of participants are of interest, given the main research questions and
the hypotheses of this research; in fact, lay citizens appear as the most challenging actors for
innovative democratic institutions. One of the central aims of municipal PBs is not only to involve
already active citizens but also to make people disabused with traditional party politics renew their
participation. As the aim of this research project is to evaluate the self-transformative effects of
participation in certain types of local institutions, I decided to focus on non-politicized and non-active
individuals, i.e., on lay citizens. It seems more interesting to evaluate the democratic effects of
participation on individuals who are not used to this type of civic practice. As such, the participatory
designs of Rome, Seville and Morsang, by the explicit or implicit emphasis they put on lay citizens’
participation, were the most accurate objects for this research. Some municipal participatory budgets
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have decided to give much more power to organized participants, and especially to members of
associations or social movements. In contrast, the three chosen cases are based on the voluntary
participation of the city’s inhabitants. Many associations and social movements’ members participate
as well, but they do so as individuals, rather than as representatives of their organisations. In the three
selected cases, members of local organizations are not granted any priority in the decision-making
processes; as a matter of fact, they often have to put their associative belongings aside if they want
their voices to be heard and accepted as legitimate.
Despite these common features, the three cases offer different degrees of heterogeneity of the public
they gather. Their comparison will therefore allow the evaluation of the importance of the
heterogeneity of the public. Rome Municipio XI is the most heterogeneous case, as a great number of
activists from different political and social horizons participate in the PB, as well as many nonpoliticised actors. Morsang-sur-Orge appears much more homogeneous, as few politicised actors
participate (see chapter 5). The majority of the participants can be considered lay citizens. In this case
the homogeneity of the public is favoured by the size of the city, only 20 000 inhabitants, which does
not allow the participation of a diverse public, given the overall homogeneous population. Finally,
Seville PB appears as a mixed case, the most active participants being politicised actors, with lay
citizens playing also a role at certain stages of the participatory process. Even if sketched rapidly here
(see chapter 5 for more details) the composition of the public of each PB case appears relatively
different and will therefore offer different types of interactions. While the primary focus of this
research are the lay citizens, members of associations, social movements and political parties, i.e.,
individuals who are already politicised will not be excluded from the analysis. As they constitute an
important fraction of the participants of these local institutions, they need to be studied as well. It
might indeed be extremely interesting to compare the evolution of non-politicised and politicised
participants across time.
Another important criterion for the selection of the cases was the diversity they offer in terms of the
intensity of the participatory processes. One of our hypotheses is indeed that intensive processes
should favour self-change, and different cases had to be chosen to assess this question. The three cases
offer very different situations in terms of the intensity of the participatory processes. Seville appears
here as the most intensive case, with a high number of different participatory bodies, meeting regularly
all over the year. The intensity of the interactions might however concern only a limited portion of the
participants, i.e. only the more mobilised ones. Rome Municipio XI PB process appears, on the
contrary, little intensive. It consists of only 4 to 6 assemblies over the year. Morsang-sur-Orge appears
here as a mixed case, as assemblies are organised throughout the year, and, mixing both the
neighbourhood and city levels, the PB process ends up being relatively intensive.
Another important motivation in the selection of these cases was the role of discussion in the
institutional design. It is indeed a strong hypothesis in the literature that self-change should come from
collective discussion and even deliberation. By comparing PB cases giving different roles to
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discussion it was thus possible to evaluate the importance of deliberation in the bifurcation of
participants’ trajectories. Thus, Morsang-sur-Orge is the case where collective discussion plays a
wider role in the decision-making process, decisions being taken by consensus, while in Rome and
Seville votes remain the main decision procedure even if discussion might happen at some points of
the process.
The fourth reason why I decided to focus on these cities is that they offer different degrees of
autonomy. As participatory budgets, these three cases can be considered relatively empowered. Even
if a different portion of the municipal budget is decided by the citizens, the main point is that a direct
decision-making power is granted to these local public bodies. It is indeed hypothesized that decisionmaking power makes a difference for citizens i.e. that the more empowered the cases, the higher the
degree of commitment of the citizens should be. If empowerment is therefore relatively constant
among the cases, the difference among them lies in the degree of autonomy granted to the institutions,
and more largely to citizens. Rome and Sevilla appear clearly as the most autonomous participatory
institutions, as elected officials do not participate in the process and local civil society is involved and
even plays a critical role at different stages of the process. On the contrary, in Morsang-sur-Orge, the
elected officials participate at all the stages of the process, thus playing a crucial role in the framing of
the collective discussions and thus in the final decisions of the assemblies. This is reinforced by the
relative weakness of local civil society in this Parisian suburban city. The different cases therefore
offer different state-civil society configurations (Baiocchi 2005). Their comparison will therefore
allow the evaluation of whether autonomy and actual decision-making power makes a difference when
it comes to citizen empowerment.
Overall, the picture presented here is that of three relatively different cases of European participatory
budget. At one end of the spectrum is Morsang-sur-Orge, which created an intensive PB cycle, where
discussion is central, binding decisions are taken, the public is relatively homogeneous, being mostly
from the middle-class and where elected officials remain the central actors in the process. In keeping
with the French civic culture, this model can be coined as the proximity democracy model of PB.231 At
the other end of the spectrum is Sevilla, where an intensive PB process has also been created, but
where discussion plays little role (mostly due to the size of the city), binding decisions are also taken,
the public is heterogeneous, but differently from Morsang-sur-Orge, being mostly composed of
politicised actors, members of local associations and political parties. Overall, Sevilla PB is much
more politicised than that of Morsang, in the political will of its instigators as well as in the autonomy
granted to the process, elected officials not participating at all. Sevilla embodies the Porto Alegre PB
model imported in Europe, with a strong emphasis on social justice and inversion of priorities. Finally,
Rome Municipio XI appears as a middle-way between these two. The PB process is a mix of
discursive and aggregative procedures, it isn’t very intensive, the public is heterogeneous and its
231
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autonomy is high. These different PB models might give rise to different civic practices. When acting
in these institutions, citizens improvise, but they do so based on certain available scripts and
grammars, in specific contexts that both enable and constrain actions (Eliasoph & Lichterman 2003).
Interactions are ruled by unspoken norms and assumptions of the appropriate speech and behaviour –
here called grammar of public life (see chapter 1) – that explain why and how they act as they do.
Even if the first objects of this study are therefore institutions, I tried to focus on the informal rules of
speech and action they created, I paid attention to the way people present themselves in such settings,
how they interact with others, and thus how they are affected by their participatory experiences. Going
further than the motto “institutions matter”, I considered that the civic practices and cultural norms
ruling institutions are what matter when one wants to understand political activity at the grassroots
(Polletta, 2005). The cases were therefore chosen as different institutional settings, offering specific
civic configurations and therefore different types of civic practices within participatory budgets
bodies.
Table 3.2 summarises the criteria that guided our cases’ selection. This nevertheless constitutes a very
sketchy picture, which needs to be described in greater detail in the following chapter. One case might
for instance appear much less heterogeneous than another, but its public might nevertheless not be
totally homogeneous. These classifications are therefore relative. Finally, the choice of these three
cases was also driven by the will to leave the political context relatively constant. In this regard, these
three cases of participatory budget were initiated by Communist parties, in collaboration with other
parties of the left however. This avoids creating two much variation across the cases, which would
impede a relevant comparison between them to be made. It might nevertheless be acknowledged that
being a Communist in France, Italy and Spain might not mean exactly the same thing, given the
history of the party, and the political culture of the country. The way Communists set up participatory
budgets institutions at the local level might therefore vary a great deal from one country to the other,
as will be seen later.

Table 2.2 Cases selection
Morsang-sur-Orge

Rome

Seville

Heterogeneity

Low

High

Low

Intensity

High

Low

High

Discussion

High

High

Low

Autonomy

Low

High

High
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III. Methods: Ethnographic research from a comparative perspective
Several studies have already tried to test the effects of participation in deliberative arenas empirically.
Most of them focus on short-term preference change, rather than on the longer effects of participation
on individuals’ trajectories. For epistemological reasons (see chapter 1) and considering the lack of
studies on the long-term impact of participation on participatory institutions, I therefore opted for an
ethnographic comparative study of three cases of participatory budgeting in Europe. The main
methodological apparatus used to assess the school of democracy hypothesis will be critically
presented, thus explaining the choices made for this research. Finally, the issue of generalisation from
qualitative research and ethnographic studies will be tackled.

1. What has already been done
One of the most common research designs used to test the self-change hypothesis has been the use of
before and after questionnaires. As they are repeated within short lapses of time, it can be assumed that
the changes in the answers largely stem from the participation process itself.232 These quantitative
approaches however have two main limits: one practical, the other epistemological. They focus on
short-term preference change, during the process of deliberation. The post-questionnaires were
generally answered just after the process, or at best, a follow-up study was conducted six months later.
Most of the scholars acknowledge the lack of empirical demonstration of the more long-term and
lasting effects of political participation.233 This type of longitudinal study has been attempted by some
social movements’ scholars, including Doug McAdam, but it has never been implemented to evaluate
the consequences of participation to innovative deliberative institutions. The second limit faced by the
“before and after questionnaires” design is theoretical, or better, epistemological. As stated above, the
deliberative paradigm largely stemmed from a critique of traditional approaches to preference
formation and their aggregation through opinion surveys. However, the “before and after
questionnaires” of deliberative polls, citizen juries or consensus conferences, repeat the same errors of
traditional public opinion scholars. As with traditional surveys, the options are presented as a set of
fixed possibilities that the individual has to rank passively, without any possibility of creating new
alternatives. The “before” questionnaire is just like an ordinary opinion survey, and, as such,
vulnerable to the classical criticisms addressed to public opinion studies. Above all, the post232
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participation questionnaires are the same as the first one, they do not leave any room for the creation
of new interests, preferences or options.234
In-depth interviews, as they do not aim at ranking actors’ preferences precisely, but at understanding
the meaning actors attribute to their actions, could help overcome the shortcomings of the surveys.235
In particular, in-depth interviews can be used to evaluate whether people feel that they have
changed.236 Interviews allow accessing subtle social processes such as the construction of collective
and individual identities. Actors’ narratives should therefore help to understand their own personal
trajectories and subjective changes in the course of political participation. Identity is largely a
discursive process of affirmation and mutual recognition and, even if the interview interaction may be
a part of identity building strategies, they remain the best way to grasp identity narratives.237 In-depth
interviews seem particularly suited to understand long term and subtle changes in one’s perceptions of
oneself and others. In particular, it seems that empowerment is more a subjective than objective
process. Rather than testing if participants have “objectively” changed, it seems possible, through
interviewing, to analyse under which conditions they feel they have changed. To offer a purely
objectivist account of empowerment of an individual, by explaining their potential apathy or activism
by the structural dispositions they inherited from their family and the eventual opportunities created
within certain public spheres, would not leave, indeed, much space for individual agency. All the
participants in innovative democratic institutions might not come from the same social and cultural
background, and might react differently to the interactions in which they are embedded. Interviews
would therefore allow the reconstruction of an individual’s trajectory before participation, to see to
what extent they changed afterwards.
In-depth interviews have, however, their own methodological flaws. Some scholars multiply examples
drawn from secondary literature and interviews of a wide range of associations’ members and
conclude that political participation in civic associations has a deep transformative effect.238 As
learning and self-transformation are at the core of these organisations’ discourses, and as the
participants declare to have changed, the point would be proven. As these scholars mainly interviewed
organisations’ leaders and highly committed individuals, there is a strong probability of alignment
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between organizations and leaders’ discourses. As seen above, the “school of democracy” frame has
been, from the beginning, at the core of the participatory democracy discourses. Already in the Port
Huron Statement, democracy was seen as a means for self-realisation and personal achievement thanks
to the educative virtues of political participation. When interviewed, leaders committed to the
participatory democracy ideal had a strong symbolic incentive to say that activism had changed them.
To avoid cognitive dissonance or mere ideological delusion, they had to feel they had changed for the
better. Even if actors’ discourses are central to understand the educative effects of political
participation, as empowerment is mainly a subjective feeling, one cannot rely essentially on them. It
does not seem appropriate neither to concentrate on leaders’ impressions. Grassroots participants,
devoid of public responsibilities, are less likely to align their discourses and perceptions to those of
organisations, and should be freer to assess their personal experience.
Another problem with interviews is that they might reduce self-transformation to a purely subjective
process. Is it enough to feel that one has changed in order to become a “good citizen”? Behind the
question of the evaluation of self-change lies, indeed, one on the origins of one’s behaviour, discourses
and identity. If self-change was a purely subjective and “inner” process it would mean apathetic
citizens only need to change their perspective, to look with a different eye at the reality surrounding
them, to get rid of their domination; whereas powerful structural forces largely explain the way they
act and feel. If becoming a good citizen was just a subjective process, individuals would be
“responsible” for their situation, “choosing” to be public-spirited or not. Furthermore, there is a kind
of implicit belief that interviews can grasp the “real inner self” more than any other method. They put
context and structure into brackets to concentrate essentially on individual perceptions. As Nina
Eliasoph puts it: “Depth interviews also tend to eliminate the notion of “public”. Usually, these openended interviews aim at unearthing the “real beliefs” hidden beneath the distraction of public
posturing.”239 It is assumed that people would play a role in public – frontstage – and that their “real
self” would hide in the private sphere – backstage. It can easily be argued that individuals are
constantly embedded in social positioning and role-taking situations however. Backstage as well as
frontstage, people have to behave as it is socially appropriate to behave. There are no real or fake
selves, but rather different behaviours and attitudes adopted given the context. Interviews have
therefore to be completed by attentive participant observation, to witness discourses, but, above all,
practices in situ. One of the common criticisms of in-depth interviews is indeed that they are very
good at ascertaining individuals’ dispositions, but that they are almost unable to assess for participants
capabilities in action.240 They can evaluate fruitfully whether or not individuals are able and willing to
deliberate, but they do not say much about the actual behaviour of participants in deliberative arenas.
Only participant observation in innovative democratic institutions can help overcome this limit.
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Participant observation allows understanding how groups create norms and collective identities, and
how mechanisms of rewards and sanctions work to shape individual behaviour in situations. In this
sense, this methodological approach is particularly helpful to answer “how” research questions. It
seems, therefore, highly accurate in the framework of this research project, as it might help to grasp
how the interactions created within innovative democratic institutions shape individuals behaviour and
identities.

2. What I have done
Given my epistemological approach on the question of self-change it seems that no other method than
ethnographic research was possible, the methodological choices being naturally derived form the
epistemological perspective and the theoretical framework. I therefore spent 22 months on the field,
between December 2004 and September 2006. My ethnographic approach included different
methodological tools: direct observation of public meetings, life history interviews with participants,
participant observation in the PB administration for one of the cases.
The central tool I used throughout my fieldwork was direct observation of public meetings in PB
assemblies. As collective discussion plays an important role in the decision-making process of these
public bodies and as the neighbourhood assembly is the central institution of participation, most of my
empirical work was just to listen to people and take notes about the discursive interactions taking place
in these assemblies. Overall, I assisted in 54 public meetings in Rome Municipio XI, 49 in Morsangsur-Orge and 21 in Seville. In the observation of the meetings, I was attentive to many different
features. The scenography, i.e. how the room was organized, where the meeting took place, if there
was a spatial separation between the speakers and the audience, and so on. I also focused on the
participants, to evaluate how many people attended the meetings, how many males and females there
were, how many people spoke during the meetings, etc. But the vast majority of my observations were
simply notes on the actual conversations between the participants. I tried to write as much as possible
on these collective discussions, focusing on both what was said and how it was said. Then, when
reporting these notes I followed a detailed observation guide, which helped make sense of this blurred
reality.241 It allowed me to systematize my observations and start analyzing them, focusing on the
motives used by the participants throughout the discussions. This constituted the core empirical
material of my research, as I was above all interested in public interactions and discussions among lay
citizens.
I then conducted many interviews, of different types. I first conducted interviews with the
administration, to get basic information about the cases, their history, organization and political
context. In general, I interviewed the local councillor in charge of the participatory budget – for Rome
and Morsang-sur-Orge, while in Seville I just carried out interviews with the organizing
241
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administration. Then, in the French case, I also conducted many more interviews with the
administration during the internship I did at the House of Citizenship (see below). Asked by my boss
to carry out a study on the participatory practices of each municipal service (the cultural service, the
administration in charge of youth policies, the urban management service, the sport administration, the
environment service, etc.) I thus conducted 11 interviews with the head of these municipal
departments, which permitted a richer grasp of the diversity of the participatory practices of the city
and of the relationships between the administration, the politicians and the citizens. Unfortunately, I
was unable to reach such an in depth knowledge of the administrations of the two other cases.
My research project being nevertheless centred on the relationship between politics and lay citizens,
most of the interviews were conducted with PB participants.242 I thus interviewed about 10 citizens for
each case. I managed to interview some of them more than once, to scrutinize the evolution of their
representations and relationships to local politics and the PB. These interviews, even if relatively
structured on the paper, were relatively loosely structured in practice, as the aim was to let citizens
reconstruct their personal and political trajectory that led them to get involved in a participatory budget
institution. I therefore opted for life-history interviews, focusing on their previous experiences of
participation – if any – their political socialization, to reach progressively their experience in the PB,
their motives for participating, their impressions, deceptions and hopes.
Finally, I decided to complete an internship in one of the three institutional settings I studied;
understood as an experience of participant observation which allowed me to see the process backstage
and eventually to observe better power relationships in these institutions. I thus spent three months in
the “House of Citizenship” of Morsang-sur-Orge243 during the fall of 2005, living participatory
democracy on a daily basis, writing letters or notes, calling citizens, preparing meetings. As I
researched participatory democracy institutions it appeared to me that being on the side of the
organizers would give me a lot of interesting insights into how it actually worked in practice.
Participant observation thus allowed me to understand the power relationships shaping the
participatory process. Interacting backstage with the organizers of the participatory institutions did not
allow evaluating better how citizens were affected by their experiences of participation, but it gave me
a day-to-day contact with the participatory process and its participants that was incredibly rich. Being
on the field on a permanent basis, it allowed more “intimacy” with the participants. I saw them not
only for participatory meetings, but also for informal gatherings, private discussions or little convivial
moments, thus grasping better who they were and understanding better how they performed on the
participatory scene. I got informal information thanks to my colleagues who were always ready to
gossip about people. I was thus able to know what people’s jobs were, their political orientations,
reputations, and so on.
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I think participant observation is especially useful for studying power relationships in any institution.
Even if it was not directly at the core of my research project at first, I got enough interesting material
to use it fruitfully. As a matter of fact, I got along very well with my colleagues, and especially my
boss, who was the director of the House of Citizenship, and her partner, the Director of Cabinet of the
Mayor. I therefore had a lot of political conversations with them, which helped me understand better
how things really worked, and especially on the actual decision-making process of the institution. This
appears all the more interesting than dealing with a participatory institution, i.e. a public body
claiming “to give power back to citizens”, “to empower people”, or “to share power.” Being backstage
allowed me to understand that this was much more complex in practice. The point is not to argue on
the fake nature of participatory democracy – once again ruled by realpolitik and power, behind good
intentions – but that as several actors are involved in the process, with different motives and
dispositions, a complex decision-making process is created, where power is shared by different actors
or groups fighting insidiously for it, while pretending to be all in favour of the common good.
These types of analyses could not have been reached without participant observation, and without
paying attention to what is said, both frontstage and backstage. In this case, interviews would have
been useless (even if I had conducted some on other issues) as actors would have presented a much
brighter picture. Being considered part of the group, and not as “the researcher” to whom only nice
things have to be shown or said, allowed me to analyze further the actual power relationships in these
institutions.

Table 2.3 Observations and interviews for each case-study
Rome Municipio XI

Morsang-sur-Orge

Seville

54

49

21

Interviews with
participants

10

8

8

Interviews with the
administration

2

13

2

Direct observation of
public meetings
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3. Ethnographic methods, case-studies and the question of generalisation
The central question for qualitative methods in the social sciences is that of the generalisation of the
results. Is the data collected on the field relevant outside the specific site studied in depth? Is it
possible to make a generalisation from a few cases on an entire population? What can the qualitative
methods teach us about society and politics? By privileging “thick descriptions”244 over statistical
representativeness, the results drawn from qualitative methods risk remaining idiosyncratic. To
overcome these central shortcomings, different epistemological answers and empirical devices have
been proposed by the social sciences.
First of all, the specificity of ethnographic research based on observation is that it allows scrutinizing
regularities in interactions. While this research is based on the study of three PB cases, the unit of
analysis lies at a more micro level, namely the interaction level. By spending 22 months on the field, I
observed more than 120 public assemblies, in which several interactive sequences took place. In this
regard, the research is based on the analysis of hundreds of interactions in three different sites. The
observation of regularities allows, from this perspective, drawing conclusions on the norms regulating
behaviour in these settings. The reiteration of observations – like in the biological sciences – allows
distinguishing the normal from the abnormal. By scrutinizing the abnormalities, the exceptional cases
(of interaction) – what I called moments of crisis or “épreuves” – the boundaries of the grammatical
rules appear almost evidently.245 From this perspective, two modes of observation have to be
distinguished, following Paul Lichterman’s analysis.246 On the one hand, field-driven observation
starts with an empirical object, and tries to make sense of it through observation. This inductive
approach is generally very fruitful in exploratory research projects. On the other hand, theory-driven
observation aims at evaluating a theory through the in-depth observation of a case study. The
researcher thus comes to his/her fieldworks with a lot of theoretical a priori, which will orient what
he/she looks for. The object does not exist by itself; it is constructed by the researcher through his/her
own theoretical questioning.247 Theory-driven observation goes even further as it should allow
generalisation from a micro-sociological perspective. As Michael Burawoy puts it, theory-driven
observation allows “to extract the general from the unique, to move from the ‘micro’ to the
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‘macro’.”248 The point is to find the macro in the micro, to study how macro structural and institutional
forces shape particular field sites. Discoveries happen when observation reveals anomalies, which a
theory would misinterpret or simply miss.249 By investigating the field, the observer is looking for
anomalies and surprises that do not fit the existing theories and might disconfirm them. The question,
while investigating the field, should therefore be: is the initial theory adequate? The aim, then, is to
falsify the existing theory and to reconstruct it so that it can accommodate the particular, the
anomalous cases fitting anew in the reconstructed theory. It is through participant observation
following the extended case method that theories can be improved.
Qualitative research relies therefore on a different epistemological paradigm that the hypotheticodeductive dominant scientific model, coming from Plato and that became dominant with the natural
sciences, before being applied in the social sciences too. This tentative epistemological model, coined
the “clue paradigm” by Carlo Ginzburg,250 is based on clues and signs, the social science method being
comparable to that of a detective or a hunter looking for clues or animals’ traces. The main problem
with the historical and social sciences is that the causes of the phenomena they study cannot be
reproduced – because they might lie in people’s intimate feelings, come from other experiences the
actors lived in the past, or make sense in relation to past interaction sequences that cannot be known
by the researcher. Social scientists have therefore to induce causes from the effects that can actually be
observed. As Ginzburg argues: “when causes cannot be reproduced [because they are passed or
hidden] the only solution is to induce them from the effects.”251 The analysis has therefore to be based
on limit and abnormal cases, considered to reveal broader phenomena: miniscule clues “have been
considered as revealing elements of more general phenomena: the vision of a social class, of a writer
or a whole society.”252 The generalisation potential of the qualitative methods therefore lies in the
capacity of case-studies to reveal broader social phenomena. As Daniel Gaxie argues:
“Tout cas est singulier et aucune histoire de vie n’est à nulle autre pareille. Mais
toute individualité est faite aussi d’éléments partagés avec des classes plus ou moins
étendues de « compagnons » d’expériences. En ce sens, les cas particuliers ne sont
jamais complètement idiosyncrasiques. Ils sont aussi révélateurs de manière de voir,
de sentir, de réagir et de faire, plus ou moins communes à ceux qui présentent des
propriétés pertinentes (plus ou mois) analogues. Il n’y a donc pas de contradiction
entre l’observation la plus intensive possible de quelques cas particuliers et
l’ambition de dégager des hypothèses généralisantes.”253
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Seeing the general in the particular requires making comparisons, drawing similarities and differences,
identifying the case within a broader category, or, when the case is supposed to be part of a box and
finally does not fit, to analyse why and how the case is exceptional. Putting the emphasis on these
exceptional moments – when for instance I saw good deliberations emerging – I could learn about the
types of interactions developing in participatory institutions. Spending almost two years on the field, I
could see the slow and subtle evolution of interactions, the change in people’s self-presentation or
public speeches. The comparison of the cases, from one site to another, allowed severing out the
specificities linked to the setting and the features they shared. I could see, for instance, how in the
three PB cases a participatory grammar requiring a commitment for the common good and a
distinctive practicality was operating; but, in the meantime, I saw that different conceptions of the
common good were taken for granted.
This does not mean that this research allowed the construction of general and universal rules, true for
any individual or any interaction in a participatory institution. Case-studies, and “case-thinking”, do
not allow for such generalisations. It does not mean that no generalisation is possible from qualitative
methods, but that generalisation concerns, in this case, not “individuals” or “population” but relations
and processes.254 Generalisations always remain partial, linked to certain conditions and
circumstances, indicating probabilities, conjectures, more than certain causes. What ethnographic
research allows is to sever out significant patterns of interactions, relatively recurrent, revealed by both
regularities and exceptional cases. A pattern of self-change, describing the process undergone by
individuals and groups along their participatory experience will therefore be proposed. This does not
mean that such a process is “true” and constitutes a general rule of what happens when citizens engage
in participatory institutions. The observed pattern constitutes a construction built from empirical
research, and as such, is a hypothesis aiming at being tested, evaluated, and compared to other cases,
to be nuanced, improved and eventually disconfirmed.
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Chapter 3

Municipal Participatory Budgeting:
A Comparative Study of Three European Cases

“In political terms, too, refusal in itself (of work,
authority, and voluntary servitude) leads only to a kind
of social suicide. As Spinoza says, if we simply cut the
tyrannical head of the social body, we will be left with
the deformed corpse of society. What we need is to
create a new social body, which is a project that goes
well beyond refusal. Our lines of flight, our exodus must
be constituent and create a real alternative. Beyond the
simple refusal, or as part of that refusal, we need also to
construct a new mode of life and above all a new
community.”255
M. Hardt & A. Negri, Empire.

The words of Hardt and Negri – central to their conception of social change – resonate with the
intentions or maybe the utopia of participatory budgeting. PBs have been largely promoted by social
movement activists willing to go further than mere critique – that would be a social suicide – aiming at
implementing a new way of doing politics and (re)-building a community based on the participation of
everybody. A sense of togetherness could only be nurtured by the collective practice of taking
common decisions. Many of these activists have probably been disappointed or disillusioned when
facing political practice at the local level, which can appear less glamorous than Negri’s prose. The
aim of this chapter is therefore to understand how and why participatory budgeting has recently
developed in Europe at municipal level, before moving to the detailed analysis of the three cases
selected for this research. The goal here is therefore to understand how the will to construct a new
mode of life and a new community has been implemented in practice and even institutionalised at the
local level.
Participatory democracy owes a lot to municipal participatory budgeting. It developed and became
popular largely out of the mediatization of the Porto Alegre experience, from the end of the 1990s
onwards. Considered as a “good governance practice” by the World Bank, citizen participation in
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budgetary decision-making processes have, since then, spread throughout the world. In Brazil, about
200 experiences at communal or regional level are defined as “participatory budgets”. In the rest of
Latin America, from Argentina to Ecuador and Peru, dozens of municipalities have introduced citizen
participation mechanisms in their budget decision-making processes.256 Popularised by the “No Global
movement”, and especially by the influential leftist magazine Le Monde Diplomatique, participatory
budgets have been imported into Europe by a few adventurous political and civil society actors, in an
uncommon “return of the Caravels” (Allegretti & Herzberg, 2005), in which Latin America advises
Europe on how to renovate its democracies.
Because of its popularity and rapid development,257 the term “participatory budget” covers a variety of
procedural designs and civic practices. If one follows the actors’ definition, a participatory budget can
be either a mere system of neighbourhood funds, implying the discussion of a few thousands euros, or,
in contrast, a very ambitious and sophisticated procedural design based on the city-wide discussion of
the budget priorities. It would, therefore, not be fruitful to define participatory budget objectively –
following a set of criteria – as many of the experiences labelled as such by the actors would thus be
excluded from the picture by an arbitrary decision of the social scientist. A participatory budget is
therefore defined a minima, as the involvement of citizens in the budgetary decisions of a public body
and labelled as such by the actors. It might, however, be interesting – even if it is not within the scope
of this research – to classify more systematically the different experiences of participatory budgets by
following a rigorous typology.258
The most widespread forms of participatory budgets are those implemented at municipal level. Other
experiences, in Brazil, Italy and in France, have been launched at regional level; and other territorial
scales could theoretically correspond to a participatory budget design. The focus on municipal level is,
however, the most interesting as it crosses classical social science questionings and research on urban
democracy. In many ways, municipal participatory budgets are the most innovative and ambitious
experiences of urban democracy at present. Municipal participatory budgets have therefore been
selected as the object of this research because of their political significance, with regard to the number
of experiences and the degree of empowerment that they can, sometimes, be granted. As the
discussions are centred on the distribution of financial resources, participatory budgets have a higher
degree of empowerment than most of the other European innovative democratic institutions. The aim
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of this chapter is, therefore, to offer a synthetic presentation and analysis of the development of
municipal participatory budgets in Europe. Why were participatory budgets implemented in the last
ten years by some European municipalities? Why at this historical moment and specifically in these
cities? What are the political and social dynamics created by the involvement of citizens in budgetary
decision-making processes? First, an analysis of the recent development of participatory budgeting
will be proposed. Then, the three case-studies of this research – namely, Morsang-sur-Orge, Rome
Municipio XI and Sevilla – will be presented in depth, with a special emphasis on their participatory
budget procedural designs and on the type of interactions they create.

I. The emergence of municipal participatory budgeting in Europe: Endogeneisation of
critique and transfers of experiences
The general principle of municipal participatory budgeting has been presented above (see chapter 2); it
means the involvement of the citizens in the financial decision-making processes of their commune.
The Porto Alegre experience has been presented as the paradigmatic and historical example of
participatory budget. In Europe, participatory budgeting started to develop at the end of the 1990s, and
even if it was politically and ideologically influenced by the Brazilian model, each city followed its
own path according to its political will and its own local specificities. But how can the recent
development of PBs all over Europe be accounted for? The analysis of the recent emergence and
spread of PB institutions crosses the analysis made on the development of participatory democracy
more broadly. The transformation of public governance due to the growing questioning of rationality
and science combined to the crisis of representative government led to the pluralisation of expertise
and the involvement of civil society and lay citizens in the production of public policies, which
explains the emergence of participatory budgeting experiments. PB is however specific in the panoply
of innovative democratic institutions: it has been more directly linked to social movements, and is
associated with a radical political experience of a Global South city – Porto Alegre – also considered
the capital of the anti-globalization movement. It therefore appears as one of the most radical
innovative democratic institutions presented previously, and was largely supported by social
movements’ actors. PB development has therefore to be understood as the result of the
endogeneisation of critique by the political system and the product of transfers of experiences between
different PB entrepreneurs.
One of the common hypotheses about the development of municipal participatory budgets in Europe
therefore stresses the role of the claims and critiques of social movements. This analysis derives from
a transposition of the argument of Boltanski and Chiapello about the rise of the new spirit of
capitalism, which mainly stemmed from the endogeneisation of critiques formulated by anti-capitalist
forces, especially social movements and radical political parties. To remain legitimate as a system,
capitalism – although this might also be true for a political system, especially a democratic one – has
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to answer its critics, and justify itself, following a “justice frame” and using common good arguments.
If the criticism is strong enough, the system has to adapt itself to remain both stable and viable by
integrating some of the criticisms.259
In this regard, the role of urban social movements seems to have been decisive in the development of
participatory democracy in the last thirty years (Castells 1973). It is possible to distinguish two waves
of democratic critique. The first one appeared with the New Left in the 1970s. In the US, the theme of
participatory democracy had already been fashionable from the beginning of the 1960s (Polletta 2002).
In contrast, in Europe, it mainly developed after 1968 (Blatrix 2001). In France, the first experiences
of urban democracy (especially the HVS and GAM programmes) were pushed forward by urban social
movements, and some political circles (around the PSU, the CFDT, etc.) (Bacqué, 2004). The first
wave of decentralisation at the beginning of 1980s, which gave rise to the “Politique de la Ville” at the
end of the decade, has been largely understood as the integration of some of the criticisms of the urban
social movements of the 1970s, in which some of members of the newly ruling Socialist Party had
been active. This decentralisation cycle and the development of urban renewal policies cannot be
merely analysed, however, as the integration of the criticisms of the urban social movements. A
precise sociological analysis of the production of public policies clearly shows that other factors than
critique, and, in particular, conflicts of interest between institutions, administrations and public
officials, were central to the development and to some of the failures of these policies (Damamme &
Jobert 1995). Without an appropriate political opportunity structure, these urban renewal programmes
would not have developed as they did. The emergence of participatory institutions at the end of the
1990s and at the beginning of the 2000s followed the dynamic created by the “Politique de la Ville”
and the deepening of the administrative decentralization in France. From a legislative but also from a
more micro-sociological point of view, the continuity between the first and second waves of
decentralization seems evident. But if the legislative continuity is obvious, the deepening of urban
renewal policies and the rise of the public participation discourse stemmed from different mechanisms,
and from the renewal of the political opportunity structure in the 1990s in particular. In many ways,
participatory democracy was put back on the agenda at the end of the Millennium by personalities and
association leaders who were already active in the urban social movements of the 1970s. If the role of
the criticism of the social movements remained central, it should nevertheless be acknowledged that
the criticism had changed.
The re-emergence of democracy as a central claim of the social movements cannot be understood
without taking into account the ideological revolution created by the fall of the Berlin wall and the loss
of legitimacy of the communist critique, which was dominant at the time. It was characterised by the
relegation of the “materialist” – or socio-economic – criticisms and claims, which had lost their
legitimacy with the failure of real socialism and the absence of a clear economic alternative. New
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social movements focused their claims on “the failures” of representative government, the importance
of procedures and institutions, and the will to deepen democracy. In a word, they moved from a
critique of capitalism to a critique of representative government (Sommier 2001; Norris 2002; Poletta
2002; Ceri 2003; Della Porta 2004). The “anti-globalisation movement” made Porto Alegre one of the
symbols of the possible alternatives to delegative democracy. The Brazilian city was chosen as the
host of the “World Social Forum”, from 2001 onwards, and labelled “the capital of democracy”. Thus,
the participatory budgeting of Porto Alegre gained worldwide publicity and was understood by many
European activists of the “no global movement” as a radical and constructive alternative to be
experimented elsewhere.
The development of municipal participatory budgets in Europe cannot be understood, however, as a
bottom-up process, stemming from the “anti-globalisation movement” and adopted by local
governments. As an experience of urban democracy, participatory budgeting is a top-down process,
coming from local politicians. The criticism of representative government by the social movements
had to be integrated and accepted by elected representatives. The renewal of critical discourses had,
therefore, to be integrated into the political system in order to give rise to participatory institutions.
The endogeneisation of critique by the political field is not exactly ruled by the same mechanisms,
however, as the economic sphere. The main difference lies in the fact that, in the political sphere,
political actors can be critical actors themselves. They do not necessarily need social movements to
have access criticism; or, more precisely, political parties can function as intermediaries between civil
society’s claims and the political system. In this sense, criticism has to be understood as a collective
product, in which different actors (social movements, but also political parties) interact. This seems to
fit the way in which participatory budgeting developed in the last decade. Participatory institutions
have been co-produced by social movements and political parties (generally from the Left). The
paradigmatic example of participatory institutions, the participatory budgeting of Porto Alegre in
Brazil, was thus created by the Workers Party (PT) in close co-operation with local social movements
and associations. In Europe, too, the most institutionalised cases of participatory budgeting have been
developed by political parties from the Left (Sintomer 2004), the PCF and the PS in France,
Rifondazione Comunista and DS in Italy and Izquierda Unida and the PSOE in Spain (Font 2001). It
has to be stressed that this is not the case for Germany, which represents a different model based more
on “New Public Management”.
If it is no surprise to see the Left promoting participatory democracy, as it might fit their political
culture, it might, however, be worth understanding why these political parties opted for this kind of
strategy. This will help to understand better the dynamics of endogeneisation of critique in the political
sphere. The main reason why Leftist political parties, and especially Communist or former Communist
parties, focused on participatory democracy derives from the political opportunity structure they faced
at the time. In the 1990s, Communist parties underwent an important ideological and political crisis
(decline of electoral results and of the number of militants), and participatory democracy was thus
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seen as an opportunity to rebuild a positive and valorised identity, far from the archaic image often
ascribed to them (Font, 2001). Participatory democracy appeared both modern and innovative. It also
allowed them to (re)build political links with the new social movements that developed next to and
even in opposition to the Communist parties. By integrating some of their claims, and sometimes even
some of their members, they tried to find a new political dynamic. Finally, participatory democracy
was part of the urban renewal programmes born at the end of the 1980s that, from the beginning, had
the ambition to solve the social problems that deprived peripheral neighbourhoods faced. The
Communist parties saw in participatory budgets a way of stopping the decline of municipal
communism (Bacqué & Sintomer 2002) and of renewing contacts with the popular classes by
proposing alternative modes of political and social integration.
The emergence of participatory discourses and institutions was thus made possible by the evolution of
the political opportunity structure in the 1990s. More than just an answer to “the crisis of
representative government”, citizen participation was a new political product, from which political
gains were extractable. If the creation of participatory institutions does not automatically result in reelection, it creates a positive identity, and allows the building of alliances and networks with civil
society actors (Font 2001). It is not certain whether participatory institutions make citizens and
politicians come closer – as is often argued in France, with the concept of “proximity” – it creates a
positive image for highly criticized political elites. The conceptual apparatus of the endogeneisation of
critique does not, therefore, fit perfectly in the political field. Firstly, thinking that critical claims are
automatically converted into public policies would be giving to much power and influence to social
movements. The making of public policies is a much more complex process. Claims by social
movements are one of many factors that contribute to put an issue on the agenda. The outcomes of
social movements are, by definition, hard to evaluate. In this case, criticisms from social movements
were highly integrated in the making of public policies, as the leaders and activists of social
movements were often involved in the setting up of participatory budgets. Furthermore, the
democratic critique of representative government not only stemmed from social movements, but also
from political actors themselves. Local government allowed marginalised critical political actors (and
especially members of the Communist Party) to put into practice the critique they were addressing at
more national or global levels. The endogeneisation of the critique was thus made possible by the
existence of political actors close enough to social movements to hear the critique, but also
empowered enough to put it into practice.
Transfers of experiences and networks of actors played from this perspective a crucial role in the
development of PBs in Europe. The number of PBs in Europe was for instance largely boosted after
the 1st Word Social Forum held in Porto Alegre in 2001 (Herzberg, Rocke, Sintomer, 2005). The PB
experience was publicised, and many actors (local politicians, public officials or social movements’
activists) came back in Europe with the idea to implement such institutions in their own territories. In
Europe itself, networks of PB activists and experts emerged, who played an important role in both
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replicating the Porto Alegre model and adapting it to national and local contexts. In France,
associations such as “Démocratiser Radicalement la Démocratie”, “Adels” or ATTAC around Le
Monde diplomatique, played a crucial role in the popularisation of the PB model, at least among the
Left. Similarly, in Italy, a magazine such as Carta, or associations such as the “Nuovo Municipio”, in
close cooperation with committed scholars like Giovanni Allegretti played a crucial role in the recent
spread of PBs at the local level. In Spain, associations such ATTAC, and intellectuals such as Tomas
Villasante, and his method “social participatory investigation” played a crucial role in the creation and
reproduction of many PBs, such as in Cordoba, Rubi or Sevilla. At the end of the 1990’s there were
therefore favourable structural conditions in Europe for the development of participatory institutions,
such as the crisis of science and rationality that opened up to a pluralisation of expertise, as well as the
growing defiance towards distant politicians. From this favourable ground, participatory budgets
emerged as the result of both the endogeneisation of social movements’ critiques by the political
system and the importation and transfers of experiences allowed by some highly connected actors.

II. Local government in France, Italy and Spain: low legal competences but high
political capacities
To understand how municipal participatory budgets work, we first need to know in some details the
legal competences, financial resources and political organisation of local governments in the countries
of study. Even if embedded in different historical and political contexts, the situation of French, Italian
and Spanish communes has evolved greatly in the last 25 years, to reach a situation highly comparable
in terms of competences, resources and political organization. The territorial structures of France, Italy
and Spain are comparable, as they are organized in three administrative tiers, mainly, the commune,
the province or department, and the region or autonomous community. Their number and size vary
greatly from one country to another. If Italy and Spain have about the same number of communes –
about 8,100 – France, with its 36,000 communes, represents half of all the European cities together.
French communes are, therefore, dispersed and small, with an average of only 1,600 inhabitants,
compared to 7,000 in Italy, and 5,000 in Spain.
This territorial structure is the product of a long political and administrative history, specific to each
European country. Even if it is impossible to go into the historical depth of the development of
European cities as political and administrative bodies here, some long time watersheds can
nevertheless be established. The contemporary network of European cities largely stems from the
Middle-ages, as they were already in existence and structured prior to their transformation into NationStates. Most of the powers once held by communes were progressively integrated within the realm of
the State, especially in southern European cities. Communes had to wait for the nineteenth century and
the progressive modernisation and re-organization of the State to be granted legal and administrative
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existence again.260 In France, the Revolution suppressed “the municipal corporations”, seen as realms
of clientelism and particularism, creating an illegitimate mediation between citizens and the State.
Communes had to wait until the Third Republic and the law of the 5th April 1884, which turned
French communes into decentralized local authorities, elected directly by the universal suffrage with a
proper budget. The situation of French communes remained more or less stable until 1982.261 In Spain,
the Code Napoléon defined 9,000 municipios, which has remained the territorial organization of
Spanish local government until today. First closely controlled by the central political authority, it was
not until the Second Republic – in the 1930s – that regional autonomy and local government
developed. This short period of decentralization was nevertheless halted by the regime of Franco and
until the end of the 1970s Spain remained a highly centralised country. Italian communes and
provinces, in contrast, were administratively recognised immediately after the unification of the
country in 1861.262 Despite a short period of emancipation and autonomy after the unification, the
Italian Republic was rapidly centralised, and communes had to wait until the end of the Fascist
domination at the end of the Second World War to be granted competences and resources. The present
8,000 communes in Italy were defined in the Constitution of 1947, on the model of the Spanish
municipios.
Southern European communes thus became an integral part of the state between the late nineteenth
and the first part of the twentieth century. They were at the time, however, granted very little political
and financial autonomy. As three centralized countries, historically speaking, France, Italy and Spain
tried to limit the power and influence of local elites and special interests. In most European countries,
however, local government was institutionalized to answer the pressures created by industrialization
and to provide the first social policies. Despite their history of centralization, the three countries have
been marked by important decentralisation laws at the end of the 1970s and beginning of the 1980s,
that increased local governments’ autonomy and competences. Even with this first wave of
decentralisation in the 1970s (Gelli & Pinson 2001; Loughlin 2002), Italian local government
remained weak.. Although provinces and communes had constitutionally been granted autonomy (Art.
28), they were first understood – until the 1990s – as juridical bodies in charge of the decentralised
administrative functions of the state. Article 9 of Law n. 142 of 1990, vastly increased the powers of
the communes, stating that all local issues regarding the commune should be addressed locally
(principle of subsidiary), and be attributed some form of fiscal autonomy, as it allowed them to cover
more than 30% of their expenses. Local government in Italy has generally been defined through the
concepts of “formal uniformity” and “substantial heterogeneity” (Dante 1989; Della Porta 1999).
These legislative decisions changed the nature of the Italian communes, which moved from
administrative to political bodies. Communes became the fundamental institutions of local government
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in Italy, as they are now entitled to about 80% of all the expenses at local level – against 10% for the
regions and 10% for the provinces (Della Porta 1999). This process was made possible by the major
crisis that the Italian political system faced at the beginning of the 1990s, with the decline of the
Communist Party and of the Christian-Democrats, as well as the large anti-corruption campaign
launched at the time, which destabilised the Italian Second Republic and led to important
constitutional reforms (some people even called for the federalization of the country and a change of
regime, Laughlin 2002). This movement was continued with Law No. 81 in 1993, which allowed the
direct election of the Mayor, and modified the electoral system (making it more majoritarian). Finally,
the Consolidated Act for Local Authorities, voted in 2000, and the reform of the Title V of the
Constitution in 2001, increased Italian communes autonomy and competences.
Spain, despite its highly decentralized administrative structure, attributes few competencies to the
communes. Institutions of local government have undergone marked transformations since the Franco
era, when they functioned primarily as instruments of the central government. The overhauling of
administration at local level had to wait, however, until a degree of political reform had been achieved
at national level. The 1978 Constitution clearly puts the emphasis on strong regional governments,
“Communidades Autonomas”, with a high degree of autonomy; thus, provinces and communes are
mainly understood as purely administrative bodies (Morata Garcia de la Puerta & Rosado Rodriguez
2001). This created a situation of both competition among the different levels of government (See
Gaxie 1994) and overlap in their functions. Despite this relatively weak status, some municipalities
managed to gain autonomy and power, by striving against other levels of government (Goma &
Brugué 1994), and thus succeeded in developing their own mechanisms of citizen participation. The
first fully democratic local elections following Franco's demise were held in 1979, and limited reforms
were introduced at local level in 1981, but it was not until 1985 that the fundamental re-organization
and democratization of local administration was completed with the passage of the Basic Law on
Local Government (Ley Reguladora de las Bases de Regimen Local--LRBRL). This law outlined the
basic institutions at municipal and provincial levels, established guidelines for the sharing of
responsibilities among the different tiers of the administration, and listed the services that local
authorities were to provide. A decisive step was taken in 2003, with Law 57/2003 for the
modernisation of local government.263 The two main results of this law were the reinforcement of
municipal executive power (the mayor and the municipal council) and the institutionalisation of
participatory mechanisms.
While France has historically been one of the most centralised countries in Europe, it has known
important decentralisation waves since the beginning of the 1980s. The decentralisation laws of the 2nd
of March 1982 made communes more than administrative bodies, being granted direct competences
and a certain financial autonomy. Their legal status – in terms of competences – has remained mostly
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stable since then. France went one step further towards decentralisation at the beginning of the 2000s
with constitutional law no. 2003-276 of 28 March 2003, defining France as a “decentralised republic”.
The law mostly affected regions and departments, more than communes however. A year later, law
809/2004 on “local freedoms and responsibilities” transferred some competences to the different
administrative tiers, increased the responsibilities of local governments in terms of economic
development and enlarged their capacity of experimentation at a local level. One of the central
evolutions affecting French communes in the last decade is the move towards inter-communality,
communes increasingly sharing competences and resources with other neighbouring cities.264 This
move was mostly motivated by the aim of decreasing costs, by making public administrations and
local governments more efficient in a highly fragmented country in terms of territorial organization
(there are about 36 000 communes).
Given the parallel decentralising trend in the three countries, most of the competences nowadays
attributed to European local governments are similar. Most of the competences of French, Italian and
Spanish communes are shared with other administrative tiers however, be they provincial or regional
institutions, or even the central state. They are nevertheless attributed some basic functions, which are
rather stable over time, and are comparable from one country to another. In the three countries,
communes are in charge of the provision of water and sewerage, the organization of refuse disposal,
the construction and management of primary schools, the organization of cultural activities, the
distribution of social services, the organization of urban planning and the management of roads and
pavements, the issuing of building and land occupation permits. It has to be stressed as well that
communes have limited power and mainly deal with technical issues. The issues at stake in the PB I
studied were therefore – due to juridical constraints – not political from the start, and it was interesting
to see how these technical and very concrete issues were eventually generalised to become public
problems.
These urban services have, however, to be provided with different financial resources in each country,
according to the degree of autonomy towards the central state attributed to local government. Besides
urban services, local governments also have to cover the salaries of local civil servants and other
personnel expenses, which generally constitute about 80% of their budget. In terms of budgetary
income, the financial resources of the local governments of France, Italy and Spain come from four
main sources: (1) exclusive local taxes; (2) fees and charges; (3) transfers from the central state or the
other administrative tiers; and (4) borrowings (See Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1 Sources of municipal funding265
Exclusive
local taxes

Fees &
charges

Transfers

Borrowing

Other

36%

2%

26%

10%

26%

Italy (1999)

26.6%

8.9%

26.3%

12.9%

9%

Spain (1994)

31%

16%

37%

10%

6%

France (2001)

The degree of financial autonomy of local governments is therefore largely determined by the amount
of transfers they receive from the state and the importance of exclusive local taxes to their overall
resources. French and Italian communes seem nevertheless to be more autonomous financially than
Spanish ones, as only 26% of their resources come from transfers.266 French communes are also those
with the highest part of their revenues coming from exclusive local taxes (36%), close to Spanish
communes which obtain 31% of their funds from local taxation. Italian communes, in comparison,
seem to be the least autonomous with only 26% of their revenues, in 1999, coming from exclusive
local taxes. Whereas it remained stable overall in the French and Spanish cases, the situation of Italian
communes has, however, evolved drastically in the last decade (Table 3.4). Whereas, in 1991, they
received only 14.4% of their funds from local taxes, this almost doubled in 8 years, as, in 1999, 26.6%
of their revenues came from their own taxes. In contrast, the degree of transfers they receive decreased
drastically, from 43.7% of their total revenues in 1991 to 26.3% on 1999. This radical evolution was
mainly due to the creation, in 1993, of a new local tax, the communal tax on real estate (ICI), which
was entirely attributed to communes, in an effort to increase their financial autonomy from the state.267
This reflects the permanent conflict between the centre and the periphery in Italy, with local
governments constantly struggling to obtain more power and autonomy.268
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Table 3.2 Sources of municipal funding in Italy269

Exclusive
local taxes

Fees &
charges

Current
transfers

Transfers
of capital

Borrowing

Other

1991

14.4 %

9.7%

43.7%

11.9%

13.7%

6.5%

1995

28.3%

11.2%

32.8%

12.7%

10.1%

5%

1999

26.6%

8.9%

26.3%

16.3%

12.9%

9%

It has to be stressed that overall local governments in France, Italy and Spain have little political and
financial autonomy, in comparison with those of Germany and Northern Europe in general. Despite
this historical European divide, it seems that the gap has been reduced in the last few decades, through
ambitious decentralisation laws or constitutional arrangements in each country. However,
decentralisation did not solve centre/periphery conflicts, which remain central to the understanding of
the political dynamics underlying local governments. Even if these conflicts may have different
meanings given the political culture, historical legacies, and constitutional arrangements of the
country, they always shape the ability of the local actors to develop citizen participation mechanisms.
French, Italian and Spanish communes seem, nevertheless, largely homogeneous in terms of
competences and financial resources, which will make the comparison of municipal participatory
budgeting designs more accurate. These similarities also replicate themselves in terms of the political
organization and composition of the French, Italian and Spanish local governments.
In the three countries, local governments are composed of a mayor, a municipal council and, generally,
a municipal government (for cities of a certain size only). The municipal terms are of four years in
Italy and Spain, and six years in France. In Italy, the mayor is elected directly, while in France and
Spain he/she is elected indirectly by the municipal council. The three countries also share a system of
list voting, even if lists are open in Italy while they are closed and blocked in France and Spain.270
These rather different electoral systems for municipal councils might create different local political
dynamics. It should nevertheless be noted that the direct or indirect election of the mayor does not
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undermine the large personalisation of municipal elections in the three countries. Another interesting
political phenomenon, taking place at a local level in recent years, is the opening of local political
institutions to non-professional or, more precisely, non-politically affiliated lists and individuals. This
has often been framed as the opening of local governments to “civil society”, as these non-politically
affiliated individuals are often members of associations, social movements’ organizations or trade
unions. This phenomenon is particularly diffused in Italy with the recent development of “civic lists”
(“Liste Civiche”). Following a survey carried out by the Italian National Association of Communes in
2004, 73.7% of the municipal majorities defined themselves as stemming from “civic lists.” This
phenomenon grew considerably in the last decade, as they represented 9.6% of the mayors in 1988,
34.4% in 1993, and 58.7% in 2001. Civic and independent lists are especially diffused in small and
medium communes. This large and recent development of “civil society” participation in local
government can be attributed to the specificities of Italian contemporary political history – with the
crisis of the historical political parties in 1993 and of the political system as a whole due to massive
corruption scandals – but might well originate in deeper social-cultural trends in Western democracies.
The development of “civil society” lists in France and Spain could confirm this hypothesis. The
Spanish 2003 law on the modernisation of local government allowed the inclusion within the “Junta” –
namely the government of the city – of non-elected members nominated by the mayor, and coming
from civil society, be it association leaders or company managers. It seems that there is therefore a
broader move towards a growing inclusion of non-professional politicians within communes’
administrations. Interestingly, participatory budgets have often been introduced in communes where
civil society actors had been integrated in the municipal council, as is the case in Rome Municipio XI
and Morsang-sur-Orge. The development of civic lists and the inclusion of non-political actors in local
governments seem also to favour the inclusion of women in municipal institutions. They nevertheless
remain very much under-represented overall, especially in comparison to the other EU Member States.
It can therefore be concluded from this panorama on local governments that these three countries do
not embody the ideal conditions for the emergence of empowered participatory institutions. Local
governments in the three countries are indeed rather weak, lacking especially in financial autonomy.
The resources to be discussed in the PB meetings were therefore very often scarce, as the investment
budgets of French, Italian and Spanish communes are limited. The strength of local executives – and
especially of the mayor – leaves nevertheless some room for political voluntarism. It is indeed mostly
from strong political wills of some decisive actors committed to participatory democracy that PBs
emerged.
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III. Morsang-sur-Orge: participatory budgeting in a small suburban city
Morsang-sur-Orge is a city of 19,300 inhabitants, situated about 20 kilometres south of Paris. It is a
typical middle-class suburban city: 55% of the population live in private houses; 25% of the
population live, however, in collective buildings with a moderate rent (Habitations à Loyer Modéré).
Morsang-sur-Orge is not made up of a rich economic terrain, and 80% of the employed active
population work outside of the city; the city being often considered a “dormitory town.” The
unemployment rate has been rather stable at about 10% in the last 10 years, similar to the situation at
national level. The municipality has been ruled since 1945 by three successive female mayors, all
members of the Communist party. Despite this historical involvement in Morsang-sur-Orge, the
Communist Party almost lost the municipal elections of 1995. The closeness of the ballot (a difference
of 18 votes between the first two lists) led the opposition to the courts to claim a new election. After
approximately 2 years of juridical imbroglio, a new partial municipal election was organized in
Morsang-sur-Orge at the beginning of 1997, where the Left won much more easily. Even though the
difficulties to get re-elected in 1995 could be attributed to the crisis that the Communist Party faced at
the time, and to the national political context of a wide domination of the Right, the municipal
majority tried to reach a deeper understanding of the phenomenon. Francis Diener, member of the
Municipal Council since 1983, and actual “participatory democracy secretary” in the municipal
majority, is very clear on this point:
“There was a lack of interest and a growing dissatisfaction of the citizens towards
representative democracy. People were saying: ‘What’s the point? What’s the point
in participating? My opinion is not taken into account.’ […] There was a problem
about politics; it was not seen as a tool able to change things anymore.”271

The development of participatory democracy in Morsang-sur-Orge was, therefore, framed from the
beginning as a way of countering the “crisis of representative government”, and as often in the French
experience of citizen participation, of encouraging proximity between elected officials and citizens:
“The goal was to achieve proximity. […] We have a political responsibility on the
questions of disinterest from politics, on abstention, etc. It is crucial, in my opinion.
The commune is the best place to help things to be done differently. It is really at this
level that there is proximity. At this level politicians don’t have too rough a time.
We’re not accused [of being corrupt] … even if it is tough. But there is a certain
honesty, a credibility, there is no global questioning of local politicians. It is here that
we have to make original experiments, to innovate.”272

The two years of transition between 1995 and 1997 allowed the municipal majority to analyse the
sources of citizen disaffection, which had local roots, too. The mayor elected in 1995 started her 5th
term, and clearly embodied another generation of politicians. The collation of the Left thus decided to
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propose a large and ambitious renewal of the municipal majority for the partial election of 1997. A
new candidate was presented, Marjolaine Rauze, a reformist member of the Communist Party, close to
the Robert Hue fraction, who was in her late 30’s. The list of the Left was also largely renewed, with
an alliance between the Socialist Party, the Communists, the Greens, and active citizens coming from
“civil society”, i.e., mainly from local associational life. The same list, with Marjolaine Rauze as a
leader, was then re-elected in the municipal elections of 2001. After the victorious election of 1997, a
new spirit floated on the municipal majority, as Francis Diener explains:
“We told ourselves we had to change things radically. We ask ourselves: ‘How could
we make citizens intervene a little more in our administration? How could we make
them participate and manage to co-elaborate projects with us on city issues?”273

In this context, rapidly after the election, the first participatory mechanisms were set up. At first,
residents were mainly involved in the management of municipal sport and music facilities, through
“boards of customers of public services.” In the mean time, a Consultative Youth Council was created
to involve residents under 18 years-old as well. The very practice of elected officials changed as well.
Regularly, Municipal Councils were organized on thematic issues, such as security, the Community of
Agglomeration274, specific urban planning projects. These meetings were open to the public and
participants could ask questions and make comments to the elected members of the municipality
during the first 30 minutes. The members of the municipal majority also started to be seen much more
often in the street, to the market or canvassing door-to-door, to “talk with people”.275 This desire to
increase proximity between elected officials and the citizens was embodied in the creation of the
“House of Citizenship” in 1999, a new municipal administration in charge of the co-ordination of all
the participatory activities of the city. With 4 permanent employees participating alternatively at the
meetings, the “House of Citizenship” plays an important role in the structuring of the Neighbourhood
Councils and also of the thematic workshops, by welcoming the participants to the meetings, writing
reports, and co-ordinating the publicisation of the process. However, the municipal majority quickly
realized that this was not enough.
The municipal majority therefore decided to create 8 “Neighbourhood councils” (Comités de
Quartier), following the administrative division of the city offered by the 8 state primary school zones.
It allowed an institutionalization of participation, with local meetings organized almost every month.
The main innovation was to grant a financial portfolio of about 60,000 euros to each neighbourhood
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council, to finance local projects. As they are allocated 480,000 euros per year, Neighbourhood
Councils have to decide on about 18% of the investment budget of the city (2.7 million euros in 2004).
In this sense, they can be considered as empowered participatory institutions. After its re-election a
few years later, the municipality decided, in 2002, to go one step further, with the creation of city-wide
thematic workshops. From the very beginning, the aim was framed as a means of countering some
forms of parochialism or localism on the part of the citizens that was fostered by the neighbourhood
basis of the local councils: “We told ourselves [the municipal majority] that people shouldn’t only
focus on their little problems with the neighbourhood councils, but had the right to know about the
communal budget as a whole.”276
Five thematic workshops were thus created, focusing on issues of (1) youth policies, sport, schools and
culture; (2) public works and the environment; (3) solidarity and retired people; (4) urban planning,
transportation and economic activity; and (5) security, tranquillity and daily life. The workshops met 3
or 4 times during the year, to discuss and propose investment priorities with the Municipal Council on
the different issue areas. The decisions of the Municipal Council were then assessed by a Citizen
Monitoring Board, “L’Observatoire des Engagements”, which was in charge of evaluating the
correspondence between thematic workshop investment priorities and the actual decisions of the
municipality. From 2004 onwards, however, the municipality decided to move from a financial to a
project perspective. Discussions moved from which investments were to be made at city level, to
which orientations and priorities should be adopted by the Municipal Council. The thematic
workshops were therefore reframed, with the creation of a workshop on “HLM neighbourhoods”, and
of a few others on specific urban projects, such as the city theatre, the Agglomeration Community, etc.
With the abandoning of the financial approach at city-wide level, the Citizen Observatory also lost its
raison d’être, and was dismantled by the participants themselves. It also resulted from the
acknowledgement of the good will of the municipality, which had, in most cases, respected the
orientations given by the thematic workshops.
At the beginning of 2005, when I arrived on the field, participatory democracy in Morsang-sur-Orge
was therefore composed of a two level structure. At neighbourhood level, the city is divided into 8
districts according to the primary school division. Three to seven neighbourhood councils are
organized every year, from October to June, in each neighbourhood of the town. They are granted a
financial budget of about 60,000 euros, which they can allocate at their discretion. Then, at city level,
7 thematic workshops are organized three to four times a year on issues of: (1) “pedestrians, bikes and
cars”; (2) the municipal budget; (3) the municipal theatre; (4) the environment; (5) tranquillity; (6)
“HLM neighbourhoods”; and (7) the Agglomeration Community. From a procedural point of view, it
might be interesting to evaluate these two types of assemblies decision-making processes and degree
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of empowerment. Let us first examine the role of discussion in the decision-making processes of the
Morsang-sur-Orge local institutions.
Firstly, Neighbourhood Councils and thematic workshops meetings are public. They are organized in
public places, primary schools for the former and the “House of Citizenship” for the latter. In both
cases, the meeting places are well known to the inhabitants, as the schools and the “House of
Citizenship” are important meeting places for Morsang-sur-Orge local life. The publicity of the
process is, above all, fostered by the bi-monthly circulation of a free local newspaper, the FlashInfo, in
which information is provided about the date and location of the future meetings. The newspaper also
offers short articles about past activities of the neighbourhood councils and thematic workshops, as
well as other public meetings organized by the municipality. By leaving their names and addresses on
the appropriate forms, the participants of these assemblies receive the working reports of the previous
meetings by mail. In comparison with other European experiences of participatory budget, in Rome
for instance, the internet is almost never used as a source of information or for the mobilization of the
population in Morsang-sur-Orge. Neighbourhood Councils and thematic workshops are, however,
formally inclusive, as they are open to all neighbourhood or city inhabitants. It has to be stressed,
however, that formal inclusiveness does not seem to provide solid grounds against the logic of the
“cens caché”277, i.e., the exclusion of marginalised residents such as ethnic minorities, unemployed
workers, and, more generally, individuals from low social backgrounds.278
A second procedural criterion to take into account is the centrality of discussion in the decisionmaking processes of the Morsang-sur-Orge assemblies. The first aim of the Neighbourhood Councils
and thematic workshops is to allow individuals to express their views and judgements on the issues at
stake. A formal equality is granted to all the participants, as anyone is allowed to speak and give his or
her say during the meetings. The discussion is ruled by few formal procedures, however. There are
generally no time limits and no speakers’ lists; PB discussions are therefore often disorganised
because of this laissez-faire behaviour of the moderators. The moderator is usually a member of the
municipal majority who lives in the neighbourhood (in the case of neighbourhood councils) or is
specialised in the issue at stake (in the case of thematic workshops). The moderator establishes an
agenda, which remains very flexible as any topic can be brought into the discussion by the
participants. The substance and quality of the discussions thus vary a lot from one meeting to another,
given a diversity of factors (presence or not of elected officials, issue at stake, number of participants,
etc.,) which influence the discursive interactions. The quality of deliberation (and even the mere
existence of deliberation in such meetings) is largely an empirical question, resulting from the subtle
interplay between participants and procedures, and will be examined further (see chapter 6).
Discussion in these assemblies is not, generally, an end in itself, as it is aimed at taking decisions.
Different types of decisions have to be distinguished amongst Neighbourhood Councils and thematic
277
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workshops. The main decisions taken by Neighbourhood Councils concern the financial portfolio.
Every year, generally at the end of March, Neighbourhood Councils have to agree on the project in
which they wish to invest their funds. Neighbourhood Councils can also decide to take non-financial
decisions. The organization of neighbourhood events and parties is a central part in their activities.
“Convivial” initiatives such as “Hello Neighbour!”279 or “Courtyards and Gardens”280 are organized by
the neighbourhood councils. It has to be stressed, however, that, as no financial investment is required
in this type of initiative, decisions are usually easy to take, as little disagreement is met. Discussions in
thematic workshops also lead to decisions, even though they might vary from one issue to another.
Until 2004, as the discussions regarded the financial orientations and priorities of the municipality –
which were subsequently controlled by the “Citizen Observatory” – clear and important decisions had
to be made. From then on, the decision-making power of the assemblies was reduced, even if it largely
depends on the particular workshop. The “pedestrians, bikes and cars” workshop, for instance, takes
binding decisions, as it has to decide on most of the urban planning and road management projects of
the city. Other workshops, such as the one on environmental issues or the one on the Agglomeration
Community, have fewer decisions to take, as these issues remain outside of the city’s competences.
Sometimes, however, innovative methods are used to take important city-wide decisions. An
interesting example came from the “tranquillity workshop”281 in 2004. As the issue of security and
delinquency had become a ‘hot potato’ in the French political debate as well as locally in Morsangsur-Orge, the municipal opposition – mainly composed of members of the Right wing political party,
the UMP – proposed a motion on the creation of a municipal police force. Despite the fact that this
motion did not pass, the municipal majority decided to raise this question at the thematic workshop on
tranquillity. Given the highly contentious nature of the issue, the workshop decided, with the support
of the municipal majority, to organize a city-wide consultation of the inhabitants on the eventual
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creation of a municipal police force. Although this consultation had no legal authority, the municipal
majority was engaged to respect the opinion expressed by the citizens. Out of the discussions in the
workshop, it was decided to frame the question in this way: “Given the problems of tranquillity that
some of the inhabitants feel are increasing in the city, do you want (1) the creation of a municipal
police force, which will be paid out of increased taxes; (2) the deepening of the present means of
mediation and the further discussion of these issues; or (3) not to do anything new.” The ballot was
sent by mail to all the citizens enrolled on the city electoral roll, who were also provided with an
envelope in which to enclose their answer. In the end, out of 12,600 potential voters, 3,000 took part in
the consultation, i.e., a participation rate of about 25%, who rejected the creation of a municipal police
force. This example shows the subtle game between thematic workshops and the municipality
concerning decision-making. In this case, the workshop decided to externalize its decision-making
power to the whole constituency in order to increase the legitimacy of the decision. This is a highly
contested issue: how can assemblies which generally attract less than 30 people decide for a whole
neighbourhood or the whole city? When the issue is somewhat consensual this is not a problem, but
when it is not – as in the case of the municipal police force – the legitimacy question arises again. In
the end, it can be said that, despite the complex local decision-making structure in Morsang-sur-Orge,
the neighbourhood councils and thematic workshops play an important role, and do take binding
decisions at the end of their discussions.
The final question is how do these local bodies take their decisions? Are they voting or trying to reach
consensus? Interestingly, in contrast with the participatory budgets of Rome or Seville, there is no
written convention describing the way decisions have to be taken. In both neighbourhood councils and
thematic workshops, decisions are indeed taken through discussion, and are generally considered by
the actors to be taken “by consensus.” An excerpt from a scene that took place in a neighbourhood
committee is pretty clear from this perspective:
After an hour of discussions about the attribution of the financial portfolio of the
neighbourhood council, Ségolène, a new participant in the assembly, asked: “But
how does it work for deciding? Shall we vote?” The local councillor presiding the
meeting answered: “No, it’s by consensus.” A regular participant, Agnès, apparently
upset about the direction taken by the discussion that night, added however: “I
remember, three years ago, concerning rue de l’Avenir … At a certain meeting no
decision had been taken, and at the following one, two months later, we were just
deciding which side of the pavement should be rehabilitated.” She thus implied that
decisions were not always taken in the neighbourhood councils but in some other
arenas, probably by the elected representatives themselves. Jean-Michel, the local
councillor had therefore to make things clear: “There won’t be any forced decision
[“decisions aux forceps”]. It will be decided collectively, in search for the public
interest.”282

This excerpt shows pretty clearly that the lack of official definition of the decision-making process and
procedures of the participatory bodies can create problems, especially as consensus is largely a matter
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of power relationships. Over my ethnographic study I never observed however any vote in a
participatory assembly. It can therefore be considered that decisions are taken by consensus, i.e. that
decisions are taken after a reasoned exchange of arguments where every participant has the chance to
express his/her views and when no more objection is voiced the agreed position is considered to be the
decisions of the assembly.283 Consensus does not appear magically however. It has to be created and
constructed through discussion and often implies power relationships in the framing of the debate.284
The second essential criterion of an innovative democratic institution is the type of power it is granted.
As stated earlier only “empowered” cases have been selected, and Morsang-sur-Orge participatory
institutions do not remain in the pure communicative realm and do take binding administrative
decisions. However, in which sense are the decisions taken in these local assemblies binding? The
degree of power, as stated before, can be represented on a zero to one axis, from purely
communicative to purely administrative power. In this regard, Arnstein’s participation ladder seems to
be useful: it goes from (1) information; (2) consultation; (3) partnership; and (4) co-decision.285 The
different decision-making processes of Morsang-sur-Orge can, therefore, be evaluated following this
empowerment scale. Firstly, the decisions taken by the Neighbourhood Councils concerning their
financial portfolio is then integrated in the municipal budget, through a decision taken by the
Municipal Council. The latter has no juridical obligation to do so, but as the main promoter of
participatory democracy in Morsang-sur-Orge, the municipal majority is supposed to respect the
decisions taken by the Neighbourhood Council. Since their creation in 1998, it does not seem that any
decision taken by the Neighbourhood Councils concerning their financial portfolios has ever been
rejected. The decisions on the financial portfolios are therefore co-decisions between the
Neighbourhood Councils and the Municipal Council. However, given that the latter just enacts
decisions taken by the former, it can be said that neighbourhood councils almost have a direct decision
power on these issues. In this regard, about 18% of the investment budget of the Municipality is
directly decided by the citizens in these local participatory institutions. Morsang-sur-Orge is,
therefore, one of most empowered examples of municipal participatory budget in Europe.
However, one has to go a bit further in the understanding of the concept of empowerment. It cannot be
merely defined by the amount of public money made available to the participatory bodies. The degree
of autonomy of the institution with regard to the municipality is also an important criterion of
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empowerment. The participation of members of the municipality or not at the local meetings, the
degree of contention between the participatory institutions and the municipality, and the framing of the
debate by the municipal officials are also important factors. In Morsang-sur-Orge, the debates are
moderated by members of the municipal majority, there are few conflicts and the discussions seem to
be largely framed by the elected officials. If the participatory institution is indirectly controlled by the
municipality, then it only represents a legitimizing window-dressing institution, which allows the same
decisions to be taken through other channels. In this sense, the remark by the “Participatory
Democracy Secretary”, Francis Diener, is very telling:
“We realized, after one or two years, that the choices made by the citizens were,
more or less, pretty much those that the elected officials would have made. It was
really reconfirming for us.”

The most powerful actors in Morsang-sur-Orge participatory assemblies are the elected officials, i.e.,
the members of the municipal majority, as they have the information, the skills and the legitimacy to
influence and frame the debates. In this regard, they play a crucial role in orienting the discussions
about the allocation of the Neighbourhood Councils financial portfolios. An example from the
discussions of one of the Neighbourhood Committees held in January 2005 is very telling from this
point of view:
The debate about the allocation of the neighbourhood budget started at the beginning
of the meeting, when Francis Diener [the Citizen Participation Secretary] referred to
the activities of the “Urban projects Workshop” – the “Atelier voirie.” He started:
“last year, 50% of the municipal budget was used to improve safety (through road
signals, speed bumps, etc.), but not to improve the quality of the roads and
pavements … It was a choice, a question of priority. But we have to decide what we
would like to do this year. We have to talk about it.” His framing of the debate was
even clearer, when he then said: “Given the traffic circulation plan of the
Agglomeration Community, we have to make certain choices … it is a matter of
coherence. We have to make pavements, roads, or a mixture of both.” He therefore
largely framed and oriented the choices of the inhabitants, implying that there were
no alternatives for the allocation of the financial share.
Later, the question of the allocation of the neighbourhood budget was tackled even
more directly. Françoise, a woman in her early 50s, member of the Municipal
majority, the usual moderator of the group, spoke on behalf of the organizing board
of the neighbourhood council and explained that there were some “objective needs”
in the neighbourhood; these needs being essentially seen in terms of roads and
pavements. By objective needs, she meant that certain roads and pavements were so
damaged that everybody would agree on the need to rebuild them. The debate on the
allocation of the budget remained thereafter within the limits defined by the
moderator and the members of the municipality. The only alternative proposals that
were voiced were about which street or which part of the pavement to rebuild. At
some point, another elderly woman, Louise, who seemed to disagree, said sotto voce
to her neighbour: “That ought to come under the municipality’s budget [i.e., not the
neighbourhood council budget].” Although she disagreed with the use of the
neighbourhood budget for pavements, she nevertheless did not voice her opposition
publicly.
At some point, the moderator – Françoise – started to realize that the organizing
board had perhaps over-influenced the decision about the financial allocation, and
expressed some kind of remorse: “This [the idea of the pavement] was just an idea
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we had. But maybe you have other ideas, other wishes. This is a discussion.”
Nobody answered and a long silence followed, broken up after a few seconds by
private conversations. After a few minutes of confusion, Françoise tried to bring
order back to the meeting, and said: “So, what shall we do about the neighbourhood
budget?” Louise answered: “Exactly as you said!” The moderator seemed apparently
embarrassed with this answer, as she realized how she had influenced the debate and
therefore the decision. She said, confused: “I don’t know … [i.e., it is not my role to
decide]” After a few minutes of confusion, Isabelle, a woman in her late 30s, a
member of a PTA in the local school, made a proposal: “what about the
kindergarten?” [i.e., what about improving it?] The moderator answered
immediately: “We shouldn’t have eyes bigger than our stomachs.” [i.e., it is too
expensive; we cannot afford that, etc.] The only alternative proposal was thus
rejected, a priori, not after a collective discussion of the assembly, but arbitrarily by
the moderator, who considered it too ambitious. A little later, once the decision about
the use of the financial allocation had already been made, a man said: “It is pity that
all the money from the council always goes to pavements.” He did not seem to agree
with the choice made for the use of the budget, but did not voice his disagreement
when the decision was taken, as though the decision had already been taken.286

This excerpt shows that the way the debate was organized on this issue did not help the public to voice
criticisms and propose alternative projects. A consensus emerged on the decision to take (the
attribution of the budget was not decided by vote); but this consensus was created by excluding all
alternative proposals and by framing the debate in such a way that only a minimalist solution, decided
beforehand by the organizing board, could be agreed upon. By defining what is feasible, what it is
possible to suggest, the members of the municipality considerably reduce the autonomy, and therefore
the empowerment, of Morsang-sur-Orge participatory institutions. It comes as no surprise then that, in
the first seven years of their existence, most neighbourhood councils funds have been directed towards
the repair of the pavements, rather than to more innovative projects. The scene from this
neighbourhood council budget decision process mentioned earlier, far from being idiosyncratic, is
fairly representative of the way decisions are taken in Morsang-sur-Orge assemblies. It seems that the
participation of the elected representatives in the assemblies is both symbolically and effectively
hindering the autonomy of the citizens within the participatory bodies. Their very presence expresses
the need to prevent citizens from deciding alone, thus symbolically expressing the implicit doubts of
the elected representatives and the citizens themselves about the competence of the latter to decide.
Thematic workshops appear even less empowered. Following the Arnstein scale, it can be said that
they allow for a partnership between the municipality and the citizens on thematic issues. It
nevertheless depends a great deal on the issues at stake. Concerning the “pedestrians, bikes and cars”
workshop, a direct competence of the municipality, the decisions taken will almost immediately be
integrated by the Municipal Council. There is therefore a co-decision at city-level concerning road,
pavements and urban planning issues. Decisions concerning the communal theatre and its workshop,
as they depend on the city, result as well from a co-decision process between citizens and the
municipality. On the other hand, other workshops have a purely consultative or even informative
286
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power, such as the workshop on environmental issues or the one on the Agglomeration Community,
which do not depend directly of the Municipality. In between, there are a lot of public services,
managed more or less directly by the Municipality, where citizens are included in the decision-making
processes. Among these services, those related to youth policies – such as nurseries, kindergartens and
primary schools – are the competences of the municipality and can be discussed in thematic
workshops. They can, for instance, decide on this or that investment for the schools of the
Municipality. The thematic workshops on “HLM”, do not take decisions directly, as the social housing
facilities are managed by semi-public agencies, not by the Municipality directly. The thematic
workshop has therefore a more informative function, with citizens coming to give testimony on the
different problems faced by the residents of these neighbourhoods. However, this workshop also has a
power of mobilization, as it is often used to organize ad hoc meetings between residents and the
renting companies (“le bailleur”) to solve specific problems. The degree of empowerment therefore
varies from one thematic workshop to another given the competencies of the city. In all the cases,
however, the degree of autonomy of the workshops is low, as the discussions are moderated and
framed by elected officials of the municipality.
Once the deliberative decision-making process and the degree of empowerment of these institutions
has been evaluated, it is then necessary to move to the intensity and heterogeneity of the interactions
taking place in the Morsang-sur-Orge participatory designs. From a procedural perspective, the
Morsang-sur-Orge participatory framework allows intensive interactions to take place. In Morsangsur-Orge, neighbourhood assemblies are organized every two months, from October to June, so that
participants might attend 3 to 4 assemblies during the year. There are also many other assemblies.
Before every neighbourhood council, an organizing committee gathers to prepare the meeting. In
addition, 7 thematic workshops are organized at the city level every two months, and meet an average
of 3 times during the year (7 × 3 = 21). Finally, the aim of the Morsang-sur-Orge participatory
institutions is not only to finance local projects, but also, more generally, to involve citizens in the
management of the city. As such, a lot of other informal initiatives are organized throughout the year
(neighbourhood parties, school parties, public debates, thematic weeks, “hello neighbour!”,
“Courtyards & Gardens”, etc.). All this creates an intensive interactive situation. A very committed
participant could – potentially – attend about 30 assemblies during the year (3 neighbourhood
assemblies + 3 preparation meetings + 21 thematic assemblies = 27), not including the informal
activities. The intensity potential of Morsang-sur-Orge participatory institutions is therefore high.
Apart from a few really committed participants, few people might attend all these assemblies, and
there is indeed a high turnover from one meeting to another.
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III. Rome’s Municipio XI: participatory budgeting in a metropolitan city district
Rome is a city with 2.8 million inhabitants, which was divided into 19 districts in 2001, in the
framework of Italian administrative decentralization. The 11th district of the city, “Municipio XI”,
developed a participatory budget in 2003. Municipio XI represents an area of about 4,700 hectares
(3.7% of the total surface of the city), in the south of the Italian capital. It was composed – at the end
of 2004 – of a little more than 139,000 inhabitants, about 5% of the total population of Rome. It has to
be noted, however, that the population of Municipio XI has been constantly decreasing since 1971, of
about 9% overall in the last 30 years. It results in a rather over-representation of over 60 year olds, and
an under-representation of youth classes. Municipio XI is, therefore, one of Rome’s district with the
highest rate of retired people, with 19.5% of the residents over 60 years old, against only 14.5% at the
city level. From a cultural point of view, the number of foreign residents has increased regularly in the
last ten years, from 2,260 in 1991 (2.1 % of the residents) to 8,000 in 2001 (5.7%). From a socioeconomic point of view, the activity rate in 2003 was 43.5 % (54% for men, 34% for women), at the
same level as the city overall. The unemployment rate is, in contrast, lower than the Roman average, at
about 16% (against 18.9% in Rome), with 10,000 of its residents being unemployed.
Unlike Morsang-sur-Orge and Seville, Rome’s Municipio XI does not have a long administrative
history. Even though it already existed administratively from the 1970s, which was called
“Circumscription” at the time, it did not have a high autonomy. It took about 10 years of
administrative decentralisation, from the beginning of the 1990s to 2001, to reach the actual status of
Rome’s districts.287 First, in 1990 (law no.142/90), a national law institutionalized 9 Metropolitan
Areas, including Rome and the other 8 largest Italian cities, which were given the competences of
Provinces. Then, law no. 265 of August 1999 allowed cities with over 300,000 inhabitants to create
districts – “Municipi” – to accentuate decentralization. It was then the responsibility of each city to
determine autonomously the institutional structure and the modes of functioning of these new
administrative bodies. In August 2000, law no. 267/00, usually called TUEL (“Testo Unico delle leggi
sull’ordinamento degli Enti Locali”) stated that portions of the cities’ territories – therefore Municipi
could be structured as normal communes. During the summer of 2000, the Commune of Rome, with
its Deliberation no. 122, approved its own Status, which defined the roles and competences of the
Circumscriptions.288 As bodies of consultation and participation, they were granted competences such
as social services towards children and retired people, social services towards disabled and
disadvantaged citizens, cultural and sports activities, the management of kindergartens and primary
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schools, the management of local roads and pavements, etc. Finally, in January 2001, these
administrative bodies were given their actual name, as Deliberation no. 22 of Rome’s Municipal
Council transformed “Circumscriptions” into “Municipi.” The main difference, however, between a
Municipio, and other Italian communes, is their lack of budgetary autonomy. The budget of the
Municipi essentially depends of financial transfers decided by the Municipal Council. Municipi can
only propose to the Commune of Rome a provisional budget, i.e., a financial evaluation of the planned
spending of the Municipio for the upcoming year.
Apart from this lack of financial autonomy, which is certainly crucial, Municipi are organized like
Italian communes – re-defined in 2000 in the TUEL – the government of the commune being
composed of a Council, a “Giunta”, and a Mayor (called “President” in the case of Roman Municipi).
The Mayor and the Council are elected directly by the citizens through a majority list system. The first
elections of Rome’s Municipi took place in 2001, at the same time as all other Italian municipal
elections. In the Municipio XI, a list of the Left, from the centre-left (Margherita and DS) to the more
radical Rifondazione Communista (RC), won with 53.4 % of the votes, with Massimiliano Smeriglio
(RC) at its head. It was not a complete surprise however, as the territory (when not yet Municipio) had
traditionally been on the left in the previous elections. Interestingly, as in Morsang-sur-Orge and
Seville, the municipal majority (“la Giunta”) is not only composed of members of political parties in
the Municipio XI, but also of non-professional politicians, coming from “civil society.”
The “Participatory Budget Councillor”, Luciano Ummarino, is probably the best
example of this opening to “civil society”. Asked about his previous political
experiences in an interview, he answered: “I have been involved in politics since I
was 13. In the student movements at University. Then, in the Social Centre
Movements, occupying a social centre in Garbatella289 [“La Strada”, one of Rome’s
main social centres], blocking the street. This was the beginning of everything. […]
Then, I was with the Desobbedienti, and there was also Genoa [in July 2001].”290
The very setting of the interview was, from the beginning, very telling about the
style of this administration. I arrived at the town hall rather formally dressed for my
appointment, expecting to meet an old classy Italian politician. I was greatly
surprised when I saw this 32 year-old man, dressed casually with a sweater and
sneakers, with a rather untidy beard, who smoked half a packet of cigarettes in his
office during the hour long interview. I clearly had the impression of not fitting into
this social setting, with my all-too-bourgeois style. He was, however, really friendly
and easy-going, and tried to explain the meaning of his commitment to me, an
unknown foreigner. I learnt afterwards, during my ethnographic study in Rome, by
going to La Strada, and attending some of the assemblies and events of this wellknown social centre, that Luciano Ummarino had been one of the prominent figures
of the local social movement scene since the beginning of the 1990’s. He had met
Massimiliano Smeriglio, the present Mayor of the Municipio, in the mist of their
common struggle to take over this empty building that was to become La Stada.

As in the other Italian cases of participatory budgeting, the introduction of this citizen participation
design in Rome’s Municipio XI was due to the commitment of leftist activists to the “deepening of
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Garbatella is one of the Muncipio XI neighbourhoods.
Interview with Luciano Ummarino, 09/01/2005.
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democracy”. The development of a participatory budget in Municipio XI was seen by Luciano
Ummarino, and by the Mayor himself who chose the former (and what he embodies) to lead the
experiment, as an enactment of the criticisms addressed to representative government by the “no
global movement”. Luciano Ummarino’s references to the Zapatist Movement, and especially to Subcomandante Marcos, in the interview, as well as in the books, articles and municipal official
documents are clear signs of this rather uncommon political orientation at municipal level.291 The main
motivation for the municipal majority to initiate such a project was “above all, to put into discussion
the fact that, if there is something in crisis in today’s world, it is democracy itself”.292
The motivation was “all political. […] We believed in the experience of participatory
budgeting. We are all convinced that it is necessary to work on democracy, on the
construction of democracy. It is the only way to be part of a movement [the no global
movement] that clearly asks - as the central question - who decides and for whom.
[…] Nowadays, in the world or in Italy as a satellite country, we no longer know
who decides. Decisions are taken by transnational bodies that are hardly definable
legally or constitutionally. We believe that, starting from the territory, from the local
community, from the proximity with the citizens, it is important to build a
welcoming, substantial and constituent democracy with local communities.” Then,
asked about the subversive and contentious potential of participatory budgeting visà-vis “neo-liberalism”, Luciano Ummarino answered: “I think that all the practices
that bring the community together are practices of resistance to neo-liberalism. Neoliberalism put into question the very concept of democracy, separating it … reducing
it in hyperspaces, thus making it unrecognizable. We don’t know anything about
what’s going on at the sieges of the World Bank or at the G8 summits. And therefore
to do the exact opposite, i.e., to imagine the territory, the local community decisionmaking practices favouring the public space, the commune, the common good, the
development of a shared decision-making … of democracy in the end, is a different
practice than those of neo-liberalism. This leaves no doubt.”293

The main frame used to justify the development of participatory democracy is therefore one of “the
crisis of representative government”, and, in this case, this is clearly linked to globalization and the
increased complexity of democratic decision-making at all levels of society. This complexity is seen
as having detrimental effects in terms of the transparency and accountability of democratic decisionmaking. Participatory democracy is understood, in contrast, as a way of giving a visible decisionmaking power to citizens, who are considered as the sole holders of democratic legitimacy. The aim of
this democratic project does not remain, however, at macro-political level, but also aims at the creation
of active and competent citizenship. The first article of the participatory budget “constitution clearly
states, “Participatory budgeting is an experiment in participatory democracy which aims at the
promotion of active citizenship”. The “school of democracy” frame is central to the justification of the
participatory budget by the Municipio XI municipal majority. The themes of “empowerment”, “active
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citizenship”, “self-government”, “practical knowledge”, are constantly referred to in articles and
official discourses about the participatory budget. The formation of citizenship, especially of nonpoliticized and previously non-active individuals, is seen as a crucial goal of participatory budgeting.
The school of democracy hypothesis, far from being a purely theoretical frame, is also mobilized by
the actors.
The Municipio XI PB experiment started in May 2003, after months of preparation. On the 5th of May
2003, a General Assembly on the Participatory Budget was organized at the town hall to launch the
process and publicize it. It has to be stressed that, at odds with the case of Morsang-sur-Orge, the
experience was framed as a “participatory budget”, in direct reference to the Porto Alegre model. The
main principles, which remained for the most part stable afterwards, despite a few adjustments, were
settled from the beginning. First, the Municipio was divided into 8 zones, called “social
neighbourhoods”, which were claimed to have historical roots in the territory. The neighbourhoods
were defined following a certain historical, geographical and socio-demographic coherence. Despite
this ex-post justification, the municipality did not publicly offer objective criteria, which created some
conflicts as to the nature of this territorial division.294 Apart from some initial conflicts on territorial
division, the participatory budget in the Municipio XI started on rather solid grounds.
Public assemblies are organized in all the neighbourhoods in order to decide on the local projects to be
financed by the Municipio’s budget. Projects can be presented in 4 thematic areas, corresponding to
the main competences of the Municipio: (1) public works; (2) mobility and viability; (3) local green
spaces; and (4) cultural activities. A fifth thematic area was added in 2005, namely, sport and youth
policies.295 The participatory budget assemblies then follow a yearly cycle. At the beginning of the
cycle, generally in January or February, “Territorial Assemblies” (TA) are organized in each
294

In one of the neighbourhoods – Ostiense – some residents criticized the choice of ceding the “Air Terminal” –
the former underground metro station currently unused – to the nearby Garbatella Neighbourhood, as its future
rehabilitation – the creation of hundreds of public offices of the Commune of Rome in the framework of the
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neighbourhood committees (i.e., residents’ associations). The neighbourhood committee recognized a few
months later, however, that there were some valid grounds for this sub-administrative organization. Finally, one
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revised in 2007 after the local elections, that the left coalition won easily in the Municipio XI. The town
councillor in charge of the PB changed, amended the procedural design, that increasingly integrated eparticipation (claims and proposals could be made on the internet, and participants could discuss on different
thematic forums). These evolutions could not be presented in this research, as my fieldwork ended in September
2006. It is nevertheless interesting to underline that, in keeping with the strong political will supporting this
democratic project, the Municipio XI will therefore have a participatory budget at least until the next local
elections in 2011.
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neighbourhood, in which people over 14 years old living, working or studying in the area, can vote for
“delegates”. The number of delegates elected in each TA depends on the number of voters,
considering that one delegate is elected for each 15 voters. The proportionality between the number of
participants and the number of candidates – imported from Porto Alegre – is aimed at spurring
participation. During this first two hour assembly, candidates briefly introduce themselves, and the rest
of the session is devoted to a vote by secret ballot. Participants just have to testify that they live, study
or work in the neighbourhood in order to take part in the vote. Delegates are elected for one year, and
cannot run for more than two years consecutively. The delegates’ main function is to serve as a formal
link between the citizens of the neighbourhood and the Municipio. They are supposed to inform and
mobilize local residents as well as to facilitate the organization of the discussions at the
neighbourhood assemblies. They are not the representatives of the citizens who elected them, but
representatives of their Neighbourhood Assembly before the Municipio. This subtle distinction is,
however, often not clear for both lay participants and delegates, the former erroneously attributing a
representative function to those they elected.
During the second phase, generally between February and May, Working Groups (WG) are organized
in each neighbourhood to elaborate projects and proposals in the different thematic areas. Generally
lasting two hours, these meetings start with a plenary session in which the facilitators explain the main
aims of the session. The assembly then splits into different working groups, by thematic areas, to
discuss specific topics. The discussions are animated and facilitated by members of a non-profit
association, organized through a specific project, Progetto Sensibilizzando, as members of the
Municipality and even public officials prefer not to participate in these assemblies. This association
gathers a few social and educational workers of the Municipio XI defining themselves as
“communication facilitators”. They aim to (1) spread information about this participatory experience
on the territory and mobilize the citizens of the Municipio; (2) to co-ordinate and facilitate the
assemblies according to certain discursive principles. In this sense, the facilitators play a crucial role in
the process. These facilitators allow a non-political co-ordination of the experiment, by ensuring a
permanent connection between the citizens and the municipality, which differs largely with the
practices of Morsang-sur-Orge elected officials, for instance. Then, by their interventions in the
assemblies’ discussions, they favour the quality of the communication. One of the central principles of
their approach is to “help citizens in their move from an emotional to a rational voice, facilitating the
transfer from the private to the public sphere, from a physical and also mental perspective.”296 Their
explicit aim is, therefore, to orient the discussions towards the common good. Facilitators thus see
participation in the PB process as a school of democracy for the citizens; the aim of this experience
being to “increase and interiorize a sense of active participation” and also to “offer an opportunity of
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personal development to the citizens by making individual knowledge common to all citizens.”297
They therefore intervene throughout the process as participation pedagogues to allow this personal and
civic development to happen.
During the second phase, proposals are made by the citizens, progressively refined to make them
applicable, and then analyzed by the technical services of the Municipality, who evaluate whether they
enter within the Municipio’s competences and financial capacities. In 2004, working groups met every
two weeks for four months, whereas, in 2005, they only met 4 times, from February to May. The final
aim is to arrive, at the end of the working group phase, with a list of possible priorities in each
thematic area, which will then be voted in the successive stage of the process.
The third phase generally takes place in June. TAs meet again in each neighbourhood for one final
assembly to vote on the priorities. Proposals for each thematic area are presented by the delegates, and
the rest of the assembly is devoted to the actual voting procedure. Each participant in the vote has to
reconfirm that he/she lives, studies or work in the neighbourhood, and can vote for one priority in each
thematic area. The proposals receiving more votes are considered as the priorities of the TA, and will
then be transmitted to the Municipio administration. The fourth stage concerns only the delegates and
was supposed to take place in September. The Participatory Budget Forum (PBF), assembling all the
delegates of all the neighbourhoods of the Municipio and the Mayor, aimed to evaluate all the
priorities that have emerged from the TAs and to rank them, for each thematic area. The PBF was
never organised in the three first years of the process, while it could have been the institution allowing
the process in Municipio XI to be more than mere neighbourhood funds.
The final document of the ranking of the priorities at city-level is then transmitted to the Budget Office
of the Municipio; this is the fifth phase, in September and October. The priorities are therefore
included in the provisory budget of the Municipio, which then have to be voted by the Municipal
Council. Between October and November, the TAs meet again in each neighbourhood to account for
the priorities approved by the Municipal Council. The last phase takes place at the beginning of the
following year, when the Municipal budget is integrated (more or less completely) in the whole
Commune budget; the approved priorities thus obtain their financing. The participatory budget cycle
of Rome Municipio XI is summed up in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3-1 Rome Municipio XI Participatory Budget Cycle

1st Phase:
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Election of the
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February
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February - May

5th Phase:
Integration of the
priorities in the
Municipio
Budget Sept. Oct.

3rd Phase:
Vote of the
priorities
June
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Participatory
Budget Forum
September

Once the Municipio XI PB cycle presented, it might be interesting to confront this procedural design
with the two criteria attached to innovative democratic institutions: their decision-making processes
and their degree of empowerment. From a procedural point of view, the Municipio XI participatory
budget decision-making process respects the criteria of fair deliberation. First, the participatory budget
assembly meetings are public and inclusive. In each neighbourhood, TA and WG meetings are
organized in public places. They take place in state schools, municipal buildings and public libraries.
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The publicity of the process has, however, been improved over time by the Municipio. Being
organized at first in social centres for retired people (“centri anziani”) or in associational buildings
discouraged the participation of some fringes of the population, as the process was symbolically
marked by the place where it was organized (reserved for old people or for committed individuals).
The move to more neutral public places probably helped the diffusion of the participatory process. But
the publicity of the process depends, above all, of the degree of information provided to the citizens.
The Municipality and, in particular, the Participatory Budget Office are aware of the importance of
information and communication for the success of the experience. From the second year onwards a
letter was sent to all the inhabitants of Municipio, posters were put all over the walls of the district,
and text messages were sent to the participants of the neighbourhood assemblies to remind them of the
dates of the meetings; the PB Office was also created to give more institutional visibility to the
process. In 2005, a website was launched,298 providing a great deal of information about the process:
presentation of the cycle, information about when and where the assemblies are organized, reports of
the discussions of the previous meetings, information about the delegates, news about the civic and
political activities of the Municipio, bibliographical references about participatory democracy, etc. In
2005, the Municipio received special funds – 30,000 euros – from the Commune of Rome to finance
communication material.
The participatory process of Municipio XI is also formally inclusive. It goes further than Morsang-surOrge from this perspective, as it clearly establishes formal participation criteria. Not only are residents
allowed to participate, but also non-residents working or studying in the Municipio, who are over 14
years old. These criteria formally allow the participation of foreign residents, workers or students, as
well as the inclusion of under-18 years-old citizens. The decision to open the process to individuals
generally excluded from political participation arenas is clearly understood by the Municipality as a
political standing on the necessary inclusion of all the traditionally marginalized fringes of the
population. The inclusion of the local population is even more important, and, despite the election of
delegates, most of the phases of the process are open to everybody. Furthermore, delegates do not
have more power than any other participant. From a publicity and inclusiveness perspective, it
therefore seems that Rome Municipio XI completely fulfils the criterion.
The second procedural criterion to take into account in the decision-making process is the role of
discussion. It seems that discussion plays an important, albeit secondary, role in the Municipio XI
participatory budget design. The main discursive phase takes place in the working groups, when the
participants discuss the different proposals. In these discussions, a formal equality is granted to the
participants, as anyone can speak up and give his/her opinions and proposals. The discussions are
ruled by a few informal rules about which the facilitators generally remind the participants at the
beginning of the meeting. The “rules of good communication” are the following: not to speak at the
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same time as others, to listen to each other, to raise a hand before speaking, etc. There are, however,
no formal time limits, and hardly ever any lists of speakers. Discussion is generally facilitated by the
spatial organization of the meeting places, as circular seating arrangements are generally respected, so
that everyone is able to see each other. The moderator of the discussion is never explicitly selected and
is generally one of the facilitators from the Progetto Sensibilizando, even if he or she can also be one
of the participants (usually a delegate in this case). There is generally no clear-cut agenda, apart from
the necessity to move forward in the organisation of proposals from one meeting to another. In 2005,
four working group meetings were organized in each neighbourhood; one every month. At the
beginning of the meetings, the facilitators usually remind the participants of the aim of the present
assembly. The first two meetings aim at the emergence of a maximum number of proposals, whereas
the following two are more focused on the operationalisation of agreed on proposals. The discussion is
helped by reports of discussions, between each meeting (called “verbale”), which are distributed to all
the participants at the beginning of the session. In the reports, proposals are generally divided into
actual proposals which could be financed, which enter within the competence of the Municipio,
“signalisations”, i.e., statements of local problems which do not fall within the realm of its
competence, and proposals that are so minor (and therefore not costly) that they should be included in
the normal administration of the Municipio. Working group discussions are highly structured and
proposal-oriented. Participants cannot give their opinions on any topic at random. Their speeches have
to fit into one of the thematic areas and have to be seen as “constructive”, and not just as critical. All
this should formally contribute to the quality of the discussions in the Municipio XI participatory
budget assemblies, which will be examined later.
Discussion in these assemblies is not, however, an end in itself, as it is aimed at taking decisions,
which is the third procedural criterion. In contrast with Morsang-sur-Orge, Municipio XI participatory
budget assemblies have only one type of decision to take, namely, the selection of one priority by
thematic area in each neighbourhood. However, decisions are not taken directly through discussion.
The discussions, as mainly taking place in the working group meetings, only decide which proposals
will be presented for the vote. This is, however, an important issue, of how proposals are selected
through discursive interaction. Formally, any proposal can be presented by a single participant and
written down on the discussion report, which constitutes the basis of what will be presented for the
vote. The working groups have the task of making proposals emerge, but these proposals are not
constructed through discussion. Most of the time, proposals are individually-based. They can be
improved or refined through discussion, but they cannot be merely rejected or ordered. However, this
was not very clear to all the participants, as is exemplified by the following discursive interaction that
took place in one Roma 70 working group:
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As many proposals had already emerged, a delegate in his early 50s, Alessandro,
said: “We should discuss how to choose [rank] these different proposals.’ Eugenia
[the chief-facilitator] immediately replied that this was not possible, and that it would
be done through the final voting session. She said: ‘No, no, no! From the working
groups only a maximum of proposals should emerge. Then, they will be voted at the
end.’”299

Even if the majority of the working group participants disagree with a proposal, the proposal can
nevertheless be written down on the report, and be presented, at the end, to the voters. Indeed, the final
decision on which financing is proposed is not taken by working groups through discussion, but by
vote during a special assembly. This, however, largely depends on the actual interactions taking place
in the assemblies, and therefore of the power relationships between the different participants that are
able to impose their proposals or convince the others. The production of the “verbale” implies, in
some sense, taking decisions, or micro-decisions, on what to write down or not. The sum of these
micro-decisions will determine which proposals will be presented for the vote at the end of the
process. The question is, therefore, about the role of collective discussion in these actual microdecisions. Sometimes, especially when the notes on the discussions are taken by one of the facilitators,
before writing down a proposal, the question “Do we agree on that?” is made. If no disagreement is
voiced, the proposal is written down, if there is some disagreement, it is further discussed. Then, either
a compromise is found or the discussion is merely postponed. In this regard, very few proposals are
actually rejected, unless the participant who voiced it explicitly recognizes that he/she was wrong,
which rarely happens.
If decisions are taken in the Municipio XI participatory budget cycle, they are not arrived at in a
discursive manner. This leads to the fourth procedural criterion of the decision-making process.
Decisions are not taken through consensus but by vote in Municipio XI. Delegates are elected by
secret ballot in the first assembly of the cycle, and priorities are voted in June, after the working group
discussions phase. Consensus is not the aim in the Municipio XI participatory budget process. Does
this aggregative nature of the decision-making process call the deliberative nature of the procedure
into question? Consensus is probably the more demanding of the criteria, and, as such, the more
contested in the deliberative democracy literature. Apart from Jürgen Habermas himself, most of the
theorists would agree on the fact that reaching a consensus is not fundamental in a deliberative
process, the most important thing being that the views and judgements of the individuals be submitted
to discussion before the actual decision is taken.300 The enlightenment of individual preferences does
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not exclude, as such, voting at the end of the process. If voting does not impede deliberation from
taking place, the ways that decisions are taken might, nevertheless, have an influence on the discursive
interaction actually happening. If discussions do not directly aim at taking decisions, the quality of the
deliberation might largely be affected. As no decisions have to be taken, and as preferences (i.e.,
proposals in this case) do not need to be ranked, there is no need for the participants to try to convince
each other. What is the point of arguing if, at the end, the proposal will be taken into account anyway,
independently of the quality of the arguments presented in the discussion? In this regard, discussions
in Municipio XI are often a mere succession of proposals. Participants present their claims, but often
do not answer each other. The quality of deliberation – which will be examined in chapter 8 – is
therefore directly affected by the absence of direct decision-making power of the forums where the
discussions take place.
The degree of empowerment of Rome Municipio XI PB institutions is the second central criterion. As
part of a participatory budget, the Municipio XI assemblies take binding decisions, mainly at
neighbourhood level. From a financial point of view, the five thematic areas on which the
participatory budget assemblies can intervene amounts up to 20% of the overall investment budget of
the Municipio. The only important competence of the Municipio where participatory budget
assemblies cannot intervene are the social services. The PB is nevertheless at the core of the Municipio
decision-making power. The portion of the municipal budget directly decided by the citizens varies,
however, from one year to another, as no financial limit has been clearly fixed – in contrast with
Morsang-sur-Orge neighbourhood assemblies that are granted 60,000 euros every year. This
sometimes constitutes a problem for the participants themselves, who do not precisely know the level
of the financial resources available for their projects. This lack of transparency is largely due to the
administrative nature of the Italian Municipi. As they lack financial autonomy, their budget depends of
what the Commune decides to grant them every year. The Municipio XI never knows whether it will
receive enough funds to finance the projects decided by the citizens. In 2004, for instance, the
priorities of the “public works” thematic area voted in the different neighbourhoods were included in
the budget project which the Municipio sent to Rome’s Municipal Council, and represented 2.4
million euros, out of the 20.5 millions requested for the Investment plan 2004-2006. In the end, 33.5%
of the 5.7 million euros granted to the Municipio for its 2004 Investment Plan were used to finance
participatory budget priorities in the area of public works, as the totality of the 2.4 millions were

deliberation concludes with voting, subject to some form of majority rule. The fact it may so conclude does not,
however, eliminate the distinction between deliberation forms of collective choice and forms that aggregate nondeliberative preferences. The institutional consequences are likely to be different in the two cases, and the results
of voting among those who are committed to finding reasons that are persuasive to all are likely to differ from
the results of an aggregation that proceeds in the absence of this commitment.” See, also, B. Manin, “Volonté
générale ou délibération. Esquisse d’une théorie générale de la délibération politique”, Le Débat, no. 33, January
1985, p. 75.
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financed.301 Then, other priorities were included in the ordinary budget of the Municipio, especially
for green areas, culture and mobility proposals.
PB assemblies are therefore directly empowered, and it seems that, in the Municipio XI, a real codecision process is taking place. The main actors of the co-decision process are the participants who
discuss and vote for the priorities, the Municipio Municipal Council and the Commune Municipal
Council. Each actor is granted a part of the decision-making power. The participants to the working
groups formulate and discuss proposals for the neighbourhood. Participants to the voting assemblies,
decide which proposals are going to be actually financed in each neighbourhood, as they are ranked
through an aggregation process. Then, the Municipio Municipal Council includes these proposals in its
budget project. In the end it is its ability to convince the Commune Municipal Council to attribute the
appropriate funds that determines the financing of the priorities.
The degree of empowerment of the Municipio participatory budget institutions is therefore high, but
relatively circumscribed. One of the features of this participatory budget design is that it restrains
citizen input to the micro-local level. They can take important decisions for their neighbourhoods, but
cannot affect the Municipio’s overall political and financial orientations. Whereas in Morsang-surOrge, but also in other European (in Cordoba, Albacete and Seville especially) and Latin American
experiments of municipal participatory budgeting, the citizens can have an impact on the global
municipal budget, this is not the case in Rome. In this regard, the participatory budget process of
Municipio XI seems closer to neighbourhood funds, even though it is co-ordinated and discussed at a
higher level, than to a real association of the citizens in the orientation of the Municipio financial
priorities.
This argument does not call the empowerment of the Municipio XI institutions into question, it just
nuances it. As stated before, the degree of empowerment of a participatory institution not only
depends on its actual decision-making power, but also on its autonomy towards the municipality. In
this regard, the Municipio XI participatory institutions are highly autonomous from the municipal
majority. First, members of the municipality do not participate in the process. In particular, Luciano
Ummarino, the participatory budget secretary, only attends the TAs, but not the working group
meetings. He is there to represent the Municipio during the election and voting meetings, but he does
not participate in the discussions at all, in contrast to the practices in Morsang-sur-Orge. In this regard,
the municipality has no influence on the framing of the debates. The role of the facilitators, the
Progetto Sensibilizzando, is therefore crucial, as they allow a non-political organization of the debates,
thus increasing the institutions’ autonomy. The final sign of this autonomy can be found in the regular
conflicts that emerged between some neighbourhood assemblies and the Municipio (understood as the
organizer). In 2004, for instance, in the neighbourhood of San Paolo, some of the delegates decided to
short-circuit the process as they felt the influence of the Municipio was too strong. They called all the
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participants they knew to dissuade them from attending the assembly, and organized an alternative one
a week later. After some negotiations with the Participatory Budget Office, the conflict was solved,
but this testifies to the autonomy attained by Rome’s participatory process. The participants and
especially the delegates invested in the process, made it their own, to the point of creating conflict
with the Municipio. The degree of empowerment of Rome Municipio XI’s participatory budget
institutions is therefore high, both in terms of actual decision-making power and in terms of their
autonomy from the municipality.
The Municipio XI PB institutions are thus characterized by a deliberative decision-making process and
a high degree of empowerment, as required of innovative democratic institutions. To evaluate their
self-transformation potential, it is finally necessary to focus on the intensity and heterogeneity of the
interactions taking place in these settings. From a procedural perspective, the Municipio XI
participatory design does not create highly intensive interactions. By intensity it is understood the
frequency at which an institution gathers. The more often it meets, the more the participants interact
and can potentially be affected. As presented above in the participatory budget cycle, few assemblies
are organized every year in each neighbourhood. The number of assemblies in terms of the phases of
the PB cycle will be presented, in order to evaluate the number of meetings a highly motivated
individual could attend. In the 1st phase, only one assembly is organized to elect the delegates. In the
2nd phase, between 4 and 8 assemblies are organized in each neighbourhood (only four in 2005). In
the 3rd phase, one assembly is organized to vote for the priorities. And finally, in the 6th phase,
Territorial Assemblies only meet once in November. The 5th and 7th phases do not involve any
citizens. A highly committed individual, being delegate, would, at most, attend 11 assemblies per year.
In 2005, as only 4 working group meetings were organized, the most committed individuals could
attend a maximum of 7 meetings.302 This is quantitatively much less than in Morsang-sur-Orge, where
a motivated individual can participate in almost 30 meetings during the year, i.e., almost one every
week (taking into account holidays and the summer break), not including the informal gatherings. The
potential intensity of the Municipio XI participatory design is, therefore, much lower than that of
Morsang-sur-Orge. The participatory process seems much more formal and institutionalized in
Municipio XI than in Morsang-sur-Orge. People eventually go to the monthly assemblies, and this is
it. There are few informal gatherings or other similar occasions to interact for participants of the PB
meetings. This is mainly due to the very nature of the cities involved in this research. The small size of
Morsang-sur-Orge (less than 20,000 inhabitants) creates different and more intensive interaction
between people – who know each other, go to the same shops, to the same cultural activities – than in
Municipio XI or Seville, which are much larger. Interactions in “a village” are always different from
the interactions that take place in a metropolitan area. In addition, all the meetings of Rome’s cycle are
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attendance rates were generally very low and turnover rates very high.
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not intensive per se. The 1st, 3rd and 6th phases, meetings do not allow real discussions to take place,
as most people just come to vote or listen to the account given by the administration. The only
discursive interactions that take place between the participants – that could lead to real deliberative
sequences – are the meetings of the working groups. This lowers even more the potential intensity of
the interactions taking place in the Municipio XI participatory design, as people can only attend
between 4 and 8 discursive sessions. Finally, it has to be stressed that not all the participants attend all
the meetings, even when they are delegates. The turnover rates are high in the Municipio XI
participatory institutions. From one year to another, there is a high turnover, as in 2004, in which
68.5% of the participants declared not to have taken part in the 2003 process. Similarly, between the
1st and the 3rd phase of the process, there is also a high turnover rate, as in 2004, in which 68.9% of
the participants to the 3rd phase declared not to have taken part in their first meeting of the year.303
This data confirms that few people participate in all the assemblies of the process, which strengthens
the argument about the low intensity of the interactions allowed by the Municipio XI participatory
design.

IV. Sevilla: A large city-wide participatory budget
Seville is a city of 700,000 inhabitants, and embodies the largest experiment of municipal participatory
budgeting in Europe. It has been ruled by a centre-left municipal majority since may 2003, through an
alliance between the PSOE (the Socialist Party) and Izquierda Unida (the former Communist Party).
The PB was part of the alliance programme to be developed after the elections; this was carried out
from the end of 2003 onwards. With 707,000 inhabitants – at the beginning of 2002 – extended on a
territory of 142.4 km squared, Seville is the 4th biggest city in Spain, with an average population
density of about 4.964 inhabitants/km squared.304 It has to be noted, however, that Seville’s population
has been constantly declining in the last 10 years, mainly because of emigration. However, the
structure of the population remains rather young from a generational point of view. 29.6% of the
population was under 25 years old in 2002, whereas 19.8% of Seville residents were over 60 years old,
exactly the same as Municipio XI in Rome. From a cultural point of view, there were only 18,500
(legal) foreign residents in Seville, i.e., only 2.6% of the actual population.305 The number of illegal
residents is nevertheless considered rather high, so that the city is probably much more culturally
mixed than these data reflect. From a socio-economic point of view, the activity rate in the Province of
Seville was of 55.3% at the end of 2002, and the unemployment rate of 20.4%. The unemployment
rate is, however, lower in Seville than in the rest of the Province, and it has decreased drastically in the
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last five years. Whereas there were 55,000 registered unemployed people in Seville in 1997, there
were only 41,000 at the end of 2002.
From a historical point of view, Seville is half way between the situation of Morsang-sur-Orge and
that of Rome Municipio XI. The progressive constitutional and administrative re-organization of the
country led in 1985 to the already mentioned law – “la Ley de Bases de Régimen Local” – which
specified the competencies of municipal institutions, and to the Royal Decree on the “Functioning and
Juridical Regime of Local Entities” at the end of 1986, which stipulated in its Articles 130 and 131,
that municipalities could create “Districts” and “Citizens Participation Councils” to further citizens’
involvement in local administrations. Using these new juridical opportunities, the municipality of
Sevilla decided, in 1989, to further decentralization by creating a new administrative level, namely, the
“districts”. This allowed the emergence of two new local bodies, District Councils and Citizen
Participation Councils, in each district of the city. Created in order to channel participation, Citizen
Participation Councils (CPC) allowed the emergence of an institutionalized forum for the associations
of the zone. The Council is open to all the associations who wish to participate, who are then
represented in the forum by one selected member for every organization. The tasks of the Citizen
Participation Councils are rather limited, as they mainly aim to formulate information and proposals to
the District Councils. They nevertheless have the power to select, through votes, the associational
members that will be present in the District Councils. In the end, the main aim of the CPCs was to
offer an institutional platform of discussion and co-operation between associations. District Councils,
on the other hand, work as a “mini-government” of the district. The Council is composed of a plurality
of actors from the territory. Aimed at “bringing Administration closer to neighbours and increasing the
efficiency of public services”,306 they are composed of 18 local representatives (“Vocales”) of political
parties, neighbours associations (“asociaciones de vecinos”), Parent-Teachers associations, and nonprofit citizens associations. As an intermediary layer between civil society and local government,
District Councils were supposed to offer institutionalized channels to enable associations to be
informed about the needs and problems of the citizens of the zone. Their local expertise was especially
required before the enactment of urban plans and projects and also before the vote of the Municipal
Budget. By directly involving associations in the administration of the districts, the Municipality of
Seville took a first step towards a more participatory polity. However, the tasks of the District
Councils remained limited, circumscribed to an information and consultation role.307
Administrative decentralization in Seville at the end of the 1980’s offered the first channels for citizen
and association participation. The principles embodied in these new local institutions were restated in
a Citizen Participation Charter, adopted by the Seville Municipal Council at the end of 1990. The text
remained however limited to restating the right to information of every citizen. The charter
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nevertheless offered a new channel of participation, with the introduction of a local petition right
towards the municipal council. The petition should, however, be signed by 1% of the residents of the
district and 2% of the registered voters of the city in order to be valid, and therefore transmitted for
approbation to the Municipal Council. However, this charter largely remained in the realm of good
principles and did not provide many new opportunities for empowered participation. It was thus
revised in much more ambitious terms in March 1999. Apart from restating the initial principles, it
introduced two main novelties. First, it granted citizens the possibility of organizing local
referendums, by collecting the signatures of a minimum of 5% of the registered voters. But, above all,
it created new participation bodies, namely Thematic Councils (“Consejos Sectoriales”). The aim,
once again, was to channel association participation, this time not in districts but at city-level.
Councils were therefore created on specialized issues, from old people, women, social services,
education and culture, to the environment, urban issues, public transportation, and sport. Thematic
Councils were open to all associations working on these issues, and to the representatives of political
parties and trade unions. There main aim was to inform the municipal institutions about the issues at
stake, so that they remained at a pure consultative level. They nevertheless marked the will of the
municipal majority to go further in the involvement of citizens and associations in the formulation of
local public policies (Font 2001).
At the turn of the century, Seville was thus characterized by a broad range of citizen participation
institutions at both district and city levels. These participative bodies remained, however, essentially
informative and consultative until 2003. With the victory of the new municipal coalition in the
elections of May 2003308, a new dynamic was given to participatory mechanisms in Seville. It was
stated in the alliance agreement – mainly as an Izquierda Unida claim – that a municipal participatory
budget would be launched during the term. The participatory budget was understood as a compromise
between representative and direct democracy, through the granting of binding decision-making power
to the citizens. Paula Garvin, Citizen Participation Secretary in the municipal majority, and Izquierda
Unida leader in Andalusia, feels in this regard directly indebted towards Porto Alegre experiment:
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“Thus, when I heard about Porto Alegre proposals, that I knew since a few years
through Marta Harnecker [one of the leaders of Porto Alegre experiment], it was as if
I had seen light. I said, ‘it’s a way to give power back to the people, telling them:
‘take over the State.’ The State is taken; it is a process where the people take over the
power of its legitimate representative, i.e. the State. That is to say, what I ask people
is to cooperate with me to promote the common good, against private interests.
According to me participatory democracy is a mix between direct and representative
democracy.309”

The aim of the experiment was therefore political from the very beginning. Three main goals can be
analytically distinguished, even though intrinsically linked: (1) the inclusion of groups and individuals
who are generally under-represented or excluded from political decision-making processes; (2) the
promotion of social justice by favouring the “redistribution of resources between zones, social groups
and genders. Focusing in priority on redistribution towards the most disadvantaged310”; and (3) the
civic education of citizens though “popular education in processes of co-responsibility where citizens,
technicians and political representatives can learn”.311 As in other Spanish experiments of municipal
participatory budgeting like Cordoba, the emphasis on social justice and redistribution towards the
most disadvantaged seems central in Seville. This appears as a direct importation of the Latin
American model, and especially of the Porto Alegre paradigm, where the redistribution of power and
resources towards the poor – the “inversion of priorities” – was one of the core aims and achievements
of the participatory budget. It is also interesting to note that the “school of democracy” frame is also
very much present in the intentions of the instigators of the participatory budget.
The Seville PB experience started in December 2003, a few months after the municipal elections. The
first meetings, at the end of 2003, were understood as training sessions, where communication
channels were identified in the different zones to spread the process among the public. A socio-gram
of the zones was established to identify the main institutional and associational actors of the zones and
to analyse the type of relationships that had been established among them. This led to a second bundle
of training sessions, in January 2004, where the experience of Porto Alegre was presented, with
special guests coming from the Brazilian city. The city was then divided into 15 territorial zones,
following the organization of the Civic Centres (“Centros Civicos”), in which meetings generally take
place. Zones were understood as a sub-division of the existing districts. As relying on a pre-existing
territorial and administrative division, this mode of organization did not create much conflict. Thus,
Seville PB relies on 3 administrative levels: the zone, the district and the city as a whole. To these
three tiers correspond three participatory assemblies: (1) Zone Assemblies; (2) District Councils; and
(3) the City Council. The PB then follows an annual cycle.
The participatory process really starts in February, with the organization of preparation meetings in all
the zones of the city, where motor groups are constituted and delegates for the “Autoreglamento”
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Commission are elected. Participation in the motor groups is open to any citizen of the zone willing to
join. Members are therefore self-selected and voluntary. Motor groups ensure a central role in the
organization of the participatory budget process. They are, first of all, in charge of the diffusion of the
process in the zone, through formation and information campaigns to mobilize the local population.
The motor group therefore plays a fundamental role in the local publicisation of the process. They are
also in charge of the animation of the zone assemblies, by channelling the formulation of the proposals
and facilitating the discussions. Then, the Autoreglamento Commission is composed of delegates of all
the zones of the city, two representatives being elected by assembly. Meeting regularly between
February and May, this commission is in charge of the redaction of the “Autoreglamento” – the
constitution – of the process for the year. This document is re-discussed and amended in each of the
zone assemblies at the end of April, before being adopted city-wide. This specificity of the Seville
participatory budget makes it a truly constituent process, as the rules of the games are constantly
discussed, amended and improved. In this regard, the participatory design presented here only reflects
the actual state of Seville participatory budget cycle, and could be largely reframed – if desired – in the
following years. The “Autoreglamento” defines the institutional functioning of the process as well as
the criteria for the selection of the proposals.
Once the “Autoreglamento” adopted, the discussion of the proposals can actually start. This central
part of the participatory budget cycle takes place in the zone assemblies. The zone assembly –
“asemblea de zona” – is the fundamental decision-making body of the participatory budget process, as
it is the institution where projects and proposals emerge. They are open to all the residents of the zone
over 16 years old. Zone assemblies are therefore highly inclusive, open to both minors and foreign
residents. Proposals in the zone assemblies have to be made in advance (15 days before the date of the
assembly) and written by the citizens. This allows the emergence of a high number of reflexive and
constructive proposals – people had time to think about it – but it also diminishes the discursive and
collective process of construction and formulation of proposals. Proposals are not the product of a
collective deliberation but of individual ideas and projects. The proposals that emerged in the zones
are then exposed orally (but not discussed) by the proponents and then voted secretly in the assembly.
Decisions in Seville participatory bodies are therefore taken through a vote, which avoids the framing
and influence of the elected representatives we observed in Morsang-sur-Orge. Discussion is even
seen negatively in these assemblies, as shows a scene that took place in one of them:
At the beginning of the session, after the presentation of the 1st proposal, a woman
stood up and started to discuss the proposal, asking for precisions and details. She
was, however, immediately cut short by Virginia, the director of the participatory
budget municipal administration who was moderating the meeting and said: “We
cannot start a debate. There are a lot of proposals. If you like the proposal vote for it,
but otherwise just don’t.” Virginia therefore completely framed the assembly as a
non-discursive one, discussion (and conviction) being largely seen as a loss of time
as the decisions would anyway be taken through vote.312
312
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Discussion is not seen as a way to take decisions in Seville’s participatory process. It would on the
contrary appear a waste of time and as an improper way to influence participants’ opinions and
votes.313 Not only do the elected representatives not participate, but even the citizens participating in
the assemblies are not allowed to speak and argue to influence decisions. The decision to vote X or Y
has to be an individual one. The Sevilla decision-making process appears from this perspective to be
largely aggregative. The decision-making process is thus at odds with that of Morsang-sur-Orge, as
elected representatives just do not have any influence on the process, not being allowed to vote,
convince or persuade the voters. Sevilla PB appears in contrast largely autonomous.
Finally, zone assemblies also have to elect delegates, who will represent the assembly at the district
and city Councils. One of the main tasks of the district and city councils, composed of the delegates
from the zone assemblies, is to evaluate and rank all the voted proposals of the zone assemblies that
affect the districts and city as a whole. Their main function is therefore to apply the social justice
criteria established by the “Autoreglamento” – the constitution of the participatory process. The
selection of the proposals follows a very sophisticated process, defined by the term of “weighted
vote”. First, proposals are voted in the zone assemblies. A first ranking of the proposals is therefore
established given the number of votes they received. Then, the District and City Councils evaluate and
rank them following the criteria established by the “Autoreglamento”. This offers a more balanced
picture of Seville’s participatory decision-making process, as decisions are not only taken through
citizens’ votes in the zone assemblies, but also through the discussion of “social justice criteria”
among delegates. Discussion therefore also plays a role in the decision-making process as delegates
have to agree (either through consensus or vote, both happened in the sessions I followed) on the
number of points to attribute to the proposals. This offers rather interesting discussions about social
justice among lay citizens that are worth describing in detail.
There are two types of social justice criteria, objective and subjective. The objective ones attribute
points to the proposals following statistical data on the socio-economic situation of the population
targeted by the proposal.314 The aim being “to give more to those who have less” following a form of
territorial and social affirmative action. The subjective criteria then, discussed in the district and city
assemblies, evaluate the ability of the proposals to favour multiculturalism, tolerance, social justice,
gender equality, communication among divided communities, etc.315 Delegates have to attribute points
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to the proposals given how far they fit these social justice criteria. They therefore have to argue and
convince each other, to arrive at an agreement about how many points to attribute. These microdecisions are generally taken by consensus, even if sometimes, disagreement being too sharp and time
being scarce, the participants decided to make an average of the individual grades attributed by each
participant – thus opting for an aggregative mechanism.
The social justice criteria reflect the clear aim of the Municipality to foster social justice. More
precisely, these criteria give substance to what is meant by social justice. In this context, social justice
means giving more – more attention and resources – to those who have less. In Seville, social justice is
implemented at both individual and territorial levels. At individual level, the least favoured are
considered to be the unemployed, the poor people, ethnic minorities, women, young and old people.
At territorial level, there is also a will to favour the most deprived neighbourhoods of the city. There is
an oblivious political content encapsulated in these social justice criteria, which is far from being
random. Behind the political concepts, a more classical political struggle has indeed taken place. The
social justice criteria are part of Autoreglamento of Seville PB. This kind of constitution of the
participatory process, even if discussed every year with the citizens, has been mostly shaped and
discussed in the first year of the process, at the end of 2003. The idea of creating social justice criteria,
taken from some Brazilian experiences of participatory budgeting, was pushed forward insidiously by
Izquierda Unida, the political party at the origin of the Seville participatory process. At that time, the
party was indeed divided between orthodox and reformers. The latter were sceptical about the
participatory budget and afraid to loose the political benefits of their participation in the municipal
government by letting “lay citizens” deciding instead of the party and of the application of its
program. The creation of the PB in Seville was indeed the offspring of a compromise between
Izquierda Unida and the Socialist Party (PSOE) who obtained more votes and got the mayor position.
The Socialist Party let IU – in application of the coalition agreement signed by the two parties – create
the participatory budget, but circumscribed to some specific areas of competence of the commune,
such as sport, urbanism, gender policies and youth policies, i.e. most of the areas controlled by IU two
town councillors. Letting people decide in these areas through the participatory budget was therefore
renouncing applying the political program they had been elected for. The dilemma was simple: how to
apply one’s program while letting people decide in the framework of a participatory process? The
social justice criteria appeared as a way to filter proposals, to influence and frame them indirectly, not

proposal focuses on the improvement of the image and identity of deprived zones, it will be granted between 0
and 30 points. Activities proposals are given points according to 5 criteria: (1) given the characteristics of the
population affected by the proposal, gender-oriented proposals will be granted up to 5 points, age-oriented
proposals (focusing on youth or old populations) will receive up to 5 points as well, just like the proposals
oriented towards disadvantaged groups (especially those focusing on unemployed and ethnic minorities); (2) if
the activity proposal favours communication between different zones or different social groups of the city, it will
be granted up to 14 points; (3) proposals favouring integration, tolerance and multiculturalism will receive up to
14 points; (4) proposals encouraging new cultural forms will be awarded up to 14 point; and (5) proposals
encouraging the creation of committed and participatory citizenship will receive up to 13 points.
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in their formulation like in Morsang-sur-Orge, but in their ranking. Social justice criteria thus appeared
to IU members as an indirect way to apply their political program.
Even if social justice criteria are seen as a way to filter and orient the proposals made by the citizens,
they do so in an indirect way however. The application of the criteria is indeed done by the district and
city delegates, elected in the zone assemblies. These delegates are, most of the time, members of
community organisations, local associations – the very powerful Spanish “movimento vecinal”
organised along different associations – and also members of political parties, most of the time of the
left (PSOE and IU). They are therefore seen as politicised actors, able to rank the proposals
accordingly to the initial spirit of the social justice criteria imagined by Izquierda Unida. The election
of delegates is also a way to mobilise the local civil society and to include it within the participatory
process. The decision, in Sevilla, to include local civil society was also informed and influenced by
another Andalusian PB experience, that of the city of Cordoba. Ruled by an IU mayor, Cordoba
launched a participatory budget a few years before Sevilla, but the experience collapsed due to the
opposition of the local civil society – mainly the “movimento vicinal” – that felt excluded from the
process and to be the main victim of the institutionalisation of participatory democracy. By including
lay citizens in the production of public policies, the municipality was thus stopping a tradition of
associative democracy and of large involvement of associations in the municipal decisions. To avoid
such an opposition, the initiators of Seville participatory budget thus imagined both a system of
delegates – the municipality thus offering implicitly opportunities of influence to local associations –
and the creation of “motor groups”. Motor groups are indeed mostly composed of associations and
political party members; and most of the elected delegates are also members of the motor group. Local
civil society has thus its say in the decision-making process of Seville’s participatory budget, even if
the most important decisions – in which a proposal actually becomes a public policy – still depends on
zone assemblies and the number of votes received by the proposals. The system of “weighted vote”
gives indeed much more weight to the number of votes received by a proposal, than to the points
attributed though the social justice criteria. At best, the latter will slightly change the ranking; e.g. a
proposal arrived fourth in the votes passing at the second overall position.
Once the proposals have been ranked at district and city levels, a final list of proposals of investments,
programmes and activities is established. This list is then presented to the citizens in the zone
assemblies, and is then transmitted to the Municipal Council, for integration into the vote of the global
city budget. Once the budget has been approved by the Municipal Council, a last institutional body is
set up, namely the “Monitoring Commission” – “la Comision de seguimiento.” Composed of all the
District and City Councils delegates of the previous year, its main function is to follow, control and
monitor the enactment of the participatory budget proposals voted by the Municipal Council. Meeting
every three months, the Monitoring Commission evaluates the quality of the realization of the projects
and tries to ensure that the time-table of work is respected. Sevilla participatory budget complex
institutional cycle is synthetically presented in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3-2 Seville Participatory Budget Cycle
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The decision-making power appears, from this perspective, to be shared in Seville participatory
governance institutions between lay citizens – who present and vote for the proposals – “active
citizens”, i.e. politicised actors often members of political parties or associations who constitute most
of the delegates – who discuss and apply the social justice criteria – and the elected representatives
who both shaped the process at the beginning – by creating among others social justice criteria – and
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enact on the decisions by integrating them in the municipal budget. From this perspective, a real codecision process seems to take place in Seville, so that the PB can be considered highly empowered. It
is however circumscribed to the few areas included in the participatory budget – mainly sport, youth
policies, gender policies and local urban projects – which represent only a little portion of the
municipal budget (about 18 million euros have been allocated for 2004, for instance). It can be said
that in Seville citizens decide a lot but on very few issues and with little money.
To conclude this section it is possible to sum up the features of Sevilla PB following the previously
established criteria. Sevilla PB appears extremely inclusive, as its base assembly is open to all
residents – national and foreigners – over 16 years-old. In addition, the process includes a form of
representation in the higher bodies of the process, mainly at the district and city level, due to the size
of the city. Then, the Sevilla participatory process is public in the sense that it is highly publicised, by
the municipality and the participants themselves. The process is coordinated by a special office,
exclusively in charge of PB organization, employing 5 people and depending of the citizen
participation municipal councillor. This office plays an important role in the publicisation of the
process, by writing to the press, launching advertising campaigns (on the radio, local TV, or posters in
the streets). Publicity is also ensured through a regularly updated web site.316 Publicity is also ensured
by the motor groups, mainly composed of local civil society elites, therefore able to mobilize the
neighbourhood population. Finally, the process appears public, and even formal, as it takes place in
the “Civic Centre”, i.e. the equivalent of district town halls, initially created to foster decentralization
in the city. As we saw earlier, discussion plays a very small role in the first phase of the process,
proposals being voted in general assemblies. It is however important when it comes to the attribution
of the social justice criteria, as delegates have to argue amongst themselves (see chapter 8). Finally,
PB institutions have a direct decision-making power, deciding on the distribution of dozens millions of
euros each year for both investments and activities.
Sevilla PB process appears extremely intensive, composed of a multiplicity of institutions at different
territorial levels. Intensity however, largely depends of the degree of involvement of citizens.
Delegates have an extremely intense participatory activity – they often complain about the harassing
rhythm of PB meetings – while mere proponents just have to make a written proposal, and defend it at
the zone assembly. A committed delegate, participating in every meeting he/she is supposed to attend,
will participate in two meetings for the proposal forum, to the zone assembly, one or two formation
sessions, then two bus tours of the proposals, then at least four meetings in the district and city
councils. Delegates are often also members of the motor groups, who meet in general every month.
Finally, delegates are also supposed to take part in the monitoring commission the following year. As
a consequence, a committed participant might participate to a meeting every two weeks during the
year, which make of Sevilla PB a rather intensive process.
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Conclusion
Very different institutions have therefore been set up under the name of participatory budgeting. The
three cases presented here, despite taking place in countries in which local governments share many
legal and administrative competences, offer different procedural designs. The French case is for
instance marked by the presence of elected officials in PB assemblies, which would appear awkward
in the Italian or Spanish cases. The degree of autonomy and empowerment of these participatory
institutions appears from this perspective contrasted. While Rome Municipio XI and Sevilla PBs are
highly institutionalised, proceduralisation is minimal in Morsang-sur-Orge. This translates in different
decision-making processes, highly discursive in Morsang-sur-Orge, largely aggregative in Sevilla, inbetween in the Municipio XI. As will be seen, the procedural differences give rise to very different
interactive processes, as in the end the styles of the three cases are different.
Interestingly, while the promoters of participatory budgeting in these cities all refer to the Porto Alegre
experience, they implemented it in very different ways. These contrasted interpretations of what a
participatory budget should be mostly comes from the history of a city, its past civic practices, that are
themselves embedded in a broader national political culture and history. The specific development of
Morsang-sur-Orge PB cannot be understood unless related to the rise of “proximity democracy” in
France in the last decade. Similarly, the specific styles of the Roman and Sevillan PBs have to be
related to the political trajectory and ideological orientations of their promoters. In a word, the
specificities of the institutional designs presented here have to be replaced in a broader cultural
picture, i.e. within their grammatical framework. The next chapter will therefore be devoted to the
analysis of the norms regulating interactions in PB institutions. I will investigate the origin of the
participatory grammar, its specific national interpretations and its reification in institutions at a local
level. This theoretical and empirical perspective will allow understanding the interactions taking place
in the participatory settings I observed, to then evaluate the impact such experiences had on
participants in the last three chapters of this thesis.
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Chapter 4

The Grammars of Participatory Democracy:
Civic Customs and Local Political Culture
In Three Participatory Budget Cases

“In Europe the absence of local public spirit is a frequent
subject of regret to those who are in power; everyone
agrees that there is no surer guarantee of order and
tranquillity, and yet nothing is more difficult to create. If
the municipal bodies were made powerful and
independent, it is feared that they would become too
strong and expose the state to anarchy. Yet without
power and independence a town may contain good
subjects, but it can have no active citizens.”317
A. de Tocqueville, Democracy in America.

Is there really so little local public spirit in Europe? Are people that opposed to municipal autonomy
on the old continent, as Tocqueville argues? The participatory budget cases presented in the previous
chapter seem to indicate the contrary. Some European cities have decided in the last decade – despite
the limited powers and competences they are granted from a constitutional perspective – to try
nurturing active citizens by creating new bodies of participation. Is this an illusion? Are these
participatory experiences doomed to fail given the unfavourable context for the blossoming of a local
public spirit? Tocqueville’s argument is worth considering, as it subtly links civic culture, political
institutions and citizens’ character. The French sociologist indicates the need to analyse institutions
and civic behaviours in the cultural contexts in which they emerge. Avoiding the traps of a culturalist
or essentialist perspective – reifying civic culture into people’s mentality or character – it seems
however necessary to grasp the political context – at both national and local levels – in which
participatory experiences have developed.
Our three cases have indeed been presented from a formal point of view. To understand how people
can be affected by participation in such settings a more substantial account needs to be provided of the
type of interactions taking place in these institutions. Procedural rules cannot explain by themselves
317
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how people interact and change. These procedural rules are embedded in certain cultural, symbolic
and political frameworks defining the norms of good behaviour. These rules are both general and
specific. This chapter will therefore start from the most general and shared feature of the grammatical
understanding of social action, before narrowing down to the cases of interest here. We will therefore
move from the presentation of different important grammars of public life, to the recent emergence of
a participatory grammar and its translation into particular group styles at the local level. First,
interactions in public – what has been defined as the regime of publicity – require certain types of
behaviour, mainly defined by a form of distance from one’s perspective. Then, within the regime of
publicity, different grammars have emerged across history – mobilised by actors to back up and justify
their practices in public. These grammars define common goods, rules of good behaviour, modes of
coordination among actors, and are in general embodied by specific characters and reified in objects
and institutions. One of these grammars, which developed recently, is the participatory grammar,
largely derived from the civic republican one. It defines citizen participation as an intrinsic good, and
is embodied in the good citizen character. The participatory grammar takes nevertheless a different
shape given the country in which it develops. The emergence of a new grammar is necessarily marked
by its interactions – inspiration, defiance, etc. – with the other prevailing grammars, which are
themselves partly specific to the country’s history and political culture. In my cases, the participatory
grammar takes the form of “proximity democracy” in France, a managerial justification of
participation in Italy and a radical but minoritarian understanding in Spain. Then, these specific
participatory grammars are enacted in objects, laws, procedures, and institutions. In my cases, they are
enacted in local participatory budget institutions. These institutions, as they are sustained by the
existence of groups of regular participants, interpret and filter the broader participatory grammar. This
interpretation is far from being free however, as it largely depends on the past civic practices of the
actors, their past political experiences, their ideological references, i.e. of the local civic culture in
which the institution is embedded. The translation of the participatory grammar through the filter of
the specific subculture in which the institution is embedded thus gives rise to a specific “group style”
(Eliasoph & Lichterman, 2003), mostly defined by its discursive norms, symbolic boundaries and
internal norms of solidarity. Once this style is analysed, we will be able to see how citizens can be
affected by their participation, as they have to follow specific – but far from random – norms of good
behaviour in the institutions in which they interact.

I. The emergence of a participatory grammar
As mentioned earlier (see chapter 1), the regime of publicity is ruled by implicit social norms –
grammars – defining meaningful behaviour, enabling actors to evaluate judgements and claims, and
thus ordering a justified order of worth (Boltanski & Thévenot, 1991). Grammars are conventions,
derived from a consensus among a certain group of actors. As conventions, they have a historical
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trajectory and can therefore be localised in space and time. They have therefore to be analysed as a
process, from the moment of their emergence to their grounding in institutions, objects and laws, until
their eventual decline or transformation. Grammars appear through practices (discourses, narratives,
but also interaction with the world) and are then conceptualised. They firstly emerge as new social
practices due to historical, political, economic and social changes linked to the organization of a rising
group of actors requiring recognition and a role in the definition of the common good and the
distribution of worth.318 This new order is then justified and conceptualised by new theoretical models
– coming from political philosophy and most recently from the social sciences – designing the
boundaries and principles of justification and distribution of the new grammar. Theories thus give a
coherent meaning to emerging social practices by offering new categories and lenses of interpretation.
Grammars are therefore repertoires of political culture that both constraint and enable interactions in
public. Grammars are cultural standards, sedimentated practices, discourses and customs, allowing
people to interpret the world and to make sense of their actions and those of others. They define good
and bad behaviour, and therefore organise the world in a hierarchy in a legitimate way by establishing
an order of worth. Grammars function therefore through reward and sanction mechanisms,
grammatical competence meaning symbolic integration, while grammatical mistakes are punished and
often lead to exclusion. Grammatical correctness is understood as partly creative and instrumental –
e.g. in the choice or mixing of arguments to fit the situation – but also constrained in several ways, and
especially by the cultural repertoire and the adjustment of arguments to the context.

1. Competing grammars of public life
As they have historical and social origins that can be traced back, different grammars can be severed
out in contemporary Western societies. One of the most ambitious conceptual attempts from this
perspective is Boltanski and Thévenot’s model of “cités” and “common worlds” (1991). They thus
distinguish six cities319 and worlds that have been more or less dominant across history. The common
worlds are ruled by grammars that are partly inspired by the principles systematised in the cités. As
high-on theoretical conceptualizations, cités are used very little and mobilized in practice by the
actors, and are mostly a systematization of guiding principles achieved by the social scientists and
philosophers themselves. The concept of “common world” of justification seems from this perspective
closer to the concept of grammar used here, as it implies only limited theoretical groundings – with
second order theories – and appears therefore more operational from a sociological perspective. The
six worlds of De la Justification will not be all presented here, as they are not all relevant for our
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purpose. Only the grammars from which the participatory grammar is inspired or derived will
consequently be analysed.
In the grammar of opinion, the distribution of worth depends on people’s reputations, i.e. of others’
opinions, the higher the number of people supporting or praising someone, the higher the latter will be
in the hierarchy. Honour and distinction therefore stem from mutual recognition of a high number of
people. Success is therefore subordinated to public opinion. The typical character in this realm is the
star, the famous and charismatic leader, recognised by a large number of people, while the loser is the
banal, unknown, forgotten character. The star is advised by spin-doctors, experts in communication
who know how to create a good public image. The grammar of opinion is highly personalised, putting
the emphasis on the (unique) personality of the individual. It is therefore ruled by distinction processes
and appears from this perspective related to the “expressive individualistic” grammar. The subject of
the opinion grammar expresses him/herself mostly with the first person of the singular: “I believe”, “In
my opinion”, “I feel” are the most common grammatical forms taken by his/her arguments, which are
supposed to embody his/her genuine and unique self. In some regards, the grammar of opinion has
probably become dominant as the mode of justification of representative government. The concept of
“democracy of the public” from Bernard Manin,320 or of “opinion democracy”, catches the central role
of opinion mediated by television, internet and polls in contemporary democracies, which have
become increasingly personalised. Conflicts emerge in this realm when a gap widens between the
opinion someone has of him/herself and the image the others have of him/her.
The civic (republican) grammar is inspired by Rousseau’s Social Contract, the distribution of worth
in this “cité” depending on the orientation of individuals’ will towards selfish desires or the general
interest. The typical character of this world is the representative, embodying the general will and
translating the impure selfish interests of individuals into collective interests. Legitimacy in this world
comes from the sacrifice of private interests – and even of the self – in the name of the common good.
Arguments and opinions in public have to be justified through a reference to the general interest, and
are generally expressed in the 1st person of the plural, with a “We.” The representatives speaking to
his/her people, often uses the conditional and future modes to exhort and encourage action: “We
should”, “We will”, etc. The representative speaks in front of an audience using general and
impersonal arguments, embodying the universality of his/her position. The worst grammatical mistake
in this realm is therefore to appear interested or selfish, hiding private interests behind beautiful
rhetoric. The bad character is thus the atomised individual carrying specific and local claims and
promoting his/her self-interest. This conceptualisation can be compared to that defined as “civic
republican” by Bellah and his colleagues in the American context. The civic republican grammar is
considered to have been dominant in France in the 19th and 20th centuries, but to have undergone a
recent crisis of legitimacy, being accused of being overly universalistic, difference blind, thus
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contradicting the principles of equality it is supposed to defend. The civic republic grammar is also
considered to have declined in the US, challenged by the rise of expressive individualism and the
merchant grammar. Both republicanisms are nevertheless considered highly different as the American
one is directly linked to religious values attached to Protestantism,321 while French republicanism is
expressly laic and secular.
The merchant grammar of Boltanski and Thévenot, characterized by concurrence and competition
among actors motivated by the satisfaction of their desires and the maximization of their interests can
be compared to the conceptualization of individualism of Bellah and his colleagues, which is however
more nuanced (Bellah et al. 1985). The typical character in this realm is the consumer, expressing his
desires, in the present tense, through “I want” claims. The mode of coordination of action is mostly
money, even if bargaining (and thus language) can also take place. The merchant grammar has
recently taken two different forms: utilitarian and expressive individualisms. Instrumental or
utilitarian individualism is based on the maximization of actors interests, understood in a material
way. Based on the utilitarian philosophy of the 19th century and recently justified by developments in
social sciences (mostly economics), this grammar makes the strive of the individual to “get ahead”
legitimate – it is similar to the merchant world of Boltanski and Thévenot. Expressive individualism
is somewhat different, and has roots in radical criticisms of the alienating features of capitalism
coming from the 1960’s social movements (Boltanski & Chiapello, 1999); it is from this perspective a
rather recent grammar. Based on leftist discourses praising self-fulfilment, personal growth and
expression in reaction to the standardizing nature of the Taylorist industrial system, expressive
individualism put the self at the centre of society (Bellah et al. 1985; Lichterman 1996). It has
sometimes been described as a form of “narcissism” as it highlights a unique, personal self, as the core
character of this grammar. Claims, in the expressive individualistic grammar are expressed in the first
person singular, “I feel” or “I like” claims being central. Expressive individualism is largely inspired
by recent developments in the social sciences and especially by psychology.
It can be compared to the managerial grammar or “project cité” that emerged since the 1980’s.
Worth in the managerial grammar depends on the position in a network: the more contacts you have,
the more central you are in the network, the more powerful you will be. Projects are the occasions in
which networks are activated and mobilised. The network and the project are worth it for themselves,
independently of the values they carry. The good character, in such a world, has to work actively on
his/her network and his/her relationships, to integrate projects.322 The good character is therefore one
with a high social capital and good communicational qualities, being both tolerant and open-minded,
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he/she is a connected being. By definition, the reticular grammar rejects vertical order/obedience
chains to prefer horizontal and flexible modes of communication.
Other attempts to characterize the grammars of public life have also offered more detailed accounts
than the initial framework of the cités and common worlds. Thévenot himself, with Lamont,
constructed “grammars of pluralism” in France and the US, mapping different conceptions of the
public good by referring to both conceptualizations by political theorists (from Madison and Sieyès to
Tocqueville) and their mobilization in practice by different social groups (environmental activists,
journalists, artists, etc.). They thus distinguish five grammars, which overlap with the opinion and
civic ones described earlier, but also add more recent vocabularies like multiculturalism: (1) the voice
of the majority; (2) the democratic expression of individual opinions; (3) the balance of different
interest groups; (4) the reference to and combination of different conceptions of the common good; (5)
the use of multiculturalism to voice pluralism.323
The point here was not to list all the grammars of public life that have been observed by the social
sciences however, but to map the cultural landscape in which the participatory grammar is embedded.
Especially, as a recent phenomenon, the re-emergence of the discourse of participatory democracy is
in part inspired by the dominant grammars of public life. The (re)-emergence of concepts like
“proximity”, “civic engagement”, “neighbourhood democracy”, “community involvement” or
“participatory democracy” cannot be understood until it is connected to the more global evolutions of
grammatical standards. The participatory grammar crosses some of the principles of the opinion,
managerial and civic grammars as well.

2. Defining the participatory grammar
The participatory grammar could be summed up in this way: the common good is the concern of
everyone.324 The definition of the common good should not be delegated to representatives, but
elaborated collectively through deliberation in participatory institutions. The inclusion of citizens in
democratic decision-making processes is necessary to enhance public choices’ legitimacy, to increase
their rationality, to foster social justice, create social capital and civic bonds. The core tension at the
heart of the participatory grammar lies therefore between the personal and the political, the private and
the public. The question it aims at answering is how to create a common good from atomised
individuals having specific interests. Given the fragmentation of society and of collective identities,
the central political problem has become the creation of a public, of a community, overcoming
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divisions and cleavages. The participatory grammar considers civic participation as the best way to
create a public, to institutionalise a collective deliberation on the common good. In some regards, the
participatory grammar starts at home, as John Dewey – one of its central theoretical inspirations –
used to say: “Democracy must begin at home, and its home is the neighbourly community.”325 The
participatory grammar is therefore embedded in a valorisation of the local, the personal, the proximity,
seen as a pure and authentic.
The typical character of this grammar is the citizen, expressing him/herself directly, i.e. without
mediation, to allow a collective deliberation to take place. As in the managerial grammar,
horizontality, seen as the embodiment of democracy, is considered good; mediations, as introducing
verticality and therefore authority, being on the contrary depreciated. The central means of
coordination in the participatory grammar is language – even if conceptualised in an enlarged manner,
including argumentation but also the expression of emotions. From this perspective, the specificity of
this grammar is to enlarge the range of legitimate discourses, to avoid the exclusionary features of
impersonal argumentation attached to civic republicanism. While the civic republican grammar relies
mostly on general arguments expressed at the 1st person of the plural (“we want”; “we should”; etc.) or
at the 3rd person of the plural (“French people want”; “the working class deserves”, etc.), i.e. on
representative discourses, a delegate speaking in the name of a group, the participatory grammar starts
with an idiosyncratic subject, expressing him/herself at the first person of the singular (“I want”; “I
think”; etc.). The subject of the participatory grammar is an “I”, and the tension lies in the creation of a
“we” from dialogue between separated “I”. Typical discourses of the participatory grammar are
therefore testimonies, personal stories and anecdotes, allowing the expression of the individual needs,
desires and problems. The participatory grammar takes up from the expressive individualist and the
managerial grammar their emphasis on the individual agent speaking in the first person of the singular
to express his/her desires and problems. The personal emphasis of the participatory grammar aims at
avoiding grand discourses and ideological postures often portrayed as “bla bla” or “mere discourses”.
The development of the participatory grammar can therefore be related to the coming of postmodernity and the decline of “Grand Narratives”.326 The good citizen has to be practical, speaking to
solve a concrete problem and not to question the order of things. The participatory grammar is from
this perspective more oriented towards action than reflection. Collective discussion has to be effective,
useful and therefore oriented toward potential action and decision. A typical grammatical mistake is
therefore an overly general and impersonal speech unconnected to a personally lived problem. This
type of discourse is generally cut short with a “what’s your point?” question.
While personal experience has to be narrated, public discussions never stop at this idiosyncratic point.
Modalised discourses have to be generalised by speakers in order to be shared with the audience and
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to eventually convince it. The good citizen has indeed to be oriented towards the common good. The
good citizen manages to show how his/her personal problem concerns everybody and is therefore a
public problem – given its collective causes and detrimental consequences for all – to be treated
collectively. Generalisation should not mean depersonalisation however. The participatory grammar
requires a “distant commitment”, i.e. both personalised engagement and an attempt to distance oneself
from these idiosyncratic claims expressed in the first place.327 Grammatical correctness is always at
risk between overly generalised – and therefore impersonal and inauthentic – discourses, and overly
modalised ones, remaining at the personal level. The latter appears nevertheless much more common
than the former. The bad citizen, being grammatically incompetent, is someone who “doesn’t care”
about the common good or, even worse, someone parochial and self-interested. A typical grammatical
mistake is indeed an over-modalisation, i.e. the incapacity to share one’s experience or local
knowledge, the narrated experience remaining personal and idiosyncratic. Conflicts emerge when
positions are overly modalised or parochial, contradicting the collective strive for the common good.
In this case, the individualistic or liberal grammar would be colonizing the participatory imperative.
Conflict can also emerge when citizens’ are refused an opportunity to participate or speak, especially
when actors are seen as incompetent or profane. An implicit rule of the participatory grammar is that
everyone is able to give their say and bring an added-value to the collective decision. Motives based
on competence – mostly imported from the industrial cité – are inappropriate in the framework of the
participatory grammar, as they indicate an inherent inequality between participants.
While the participatory imperative is in part new, it also shares certain features with other grammars of
public life, being both sources of inspiration and dissociation. The most obvious connection is with the
civic republican grammar, which is also based on an equal right for everyone to participate, and makes
of the common good the central goal of action. However, in this case the main means of coordination
is not language and voice, but more directly the ballot and the representative system. If it shares some
democratic features with the civic republican grammar, the participatory imperative rejects – in part –
representation, to allow the direct expression of citizens without mediations. The rejection of
representation and verticality in favour of horizontal connections directly comes from the managerial
grammar. Delegation is seen as a form of alienation of the self’s autonomy. The focus put on the
individual and his/her claims draws as well from expressive individualism, and its will to put the
individual at the centre of society, in contrast to alienating collective identities. As a human being, the
individual has rights, one of the first ones being participation in decisions affecting his/her life. This
echoes one of the justifications of participatory democracy, namely its developmental function (see
Chapter 1), as participation can be a way to realize fully one’s individuality. The expressive
individualist grammar, as we saw, emerged to a great extent from the leftist libertarian critique of the
alienating features of Fordist societies, just like participatory democracy has been closely linked to the
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1960’s social movements, in both the US and Europe. Participation would therefore be a way to
realize human nature or to express oneself fully, in harmony with one’s environment.
The influence of the managerial grammar appears central as well. The good citizen, in the
participatory grammar, has to have a high social capital, to have good relationships with his/her
neighbours, in order to convince them participating. The good character of the participatory grammar
is therefore embedded in a dense network of relationships. He/she is connected. Flexible and tolerant,
his/her network should not be monolithic or overly politicised; the good citizen has to be open-minded
and be able to talk to and connect with different types of people.328 Connection, link and relationships
are indeed good in themselves in the participatory grammar, participation being understood as a way
to rebuild social bonds. As in the managerial grammar, the vocabulary of the project is central in the
participatory realm, citizens being able to overcome traditional cleavages and divisions in a collective
enterprise for a (common good) project.
The historical and sociological roots of the participatory grammar have already been analysed in depth
(see chapter 2); they can nevertheless be recalled. As Blondiaux and Sintomer underlined, deliberation
appears as “the new spirit of public action.” New public bodies emerged across Europe to foster
citizen participation (see chapter 2) and, in the mean time, new theoretical conceptualizations
developed, proposing a deliberative definition of democracy (see chapter 1). The link between theories
and practices cannot be understood without including the concept of grammar. It can consequently be
argued that a participatory grammar has emerged in the last 20 years, praising the involvement of
citizens at all stages of public decision-making processes, to answer some of the questions and
challenges the other grammatical modes were unable to solve. The development of the participatory
grammar can be related to the decline of the civic republican grammar, embodied in the “crisis of
representation”. People no longer trust representatives blindly; they want to participate and decide
directly for themselves. While the traditional distance between citizens and representatives was
supposed to ensure impartiality, it is now considered alienating, politicians being deaf to the people’s
claims. Hence the emergence of the concept of proximity and the valorisation of the local. In some
regards, as always in the public regime, the aim is the promotion of the common good, but
representation is no longer considered the best means to achieve that end. A new conceptualisation of
the construction of the common good therefore emerged, articulating a craving for generality and a
personal and local embeddedness ensuring authenticity. This new conceptualisation, as we saw,
mostly comes from the hybridizing of different grammars, and mostly from the recent emergence of
the opinion, managerial and expressive individualist grammars, that have been mixed up with some
civic republican imperatives, like participation and the collective definition of the common good. The
deliberative and participatory theories of democracy have systematised what was starting to appear in
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practice, and have then been translated into second-hand literature to offer guidelines driving policymakers choices. Templates of good practices have been also constituted to allow the replication of the
best models.329 Advising firms have also emerged, specialised in participatory counselling. These
professionals of participation are often former political or association activists who reconverted their
knowledge and expertise to foster the spread of participatory democracy.330
The most common frames within the participatory grammar therefore refer to “the right to participate”,
“the virtue of dialogue”, “shared diagnosis”, “transparency”, “accountability”, “monitoring”, “creating
social capital”, “solving the crisis of representation”, “deepening democracy”, “including local
knowledge” or “profane expertise”, and so on. All these motives are vastly used and mobilised by the
actors, and in doing so, their meaning is shaped and transformed. Given the malleability of the
participatory grammar – that is probably at the roots of its rapid success331 – it can give rise to very
different interpretations and practical translations, from new public management and neighbourhood
democracy to direct democracy. These interpretations that filter the participatory grammar are not
completely free however, they depend, in part, of the political culture within which this grammar is
developed, i.e. the past civic practices, historical traditions, the dominant grammatical mode in public
life, etc. In our cases, three declinations of the participatory grammar have been observed.

II. The variations of the participatory grammar
As noticed earlier, grammars have historical roots that can be traced back and are therefore an
emanation and hybridizing of a certain political culture. As a consequence, the participatory grammar
takes different forms given the national context in which it is embedded. The meaning attributed to
citizen participation is therefore relatively different in France, Spain and Italy, even if they also share
some common features as being part of a southern European group. In France, the participatory
grammar mainly took the form of a transformation and re-conceptualisation of French republicanism –
based on the idea that the common good means generality, it is located in the centre and embodied in
national elected representatives. The concept of “proximity democracy” mostly used to frame citizen
participation makes sense in this context, and relies on a legitimacy justification of citizen
participation and a will to recreate shrinking social ties. The concept of “proximity” has seen an
impressive development and success since the end of the 1990s in France; so much so that it translated
into a law “on proximity democracy”, sign of the largely shared (but with great nuances in the
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meaning attributed to the concept by the actors) grammatical framework. On the contrary, in Spain and
Italy, the participatory grammar remained more circumscribed to a certain set of actors or regions. The
rise of the participatory grammar was nevertheless more widespread in Italy than in Spain, and mostly
took the form of a managerial discourse on administration modernization and efficiency through
citizen participation. Conflictive participatory grammars can nevertheless be heard, as more radical
discourses are also framed, putting the emphasis on the role of citizen participation in the deepening of
democracy itself. Finally, the Spanish case, given the recent history of its democratic system, is
marked by a weak participatory grammar; the dominant civic culture conducting citizens to passivity,
moderation and de-politization. The few participatory voices that can be heard are therefore a
minority, and relatively radical, justifying citizen participation as a means to foster social justice.

1. The transformation of French republicanism: the emergence of proximity democracy
The appeal to citizen participation has mainly taken the form of “proximity democracy” in the French
context. How can the specificity of the formulation of the civic republican grammar and the
participatory imperative in France be explained? The recent emergence of this concept cannot be
understood unless replaced in the specific French civic tradition and its evolutions in the last 30 years,
with the progressive transformation of the conception of legitimacy and the common good.
The recent evolution of the French civic culture has to be understood in the context of a large crisis of
representative government, present in every European country but maybe deeper in France.332 From
1977 to 2002, every national election (presidential or legislative) has resulted in the defeat of the
incumbents. Abstention rates have also largely increased in the last 20 years, reaching 42.3% in the
2002 Legislative elections.333 In 2002, Le Pen – leader of the populist right – is present for the first
time at the second turn of a presidential election, the candidate of the left, Jospin, arriving 3rd at the
first round. A few years later, the referendum on the European constitutional treaty offers a new sign
of the growing distance between representatives and their constituency: while 92% of the members of
parliament pronounced in favour of the ratification, 55% of the electorate voted against it. Polls
regularly show that a majority of citizens do not trust politicians and do not expect much from them.
This distance has sociological roots too: the elected representatives do not embody a fair
representation of the diversity of the national population. Women, the youth, and immigrants are
clearly under-represented in Parliament and in most representative bodies, in higher proportions than
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in other Western democracies.334 Intermediary bodies are also particularly weak. Political parties are
far from being mass parties, despite the recent rise of membership after 2002. Membership rates in
trade unions are also among the lowest among European countries (together with Italy and Spain
however). The distance between elites and citizens has also been nourished by 30 years of gloomy
economic and social climate, the rise of inequalities (Castel, 1995), which put the French social model
in question. Politics is no longer seen as a lever to change things, due to the negative impact of
politico-financial scandals, the little of room for manoeuvre in a context of increased European
integration and globalization.
This crisis takes also its roots in the exhaustion of the country main normative frame of public action.
“French republicanism” – claimed to be inherited from 1789 and Jacobinism – has been consensual
among governing political parties for long. Elected representatives were seen as the embodiment of the
general interest expressed in elections, citizens’ claims being understood as necessarily particularistic
and self-centred. As Rosanvallon made clear, the French political culture was defined by a
conceptualisation of the common good in terms of generality (Rosanvallon 2004). Influenced by the
traditional defiance towards intermediary bodies (since Law Le Chapelier, in 1791), any attempt to
include citizens in decision-making processes was considered suspiciously as opening the door to
lobbies and parochial interests. Local interest is framed, in the French political culture, as factions,
opposed to the common good. Any claim coming from society not expressed through the ballot box is
thus considered illegitimate (Rosanvallon 2006: 113-117). Political worth meant distance between the
centre and the periphery, between representatives and the people, and allowed efficiency, impartiality
and legitimacy. For decades, the universal suffrage was the sole and unique means to achieve
democratic legitimacy in France. But, as we saw, the decline of participation rates, the growing
dissatisfaction with ruling elites and the lack of trust in the political system pushed to reform.
The critique of French republicanism is probably as old as the model itself, but took a more decisive
turn in the 1970’s. The emergence of the “second left”, arguing for a more self-organised society –
with the concept of “autogestion” – was a clear sign of this change.335 Urban social movements put
into question the technocratic and authoritarian aspects of the development model of the “Trente
Glorieuses”. From the 1960’s onwards, associations have been increasingly integrated in the
production of public policies and the delivery of public services. Associations have thus often
developed as auxiliaries to the State. In rupture with the traditional defiance with intermediary bodies,
associations have thus been recognised as having a central role in the construction of the general
interest. This corresponded with a will to restructure the State and transfer some of its competences to
actors closer to local realities. The decentralisation wave of 1982 has to be understood as part of the
same structural evolution. The idea that proximity – especially in the allocation of services –
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associated with a more efficient and fair State, emerged at that time due to criticisms of bureaucracy
and inefficiency from both leftist movements and neo-liberal actors. Facing a blocked and immobile
state, civil society was supposed to bring more dynamism and energy. Such discourses were constant
in official reports and documents – especially from the Plan – in the mid-1970s. The organization of
the State was therefore sensitively transformed from the 1970’s onwards, as illustrated in the different
laws praising and pushing forward the growing involvement of citizens in decisions affecting their
daily life (see chapter 2). This does not mean, however, that the French political culture evolved
radically. As Rosanvallon underlined: “Si l’organisation jacobine première a été corrigée, la culture
politiques de la généralité est restée dans les têtes avec toutes ses conséquences en terme de
conception de la souveraineté ou de l’intérêt général. Les prétentions du monde politique à incarner
seul l’intérêt social ont continué de leur côté à peser.”336 This paradox largely explains the form taken
by the participatory democracy grammar in France, i.e. the concept of “proximity democracy.”
Parliamentary discussions on the Vaillant Law on “proximity democracy”, finally adopted in February
2002, offer a good overview on the different conceptions of citizen participation in the French context.
Some MPs, embodying traditional republicanism – and present on both sides of the political spectrum
– were opposed to the possibility of including lay citizens in the discussion of public policies. They
accepted the principle of the generalization of neighbourhood councils, but feared its dire
consequences for democracy: it would both weaken elected officials legitimacy and foster the
expression of parochial interests. For them, the general interest can only stem from universal suffrage
and only national representatives are able to embody it. The formulation of a socialist MP is extremely
telling from this perspective: “On ne gouverne bien que de loin, mais on n’administre bien que de près
[car] dans une bonne gestion démocratique, la distance permet d’éviter de confondre l’expression des
intérêts particuliers avec l’intérêt général et de ne pas céder aux pressions conjoncturelles.”337 These
positions, even if they had a certain impact on the tone of the debate, were however minoritarian, a
majority of MPs being ready to institutionalise citizen participation through law. A large consensus
existed among the MPs on the growing distance between citizens and politicians, and on the fact that
participation could help solve this legitimacy crisis by fostering mutual trust, listening and dialogue
between elite and the base. They refused the reference to the term “participatory democracy” in the
law, preferring that of “proximity”, despite the interventions of some Communist party members
pushing for a more radical interpretation. Most MPs insisted on the fact that while only universal
suffrage grants the legitimacy to interpret the common good, elected officials have nevertheless to
listen and take into account the expression of citizens’ private interests. Representatives keep the
monopoly of the definition of the general interest, but citizens have to express their needs and interests
in neighbourhood councils, playing a role of intermediation between politicians and the population.
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Proximity democracy is therefore inhabited by a strong internal tension: on the one hand, it makes it
clear that elected officials keep the monopoly of the definition of the common good, on the other it
insists on the need to dialogue with the citizens. This dialogue is permitted by the direct contact
between political elites and the people, and mostly takes the form of an interpellation of the former by
the latter. Conceptualised in this way, participatory democracy could not challenge the very
foundations of representative government; the latter being only complemented by participatory inputs.
This explains why neighbourhood councils were not granted any decision-making power in the law,
being seen as mere consultative bodies in the eyes of French MPs. This understanding of citizen
participation was summed up in the popular concept of proximity, meaning spatial, physical,
sociological reduction of distance between elites and constituency to allow communication, dialogue
and understanding between them.
The emergence of the concept of proximity in the French political vocabulary has to be interpreted
further to understand the nature of the civic republican grammar in France. The conception of
democratic legitimacy has evolved and can no longer be reduced to universal suffrage. Due to the
growing complexity of modern societies, the impact of political action is more difficult to assess and
to judge. As a consequence, elections have lost part of their centrality. They allow designating political
elites but do not automatically grant legitimacy to their actions (Rosanvallon 2006: 118-120).
Legitimacy therefore requires a constant consultation and dialogue among the different actors affected
by decisions (Blondiaux & Sintomer 2002). The recurrent use of the word proximity has to be
understood in this framework. While historically the common good has stemmed from the distance
between political power and the masses, the former filtering the irrational desires of the later, it is now
necessary to create proximity, contact, presence and understanding among citizens and representatives.
The filter is still necessary, but representatives need a channel to hear the claims and needs of the
population. The political culture of generality that rejected the local level and associated direct contact
and communication to clientelism and partiality has evolved. The common good is no longer defined
in opposition to private interests but in their continuation (Le Bart & Lefebvre 2005). Generality
would no longer be the only legitimate mode of expression in the public sphere, references to local
peculiarities, specific interests and emotions as signs of authenticity would be acceptable as well. We
will see nevertheless that while it is possible to start from the personal and peculiar it remains
necessary to generalize one position to be seen as a legitimate speaker (see chapter 7 especially).
References to proximity – rather than participation for instance – especially in laws and reports written
by elected representatives, is not fully surprising however. By framing the newly created institutions
as embedded in a framework of proximity, politicians managed to remain at the centre of the political
system. Proximity moderates the radical potential of participatory democracy as illustrated in the case
of Porto Alegre. While participatory democracy requires autonomous public arenas for citizens,
proximity necessarily implies the presence of elected officials in the game (Lefebvre 2005).
Conceptualised in this way, elected officials can gain a lot from citizen participation. They get
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information inputs from citizens, it provides them with public forums to justify their actions, and when
citizens are more directly involved it allows sharing responsibilities and thus creating legitimacy and
consensus by including all the potential critics and troublemakers. It is therefore no surprise that in
most French cases of participatory democracy – even in participatory budgets – elected officials
participate directly to the process and even keep a central role in the decisions, at odds with other
participatory practices in Southern Europe and Latin America.
One final point has to be made on the origins and the valorisation of the concept of proximity.
Proximity is not new in the French political culture and has been associated with the definition of the
common good in terms of generality. To counter-balance the abstraction of the general interest
embodied in national representatives, universal suffrage and the reign of law, French revolutionaries
constantly praised the virtues of fraternity, solidarity and friendship at the roots of the social contract.
The best example comes probably from Rousseau himself, at the roots of an abstract definition of the
general interest in the Social Contract, and Romantic writer praising sensations, civic religion,
national fests to humanise the glacial coldness of totality. As Rosanvallon underlined: “Les vertus de
l’intime et du proche, les douceurs du foyer et la chaleur de l’amitié prenne pendant cette période une
importance inédite. […] Le principe de bienveillance (de proximité) n’a cessé de contrebalancer et
d’accompagner dans la culture politique révolutionnaire la tendance à absolutiser l’intérêt général
(abstrait).”338 Hence the French motto: “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity.” This last term, implying a form
of physical and social proximity, has always been considered necessary to nuance the distance created
by such an abstract definition of the common good. Proximity would therefore be as old as
representative government itself. It has nevertheless taken different forms in history, and it is possible
to hypothesize that participatory democracy is its modern face. Its constant invocation, however, could
indicate that proximity is in some regard in crisis: as it stopped being self-evident, it became necessary
to claim it (Lefebvre 2005).

2. Italy: The development of a managerial style public administration?
Even if it has been recently developing, the participatory grammar is less pervasive in Italy than in
France. Its recent emergence has mostly taken the form of a managerial discourse on the renovation of
the public administration fostered by citizen participation. A more efficient public administration
requires opening voice access to citizens, framed as “users” or “clients.”339 This new narrative is
embedded in a broader political culture marked by depolitization and depolarization, which followed
the political scandals of the 1990s – coined Tangentopoli – and the repudiation of a divided past. In
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the long term indeed, Italy has been a highly politicised and fragmented society, along lines of class,
religion, ideology and above all geography.
Italian civic tradition owes a lot to the French one, as it followed the revolutionary move and forbid all
intermediary bodies, guilds and religious associations soon after the Le Chapelier Law passed on the
other side of the Alps. Like in France however, the number of associations and informal groupings
started to rise from the beginning of the 19th century onwards, in this “great surge of popular
sociability” described by Maurice Agulhon in the French case. Comparison with France might stop
here however, as Italy did not exist as a nation until 1870 and therefore did not know the political
centralization of its French counterparts. On the contrary, the making of the Italian nation was marked
by a wide defiance towards the State, Italians continuously giving their first loyalties to local
communities over the State (Koff & Koff: 25-27). The late unification and centralization of the
country is however insufficient to explain the defiance towards the State. The weak allegiance to the
nation also comes from a strong attachment to the commune, stemming from a long history of
communal government autonomy.340 While the State was associated with corruption and
authoritarianism, the commune appeared as the embodiment of liberty. Strong local sub-cultures
therefore developed to resist the centralising and uniformising tendencies associated with the NationState.341
Centuries of territorial and political fragmentation had left their traces. The fragmentation of the Italian
society took a new shape after the Second World War, with the opposition between the white and the
red Italy (Kertzer 1980). Putnam built up a strong argument on the differences between North and
South Italy, the North and especially the centre around Emilia-Romagna and Tuscany, having by large
much better institutional performance than the backwards South, marked by corruption and inefficient
public administration and a lack of economic development (Putnam 1993). Putnam explains these
crude differences mostly by the higher social capital and interpersonal trust hold by Northern regions
citizens – that have higher associational membership rates, higher participation rates in elections or
newspaper readership – in comparison with its weakness in the South. The North would be marked by
horizontal bonds of mutual solidarity, while the South characterised by vertical bonds of dependence
and domination. He then offers a historical or path-dependency explanation of this phenomenon,
tracing the roots of central Italy civicness in a history of self-government and autonomy, while the
South has been marked by vertical domination of lords over exploited peasants in the framework of a
feudal archaic system (Ibid: chapter 6). In some regards, the opposition constructed by Putnam does
not go without recalling the traditional imagery of Southern Europe vertical, masculine, authoritarian
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political culture, opposed to the horizontal, feminine, democratic political culture of the North. Some
pages, written 50 years before, share the same taste and disdain towards the Mediterranean world:
“La géographie de cette Méditerranée, où s’est formé l’esprit latin, porte à
l’individualisme, et l’esprit social s’y limite au clan […]. Rome a mis ici sa marque.
Les latins doivent à une certaine structure sociale, fondée sur la famille, le clan, la
clientèle partisane, institutions plus fortes, plus solides, plus durables que l’Etat luimême. Ils lui doivent aussi une certaine conception du droit : droit écrit, aux arrêtes
nettes et dures comme le profil de leur montagne dénudées, fondé sur la méfiance
[…] Le contraste est frappant avec la confiance qui est fond du droit britannique […]
Chez les Latins, la puissance de l’Etat est considérée, conçue comme extérieure et
supérieure à l’individu, pour ainsi dire transcendante : on peut s’en emparer comme
d’une arme, s’en servir comme un instrument de domination. […] Quelle différence
avec la notion anglo-saxonne de l’Etat, expression de la communauté, de l’Etat agent
et serviteur du citoyen qui lui a délégué ses pouvoirs !”342

On average, indeed, Italians are marked by a high level of distrust towards political parties and politics
in general, even if they consider democracy as the best form of government. Italians are known for
very high levels of political disaffection, not only since the 1990s Tengentopoli crisis, but in the last
40 years. The Italians’ relationship to politics appears nevertheless extremely ambivalent, as the
country has also known among the highest participation rates in local and national elections in
Western Europe. As Segatti argues: “Dissatisfaction seems to have a dual character. On the one hand,
because it is shaped by inherited cultural bias (subcultural legacies and ideological identities), it can be
conceived as a pre-disposition which is exogenous to the current political context. On the other, it
should also be understood as an endogenously primed-reaction to current political events and to the
actual behaviour of political elites and parties.”343 Strong ideological identities have generated
cynicism towards other parties, but also in relation to politicians in general. The universalistic
demands based on ideologies could hardly be met by the representative system, which created
frustration and dissatisfaction. Then, major political events, crisis, corruption, and low level of
government effectiveness at the beginning of the 1990s explain the high dissatisfaction with the
political system. The political and financial scandals of the beginning of the 1990s led to politics being
considered corrupted, dishonest and inefficient (Koff & Koff, 2000). The failures of the political
system were partly attributed to the high polarization of the history of the country (Pasquino 1992).
The refoundation of the Republic in 1993 was thus supposed to embody the rupture with a divided and
corrupted past with which Italy had to depart. It resulted in a growing depolarization and depolitization
of the country. In contrast with the deep ideological divide between Communists and Catholics, the
point was now to avoid conflict and rupture, to achieve practical public policies in a spirit of
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compromise. One of the key words of Italian political culture is nowadays to “avoid rupture” (“evitare
la spaccatura”). “Spaccatura” means above all a democratic victory achieved by the exclusion of the
margins or the minorities, i.e. a majoritarian imposition of a non-consensual decision.344 The point is
therefore now to achieve as far as possible consensual policies to avoid excluding part of the
population and being guided by ideological motives. This is reflected in the self-denomination of the
leading national political coalitions, defining themselves as “centre left” or “centre right”, despite
sometimes rather extreme political positioning.
The transformation of the Italian political culture after the crumbling down of the First Republic led to
a large renewal of the political personnel. At the local level, which is of utmost interest for us, new
men emerged, elected at the 1993 local elections. Without many political experience, nor formal
adhesion to any political party, they mostly based their support on civil society networks.345
Depolitization had probably reached its climax.346 The following elections of 1996 were marked by a
backward move of the pendulum towards a greater specialization and professionalisation of the local
political personnel. As many newly elected mayors of 1993 exit the game rapidly after their first
mandate, classical political party leaders (as the party system has had time to restructure and
reorganize in the meantime) went back on the front scene.347 This increasing professionalisation of the
political personnel appears as well as a form of depolitization, a good politician being understood as a
good manager of public resources, especially at the local level. These different trends – defiance
towards national politics, and new local governments’ styles – associated with Europeanization and
Globalization that made the State weaker, explain the emergence in the 1990’s of a new localism. It
refers to the revival of ethnic and regional movements, the shift towards decentralised structures of
economic production and demands for devolution of competences to lower level governments.348 It
translated, in the Italian case, in a growing regionalisation and devolution of competences, as well as
the development of new opportunities for participation offered to citizens.
In this context, the emergence of a participatory discourse took the form of a managerial style,
increased participation being associated with efficiency and responsiveness. Participants are not
framed as “citizens” but rather as “clients” or “users” of public services. Linked to the lack of
legitimacy of politics and the image of inefficiency attributed with public services, participation is a
means to achieve more efficiency and pragmatism in public spending. This managerial discourse is
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committed to the realization of “projects” understood as concrete, consensual and pragmatic public
policies, at odds with the ideological verbalism that once marked the Italian political culture.
A good illustration is the public administration modernization law passed by the centre-left
government at the beginning of 2007, also called “anti-nothingdoers”.349 Product of a large agreement
across the political spectrum (apart from the far-left), and among trade unions as well, it was firstly
aimed at increasing public administration efficiency by fostering careers mobility, “meritocracy”, outsourcing, reducing costs by making redundancy easier for inefficient public servants. One of the
justifications of the law was to deliver a better service to the citizens, by making public administration
“closer to the citizens”. One of the means to achieve such ends is also the participation of citizens in
the evaluations of public services; the procedural devices remained however vague at the time the
agreement was reached.
This law, and the vocabulary attached to it, reveals the evolution of the Italian civic grammar, more
participatory; but citizen participation being primarily associated with the modernization and
efficiency of public services. A more radical participatory discourse has nevertheless emerged,
relatively different from the consensual and dominant managerial one. Based on the inclusion of
citizens’ in public decision-making, especially at the local level, it is carried by political actors, mostly
on the left, from Rifondazione Comunista, to the Greens and environmental associations, some
members of the Socialist Party, some organizations linked to the no-global movement, and federated
through the New Commune Network (“la Rete del Nuovo Municipio”).350 Influenced by foreign
experiences (especially Porto Alegre), and formulated through a civic republican language,
participation is not understood as a way to increase efficiency, but to foster social justice, sustainable
development and the nurturing of an active citizenship. The meaning attributed to citizen participation
is therefore different from the dominant managerial style; it is more radical but also more isolated and
minoritarian. It is probably at the crossroads between the main discursive justification of participation
and this local radical democratic style that the norms and rules of the Municipio XI PB can be best
understood.

3. Spain: A participatory oasis in a desert of civic passivity and cynicism
Spanish democracy is young, and differs from this perspective from both Italy and France. The recent
authoritarian past paradoxically gives more legitimacy and stability to representative government and
therefore presents a less participatory civic grammar than the two previous cases. A participatory
discourse nevertheless recently emerged as well in Spain, mostly conveyed by the left and close in
some regards to the civic vocabulary used in the Italian case. As in Italy, the repudiation of a divided
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and violent past conducted to the emergence of a depolarised, moderate and consensual civic culture.
Despite this general depolitization of society, Spain remains attached to egalitarianism, a form of antiindividualism and the centrality of the State, articulated in a Republican grammar close to its French
traditional formulation, considering generality and universality as the core of the political system.
While the scholarship remains divided on this question, I agree with the statement of some of the best
specialists of the question, that a new political culture progressively arose in Spain with the transition
to democracy. Despite the historical legacies and the burgeoning cultural changes starting back in the
1960s and largely explaining the fall of the Franco dictatorship, it seems that a new political culture
arose in the 1980s.351 It is impossible to understand the emergence of this new cultural matrix without
referring to the discourse of the transition however. The transition to democracy was framed, by both
political elites and the masses, as “the period of consensus” or “the politics of consensus”. It has been
characterised by an agreement on the need for Spain to overcome the divisiveness and brutality of the
Civil war and embark on a new beginning. As in Italy, Spain had been divided in two between
Communists (or better “Republicans” in the Spanish case) and Catholics (Linz, 1972), and such
divisions have been responsible for both civil war and the dictatorship that followed. They had to be in
some regards forgotten and overcome to start democracy anew. The first consensus of the transition
was therefore the inevitability of the process of transition to democracy itself, which had performative
effects. As Laura Edles argues: “From a cultural perspective, the Spanish normalization of democracy
was a crucial mobilizing myth. It was not normative epiphenomena, i.e. a by-product of the structural
condition of democratization. In other words, the Spanish transition was a “success” because a
democratic, reconciliatory symbolic framework came to emerge and, even more importantly, sustain
itself throughout the Spanish transition.”352 A new national identity was in this framework ritualised.
Every consensual moment – the first democratic elections of 1977, the drafting of the Monclova Pact
and the drafting of the Constitution – gave the occasion to celebrate the shared (or thought as such)
symbolic framework in which the evil and confrontational civil war and Franco era were opposed to
the sacred democratic system and national reconciliation.
This consensual framework was successful in stabilizing democracy in Spain but resulted in the
passivity of the public. Spanish citizens got used to seeing democracy as a “finished commodity”,
coming from above and promoted by leaders, in which active participation makes little difference.
Hence the low levels of political efficacy noted in most survey research.353 Spaniards passively
support democracy, without caring too much about it, as they mostly feel powerless when it comes to
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politics.354 The Spanish political culture has therefore been labelled “democratic cynicism”, combining
a strong support for democracy and a lack of interest with politics.355 The Spanish conception of
democracy after the transition was therefore highly formal and institutional, where politics is firstly
the matter of the parties, and above all of their leaders, and where citizens and civil society
participation is seen as residual. Spanish civil society has therefore been constantly analysed as weak,
rampant or passive, in comparison to the other Western democracies. Spain is for instance the country
with the lowest number of associations per capita in Europe. In 1998, 28% of the Spanish population
was involved in at least one association, 34% of the Italians, 40% of the French, and 85% of the
Swedes and 53% of the British.356 The conclusion of one of the specialists of Spanish civil society is
rather telling from this perspective: in Spain “democracy has not produced a particularly ‘disengaged’
generation, but it has not produced increasingly active citizens neither.”357 Spaniards are no more
disengaged today that they used to be at the dusk of the Franco regime, in which most associations
were simply prohibited! In other words, democracy has not translated into more active civic
participation, it remained stable. More importantly, being a good citizen in contemporary Spain firstly
means remaining passive and moderate. Participation is not seen as a political virtue, as Benedicto
underlines: “This situation is strenghtened by the inexistance of a cultural matrix of discourses, rites
and symbols valorising political participation as a civic virtue of the ‘good citizen’.”358
This public grammar cannot only be understood by the recent move to democracy however. Other
factors, linked to economic and social structures, as well as certain historical legacies appear crucial as
well from this perspective. Firstly, most of the Spanish regions did not go through a fully developed
industrial phase; they almost moved from an agriculture-based economy to a service centred one. As a
consequence, Spain has never had mass parties like most Western democracies from the end of 19th to
the end of 20th century. They directly moved to a catch-all type party, in which parties and politicians
appear detached from citizens’ everyday life and cannot count on the support of millions of rank-andfile militants.359 Hence the automatic distance between citizens and parties. Another important factor is
the dictatorship legacy. There were indeed high depolitization pressures under the Franco regime, in
which citizens were expected to be passive and obedient rather than active and participatory.
Associations, unions and political parties were merely forbidden. Finally, the already evoked symbolic
aspects of the transition to democracy gave the final touch to the consecration of the depolitization and
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moderation of society. The consequence of such a cultural code was therefore the moderation of
opinions and practices – justified by a reference to the evil past of radicalism and polarization.
How can participatory democracy experiences have emerged in such an unfavourable context? It has
to be stressed that participatory democracy developed in Spain as a minority practice, and was hardly
backed up by a nationally shared participatory grammar. It developed in certain regions and cities,
with either strong national identities (Catalonia and Basque Country, Valencia) or strong politization
tradition, such as the red Andalusia. Andalusia has indeed a long history of agrarian revolts and
mobilization, and has been a communist stronghold for decades, in Cordoba even more than in Sevilla.
Spanish participatory practices were therefore often the result of radical political initiatives, mostly
from the Left of the political spectrum, i.e. the PSOE and IU, each having its own definition of
participatory democracy, the former rather associative-based, the latter more grassroots style. These
radical political initiatives could then lean on Spanish population progressiveness. Spaniards, despite
their depolitization, are indeed among the most progressive citizens of Europe. The rejection of
inequalities, the importance of social justice against individual achievement and merit, and the central
role attributed to the State to mitigate the negative effects of liberalism are indeed at the core of
Spanish public grammars, even if framed in a moral rather than political idiom.360 Despite a large
disenchantment with politics, Spanish citizens grant the State an important role in social welfare as
they reject individualism and liberalism all together. The framing of Sevilla PB as necessary to foster
social justice could therefore find a positive echo in the population.

4. Unfavourable grounds for the blossoming of participatory democracy?
French, Italian and Spanish cultural configurations do not seem to constitute favourable grounds for
the blossoming of participatory democracy. The three countries are marked by a tradition of high
centralization and reduced local autonomy, resulting in little decision-making power for local
governments to share with citizens. Even if they have recently undergone a movement towards more
decentralization – and even a constitutional arrangement close to federalism in Spain –, local
governments remain weak in comparison to many other European countries. Then, overall, the three
selected countries are among the worst in the traditional rankings of civicness: they lack civic spirit,
have a higher level of distrust in politics and politicians than the rest of Europe, low levels of political
efficacy, weak civil society with few individuals engaged in associations, political parties or trade
unions. Given their recent political history, Italy and Spain aimed at a rupture with a divided, violent,
conflictive and corrupted past. It resulted in the emergence of a moderated, consensual, depoliticised
political culture. Cleavages are rejected, and consensus and compromise praised. In any case, these
countries seem to offer the worst cultural conditions for the development and stabilization of
successful experiments of participatory democracy. Despite these cultural hints, these three countries
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appear on the top of the list when it comes to the number of experiments of citizen participation,
especially at the local level and institutionalised in participatory budgets (see Chapters 2 and 3). How
can such a paradox be explained? What allowed particularly empowered cases of participatory
budgeting to develop in such contexts? Part of the answer seems to lie in the political will of the
instigators of the process, and even more in their distinctive style, largely inherited from certain
historical features and local political cultural specificities.

III. The PB styles: Local political culture and civic customs in interaction
The participatory imperative is locally enacted by some actors, who filter this grammar according to
the local political culture in which the institutions and the groups are embedded. From this
perspective, studying PB from a pragmatist perspective presents a specificity, as the styles of the
groups are mostly created by the instigators of the participatory experiments. As top-down institutions,
created by municipalities following a political program, participatory budgets gather together different
types of actors, but mostly elected representatives, public officials in charge of the organization of the
process and lay participants, citizens of the commune. The two first groups of actors play a crucial role
– directly or indirectly – in defining the rules of the game and the specific style of the group. As a
political project, the PB and the meaning its instigators attribute to it, also depends on the local
political culture in which it is embedded. By local political culture, I mean the former civic practices
and customs of the municipality. Participatory budgets – as we saw (see Chapter 3) – did not emerged
from a tabula rasa, but from previous experiences aimed at fostering citizen participation. More
broadly, the type of relationships and interactions developed between elected officials, public
functionaries and citizens during decades influences the style a group is able to adopt. It would be
misleading however to consider that citizens passively endorse this style and do not play any role in
interpreting it and shaping it in interaction. It is the subtle interplay between civic customs inherited
from the local political culture, the interpretation of what is a PB by the instigators of the process, and
the interactions among the different actors that explain the adoption of a specific style by a PB group.
A group style is therefore: “a recurrent pattern of interaction that arises from a group’s shared
assumptions about what constitutes good or adequate participation in the group setting.”361 Three
dimensions appear crucial in determining the group styles in which each of the selected cases are
embedded: the symbolic boundaries of the group (Lamont & Fournier, 1992), i.e. the way it relates to
the wider world, thus defining a “they” and a “we”; the speech norms, defining what proper arguments
and behaviours are, thus defining the role of the “good citizen”; the bonds among the members of the
group (are they more or less cooperative or conflictive, hierarchical or horizontal), i.e. the mutual
obligations actors give to one another.
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The ways in which the rules of the game appear to the researcher are double: they are either explicitly
voiced as such, i.e. as positive rules, or they are recalled and redefined in situations of crisis
(“épreuve”), when actors disagree on the rules or when some of them do not respect them. It is through
the analysis of disagreements and conflicts that a public grammar reveals itself, by putting into lights
the boundaries of the socially acceptable arguments.362 Most of the civic customs described here are
therefore the result of two years of regular observation of these groups. As will be seen, the three cases
share some stylistic similarities, mostly coming from the participatory grammar they all enact. Speech
norms always require of PB participants to show a commitment for the common good, even if this
concept is framed differently as “the general interest”, “concrete projects” and “basic needs.” Then,
the participatory grammar requires a form of practicality from the participants, which gave rise to a
specific relationship to politics seen as both politicking (idealism, political schemes and plots) and a
strive for the common good. Again, the PB styles gave rise to different forms of definition of
legitimate politicisation, which might affect participants differently.

1. The proximity style in Morsang-sur-Orge: A bonded communist bastion
To understand the style adopted by Morsang-sur-Orge PB groups we should first of all focus on the
speech norms ruling the discursive interactions of the public assemblies. Public discussion indeed
plays a central role in Morsang-sur-Orge PB decision-making process, most of the projects being
elaborated, refined and decided through collective discussion. The first aim of the neighbourhood
councils and thematic workshops is to allow individuals expressing their views and judgements, which
are listened to and sometimes answered by the elected representatives present at the meeting. The
public grammar defining the civic competences required of the participants emerges in the interplay
between the members of the municipal majority, the public functionaries in charge of the organisation
of the participatory process and the regular participants of the local institutions. First of all, to be seen
as competent citizens, actors have to participate regularly in the deliberative arenas. It implies a
regular physical presence in the public meetings. As they are offered an opportunity to have their say,
citizens who do not participate in the participatory institutions appear “individualist” or “couldn’t give
a damn people.”363 There is indeed a strong participatory requirement pushing people to participate
and voice their opinions. As one participant once said in a public meeting: “Those who are here are the
best ones [citizens].”364 As their mere presence means a form of support for the participatory
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process,365 those who participate easily appear as “people who care about the common good”. A
competent citizen is also someone able to mobilise his/her friends, neighbours and acquaintances.
He/she therefore has to have a certain social capital to be granted a good reputation. As the legitimacy
of the participatory process depends a great deal on the number of participants, citizens have to be
well-known, sociable and recognized as such in their community. The good citizen is a connected
man.
To be considered competent, citizens not only have to participate in the public meetings; they above
all have to speak in front of the assembly. It is the capacity to speak in conformity with the
grammatical rules of the setting that allows actors to be granted the good citizen label. In Morsangsur-Orge, a competent citizen cannot express self-interested, parochial or personal troubles in the
framework of the public meetings. Those who express parochial arguments are indeed generally
labelled “ball-breakers”, “pain in the neck”, “loud-mouths”366, etc. An excerpt from a meeting of a
neighbourhood committee is very telling from this perspective:

The meeting started with a discussion about the new urban organisation project of
the neighbourhood, presented at the previous session. After 5 or 6 people having
expressed their views on the project, it was Josiane’s turn to speak. However,
surprising everybody in the room as the whispers and comments showed, Josiane
started to speak – in a rather aggressive way – of a completely different topic: “I’d
like the bus stop in front of my house to be removed! I don’t feel at home anymore
since it’s been put there. Would it be that complicated to move it 50 metres? What
should I do for that? I’m fed up! I’m really fed up! You have to do something about
it!” Jacky, member of the technical services of the municipality, answered rather
harshly: “There’s nothing to be done about it! I’m sorry! It would require a lot of
permits and official authorisations. And it doesn’t depend on us anymore; it is a
competence of the agglomeration community.” The answer was not sufficient for
Josiane however: “Ok, but this bus stop was not here when we bought the house!
Otherwise …” Given the increasing tension of the discussion, Francis, the
participatory democracy official, intervened: “You know Madam, bus stops depend
of a multiplicity of actors: the region, the agglomeration, the police, the firemen, etc.
It’s not to duck the question, but … you know, the problem with bus stops, is that
they are great as long as they are in front of other people houses.” The audience
became more and more critical. Jokes started to burst forth: “It’s always better in
front of other houses, hum!”; “you should move out!”; “ok, we got your point, this is
useless!” The discussion became a mess and finished in an atmosphere of disgrace
for this woman.367

This excerpt illustrates how parochial arguments can be expressed publicly in Morsang-sur-Orge
assemblies – the publicity of the interactions does not make them disappear as argued by some
deliberative democrats – but they are heavily sanctioned. In this case, this woman received a double
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sanction, as she was both publicly ridiculed by the comments of the other participants – and especially
those of a local councillor, granted an important symbolic capital – and she was then labelled “ballbreaker”, expression often used to qualify “nymbists” and incompetent citizens, those who do not
follow the grammatical rules of the institution. Explicitly interested arguments are therefore
illegitimate in these public arenas; and despite the value attributed to proximity, a form of rhetorical
globalization – even if starting from a personal trouble – remains necessary to be competent in this
grammatical configuration (see as well chapter 7). Being competent in Morsang-sur-Orge public
assemblies requires using common good arguments, i.e. arguments framed in a way that is seen by
others as promoting the common good. Interestingly, the vocabulary used by actors makes explicit
references to the “general interest”. The aim of the participatory process, as well as the motivation of
any argument or proposal, has to be in the general interest of the local community. Far from being
idiosyncratic, this seems to fit the formulation of the participatory grammar in France.
The common good is defined in a highly political fashion in Morsang-sur-Orge however, even if
political arguments have to be mobilised in a proper way. To be seen as competent, citizens should not
adopt an overly critical or questioning role towards the municipal majority. Clear attacks of the
municipal majority during public meetings appear to be politicking and do not grant their authors a
good reputation. Partisan politics is thus excluded from the range of acceptable arguments within the
deliberative assemblies. This could have led to a form of apolitical definition of civic competence, the
good citizen being one rejecting political treatment of public problems to opt for pragmatic and
technical solutions. This is indeed often the case in French cases of participatory democracy
(Rosanvallon 2006; Nonjon 2005; Le Bart & Lebevre 2005). The picture is however a little more
complex in Morsang-sur-Orge. Politization is valorised, especially when it takes the form of a
membership on the left of the political spectrum, but it should not be expressed explicitly within the
public meetings. A participant voicing overly politicised arguments would be disqualified and labelled
“sectarian” or “political schemer”. There is indeed a discursive division of labour between the
different actors participating in Morsang-sur-Orge public discussions. As local elected representatives’
participate in the assemblies, the task of politicising the discussion falls to them almost naturally. They
are the only ones to feel legitimate enough to talk about politics in the pubic discussions. They
regularly refer to “the politics of the government”, “globalisation”, “the interior minister”, etc., to
impute responsibilities to the daily problems experienced by the citizens. An excerpt from a
neighbourhood council meeting where the Mayor of the city intervened is pretty clear from this point
of view:

François: “I have lived in this city since I was three months old and I never had so
many troubles in my life. My car was robbed twice […] so I’d like to know what
your plans in terms of security are?”
The mayor, generalising the issue immediately by invoking the role of the State: “It
is the State that is in charge of citizens’ security. We are fighting to get more
resources locally, to get more policemen in the district, but it’s not easy. We were
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even received by the interior minister, M. Sarkozy, to ask for more resources, but
nothing has happened since then despite his promises. He kept on saying the number
of policemen increases, but it’s not true everywhere. We have to fight with them to
get more policemen.”
François, obviously not convinced: “You’re saying it’s a struggle between you [the
municipality] and them [the government]?”
The mayor: “No! Not ‘you’, between ‘us’ and them!”
François: “Ok, but what I see in the end, is that nothing is done!”
The mayor: “It is by standing together that we’ll be able to change things. […]”
François, getting more and more aggressive: “Ok, but you are the one to represent
us, and I’m not gonna see Sarkozy myself.”
The mayor: “No, we have to be all together. When we went to see Sarkozy, some
inhabitants came with me, with a petition with thousands of signatures. And I can tell
you it created a different relationship than if I had been there on my own!”
François: “Well, basically we have to wait to get robbed for an action to be started.”
The mayor: “What we need now is more resources. It is just like the way
decentralisation was done by the government: more competences, but with less and
less resources. All this is really unfair. The other day I was in Paris, and there were
policemen everywhere … and for us we have to strive for it.”368

This excerpt shows clearly the role played in Morsang-sur-Orge by town councillors – in this case the
mayor – in the generalisation and politicization of the discussion. While the discussion starts with the
presentation of a personal trouble – a robbed car – a collective discussion follows about the origins of
the insecurity problems and the means to solve them. The mayor uses different types of arguments,
and highlights especially the lack of resources of the police. The collective discussion is thus
immediately politicised as it moves from a personal trouble to national political issues, such as the
recent decentralisation wave of the government or the security policy of the Interior Minister. The
discussion thus moves from a personal interpellation – “I got robbed, what can you do about it?” – to a
more critical mode – “It is the government’s responsibility”. Local politicians thus try to raise citizens’
political awareness and eventually to mobilise them on local political issues opposing the municipality
to other administrative tiers (ruled by opponent political parties especially).369 In so doing, they map
out the symbolic boundaries of the group – in a highly political manner – opposing the good local
community to the conservative enemies, whether they are the right wing government, the European
Central Bank or the WTO. The local community is thus understood as a “besieged citadel”, an island
in a sea of liberalism. The image of the besieged citadel or bastion is not uncommon, and often used to
characterize cities with a long Communist tradition. The bastion offers the image of a bounded local
community (“la communauté villageoise”), happy to live together, closed and perfectly resisting the
mainstream to keep its identity.370
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The boundaries of the group not only exclude conservative institutions, but also parochial inhabitants.
Local representatives often present themselves as the sole holders of the common good, facing
individuals only moved by their private interests. Participation of the members of the municipal
majority in these public meetings has in this regard no other function than the framing of the
discussions to be sure that the common good – the “general interest” in the French civic culture – will
be defended against local corporatism. The participatory democracy secretary is very clear from this
perspective: “The investment choices made by the citizens were pretty much those we [town
representatives] would have done. And it was really reassuring for us. I was among those who were a
bit scared at first, and who would have framed and controlled the process a little more, so that they
won’t be any trouble. So it’s true, at the beginning these public meetings were moderated, organised
and controlled by the town representatives”.371 The situation has not evolved drastically since then. In
the French civic culture, the local level has been traditionally associated with special interests,
corporatism, clientelism and eventually corruption (Rosanvallon, 2004). In some regards, local
representatives reproduce towards the citizens who are active at the micro-local level the criticisms of
corporatism addressed by the central State. As granted a democratic legitimacy elected representatives
can always use a “Nimby” argument to disqualify incompetent citizens.
In identifying a “they”, these actors also define a “we”, creating a community with specific types of
bonds. In the previous excerpt, the Mayor explicitly transformed the participant’s claim from a
you/they, to an us/them conflict, thus including the resident in the definition of the legitimate local
community, opposed to the right-wing national government. Even if elected officials would like to
include all the population inside the community, the PB participants are clearly seen as insiders, as
good citizens caring for the general interest. The bonds created among this group of good citizens,
participating regularly, are relatively loose and superficial however, as the groups do not meet so
regularly, and meetings have to be efficient, centred on specific issues to solve rapidly. The type of
interactions among the group members are therefore relatively formal, as the core of the group life is
constituted by the PB meeting that does not imply an important personal or emotional commitment for
the actors. The instigators of the PB – mostly the municipality and the PB functionaries – try
nevertheless to strengthen the group bonds, by organizing what is framed as “convivial activities.”
These activities aimed at creating “social links”, “a good atmosphere” or merely “to help people talk to
each other”, are oriented towards both the PB participants and the population at large. Thus, to go
further than the mere formal collective discussion that preceded, a small buffet is often organized at
the end of PB meetings, where a few drinks, crepes or biscuits are offered to the participants that
finally have an occasion to talk to each other. But the city has also broader “convivial” initiatives,
directed at the population at large – such as “Hello neighbours!” where big picnics are organised in the
streets among neighbours – in which PB participants often play an active role in the organization. In
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this case, the organization of convivial activities allows PB members to work together and thus creates
stronger bonds amongst them. The bonds of the group are therefore strengthened by acting collectively
for the community. Interestingly, these two aspects – a disinterested and general promotion of the
common good, and the valorisation of fraternity, friendship and conviviality – are at the core of the
French civic culture since 1789, fraternity being understood as a necessary counter-weight to the
impersonal power of the law (Rosanvallon 2004: 41-47). The type of civic customs developed by
Morsang-sur-Orge PB is therefore an actualization of a century long tradition.
If elected representatives often consider themselves as the sole holders of the common good, they
nevertheless try to encourage, value and reward citizens who adopt the good postures. Criticising the
parochialism of some participants, they try to encourage (what they see as) disinterested behaviours.
By defining what is acceptable or not to say in these public meetings, elected representatives thus
define what being a competent citizen participating in these assemblies means. A competent citizen
has to work for the common good, frame his arguments and propositions in ways that are seen as
compatible with the interest of the community. If the “good citizen” cannot be too politicised, he/she
has to adopt a “globalised rhetoric”372 that can be seen as “politics in the noble sense of the word.” As
a morsaintois participant says in a documentary made by the municipality on the participatory process:
“But politics, it’s not that [he just evoked partisan politics]. And it’s true that someone that would say:
‘I don’t make politics, but I participate in the [participatory] process’, he makes politics … but the true
one … not the fake one!” This sentence sums up the good way to commit oneself in the participatory
process. Luc, being among the ten citizens selected to give their opinions on the meaning of the
participatory process, has been granted the status of good citizen. He is seen as competent enough to
express himself in front of a camera to define what the meaning of his participation is. This sentence
being selected in the movie among the many rushes is considered appropriate by the organisers of the
process. Civic competence in Morsang-sur-Orge therefore means participating in the local institutions,
attracting acquaintances in the process and speaking appropriately in the assemblies, framing one’s
argument as fitting with what is collectively defined as the common good. We will see in the next
section that civic competence in Rome’s local assemblies is not that different.

2. Democracy as concrete achievements: Alterglobalist in power in Rome Municipio XI
As inclusive institutions open to all the inhabitants of a given territory, there should not be any group
per se in participatory budgeting arenas. Some, however, participate more regularly than others, are
more integrated in the process and end up forming a group.373 In Rome, this process is proceduralised,
as delegates are elected, and meet up every month to set up local projects. The groups in the Roman
PB are therefore composed of PB delegates and facilitators, i.e. hardly ever more than 10 people in
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each neighbourhood. The style of Rome PB groups is relatively different from that of Morsang-surOrge, in that it attributes a different meaning to the common good, less attached to generality as a
political principle. Embedded in a different local and national political culture, much less centralised
and unified than the French political model, the Roman PB gives rise to both a more politicised but
also more specific approach to the common good. In Rome, as in Morsang-sur-Orge and Seville,
egoism and self-interest are rejected as appropriate justifications. The meanings attributed to
selfishness and the common good are relatively different from one case to the other however.
As Rome PB process is a mix of discursive and aggregative phases, all centred on the emergence,
refinement and vote of local projects, the best way to scrutinize the style developed by the PB groups
is probably to start by evaluating the definition of the “good proposal” given by actors in situation. A
“good proposal” is generally defined as: (1) entering within the competences of the Municipio (thus
not being unrealizable or mere idealism); (2) not being too expensive; (3) affecting the neighbourhood
as a whole (rather than only a part of it); and (4) creating an added-value for the neighbourhood (out of
the ordinary spending of the Municipio). Thus, once in Montagnola assembly, Antonio, one of the
leaders of the group, seemed surprised when he read the verbale that most of his proposals had been
rejected by the technical services. He therefore asked the facilitators: “How come all my proposals are
either missing or considered as signalizations?” Eugenia answered him, laughing: “Maybe because
they were all wrong.”374 There are, therefore, good and bad, or rather, right and wrong proposals in a
PB assembly. Although the discussions are probably less framed than in the Morsang-sur-Orge
assemblies, there is no carte blanche to say or propose anything. In the Municipio XI too, what is
thinkable or not, i.e., what can be voiced or not by the public is defined by the interactions between the
facilitators and the participants. Even if the latter are not part of the Municipality, they do nevertheless
embody a certain definition of what a good citizen is and should be, by defining what can or cannot
say a PB participant.
The discursive division of labour also includes the regular participants to the group, who recall the
rules when they are infringed. One of the most central discursive norms of Roman PB groups is the
interdiction of self-interested positions. This does not mean that selfish arguments are never voiced,
but that they are sanctioned by the group. An excerpt where a newcomer appeared extremely selfcentred to the group and created a tense interaction is pretty telling from this perspective:

Mazia came for the first time to a PB meeting, and was apparently motivated by a
personal trouble: the trees in her street had not been cut down for a long time and
their branches created a danger for cars, pedestrians, etc. She wanted to make a
proposal to the BP on this issue, but was apparently frustrated when she learnt that it
was impossible as this was already the last PB session of the year, and no new
proposal could be made. The other participants – regular ones – invited her to
participate anyway, as she will be allowed to vote for any of the proposals
concerning the neighbourhood. She said she felt incompetent to vote on other streets
[than hers] as she did not know them: “I cannot vote on the proposal on street X, as I
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don’t know it. And this street does not concern me.” As she was not directly
interested in the proposals that were discussed, she decided to leave the meeting,
saying: “At this point, given the fact that there are no problems related to my zone,
I’m going, because personally I don’t know anything about those problems.”
Roberta, the moderator, answered that she should have come to the assembly earlier
during the year to make her proposal and evoke her problems. A man nevertheless
greeted her and encouraged her to come back the following year: “At least you did …
not your duty, because it’s not a duty, but something good.” Mazia, obviously upset
as she was speaking faster and faster in a rather aggressive tone, made clear she
would not come back as her problem was not taken into account. She thus started to
be sanctioned for her parochialism by the other participants. One of the group
delegates told her: “Enlarge your horizons. You focus too much on your own street,
here we’re not working for our own streets egoistically, but for everybody.” Mazia,
feeling attacked answered: “I will enlarge my horizons when I see my problems
solved.” Roberta explained to her afterwards that the delegates of the BP were not
like delegates of their street or their zone, but of the assembly as such, and therefore
of the whole neighbourhood. Mazia never came back to the assembly.375

Often, tense interactions reveal the rules of the game implicitly followed by the actors. Usually,
participants know they should not voice self-interested proposals; so they do not. In this case,
however, this actor was a newcomer, participating for the first time, who did not know the
grammatical rules of the institution. As they had been infringed, the rules had to be recalled and
defined explicitly: “here we’re not working for our own streets egoistically, but for everybody.”
Refusing selfishness and praising disinterested positions, the Roman speech norms appear close to the
one of Morsang-sur-Orge. To appear a good citizen people have to take the position of the community,
of the neighbourhood, the district or the city as a whole, but never appear to be motivated by selfinterested reasons. A good citizen is someone ready to sacrifice him/herself for the common good.
The language of the common good can take different forms however. In the Municipio XI, civic
competence is not only defined by the orientation towards the public interest; a good citizen has also
to propose projects that are achievable and possible to finance by the Municipio. Working group
discussions are highly structured and proposal-oriented. Participants cannot give their opinions on any
topic at random. Their speeches have to fit into one of the thematic areas and have to be seen as
“constructive”, and not just as critical. While the general interest was at the core of the Morsang-surOrge PB, it seems that the “project” vocabulary is central in Rome Municipio XI. A legitimate
proposal has therefore to be included in a “project” which implies a projection in the future, planning
the costs and benefits, a certain level of organization, etc. The “project” language is part of a broader
contemporary narrative coming from the world of management (Chiapello & Boltanski 1999). The
emergence of the project ideology stems from the same critique that led to the transformation of the
French republican model, i.e. that of the inefficiency and authoritarian nature of the State in the 1960s
and 1970s. The aspirations to autonomy and the rejection of hierarchy – that translated in the
economic sphere in the development of the idea of participation – also affected the public sphere with
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the deepening of decentralization (which mostly took the form of regionalisation in Italy, see Putnam
et al. 1993) and the promotion of public management organised according to projects and objectives. It
is therefore not surprising to find the language of project in Rome Municipio XI PB, as it is part and
parcel of the Italian managerial participatory grammar.
Being constructive, the Roman citizen should also be aware that “everything is not possible”, that
there are strict financial limits, so proposals should not be too ambitious. Facilitators constantly
recalled that the financial capacities of the Municipio were limited and that participants were supposed
to be “realist” and “modest”. The rules of the games are not only recalled by the moderators, but also
by the regular participants, insiders who know the grammar of the institution, as this excerpt attests:

After a few specific proposals concerning the pavements of some streets, a man in
his late 50’s, Giorgio, who had come for the first time asked: “Shall we make a
general discourse that tackles the whole neighbourhood or shall we focus on a
specific discourse pointing out this or that pavement? According to me, our role is to
make a general discourse about our needs for the neighbourhood. We should say that
we consider that all the pavements of the neighbourhood should be in a proper
condition. Then, all the ordinary management of the specific problems is their job [of
the Municipio].” Interestingly he used the same arguments than Antonio Luce the
previous year – a regular participant who nevertheless was known as the “dissenter”
– who was opposed to the promotion and defence of one part of the neighbourhood
against another one. The answer of the experienced participants to Giorgio’s opinion
was however negative. Pietra-Emmanuella, a regular participant, answered for
instance: “You’re doing philosophy here. We have to point out some specific
streets.” The other participants seemed to agree on that, and each one started to give
the streets he/she considered particularly problematic. A woman said for instance:
“The argument of Giorgio is good, but the resources of the Municipio are limited, so
that we have to make specific proposals.”376

Interestingly, in that case, the newcomer appeared moved by the common good, trying to avoid as
much as possible to promote some specific interests by focusing on a particular problem. The
experienced participants reminded him that not everything is possible however; they recalled him the
reality principle. The experienced participants, who might have had their ambitions frustrated as well
in the past, are those who incite the newcomer to get rid of his ambitious projects and to become a bit
more specific, a bit more parochial, by focusing on specific problems. The grammar of the institution,
even if pushing to speak in common good terms, incite them to avoid overly ambitious claims and in
doing so conduct them to remain “down to earth”, where they can really have an influence. A good
citizen should therefore be competent enough to know what a “reasonable proposal” is: not too
expensive but not too narrow neither to avoid sounding parochial.
Being reasonable, the good citizen can be politicised as well however. But, as in Morsang-sur-Orge,
this politicisation should not take a partisan form. A participant voicing arguments that clearly seem
“politicking” or moved by partisan interests will be disqualified and labelled a sectarian reputation.
The 2006 participatory budget cycle had thus been advanced by a few months, to avoid mixing up the
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legislative and local elections of April 2006. The aim, according to the participatory budget delegate
was to “avoid that the participatory budget be polluted by local or national political debates.”377 Party
politics would therefore appear as “pollution” in the participatory budget discussions. This rule is
generally respected, as party politics is never openly addressed in the public meetings. When asked in
interviews whether the PB was a political institutions, most of the respondents answered that it should
not be political (i.e. invested by political parties), but rather oriented towards the common good
(conceptualised in a non-political manner).
Even politicised participants, such as Milena, a Left Democrat (DS) member in her 40s, and regular
participant of the PB, rejects politics outside the PB: “It’s good that we don’t see too many party
members here; the PB shouldn’t be a political thing. […] When I run for delegate I never introduce
myself as an activist, but as a citizen of the neighbourhood.”378 The rejection of political discourses is
often recalled by the participants themselves in interaction. Once, in Montagnola assembly, a delegate
of the previous year, made a long (5 minutes) intervention, sharing his delegate experience and
stressing the importance of participatory democracy; he was however rapidly sanctioned. Antonio, cut
him short and said: “You already spoke for too long, and 80% of what you said were “politichese”,
and 20% were proposals already accepted.” By “politichese” Antonio means the kind of unclear and
useless political discourse and rhetoric used by professional politicians, i.e. mere politicking.
Unpractical discourses, not oriented towards concrete proposals or projects, are therefore clearly
sanctioned in the assembly. Interestingly, during the same meeting Antonio was himself sanctioned for
being too general. Talking about the elections of the delegates, and more broadly about the PB rules of
the game, he publicly asked whether the system was democratic. People answered him for instance: “it
is not the place to talk about that. You can speak about it afterwards.” A woman especially said: “Your
academic discourse was really interesting, but it is not the place to do it.”379 He was symbolically
sanctioned by the group, because he went into a general discourse not directly linked to any practical
proposal. There are certain kind of things you cannot say in these assemblies, otherwise people remind
you it is not the place for that. It is impossible to express political, normative or general arguments if
they are not used to justify a practical proposal. The PB speech norms tend towards action, not
reflection. When participants escape too far from the grammatical dominant mode, they are sanctioned
by a traditional: “so, what’s your proposal?” This was confirmed in the interviews conducted with the
participants, where most of them defined the PB as a non-political process. Silvino, for instance, made
it clear: “It’s not a political process and it shouldn’t be. Otherwise, it is the end. Even if in these things
we put politics in the middle … we lose the meaning of things”.380 The only moments when national
politics was evoked was when people made ironic jokes about the Prime Minister of the time, Silvio
Berlusconi, as the embodiment of the corruption of part of the political elite.
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This gives a good image of the symbolic boundaries set up by Roman PB groups. Party politics is seen
as impure – as being corrupted and ruled by self-interest – in comparison to participatory democracy,
as working for the common good and social justice. The group members are therefore the good ones,
in comparison to traditional politics. This does not mean that the boundaries with the wider world set
up by the groups were completely contentious however. The Roman groups did not have the
imaginary of the “besieged citadel” as did Morsang-sur-Orge and above all Seville. On the contrary,
the participatory budget was framed as being part of a broader group, the no-global movement,
fighting against neo-liberalism and promoting social justice and democracy against the lack of
transparency of the international organization decision-making processes. The participatory budget
was often seen in Rome as the direct enactment of some of the claims of the no-global movement. Far
from being alone and isolated, the Roman PB was supposed to be an avant-garde, supported by the
movement. These boundaries were not shared equally by all the participants however; the instigators
of the process, the moderators of the discussions, and the most politicised actors were at the forefront
of this perspective. Defined in this way, the boundaries of the group could easily allow for the
emergence of a political discussion, even if in a non-partisan way, as said before. I indeed assisted,
during my ethnographic study in Rome, in very good political discussions among lay citizens. This
politicisation took the form of references to general principles such as “the environment”, “social
justice”, “the Kyoto protocol”, etc. The main difference with Morsang-sur-Orge however is that the
role of politicisation of the discussion was ensured by the citizens themselves, in general politicised
actors, members of associations, social movements or political parties. Politicised actors play a crucial
role in the definition of the public grammar of the Roman PB assemblies.
Roman PB groups are composed of both experienced activists and lay citizens new to public
engagement. Politicised actors, as members of other organizations and groups, do not look to create
many connections through the PB. The PB can eventually allow the gathering of local community
leaders, but the latter do not look for new civic ties with the people they meet in the public assemblies.
Lay citizens could be ready to create such links, but as outsiders of the group they generally do not
take the initiative to create stronger connections with the people they meet. It ended up that the group
bonds were relatively loose in Rome PB. As the PB process is not intensive, – people meeting at most
6 times during the year – group members do not share much. Usually, people go to the assembly,
discuss for two hours and then go back home. There are hardly any socializing opportunities
afterwards as there are in Morsang or Sevilla. Participation in the PB process is indeed understood as a
functional activity for most of the Roman participants. They do not participate to make friends, but to
achieve concrete local projects. As said earlier, the Roman PB is very project oriented, so that it does
not leave room for the creation of strong bonds among individuals. Most of the time people know little
about each other, about their political orientations, their professional or personal trajectory, but it is not
a problem for them. They all act as citizens “caring for the local community”, “concerned about the
territory”, despite their respective personal features. The “we” created through the Roman PB is
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therefore relatively elusive, as no actor is interested in constructing it, and the boundaries of the group
are less defensive than in the two other cases.
To be a competent citizen in this Roman setting actors have therefore to participate actively, to
mobilise their networks, but also, as in Morsang-sur-Orge, to speak appropriately. Appropriate
interventions in these public discussions means both voicing public-spirited and “reasonable” projects,
financiable by the Municipio, and therefore not overly ambitious. It implies being constructive,
proposal-oriented, and not critical towards some specific political actors. This is facilitated by the nonparticipation of local councillors in the assemblies. From this perspective, civic competence in Rome
is different from Morsang-sur-Orge. In Morsang, actors are pushed to make ambitious proposals and
eventually to mobilise against higher administrative tiers (the region or even the state) to allow these
ambitious proposals to be achieved. Local representatives politicise the discussions in order to link
personal troubles to general political issues. This discursive work is realised by association members
and political activists in Rome, for whom the politicisation of the discussion has a different function,
more ideological than merely political. Civic competence in the Roman case therefore requires being
able to generalise the arguments, to show that the local proposals are in line with the common good,
not only of the neighbourhood or the city, but also at a more global level. In this regard, the roman
grammatical norms of generality have a different meaning than those of Morsang-sur-Orge, due to
both political culture and procedural differences, like the non-participation of elected representatives
and therefore the central role played by association members.

3. A radical democratic style: Social justice in practice in Sevilla
The groups of PB participants in Sevilla are not composed of many ordinary citizens, but more often
of experienced activists and actors with a long political trajectory. Given the procedural organization
of the PB in Sevilla, it seems coherent to speak of a group only in the case of the delegates, who meet
regularly all year long. Despite these regular meetings, the group bonds are relatively thin. People
meet for the meetings, sometimes go for a beer together afterwards, but it does not go further.
Members of the group are not complete strangers however. They are often well-know local activists,
who have been active in the local civil society for years, being members of neighbours associations,
political parties or cultural associations. In many ways, the PB meetings offer a platform allowing
different community leaders to gather and act together. The political affiliations, even when they are
mutually known are not commonly exposed publicly. Even if they are not considered private matters,
they are not seen as relevant information worth revealing to the group and especially to the
newcomers, otherwise it might give an overly political identity to the group. Once, during a meeting
where the members had to walk through the city to visualize the different proposals that had been
made, I had the occasion to have a long conversation with one of them, Ana. Interestingly, her tone,
but also the content of what she said, was totally different from what she expressed frontstage with the
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others. Talking to me, as I was asking her questions about her personal trajectory, she allowed herself
to state some pretty strong and straightforward political statements, especially in relation to the
problems linked to the cultural liberalisation of the mores of the country in the last decade: “I’m fed up
with this dictatorship of the youth! There is an article in the constitution that says we are all equal,
independently of our race, religion, ethnic group, gender, etc. So how come in this country young
people have more rights than anybody else and can disturb a whole neighbourhood making noise,
music … with the botelon?”381 She however systematically stopped speaking when participants were
next to us, as if she did not want them to hear her (political or social) complaints. She nevertheless
made the same type of speech a little later, while in a bar, when only Angel, Fausto and myself were
left. Again, this could be interpreted as a backstage conversation, among friends, where people allow
themselves to talk politics and state their strong convictions, which they do not do while in the big
group, especially in the presence of public functionaries, understood as political allies of the municipal
majority. Politics was therefore always present, but more in the whispers than in the actual collective
conversations taking place publicly.
These observations lead to the question of the speech norms of Sevilla PB groups. As noted earlier,
Sevilla PB is not highly discursive, especially in comparison to the two other cases. Collective
discussion is not a central aspect of the PB decision-making process. Even if very few deliberative
assemblies are organised, this does not mean people do not talk to each other, or that all conversations
are private. Group conversations take place regularly, at the different stages of the process, which
allows distinguishing the speech norms in situation. As often, the speech norms of an institution
become visible when they are infringed. A good example comes from a scene that happened in one of
Casco Antiguo Assembly, as disagreement on a proposal led to a recall and collective definition of the
meaning of PB and the grammatical rules of the game:

The first two speakers of the evening were Raul and Andres. They were probably not
expecting to create such a debate. Both members of a cultural association they came
to defend a proposal of percussion and dancing workshops for the neighbourhood.
Their proposal created a problem however, as they appeared as both proponents and
beneficiaries of this proposal. As members of the association offering the workshops,
they would get money from it, i.e. they had a personal financial interest to the
proposal. The reactions of the audience – composed of regular PB participants –
were tough; Raul and Andres had infringed the grammatical rules of the PB:
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Maria: “If you are both proponent and beneficiary it’s
gonna be problematic. If you want it to pass through, I
would advise that someone other than yourself present it.
Otherwise, it could create a problem with the
municipality. We can save this proposal but the proponent
has to be changed …”
Paco: “Yes, It’s a problem to be both the proponent and
the company delivering the service … For instance I
proposed a yoga workshop, but it’s another company that
will take care of it.”
Maria: “It’s not legal, that’s all!”
Paloma: “You have to see the aim of the PB, it’s not for
private purposes, otherwise we wouldn’t be here. We
participate for our city, our neighbours. We don’t
participate for ourselves. If afterwards there is a personal
gain, ok, but it shouldn’t be direct.”
Enrico: “We participate for our neighbours. If we want
this street to be fixed, it’s for the neighbours, it’s not the
company that is going to ask for it. It’s for the needs of
the neighbours. I made a proposal for concerts in the
neighbourhood, but I’m not an orchestra director.”
Antonio: “What we say here, are opinions, but we have to
work in the interest of citizens’ participation.”
Enrico: “It’s not moral, that’s all!”
After this tough debate, the two young guys argued rapidly, saying that they did not
know and that they would change the proposal. They looked pretty embarrassed and
left the assembly right after.382

As some participants phrased explicitly: “We participate for our city, our neighbours. We don’t
participate for ourselves”. Interested participation would even be immoral. On the contrary, the aim of
the PB is to satisfy the “needs of the neighbours”. As in Morsang-sur-Orge and Rome, the aim and
justification of participation is the common good but, interestingly, it is framed in terms of needs in
Sevilla. In a way, this definition of the common good is institutionalised with the existence of social
justice criteria, pushing participants to take a disinterested position, or better, the position of the least
favoured of the city. This is very clear in another example from a PB city meeting, where the
participants had to apply the social justice criteria to proposals related to schools. The proposals
participants had to evaluate the lack of heating in one of the primary schools of the centre. The people
who had visited the school on the tour gave a vibrant testimony. Maria especially: “There is no heating
in that school, it’s an old school, with a really high roof … and I can tell you we were there at 9pm (in
the summer) and it was already cold, so imagine in the winter …” Another woman added: “Heating is
a basic necessity in all the schools, no?” A man then asked, surprised: “But there is no electric heating,
nothing?” Maria answered: “They showed us the old electric heating system, but it is completely
obsolete and not working anymore.” In this case, a consensus appeared rapidly on the basic need
constituted by the proposal, which received the maximum number of points. This proposal appeared
even more necessary in comparison to the following one, concerning the painting of a primary school
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that needed to be refreshed. People criticized it for its superfluous feature and gave it the minimum
number of points.383 A good proposal targets basic needs, more than superfluous wills. The common
good in Sevilla is not framed in terms of “general interest” or “projects”, but in terms of needs. As
such, this conceptualization – embedded in the self-definition of the institution itself as in the
Autoreglamento – is highly political, implying some kind of redistribution, derived from the
communist local culture in Sevilla. Putting the emphasis on needs therefore requires creating a
hierarchy between them, to make choices, and therefore to reject a unitary definition of the common
good, to prefer a more eristic one. It is political in the sense that it requires the creation of cleavages,
choosing between foes and friends (Schmidt). The definition of the common good in terms of needs is
not only derived from a specific political culture – mostly a Communist one in that case – but also
from more structural conditions. Sevilla is the poorest of the three cities I studied, and the one where
basic needs were, for example, access to running water or decent shelter and, more globally, where
social integration is the most problematic. The conceptualization in terms of needs therefore stems
from a specific political culture and structural conditions confirming it.
A final qualification of the discursive norms of the PB groups can nevertheless be made. If the PB
groups are composed of delegates, the aggregative phase of the voting of the proposals cannot be
completely ruled out of the picture. The types of proposals made and their collective evaluation
through vote give indications about what is expected of a citizen participating to the participatory
budget. A good proposal in Sevilla could first be a proposal that receives a large assent from the
population, i.e. a proposal that is massively voted. How can a proposal receive a high number of
votes? There are mainly two strategies. First, the proponent can mobilize his/her network and
community and ask them to support the proposal. This type of dynamic – that is frequent – allows
specific interest mobilization through the PB. It is seen as a proper behaviour as it fosters participation
in the PB and in doing so legitimizes the whole process. The second dynamic sees votes as a filter,
favouring the most general projects. Proposals have to foster the interests of a large part of the
community if they want to receive a high number of votes (even from anonymous supporters, which
distinguish this process from the previous one). In this perspective, parochial proposals would almost
be impossible, or merely doomed to fail. The aggregative mechanisms favours the presentation of
general or what is understood as “necessary” proposals, as the higher the number of people touched by
a proposal the higher the chance that it will be voted. Proposals seen as superfluous or luxury would
merely be rejected. A good citizen should therefore focus on the indispensable needs of the population
rather than on his/her own situation. Being a good citizen therefore implies making proposals targeting
the largest number of people. The speech norms of Sevilla PB also give indications to map the
symbolic boundaries of the groups as they are seen by the actors themselves. What struck me in
Sevilla was the impression of permanent battle between the different political parties. The PB, as we
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saw, has mostly been set up by Izquierda Unida – the PB delegate in the municipal majority being
from IU, and the main areas of investment for PB proposals are those open by IU municipal
councillors. The instigators of the process and most of the regular participants – who are in fact
politically close to IU positions – feel therefore constantly embedded in a local war for political
domination, with the PSOE and the right. The enemies on the right are not surprising and are
especially embodied by the press – local and national (especially the daily ABC) – that frequently
write anti-PB articles in its columns. The competition with the PSOE, with whom IU has a municipal
alliance, is more surprising. It becomes understandable when one knows that Andalusia has
historically been a “red region”, where power has always been shared (at the regional and provincial
levels, but also for the municipality of Seville) between the PSOE (clearly the dominating party), IU
and the Andalusian Party.384 These parties are therefore constantly fighting to influence the power
relationship in their favour, i.e. to gain votes and supports. This local political culture is clearly
reflected in the PB group style, and especially when it comes to draw their symbolic boundaries. The
PB is clearly seen by the participants as a ground of contention between IU and the PSOE to catch
political support and popular votes. In the South District for instance, participants constantly
complained about the PSOE attitude towards the PB, far from supporting it, the Socialist Party set up
an alternative participation program – The Integral Plan – aimed at involving the population in the
urban rehabilitation of this district known as the most marginal one of the city. In the group
discussions as well, references to the manipulation and malignancies of the PSOE were frequent.
Going back to the example of Javier, evoked earlier, he once asked to reject a proposal in a public
meeting that he saw as “a political coup”. Being too general and not concrete enough, the proposal was
seen as unable to solve people’s problems. It had to be a manipulation from the PSOE. The boundaries
of the group seem therefore extremely clear for the Sevillan PB groups: all those who do not support
the PB actively are against it. These strong boundaries based on political cleavages, created an
atmosphere of “besieged citadel.” As a radical political experience, the participatory budget was
attacked as being subversive and dangerous for ruling elite. Island of liberalism in a hostile
conservative sea, the PB and the political party supporting it were at the forefront of resistance against
neo-liberalism and for social justice. It might be interesting to investigate the history and local political
culture of the Communist Party in Sevilla to trace back the roots of this besieged citadel imaginary. A
difference with Morsang-sur-Orge has also to be noted: in the Sevilla case, the enemies are locals,
members of the city, and even of the same municipal majority, while in Morsang they were mostly
outsiders. This has important implications, as in the Seville case the cleavage is political, while in
Morsang-sur-Orge it is territorial and linked to the identity of the local community.
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In a nutshell, the style of Sevilla PB groups is both based on thin political bonds, the members sharing
the same political hopes, reinforced by an imaginary of besieged citadel, members participating in the
resistance to the ruling political streams. This picture is nevertheless complicated by the type of speech
norms developed by the group, being extremely volatile given the setting in which actors interact. On
the one hand, the speech norms are political as participants have to take the standpoint of the
community and especially of the most needy individuals (as embodied in the social justice criteria),
but on the other they also have to take a depoliticised and technical role at times, as they have to
evaluate the technical and financial feasibility of the proposals. Proposals have therefore to be general,
social justice oriented, but also concrete and feasible from a technical and financial point of view.

The three PB styles are summed up in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 The three PB styles

Speech Norms

Group bounds

Symbolic boundaries

Morsang
The bonded
Communist Bastion

Rome
Alterglobalist in
power

Sevilla
Social justice in
practice

Politics in the noble
sense of the term:
promotion of the
general interest

Practical orientation
towards the common
good: setting up
projects

Common good as
fostering social justice:
answering needs

Thick
(« conviviality »)

Thin

Thin

Impure party politics
vs. good participatory
democracy

Besiege citadel: Us vs.
Political adversaries

Besiege citadel: Local
Community vs. Neoliberal forces
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Chapter 5

Participatory Democracy and its Public

“De Tocqueville pointed out that popular government is
educative as other modes of political regulation are not.
It forces a recognition that there are common interests,
even though the recognition of what they are is
confused; and the need it enforces of discussion and
publicity brings about some clarification of what they
are. The man who wears the shoe knows best that it
pinches and where it pinches, even if the expert
shoemaker is the best judge of how the trouble is to be
remedied.”1
J. Dewey, The Public and Its Problems.

Participatory democracy aims at opening up the institutional machinery to the citizens. Through the
organization of public meetings, assemblies and working groups, citizens are offered the opportunity
to give their say and eventually to have an impact on public decision-making processes. Despite the
high expectations and incantatory discourses of both political philosophers and the promoters of
participatory democracy institutions, participation rates in public arenas remain on average fairly low.
Those who commit themselves and get involved in participatory politics appear in this regard as either
“a happy few” or new local elites. So who is the public of participatory democracy institutions? What
types of actors are ready to dedicate their time and energy for the community’s welfare? Why do they
participate if, in the end, so little is at stake in PB institutions? What type of competences coming from
their professional activity, their militancy or their everyday life can they mobilize in the framework of
PB institutions? As a condition for self-change is hypothesized to be repeated participation, it might be
interesting to see who are those who stay and do not exit PB institutions. Why do they stay and not
leave? It appears crucial in the framework of this research to assess who the participants to European
innovative democratic institutions are to then evaluate to what extent they can be affected by their
participatory experiences.
1

J. Dewey (1923) The Public and its Problems, op. cit., p. 207.

This chapter therefore aims at presenting analytically the diversity of the participants to the three cases
of municipal participatory budgeting I studied. First, the question of participation in innovative
democratic institutions will be tackled from both a conceptual and procedural point of view, the two
being logically linked. Municipal participatory budget institutions rely indeed on both a formal
inclusiveness principle that nevertheless leaves room to self-selection effects. This necessarily raises
questions of legitimacy, as these participatory bodies take binding public decisions, the question of the
representativeness of the participants appears as a central issue. In the third section, we move to a
more micro perspective to assess what the social, cultural and political backgrounds of the participants
are. In so doing we try to construct a typology of the involved actors in the three cases using both indepth interviews and ethnographic material. Finally, I present the type of competences participants
possessed when entering the participatory arenas. Three main ones will be distinguished: local
knowledge, professional competence and political experience.

I. The limited participation to innovative democratic institutions
Participatory democracy aims at including as many citizens as possible in the public decision-making
processes. Influenced, at least in its mythology, by the dream of direct democracy, the Greek polis or
New England town meetings, participatory democrats set up institutions aimed at being as inclusive as
possible. Participatory budgeting especially – as generally brought forward by leftist political parties
and social movements2 – stemmed from a critic of the exclusionary aspects of representative
government. Not only would representative government be in crisis, but it would also be profoundly
unequal. At the very roots of representation lies indeed a desire to filter the passions of the masses and
to let competent and enlightened people decide (Sieyès 1787; Madison 1790; Manin 1995). Two main
criticisms are addressed to representative government by participatory democrats (see chapter 1).
There is first of all a problem of legitimacy, as public decisions are said to be taken by an elected cast,
necessarily minoritarian. This issue is all the more relevant today with the decline of participation rates
in representative elections, which decreases the quantitative legitimacy of elected representatives.
Then, representative government appears to participatory democrats as a hurdle to social justice. Those
in charge of political decision-making emanating from a certain elite – detached from the economic
and social necessities biasing the judgement of the masses – are far from promoting social justice and
the common good, and would on the contrary promote their specific interests. Far from embodying the
whole population, most representatives are white males, relatively old, who went to the same
universities and come from the upper economic groups of society (Gaxie 1978; Bourdieu 1984; Verba

2

The three cases of this research were indeed set up by the Communist Party or their inheritors, eventually
through an electoral alliance with centre-left parties. In the three cases, nevertheless, the Communists promoted
and sustained the participatory processes.
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et. al. 1995).3 Implying, generally, an adequacy between individuals’ interests and preferences,
participatory democrats would therefore fear the orientation of public policies in the interests of the
dominant elite. They therefore push forward the idea of a “politics of presence” (Phillips 1995; Goodin
2004) or “mirror representation”, participatory democracy formally allowing the inclusion of social,
ethnic or gender groups generally excluded from public decision-making (Young 2000).
We will see however that the formal inclusiveness of the participatory bodies we studied was not
sufficient to allow a profound opening of the local political machinery to the lay citizens generally
excluded from public decision-making processes. In the three studied cases, the participation rates
were fairly low and offered a clear over-representation of middle-classes and politically left-wingers
individuals. This poses problems of legitimacy to the decisions taken in these local institutions.

1. Inclusiveness as a principle
The three cases I studied are examples of municipal participatory budgets. As most of the cases in
Europe and Latin America, our three cases are based on a formal inclusiveness principle, embodied by
neighbour assemblies open to all the residents.4 As mentioned in chapter 3, there are nevertheless
slight differences across cases. Rome Municipio XI is probably the more inclusive case, as
neighbourhood assemblies are not only open to all residents, but also to the students of the zone as
well as the people working on the territory of the Municipio. The aim is to include the population
beyond the mere residents, based on the idea that students and people working in the Municipio,
despite their non-residency, are also affected by local public policies. Inclusiveness is also symbolised
by the possibility offered to immigrants to participate in the process, despite the fact that they cannot
vote in local or national elections. The age threshold appears as well very inclusive, as anyone over 14
years-old is allowed to participate and vote. Seville, even if participation is restricted to residents,5 also
allows the participation of foreigners and grants participation rights to individuals over 16 years-old.
In both cases, the constitution of the participatory process clearly states the will to offer a more
inclusive model than the one offered by representative government that restricts voting right in
national and local elections to national citizens over 18 years-old. Inclusiveness thus appears as a clear
political stance of both municipalities that set up the participatory designs. They frame their battle for
political inclusion as part of the historical trend towards more democratic participation. After the
masculine universal suffrage, the granting of voting rights to women, the decrease of the age
3

For a precise argument on the alienating nature of representation, conceptualised as delegation, see P. Bourdieu
(2001) “La délégation et le fétichisme politique”, in P. Bourdieu, Langage et pouvoir symbolique, Paris: Seuil, p.
259-277.
4
The only European exceptions, to my knowledge, are that of the city of Pont-de-Claix, near Grenoble in
France, and Albacete in Spain, which includes some form of random selection of the participants. Random
selection is also relatively common in French neighbourhood councils.
5
This is mainly due to the fact that in Seville the PB covers the whole city, so that everyone has the opportunity
to participate in his/her area of residence; while in Rome the PB is until now only implemented in one district –
the Municipio XI – thus restricting the participation of residents of the other Municipi.
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threshold, representative government would need to go a step further by including foreign and younger
citizens not only in elections but also in the production of public policies. Even if inspired by the same
inclusive principles, the participatory budget is less formalised in Morsang-sur-Orge, as there are
neither an official constitution of the process nor clear formal rules defining participation rights. This
has never been seen as a necessity by the actors who set up the participatory bodies of the city.
Participation is merely said to be “open to all the residents of the city.” It appears self-evident to the
actors that people should participate in their own neighbourhood, as there are little non-residents
working in the city and no non-resident students given the absence of university. A small city like
Morsang-sur-Orge does not have to deal with the same issues than the more metropolitan Seville and
Rome.
Another main difference between the French and the two other cases is the absence of delegation
mechanisms. In Seville and Rome, delegates are elected to “represent” the neighbourhood at the
higher levels – the Municipio as a whole in Rome, the district and the city in Seville. On the contrary,
in Morsang-sur-Orge participation at both neighbourhood and city levels are open to everybody. The
question to create delegates has never been raised however, as they could appear as potential
contesters of the elected representatives legitimacy at the city level. This is again linked to the size
issue. As Rome and Seville have a much higher number of inhabitants it appeared natural to create
delegates at different territorial level, as a city-assembly opened to both 700 000 and 140 000 people
would have been difficult to organise. It seems on the contrary more reasonable in a city of about
20 000 inhabitants, i.e. approximately the size of the Roman and Sevillan neighbourhoods. The
introduction of delegation mechanisms in the Spanish and Italian cases is also due to the more direct
inspiration from Porto Alegre participatory budget, than in the French case, where influences were
more mixed and the participatory design set up through many trials and error processes.
The three cases studied therefore offer institutions open to the self-selection of the participants. Three
modes of selection of participants in democratic innovative institutions can indeed be severed out, as
mentioned in Chapter 2. Firstly, external selection of participants is a very classical mode of selection,
but rather uncommon for innovation democratic institutions, apart from public hearings and new
governance bodies at the European and International level. In these cases, participants are selected by
the organisers of the participatory process on the bases that they have stakes in the debated issues. The
participation of stakeholders appears from this perspective to be minimally inclusive, as the organisers
of the participatory process have the power to decide – rather arbitrarily – who has stakes or not, thus
framing the discussion a priori by defining the relevant stakes and issues. Then, the selection can be
random and therefore appear as representative. To reach a full statistical representativeness however a
large sample is generally required, which makes it hardly applicable to innovative democratic
institutions where collective discussion is supposed to take place. Citizen juries and consensus
conferences, even if not reaching a perfect statistical representativeness, manage to gather
heterogeneous groups through the use of random sampling. The question remains open however,
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whether statistical representativeness or at least diversity is enough to grant democratic legitimacy.
Finally, there might be no selection criteria – participation being open to everybody – which leaves
room however to self-selection mechanisms. Only those informed and interested will participate.
Legitimacy, in this case, directly depends on the importance of the attendance. As many political
sociology studies have demonstrated in the last decades, political participation, even in an
unconventional fashion like the participatory budget, generally concerns individuals with certain
educational, cultural and political capitals (Gaxie 1978; Verba et al. 1995). The inequalities that
participatory budgeting is supposed to challenge would therefore re-emerge from its very selection
mechanism. More open than the electoral system, direct participation at the local level would
nevertheless leave on the side the most popular participants.
Interestingly, despite the will to be as inclusive as possible, none of our cases implemented random
selection procedures of the participants. While random selection can offer a relatively representative
sample of a population, this issue was never tackled when PBs were set up in these cities. This is
probably due to the political culture and imaginaries of the instigators of such processes. As we said,
the three cases belong to communist led cities, so that the local Communist parties have clearly played
an important role in designing the participatory institutions. When asked about random selection, the
organizers generally acknowledged that they never thought about it. While experiences of citizen jury
or consensus conferences multiply nowadays in Europe, these communist militants might not have
known them and were more directly influenced by the Porto Alegre experience. More broadly, their
democratic ideal refers much more the Paris Commune, the Russian, German or Hungarian soviets or
even to the Zapatist movement, than to random selection experiments. For them, direct democracy
means a general assembly, not a randomly selected sample; despite the self-selection effects this might
imply.

2. Participatory democracy and the problem of legitimacy: the limits of participation

Participatory democracy is on everybody’s lips but, somewhat surprisingly, few people are actually
interested in getting involved in local democratic institutions. The participation rates in our cases are
low, as usually about 1 to 5% of the population is involved more or less directly in the PB process.
Our cases are in no sense idiosyncratic, as on the contrary the comparison with other research on
European experiences of participatory democracy indicates the general tendency of low participation
rates (Herzberg, Röcke, Sintomer 2005). This clearly raises problems of legitimacy, as such a small
fraction of the population can take binding decisions that will apply to all. Two questions need to be
addressed from a quantitative point of view: (1) what is the overall participation rate in the three cases;
(2) what is the socio-demographic composition and political orientations of the public of the
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participatory budget institutions. Both aspects – the quantity and the quality of the public – appear
crucial for the democratic legitimacy of participatory processes.
From a quantitative perspective, the three cases offer rather low attendance rates. In Rome Municipio
XI, 978 people participated in the process in 2003, and 70 of them were elected delegates.
Participation increased in 2004, as 1,498 participated at the different phases of the process, and 48
were elected delegates. This means that, in 2003, the participants represented 0.70% of the entire
population of the Municipio and 0.82% of the electorate, while in 2004 they represented 1.08% of the
whole population and 1.26% of the electorate in 2004. Participation appears therefore extremely low,
especially when compared to the proportion of those who participate in representative elections. It is
even lower in Seville, as about 2985 people participated in 2004 and 3352 in 2005, which represents
about 0.42% of the total population and 0.58% of the electorate in 2004.6 It has to be noted however
that the turnover rate is extremely high in Seville, as most of the participants in 2005 had not
participated in 2004. Thus, in September 2005, the administration had a database of 6146 individuals
who had participated at some point in the PB process in the last two years. This means that more than
1% of the electorate has participated at some point in the PB. There is no official data concerning the
participation rates of Morsang-sur-Orge participatory assemblies, as the municipality never completed
a wide quantitative study. An estimation is nevertheless possible. The database of the “House of
Citizenship” in charge of the coordination of the participatory process counts about 550 people that
have participated since 1999. There is nevertheless a high turnover rate, and it is evident that less
people participate every year. It is also evident that some irregular participants are not registered in the
official database. It can nevertheless be stated that at least 2.85% of the total population has
participated in the participatory process since its creation, which represents 4.35% of the electorate.7
The participation rates are therefore clearly higher in Morsang-sur-Orge than in the two other cases,
which is mainly due to the size of the respective cities.
Overall, however, the participation rates in these participatory bodies remain extremely low, especially
in comparison with the participation rates of the local and national elections in these cities.8 This is can
be seen in the Italian case, with a particularly high turnout at the local elections, but fairly low
participation rate in the participatory budget.9

6

At the 2003 local elections, the electorate consisted of 581 939 people. Sources: Servicio de Estadistica del
Ayuntamiento de Sevilla – Resultados de las elecciones locales 2003 en Sevilla y Distritos.
7
In 2004 the number of people enrolled on the electoral lists was indeed of 12 657. Source: Ville de Morsangsur-Orge.
8
In 2001, the participation rate at the local elections was 76.6% in Rome Municipio XI. In 2003, the
participation rate at the local elections was 58.55% in Seville. In 2001, the participation rate of the local elections
was 58.3% in Morsang-sur-Orge.
9
Italy is known as one of the western countries with the highest rates of participation of both local and national
elections.
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Table 5.1 Participation rates in three PB cases

Total PB participation
in 2004

PB participation rate
related to the total
population in 2004
(in %)

PB participation rate
related to the
electorate on 2004
(in %)

Rome

1498

1.08

1.26

Seville

2985

0.42

0.51

Morsang-sur-Orge

550*

2.85

4.35

* Estimations

The low participation in the participatory budget institutions could clearly raise a problem of
legitimacy of the decisions taken by these public bodies. The low participation is supposed to be
compensated by the heterogeneity of the economic, social, cultural and ethnic backgrounds of the
participants. Innovative democratic institutions are indeed supposed to open the administrative bodies
to more popular and marginal actors than the traditional ruling political elites. The diversity of the
public would compensate for the lack of quantitative representativeness. The data on the sociodemographic backgrounds and political orientations of the participatory budget participants does not
seem to confirm this incantatory discourse however.
The heterogeneity of the participants firstly depends of the socio-demographic characteristics of the
cities as a whole. The Municipio XI is part of a global multi-cultural metropolis of almost 3 million
inhabitants and Seville, with 700 000 inhabitants, appears a very diverse city. From a socio-cultural
point of view, Municipio XI and Seville seem more heterogeneous than Morsang-sur-Orge. The
unemployment rates are higher (16% in Rome, 18% in Seville vs. 10% in Morsang-sur-Orge), and the
social structure seems more mixed than in Morsang-sur-Orge.10 It goes from lower working classes
(with the presence of industries in Rome and Seville) to students (one of the biggest universities of the
city, the University of Rome 3, is based in the Municipio XI and Seville counts a high number of
students) to top-rank managers, and therefore cannot be considered a purely middle-class city like
Morsang-sur-Orge where the rate of people working in the public sector is at about 17% of the active
10

The socio-demographic data for Seville concern in general the whole province, not only the city. Sources:
Junta de Andalucia, Instituto de Estadistica (2005) Sevilla, Datos Basicos 2005.
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population for instance (against 7% at the national level).11 In Sevilla, 23.5% of the occupied active
population work in the secondary sector, much more than in Morsang-sur-Orge and Rome Municipio
XI. From a cultural point of view, the proportion of foreigners in the total population is higher in
Morsang-sur-Orge, representing 8.7% of the total population,12 while in Rome the same figure was of
only 5.7% in 2001. Officially it was even lower in Sevilla with only 2.4% of foreigners. The origin of
the immigrants is more diverse in the Italian and Spanish cases, with minorities coming from Pakistan,
Bangladesh (36.8% of the Municipio XI foreigners come from Asia) and African countries in the
Municipio XI, and a lot from Latin America (45% of the total) and Africa in Seville. The Andalusian
city is also characterised by the importance of the Gypsy community – of Spanish nationality however
– present in the region for centuries. With a strong cultural identity – they embody the Flamenco
culture in the city for instance – deep social problems and difficulties of integration, the gypsy
community is a strongest marker of Seville’s cultural diversity. Municipio XI also hosts one of the
biggest camps of Rom gypsies in the city, near the San Paolo neighbourhood. Morsang-sur-Orge does
not count that kind of organised community, apart from two or three “travellers” (“gens du voyage”)
families – and 66.5% of the foreign residents come from EU countries. It therefore seems that Rome
and Seville are more heterogeneous cities than Morsang-sur-Orge, especially concerning the amount
of foreigners and the highest diversity of the job patters in the population.

Table 5.2 Socio-demographic features of the three cities population

Unemployment
rate

Rate of
foreigners in
the total
population

Rate of under
25-years-old
in the total
population

Rate of over
60 years-old
in the total
population

Rome

16

5.7

Seville

18

2.4

29.6

19.8

Morsang-surOrge

10

8.7

31.8

17.2

Rate of
students in
the total
population

19.5

5.1

We should now see whether these general trends are reflected in the socio-demographic characteristics
of the active participants in the PB assemblies, to then evaluate whether the participants offer a fair
representation of the overall population or if on the contrary some layers of the population are over or
11

Sources: INSEE, enquête sur l’emploi 2005.
This is only a bit superior to the 5.9% at the national level in 1999 in France. Sources: Data from Table A.1.5
in SOPEMI (Systeme d'Observation Permanente des Migrations) (2001) Trends in International Migration,
Rome: OECD.
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under-represented. The heterogeneity of the interactions in PB assemblies – that we qualified as one of
the crucial factors for self-change – does not only depend on the social composition of the cities, but,
above all, of the actual participants in the assemblies. The most comprehensive data available comes
from the Municipio XI, where quantitative studies scrutinizing the composition of the public have
been completed in cooperation with a Roman research group. In the two other cases, only qualitative
comments from observations and interviews can be offered until now. From a gender point of view,
participation is rather equal in Municipio XI assemblies, with a slight over-representation of females.
Thus, in 2004, 53% of the participants were females and 47% males. The traditional male domination
is however reflected in the gender of elected delegates, 60.9% of them were males in 2003 and 58.1%
in 2004.13 The same phenomenon can be noticed in Sevilla, despite the lack of systematic quantitative
data, women are equally present in voting assemblies, but largely under-represented when it comes to
being elected. The traditional sexual division of labour seems therefore to be reproduced in PB
assemblies. The open access to discussion assemblies seems to allow women to participate equally,
but when the elective mechanism is re-introduced the “cens caché” re-emerges. This is confirmed by
the situation of Morsang-sur-Orge, where no delegates are elected, so that in most of the assemblies I
participated in, women were slightly over-represented. Open access, despite the self-selection bias,
does not exclude women from participation. On the contrary, it offers them an access to political
arenas, where they are in general largely under-represented. Nevertheless, when it comes to present
oneself as a delegate most of the women simply step back, feeling incompetent or unable to take on
such a task. Most of the delegates in Seville and Rome were already activists before, in associations,
SMOs or political parties, and given the traditional under-representation of women in these
organizations, it is not surprising to see it reproduced in PB elected bodies.
From a generational perspective, there is in all of the three cases a clear over-representation of over 50
year-old participants. The Roman case is the most significant, as the only one with quantitative data.
In 2003 for instance, 44% of the participants were over 61, while 16% were between 14 and 31 years
old. In 2004, 49% were over 51 years-old. There were no participants under 19 the first two years,
while in 2005 and 2006 – in the assemblies I observed – dozens of high-school students, between 16
and 18 years-old participated at some stage in the process. Despite the over-representation of over 60
year-old participants it has to be stressed that there is a certain diversity in the generational
composition of the Municipio XI PB assemblies. In particular, young people between 20 and 30 years
old, among them many students, are much more present than in Morsang-sur-Orge and Seville, for
instance. This is particularly the case in certain neighbourhoods that are close to the university, such as
Garbatella and San Paolo. In Both Morsang-sur-Orge and Seville retired people are clearly overrepresented, probably in higher proportions than in the Municipio XI. The clear over-representation of
13

The only available data is for 2003 and 2004. See Luciano Ummarino, “Bilancio Participativo”, in M.
Smeriglio, G. Peciola & L. Ummarino (Eds.) (2005) Pillola rossa o pillola blu? Pratiche di Democrazia
Partecipativa nel Municipio Roma XI, Intra Moenia Edition, Rome, p.162-196. See, also, La Riva Sinistra.
Bilancio Sociale 2004, op. cit., p. 151-157.
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elderly people in PB assemblies should be investigated further, but can be linked to both their
“biographical availability”14 – the free time retired people have – and from their attachment to a
territory in which they often lived for decades. On the contrary, even if youngsters have often a lot of
free-time as well, they might feel less concerned about local management given their high mobility
rate linked to their studies.
The higher diversity of the Roman PB public is confirmed by the occupational structure of the
participants. In 2004, 13% of the participants were students, 25% were employees, 16% were
freelance, 34% were retired, 5% were unemployed and 1% was “precarious”. It can be noted as well
that 60.5% of the participants of the Territorial Assemblies in 2004, at the beginning of the Municipio
XI PB process, were owners of their apartment/house.15 Being a property owner appears from this
perspective to be a strong determinant of participation in the PB process. The same conclusions can be
drawn from the interviews conducted in Morsang-sur-Orge and Seville, where most of the
interviewees were owners of their apartment/house. Attachment to the territory is also a financial and
juridical embeddedness. Furthermore, few students and freelancers can be found in Morsang-sur-Orge,
while employees are clearly over-represented. Unemployed and precarious people are also completely
absent from the assemblies. On the contrary, in Seville, the participants have a much more popular
background. Many women who participate in the voting assemblies are housewives who never
worked, some of them being illiterate. Depending on the neighbourhood, it seems as well that some
unemployed and precarious individuals participate in the process. There is however a strong separation
between voting assemblies’ participants and delegates, who are generally from a higher social status,
with higher educational and political capital.
There is no official data in any of the cases on the cultural origins of the participants. Ethnic minorities
appear however extremely under-represented in all of the cases. Some Municipio XI neighbourhoods –
for example in 2005, at Ostiense territorial assembly where a Lebanese delegate was elected through
the mobilization of about 40 foreigners living in one of the squats of the neighbourhood – have
nevertheless seen migrants participating sporadically. Similarly, in some of the Sevillan
neighbourhoods such as El Esqueleto members of the Gypsy community have participated in the
voting assemblies, even making proposals for the promotion of their cultural identity. Nothing similar
in Morsang-sur-Orge, where no foreigners participate. In some of the more deprived neighbourhoods
however, second or third generations of Maghrebin migrants participate. They remain extremely
marginal in the process however, hardly speaking at all during the assemblies. Finally, from an
educational perspective, little data is available apart from the Roman case. In the Municipio XI, 24%
of the participants had graduated from university, and 41% had finished high school (“la maturita” in
Italy). In this sense, the participants in the PB institutions have a higher cultural capital than the
14

See D. McAdam (1989) “The Biographical Consequences of Activism”, American Sociological Review, 54, p.
744-760.
15
Data from “Pratiche partecipative a Roma”, Comune di Roma- XV Dip. E Università La SapienzaDipartimento Innovazione e Società, 2005. Data was collected during the AT assemblies.
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overall population of Municipio XI. This is probably the case for the most active participants in
Morsang-sur-Orge and Seville as well.
The public in all of the three cases is marked by a clear over-representation of associations and
political party members. Having a previous political or associational experience is a strong
determinant of PB participation. From this perspective, the ambition to open up the institutional
machinery to apolitical citizens might be doomed to fail, those participating being already politicised.
Overall, however, at least half of the participants has no experience of public participation in the past.
The Municipio XI Report thus advances that 40% of the participants are members of some kind of
association. Large disparities can nevertheless be noted between neighbourhoods, this data increasing
up to 50% in Garbatella and San Paolo, while reaching less than 15% in Ottavo Colle/Tintoretto.
Among the associations, the most popular ones are cultural associations (21.2%), NGOs (9.8%),
political circles (9.2%), social centres (8.7%) and neighbourhood committees (7.6%). When one
enlarges the analysis to political or social organizations, it appears that if 40% of the participants are
members of associations, about 20% are members of political parties and 30% of a trade union.16
Concerning the political orientation of the participants, the data is extremely clear: the left is
overwhelming in PB assemblies. 51% of the respondents declared to be on the left, and 30% on the
centre-left, while only 10% declared being on the right or centre-right. It could have been interesting
as well to get data on the non-respondents, people refusing or unable to situate themselves on a
political axis. The political origins of the PB, initiated by Rifondazione Comunista in the Municipio
XI, seem therefore to have a strong influence on who participates. People have to feel allowed to
participate, and the political identification with the initiators of the PB process appears from this
perspective to be a crucial factor. The same observations can be made in the two other cases. In
Morsang-sur-Orge, politicized participants are mostly from the left (PCF, Greens) and centre-left (PS).
Members of the centre-left PTA (Parent Teacher Association) FCPE are also extremely well
represented in the PB process. There are nevertheless many non-politicised participants as well. In
Seville, the dichotomy between the public of the voting assemblies and the delegative ones seems to
hold again. The political diversity of the former can be contrasted to the highly politicised orientation
of the delegates, mostly on the left (PSOE and IU). Most of the delegates cumulate political and
associative affiliations, being members of neighbours associations (asociacion de vecinos), extremely
powerfully in Spanish local politics, or the PTAs, through the AMPAS movement. There is anyway a
clear over-representation of politicised participants in all the three cases. A majority of the active
participants in the three cases are politicised, being members of political parties or local associations.
They nevertheless face in the assemblies people with different backgrounds, non-politicised or at least
non-members.

16

Sources: ibid.
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Figure 5.1 Political orientations of Municipio XI participants17
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3. The circles of participation: groups of good citizens and irregular participants
Not all citizens participate at the same level of intensity within PB institutions. Beyond the
quantitative picture presented above, a more detailed account of the intensity of citizens’ involvement
is necessary. A first step from this perspective is to consider that PB institutions are composed of
circles of participation.18 These circles of participation are both quantitative and qualitative. From a
quantitative point of view, some participate more than others, some are regular participants – the
pillars of the participatory process – others come occasionally, and some very rarely. But the circles of
participation also tell a more qualitative story, about the degree of integration of the citizens within PB
institutions. To exist as such and stabilize, participatory institutions need to create groups of regular
participants that I call “groups of good citizens”.19 Regular participants, as integrated in the process,
are those who respect, recall and enforce the grammatical rules of the participatory bodies. The
stabilization of such groups is therefore necessary for the institutionalization of the PBs that I studied.
These groups – being the voice of the institution – play a central role in all the interactions taking
place in the setting. The group of good citizens is in general composed of between 5 and 10 citizens,
and of the facilitators in charge of the specific neighbourhood. It forms a group in the sense that they
17

Sources: ibid.
The circles of participation described here are present in the basic arena of participation of each PB, the
assembly, which generally takes place at the neighbourhood level: the neighbourhood councils in Morsang-surOrge, the territorial assemblies in Rome Municipio XI and the zone assemblies in Sevilla.
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The categories of “group of good citizens” and “PB groups” will be used interchangeably from now on.
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know each other relatively well; sociality and even friendship having developed over time. The bonds
of trust and solidarity between the members are the glue of the group of good citizens. Regular
participants can be said to form a group as they share, respect and enforce the grammar of the
assembly. Having in common the same mutual expectations, they form a relatively stable group, with
its own style (see Chapter 4). As will be seen later, the formation of these groups – extremely
important in the process of self-change itself – is different from one case to the other, being
institutionalised through delegate elections in Rome, voluntary participation in Seville within the
motor groups, and a mix between voluntary participation and cooptation in Morsang-sur-Orge. The
process of which the group results naturally shapes the interactions among the members. In Morsangsur-Orge, the group of good citizens is mostly composed of good neighbours, concerned parents and to
a lesser extent of experienced activists. In Rome Municipio XI, the PB group is composed of young
leftists, good neighbours, concerned parents and experienced activists. Finally, in Sevilla the group of
good citizens is essentially formed of experienced activists, with the exceptional participation of
concerned parents and good neighbours. In the three cases, it can nevertheless be argued that
politicised actors play a great role. Being acquainted with political participation, they have the skills
and competences, and above all the ability to speak in public, they can easily reinvest in PB
assemblies.
The second circle is composed of irregular participants, who attend only a few meetings every year.
Most of the time, they come to the assembly because of a specific problem they have faced lately. In
Rome and Seville, they only come for the election of the delegates or the voting of the proposals,
remaining most of the time silent and reproducing delegation mechanisms that participatory
democracy aimed to overcome. They nevertheless participate irregularly in a few working group
meetings in the Municipio XI. In Morsang-sur-Orge, they are irregular attendants of neighbourhood
councils and thematic workshops, participating or not depending on the agenda of the meetings. They
cannot be considered as a mere audience, as often they speak and voice their grievances in the
assemblies. The interactions between irregular participants and good citizens are of great interest, as
they allow the drawing of the boundaries of the PB grammar. By definition, irregular participants
master the grammatical rules of the PB assemblies much less than the members of the group of good
citizens. If they manage to learn the grammatical rules of the game, irregular participants might be
dubbed by the group of good citizens, and thus integrated. Irregular participants form therefore a pool
in which the group of good citizens – in constant search of new members to gain legitimacy – might
extract new recruits. If, on the contrary, they do not respect the discursive rules of the game, they
might be sanctioned, criticised or ridiculed, in such a way that they never come back. From this
perspective, the qualitative and quantitative features of the circles of participation are interrelated, in
the sense that integration is a condition for participation. Irregular participants do not assist in all the
meetings because they do not feel at ease in them; not mastering the grammar of the institution, they
are often not even considered, or marginalised. As a consequence, they do not feel allowed to
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participate more regularly and to take a more central role in the PB. Therefore, they step back. On the
contrary, those feeling esteemed, appreciated and valorised within this institution will tend to
participate more. Participation is indeed linked to a politics of recognition. As the social-psychologist
Serge Moscovici underlined: “The benefit we expect [from participation] is social recognition of our
effort to participate in a significant way to the different common activities.”20 If participation can mean
distinction with the attribution of a reputation of good citizen, individuals have higher chances to
participate than when it means losing face in public. It is from this perspective a crucial dilemma for
participatory democracy, as it needs to expend quantitatively to get more legitimate, but in the mean
time, it needs to have pillars sustaining the participatory process, which necessarily creates insiders
and outsiders, at odds with the will to include the population at large.
Finally, the third circle of participants is composed of the population of the city as a whole. Even if not
mobilised in the PB it composes the pool from which all the participants are drawn, and it plays an
important implicit role: the PB has been created by the representatives it has chosen. The population as
a whole should therefore be mostly in favour of the PB, so that exceptionally, it can participate in
relation to a specific problem. The mobilization of this wider circle has been manifested in some
exceptional occasions, often ritualised, such as the inauguration of the PB processes (with for instance
the draft of the autoreglamento in Seville), and to a lesser extent, the general neighbourhood
assemblies at the beginning of each year in Rome and Seville. In Morsang-sur-Orge, the population
can mobilize for a local referendum for the creation of a municipal police proposed by a PB thematic
workshop or a “Citizen Meeting” organised to draw a balance of the participatory process of the city.
The population as a whole is also concerned with the PB in the sense that it receives information about
PB choices in the municipal journal or with special PB mailings addressed to the whole population.
Even it the readership rates are unknown, information can still be considered as a low intensity form of
participation or concern. In the end, it can be argued that in the cities where PBs have been
experienced – and especially in the three cases studied here – a majority of the population supports the
participatory process, often considering a chance to be able to be “listened to” by elected officials, to
have their say in important public decisions, and not to get public policies imposed vertically from
above. Participatory democracy has in general been put at the forefront of the parties’ political
programmes for the elections, with very positive electoral results.21 A very widespread opinion is for
instance voiced by a committed participant in Morsang-sur-Orge: “I feel it won’t be possible to go
backward anymore. The added-value of participatory democracy … just the possibility to speak to an
elected official, to criticize him in public … this is something meaningful, important, and that changes
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S. Moscovici (1992) Dissension et Consensus: Une Théorie Générale des Décisions Collectives, Paris: PUF,
p. 81. My translation.
21
More research is however needed to evaluate more precisely the feeling of the population living in cities where
participatory democracy is experienced, and especially to know the opinion and motivations of the nonparticipants.
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everything in the behaviour of citizens.”22 It seems that, in keeping with the participatory imperative, it
gets increasingly difficult for politicians and experts in western democracies to impose decisions
without consultation. Paradoxically, despite this broad support for the participatory process from the
population, very few of them participate. Why is this so? It could be hypothesized that people consider
it very important to always have the opportunity to participate and give their say when they endure a
problem or have a specific concern. Furthermore, this raises the question of the motivations of the
small portion of the population who actually participate. Why do they get involved while most of their
neighbours consider it unnecessary? Why do they get involved and participate repeatedly in the PB
process, while a majority is usually disappointed by their experience?
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Interview with Mathieu D., Morsang-sur-Orge, 30.01.06.
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Figure 5.2 The circles of participation

Group of
Good
Citizens

Irregular participants

The whole population

II. The characters of the participatory budgets: why and how people get involved
Once the quantitative picture presented, it is possible to go further in detail to assess who the
participants of the innovative democratic institutions I studied are. Who are the people ready to spend
their time and energy for the common good, despite the frustrations it often creates? What do they find
in participatory budgeting motivating them to come and to stay? From the interviews I conducted with
participants and from my observations, I found four main motivations, at the roots of PB participation:
(1) self-interest; (2) civic duty; (3) social integration; and (4) personal enrichment. They seem to fit
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with at least three of the four types of retributions of militancy severed by Daniel Gaxie for political
parties, namely material retribution (professional positions in the party or the public administration),
personal enrichment (acquisition of a political culture) and social integration (creation of social
capital, comradeship, pleasure of acting in common).23 The symbolic gratifications (prestige, honour
and distinction) do not seem central for PB participation, which is not so symbolically rewarding
outside of the institution itself, little prestige being associated with PB participation, apart from the
feeling of being a good citizen.
Self-interest: One of the main reasons people started participating was material self-interest. In some
regards, PBs reward participation: the more you mobilize the higher the chance you have to get your
problem solved. As the issues dealt with in the PB assemblies are those brought by the citizens
participating, PB mobilization can appear as a good way to get your personal problem solved.24
Interested motivations were, most of the time, hidden, as they clash with the participatory grammar,
and were therefore often sanctioned by the group of good citizens when voiced. It nevertheless
emerged regularly, especially from certain categories of actors. The fact that a majority of participants
were property owners indicates as well the importance of material self-interest.
Civic duty: Another central motivation, which came up more often in both interviews and public
discussions given its valorising nature, was civic duty. People get involved and participate because it
is important; important for the good of the community, or in itself, as citizens have to be active. The
civic duty motive could also be coupled with political or ideological considerations, people
considering participation as a good in itself.
Social integration: Another motivation, probably less central and that can be considered a positive
externality of participation, is social integration, which was often framed in an idiom of pleasure and
emotions. Some people actually love it.25 They can meet people, talk and socialize. Civic participation
appears therefore as a means to create social capital, to make friends, spend your time or be useful.
This type of discourse is often derived from the will of both the municipality and the citizens to recreate conviviality and social links that are declining in contemporary societies.
Personal enrichment: Finally, while people might not get involved for this reason in the first place,
learning and personal enrichment might be good reasons to stay. It was indeed hard to meet a regular
participant not acknowledging the enriching value of participation, people feeling as if they were
learning about their city, of local politics, of technical issues, of their neighbours. These outputs of
civic participation – and the process leading to them – will be tackled at length in Chapter 7.
23

See D. Gaxie (1977) “Economie des parties et rétributions du militantisme”, Revue Française de Science
Politique, 27 (1), especially p. 128-139. It seems from this perspective that these retributions can be extended
further than to political party membership, to all collective action participation.
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From this perspective PB participation differs from party membership, as the effects of participation and
collective action in the first case might have fast and direct material effects for an individual or a group. See D.
Gaxie (1977) “Economie des parties et rétributions du militantisme”, op. cit., p. 128.
25
Gaxie speaks of the joys of actions (selling newspapers, attending meetings, leading an electoral campaign,
organising a demonstration, going for a beer afterwards, etc.), which play an important role in party
commitment. Ibid., p. 137-138.
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These different motivations are not mutually exclusive, and highly involved participants can actually
have them all. I nevertheless noticed that some categories of actors referred – both in public
discussions and in interviews – to certain types of motives more than to others. I therefore constructed
what I call characters, actors that I crossed regularly along my participant observation, sharing some
common features, in the way they present themselves and speak in public, in the type of motives they
use. Characters also stem in part from both the social status and degree of politicization of these
actors. Characters – inspired by real individuals – are not ideal-types, as I do not aim to map
exhaustively the whole public of PB institutions, but rather to portrait some of the recurring actors.
The use of ideal-types would have appeared inconsistent with the pragmatist perspective adopted in
this research; types reifying actors’ identities. 26 Confining people to a certain type, group or identity,
would underestimate the role of context and situation in shaping people’s behaviour and discourses. In
keeping with interactionist sociology, the concept of role might have therefore been more adequate.
People take different roles, have different hats, given the situation in which they interact. Given the
grammatical rules guiding the situation, people orient their behaviour adequately. A role is usually
defined as a normative expectation of meaningful behaviour belonging to a specific situation.27 Roles
do not cause or determine individual and collective behaviours, as deviation is always possible – even
if sanctioned – they shape them in interaction. This approach has been extremely fruitful but, in my
cases, the characters embodied by individuals were not only situationally specific, they had some
structural components too, coming from individuals’ social status, cultural capital and political
socialization. Characters are, therefore, more rigid than roles. They guide individuals towards a certain
set of roles. Situations generally do not make available only one type of role and adequate behaviour,
different parts can be played by the individuals, and the role they take in the end, depends on the
character they are, stemming from their social and cultural position.
As I wanted to evaluate the impact of participatory experiences on people’s trajectories, I had to know
how they got on the boat, i.e. who they were when starting to participate. It does not mean that I
reified these actors as, on the contrary, the aim of this research is to study the malleability of people’s
behaviour and identity. Characters have therefore to be understood as fluid and changing. If people, at
first, belong to a certain type, the ambition of this study is to evaluate how they can play different roles
(and learn new ones) in participatory situations. It is the confrontation between people’s histories,
memories and trajectories – as recorded in life-history interviews and systematised into characters –
and the grammatical norms regulating public interactions in participatory institutions that can explain
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See M. Weber (1978) Economy and Society: an Outline of Interpretive Sociology, Berkeley: University of
California Press. The use of ideal-types aims precisely for Weber at offering an abstraction or idealization of
reality, thus mapping exhaustively the social world. If identities are not reified per se in the concept of ideal-type
– as some actors can share different features of a type – it nevertheless relies especially on actors’ motivations,
being thus based on an inner conception of the self, in keeping with Weber comprehensive sociology.
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On this point see especially, H. Joas (1993) “Role Theories and Socialization Research”, in Pragmatism and
Social Theory, Chicago: Chicago University Press, p. 214-237.
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people’s speeches and behaviours, as well as their potential trajectory reorientation.28 When they start
participating people come with their own competences, stemming from their previous experiences,
with their own degree of politicization, their abilities to speak in public, certain motives that pushed
them to participate in the first place, representations of what a good citizen is and should be. I thus
observed, throughout my fieldwork, some distinctive characters, types of people participating in a
certain way, presenting themselves in similar manners in public and in interviews. I was sometimes
struck by the similarities between the words and the deeds of some participants in places as different
as Rome, Morsang-sur-Orge and Seville. These characters were therefore constructed from the
observation of regularity in discourses and behaviours in public assemblies and face-to-face
interviews, even if some discrepancies often occurred between these two different types of discourses
(Eliasoph, 1998). Each character was not present in all the cases however and, sometimes, different
characters overlapped in the way individuals presented themselves. Overall, six characters have been
constructed: (1) the good neighbour (2) the parochial old lady; (3) the young leftist; (4) the
experienced militant; (5) the concerned parent; (6) the communitarian leader.

1. The good neighbour
This character is one of the most common in the three studied cases. It is as if the participatory budget
had been created for him/her, embodying the concept of “lay citizen”.29 The good neighbour is
generally over 30 – the few youngest participants being on the contrary highly politicised – and less
than 60 – the older participants having other specific features. He/she works (is therefore not retired)
generally as an employee, even if he/she can also be a professional. The good neighbour is thus
generally from the middle-class or the upper middle-class. He/she has generally a relatively high
cultural capital, having often done a few years of university. Having less free time than students or
retired people, the good neighbour has generally to be highly motivated to participate in the PB, as it
takes up either his/her work time (some even taking days off to be able to attend the meetings) or
leisure time. The clearest feature of this character is his/her commitment to his/her city and
community. He/she cares about the city and is ready to mobilize for it. His/her motives are generally
full of references to the local level, be it the street, block, neighbourhood or city. Not uninterested in
28

By trajectory, I mean the totality of the experiences lived by an individual over his/her life. Different types of
trajectories can be distinguished: the political trajectory (the electoral choices, party, union or association
membership, newspaper readership, etc.) the education, the personal, the professional trajectories. Trajectories
are considered to be the result of both subjective decisions (transaction, negotiation, adhesion, abstention,
engagement) and the objective constraints limiting the different options on this path, coming from both the social
structure and the individual socialization. On this point see J.C. Passeron (1989) “Biographies, flux, itinéraires,
trajectoires”, Revue française de sociologie, XXXI, p. 3-22.
29
The good neighbour should not be confused with the good citizen, the latter not being a specific character, but
the integrated member of PB institutions. Each of the six characters presented here can therefore become
members of the group of good citizen of their PB assembly. A member of the group of good citizens is called a
good citizen.
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national or global issues, nor unable of rhetoric globalization, this character is nonetheless primarily
focused on where he/she lives. This localism is therefore connected to a strong apolitical orientation.
The good neighbour generally votes at all the elections however, and most of the time at the centre of
the political spectrum, being relatively moderate. The good neighbour does not have strong political
convictions however, and often moves from one party to another, like Antonio in Rome: “through time
I voted a bit of everything, from Fini [president of Alleanza Nazionale, a right wing party] to Bertinotti
[secretary of Rifondazione Comunista], passing through the Radicals [centre-left party] and blank.”30
The good neighbour is a volatile voter, who does not vote by ideological conviction but as a civic
duty. To the question “do you usually vote in elections?”, these interviewees generally answered, like
Nicole in Morsang-sur-Orge: “Always. I always expressed myself. Because you have to take your
responsibilities and say what you think. It is even a duty.”31 She also stated she often voted blank,
which seems to be frequent among this type of participants. If the good neighbour votes, he/she does
not belong to any political party, nor any politically oriented association. At best, he/she is part of a
cultural or sport association, eventually a PTA when they have children. This character is apolitical in
the sense that he/she has no strong political conviction and frames his/her participation as civic and not
political. As Nadine says, a 38 years-old participant in Morsang-sur-Orge and member of a PTA (the
FCPE, generally politically close to the Socialist Party): “I don’t feel I’m doing politics [by
participating in the PB], I feel I’m a citizen. Whatever my opinions … whatever my personal political
ideas, I have the opportunity to participate.”32 Politics is generally associated by this type of
participant to pure ideology or even corruption. What the good neighbour looks for is concrete
solutions to practical problems, in the words of Alessandro, from Rome: “whoever you are, from the
left, the right, the centre, the important thing is that you make public services work for the citizens.
Then everyone has his political idea […] but this is not the most important. A person who manages an
institution should not follow any political ideology according to me, because … it always leads to
extremisms […] and what matters is that they govern in a proper way, by solving problems.”33 The
good neighbour has therefore a non-political definition of the common good. Even if he/she frames
his/her commitment as a way to foster the general interest, this is understood as non-political, or even
anti-political, as stated by Nicole: “I prefer to put politics on the side and to say: ‘we are people living
in the same city […] there is a common good, and we fight for it, that’s all.’ You can be Communist,
from the right, the left, whatever side, as long as you consider there is a common interest you just go.
Politics should not impede all this investment from the people.”34
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The good neighbour is therefore someone who cares about the local community, and tries to act to
solve its problems and improve daily life. In many ways, the participatory budget offers a new channel
of participation for individuals who used to mobilise individually by making signalisation to the
police, calling the municipality to underline collective problems, writing letters or having personal
appointments with the mayor. As stated by Alessandro: “my wife always says I’m kind of a ballbreaker”35, the good neighbour often harasses the local administration with questions, criticisms,
comments and information. Antonio, evoked before, is a good example of this kind of behaviour, as he
stated himself directly in the first assembly of his neighbourhood, where he had to introduce himself
as the elected delegate: “I’m someone that gets angry all the time. I’m fighting, all the time. And I’m
tired of hearing, each time I complain or try to do something, ‘but who are you [to do what you do]?’ I
answer that I am an Italian citizen who pays his taxes. I get angry all the time about the waste and
misuses of public funds. […] About cars that are stolen or crushed, about recycling, about cleanness of
the streets, etc. […] I don’t belong to any political party, but I believe in the revolution of how to
spend taxes. […] If you vote for me, you know I am someone that will fight.”36 The good neighbour
was not inactive before the PB, he/she was just an isolated revolted individual. They indeed often
present themselves as someone “revolted” or “who fights.”37 Another common motive used by the
apolitical citizen is that of the rationalisation of the use of public funds. The good resident appears
indeed as a rational taxpayer. Most of the good neighbours are indeed owners of their house or flat and
therefore care about the value of their property. They feel that the rationality of public policies is
directly connected with the value of their property; the public and self-interests being linked from this
perspective.
Finally, the good neighbour has a strong sense of community and sociality. He/she often complains
about the anonymity of modern urban life and the development of individualism. He/she is therefore
the kind of person who says “hello!” to his/her neighbours, gives his/her seat to the old lady in the bus,
holds the door open in the metro, respects the highway code and does not drive too fast, he/she is a
person who generally recycles his/her domestic wastes, collects the dejections of his/her dog in the
street. Kind of Amélie Poulain of the neighbourhood, the good neighbour is convinced that this kind of
small and individual good actions can make changes at the macro level, and are crucial to “make the
world a better place.” Their participation in the PB therefore appears to them as a natural continuation
of their daily life behaviours.
The good neighbour is a central character of both Rome and Morsang-sur-Orge PBs, but seems less
present in Sevilla. I was actually surprised by the similarities between some participants in the French
and Italian cities. Some used almost the same words in interviews and in the public meetings,
expressing the same kind of defiance towards politics and civic commitment for the common good. In
35
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the Spanish city, on the contrary, most of the active participants (not only those who vote for
proposals, but those having a deeper commitment as delegates or members of the motor group) are
politicised, being members of political parties (PSOE or IU) or associations with clear political
orientations (especially the neighbours associations).

2. The parochial old lady
Another interesting character of the participatory institutions I studied is the parochial old lady. This
character could appear extremely restrictive, including age, gender and political factors. It seems
nevertheless perfectly relevant for the three case-studies. Concerning the age, we saw earlier that there
is a clear over-representation of over 60 years-old and retired participants. We also saw that roughly as
many women as men participated in the process. For clear demographic reasons (women having a
higher life expectancy), there are more retired women than men participating in the PB processes.
Most of them have specific motivations and public behaviour marked by what is generally defined by
the other actors as a form of parochialism. This does not mean that only retired women are labelled
parochial, or that all females over 60 are parochial. There were nevertheless a fair number of them in
the cases I studied. The parochial old lady generally comes from the middle-class or the upper
fractions of the working class. Retired, she has time to commit herself, her participation appearing also
as a way to fight the isolation she suffers. The case of Rita, in Rome, appears paradigmatic from this
perspective.
I met Rita, a 69 year old retired teacher, at the first assembly of Garbatella, one of
the Municipio XI neighbourhoods. She appeared pretty different from the other
participants of the working group on urban and mobility issues. While the others
where highly politicised and tried to promote a form of environmentalism, she
appeared to care essentially about the rehabilitation of her street. After an hour of
collective discussion on the need to develop cycling paths in the Municipio for
environmental reasons, during which Rita remained mostly silent, she had the
opportunity to voice her proposals: “My priority is the rehabilitation of via Cialdi,
where I live. This street has really become dangerous lately … First of all, the
walkways are full of holes and need to be rebuilt; otherwise there are clear risks of
falling in the street, for old people like my husband and I. […] Moreover, there are
always cars and scooters on the walkways, which makes it complicated to walk …
and the most important thing is that the driving direction of the street has been
changed a few years ago, and it’s really a mess for me. To go to the doctor I have to
make a whole turn, while it is so close … it doesn’t make any sense, we should go
back to the former situation.”38 She then explained for 10 minutes the whole trip,
street after street, she had to make to reach her doctor. She concluded by proposing
to transform a “deserted little park” into a car-park as she had “problems parking in
her street.” The other participants smiled, but did not pay much attention to her
proposals, and moved rapidly to other issues afterwards. Her proposals were
nevertheless written on the meeting report as valid ones.
A few meetings later, while Rita was not present, Valentina, an integrated and highly
politicised participant, realised that Rita’s proposals were still on the list of the
potential investment projects for the neighbourhood. She reacted to what she saw as
38

Observation notes. Garbatella, working group meeting n.1, 17.02.2005, Rome.
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a form of parochialism with an ironic tone: “We have a lobby of via Cialdi here!”39
She précised: “I’ll boycott these proposals with all my energies … these proposals
kill me.” Rita had felt from the beginning that her proposal had not really been
welcomed, as she told me during the interview: “the others were completely
uninterested in what I said.”40 Her participation was clearly linked to these requests;
being ignored – not to say rejected – she stopped participating after a few assemblies.

Rita’s PB experience is in many ways symptomatic of the trajectory of the parochial old lady in the
participatory assemblies. In her case, she was mobilised by the situation of her street, and especially its
driving direction, but for the parochial old lady the personal troubles can be dogs dejections on the
pavement, the installation of a bus stop in front of her house, the lack of parking lots in her street, the
noise made by scooters at night, a feeling of insecurity in the neighbourhood, a damaged pavement
becoming dangerous for old pedestrians, etc. i.e. all the little nuisances that can make life a nightmare
for her. A typical intervention of a parochial old lady can be mentioned as well in Morsang’s case:
Monique a women in her late sixties, who participates only irregularly in the PB
assemblies, came that night to describe a personal trouble she faces on a daily basis:
an empty lot, right in front of her house, both dirty and dangerous, being often
squatted in by teenagers and drug dealers. She says she has “to act as a policeman”
(“faire la police”). She asks whether from time to time, the police could come to see
what’s going on. She first uses the term “faire une descente”, but says “I didn’t want
to say that”, as she realized this kind of authoritarian discourse is not allowed among
the group, it wouldn’t give a good image of her, a too repressive image. To back up
her arguments she therefore constantly moves between personal interest justifications
(“it is annoying me”; “I have to do the job of the police”; etc.) and common good
justifications (“it is dangerous [in general]”; “it can be dangerous for the kids”). The
question then is to know whether she is using this common good justification
strategically to back up her self-interest motivation, or she believes in both (It could
be annoying for her and dangerous in general). She was answered by the elected
official present that evening – obviously annoyed by her intervention – who argued
that the police were regularly called but that the municipality could not do much
about it. Her concern was therefore put on the side, not due to the subject evoked – it
could have been a public problem – but to the grammatical incorrectness of its
formulation. Monique intervened again a little later about the noise made by buses in
the morning, and even asked whether the municipality could give her money to pay
for double-windows to isolate her house from the noise of the street. She was this
time bashed publicly, symbolically punished to have used private interest
arguments.41

I was again surprised to see the same kind of interventions in other neighbourhoods and in Rome
Municipio XI assemblies as well, justified with the same arguments and criticised in similar ways.
Mobilised by a personal trouble, the parochial old lady has generally a hard time convincing the
audience that the problem is a priority for the neighbourhood as a whole. She is therefore often
sanctioned for voicing self-interested proposals. Losing face publicly and failing to influence the
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public decisions, she stops participating rapidly. The parochial old lady is therefore an irregular
participant.
This PB character is not only parochial however, it is also nostalgic of a dreamed golden age, when
neighbours talked to each other, knew each other, and were not yet “eaten” by modern individualism.
As Rita acknowledged: “I have above all a nostalgic approach to the neighbourhood.42” In this regard,
the parochial old lady shares a sense of community with the good neighbour. The parochial old lady is
also apolitical, even if adhering to a form of conservatism, derived from the nostalgia of a more
controlled society. Rita’s discourse is pretty telling from this perspective: “The problem is that people
feel free. We’re in a land of freedom, and we need a form of control. People are not civil, but someone
has to help them to be. […] Adults are badly raised … but do we really want to go on like this? …
No!”43 The parochial old lady is therefore characterised by a form of moral conservatism – that does
not constitute a systemic political orientation however.
The parochial old lady is a central character in Morsang-sur-Orge and Rome assemblies, where she
participates actively, speaks and makes proposals. Given the more formalised aspect of Seville PB, the
parochial old lady generally makes written proposals, attends voting assemblies but does not take a
wider role in the participatory process.

3. The young leftist
The organisers of the participatory process always complain about the under representation of
youngsters (rightfully, see section I.2) and, as a matter of fact, only relatively politicised ones
participate. They remain nevertheless rather a minority in the PB assemblies, apart from a few Roman
neighbourhoods. The question is however how can leftist individuals, committed to radical political
ideals, become interested in these often down to earth discussions where the most common issues are
the rehabilitation of pavements, street cleaning or public transportation?
The young leftist is generally a student, between 18 and 30 years-old, comes from middle-class or
upper middle-class families and his/her parents are generally politicised on the left, from the 68
generation. The main reason the young leftist gives his/her participation is linked to the value
attributed to political participation in itself. Related to a criticism of representative government as a
system based on delegation, the young leftist is generally committed to direct democracy. His/her
participation relies therefore on strong ideological grounds: making people participate is a good thing,
whatever they talk about. Even if they both share this commitment to participation, two types of young
leftists can nevertheless be distinguished. On the one hand, there are the members of radical social
movements or political associations. He/she who lives his/her participation in the PB has a natural
42
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continuation of his/her other forms of political commitment. He/she generally knows the experience of
Porto Alegre, makes references to the Zapatist movement and is generally convinced of the necessity
of direct democracy. On the other hand, younger students who do not belong to any political
organization yet, despite their clear political orientation on the left, live their experience in the PB as a
first formal act of participation. Not ready to commit themselves in an organization with a clear
ideological orientation, they commit themselves in a more flexible structure like the PB assemblies.
More open than political parties and social movements, PB assemblies might be easier to access for
students without former political experiences. This second type of young leftist is in general younger
that the first one, often still a high school student.
The young leftist is not present similarly in all the cases however. The case where the young leftists
are numerically the more important is Rome Municipio XI. Given the high number of students living
in the Municipio (due to the location of Roma 3 University) and the presence of radical social
movements in the territory, young leftists are plentiful in Rome’s PB. They come from social centres
(there are two in the Municipio), housing rights associations, international solidarity associations, etc,
or simply from the local high schools, collectivi. For the first type, they often started to militate in the
student organization of their high schools or universities, called “collectivo” in Italy. They are
generally part of the alterglobalist movement, forming the “Genoa generation”, some of them like
Valentina, an active participant in Garbatella PB assembly, have indeed started their political
trajectory with Genoa anti-G8 mobilization in 2001. As the participatory budget secretary – Luciano
Ummarino – comes from one of the local social centres, La Strada, the Municipio XI PB experience is
seen by young leftists as the embodiment of a radical democratic ideal. The ideological and political
affinities between the initiators and facilitators of the PB and the character of the young leftist, allows
the latter to get involved easily.
One of the main reasons these young Roman leftists participate in the PB assemblies is that they are
supposed, more or less implicitly, to represent their organization or association. Some political
organizations, as important actors in the local civil society and ideologically close to the political
project of the participatory budget, feel they have to participate and be represented in the assemblies.
In general, a few members participate to bring the voice of the organization inside the PB. They do not
act as official delegates however as they have to speak in their names. Their participation, the type of
proposal they voice and the arguments they use, are nevertheless marked by their previous political
experiences.
All the activists close to the alterglobalist movement of the Municipio XI do not participate in the PB
assemblies however. Who are those who commit themselves in the end? What type of social or
political features or what type of specificities in their personal or political trajectory can explain their
participation in Municipio XI PB? Members of civil society organisations, they have to be trusted
enough by their organization to represent it in the assembly, and as such have to be members of the
organization for some time already. They also need to have free time to commit themselves in a new
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project like the PB, and should not therefore have too many responsibilities in their organization.
Finally, they might have some personal interests or competences in the issues dealt with by the PB. As
dealing with very concrete and local issues, derived from the municipality’s competences, the young
leftist has to be interested in urban planning or local management to participate regularly. The case of
Valentina is pretty telling from this perspective:
Valentina is a 26 year old member of one of the most important Roman housing
rights associations, Action, engaged in a radical political action based on the
occupation and squatting of empty buildings to offer shelter to immigrants arriving
in the Italian capital. Apart from her commitment to housing rights and the
integration of migrants, she is also extremely interested in environmental issues. Biochemical engineer graduated from Rome University, she has enough educational,
professional and technical skills to master the functioning of renewable sources of
energy that she managed to develop in the occupied building where she lives.
Committed to environmental issues such as recycling, renewable sources of energy,
the development of non-polluting means of transportation, Valentina saw the PB as a
realm where the motto “think globally, act locally” could be enacted concretely. She
thus decided to participate in the mobility/viability working group in her assembly,
where issues of transportation were tackled. She therefore appeared as the proponent
of clean means of transportation (bike, but also public transportation vs. cars, etc.) in
the assembly. In this case, it seems clear that her previous professional skills, which
led her to become interested in environmental issues and urban planning, led her to
the PB assemblies, where local actions were achievable and her skills mobilised.

Valentina’s case shows pretty clearly that certain young leftists, given their trajectories, have higher
chances of becoming interested in the PB. Not being motivated or mobilised from personal troubles,
young leftists have to connect their political attachment to participation with the concrete possibilities
offered by the PB. They have to be action-oriented, and therefore to feel attracted by the direct
decision-making power of the PB. They have therefore to feel that the PB can be a place to enact
concretely their political ideals, rather a reformist political experience distracting citizens from “the
real fields of struggle.” They need as well to have some interest in either urban planning or local
management issues, linked to neighbourhoods’ daily life. This is probably one of the reasons why
youngsters hardly participate in the PB unless mobilised by ideological incentives. As students, they
might not be attached to the territory like people who have lived in the same neighbourhood for
decades. Students are indeed marked by a high mobility rate, which might impede involvement at the
local level, where the knowledge and attachment to the territory are crucial factors. Hence the large
participation of property owners and retired people, and the small participation of students.
The young leftist appears therefore as a central figure in some of Rome Municipio XI neighbourhood
assemblies, playing an important role in the framing of the discussion (see Chapter 6). The situation
appears more contrasted in Seville, as the radical political scene is much more critical of the PB
experience. Linked to anarchist political parties and unions, Sevillan young leftists see the PB as a
“reformist experience” – a compromise with the institutions – far from their radical ideological
postures. Some nevertheless occasionally commit themselves in the PB assemblies. In the Spanish
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case, the young leftists who participate are not generally members of any political organization or
social movement. Criticizing the lack of action of the most radical groups, these young but inactive
leftists find in the PB a way to commit themselves more in keeping with their personal convictions.
Radical political activists are on the contrary those who criticize (even more than right-wing activists)
the PB experience the most harshly.
The character of the young leftist is simply absent in Morsang-sur-Orge. With little students living in
the city and studying in other parts of the region, the young leftist appears inexistent in Morsang-surOrge, or at least invisible. Local civil society is rather embryonic and there is no organization that
could be associated with the alterglobalist movement apart from ATTAC, which does not count many
young members in Morsang. As most of the associations are indirectly controlled by the Communist
Party, the young politicised individuals hardly participate in the PB assemblies at all, and generally opt
either for associative commitment or direct adhesion to the PCF.

4. The experienced activist
Even if, as we saw, the PB assemblies are far from being essentially composed of already politicised
actors, the latter are nevertheless active in participatory governance institutions. The experienced
activist is generally a male, between 40 and 65, from the middle-class or the upper fringe of the
working class. He is often an employee, often working in the public sector. I did not meet any rightwing activists during my fieldwork in any of the three case-studies. Right-wing militants do not
participate actively in these PBs, or do not express it publicly, taking their hat of “citizen” rather than
of “militant.” On the contrary, left-wingers were clearly over-represented among the experienced
activists. In the three cases, the most common type of experienced activist was a member of the
Communist Party. As the PB experiences I studied were set up by Communist parties in the three
cases, communist activists felt at ease participating in these settings. Apart from members of the
Communist Party, the Socialist and Left Democratic Parties are also pretty well represented in PB
assemblies in all three cases. Some of the experienced militants also have a unionist past.
The cynics argue that they participate to recruit new members and to get a grip on a new political
activity developing on the territory. Apart from the interests of the political parties they belong to, it
might be interesting, at a more micro-level, to focus on the trajectories of the militants who got
involved in the PB process. The experienced activist who participates actively in the PB is often one
who did not achieve the political career he was expecting to have.44 He is a disappointed activist. The
case of Joaquin, in Seville, is pretty explicit from this perspective:
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Joaquin is a 58 year old employee at the Spanish Telecom company. Member of
Izquierda Unida since 1994, he has had a political activity “all his life”, starting in
the 1950’s with the participation in the Christian Workers movement. He was then
active in the 1970’s among the neighbours associations that played a crucial role in
the destabilisation of the Franco regime. He finally decided at the beginning of the
1990’s to join IU, and got years of increasing responsibility in the party. He was
elected, at the end of the 1990’s, as president of a local neighbourhood association,
which led him to engage in collective struggles against local urban projects. Despite
all his commitments, not all has gone well in his activist life. Joaquin was more or
less expelled from the district direction of IU in 2003, in what he calls a “coup
d’état.” His expulsion was due to internal power relationships and disagreement on
the local strategy to adopt, that he did not develop during the interview. Since this
episode, he does not have any representative role in the party. The expulsion seems
to have been a personal chock for him; a difficult time to go through, which still
seems a sensitive issue to talk about. As an “unemployed activist”, with time and
energy to invest, the PB appeared as a good alternative path to political mobilization
at the local level. He sees the PB as a political institution, as “everything is political”
according to him. He understands it as a way to fight and promote “social justice”,
“even if the competences of Spanish local administrations are too limited.” In this
regard, his mobilization in the PB process seems to be a recycling of his activism, a
bifurcation in his militant career, due to his expulsion from IU directing board, and
the emergence of a new window of opportunity for political participation. Since the
creation of the PB, he is one of the most active participants, and started at the
beginning of 2006 a campaign to promote and defend the PB in case of change in the
municipal majority at the next elections. He thus created an “apolitical association” –
even if most of the members are close to the communist party – to defend the PB,
and rapidly became its president. Disappointed by political activism, he was ready to
invest himself fully in the PB experience.

If the participatory budget attracts experienced leftist activists, only some of them invest this arena
fully, due to their specific personal and political trajectories. In search of a new channel of
commitment, some experienced leftist activists find in the PB a way to reorient their political career.
For others, the PB can appear as a stepping-stone for a coming political career. The PB can indeed
work as a space of notabilisation for political activists willing to deepen their political commitment
and reach some elective functions. The case of Mathieu, young leader of the Socialist Party and the
Parent-Teacher Association FCPE in Morsang-sur-Orge, illustrates pretty well how political activists
can use the PB as a stepping-stone for a political career. Despite his young age – he was 35 at the time
– his participation in the PB appeared almost natural to him and others, given his central position in
the Morsang-sur-Orge political scene.45 As one of the leaders of his neighbourhood council, speaking
well in public and knowing the tricks of the trade, he increasingly appeared as a skilled future local
politician to the other participants. PB participation thus allowed him to enlarge his network and
develop his local reputation. The PB represents therefore a specific moment in experienced activists’
trajectories. As a new opportunity for participation, they can use it as either means of reconverting
their activists’ skills and experiences in another arena or as an accelerator in the process of
notabilisation. Open to everybody, these institutions are as such open to either the losers of the local
political game or to those that did not enter it yet but use it to help their career.
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The experienced activist is a central figure in Seville, where the majority of the active participants (the
delegates) are members of either a political party (PSOE or IU) or a neighbours association (that often
have political orientations). The PB is thus controlled and framed by political activists in the Spanish
case. It is much less the case in the Municipio XI, where some members of RC or DS participate,
without being overwhelming however, the young leftists being in general more numerous. Members of
political parties were actually largely present in the first year of the process, but soon realized that
little political gains could be extracted from the PB. Most of them therefore stopped participating after
one year.46 The few experienced militants end up being either in search of a political re-conversion or
of notabilisation for the youngest of them. In Morsang-sur-Orge, apart from a few exceptions such as
those described, few political militants participate in the PB assemblies. It might be due to the
presence of the members of the municipal majority (mostly from the PS and the PCF) who appear to
the militants as their delegates even in the PB assemblies. The voice of the party being already
represented they do not need to participate further.

5. The concerned parent
This character is in many ways close to the figure of the good neighbour, but his/her mobilization is
framed in a specific way centred on issues of kids, education and schools. The concerned parent is in
general – but not always – a mother, following the traditional sexual division of labour in families.
From a socio-economic point of view, she can have a rather diversified profile, going from working
class to the upper-middle classes. Given the role they take in the assemblies, the concerned parent is
generally relatively young, as she has to have kids, most of the time young ones. She is generally in
her 30’s. Some of them are members of Parent-teachers associations, who are very well represented in
PB assemblies. The FCPE in the case of Morsang-sur-Orge (much more than the other national PTA,
the right-wing PEEP) and the AMPAS in Seville are among the most powerful associations in the PB
process, as their local presidents participate and try to mobilize their members as much as possible.
There is hardly any neighbourhood council in Morsang-sur-Orge where a member of the FCPE is not
highly active. The connection between the PB and schools is generally rather strong, as the assemblies,
especially in the French and Italian cases take place most of the time in primary schools’ classes.
Members of the local PTAs, but also the teachers and the schools’ administration are from this
perspective pretty well informed of the organization of PB assemblies.
The specificity of the young parent character is its constant reference to kids, as the embodiment of
disinterestedness and the common good. Kids – their defence, protection, promotion, etc. – are often
the highest value in PB assemblies, as they are seen as innocent and good. Debates about kids are
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therefore generally highly consensual, as it seems impossible to criticize a proposal justified by kids’
interest. As Nina Eliasoph argues, often, references to the children stopped conversations, rather than
helped them to generalise.47 The concerned parent character appears therefore highly legitimate and
respected in PB assemblies. The mobilization of a group of young women in one of Morsang-sur-Orge
neighbourhood council to promote the rehabilitation of a public park is pretty telling from this
perspective. Anonymous strangers at the beginning, they got to know each other in the mist of
collective action, and ended up defining themselves as “the mums’ gang.” The way they describe their
mobilization and motivations is interesting in the construction of the concerned parent character:
Patricia: “I introduce myself. I have lived in the neighbourhood for 4 years and I
have a 2 year old son. I used to go to the park with him, I went two times, but I never
came back. It is a luxury to have a park that close where you can go on foot. But the
problem is that it is dangerous: the outdoor games for kids are broken or obsolete;
the environment is not suitable (with rocks, cigarettes on the ground, etc.). So that in
the end the park is not used by kids or their parents, but by teenagers who squat
there, smoke cigarettes, especially as they are hidden from the street by the bushes. I
sent a letter to the mayor and I got in contact with Patrick Bardon [one of the town
councillor]. We got together with 4-5 mums and we started to think about what could
be done about it. We met and thought all together … Anyway, I’m not going to
monopolize the floor, but basically we went door-to-door to speak with people of the
neighbourhood to get their opinion and eventually their support. People gave us a lot
of ideas that we didn’t have at first.”
Tatiana: “It’s true that this park is really dangerous for kids. I have two kids. Once I
found my son with a syringe in the hands … I decided to send a letter to the mayor as
well. Afterwards we met with Patricia and others and decided to make this letter
about the rehabilitation of the park and went door-to-door in the neighbourhood. But
I insist, it is not a petition. A lot of people are ready to go back to this park. We let
the park to other people and it’s a pity. We didn’t force anybody to sign, we didn’t
threat them with a knife, but we got almost 200 signatures. But it is true that this park
could allow us, as adults, to meet people who live next to us …”48

One of the main frames used to justify their project is therefore the needs of the kids to play and enjoy
a public park. They also mobilize other frames, on the rationalisation of the use of public funds or the
need to have spaces of sociality among neighbours. Interestingly, these women presented themselves
not as citizens, nice neighbours nor taxpayers, but as concerned mothers. They introduced themselves
by précising immediately the number of kids they had and their age. They framed their own collective
identity as a group of “mums” caring about the quality of life of the kids – their own, as it is often their
direct (physical) experience in the park that led them to mobilize in the first place, and those of others
– of the neighbourhood. This role of the mother, especially attributed by or to women is not surprising
given the traditional sexual division of labour. It is nevertheless interesting that this role is mobilised
as a legitimizing factor of the speakers. To appear legitimate in public arenas most of the actors need
to “grow themselves” (Boltanski & Thévenot 1991), to speak not at mere individuals but as social
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actors having a certain function, here one of parent. This role leads them to construct a certain
common good, centred on kids’ well-being. As innocent and pure, kids appear as a legitimate and
consensual cause to defend and promote. Whatever the political orientation, everybody would agree on
the need to do as much as possible for kids. In this case, participation is framed as totally apolitical, as
the letter of support for the mum’s project is defined in non political terms, Tatiana making it clear:
“this is not a petition.” In another meeting, she justified the mobilization: “I don’t make politics, but
…” The concerned parent does not participate for political reasons, and shares many of the features of
the apolitical good citizen, even if she defines the common good through “the kids”, more than by
evoking “the community” or “the public interest.” Politics does not appear as a central concern for this
character, who nevertheless generally votes, and for moderate parties.
The role of concerned parent is also highly present in Rome Municipio XI, and can be said to be
constructed, in part, by the procedural design itself. One of the thematic areas of discussion is indeed
“youth policies”, dealing with projects for the creation of structures or activities for kids. Most of the
participants of this working group were in general either young students or women in their 30’s taking
the role of the concerned parent. Once, in a Garbatella assembly, as candidates had to introduce
themselves before the election of delegates, Silvia presented herself as: “a mother, with a very young
child. If you vote for me, I will take care of the future of the kids in this neighbourhood. […] I have
already a proposal to make: I thought that we could create an outdoor playground for the kids of the
neighbourhood …” The motivations and frames used by the Roman concerned parents seem from this
perspective close to those of Morsang-sur-Orge.
The concerned parent has a slightly different profile in Seville, as he/she appears as having more
popular origins, often being a housewife with little education, but a lot of free time as they often do
not work to take care of the kids. In general, the concern parent is not highly committed in the PB
process however, participating only in the proposal phase and not in the successive ones, reserved for
the delegates. In the proposal phase, where anyone can make a proposal individually for the zone, the
district or the whole city, many women from rather popular backgrounds participate and voice
proposals to improve the “situation of the kids.” These proposals aim at either offering decent
conditions for kids to play, or, focusing on teenagers, at “helping the teens to get off the streets.”
Given the more popular and more politicised bases of Seville PB, the role of concerned parent takes a
slightly different shape.

6. The community leader
The community leader is a marginal character in most of the PB assemblies I observed. Most of the
participants were indeed national citizens, little foreigners participating in the PB institutions despite
the formal access open to them. Foreigners are under-represented in PB institutions, and become
visible only when a clear leader of a constituted community participates. The community leader is
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usually a man, relatively young (less than 40 years-old), who is relatively well integrated in the
country. He masters indeed very well the national language, well enough to communicate in PB
assemblies, much more than most of the members of his community. From a socio-economic point of
view, the community leader is generally no better off than the other members of his community. He
lives in rather precarious conditions. Most of the time nevertheless he works; his occupation giving
him a form of legitimacy as he appears to be socially integrated. Despite his low cultural and
educational resources, the community leader is often politicised, situating himself on the left. Like
Mohammad in the Municipio XI (see below) who said, in an interview: “I love politics, really, I find it
really interesting. Not only in Italy, but outside as well.”49 He then tackled different political issues
along the interview: the Israeli/Palestinian conflict, taking openly the side of the Palestinians, the war
in Iraq that “costs billions, which could be so useful for the people”, the political situation in Lebanon
(his country) or France. The community leader is politically committed, caring about the fate of his
community or of the poor people in general. Mohammad offers a pretty fair picture of this type of
participant:
Mohammad, 32 year old delegate in one of the Municipio XI neighbourhood
assembly, is an interesting character. With a really low economic and cultural
capital, he seems nevertheless able to speak about everything, and especially about
politics. He left Lebanon when he was 13, “because of the war”, and then worked in
different European countries, before settling down in Italy 16 years ago. He seems
pretty well integrated in Italy, and he speaks Italian rather fluently. He got involved
in the BP process as a “speaker” of the immigrants he is living with (in the squat of
the Coordinamento di Lotta per la Casa). He is not a community leader per se, as he
is not representing a unitary ethnic or religious community. The migrants he lives
with indeed come from different countries (Peru, Ecuador, but above all from
Morocco and North Africa), but pushed him to run for PB elections: “they don’t
speak Italian very well, so they told me to go for it.” At the first assembly, about 40
people from the squat came to vote for him, many women with veils, some illiterate
who had to asked the help of the facilitators. Mohammad is a Muslim (“but I eat
everything”) but feels he represents all the migrants, the people with low income in
the neighbourhood. As a zone delegate he does not try to promote the interests of his
community only, he seems concerned about the neighbourhood as a whole: “it would
be important to have a school for kids of the neighbourhood, or a public park … also
to take care of the holes in the pavement or of the noise made by the cars on
Saturday night.” He never made categorical claims in the public assemblies.

The community leader is present in some of Rome Municipio XI and Seville neighbourhoods. Most of
the time, they emanate from rather deprived neighbourhoods where migrants live, far from the city
centre. As the foreign population is rather limited in all the three cases, there are few communities to
mobilize. In Seville, the main community mobilizing in the PB are the gypsies, especially in the
poorer neighbourhoods of the city. While the gypsy community is very present in the voting
assemblies – making many proposals to valorise its cultural identity –, I never met any clear
community leader participating more actively as a delegate. In Morsang-sur-Orge, the figure of the
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community leader is mostly absent. Even if foreigners represent a small portion of the population,
population from foreign origins, being from the second or third generations of migrants, who mostly
live in social housing neighbourhoods are also almost invisible. As most of the popular classes, they
hardly ever participate in the participatory process, the ethnic variable being added to the lack of
cultural and economic capitals in the exclusion of these groups. The case of Kamel, a 26 year old
irregular participant of the Wallon neighbourhood council can be evoked however.
Even if Kamel cannot be considered as a community leader as he only participates
on an individual basis, not representing any organized group or well-defined
community, he is seen by the other actors as the voice of “the youth” of his social
housing neighbourhood in the NC. I met him in the fall of 2005, after the urban
revolt of November, which had reached Morsang-sur-Orge as well. That evening he
participated in the NC to push forward the idea of “offering a meeting room [“un
local”] for the youth of the neighbourhood [“la cité”]. He justified the proposal as a
way to canalize young people’s energy, as “they are better there than wandering
around outside.” His proposal had however received a cold answer from the
administration, as the mayor, present that evening, had rejected the idea on the basis
that such a meeting room existed a few years ago but had been destroyed by people
from the neighbourhood after a few months. She also argued that “letting people
from the same neighbourhood spend all their time together, not interacting with
different people […] was not necessarily a good thing.”50 After this rather tough
answer from the municipality the few teenagers present that evening had left the
meeting, leaving Kamel alone among the other participants.
How can someone like Kamel – “un jeune de cité” – participate in a PB assembly?
First of all, he is not a teenager anymore, being 26 years old, and as such might have
reached a form of maturity. Then, he has a certain education level, as he has a
Baccalaureate and did two years of business studies after high school (a BTS). He
has known a form of upward social-mobility, as his father was a Moroccan
immigrant – Kamel is French – employed as a manual worker all his life (in car
assembly lines as well as in the construction sector). Kamel works in a Parisian
airport as a “stopover agent.” His trajectory thus gave him the educational,
professional and cultural resources to “understand politics.” He thus told me he
always voted in the elections and he even mocked people during the interview –
teenagers of his neighbourhood – “who don’t know who is on the left and who is on
the right. They think UMP is from the left … [he laughs]” He told me as well that he
would like “to give civic education classes for the kids. […] Not political ones, but
objective ones … Talking about the rights and the duties, and recalling the values of
the Republic: Liberty, Equality, Fraternity.” He thus distinguishes politics from “the
values of the Republic […] that are neutral and objective.” He told me he
participated in the PB assemblies because they “put the citizen in the frontstage”;
even if “they always talk about the same things, the pavements, etc. and never about
the problems of the youth.” The community Kamel represents implicitly – not for the
“constituents” but for the other participants – is therefore the youth of the
neighbourhood, who creates problems and is generally from the 2nd and 3rd
generations of post-colonial immigration.

It is not surprising however to see that the mobilization of a community does not follow ethnic,
religious or cultural cleavages in Morsang-sur-Orge and in France in general. Mobilization and
organization along ethnic or cultural lines is rejected by the Republican and universalistic French civic
culture. Ethnic associations are thus often disqualified as being “communitarian” in France. Other
categories are nevertheless constructed, more transversal, at least in their formulation, as “the youth”
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or “the youth from the cité”, who represent a problematic population – associated with delinquency,
violence and nuisance. For a group being created, and stigmatised as being a problem-maker, a form of
representation appears necessary and is embodied by a leader, even if he did not ask for it, like Kamel.
On the contrary, in Rome and Seville, the communitarian leaders are emanations of associations – a
housing rights association focused on migrants in the case of Mohammad and Gypsies cultural
associations in Seville. These differences clearly emanate from the different civic cultures of these
countries and the type of organization of civil society emanating from it.

Even if the heterogeneity of the PB public is limited, different types of actors interact in these
assemblies to create rich communicative moments. Each case does not present the same level of
diversity however. Table 5.3 illustrates schematically the representation of each type of actor for the
three cases; 0 meaning the quasi-absence of the character and 3 its omni-presence. Rome Municipio
XI appears as the most diverse case, all the characters being represented. The Municipio XI thus offers
interactions between politicised and non-politicised actors, different types of politicised actors, young
and old participants, national and foreign citizens, etc. On the contrary, Morsang-sur-Orge appears
much more homogeneous with a large majority of middle-class, non-politicised, middle-age and old
actors. Seville offers a middle-way between the two cases, with nevertheless a clear overrepresentation of experienced activists, but also the presence of non-politicised actors, foreigners, and
individuals with popular backgrounds.

Table 5.3 Types of participants in PB assemblies
The good
neighbour

The
parochial
old lady

The young
leftist

The
experience
d activist

The
concerned
parent

The
communit
y leader

2

2

2

1

2

1

Morsangsur-Orge

2

2

0

1

2

1

Sevilla

1

1

1

3

1

1

Rome
Municipio
XI
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III. When citizens can mobilize competences: the discursive inclusiveness of
participatory democracy
To know whether and how people have changed in the course on their PB experiences I firstly needed
to know what type of skills, competences and knowledge they previously possessed. Based on life
history interviews and early observations, I discovered different types of knowledge and competences
mobilized by citizens during public meetings and collective discussions. These competences were
mobilized by actors along the discussion to support arguments and convince the audience of the
validity of their claims. Mobilization of knowledge had therefore a persuasive aim. The mobilization
of these different types of knowledge in the framework of participatory institutions would allow
improvement of public decisions cognitively by including more and different information inputs in the
decision-making processes compared to the information traditionally hold by official decision-makers
(elected officials, experts, urban planners, functionaries, etc.). Far from being unidirectional, these
interactions between citizens, elected representatives and experts also enrich the participants
themselves, who might acquire new competences in the process of participation. The initial
competences mostly came from actors’ previous experiences, be they personal, professional or
political. Three types of competences have therefore been divided into: (1) practical knowledge; (2)
professional knowledge; and (3) political competences.51 They will be studied successively in a
comparative perspective.

1. Local knowledge: proximity politics and emotional expression
The most common competence PB participants had at first when starting to get involved was a form of
local knowledge, linked to their repeated practice of the territory. Local knowledge appears as a
crucial concept in the justification of most participatory initiatives, as it relies on the idea that citizens
are those who know best the local realities linked to their daily life, and as such are susceptible to
improve significantly public policies rationality, justice and acceptability when involved in decisionmaking processes. This idea is not new however; and was already fully developed by Aristotle. He
considered that each individual has “a share of excellence and practical reason” and thus at least a
partial understanding of the matter at hand. Combining different views in a process of collective
deliberation should therefore yield an understanding “as good or better” than that arrived at by “those
who have special knowledge” [i.e. experts] (Pol. 1282a).52 Aristotle therefore praised the soundness of
practical knowledge; users of the law being better judges than those who make it, “just as the pilot will
judge better of a rudder than the carpenter, and the guest will judge better of a feast than the cook (Pol.
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1282a).53 Aristotle does not consider everyone’s capacity for practical reason as being equal, but that
all perspectives should be included in the deliberation, as everyone brings his/her specific knowledge
on the issue at stake: “they will advise better if they all deliberate together, the people with the
notables and the notables with the people” (Pol. 1298b). To reach a full understanding of a public
matter requires taking into account a variety of perspectives for Aristotle. Increasing the pool of
knowledge and ideas will help taking better and more informed decisions. Use and practice would thus
be the conditions for a sound judgement. This theme pervades political theories, especially in the
classical republicanism tradition (see Chapter 1). A conceptualization in terms of interests also exists,
coming from both classical liberalism and Marxian theory – i.e. agonistic theories of action – stating
that actors are the best judges of their interests.
This theoretical perspective is nowadays directly mobilised in many participatory institutions. The
character of the citizen-user (of public transportation or public services) has thus made its apparition in
contemporary political vocabulary.54 Local knowledge is both embedded in proximity and direct
practice. The regular and reiterated practice of a territory is at its roots. It is therefore often linked to
daily life troubles and difficulties, to unsatisfied basic needs, to recurrent nuisances. The question
raised by the mobilization of practical knowledge is that of its mutualisation with others, as it is aimed
at convincing the audience and influencing public decisions. Being necessarily linked to an individual
and relatively idiosyncratic practice, speakers use different rhetorical means to share their local
knowledge. It can be procedurally fostered, mobilised and shared in different ways: discursively in the
framework of public meetings, or more directly through field visits requiring citizens’ emotions and
sensations, and especially their view.
In Rome and Morsang-sur-Orge, local knowledge is mainly mobilised discursively in public meetings.
It generally takes two different rhetorical forms: embeddedness and testimony. On the one hand, it
requires a local embeddedness (“I’ve lived here for X years”), signalling the reiterated practice and
observation of the territory founding judgement not on epiphenomena but on recurrent problems.
Reference to local embeddedness appears as a necessary condition to get enough legitimacy to speak
up in the assembly, to develop oneself and thus acquire a higher worth and status than that of a mere
individual. This type of knowledge is based on a memory of the territory. On the other hand, practical
knowledge is often expressed through anecdotes and examples, drawn from a recurrent problematic
experience (“the last straw that breaks the camel’s back”) that pushed to participate to the meeting in
the first place. The case of a group of women in Morsang-sur-Orge – self-qualified as “the gang of
mums” – mobilised for the rehabilitation of a park in their neighbourhood can be evoked again.55 Their
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interventions in the public meetings where this issue was tackled always started with “I’ve live in
Morsang-sur-Orge for X years”, “I have a child of that age”, and “I go to the park regularly”. Different
examples and anecdotes were then offered to back up arguments on the dilapidation and
dangerousness of the park. Thus, Tatiana, one of the leaders of the group, once said in a
neighbourhood council meeting: “It’s true, this park is really dangerous for kids. I have two kids and
once I found my two year old son with a syringe in his hands … and I told myself this was not
acceptable anymore.” 56 This actor thus gave a chocking example – what Jasper would call a “moral
choc” 57 – aiming at moving the audience, to provoke indignation with an intolerable situation putting
kids’ physical safety at risk.
Anecdotes, like testimonies, are discursive modes, which are appropriate as long as they mean: “this
can happen to anyone.” As Iris Young and Lynn Sanders underlined, the use of testimonies, anecdotes
and personal stories has two main functions.58 On the one hand, they allow the audience, who has not
experienced the scene directly, to imagine and represent it better, and thus to understand it better. At
odds with the impersonality of argumentation, testimonies reach audience empathy, and arouse
emotions that will enlarge judgements. Given the weakness and fallibility of imagination and the
impossibility to really put oneself in the shoes of another,59 personal stories allow visualizing a
situation, to make it present though discourse. Then, the possibility of expressing modalised discourses
of this sort allow equalizing partially communicational resources. While all participants – given their
cultural, political and therefore discursive resources – are not able to reach immediately a general or
political discourse, the opening to personal stories and anecdotes enlarges the circle of legitimate
speech. The democratization of access to public discourse could nevertheless also mean its
depolitization and the decline of critique (Cardon, Herutin, Lemieux 1995; see also Chapter 6 and 7).
Participants mobilizing local knowledge are therefore mostly from popular background with a limited
experience in terms of political participation and public expression. In our typology, mostly the good
neighbour, the parochial old lady, the concerned parent and sometimes the community leader
characters base their arguments on this type of competences.
Local knowledge can take the form of testimonies in public meetings, but it can also be presented in a
more direct manner by mobilizing the view of the other participants. A common practice in Rome BP
is the use of pictures to illustrate personal testimonies and budget proposals. The case of Alessandro,
who proposed the rehabilitation of a public park he considered as “creating serious problems in terms
of public health and security”, can be evoked. He presented the issue insisting on his knowledge of the
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park (“I go jogging there almost every day”) and stressed problems such as an insalubrious and
stagnant ponds, dangerous holes in the lawn, rusted railings, and the presence of squatters living in
dumps at the end of the park and taking drugs. He made clear that he “had seen all these problems
personally.” To perfect his demonstration he showed a dozen pictures, presented and commented in a
bonded folder, illustrating the previously evoked problems. To mutualise his user knowledge he
therefore felt the need to back up his testimony with a direct visualisation of the problems. As it relies
on a personal experience, practical knowledge is more convincing when it can lean on other means
other than the mere discursive interactions. To be shared, an experienced problem should not only be
narrated but also showed to others. The diversity of the means of mutualisation used by Alessandro
was efficient, as the audience appeared convinced by his demonstration. Some rhetorical globalization
could thus be heard, such as “more than a cleanliness question, this is a matter of security, this is a
matter of legal responsibility of the commune.”60
One last means of mutualisation of practical knowledge is the direct visualisation of the problems at
stake, as the bus tours organised in the framework of Sevilla PB allow. These tours are aimed at
helping PB delegates to put proposals into a hierarchy (i.e. in the attribution of the social justice
criteria) by seeing directly the problems on the field. Experiencing directly the cold of a primary
school, or seeing the deprivation of one of the poorest neighbourhoods of the city – with deteriorated
buildings, kids running alone in the streets or broken bottles of alcohol everywhere on the floor – does
not leave the judgement of an individual immune.61 The absence of mediatization – the sensation being
lived directly by the actors, or seen from their own eyes, without verbalisation – might foster more
directly a sentiment of injustice. These immediate experiences are in general complemented by the
testimony of some concerned actors. Bus tours fulfil therefore two main functions in the formation of
citizens’ judgements. On the one hand, it allows the expression of testimonies, speeches in the 1st
person, i.e. highly modalised, mobilising emotions and aiming at sharing directly local knowledge.
Then, local knowledge is enriched by the direct experience of the problems. These tours therefore
allow for the formation of a complex judgement, based on both argumentation and the mobilization of
sensations such as seeing (hence the tour), but also hearing, touching and smelling. In Morsang-surOrge, “pavement meetings” are organised regularly before the realization of public works, to allow
residents (the French term “riverain” is even more telling on the direct practice of the territory)
mutualising their knowledge of the zone in situ. These direct experiences then allow nourishing
discussions in neighbourhood councils.
By putting in discussion sensations that can appear intolerable, local knowledge allows for the
emergence of a form of indignation, or even the expression of an injustice sentiment. Hence the
constant reference to danger (the syringe, holes in the pavement, insalubrious park, precarious housing
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conditions, etc.) public health (see the digital antennas example further) or public safety. As Daniel
Céfaï and Claudette Lafaye underlined: “The feeling of injustice takes the form of a perceptive
challenge: far from being a mere intellectual reasoning, it is embodied in contexts of experiences
explicitly mobilising several sensorial regimes.”62 While local knowledge and personal stories allow
for the emergence of indignation or even the expression of injustice claims through perceptive
challenges, I tried to show here that the crucial question was that of its mutualisation in the framework
of participatory designs aiming at taking public decisions. The transition from an I to a We claim is
not as automatic as Céfaï and Lafaye argue: “The exposed scenes, on the most personal mode, have a
force of ostensive evidence that is meaningful in itself. The objector moves from the use of the I to
that of the We, in a transition from the experienced sense to the sensus communi.”63 The move from a
testimony to the common sense, or even to the civic sense, is never given; it is always problematic. As
Polletta argues, “stories, more than other discursive forms, depend on their very coherence on the
connections they forge between storytellers and audience and between particular experiences and more
general normative standards.”64 This capacity is not a given, it depends on both speakers discursive
competence and of the grammatical rules guiding the situation. In a word, there are good and bad
stories. If rhetorical globalization can be considered as claim by all speakers (“a claim or a craving for
generality” as would Stanley Cavell say) and as such consubstantially embedded in every speech act –
in the sense that Wittgenstein and Cavell consider that the “We” is inscribed in the “I” 65 – this claim
has to be expressed, understood and received in a certain context, given the grammatical rules of the
game. All stories have a moral, but it is rarely expressed explicitly as such, it has to be interpreted
(from the said speaker) by the audience. Speech acts can always be deceived, fail to convince or to
appear meaningful to others. Hence the need to study the felicity conditions of speech acts in specific
contexts in the framework of a grammatical approach. The I-We articulation, i.e. the formation of a
public, is always problematic and requires the mobilization of the appropriate grammatical form.
Personal testimonies don’t end in themselves. They aim at opening a more general discussion on what
should be done. Participants can start up from personal testimonies to present their claims but they
nevertheless have to generalise their argumentation subsequently. To be accepted as legitimate, local
knowledge requires a progressive démodalisation of its formulation. This rhetorical globalization is
expressed through two distinctive frames. First, it can take the form of a probabilistic discourse such
as “It happened to me – who has a regular practice of this territory – so it can happen to anyone.” The
reference to park dangerousness evoked above is particularly telling from this perspective. Local
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knowledge can also be demodalised through a framing in terms of right, i.e. through an equality frame.
It is thus articulated on a comparison between different situations, allowed by the mutualisation of
different practical knowledge, and takes the form of “in other neighbourhoods everything is fine, but
in ours …” or “It not normal that in a society like ours such situations still exist.” The virulent
testimony of a couple in Morsang-sur-Orge can thus be evoked, as they complained about living in
one of the last streets of the city without a main sewer: “We live in Diderot street and the road is not
tarred, we don’t have pavements, or a main sewer system, there is also the noise coming from the
highway nearby … people also come here to drink and take drugs … the other day for instance … […]
I mean … this is not normal. All the inhabitants are untitled to that and we are left on the side …”66
This intervention thus started with a personal testimony, before being generalised using a justice frame
and claiming equality of rights and conditions. The claim thus moved from “I want” to “we are a right
to”, without which it would have probably been bashed.67
Given its idiosyncratic feature, local knowledge requires a discursive work of mutualisation, as it is
not consubstantially inscribed in it. This mutualisation effort allows the enlargement of the legitimate
discursive modes in the public sphere, letting free access to testimonies, but also to forms of
visualisation (pictures, maps, etc.) and direct experiences (tours, etc.). Accepting the use of practical
knowledge as legitimate would therefore allow a double democratization of the access to the public
sphere, on both contents and forms. This would furthermore allow the emergence of new public
problems, raised by actors until then excluded, through the expression of claims in both argumentative
and non-argumentative modes. While citizens could bring their local knowledge to the assemblies,
they could also learn new skills and competences by participating in these fora. Their input in the PB
process was their embeddedness, and one of the outputs of their participation, as will be seen in
chapter 9, was on the contrary a form of detachment from their concerns to look at the wider world,
thus getting, sometimes, politicised.

2. Professional and political knowledge: mobilizing technical competences in participatory arenas
Each participant to a participatory institution can mobilise competences linked to his/her daily life, but
also to his/her previous professional and political experiences. While the participatory bodies I studied
warmly welcomed practical knowledge, they were often more reluctant towards the expression of
other forms of citizens’ competence. As based on professionally or politically acknowledged expertise,
these civic knowledge put into question the technical legitimacy of elected officials and municipal
experts. Professional and political competences do not necessarily raise new problems; they rather
offer alternative solutions to those presented by traditional decision-makers. Conflicts between
66
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knowledge and competences therefore tend to emerge between these actors, all the more as ordinary
citizens, first public targeted by the instigators of these processes, are often excluded from discussions
that tend to get technical.
Professional knowledge is generally a technical competence that gives both a technical legitimacy
(through the use of a certain type of language especially) to the arguments and proposals made, and
enriches the debate cognitively by bringing new information to the table. Not all professional profiles
are represented in the assemblies and some have more opportunities to express themselves given the
type of questions that are tackled. Given the municipal competences in the three studied cases,
discussions often take place on urban planning projects, issues linked to public transportation,
environment, culture or leisure activities. A rare but important character in BP assemblies is therefore
that of the architect or urban planner, who shares his/her professional knowledge, his/her expertise, to
qualify or disqualify proposals. In this regard, citizens are not equals in the assembly given the skills
previously acquired in the professional sphere. While practical knowledge has to use rhetorical means
to translate the claims in ways which are comprehensible to others (probabilistic or egalitarian frames),
professional knowledge starts at another level. It allows those who mobilise it to speak on equal basis
with elected officials and municipal experts, using mainly technical language. He/She will reframe
problems, make new solutions emerge, relativizing the until then uncontested official experts’ words.
The main idea underlying professional mobilisation is that of “several heads think better than one.”
Even in the framework of technical discussions, the existence of a unique solution is put into question,
discussed, evaluated collectively, through the mobilisation of the professional knowledge of certain
participants. The traditional expertise of municipal functionaries is thus enriched by an expertise
coming from other professional milieus. By multiplying the sources of expertise and the mobilised
knowledge in the framework of a discussion, decisions tend to be more rational, less biased by the
limits of a unique source of knowledge. The idea of the cognitive input offered by a plurality of
positions is at the core of the deliberative paradigm .68
In this regard, the mobilization of professional competence occurs in different situations than that of
practical knowledge. While user knowledge is always necessary to back up claims, complaints or
proposals, professional competence is only mobilised in case of conflict. Professional knowledge is
used when an initial proposal is rejected or criticised from a technical point of view. As in the
framework of PB decision-making processes investment proposals are firstly made by the citizens, and
then evaluated by municipal experts, it is only when the latter put into question the technical viability
of the proposals that some citizens mobilize their professional knowledge. Appeal to professional
knowledge always leads to a generalization of the discussion – which does not mean a politization, as
on the contrary it gets more technical – that does not centre on the idiosyncratic aspect of a problem,
68
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but on the technical viability of the proposed solutions. It is thus expressed in reference to other
equivalent projects (urban planning projects, rehabilitation plans, etc.) that actors have encountered
along their professional trajectory. The turn to professional knowledge therefore creates the emergence
of a technical controversy. It appears as a counter-expertise, putting into question the monopoly of
expertise granted to municipal services. Thus, in the framework of a public meeting dealing with the
budget orientations in terms of urban planning in Morsang-sur-Orge, Annick, urban planner and
regular participant to this workshop, put into question the diagnosis made by municipal technicians.
Referring to public works she had coordinated in Strasbourg, she criticised a municipal plan she
considered dangerous for both pedestrians and cars. Speaking with authority, using a technical
language (budget data, statistics, specific terms, etc.), she appeared more competent that the municipal
technicians who, in a small city like Morsang-sur-Orge, appeared relatively amateur. Annick’s words
easily convinced the audience, against the initial opinion of the experts.69
The inclusion of professional knowledge in BP discussions is part of a broader phenomenon, linked to
the development of the “knowledge society”: the increasing educational levels in most developed
countries question the legitimacy traditionally granted to politicians, as citizens (especially from the
middle and upper middle-class who participate actively in the PB) have become at least as competent
technically as the elected officials.70 While the argument of the incompetence of the masses has
historically justified the exclusion of the people from places of power and thus representative
government (See Hamilton, Jay, Madison 1787; Manin 1995), the increased educational levels seem to
push for a growing inclusion of the citizens in the production of public policies.
The mobilisation of technical competences by certain citizens, even if rare and confined to moments of
crisis, allows avoiding the censorship of citizens’ proposals by municipal experts and thus taking
better decisions after a collective discussion between experts (functionaries and citizens) on the best
achievable solution. Technical knowledge is not reserved for professionals however; certain activists
(from associations, unions, political parties) being able to mobilise competences acquired through their
previous participation experiences. Militants have a large experience of participation and knowledge
of the functioning of public arenas that allow them to appear immediately competent in situation.
Political competence can be mobilised in two different manners however. On the one hand, activists
have certain specific knowledge acquired through their associative commitment on a particular
political question. Thus, militants fighting for housing rights know especially well the political and
juridical conditions of this issue. In a similar way, environmental organization militants have a large
knowledge of issues linked to public transportation, recycling or renewable energies. Thanks to this
specific political or technical knowledge, activists can enrich the discussion cognitively and influence
the final decision. On the other hand, militants can also mobilise their previous participation
experiences, which gave them specific skills and competences in terms of meeting organization and
69
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moderation, public expression, mastery of the codes of the public grammar, ways of organizing
demonstrations and collective actions, relationships with elected officials and local notables, etc.
These types of skills facilitate the functioning of the public meetings at the core of PB decisionmaking processes, as they give activists a prominent role in the process. Militants can therefore either
make the discussion more technical by bringing their own counter-expertise on the table, or politicise
it by making underlying political stakes emerge.
The mobilization of political knowledge can therefore operate in different ways. It can allow the
emergence of new public problems in the PB framework, thus orienting the discussion towards issues
they consider politically important (environment, housing rights, immigrants’ rights, etc.). It can also
create a counter-expertise against the municipality. This is all the more striking in cases where elected
officials do not participate directly in the PB meetings, like Seville and Rome. The case of an
experienced activist, Gianni – president of the neighbourhood association Grotta Perfetta – in a PB
assembly of Rome Municipio XI can be evoked. The way Gianni mobilised his technical and juridical
competences, his memory of previous public controversies in the neighbourhood, his knowledge of the
internal power relationships among the administration and the state of certain key dossiers, fostered
the emergence of a countervailing power against the lack of transparency of the municipality in the
attribution and property (public or private) or certain parcels in the framework of the local urban plan:
The issue was firstly raised by Ierma, a young participant, who waxed indignant
about the refusal of the municipal administration to create a public equipment on this
unused parcel the previous year. The municipality argued that this was a private
parcel, which surprised Ierma and many participants. It is when Gianni decided on
intervening in the discussion: “We have to fight and ask for the cadastral register to
the municipality. If they refuse, we have to be ready to go to court. Legally the
municipality has to provide us with this document.” Using a legal argument, he
generalised immediately the discussion by presenting it in a political manner. Ierma,
obliviously satisfied to have received such support, went on: “Yeah! I’m ready to go
to court. If the municipality has these cadastral maps it has to give them. It’s a right!
Otherwise it’ll be pointless to say that the PB is useful or important!” Discussion
continued and went back to the agenda at the following meeting ; the participants
being unable to get the cadastral maps in the mean time and the technical services of
the municipality restating the private nature of the land. Participants – given the state
of abandon of the terrain – therefore asked for the upkeep of the parcel or its
expropriation by the municipality.71

Activists can therefore easily mobilize their political and technical competences to improve the
discussion cognitively. In the previous example, Gianni was able to tell others what was possible or
not from a legal point of view, what solutions had already been envisioned and abandoned. He
therefore allowed taking a better, because more informed, decision. Using his political experience, he
was also able to mobilize people to start a micro-collective action. Therefore, there is no doubt that
when activists put their competence into the game, the discussions, and therefore the decisions as well,
71
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are different. Those able to mobilize political knowledge are the most politicised participants, i.e.
experienced militants (like Gianni) and young leftists, who generally have an impressive political
experience despite their young age. Their input into PB discussions can be both technical and political,
and we will see that what some of them got from their participation was a new form of embeddedness
in the territory, as people are more used to fighting for global and abstract causes than for local public
policies.

Table 5.4 Characters’ competences

Local Knowledge Professional Knowledge Political competence

High

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

Low

The young leftist

Low

Low

High

The experienced
Activist

Low

Medium

High

The concerned parent

High

Medium

Medium

The community leader

Medium

Low

Medium

The good neighbour

The parochial old lady

Conclusion: confining citizens in apolitical roles and impeding deliberation?
Participatory budgeting is characterised by a double opening to ordinary citizens, which could allow
for a significant democratization of the public sphere. On the one hand, the procedural inclusiveness
should allow a broad range of actors – and especially ordinary citizens, traditionally excluded from
political arenas – to make their voice heard. On the other, the discursive inclusiveness of participatory
budgeting, argumentation not being the only legitimate mode of expression, the narration of personal
testimonies and stories being even valorised, should allow citizens with little “epistemological
authority”,72 to speak up. However, these radical ambitions have been partly deceived on both points.
Firstly, even if it gives them a new institutional opportunity to voice their claims, participation of the
72
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popular classes of the PB institutions remains limited. Politicised and educated participants are overrepresented, even if the disproportion is less important than in more formal public arenas. Then,
despite the legitimacy granted to testimonies, anecdotes and personal stories, the voice of those able to
construct solid argumentative claims remain dominant. Furthermore, the symbolic opening of
participatory institutions to non-argumentative discursive modes might confine citizens to apolitical
roles, thus reinforcing insidiously their domination. The risk is high for citizens to be confined in roles
of “neighbours”, “residents”, “users”, “parents”, unable to enrich the discussion in other ways than
through the mobilization of their personal and idiosyncratic experiences. Competent enough to express
their personal claims and needs, ordinary citizens might not be granted enough legitimacy to be heard
on political and technical issues, still reserved to experts. When citizens have put on the hat of resident
it might indeed be difficult to put on another one within the same arena – when the situational
configuration changes – as the other participants’ expectations derive from past self-presentations of
the actors. Moving on from the role of the citizen, voicing his/her personal problem, to that of expert
of electromagnetic waves through digital antennas, is not as easy as it seems.
This might furthermore create a problem for deliberation. How can deliberation emerge if citizens are
confined to apolitical roles of parents and neighbours? What kind of public discussion can develop
between individuals sharing their personal experiences? Is this type of discussion a favourable ground
for the nurturing of a competent citizenry? How can the collective weighting of the pros and cons of a
certain course of action emerge, if what is expected from participants is merely to voice their needs?
Would deliberation therefore be impossible in PB institutions? We will see in the following chapter
that deliberation is indeed scarce in PB arenas, but that under certain procedural, social and political
conditions it can nevertheless emerge.
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Chapter 6
The Limits of Deliberation:
Why and How Public Discussions Hardly Change People

“The ideas of either party may change in the course of
the conversation. It may be, for example, that a certain
agreement is arrived at by the partners in the course of
the conversation. One might convince the other. Then
something from one passes into the other. It is
assimilated into his or her individual structure of ideas.
It changes this structure, and is in its turn modified by
being incorporated into a different system. […] The
special feature of this kind of process, that we might call
a network-figure, is that in its course each of the partners
forms ideas that were not there before, or pursues further
ideas already present. But the direction and the order
followed by this formation and transformation of ideas
are not explained solely by the structure of one partner
or the other but by the relation between the two. And
precisely this fact that people change in relation to each
other and through the relationship to each other, that
they are continuously shaping and reshaping themselves
in relation to each other, is characteristic of the
phenomenon of social interweaving in general.”73
N. Elias, The Society of Individuals.
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4:45 pm, the meeting room of the local primary school is still empty. After five
minutes, three members of the organizing team arrive and start to put chairs in circle.
At 5 pm the first citizens arrive, seat and start to chat in small informal groups. At
5:15 pm about twenty people are seated – forming a big circle – and one of the
organisers introduces the meeting, welcomes everybody, recalls the conclusions of
the previous meeting and evokes the questions on the agenda for today. In the two
following hours, participants will speak, express their views, give their opinions,
laugh, shout, speak in an aside with their neighbours, listen to other people. At about
7:30 pm, the moderators invite the speakers to conclude. A quick summary of the
debates is made, and people stand up and go. Outside, in the courtyard, a few
residents will stay about half-an-hour, speaking about the neighbourhood’s problems,
the political situation of the municipality or the different local gossip running at the
time. At about 8 pm, once the room is put in order, the organisers invite the last
people still present to leave and go back home. They will see each other again one
month later.

This stylized scene took place in February 2005, in Garbatella, one of Rome Municipio XI
neighbourhoods. But at the time when this scene ended, another one, relatively similar, if one adds a
few tables and elected representatives from the municipal majority to the scenery, started in Morsangsur-Orge in the Parisian suburb. Those kinds of scenes have taken place and multiplied everywhere in
Europe in the last decade. Participatory democracy was indeed a rather fashionable political
experience at the time, especially at the local level (see Fung & Wright 2003; Bacqué, Rey &
Sintomer 2005; Herzberg, Röcke, Sintomer, 2005). Many social science studies assess the
transformation of decision-making processes of many public bodies, citizen participation being
henceforth considered a necessary step in the production of legitimate public policies (see chapter 2).
If one asks the participants of the introductory scene to describe what happened in the three preceding
hours however, they will probably answer that they “talked”, “discussed” or “exchanged ideas.” On
the contrary, social scientists who are often present in this type of public meetings, generally define
what they observed as “deliberation”, “argumentation” or “rhetoric”, thus breaking off with the
common sense as required by the dominant epistemological approach in the social sciences. A
succession of publicly exchanged words between actors would form discursive sequences, i.e. strings
of sentences making sense logically together. Given the nature of the exchanged sentences, according
to the way words are voiced and depending on the reactions to the interventions, they are defined as
either rhetoric, deliberation, or agonistic sequences (see especially Bacqué & Sintomer 1999).
The comparison between public speeches by lay citizens – allowed by the development of
participatory democracy – and deliberation as defined by democratic theorists cannot be taken for
granted however. It has been constructed through a collective work of conceptualisation and definition
of the social reality by certain political actors and committed scholars, all trying to push forward
participatory democracy as a political ideal. The promoters and practitioners of citizen participation
are indeed nurtured by the theoretical literature on deliberation, while deliberative democrats are
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inspired and try to promote concrete citizen participation experiences.74 Does the comparison between
the new dominant democratic paradigm and the discursive practices of some participatory bodies make
sense from a sociological perspective? Are the interactions taking place in participatory arenas of a
deliberative nature or do they rather take the form of rhetoric, strategic and polemic sequences?
Moreover, one could rightfully wonder whether these questions are relevant from a sociological
perspective. Is it really important to assess whether discursive interactions between lay citizens are
deliberative or not? Beyond the definitional issue, I argue that social sciences dealing with
communicational phenomena in the public sphere should try to understand when deliberation happens.
Deliberation does not exist institutionally or formally, it does not spring magically from good
procedural rules, it depends of a multiplicity of social and situational conditions. If procedures appear
to be a necessary condition for the emergence of deliberation, they are not sufficient. In this regard, I
argue that there are no deliberative institutions per se, but just deliberative interactions, moments when
deliberation emerges; the institutional setting playing an important role in this social process. How can
we explain that sometimes some discursive interactions are highly fruitful and constructive while at
some other times they end up being extremely confrontational, agonistic and defensive? How can we
assess the emergence and vanishing of argumentative sequences in participatory arenas? In a word,
what are the institutional, social and situational conditions for the emergence of deliberation in the
cases we studied? The answer to this question will then allow the evaluation of the effects of these
deliberative sequences on individuals. Does deliberation mean politicization of the discussions? Does
it foster individual preference change? Does it mean increased cognitive capacities and betterinformed choices? The observation of more than a hundred public meetings in the three studied cases
indicates that deliberation – when it emerged – does not affect people so much in their long-term
opinions and civic practices. People do not learn much, their opinions remaining mostly stable, which
indicates that the conviction and cognitive hypotheses do not match our cases perfectly. One of the
explanations of this unexpected result is that deliberation is different when the participants have a
direct interest in the issues at stake. Two models of deliberation (interested and disinterested
deliberations) will therefore be constructed.
As we saw in the previous chapter, actors can mobilize a variety of competences in public discussions,
from local knowledge, to professional and political competences (see Chapter 5). The mobilization of
these different types of competences, mixed with those of the other involved actors – mainly the
technical and political competences of municipal experts and town councillors – allowed for the
emergence of rich discursive sequences. The aim of this chapter is therefore to investigate the type of
discursive sequences developing in participatory arenas and to evaluate the scope, depth and quality of
these interactions, to then assess their impact on actors. As noted earlier, discussion plays little role in
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Sevilla PB therefore most of the argument relies on the Morsang-sur-Orge and Rome Municipio XI
PB experiences. I first show that deliberation is scarce, as the discursive interactions in the public
arenas I studied offer a large variety, thus sketching a plurality of discursive regimes and modes of
commitments in participatory institutions. I thus present the diversity of the discursive modes observed
over my fieldwork in the second section, to then investigate the favourable (procedural, social,
political and situational) conditions for the emergence of deliberation. In the fourth section, I assess
the (limited) impact of these deliberative sequences on actors. Finally, in the last part, I offer an
interpretation of the failure of deliberation to shape people’s opinions or interests in the cases I
studied, discussing the result with the literature to construct a tentative generalization.

I. The scarcity of deliberation
Deliberation is scarce. Having observed over two years more than 120 public meetings in three
different settings (or more precisely about 20 different settings, as the basic institution was the
neighbourhood assembly) in which discussion was central, I rarely saw deliberation happening. This
does not mean deliberation never happened, but that each meeting gave rise to different types of
discursive interactions, from bargaining, rhetoric, polemic, monologues and soliloquies to sharp
argumentations. As will be seen, despite good procedural conditions, deliberation only takes place in
exceptional moments, when a variety of conditions is met. This, of course, firstly depends on the
definition of deliberation adopted here.

1. A restrictive definition of deliberation
Deliberation is not understood as any type of collective discussion, but as a reasoned exchange of
arguments aimed at taking a collective decision.75 Each term is important, in what can be considered a
restrictive definition of deliberation. First, deliberation is a collective exchange of arguments, which
requires weighting the pros and cons of a certain course of action.76 It does not necessarily exclude
emotions, anecdotes or personal stories from the picture, but considers they can nurture deliberation
only in so far that they open up a collective discussion nourished by contradictory interpretations of
the moral or political meaning of otherwise personal and idiosyncratic story or testimony.77 In this
75
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regard, deliberation necessarily requires a form of generalisation from the personal views and opinions
that are expressed, to evaluate discursively the collective consequences of a certain course of action. A
deliberation is therefore a collective discussion in which certain types of propositions are voiced,
called arguments, i.e. propositions backed up by reason rather than by threat, power or money.
Deliberation is therefore analytically different from bargaining – in which threats or interests are
mobilised and negotiated. Even if backed up by reason, arguments are different from scientific
demonstrations.78 They are propositions backed up by reason that do not aim at truth but at collective
agreement and verisimilitude.79
Then, this collective exchange of arguments is aimed at taking a decision. The collective decision
might not necessarily become a public policy however; it might indeed be a consultative decision or
one affecting the group internally, in its organisation for instance.80 Discussion is just not an end in
itself – like in clubs or debating societies; it is aimed at affecting the wider world. It is therefore
different from a conversation, in which reasoned exchanges of arguments can take place between
actors, but are not aimed at action.81 The action-oriented feature of deliberation has two decisive
78
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effects. Firstly, as a decision is at stake, deliberation has to be conclusive. There are therefore time
constraints, which is different from conservations that can always be stopped and continued in the
future. Secondly, and more importantly, the fact that discussion is aimed at taking a decision shapes
the behaviour of participants, who are, to some extent, bound by the arguments they voice. For both
moral and pragmatic reasons – words might have an impact – it is considered that the participants will
take the discussion more seriously than in a conservation in which their words have no effect.
It is no doubt that given such an exigent definition, deliberation is scarce. It both requires institutional
settings based on discursive decision-making (decisions are taken through discussion, rather than
through aggregative means or authoritatively by a leader) and a certain competence from the actors, in
order to reach a certain discursive quality. The two central features of deliberation are however
analytically distinct, as summed up in Table 6.1. A collective discussion can be ruled by an exchange
of arguments, but not aimed at taking a decision; it will therefore be defined as a reasoned
conservation. Non-argumentative conservations are in contrast coined casual conversations. On the
contrary, a collective discussion aimed at taking a decision is not necessarily ruled by arguments.

Table 6.1 Types of discursive modes

Argumentation

No Argumentation

No decision

Decision

Reasoned Conversation

Deliberation

Casual Conversation

Bargaining, Polemic, Monologues

While conservations have been left on the side of this research, public discussions are at its core. What
matters therefore is to evaluate in which conditions collective discussions aimed at taking decisions
might become deliberations. The aim of this chapter is therefore to evaluate the conditions of
emergence of deliberation in comparison to the other forms that collective discussion aimed at
decisions can take. Rather than defining a priori these discursive forms, this will be done from the
analysis of the empirical material gathered through observation. This approach allows understanding
the quality of the discursive interactions taking place in the public sphere. Different discursive modes
have thus been observed, from bargaining and polemic (personal attacks) to monologues (propositions
are voiced but do not give rise to a collective discussion). Before moving to the empirical part
however, a discussion of the limits of literature on the empirical analysis of the emergence of
deliberation is necessary. Surprisingly, the theoretical and empirical literature on deliberation has
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remained, until now, naïvely optimistic about the possibility of deliberation to emerge. I argue that this
stems from both an under-conceptualization of deliberation itself and from a lack of rigour in
empirical research.

2. A lack of analysis of the conditions of emergence of deliberation
One of the dominant approaches on deliberation argues that publicity is the crucial factor for the
emergence of deliberation. People cannot just say whatever comes to their minds in the public sphere.
Following a Kantian tradition taken up by Habermas, a large fraction of deliberative theorists sees
publicity as the crucial social mechanism orienting people towards the common good. In certain public
contexts, some arguments would merely be inexpressible. Deliberation is often defined as a public and
enlightened exchange of arguments oriented towards the common good.82 If publicity pushes people to
express themselves in ways acceptable to everybody, the discursive interactions taking place in
participatory institutions should always be deliberative, as they are inclusive public bodies, taking
binding decisions through collective discussion ruled by strict procedures. The norms of publicity – by
ensuring a form of anticipated self-censorship among the participants – would be automatically
integrated by all the actors uniformly. Everyone would voice rational arguments acceptable to all and
oriented towards the common good.
Were it purely normative, one could buy the argument. However, a growing number of deliberative
theorists try to enrich their approaches with the analysis of social science studies of past or present
deliberative experiences. Leading figures such as Jon Elster, Robert Goodin, John Dryzek or James
Fishkin have thus studied the discursive sequences of constituent assemblies83, citizen juries84 or
deliberative polls.85 Designing quantitative studies based on pre/post surveys, their research aim above
all at evaluating preference change through deliberation (see Chapter 1).86 Independently of the focus
on preference change, what matters for our present concern is their actual analysis of deliberation and
of the force of publicity. The main problem with these approaches is the lack of analysis of the
discursive sequences per se. They focus either on the external perspective – the procedural design – or
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on the micro-level of preference change, but not on the (social and discursive) process linking the two
together. As Ryfe underlines: “Researchers have been less interested in deliberation itself than in
measuring its effects. Whether they use laboratory, survey, or participant-observation methods, the
authors of most empirical studies assume that deliberation ensues when certain structural conditions
(such as equality and autonomy) hold. […] In the process however, deliberation itself remains
essentially unexamined.”87 Deliberative democrats are more interested in the effects of deliberation
than knowing whether deliberation took place tout court. The process of deliberation is therefore
entirely overlooked and despite their discursive approach to democracy, deliberative democrats never
allow participants to speak; they remain always mute.88 Deliberative democrats do not enter the black
box of deliberation and end up being unable to assess whether it is collective deliberation, information
from documentation materials, or pure randomness that explains preference changes.89 The only way
they investigate this crucial question is by asking – in the final questionnaire – “what made you
change your mind on this issue?.”90 They therefore do not assess whether deliberation took place at all,
and whether it was of a rather good or bad quality. They assume that publicity – taken almost as a
catchword – is the crucial mechanism explaining all these social processes. They do not deepen
however their understanding of publicity, and the micro-social mechanisms explaining its power.
Deliberative democrats end up with a rather loose understanding of publicity, and therefore of
deliberation as a social mechanism as well. Surprisingly, far from the rigour and conservatism of the
theoretical analysis, they generally derive from their approach a rather minimalist definition of
deliberation in their empirical studies, as Robert Goodin in his study of Australian citizen juries, who
defines deliberation as: “Collective conversations among a group of equals aiming at reaching some
joint view on some issues of common concern.”91 Any collective discussion would thus become a
deliberation, independently of the type of propositions that are voiced. Being assumed a priori, the
question of the force of publicity thus disappears from the research agendas of the empirical studies on
deliberation. Deliberation would thus emerge automatically from public bodies adopting discursive
decision-making procedures. This purely procedural perspective on the force of publicity and the
emergence of deliberation appears as such largely inappropriate.
I argue, on the contrary, that any “collective conversation among a group of equals aiming at reaching
some joint view on some issues of common concern” is not necessarily a deliberation. It can be
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bargaining, polemic or monological discursive sequences. Deliberation is a very specific form of
discursive interaction, requiring a collective exchange of arguments and reasons (that can however be
based on and backed up by personal experiences, testimonies, i.e. emotional narratives) in the aim of
taking a collective decision. All the discursive sequences in public arenas are therefore not
deliberative. On the contrary, the few sociological studies dealing with the discursive interactions in
non-experimental public institutions appear sceptical about the quality of collective discussion in these
settings. Deliberation appears to be of a rather low quality, or even inexistent. 92 It is especially the
case when public arenas involve lay citizens, more than professional politicians, which is the focus of
attention of most empirical research on deliberation and of this very project.93 When it comes to
discussions among lay citizens, it seems that large fringes of the participants try to avoid
argumentation and justification of their viewpoints at any cost. Considering their opinions as private
matters, prime markers of their identity, people would not be ready to justify them publicly, and even
less to change them as an outcome of deliberation.94 People avoiding deliberation, public speech
would remain merely strategic or at best emotive. Loïc Blondiaux and Sandrine Lévêque even
conclude their study on Parisian neighbourhood councils by putting aside the communicative function
of collective discussion:
“Les conseils de quartier du 20ème arrondissement ont-ils été créés pour servir de
prototypes à l’idéal Habermassien de politique délibérative ? Il va sans dire que non.
Ni espace agonistique où s’affronteraient sans merci des intérêts irréductibles, ni lieu
de compromis où se négocieraient ces mêmes intérêts dans la perspective de
décisions à prendre, les conseils de quartier constituent, selon nous, des espaces
publics de discussion mais où l’essentiel ne serait pas de dialoguer en vue d’un
objectif commun, mais de se rappeler à l’autre. Nous pourrions ainsi définir cet
espace politique d’un type particulier d’une manière originale : comme un lieu où
des acteurs aux intérêts constitués vont, sans forcément chercher à se confronter ou à
s’entendre, dans l’intention de se rappeler à leur existence réciproque.”95

At odds with deliberation theorists, actors would no longer say anything in public arenas, or better,
what they say would not really matter at all. In a functionalist and interactionist perspective, it is rather
the existence of an “apparition scene” than discussion itself that matters from a sociological
perspective. If this constitutes probably one of the brightest works analysing in depth the discursive
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interactions in public arenas, some of the conclusions appear nevertheless unsatisfactory. Discursive
interactions in participatory bodies cannot be reduced to a pure symbolic function of apparition.96 In a
comprehensive perspective, referring to the discourses of the actors, it can be argued that at least some
participants to innovative democratic institutions come to discuss collectively about the fate of their
community. If some participants merely come to socialise, get municipal information or to “remind
each other of their mutual existence”, others want to take binding decisions (see part on actors’
motivations in Chapter 5). As Ana, one of the participants of the Sevilla PB says: “I don’t come to
discuss in the air … I come to take decisions, to make things change. And if decisions are not
implemented, I think I will just stop. I think that this is one of the main reasons why so many dropped
out [stopped participating, they didn’t see any implementation … they had the impression of wasting
their time.”97
Even if actors come to express themselves, to discuss collectively and eventually to take binding
decisions, the result of the transaction is not necessarily a deliberation. It requires interventions
following each other, people listening and answering each other in a constructive and argumentative
manner, which seldom happens. The repeated observation of public meetings of PB institutions over
two years therefore does not confirm that only disinterested arguments oriented towards the common
good are expressible in public arenas. Personal testimonies, feelings, and private matters are regularly
presented in these public settings. Participants can bargain, exchange impressions, and sometimes
deliberate. The most common claims in participatory budgeting assemblies were related to the
rehabilitation of the pavement of the street where the claimant lived, a specific problem linked to a bus
stop in front of one’s house, street cleaning, cars going too fast in the streets of the city, public schools
in dire straits, the air quality in the city, old people feeling insecure walking in the streets, the lack of
lighting outside at night, etc. Many of these problems are neither self-interested, nor public or political
per se. They can become so through the discursive interactions among the actors.
My ethnographic studies did not indicate that certain types of arguments are inexpressible in certain
public settings, but rather that personal interventions are appreciated differently by the audience –
sanctioned, rewarded or ignored – given the ruling public grammar. In many ways, the public
grammar is often not powerful enough to impede some people to voice arguments that appear
inappropriate or incompatible with the discursive norms of the group. The grammatical rules of a
certain social setting are not integrated immediately and automatically by actors, they have to be
learned progressively. There are therefore situations where people “are so attached to their
experiences, when the object/subject grammar appears so estranged to them, that they cannot
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transform and present their experiences in public in acceptable forms to others.”98 The consequence of
the lack of power of the public grammar is therefore the emergence of a plurality of discursive modes.
Bacqué and Sintomer distinguish four types of discursive modes in the Parisian neighbourhood
councils they studied: (1) argumentative sequences; (2) rhetorical sequences; (3) sophistic or strategic
sequences; (4) agonistic or polemic sequences.99 This approach partly fits with what I observed along
my ethnographic studies. Discursive sequences of different nature alternate constantly during public
meetings. Their conclusions could even be reversed: the strategic, polemic and rhetorical uses of
public speeches are in the general the routine of participatory bodies, much more than deliberation.
If I agree that there is a diversity of discursive regimes in public arenas, the definitions offered by
Bacqué and Sintomer remain problematic. The distinction between argumentative, rhetoric, sophistic
and strategic discursive regimes is partly unsatisfactory, as it confuses the nature of the propositions
that are voiced (backed up by reason or self-interest) and the way they are voiced (in a detached or
expressive manner). They thus define argumentation as propositions backed up by reason, in contrast
to rhetoric, which would be arguments presented in an expressive mode (and essentially voiced by
politicians), the form of message being in this case more important than its content. The distinction
between the two is not extremely convincing however, as it might be difficult from a sociological
perspective to assess objectively when the form takes over the content. It appears more fruitful to
focus on the reception of such discourses by the audience than to postulate actors’ intentions from
their political or social status. I will therefore melt the rhetoric and argumentation into the category of
argumentation, thus considering that public discourses always have dramaturgic and expressive
features. We will see nevertheless that argumentation can be more or less successful, depending on
the way arguments are framed and therefore received. Then, Bacqué and Sintomer definition of
sophistic appears overly reductive, as it only means the use of speech to silence political opponents
and manipulate the audience. It is not clear however how, in practice, these sequences can be
distinguished from what they coined rhetorical sequences, unless by reintroducing actors’ intentions
(strategic use in one case, disinterested in the other?) I would use a broader category – called polemic
– in cases in which speakers make personal attacks and criticisms. It is therefore different from the
Bacqué and Sintomer definition of polemic, understood as the strategic use of arguments, that I will
coin bargaining, in keeping with the shared definition agreed on in the literature. Three discursive
modes are thus distinguished and exposed in the following section.
The question then is to know how public discussion in PB assemblies can sometimes mean
constructive argumentative sequences and at other times mere bargaining, polemic or monological
sequences. How can it be explained that in the public bodies I studied, the power of publicity did not
always play its role fully to allow the emergence of deliberation? How can it be explained that despite
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the strong and widespread argument on the forceless force of publicity, it was not sufficient to allow
for the development of deliberation systematically? Before moving to the analysis of the conditions of
emergence of deliberation, a presentation of the different discursive modes observed in PB assemblies
is necessary.

II. The three discursive modes of PB Institutions
I observed three different discursive modes in PB institutions: polemic, bargaining and argumentation.
The distinction between the three primarily stems from the way claims were backed up and justified
by actors. In a word, their differences do not come from actors’ intentions, but from the words they
used in public. Interestingly, these three discursive modes follow the three regimes of action presented
in Chapter 1, i.e. the regime of familiarity, the regime of realism and the regime of publicity. Firstly, I
saw – very rarely however – polemic sequences, participants using personal attacks to criticize others’
positions. Far from fostering constructive deliberations, polemic sequences often led to discursive
messiness. The second discursive mode was bargaining, participants trying to foster their self-interest
through public participation. Most of the time however, people tried to offer at least a minimal public
good justification of their claims, in keeping with the participatory grammar. These were
argumentative sequences. The main division line between bargaining, polemic and argumentation
therefore lies in the types of justifications used to back up claims: does the speaker justify his/her
claims through personal considerations, common good or interested arguments? These three discursive
modes could then be framed in three different manners by the actors – making political/moral,
emotional or technical claims. They are summed up in Table 6.2 and will be presented in turn. More
attention will nevertheless be devoted to the argumentative sequences that are of prime interest here.
Interestingly, argumentative sequences did not always allow the emergence of deliberation. Claims of
generality – or merely public justifications – could be successful or fail, be accepted or rejected by the
audience (because being voiced in an incorrect grammatical manner) and therefore give rise to
argumentative or monological sequences. When framed in a grammatically incompetent manner
(being too political, too emotional or too technical), no discussion followed interventions that
remained unanswered, thus unable to create deliberation. These different discursive modes have to be
understood as ideal-types, especially as in interaction actors might move from one mode to the other
fluidly. Often, arguments being rejected as too modalised (too emotional for instance) the discussion
moved to polemic modes, personal attacks following the use of arguments. Less often participants
moved from argumentation to bargaining, a common good argument being unravelled as selfinterested speakers might start negotiating.
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Table 6.2 The three discursive modes of PB institutions

Polemic

Bargaining

Argumentation

Interpellation

Political negotiations

General argumentation/
politicking & bla, bla

Emotional

Personal criticisms

Did not happen

Emotionally based
argumentation/parochialism

Technical

Experts polemic

Technical
negotiations

Technical
argumentation/Technicism

Moral/Political

1. The negative impact of politicians’ presence: the rise of polemic
Polemic was not a frequent discursive mode in the PB assemblies I observed. I define polemic as the
use of personal claims to discredit a previously stated argument or position. In this regard, polemic is
necessarily responsive. It was mostly in Morsang-sur-Orge that I saw it happening, due to the presence
of elected officials in the PB assemblies. In the two other cases, aware of this risk, elected officials
avoided as much as possible participating in PB meetings. In Morsang-sur-Orge, polemic was in
general framed in a political idiom, taking the form of the interpellation of elected officials by lay
citizens. Citizens took the opportunity offered by PB assemblies to attack directly and address harsh
criticisms to elected officials. It therefore often took the form of “I/you” discursive sequences. A
previously quoted excerpt from a PB meeting in the French city where the Mayor was present
paradigmatic from this perspective, when a participant evoked his robbed car and asked the mayor
“what can you do about it?”.100 This was neither a bargaining process – as the participant did not ask
the municipality to give him back the money due to its lack of investment on local security – nor an
argumentation (what can we do to improve security issues in our city?). Expressed with an aggressive
tone, focusing on the person of the mayor (as expressed in the second person of the singular), the
participant opened a polemic on the breaches of the municipalities’ duty. Following the interaction, the
mayor tried to move to another discursive mode – political argumentation – by invoking the lack of
financial means of local governments due to the decisions of the Ministry of the Interior. Hence the
constant move from one discursive mode to the other.
Apart from the political interpellations due to the presence of politicians in PB assemblies, polemic
could also arise when participants made grammatical mistakes. They were generally sanctioned for
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their arguments, ad hominem attacks remaining rare. Sometimes however, regular wrong doers were
attacked more personally, which gave rise to tensed interpersonal conflicts. It was especially the case
when parochial old ladies made overly interested or emotional claims. The move from argumentation
to polemic is easy when one makes a grammatical mistake, appearing interested, parochial or
politicking.

2. The limited use of self-interest justifications: when bargaining is publicly rejected
As we saw in Chapter 5, individuals mostly framed in four different ways their motivations for their
participation in a PB process. The two last ones – social integration and personal enrichment – will be
left on the side here, as they were not mobilised in public assemblies to back up claims and proposals.
The two main frames used to justify proposals were therefore common good and self-interest. The
explicit use of self-interest to justify claims was rare however, as it was both relatively inefficient and
socially disqualifying.101 It is interesting to note that regardless of these two drawbacks – inefficiency
and symbolic sanctions – self-interest was sometimes explicitly used by some actors, generally
unfamiliar with the grammar of the institution. Political negotiations were rare in public assemblies;
association or party members hardly ever raising the political interests of their organizations in the PB
assemblies. Sometimes, however, some entered in more or less implicit power relationships, by
threatening to mobilize their organization in case of rejection of a certain claim. More often, however,
bargaining took the form of individuals or organised groups negotiating to promote their material
interests explicitly. A scene that took place in a Morsang-sur-Orge neighbourhood assembly appears
paradigmatic from this perspective.
The main goal of the meeting was the attribution of the neighbourhood budget for
the year, i.e. which local projects should be financed by the 60 000 euros granted by
the municipality. Different ideas were voiced by the participants, before that Jacques,
a man in his late 50’s, regular participant and member of a community association
intervened: “I’d like to tackle an issue that is of direct relevance to us [his association
and the residents he represents]. Since the creation of a walking path between the
high school and the residence, there has been a lot of destruction (the fence, lighting,
the gardens, etc.). Before, everything was quiet, but now, with all these teenagers
going around … We counted and we evaluated it would cost about 6 000 euros to
repair the fence … so we thought … that … as the creation of this walking path had
been decided by the neighbourhood council, maybe it could help us finance part of
the reparation.” The town councillor present that evening reacted emphasizing the
possible legal difficulties of such a project, but far from condemning the idea,
seemed to legitimate it: “It’s true; I understand … it could be done.” He then asked
the other participants what they thought about it, and, as there was no answer, he
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added, talking to Jacques: “Would it be fine for you if we do 50/50? We could decide
that the neighbourhood council gives 3 000 euros of its annual budget to finance the
repair. Would it be fine for you?” There was no reaction from the other participants,
apart from Jacques: “Yes, it seems fair to me.” The discussion stopped there, Jacques
appearing especially satisfied with its conclusions.102

The scene, far from the ideal of deliberation oriented towards the common good, appears much more
like a negotiation between the municipality and a community association. Far from aiming at the
common good, the arguments that were used seemed to target the attribution of public funds for
private ends much more that the improvement of the neighbourhood welfare. The claim of the
association representative can appear legitimate, but one might still wonder how such a discursive
sequence can have taken place publicly, in a neighbourhood council meeting. As Bacqué and Sintomer
argue however, lobbying or bargaining are possible in participatory arenas, as long as the promotion of
self-interest in compatibility with a reasonable solution for the community.103 In the previously cited
case, the negotiation could appear legitimate to the other participants, as the damage suffered by the
residents seemed both unfair and caused by a PB decision. It should not be concluded that bargaining
and the use of self-interested arguments was the routine of PB institutions however. This type of scene
or sequence was rare. Most of the time, participants tried, at least minimally, to show that their private
trouble was a public concern affecting the community as a whole, which should therefore be dealt with
collectively. This does not mean that it always resulted in deliberative sequences. In a word, common
good justifications are a necessary but not sufficient condition for the emergence of deliberation.

3. Three different manners of framing the public good
The relationship between the personal and the political is at the core of participatory budgeting
institutions, as they are dealing with local issues and trying to solve them. For juridical reasons – the
commune competences are limited to local issues (see Chapter 3) – and symbolic ones – participants
are firstly motivated by the resolution of their personal problems (see Chapter 5) – PBs aim at solving
local problems through the creation of adequate public policies. As their instigators and some of the
participants are nevertheless politicised actors (elected representatives, political militants, social
movements activists, etc.), committed to participatory democracy for ideological reasons (deepening
democracy, raising consciousness, promoting social justice, etc.), most of the public meetings I
observed were therefore oscillating between highly personalised discourses and general political
speeches. It is precisely the link and relationship between the two that made these institutions such
fascinating objects of research. Often, deliberation emerged when a personal trouble was shown
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through argumentation to be a public problem to be dealt with collectively. Deliberation therefore
appears as a pragmatic challenge for actors in public arenas. It requires being able to justify one’s
position, to generalise from a personal case to show that it should be a concern for all.
These public justifications could be framed in three different ways in the cases I studied: in political,
emotional and technical terms. None of them were more valorised per se than the other, as they all
targeted the public good of the community, justifying claims and proposals by “it is good for us”
frames. Public good justifications could be backed up by (1) political or moral arguments, thus
referring to general principles; (2) emotional propositions expressed through anecdotes, testimonies or
personal stories; (3) technical propositions taking the form of data (numbers, legislation, financial
evaluation, types of interventions required, etc.). Participants could appear competent and get
integrated in the institution by using either political, emotional or technical frames. The evaluation of
the framing process depends on the way it is performed in public. Politicization achieved through
strategic or interested arguments will appear mere politicking. Similarly, the mobilization of emotions
and experiences that do not speak to people – because they are overly personal and idiosyncratic – will
appear as a form of parochialism. The mobilisation of technical arguments might also be sanctioned by
the participants, if the use of data appears incomprehensible by the majority. Conversely, a
grammatically correct use of technique requires it to be put at the level of the profanes, so that it can
be understood by all. Emotions, if they speak to the audience, who can interpret the personal story and
compare it to other cases to draw some more general conclusions from the case, will appear as a
practical commitment to the common good, enriched by a good, because universal, story. Finally,
political framings, when referring to general principles but also connected to practical achievements
will appear as politics in the noble sense of the term. The grammatical evaluation of the three framing
processes is summed up in Table 6.3. The grammatical evaluation of the different framing processes is
important for deliberation, as it is precisely grammatical correctness that might allow deliberation to
emerge. Far from spurring deliberation, pragmatic incompetence creates conflictive interactions,
taking the form of personalised attacks, criticisms, shaming or mockery. While grammatical
incorrectness rapidly closes the discussion, claims and propositions remaining unanswered,
grammatically correct propositions will be discussed collectively. This might not be sufficient to allow
deliberation to emerge; it is nonetheless necessary.
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Table 6.3 The three framing processes of argumentation

Framing process

Grammatical evaluation
Incompetent

Competent

Political

Politicking/bla-bla

Politics in the noble sense of the
term

Emotional

Parochialism

Practical commitment to the
common good

Technical

Technicism

Understandable by all

4. Framing local issues as technical problems: avoiding deliberation?
Participatory budgets aim at offering citizens the opportunity to take public decisions directly, and
appear therefore as highly practical institutions. Participants speak about local issues and problems
they aim to solve, often related to land use, urban planning, public transportation or kids’ education.
Local issues can be framed in a technical idiom, but if articulated in an overly technical language,
speakers will appear as lecturers, incomprehensible for the majority of participants. Often, municipal
experts participate in the public assemblies to give their expertise on special projects. Their
participation is aimed at increasing the pool of available information, to take decisions that are
technically sound. It is not sure, however, whether experts’ participation goes hand in hand with
deliberation. Used to speak in a certain jargon, to refer to technical terms and numbers expressed in
complicated measurements units, it can be hard to use a non-technical language that can be understood
by everybody. Thus, once, Raphael, the official urban planner of the municipality had been invited to a
Morsang-sur-Orge neighbourhood council to make a presentation on the possible circulation projects
for the neighbourhood, combining public transportation, cars and bikes.104 He had brought maps of the
city, where streets were marked in different colours, illustrating the available options of transportation.
He spoke for 20 minutes in a religious silence, people appearing concentrated on what he said. He
used however many technical words – referring to urban planning jargon, juridical obligations,
materials to be used, etc. – that left the public speechless. No doubt that his intervention brought a lot
of new information on the table. It did not allow the emergence of an enlightened discussion on the
transportation planning of the neighbourhood however. He made his lecture, the town councillor asked
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whether the audience had questions – there was none – Raphael therefore sat down and the meeting
moved to another issue. The technical aspect of the presentation had obviously fostered silence, as
some side comments of my neighbour reflect: “this is really nice, but what shall I do about that?” As
an official municipal expert he could hardly be sanctioned publicly by the participants for using an
overly technical language, the main consequence of his speech was however to stop discussion rather
than open it up. Even when participants themselves used technical language in an authoritative manner
– like some urban planners or architects who often participate in PB meetings, see chapter 5 – this did
not allow deliberation, the expert style expressed by the overly technical discourse impeding profanes,
made the technically incompetent afraid to speak up.
This does not mean that technical framings and the use of data always impeded deliberation. Concrete
proposals, justified by technical arguments, were not rejected as such. On the contrary, often in Rome
Municipio XI PB, given the ruling grammar of the institution, the collective discussions were highly
practical and proposal oriented. People came to solve their idiosyncratic problems, which were rarely
conceptualised as political. Discussions were indeed structured around a “report-sheet” – the “verbale”
– where participants had to write down the problem and their proposed solution. The document was
then transmitted to the technical services of the municipality, which evaluated the technical feasibility
of the proposal and its costs. Discussions were therefore largely technical in the PB assemblies. They
dealt with where to create such investment, was it the most efficient location, how much it will cost,
how to conciliate with another project. Technical framings were therefore possible – even encouraged
as signs of effectiveness – and rewarded, as long as they took the posture of the community as a whole
and were understandable by non-experts.
Technical deliberations were rare, as often citizens did not feel competent enough to contradict the
technical judgement of the municipal experts. Technical deliberations, about the means, nevertheless
took place in my PB cases, as in this Sevillan meeting, where a good deliberative sequence – even if
technical – took place:
As often in Seville, the discussion of the social justice criteria allowed the emergence
of good deliberative sequences. The 1st proposal to be tackled that evening concerned
the construction of an elevator in an adult educational centre offering language
classes to illiterate people. The proposal was the most voted one for the education
area (1680 votes). The whole discussion appeared biased by the fact that the
proponent – the director of the centre – was present, and therefore defended directly
her proposal. Maru – the facilitator – asked her immediately to present the proposal,
she argued: “There are a lot of old people attending the classes of this centre, and
they have to climb two floors to reach the classrooms. They do it the first two
months, but afterwards they stop ... So we thought that an elevator could help. We
talked about it with the architect at the tour and he said it was alright.” She was
interrupted by a woman, who asked: “Can I ask something? How much money do we
have?” Paco, from the finance department of the municipality, answered: “1.2
million euros for investment. And this elevator proposal would cost about 50 000
euros.” A man, Jorge, surprised: “50 000 euros, just for the elevator! How did they
manage before?” The proponent answered: “ok, it’s a lot, but there is a large demand
for this elevator; look at the number of votes.” Jorge did not insist. Once the financial
question was solved, Maru offered to move to the criteria application. After some
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more formal criteria, the discussion moved on to evaluate whether the proposal was a
basic need, an improvement or just a lifting. A woman, Maria, who increasingly took
a leading role in the discussion, argued: “I think it is a basic need, as without the
elevator people cannot go to classes.” No counter-argument was voiced, but the
points were still to be attributed. Maria argued again: “There are 2 floors, of 23 stairs
each. Without the elevator, 90% of the people won’t be able to attend the classes.”
She thus nurtured the discussion cognitively, giving précised data (invented?) to back
up her argument. She was then supported by another woman, Patricia, who used a
more emotional and moral register: “There is a man who comes with equipment to
help him walk, they have to make the classes outside for him to attend as he cannot
climb the stairs … Most of the students are old, half of them are illiterate, they feel
lonely, so without the centre … Personally I would give 20 points!” The proposal
was therefore backed up with cognitive arguments/information (90% won’t come),
example aiming at emotions (the old man) and moral/political standings (illiterate,
lonely, etc.).105

The discussion in that case was not so much about whether illiterate adults should get publicly
financed courses, but the means to allow a high number of them to take these classes. Hence the
technical turn of the discussion (elevator, number of steps, cost, etc.). In this case, different arguments
were weighted, the necessity of the project was evaluated in comparison to its price, before arriving at
a final decision, on which all agreed. Framed in a grammatically correct idiom – it is in the interest of
the whole population to get a high number of illiterate old people going to these classes – the technical
arguments were then evaluated seriously by the different participants. A technical deliberation was
possible in this case, because the group was small enough, people were listening to each other, a
decision had to be made and there was also a discussion leader, namely Maria. This leader did not
appear as an expert as such, but rather as a good citizen informed about the technical aspects of a
common good issue. In this regard, the speaker was at the same level that the other participants, her
language not creating a distance between them. It seems therefore that equality – at least symbolic
equality, in the status of the speaker as expressed in his/her language – is an important condition for
the emergence of deliberation. When participants feel unequal, i.e. to be incompetent, they simply shut
up to avoid appearing ridiculed in public. Only when the technical issues appear comprehensible to all,
they can be discussed collectively and thus be given to deliberation. This indicates that technical
framings do not impede deliberation per se.

5. Mobilizing emotions: impeding or fostering deliberation?
The mobilisation of emotions in public settings is a contentious issue in the literature. The dominant
approaches on deliberation put the emphasis on argumentation, emotional discourses appearing mostly
irrational and therefore detrimental to the quality of deliberation. The dominant rationalist approaches
to deliberation have however been criticised for their elitist perspective. Reducing public discussion to
argumentation would unfairly disadvantage actors’ with less discursive skills and less
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“epistemological authority.” Hence the portrayal of the ideal deliberator as a white upper middle-class
old man. Deliberative theories have therefore sometimes been amended to include emotions as a
preliminary step before the actual argumentative phase.106 Interestingly however, some recent
empirical insights brought forward by Polletta indicate on the contrary that the mobilization of
emotions, far from impeding deliberation would spur it. As (good) personal stories are always open to
divergent interpretations, they would have a higher deliberative potential than general arguments,
which are merely accepted or rejected, but rarely discussed at length, apart from philosophy
seminars.107 The narrative ambiguity of storytelling can therefore appear as a surprising resource for
deliberation
Considering these contradictory interpretations, it might be interesting to evaluate the deliberative
consequences of the mobilization of emotions through personal stories, testimonies and anecdotes in
PB assemblies. The mobilization of emotions could either spur or stop discussion in the public
meetings I observed. Often, the emotions mobilised by participants – such as fear, disgust or anger –
stopped the discussion, as they appeared as personal and idiosyncratic problems, not worth debating
collectively in a public assembly. The mobilization of emotions was therefore very often sanctioned as
a sign of parochialism. Being highly modalised types of discourses, personal stories and testimonies
can indeed be difficult to share. Different examples have already been offered of old ladies expressing
their anger after a bus stop in front of their house, their fear of walking alone in the street or their
disgust after seeing the insalubrities affecting some neighbourhoods of the city. These emotions
appeared very often out of place, as signs of parochialism, racism or lack of empathy. In a word, they
were not shared in a grammatically acceptable idiom. As said earlier (see chapter 5), sensitive and
emotional chocks do not become moral or political automatically. They have to be expressed
appropriately to allow for the rise of deliberation.
Sometimes however, personal stories can give rise to collective discussions on the (moral or political)
meaning of the testimony. This is even more the case when emotions are not related though stories but
collectively lived by the group. The case of a tour in the South District of Sevilla – the poorest of the
city – is pretty telling from this perspective, as a shared emotion gave rise to a very general discussion:
At the beginning of the tour, Ima, the public official coordinating the meeting,
explained the aim of the meeting, mainly “to see the proposals with their own eyes.”
She also explained the tour should help them to classify the proposals between “basic
need”/ “structural improvement”/ “aesthetic improvements”. This classification had a
strong influence on delegates’ behaviour; all along the tour, people classified the
different proposals along these three categories. In the bus, I saw a man already
giving points to the proposals following these three criteria, and a woman who did
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the same, writing “necessary” or not next to the proposals. Some people also
commented on the proposals in situ saying “I put 20 points here” or “this is not really
necessary”. The whole tour was therefore thought of as an exercise of classification
and ranking of the proposals given their “usefulness.” The tour had therefore a direct
function in the formation of delegates’ judgements, as it allowed them comparing
proposals in situ, to confront them, and to choose only the most necessary ones.
Despite the booklet – given to each delegate – in which all the proposals were
illustrated with pictures, participants had to see the proposals directly, with their own
eyes, pictures were not enough.
After more than two hours going around Torre del Agua neighbourhood, and
evaluating zebra crossings, pavements, benches, speed bumps proposals in pretty
well-off zones, we moved to El Esqueleto, which appeared much more in dire straits.
Going around the zone we finally reached the famous “3000 viviendas”, known as
one of the poorest and more dangerous neighbourhoods of the city (drug dealings,
trafficking, violence, etc.) and with a high proportion of gypsy residents. The
reactions of some of the participants were pretty interesting. One of the delegates
was from the neighbourhood and had to encourage the others to get off the bus to see
the proposals, as some delegates appeared clearly reluctant to go there. He said:
“Come on, let’s go! They won’t eat you!” The visual impression of the
neighbourhood was crude: old and dirty buildings, young kids running and playing
alone in the street, kids driving motorbikes, broken beer bottles on the floor, many
empty lots all around the neighbourhood, etc. Participants started a pretty interesting
conversation, made of their reactions to this unusual situation for them. At some
point, they stopped and just looked at the neighbourhood with the kids, a group of
men in the back (some delegates asserted it was a sect meeting …), and a clear
atmosphere of desolation and poverty.
One of the delegates, Maria-Carmen said pretty frankly:
“I have never been here! I have never seen such a thing,
I didn’t know it existed!”
Elisabeth, her friend, added: “A normal parent wouldn’t
leave her kids alone in the street like that.”
Christina, the youngest of the group, who lived nearby:
“Here kids don’t go to school you know. There is no
authority here.”
Maria-Carmen: “This really hurts me! What a pity! But
[talking to me] I don’t know, what can we do about it?
We give apartments to these people, and they don’t take
care of them, they make fires inside, never clean …
Elisabeth: “We have to start with the kids ...
Maria-Carmen, obviously surprised and chocked: “It’s
really hard, really difficult. I am aware of it now, I
never came here before. I mean, seeing a 2 year old kid
on a motorbike …”
Back in the bus, a debate started about security in the neighbourhood. The man
living in the neighbourhood said: “There is no security for everybody in Sevilla.
Some get more than others, and we would really need more security here.” Ima told
the group that a police station was going to be built soon in the neighbourhood.
People started to talk about the lack of security in the neighbourhood, the need for
more police and the unwillingness of the politicians to do anything about it.
Interestingly, from the spectacle of poverty and the emotional reactions it created
(shame, surprise, pity, etc.) the discussion was easily generalised and politicised, not
about social issues but about the lack of security and police officers. A specific type
of politicization, a conservative and repressive one, emerged from a sentiment of
pity. Moral chocks and sensitive experiences do not necessarily create empathy.108
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The discovery of the territory allowed by PB tours allows some group members to acquire knowledge
of the social reality of the city. This knowledge is linked to a sensitive (especially sight in this case),
and emotional (fear, surprise, degust, etc.) experience. Emotions are socially constructed, and can be
defined as transitory social roles, which prescribe a set of responses expected of a person in a given
situation (Jasper 1997). In the case presented above, the only appropriate emotional response was
probably indignation in front of poverty and such dull living conditions, especially for kids. Jasper’s
understanding of emotions as “generated through the interaction between our environment and our
biographical quirks, goals, interests, and affects”109 can probably be specified further. While the
emotions we feel in a certain situation are largely a pre-defined social role made of shared
expectations about the appropriate emotional reaction, what is made of the emotion depends more
directly of individuals’ biography. Different judgements and analyses can derive from a shared
emotional experience. Interestingly, generalization and politicization stemmed rapidly from the
sensitive experience of indignation felt by the Sevillan group evoked above. A collective discussion
developed on security issues, how to solve them (educative vs. repressive means), who is responsible
(parents, the State, etc.), on the inequality of the different neighbourhoods of Seville in terms of
security. Different interpretations of the emotions they felt were therefore offered, which allowed
deliberation to take place. Emotions, be they narrated or experienced directly, can therefore foster
deliberation – as Polletta argued – much more than abstract argumentation often letting participants
mute.
Surprisingly however, while indignation and generalization was quasi-automatic among all of them, it
did not foster injustice feelings among the group members (Céfaï & Lafaye 2001). The question was
indeed framed in terms of individual responsibility and security, not in terms of the structural
determinants of such situations. One possible interpretation of this phenomenon is the absence of some
of the actors from the discussion. In some regards, in this case, middle-class citizens discussed the
origins and potential solutions to social problems lived by certain fringes of the population, without
the latter being physically present. Presence might indeed foster empathy, and eventually injustice
claims, more easily than detached discussions among disinterested parts.110 The suffering of the other
was observed – like for Adam Smith impartial spectator – but not narrated as such by the victim and
even less lived directly by the spectator.111 The judgement therefore remained detached, impartial and
unrelated to the justice of the situation observed.
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Apart from the nature of the political discussion that developed, what matters here is the emergence of
deliberation from a shared emotional experience. It seems therefore that emotions do not impede
deliberation per se; it all depends on whether they are framed in a grammatically correct idiom. As we
will see, the narrative nature of personal stories or experiences seem indeed to foster the emergence of
deliberation more than abstract argumentations, which might leave the public mute. Again, the
equalisation of the status of the participants due to the inclusive nature of emotional framings seems to
favour deliberation more directly, than the elitist nature of grand discourses.

6. The difficult emergence of political deliberations
The technical and emotional framings were not the only way local problems were framed in the three
PB assemblies’ cases. Sometimes, local issues were framed as political problems, as implying a
division of the world or the community, between executioners and victims, winners and losers, us and
them. The emergence of politics implied indeed an acceptation – even a promotion – of conflict by
certain actors. This happened mostly when politicised actors started to evoke the stakes or
consequences of particular actions. It had had to be done in a subtle way however. A political framing
appearing overly strategic to others could easily be criticised as being mere “politicking” and therefore
be disqualified. Politicization should not take a partisan form. A participant voicing overly politicised
arguments would be disqualified and labelled “sectarian” or “political schemer.” This rule was
generally respected, as party politics was never openly addressed in the public meetings.112 General
moral and political arguments were very often disqualified as well for being … too general. Being
unconnected to specific proposals, general discourses – that tackled the democratic meaning of civic
engagement for instance – were often rejected as mere “bla, bla”. Far from opening up a collective
discussion, they stopped discussion, some participants voicing a conclusive “what’s your point?”,
which led either the speaker to specify his/her proposal or to the reorientation of the discussion on
another issue.
To politicize the discussion, participants had therefore to be highly competent and sly in using a good
argument at the right time: they had to be practical, proposal oriented and general at the same time.
These were rare but intense deliberative moments, when participants evoked the political groundings
or consequences of their proposals. These politicization processes were relatively different in the three
cases, as they were mostly the work of elected officials in Morsang-sur-Orge, and reserved to activists
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and militants in Rome Municipio XI and Seville PB assemblies. The politicization of the discussion
sometimes gave rise to sharp deliberative sequences. While it is often assumed that social movements
activists are anti-deliberative, preferring to use threats or direct action rather than cooperative
discussion, it seems on the contrary that in Rome Municipio XI deliberation could not have emerged
without the commitment of local activists.113 Bringing their political resources to the table, they were
able to generalize sometimes very practical discussions, reconstructing the link between concrete
proposals and broader political stakes. I thus assisted, over our ethnographic study in Rome, to very
sophisticated political discussions between lay citizens and activists. Politicisation took the form of
references to general principles such as “the environment”, “social justice”, “the Kyoto protocol”, etc.
An excerpt from a discussion that took place in Garbatella assembly is pretty telling from this
perspective:

From the beginning of the meeting, the participants decided to split into working
groups, and I opted for the one dealing with urban and environmental issues. This
working group was composed of 6 people, 3 women and 3 men. The discussion was
immediately organised by Valentina, the youngest participant, but an experienced
activist in a social centre and a housing rights association. She offered to start with a
round table, to give each participant the possibility to introduce him/herself. She
then organised the debate, but asking each one, what his/her proposals were in terms
of urbanism for the 2005 budget.
Maurizio, a man in his early 50’s, member of the environmentalist organization
Legambiente as he introduced himself immediately, was the first one to speak. He
had a great influence in the framing of the whole discussion: “Personally, what I
want, is to fight against the influence of the cars in the city. It’s dramatic for the
environment […] I’m not going to make a long speech, but I want to make two
proposals: the creation of bicycle paths and the creation of a “Zone 30” in the centre
of the neighbourhood, especially near schools.”
His intervention, clear and pretty straightforward, created pretty strong reactions.
Franco, a man in his 70’s, increased the generality of the discussion by introducing a
counter-argument: “It’s not a problem of urbanism or roads … it’s not a technical
problem, it’s a problem of culture. Culture is knowing what one’s rights and duties
are. Today, there is no respect for anything anymore. […] It’s really nice to change
the rules, but where are the policemen to make them respected?” Maurizio answered
these criticisms in reformulating and precising his argument: “Anyway, the lower
the speed limit, the slower people drive. It’s automatic.”
He found an ally in the person of Stefano, a man in his early 30’s, regular
participant of the participatory process: “I think speed bumps would be enough. And
it doesn’t cost that much. […] If we were civilised and educated people everything
would be easy of course, all these discussions would be useless … but we’re far
from it. […] That’s why we need speed bumps.” In the same intervention he
therefore answered Franco’s cultural arguments, to justify a technical solution from
both a political (“we cannot change people’s culture”) and financial perspective (“it
doesn’t cost that much.”)
The discussion then went on with Maurizio’s proposal to create a cycling path in the
neighbourhood. He reintroduced the question through a very political justification,
invoking the Kyoto protocol and the necessity to decrease CO2 emissions: “You
113
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know that anyway, the Kyoto protocol has been in application in Italy since
yesterday [15.02.2005] and Italy has to decreases its CO2 emissions drastically in
the following years […] 30% of the use of cars in this city regard trips of less than 3
Km, i.e. distances easily reachable by bike. It means we could decrease CO2
emissions by 30% just thanks to bikes! It would be good for the environment and for
health as well. There would be less fat kids … you know that the use of bikes is
recommended by the World Health Organization? Anyway, the use of bikes is
developing in Rome, and it’s just the beginning … Soon all the metro stations will
be equipped with bike parking … it’s a global trend, we should follow it and
encourage it in our neighbourhood.”114

In this case, a sophisticated deliberative sequence emerged. A problem was identified and framed as an
environmental issue. Solutions were then proposed: the limitation of the use of cars, by the creation of
a cycling path and a zone 30. Discussion, even if already at a general level, could have stopped there,
the proposals written down on the report and eventually voted at the end of the process. Deliberation
can only emerge when counter-arguments are voiced and dissent expressed. In the case of the
Garbatella assembly, the procedural and situational conditions of the discussion therefore made the
expression of disagreement possible. The expression of disagreement – by Franco in this case –
pushed Maurizio to offer a more comprehensive justification of his proposal, and especially to
increase the generality of his argumentation. Starting at a pretty specific level – justifying his
proposals by the need to reduce traffic in the neighbourhood – he ended up evoking the Kyoto
protocol, the WHO and some very precise figures exemplifying the need to develop alternative modes
of transportation. This participant therefore enriched the discussion both politically and cognitively.
Overall, it appeared in most of the Roman assemblies I followed, that activists played a special role. In
the neighbourhoods where they were massively present – like Garbatella quoted at length above or
San Paolo – due to specific historical, territorial and political reasons, the dynamic of the assemblies
was different from the ones with less associative tradition. In the latter, there were fewer participants,
and the discussions remained at the project level, hardly reaching any politicization. Being involved as
a lay citizen in one or the other assembly had therefore different consequences. For some, it was the
first time they experienced political discussions in public; which necessarily had an impact on them.
In both Morsang-sur-Orge and the Municipio XI, the politicization of the discussions generally passed
through three different frames, linking local issues to their political stakes. The most common frames
were a justice frame (“it is not fair!”), an equalitarian frame voiced in a juridical idiom (“we have a
right to”; “we are entitled to”) or a consequencialist frame (“if everyone does that”; “this policy will
have this global impact”, etc.). These frames were political in the sense that they question the
distribution of rights, duties and wealth, i.e. the distribution of the parts. These frames are relatively
classical to social movements’ activists, but were interesting in PB contexts, as they offered lay
citizens, little acquainted with politics, new glasses of interpretation with which to look at the world.
By framing local conflicts on land use, urban planning or public transportation as political problems
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(related to the environment, social justice, etc.), activists and politicised actors push lay citizens to
generalize their discourses, use global rather than parochial arguments, and therefore to adopt a certain
public posture of citizen. The framing of local issues as conflictual situations appeared from this
perspective crucial to allow deliberation to emerge and politicization to happen. When on the contrary,
consensual framing were adopted, often neither deliberation nor politicization took place.

7. The grammatical conditions of the emergence of deliberation
It seems that deliberation can emerge from the three different framing processes available to
participants in PB institutions. Deliberation therefore does not require voicing general arguments in
the first place. Technical data and emotional discourses can also give rise to deliberation, as long as
they are shared in grammatical acceptable ways, i.e. in a comprehensible and not overly modalised
manner. It seems therefore that Young, Sanders, Mansbridge and Polletta are right to seek to enlarge
the deliberative paradigm to include testimonies, personal stories or everyday talk. Three types of
deliberation can be distinguished, as summed up in Table 6.4. A technical deliberation, dealing with
the best technical solution to a common problem; an emotional deliberation stemming from the rival
interpretations of personal stories, testimonies or lived experiences; a political deliberation can also on
the principles guiding public action. These three types of deliberation are ideal-types, that can be
intermingled in practice. The example from Garbatella quoted above, was a political deliberation,
based on principle (saving the environment) but also, to a lesser extent, a technical discussion on the
best means to reach a common political goal. Similarly, the technical discussion that took place in
Sevilla PB about the school for illiterate people mobilised also some emotional discourses.
In the end, what matters for deliberation is not so much which framing processes are adopted or how
proposals are presented (in a technical, emotional or political language), than the respect of the
grammatical rules of the institution, which is required for a collective discussion to take place. When
the grammar was not respected, when propositions were too general, too modalised or too technical,
far from favouring deliberation, it resulted in silence, or even worst, mockery, shaming and public
ridicule stemming from symbolic sanctions. One of the conditions for the emergence of deliberation is
therefore the respect of the grammatical rules of the institution. As I said however, deliberation is
scarce in PB assemblies, as there are other procedural, social and political conditions for the
emergence of deliberation.
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Table 6.4 The discursive consequences of the three framing processes

Discursive consequences of framing processes
Dialogical

Framing process

Monological
Political

Too general

Deliberation on principles

Emotional

Too modalised

Deliberation on the interpretation
and general nature of particular
experiences

Technical

Too technical

Technical deliberation on the best
technical solution to a common
problem

III. Necessary conditions for the emergence of deliberation
We saw that different discursive modes could emerge in PB assemblies and that overall deliberation
was scarce. It is however possible to draw from the deliberative sequences observed in the field
regularities in the situations during which deliberation emerged. If deliberation is scarce, it can
nevertheless emerge under certain specific social, political and situational conditions. These conditions
are therefore worth investigating in depth to understand better the phenomenon of deliberation among
lay citizens. I argue that the main conditions for the emergence of deliberation in non-experimental
political settings are:


Procedures: discussion has to be organised along strict rules, enforced by a moderator.



Disagreement: the emergence of disagreement among the participants is necessary.



Leaders: the role of leaders in the generalization of the discussion is crucial.



Stakes: disagreement (and therefore deliberation) will only emerge when something is at stake
and especially a public decision.
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These favourable conditions are more or less salient in the three case studies, but were nevertheless
always present when I saw deliberation happening. They also take different forms given the cases as,
for instance, conflict and disagreement are not framed similarly when they emerge between politicians
and lay citizens, or among citizens themselves. While these conditions for the emergence of
deliberation were drawn from the observation of the discursive interactions in PB assemblies, I argue
that these four features are partly generalizable to other participatory arenas.

1. The power of procedures: laissez-faire vs. structured discussions
One of the crucial prerequisites for the emergence of deliberation is the structure of the discussion.
Deliberation does not emerge spontaneously from the interactions taking place in the public sphere.
On the contrary, laissez-faire discussion is the best way to let powerful actors, those with the highest
discursive skills and cultural capital, monopolize the floor. The role of the facilitators in the
organisation of the discussion appears from this perspective crucial for the enforcement of the rules of
good deliberation, as thoughtfully illustrated by Fung in his study of Chicago participatory bodies.115
The focus on procedures is central in the deliberative democracy literature, in which good deliberation
means a procedurally fair exchange of arguments. Fair deliberative procedures especially imply
publicity and formal inclusiveness, everyone being able to participate, and the exclusion of internal
constraints, everyone being allowed to give his/her say.116 In practice, the organisation of the
discussion around fair procedures includes different elements however: the scenography, the selection
and style of the facilitators, the limits framing public interventions (time limits, speaker lists, etc.), the
framing of the discussion along problem/solution schemes, the importance of pushing every actor to
speak by organising “tours de table”, i.e. to seek the views of all those seated around the table, which
appears as a powerful tool to overcome (partially) inequalities between participants. These different
elements will be evoked in turn.
Organised discussion does not come up spontaneously; it has to be fostered by some basic procedural
designs. The spatial organisation of the meetings appear from this perspective important: every one
should be able to see each other when talking to each other. People need to see and hear each other
properly to answer each other and be fully responsive. The organizers of the three studied PBs were all
aware of the importance of scenography. Assemblies therefore generally take the form of circles of
chairs, facilitators avoiding divisions between the speakers and the audience. The politicians
themselves, instigators of these processes, are aware of the symbolic importance of the spatial
organisation of the assemblies. Once, in Sevilla, Paula Garvin (local leader of IU and instigator of the
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PB) was giving her feedback and impressions on the assembly of the day to the civil servants in charge
of the process,117 and she underlined the “distance between the stage and the audience […] the whole
thing looking pretty formal.” She even added that, going on the stage, “she had been scared and
impressed”, despite her long political experience as an activist. She insisted on the symbolic
importance of putting “the speakers and the audience, at the same level”. She concluded with a
political interpretation of the phenomenon: “Those are the little power mechanisms of everyday life.
[…] We don’t pay attention to them, but that’s when they are the most powerful. We’re just
reproducing the same thing as the others; without even thinking about it.” The spatial organisation was
changed at the next assembly, based on a “horizontal” principle. This type of basic spatial principle is
generally followed naturally by the organisers of participatory public meetings.
Besides spatial organisation, it seems that the size of the discussion groups is also a crucial factor for
deliberation to emerge. This issue is dealt with in a contrasted manner from one case to another. In
Sevilla, where zone assemblies gather a high number of participants (up to a few hundreds) the
organisers decided to limit the role of discussion for reasons of effectiveness. Decisions are therefore
taken by vote. Discussion is restricted to the application of the social justice criteria, which gathers
only elected delegates, i.e. never more than a dozen participants, which ensures a deliberation of good
quality (see section III.3). In Morsang-sur-Orge, which is a small city, the idea of splitting assemblies
to reduce the size of the discussion groups has never been raised. It is due to both practical and
procedural reasons. Neighbourhood councils as well as thematic workshops never gather more than 30
people, so that the organisers never had the impression that affluence impeded deliberation. More
fundamentally, the procedural design of the Morsang-sur-Orge participatory budget – based on the
direct confrontation of local politicians and residents – makes the idea of splitting the assembly in
working groups like in Rome incongruent. The awareness of the importance and difficulty of public
communication pushed the organisers of Municipio XI PB to design it in such a way to favour the
quality of discussion. The organisation and moderation of the assemblies has been attributed to a local
association, committed to participatory democracy and the development of constructive
communication. Aware of the difficulties facing deliberation, they constantly recall “the rules of good
communication” at the beginning of meetings: “don’t speak all at the same time”; “listen to each
other”; etc.118 A major sign of the awareness of the facilitators of Municipio XI PB process is their
insistence on the importance of size for deliberation. It is indeed assumed that “the smaller, the better.”
Discussion assemblies were therefore often split in smaller working groups – by thematic area –
gathering between 3 and 10 people. It appears indeed that when groups become smaller the quality of
the discussion increases. The experience of Montagnola neighbourhood is pretty telling from this
117
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perspective. The first two working group assemblies in 2005 gathered about 30 people, who refused to
split, contrary to the advice of the facilitators, as people wanted “to listen to all the thematic areas.”
After the first two meetings, everybody acknowledged that “it was a mess.” The discussions were
indeed highly disorganised, different people speaking at the same time, talking with their neighbours
to make comments, not listening to each other, etc. It ended up that few proposals had been made, and
everyone concluded that the discussion had been highly unproductive. At the third meeting
participants decided to divide themselves into three working groups, gathering respectively between 8
and 12 people. At the beginning of the meeting Antonio, one of the delegates with the strongest
personality in the assembly, said: “it was really a mess last time, we cannot carry on like that; we have
to split”; everybody agreed. They thus discovered the virtues of small group discussion. I followed one
of the working groups, where a proper deliberation took place on different proposals to improve the
neighbourhood. Arguments were voiced, listened to, answered; eventually counter-arguments were
raised as well. The size of the group allowed a form of trust that permitted counter-arguments to be
voiced without being framed or perceived as personal challenges or verbal battles. The discussion did
not remained at a down to earth level thanks to counter-arguments and disagreement (see section
III.2), general arguments were voiced to justify proposals, participants evoking “the environment”,
“public health”, or “the efficient management of public resources.” It was an organised, constructive
and efficient collective discussion. People learned, in less than 3 public meetings, to organise
themselves and to discuss collectively. They seemed happy about it at the end of the meeting, as many
of them said: “we worked well today!” One of the participants, Marta, said: “It was a pleasure and an
honour to work with you today!” The atmosphere was indeed much less tense and aggressive than the
previous times, much more cooperative and relaxed between the participants. It therefore seems, as
many political theorists had hypothesized, that size makes a big difference to the quality of
deliberation.119 There is therefore a real dilemma between democratic legitimacy – generally based on
numbers – and deliberation. One of the solutions is random selection of the participants, like in citizen
juries, in which discussion circles are smaller. One might still question whether statistical
representativeness (or at least diversity of the public) is sufficient to reach democratic legitimacy
however. Historically, random selection and legitimacy have nevertheless been disconnected in the
framework of representative government, whose legitimacy requires the consent of the people.120
Spatial organisation and small groups are nevertheless far from being enough for deliberation to
emerge. Other factors, like the procedural structuration of the discussion and the style of the
facilitators also play crucial roles, as shows the comparison between the Morsang-sur-Orge and the
Rome Municipio XI discussions. Morsang-sur-Orge seems a good example of laissez-faire discussion.
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A facilitator organises the discussion and is in charge of the management of the agenda. He/she is in
general either a member of the municipal majority, or sometimes a resident, member of the
organisation committee of the neighbourhood council. Despite the existence of a clear agenda –
prepared by the organisation committee – the discussion is not properly organised. A topic is generally
introduced by the facilitator, and then additional information is added by the members of the
organizing committee, the elected officials or the civil servants members of either the citizenship or
technical services. After this introduction – that largely frames the discussion – the rest of the
participants are supposed to give his/her say, to ask questions, etc. They generally say little, and often
even remain silent. There is therefore little discussion on the topics that were on the agenda. However,
often at the end of the meetings, some participants come up with issues that were not initially on the
agenda, generally related to personal trouble they have, that actually motivated their presence at the
meeting. Generally a messy discussion follows, where lay citizens, upset at having remained silent for
so long express themselves aggressively, while elected representatives and civil servants try to answer
the questions and evoke possible solutions. It hardly gives rise to good discursive sequences, where
problems are stated, alternative solutions and course of actions weighted, and collective decisions
taken. It more often gives rise to adversarial and defensive discussion, where no proper counterarguments are stated, and no decision taken.
The organisation of discussion in the Municipio XI appears from this perspective much more
professional and proceduralised. It is based on a trivial but crucial tool, a report, where every problem
or proposal is written down.121 It has been improved over the years, but the final version, for the
budget cycle of 2005-2006, is based on a simple principle. People have first to state and define the
problem they identified. Then, in a second column, they have to propose a solution to the problem.
Discussion generally occurs at both stages, to define the problem correctly, and then to evaluate the
possible courses of action to solve it. A report is thus written at the end of each meeting for each
thematic area, and then addressed to the technical services of the Municipio, who are required to
provide an answer on either the problem (Is it adequately framed? Is it of the competence of the
Municipio? Is there something planned to solve it already? etc.) or the solutions (Are they technically
viable, of the competence of the Municipio, financially realizable, etc. ?). The answers of the technical
services then serve as a basis for the further discussion of the projects at the following meetings.
Discussion appears from this perspective extremely organised, effective and constructive. In keeping
with the Roman PB style and speech norms, discussion has to be effective and project oriented. It
should not be “mere talk”, but deliberation oriented towards action and public decisions. As a
consequence, Roman PB discursive interactions are in general highly effective and organised, but do
not allow for social reflexivity and collective discussion on the aim and meaning of participation, or
121
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on the possibilities to get more people involved in the process.122 Different type of deliberations can
therefore be distinguished: effective problem-solving oriented discussions, and reflexive exchanges
aimed at defining both who we are and what we should do to achieve their common aims. Often,
especially in the Roman case, collective discussions were mostly aimed at the first type of
deliberation, participatory budgeting participants taking for granted that their common goal is to make
an impact on people’s daily life through PB decision-making power.
Interestingly when, in Morsang-sur-Orge case, systematic documents were provided to the citizens at
the beginning of the meeting – thus structuring the collective discussion – good deliberation took place
as well. This, however, occurred only a few times when I was there; it was especially implemented for
technical discussions, and in particular for the urban planning workshop. I once observed a highly
structured deliberative sequence, people arguing about the ranking criteria of the urban projects to be
financed by the city.123 Being provided with a list of all the possible projects and their costs,
participants had therefore only to rank them according to their importance. The discussion that
followed allowed the mobilization of general arguments linked to the defence of the environment (by
promoting public transportation and pedestrians over cars), the security of urban planning or the need
to favour accessibility for disabled persons. While at first some feared that participants would argue
for their own chapel, (each one defending the project related to his/her own neighbourhood) a very
general discussion took place about what was best for the community as a whole. Such a general
deliberation was nevertheless hard to launch, as participants appeared uncomfortable about this
unusual direct decision-making power granted to them. It seems as well that participants were scared
of sounding parochial by defending this over that specific proposal. Consequently, the discussion
remained extremely general, focused on the ranking criteria that were then applied to the proposals in
an objective and de-personalised manner. Contrary to the general laissez-faire discussion of Morsangsur-Orge, deliberation could happen as the agenda had been fixed precisely, the aim of the meeting
agreed upon by the participants, and the interventions structured by the presence of an objective
document qualifying the proposals and their costs. An effective deliberation could therefore take place
on a technical issue such as urban planning thanks to simple procedural devices.
If these procedural bases for discussion are important for the emergence of deliberation, one should be
reminded that a decisive feature in most definitions of deliberation is equality, everyone being
formally allowed to give his/her say. As Gastil underlines, deliberation supposes a balanced exchange
of arguments, and requires that no viewpoint dominate the discussion.124 Even if all the social
scientists dealing with deliberation are aware of the basic social, cultural and political inequalities in
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the resources of the participants that affect deliberation and bias it in favour of the most powerful
actors, the very management of the discussion can help lower these inequalities or on the contrary let
them develop spontaneously.125 Often, in Morsang-sur-Orge, the discussion was not monopolised but
framed by elected representatives, who were both speakers and facilitators of the discussion.
Consequently, few counter-arguments were voiced, so that almost no exchange of arguments could
take place. In Rome, on the contrary, the autonomy of the facilitators allowed them to cut short certain
interventions, or on the contrary to encourage shy speakers. This does not mean that certain actors did
not have more influence than others on the discussion (especially in defining the public grammar of
the institution), but a balanced exchange of arguments could nevertheless take place. I noticed as well,
all along my observation of the different cases, that an easy trick to make everybody speak was to ask
them to do so, by organising a “tour de table”, everyone having to give his/her opinion on the issue at
stake. While in general the floor was monopolised by a few speakers, the discussion took a different
shape when everyone had to give his/her opinion on the issue at stake. While people with few oral
skills are generally shy, they take the chance offered to them to express themselves. It happened both
in Rome and Morsang-sur-Orge. This discursive procedure is however not institutionalised in these
cases, and therefore depended on the style and will of the facilitators. It appeared from this perspective
relatively random. Furthermore, some problems remain with this discursive trick, linked to the social
mechanisms at works in these discussion bodies. It becomes indeed increasingly difficult for people to
express dissent as a certain number have already expressed their views. Rapidly indeed a clear
majority emerges for or against a proposal, and actors have to be extremely self-confident to express
counter-arguments or dissent at that time. Said differently, this is a powerful way to construct
consensus. We will see in the next session section how important disagreement is for the emergence of
deliberation.
The organisation of discussion appears nevertheless as a crucial element in the emergence of
deliberation. Laissez-faire discussions hardly end-up in what I defined as deliberation. On the
contrary, when attention is paid to the spatial organization of the meeting, when the size of the group
is small enough to discuss properly, listen and exchange arguments, when there is even a material
support (like the Roman “Verbale”) framing the discussion in a constructive and deliberative way, and
when finally everyone is invited to give his/her say on the issue at stake, deliberation is on good
grounds. Other factors, both social and situational, are nevertheless necessary, the first being the
expression of disagreement.
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2. Disagreement and dissent: the difficulty and necessity to express disagreement in public discussion
As said earlier, deliberation is scarce. In public arenas, most of the people voice arguments, diagnosis
problems and evoke possible solutions in a monological way. Personal interventions do not answer
each other and hardly end up in a constructive exchange of arguments and counter-arguments in search
of a common good. Most of the time it is the absence of conflict, dissent or disagreement that impeded
the emergence of deliberation in the cases I studied. One of the crucial conditions for the emergence of
deliberation is the expression of counter-arguments and therefore the manifestation of some form of
disagreement in the group. It might appear self-evident and trivial but when everybody agrees from the
beginning or when people do not care or bother to express disagreement, deliberation cannot emerge.
Deliberation is no more than weighting (discursively) the reasons for or against a measure or a certain
course of action. The weighing of the pros and cons of a certain course of action is what distinguishes
deliberation from other forms of reasoning. Disagreement and the expression of diverging views are
therefore part and parcel of the definition of deliberation. Most of the empirical literature on
deliberation has stressed, until now, the importance of heterogeneity or diversity for deliberation.
Deliberation usually does not occur among fellow men. Mutz & Martin showed for instance that a
more heterogeneous social network prompts a more deliberative frame of mind.126 Huckfeldt showed
as well that heterogeneous discussion networks create more reflexive political choices.127 I argue
however that heterogeneity and diversity of views are necessary but not sufficient conditions for the
emergence of a satisfactory deliberation; what matters is the discursive expression of diversity. Indeed,
for many social, situational and pragmatic reasons heterogeneous groups might remain fully
consensual, not expressing any disagreement. Being a condition for the emergence of deliberation,
disagreement can be considered as a condition for the existence of politics tout court. As Arendt
argued, politics emerges when conflict arises and communication becomes necessary.128 On the
contrary, consensus is the end of communication and politics, what she called a “desert.” Democracy
understood as interesse requires an initial conflict and dissensus between the parties. Even if
agreement is the final aim, dissensus is a necessary first step in allowing communication and collective
deliberation. Without disagreement, people stop speaking. I use here a minimal definition of
disagreement, understood as the expression of a counter-argument during the collective discussion.
Disagreement, in this sense, does not refer to deeper moral or political cleavages, on the role of the
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State, gay marriage or abortion. It therefore differs from the epistemological role of conflict as defined
by political philosophers such as Rancière or Mouffe.129
One of the crucial conditions for the emergence of deliberation is therefore the expression of
disagreement, as illustrates our observation of actual discursive sessions in PB assemblies. The case of
the Garbatella PB assembly evoked earlier can be mobilised again.130 In this case, a good deliberative
sequence emerged as a collective problem was identified, and different solutions proposed and
weighted. Discussion, even if already at a general level, could have stopped there, the proposals
written down on the report and eventually voted at the end of the process. The procedural organisation
of the discussion was probably good enough to allow the emergence of constructive proposals. As
stated in the previous section, it appears pretty clearly that the small size of the group – only 6 people,
was already a positive condition for the emergence of a good discursive sequence. The facilitator
played also a crucial role, as she invited all the participants to have their say and voice proposals. As
one participant was speaking after the other, people listened to each other. The procedural and
situational conditions of the discussion therefore made the expression of disagreement possible.
Deliberation thus emerged when counter-arguments were voiced, when dissent was expressed.131
Disagreement indeed pushes people to justify their positions, to answer the counter-arguments of their
adversaries, and to try to convince the audience. The importance of disagreement for deliberation is
even clearer in a neighbourhood council meeting of Morsang-sur-Orge. A few teenagers of the
neighbourhood had decided to participate to claim for premises to gather in the evening. A very good
deliberative sequence developed due to a double disagreement – hence the very tensed atmosphere of
the meeting – the mayor, present that evening, rejecting the request pretty harshly “No! Otherwise, it
is always squatted in an unpleasant way”; the teenagers, and especially Kamel, arguing back “I don’t
agree …”132 A highly argumentative sequence developed thanks to the publicly voiced disagreement.
They weighted the pros and cons of the creation of such premises, and took a decision.
If disagreement is so important for the emergence of deliberation, it is scarce however. The public
expression of disagreement is a difficult move. Most of time people consider their opinions and
preferences as private matters, which do not need to be discussed, justified and eventually modified
after a discussion with strangers. It seems that there is, in most public arenas, a strong cultural force
pushing people to respect the opinions of others, therefore refusing to contradict or convince them.
Each citizen is allowed to express his/her opinion, that belongs to him/her, and in the name of a form
of democratic tolerance or political liberalism it would appear inappropriate to contradict people, or
even to try to make them change their mind by showing them they are wrong. Criticising an opinion
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would be like denying the status of citizen to an individual. Democratic tolerance appears as a
consequence to be anti-deliberative, it is the outcome of what Paul Ricoeur defines as an “asceticism
of power”: “Tolerance […] is the outcome of an asceticism of power. It consists indeed of a
renouncement, the renouncement, from whom had the power to do so, to impose his belief.”

133

It

seems that in modern democracies tolerance is much more accepted by the citizens than political
discussion, as Conover, Searing and Crewe underline: “To some, it is simply inappropriate to try to
persuade people to abandon their preferences. We have a right to our own opinions whatever they are,
and therefore, we ought to allow a person to believe what they want to believe.”134 They link their
conclusions to a form of politics of recognition, where preferences and political opinions are part of
the very identity of individuals, who would then lose too much engaging in risky political
discussions.135 Diana Mutz showed pretty well how difficult it might be for individuals embedded in
crosscutting social networks to express their views or simply to talk about politics, as people are afraid
of losing their social relationships. She calls this social mechanism the pressures of “social
accountability” (Mutz 2002). Taking this problem at the group level – more accurate in our cases –
Goffman calls this the “principle of unanimity”: in groups, people feel embarrassed about disagreeing
publicly.136 Groups might even fall into “interpersonal feeling trap”, people are embarrassed that
people might be embarrassed by the remark they are about to make, so they do not make it, etc.
Dissenters are therefore under a strong social pressure to remain silent. There is a contradiction
between the principle of community – requiring unanimity – and the principle of politics, which
implies cleavages and divisions. To avoid such divisions and keep the unity of the group, politics and
disagreement are often avoided.137
Despite all these difficulties, sometimes disagreement is voiced, allowing for the emergence of
deliberation. How can people be ready to argue, to exchange their views in a collective and public
discussion, given the risks attached to it in terms of reputation and social integration, as well as the
questioning of their identity stemming from conflicts of opinion? What are the social and situational
conditions for the emergence of disagreement in public arenas? Two factors appeared crucial from this
perspective: the politicization or political competence of the actors and the stakes of the discussion
itself.
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3. The Role of Leaders: Expressing dissent and politicizing the discussion
I noticed over my observations that some actors play an important role in the expression of divergent
views and the emergence of conflict within the discussion groups. Expressing disagreement in public
is risky, and to do so actors have to be confident enough about their ideas and standpoints to voice
them explicitly and to be ready to contradict others. Cultural and political capitals appear therefore as
crucial resources for actors to express dissent. In general, experienced activists and young leftists’
characters had a decisive influence on the quality of discussion through the expression of
disagreement. Given their political and cultural capital, they have enough self-confidence – and thus
confidence in their arguments – to enter the deliberative game. Holding rather strong preferences,
reinforced by their political or associative roots backing up these views, they feel strong enough to
voice them, to express disagreement thus allowing the emergence of deliberation. They appear as
leaders of the discussion, as actors capable of feeding the discussion cognitively and politically, by
citing data, examples, or anecdotes to back up their general arguments. The same argument can be
made for technical deliberations, for which the presence of experts, with technical skills and
competences in the issue at stake, are necessary for the emergence of disagreement and the
development of deliberation.
In the case of Garbatella, evoked earlier, politicised actors such as Valentina, Stefano and Maurizio
played a crucial role throughout the discussion. Rapidly indeed the discussion became a very general
debate, Franco speaking of “cultural problems” and Maurizio invoking the “Kyoto protocol” and
citing some precise figures. Such a level of generality in the discussion is uncommon enough to be
partly attributed to the participants present that evening. Using mostly the regime of critic, politicised
participants demodalised their arguments, increased the generality of the discussion, which implied
less personal involvement than in the frame of the opinion or interpellation regimes of speech.
Speaking as a “we” facing a “they”, these participants could afford to disagree and to be contradicted.
They can therefore engage in deliberation in search for a common good. This role of leader is accepted
by the participants, as acknowledges one of them, Valentina, in an interview: “What I would like is to
bring my contribution, as Valentina, as an activist of Action [radical association fighting for housing
rights], an experience of occupation [of an empty building], and therefore an experience of
participation of a different type [than that of the participatory budget] … But I wouldn’t like to speak
about big political projects in the participatory budget. I think that politics is made of little things, the
little responsibilities that everyone accepts. I don’t believe in the revolution of proletarian masses …
[we laugh] I don’t want everybody to think like me. What I would like is that everyone feels
responsible for his own life and for his territory.”138 Armed with her previous political experiences,
equipped with political, cognitive and practical skills, she can intervene competently in the PB
assemblies. She accepts her role of politicisation of the process; this politicisation implying more a
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local territorialized action than a revolutionary movement. The emergence of disagreement makes
more sense once the participation of this type of politicised actors coming from civil society is taken
into account. Some participants have enough argumentative strings in their discursive arc to dare
express dissent, or even to enter in conflict with others. Exceptionally the logic of voice can overcome
that of loyalty or exit (Hirschman, 1970). One of the clearest signs of the importance of leaders and
politicised participants is the vacuum created by their absence. To continue with the previous example,
Maurizio, Valentina and Stefano were absent at the following meeting of the Garbatella working
group, which ended up being of a mediocre discursive quality. Proposals followed each other without
any real justification, nor any collective discussion, as no disagreement was expressed. The role of
leaders is not only important in Rome, but also in the two other cases, even if it takes a different form.
One of the main differences in the case of Morsang-sur-Orge, is that the role of “leader” in the
discussion is played by the elected representatives themselves. Even if the citizens participating
regularly and especially the members of the organizing committee of the neighbourhood councils
constitute the elite of the participatory assemblies – forming a group of good citizens enforcing the
public grammar of the arena – they are hardly those who express disagreement in the discussion.
Given the presence of the elected representatives in the public meetings, dissent and conflict generally
emerge between the citizens, facing a personal trouble and attributing it to the municipal majority, thus
using the regime of interpellation, and the elected representatives, who generally try to generalise from
the personal case and politicise the discussion by using the regime of critic. There is thus a form of
discursive division of labour between most of the citizens and the elected representatives. Elected
representatives are often the only ones who allow themselves – and who feel allowed – to talk about
politics in the participatory assemblies. It sometimes creates a great deal of conflict and thus the
emergence of deliberation through the politicization of the discussion. An excerpt of a conflict that
emerged in a neighbourhood council meeting once, illustrates rightly the quality of the discussion that
can derive from it:
This meeting, taking place in the more popular neighbourhood of the city, was in
some regards unique, as it attracted a few teenagers leaving in a social housing
residence. Their presence was not random however, they had been mobilised by
social workers active in the neighbourhood and took place a few weeks after the
“banlieue revolt” of the fall of 2005. The meeting was all the more special that the
mayor was present. After an hour of discussion about different local issues, the
teenagers asked to speak. The group of 4-5 young males, between 16 and 20, looked
kind of “banlieue style”, while caps, sneakers, jogging bottoms, etc. contrasted with
the rest of the public, mostly white and old.
Frank, one of the teenagers, asked: “I wanted to know if you had a project for us?”
The mayor seemed confused about the request: “What do you mean? I don’t
understand.”
Frank: “A meeting room for the teenagers.” [“un local pour les jeunes”]
The answer from the mayor was this time pretty clear: “No! Otherwise, it is always
squatted in an unpleasant way. We had a lot of experiences of these kind of things in
the past, and it ended up always badly when we gave rooms for the teenagers. And
you’re teens not only of the neighbourhood but also of the city, so you can go outside
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as well, in places that are dedicated to that, like the SMJ [the municipal youth
service] that is doing a lot of things in terms of activities.”
Rachid: “But the SMJ is not open in the evening, the time tables are useless, it’s
open when we’re at school.”
The mayor: “It’s not true, it’s open in the evening as well sometimes. You have to go
to the SMJ and it’s not that far. And anyway we cannot answer all the requests!”
Antonio: “But if the rooms are exclusively reserved to the youth of Morsang, why
are there also some people coming from other cities, from Grigny [a neighbouring
city] and stuff? Why don’t they go in their own cities?”
The mayor: “Probably because they have friends in Morsang who invite them. Like
anybody they might have friends in their neighbourhood, in their city and in other
cities”, thus implying the closeness of the teenagers, centred on their neighbourhood.
Kamel, an older teenager, who spoke as their speaker: “They ask for a place to meet
and gather together, to play society games. The municipal room is not enough. For
the moment they meet in basements [“caves d’immeubles”] in awful conditions.”
Henry, an older participant to the meeting: “We could ask the owner, Efidis, to create
a premise for the youth.”
The mayor seemed however sceptical: “Efidis are like us, they know how it works …
And it costs something, you know. There used to be a gym here, at the free disposal
of the youth of the neighbourhood, and they completely destroyed it a few years ago.
And it’s gonna be the same thing now.”
Kamel: “So we leave them in the basements?”
The mayor: “They can meet up at some parents place. We don’t have this kind of
request anywhere else, I don’t understand. It is the only neighbourhood where I see
teenagers gathering in basements.”
Frank: “We started to make a petition. We made it and we got the basement, but it
was destroyed afterwards.”
The Mayor: “But meeting up in the basement is not human. And if we do something
we’re sure that in three weeks there won’t be anything left.”
Kamel: “I don’t agree!”
The Mayor: “We saw with the gymnasium, teenagers from the neighbourhood
destroyed it. I cannot take the responsibility to invest thousands of euros for
something that will be destroyed. You are the nice ones, but the others are not all like
you.”
Kamel: “You don’t trust us?”
The mayor: “No!”
This was probably understood by the teenagers as an insult and can be interpreted as
a grammatical mistake from the mayor. While the teenagers where trying to look for
support in the NC the mayor showed a great deal of authoritarianism and refused to
put the question on the agenda of the NC, thus impeding the autonomy of the
assembly. Especially some regular participants to the NC (not young) seemed rather
favourable to the idea of offering a premise for the teenagers, especially given the
recent urban violence movement. The mayor however impeded such a discussion.
All the teenagers, except Kamel, left, saying ironically: “Thank you!” Murielle,
another town councillor, went outside to speak with the teenagers to keep the conflict
down.139

The discussion about the teenagers stopped at that point, and moved back to the daily issues of the
neighbourhood. No decision was taken that evening but a good, because contentious, deliberative
sequence occurred. The main reason was the emergence of disagreement due to two main actors: the
mayor – who refused the teenagers proposal – and Kamel – who opposed the mayor, saying at some
point “I don’t agree.” The disagreement expressed by Kamel is relatively surprising as he is not a
highly politicised actor. He has nevertheless a certain cultural capital (he did two years of university),
139
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and a degree of political sophistication, as he spontaneously evoked French political parties’ positions
during the interview (see Chapter 6). Such a level of disagreement remains however a rare
phenomenon in Morsang-sur-Orge PB assemblies. The counter-arguments of Kamel were listened to
and answered by the mayor, who moved her position along the discussion. While she was completely
opposed to the idea of a room for the teenagers at the beginning, she concluded that it would be
something to be considered if there were some organization and control. The arguments of the
teenagers, but also the fact they left the room thus creating a conflict made her change her mind. The
presence of public officials therefore allowed the emergence of disagreement, conflict and therefore of
a good deliberative sequence. The types of deliberation taking place between lay citizens and elected
representatives and among citizens alone are relatively different however. When citizens discuss
among each other they only try to search for the best collective solution to a public problem, whereas
the presence of politicians in the discussion transforms it more easily into a bargaining process,
citizens trying to attract resources and to get promises from them. At the end of the previous excerpt
Kamel concluded saying “it’s fair’s fair.” Given the power inequalities in this latter case, and the
decision-making power of the politicians, citizens try to influence directly representatives’ decisions
rather than to find the best collective solutions. The presence of the politicians might therefore
transform deliberation into a clientelist relationship (Lefebvre, 2006).
The politicization of the discussion and the expression of disagreement are therefore mostly assured by
the elected representatives in Morsang-sur-Orge. Like the Roman activists, they mobilise their
political and cultural capital in the discussion, generalising from personal troubles to allow the
collective construction of public problems. Given the weakness of the local civil society,140 the
discursive work of creating conflict has to be done by the elected representatives, who appear to be the
clear leaders of the discussion. There is nevertheless a gap between the participatory practices of
Rome and Morsang-sur-Orge. While Roman activists can act as a counter-veiling power against the
municipality (Fung & Wright 2003), the whole process is dominated by elected officials in Morsangsur-Orge. If leaders are crucial in the emergence of disagreement and deliberation, the type of leader
necessarily frames the nature of the deliberative interactions that develop.

4. The stakes of the discussion: deliberation in empowered decision-making participatory bodies
Discussions in PB institutions are not ends in themselves, they aim at taking binding decisions about
the attribution of part of the municipal budget. Even if these participatory budget institutions can be
said to be little empowered – the proportion of the municipal budget “decided” by the residents being
relatively modest – the mere fact of having to take decisions changes everything for the dynamic of the
140
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discussion. The crucial difference made by the stakes of the discussion is that they lower the cost of
dissent, or better, make it worth expressing.141 As we saw in section 2, disagreement is crucial for the
emergence of deliberation, and it is also rather uncommon, being extremely costly and risky for
individuals. The main difference made by the stakes of the discussion is that people are pushed to
express their views – not to keep them private – if they want (as their presence in the assembly
indicates) to make a difference on the final decisions.142 The importance of the stakes can be illustrated
by comparing cases of decision-free discussions with discussions aimed at affecting public policies.
Decision-free discussion often happens when participants talk about issues that do not enter directly in
the competences of the local administration. Good discussion can emerge, but hardly any
disagreement will be voiced, as no decision has to be taken. An excerpt of a neighbourhood council
discussion on the issue of a new law about French kindergartens (the PSU law, “Prestation de Service
Unique”) is pretty telling from this perspective:
The neighbourhood council spent a lot of time that evening talking about schools and
kids’ security. In this framework, Francis, the “citizenship town councillor”, evoked
the discussion of the previous meeting of the education thematic workshop. That
meeting had discussed in depth the reform of kindergartens with the creation of the
Prestation de Service Unique (PSU).143 Francis presented the law in the following
way: “The aim of this law is to liberalize the kindergarten system. Parents will be
able to send their children for only a few hours a day, and not for the full day as it
used to be. It will end up that the subventions to public kindergartens will depend on
the number of children per hour they have taken care of. [...] Private companies will
also be able to create their own kindergartens for the children of their employees.”
Participants reacted straight off. Isabelle, obviously surprised, was the first one to
speak: “That’s terrible! That’s terrible for the future of our kids! Ok, it’s more
convenient for the parents, but what about the kids?” Francis answered and increased
the generality of the argument: “I think this is the true question: what is the priority,
parents or kids? I guess the law tries to take into account the complexity of modern
life, with flexible schedules, part-time jobs, precariousness etc. … all the parents
working late in the afternoon, etc. But it’s true that for kids it’s not the best.” Isabelle
went on with the same line of argument: “Parents want kids, but then they throw
them to the kindergarten and that’s it. It’s really terrible for the future of these kids,
it’s gonna destabilize them, disturb them … It’s terrible! Anyway, this is just my
opinion.” After having voiced a general and almost political point of view she felt –
maybe due a feeling of incompetence or illegitimacy to express herself through the
regime of critique – she had to come back to the opinion mode, more fitting with
herself (“this is just my opinion”). Then, an elected official, Françoise, gave her
point as well, politicising the discussion a step further: “It’s a way of adapting to the
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situation of the labour market. If you take a supermarket cashier for instance, she
works a few hours, and then stops, and works again … It’s a very complex question.
Personally I don’t think this reform is very social, but it’s not my role to judge.”144

A good discussion arose on this new law related to child policies. The discussion started at a very
general level, the elected representative evoking the content of the law and the problem it could
create. As mentioned earlier, elected representatives appear as the crucial actors for the politicization
of the discussion in Morsang-sur-Orge, as this debate related to a national political issue illustrates. If
all the speakers voiced rather general arguments, a distinction can nevertheless be made between
elected officials and citizens’ interventions. On the one hand, elected representatives spoke about
flexible jobs and the complexity of modern life attached to it, this law being just a consequence of
these structural evolutions. On the other, all the citizens who intervened – only women in that case,
and especially concerned parents’ characters – adopted a rather emotional tone, shocked by the
sacrifice made of the children, clear victims of the reform according to them. The discussion occurs
therefore at two different levels of generality. The elected representatives politicize the discussion;
even if they cannot say everything they want, as at a certain point Françoise apologized for having
given her opinion (“it’s not my role to judge”). Citizens, according to the traditional sexual division of
labour, intervene in the domain that they feel competent enough or legitimate to intervene, i.e. the
domestic realm and especially children’s education. Remarkably, they underline openly their
incompetence to speak in general and objective terms, able to convince the audience, continuing to
repeat “this is just my opinion.”
Such an excerpt could lead to think that deliberation without disagreement and counter-arguments is
possible. Arguments were voiced and the discussion reached a rather general level. If a discussion of a
good quality developed however, mainly due to the politicization leadership of elected representatives,
no disagreement was voiced. Everybody agreed on the damageable character of the law. It is not,
however, that a consensus was magically created from the beginning, but rather that disagreement was
not expressed publicly. A juxtaposition of similar arguments, all going in the same direction, does not
make a deliberation. It can eventually make a collective plea or argument, not a deliberation, as
arguments were not really answering each other, but rather voiced one after the other, without direct
logical link one with the other. Once the discussion on the PSU was over, my neighbours started to
talk aside, and one of them said: “But me, personally, I don’t think that this PSU idea is so stupid. I’m
for performance and efficiency.” Such an argument would have crushed with those expressed publicly
by the other participants, as they rely on different ideological cleavages. This participant did not dare
express his counter-argument publicly however. He probably did not feel competent enough to do so,
but above all, he certainly tried to avoid a useless conflict. For disagreement to be expressed it has first
to exist latently, but its expression has to be seen as worthy by the actors. In that case, no decision had
to be taken. The debate was therefore an end in itself. Expressing dissent was therefore not worth it for
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the participants who would have had to accept the discursive and social costs (in terms of reputation
especially) of a dissonant argument while nothing could be gained from such a risk. It is indeed
socially and pragmatically risky for individuals to engage in adversary conversations and to put on the
table their opinions, thus putting in question their very identity. The game is worth the candle only
when a decision is to be taken.
Decisions do not have to be directly related to public policies however. The case of Seville, where
micro-decisions are taken through discussion illustrates pretty well that what matters are decisions per
se, not necessarily direct policy decisions. As mentioned in Chapter 3, discussion only plays a
marginal role in Seville PB cycle, as proposals are made individually and then voted. The discussion
phase occurs nevertheless in a second moment, for the application of the social justice criteria. Each
voted proposal from the zone assemblies has to be evaluated by a commission – formed of the
delegates of each neighbourhood – and attributed points following the social justice criteria. These
points will affect the ranking of the voted proposals. A collective discussion is therefore necessary to
attribute these social justice criteria. Participants have indeed to agree on how many points to give to
each proposal to rank them and thus decide which ones will be financed as priorities by the municipal
budget. The discussions on the attribution of the social justice points were in general of good quality
and sometimes allowed the emergence of deliberative sequences. Different favourable conditions were
indeed met. First, these discussions generally gather no more than a dozen participants, as only elected
delegates can participate at this phase of the process. Then, the very nature of what was discussed
allowed discussions to reach a certain level of generality. Discussions were indeed centred on issues
such as: “what is a social group?”; “what is an outreached population?”; “how to foster
communication among cultural groups?”; “how to encourage people to participate?”, etc. Finally, as
composed of experienced and politicised participants, the PB groups could allow the expression of
disagreement. An excerpt of a discussion that took place in one of the most deprived neighbourhoods
of the city is pretty interesting from this perspective:
The first proposal to be discussed offered to organize a school party at the end of
classes, in the school of the neighbourhood. The first criterion to be evaluated was
about the type of population affected by such a proposal. One of the participants,
Conchita, emphasized straight off that the proposal would allow a true
intergenerational melting pot, gathering together kids, mothers, and eventually
grand-parents. Cathy, another participant, nevertheless voiced a powerful counterargument. She argued that – contrary to what the proposal was aimed at – women
cannot be considered as affected by such a proposal, as it would “close them up in
their mother role. And why would mothers be more concerned than fathers anyway?”
Cathy therefore politicised the discussion, framing it through feminist arguments,
that appeared hard to answer. As a matter of fact, the other participants bought
Cathy’s argument, Conchita included. A consensus thus emerged on the number of
points to be attributed following this social justice criteria, only 5, “as the proposal
concerns above all one group, kids” as stated by Cathy in the end. The second
criterion was to evaluate the capacity of the proposal to nurture communication
between neighbourhoods or social groups. Ima, civil servant in charge of the
facilitation of the discussion, made clear that the schools evoked for the “school
party” proposal were junior high-schools composed of a lot of Arabs and Gypsy
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kids, “overrepresented in comparison with the rest of the city.” Through this
cognitive input, she tried to enrich the debate by emphasizing the overrepresentation
of deprived minorities in the high-school. Discussion however started on the
definition of “a social group” as presented in the criterion to be applied. Cathy tried
to convince the others that a social group was different from a socio-economic
group: “For me, communication between social groups means for instance
organizing meetings and gatherings between residents of different neighbourhoods,
or members of different associations, it can also be different age groups; but it’s not
a socio-economic question. If you organize a party between people from different
neighbourhoods that are not used to mixing up, then yes, you favour communication
between different social groups. But in this case, this school party is just about kids
who already know each other, who are the same age and come from the same
neighbourhood. Personally I wouldn’t put too many points on this criterion.” Given
her highly justified position the other participants agreed and the proposal received
really few points. The following criterion was about the propensity of the proposal to
“promote integration, cultural diversity and tolerance.” Discussion was much more
disputed than before. Cathy was the first one to giver her say: “Everything that is
done in Andalusia is supposed to promote integration and tolerance. I don’t see why
this school party would help from this perspective.” Disagreement emerged in the
mouth of Conchita: “I don’t agree, I think it does. For the party kids will have to talk
together, to do things together. Even during the evening itself, kids will play
together, and it can help them make new friends, rather than staying with the group
they usually hang out with. […] I don’t think it’s that bad in terms of integration.
There are so many cultural segregation problems in this neighbourhood … it
couldn’t harm if everyone was talking a bit more to his neighbourhood.” Cathy was
not convinced however: “But it’s just a school party! I put 0 points for this
criterion!” Given the necessity to move on – as dozens of proposals still had to be
evaluated – the facilitator proposed to organize a vote to solve the disagreement.
Cathy gave 0 points, Conchita 10, the three other delegates between 5 and 10.145

The discussion of the social justice criteria allowed deliberation to take place. As a decision had to be
taken to attribute the points for each criterion, participants had to argue and defend their positions. It
was pragmatically impossible to say: “I give 5 points” without justifying further the reason for such a
choice. The necessity to take decisions appears therefore as a favourable condition for the emergence
of disagreement and therefore deliberation. Disagreement was pretty clearly stated in the previous
excerpt, even acknowledged by the participants through the organization of a vote to solve it in the
end. Each point attribution is indeed a collective micro-decision. Participants have to discuss and reach
an agreement. It has to be underlined however that for deliberation to emerge, decisions should not, as
far as possible, be taken by vote. Vote might be necessary in the end, but only after a reasonable time
has been offered to each view to try to convince the other and to come to an agreement through
discussion. Often in Sevilla, for reasons of time and efficiency, discussions were cut short and
disagreement solved by vote, so that deliberation had no chance to blossom. The quality of the
discussion was nevertheless boosted in the case of Sevilla by the very objects of discussion. The social
justice criteria pushed people to increase the generality of their arguments. The criteria incited people
to move from the particular – a concrete proposal – to the general – what is a social group? How can
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we promote cultural integration?. The frames of the discussion being highly politicized, the discussion
became itself political. The social justice criteria institutionalised general discussions.
The stakes of the discussion are therefore crucial conditions for the emergence of deliberation. They
make the expression of disagreement worth by giving a value and an interest to argumentation. When
no decision is to be taken, actors might keep their thoughts to themselves, as we saw in the case of the
child education debate in Morsang-sur-Orge. This conclusion is rather dull for the prospect of
participatory democracy, as most instances of citizen participation are generally merely consultative.
Even in relatively empowered cases like participatory budgets, disagreement and deliberation are
exceptional. Only an addition of favourable conditions can make deliberation happen.

5. Conclusion: making deliberation possible in an unjust world
Deliberation is scarce. Most of the time collective discussion means disconnected monologues,
unanswerable personal claims or personal attacks. A plurality of discursive modes are indeed
expressible in the public space, even if they are evaluated and valorised differently given the context
of interaction. Several social, procedural and political conditions are therefore required to make
collective discussion a reasoned exchange of arguments, weighting the pros and the cons of a certain
course of action in the view of taking a decision. First of all, discussion has to be ruled by strict
procedural rules, as deliberation does not emerge spontaneously. The selection and style of the
facilitators, the limits framing public interventions (time limits, speaking lists, etc.), the framing of the
discussion along problem/solution schemes, the importance of pushing every actor to speak by
organising “tours de table”, i.e. to seek the views of all those seated around the table, are certainly
trivial but absolutely crucial conditions for the organization of a quality discussion, where everyone
can express oneself and listen to the others. The second essential condition for the emergence of
deliberation is the expression of disagreement. While deliberative democrats often stress the
importance of heterogeneous discussion groups, what matters is the expression of this diversity
through disagreement. Again, disagreement is scarce in public discussions. Most of time people try to
avoid conflict and to keep their opinions to themselves. Opinions are considered private matters, a
prime marker of individuals’ identity that cannot and should not be put into question through
discussion. It would especially appear extremely risky, as discussion could thus mean the questioning
of one’s very identity. The question then became how can disagreement be expressed? Two crucial
social and situational conditions were underlined: the role of leaders in the discussion and the stakes
attributed to the discussion. As confident enough in themselves and their positions, charismatic
individuals can express dissent publicly. The clearest sign of their influence was the type of discussion
that developed in their absence. It nevertheless makes a big difference when these leaders are citizens
themselves – even if activists – or elected representatives. Finally, the stakes of the discussion appear
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essential for the emergence of deliberation. As the expression of disagreement is costly for individuals,
they will only do it if it is worthwhile.
These four social, procedural and political conditions seem necessary to allow the emergence of
deliberation, but they are not sufficient. The emergence of deliberation also depends on the type of
arguments voiced by the actor. As we saw, participants had to express their claims in grammatically
correct ways for deliberation to emerge, meaning they should not appear overly political, emotional or
technical. They had to present their claims as motivated by the common good, eventually backed up
by a personal experience at the source of intimate emotions or by technical standards, data or criteria.
This was not always the case. Leaders played a great role from this perspective in enforcing the public
grammar and generalizing the discussion. In the end, when actors respected the public grammar and
the required procedural, social and political conditions were met, deliberation occurred. These
conditions are nevertheless exigent enough to understand why deliberation is scarce in the public
sphere. A final question needs to be raised: if deliberation is scarce, does this mean self-change is
scarce too? Do people change only when good deliberative sequences take place? Broadly speaking,
what is the role of deliberation in self-change? Does deliberation result in preference change, a proxy
for self-change?

IV. The difficulty of opinion change in PB institutions
Even if rare, deliberation therefore happened under certain conditions in the PB cases I studied.
According to the literature, deliberation should affect people directly, by shaping their preferences, or
at least making them more robust because more informed. According to the conviction and cognitive
hypotheses – presented in Chapter 1 – deliberation should draw people’s attention to new arguments,
shed new light on some issues, increase the pool of available information, which should foster betterinformed preferences. Are these hypotheses confirmed by our observations? One of the clearest signs
of the individual impact of deliberation should be preference change.146 Surprisingly, little opinion
change occurred during the public discussions I observed. Participants’ opinions – those expressed in
public – remained mostly stable and the cognitive quality of their opinions did not seem to have
increased drastically. While the public discussions I observed sometimes allowed confrontation
between arguments, it was extremely rare to observe opinion change along the discussion. It seems
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that participants did not convince each other.147 Each one gives his/her say, some answer, voice
counter-arguments, but I never witnessed a participant saying, “You’re right, and I am wrong.”
Changing position publicly and acknowledging one’s mistakes is a difficult move; this does not mean
non-speakers, or people with weak preferences, were not affected by deliberation.148 Deliberation
could contribute to opinion formation instead of opinion change. One of the aims of deliberation is
indeed to convince those who do not have an opinion yet. Speakers, those with strong preferences try
to convince the audience – those who have no opinion and do not speak – to opt for their option rather
than the rival one.149 In PB assemblies, however, decisions were usually taken by consensus. The aim
of speakers was, therefore, to be convincing enough to avoid the audience raising counter-arguments.
This is what happened most of the time, as PB discussions were in general consensual. This means
that in most of the cases, a majority of participants had weak preferences, did not care so much about
the issues that were raised, and, as a consequence, remained silent. Disagreement being a difficult
move, participants had to have strong preferences to enter into the deliberative game. This does not
mean non-speakers were not convinced by the arguments they heard. Either the intervention of the
strong-preference actors convinced them, or at least did not hurt them so as to voice counterarguments. In that case, it was argumentation rather than deliberation that made the audience change
(or make up) its mind, as it was not through a weighting of the pros and cons of a certain course of
action, but rather through the presentation of an unanswered argument that opinions were formed.
As I said, however, disagreement and deliberation sometimes emerged. It means that sometimes
participants had contradictory strong preferences – or that the stakes were important enough for some
to express disagreement. In that case, as we saw, different arguments were offered for and against a
certain course of action. The speakers of the two or more conflictive positions hardly changed their
mind in that case, but, again, the audience, having weak preferences, could go on one or the other side,
but still remaining silent. In that case, consensus being broken and the dissensus made explicit,
decisions were taken through vote, to gain time. This happened regularly in Sevilla for the attribution
of the social justice criteria. Most of the time, stakes were low and little disagreement was raised. But
when participants disagreed, a vote became necessary. In the example given above (see section III.4)
there were mostly two positions – defended by two speakers – but all the participants voted, the
position of the non-speakers being formed in the course of the discussion, by hearing the arguments
for or against a certain proposal. The vote of the non-speakers (there were in general few abstentions)
indicate they made up their mind in the course of discussion.
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Even more rarely, some participants with strong preferences, having defended a certain position
publicly, changed and ended up with a different position at the end of the deliberative process. An
example of such a slight evolution comes again from Garbatella urban planning and environment
working group in Rome Municipio XI PB. After the first session evoked above, the three following
meetings of this working group tackled again issues linked to the environment from urban planning
and public transportation to cycling paths. At the last session, participants had to browse all the
proposals made in the previous meetings to select the only 3 or 4 more significant ones. Surprisingly,
Franco, a parochial old man, and one of the most regular participants of the working group, defended
the speed bumps proposal. While at the first meeting, he criticised and rejected the “Zone 30” proposal
made by a Legambiente member, arguing it was useless given the absence of repression – “where are
the policemen to control that the speed limits are respected?” – and qualifying the problem as
“cultural” rather than technical or political, he changed his mind with time. He seems to have been
convinced by Maurizio and Stefano’s arguments who had underlined the efficiency of speed bumps in
comparison to the difficulty of cultural change. While Franco’s position had remained blocked at the
first session, it evolved with time. Asking him why he had changed his mind, he answered: “I thought
about it again at home, quietly, and I arrived at the idea that this was a lesser evil.” It seems therefore
that public deliberation with activists at the first session led afterwards to an internal deliberation for
this participant (Goodin, 2003). If changing position publicly during a discussion might be difficult, to
avoid losing face and acknowledging one’s defeat in the verbale battle, adverse arguments can
nevertheless have an impact and convince the speakers in the end.
If Franco’s position evolved on a specific technical question (how to decrease the speed of cars in the
neighbourhood), he was not convinced by the environmental arguments expressed by the activists
however. In the same final working group meeting evoked above, the cycling path question came back
on the agenda without Franco having changed his mind:
Franco: “But what is the usefulness of a cycling path in the end? What’s the point?
Valentina: “It is a substitute for the car.”
Franco: “There should be something like a bike culture … But I don’t see this
culture here. In Amsterdam or in China, ok, they have the climate, the geography …
In Rome there are 7 hills, and it is hot. You can forget about it”150

Franco’s opinion change therefore happened marginally, on a technical question, but his ideological
frames remained intact. The political arguments based on the need to diminish the use of cars in the
capital for environmental reasons, voiced by Maurizio at the first meeting and Valentina at the last
one, were not sufficient to change Franco’s ideological frames. When an opinion is relatively
stabilised, acquired through years of experiences, new arguments, even if repeated over four
successive meetings, are not sufficient.
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Even if exceptional, this example is interesting as it indicates that opinion change is possible – even if
rare – when deliberation is of good quality and repeated over time. One of the reasons opinion change
was so rare could therefore be that the quality of PB discursive interactions was not sufficient.
Consensual and monological discussions were indeed the rule in most PB assemblies I observed.
Conflicts and disagreements were scarce while in general discussions were very cooperative, proposal
oriented and practical. Often, people made a precise proposal, it was written down by the facilitator,
and, the next speaker talked about a different topic. Most of the time indeed, collective discussions
were not exchanges of arguments. The routine of PB discussions was rather a succession of
monologues, than a constructive deliberation. In some regards, this was what most participants
expected and it allowed constructive public discussions about the best public policies to launch. This
discursive style was effective, in keeping with the first goal of participatory budgeting: letting citizens
shape the city’s public policies. If organised, practical, consensual discussion can be effective
externally, in terms of public policy achievement, it is not certain that it goes hand in hand with selfchange and participants’ politicization. A dilemma seems therefore to exist between participatory
democracy external and internal goals: changing public policies or changing people. As these two
goals imply different types of interactions, it is not certain that they can be perfectly compatible.
Praising highly organised and practical public discussions – as Fung did – might imply accepting
depoliticization of both issues and subjects.151 It is indeed one of the risks of participatory democracy,
and especially of the Community Policing he studied.
If deliberation is not sufficient to re-socialize lay citizens, it might nevertheless be framed in such a
way that only a certain type of argument (pro-environment for instance) is pragmatically possible to
voice, and therefore that a certain type of decision be taken. Franco, in the previous example, could not
– and in fact did not – say “I don’t care about the environment.” He answered environmental
arguments with cultural and technical ones, to show that the good intentions of the activists had to face
pragmatic constraints. The presence of the activists therefore impeded to express anti-environmental
arguments. One of the main consequences of the participation of politicised participants (be they
activists or elected officials) in PB public deliberations is therefore the framing of the discussion along
their own agenda and priorities. As powerful PB actors, granted legitimacy from both their local
embeddedness and the (political) affinities they have with the promoters of the participatory process,
leftist activists have the possibility to frame the discussions in Municipio XI PB. Similarly, elected
officials’ legitimacy allows them to frame the discussions along their own priorities in Morsang-surOrge. For lay citizens who participate in this process, having a say therefore often implies following
the implicit discursive rules set up by the regular participants of the assembly. Lay citizens have in
consequence to modify their arguments and proposals along the discursive rules that implicitly emerge
in the assembly. It is in this regard that lay citizens can be considered to be affected by their PB
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engagement and their encounter with politicised activists. Lay citizens are not affected in what they
are, but in what they say.
The influence of politicized actors on lay citizens is therefore indirect as we saw in the example of
Franco. Deliberation might not re-socialize them politically; only repeated and intensive participation
can do that. What it nevertheless allows is to push people to express their claims, criticisms and
proposals within a certain frame, compatible with the public grammar of the institution. Lay citizens
through their encounter with activists and elected officials are not so much affected in what they are
than in what they say and express publicly in the assemblies. It will become even clearer when the
discursive shifts observed in the assemblies are studied in the next chapter. This nevertheless implies
some forms of power relationships and domination, as it appears that lay citizens are often
symbolically dominated by the greater political and discursive skills of activists and officials.

V. Why deliberation had limited individual impact
If the quality of PB public discussions was probably most of the time insufficient, it was not always
true; sometimes deliberation happened, but opinion change remained scarce. How can we explain that
even when deliberation emerged so little conviction occurred? The quality of deliberation is surely one
of the reasons, but other factors can explain the stability of individual preferences. First, orators could
be insufficiently convincing, their arguments being too weak to convince the audience. Then, the
audience could fail to listen to these arguments adequately, not being ready to be convinced. Finally,
and this will be the main point here, preferences seem overly rooted in actors previous experiences to
be changed by words. It can even be argued that preferences being directly linked to interests, actors
have few chances to change, unless they see their interests under a new light.

1. The failures of conviction and information?
The scarcity of opinion change after the deliberative sequences I observed indicates that the conviction
and cognitive hypotheses evoked in Chapter 1 only apply marginally to my cases and could therefore
be amended. One of the reasons why opinion did not change could be that speakers were not
convincing enough to make the others change their mind. As Dryzek and List emphasized,
deliberation should “draw people’s attention to new arguments about the interdependence of issues,
confirm or refute the internal consistency of such arguments, make explicit previously hidden
premises and assumptions, and clarify whether controversies are about facts, methods and means, or
values and ends.”152 In my cases, speakers could therefore have failed to draw attention of the
audience on the interdependence of issues or on the consequences of some choices over others. This is
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not what I saw however. When deliberation emerged, it was precisely when some speakers – most of
the time those I called the leaders of the discussion – argued on the negative consequences of some
options (for the environment, or for some categories of the population, etc.) or made explicit the link
between local transportation choices and global environmental issues.153 I precisely saw deliberation
happening under circumstances in which such sophisticated argumentation were made by speakers
trying to convince the audience. The argumentative part of deliberation was present, but it rarely
convinced the audience.
Another reason why preferences remained overall stable could be the absence of new information
brought into the debate by the participants. One of the central claims of the cognitive hypothesis is that
in a deliberative arena most people will not have the same ideas, experiences and opinions. By sharing
them, they may increase the pool of arguments and information available for discussion and, as such,
should increase its quality. One of the reasons of the scarcity of preference change in PB assemblies
could therefore be the small amount of new information brought by the participants, stemming from
the overall homogeneity of the assemblies. The idea of scarcity of information has to be greatly
nuanced in PB cases however. New information was brought either directly by participants – be it
their local knowledge, professional and political competences – or acquired during the participation, as
in the case of Seville city tours, explicitly aimed at increasing participants information on the
proposals to evaluate.154 Local knowledge was important in raising a new problem or disqualifying a
potential solution. The most informed participants – especially experienced activists – also brought
new information to the table, and it sometimes reoriented the discussions. When a new proposal was
outside the realm of the competences of the commune, participants stopped discussing it. When people
had information on the legal status on certain land plots they increased the pool of available
information, and it had an impact on the discussion, that stopped or got reoriented. From this
perspective, PB institutions allowed the inclusion of new information in the policy cycle. Collective
decisions were more informed, being more fact-regarding. This does not mean individual preferences
changed however. Collective discussions were re-reoriented, some solutions disqualified, others
became cognitively more robust, but participants rarely change their preferences.
From this perspective, it does not seem that the scarcity of preference change stemmed from a failure
of argumentation or a scarcity of information. Both were present, but insufficient to change individual
opinions.

2. The stability of caused preferences
Another factor that could explain the scarcity of preference change could be the strength and stability
of individual preferences, stemming from individuals’ previous experiences and past socialisation.
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One of its first manifestations could be the failure of listening in PB assemblies. A crucial condition
for preference change is indeed the capacity of the participants to listen to each other. If speech is
central for deliberation, listening might be even more important, as Diego Gambetta argues:
“If agents show up late at meetings, pay no attention to one another’s speeches,
jump the queue, speak all at once, or shout when they have no argument, the
conditions for deliberation are simply not there. Deliberation of course, relies on a
grander factor, freedom of speech. Free speech, however, achieves functional
significance only if somebody is prepared to listen.”155

One of the reasons why so little preference change occurred in PB assemblies could therefore be that
participants failed to listen to each other. Not listening to others’ arguments, people could not be
convinced. However, this is not what I observed in PB assemblies. Of course, some of the PB
meetings were messy, but most of the time discussions were well organised, moderated by a municipal
functionary, people speaking one after the other. People could, at least, hear each other. As seen
earlier, the procedural organisation of the discussion is a necessary condition for deliberation to
emerge. It might however be necessary to go one-step further in the definition of the term “listening.”
Listening to an argument might mean more than respecting the speaker by not speaking over him/her.
Silence is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the emergence of deliberation and therefore for
preference change. The “I will listen” evoked by Benjamin Barber seems to imply more than mere
respect:
“’I will listen’ means to the strong democrat not that I will scan my adversary’s
position for weaknesses and potential trade-offs, nor even (even as a minimalist
might think) that I will tolerantly permit him to say whatever he chooses. It means,
rather, ‘I will put myself in his place, I will try to understand, I will strain to hear
what makes us alike, I will listen for a common rhetoric evocative of a common
purpose or a common good.’ Good listeners may turn out to be bad lawyers, but they
make adept citizens and excellent neighbours.”156

This might be the difference between the type of listening observed in PB assemblies, and the “I will
listen” of Barber. PB participants might just be tolerant minimalists, politely letting their adversaries
expressing their views without ever challenging their own. They listen to others’ positions, but will
fundamentally always consider their own preference as superior. As said earlier, there is a logical
contradiction between persuasion and tolerance, and in general, people opt for tolerance. Each citizen
is allowed to express his/her opinion, and in the name of a form of democratic tolerance or political
liberalism it appears inappropriate to contradict people, or even to try to make them change their mind
by showing them they are wrong. So if participants tolerate others opinions, they will not try to
convince them and will never consider changing their own views. Deliberation, on the contrary,
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requires a form of intolerance, or the presumption that one’s own opinions are the best, at least until a
different position has not been proved true.
The difficulty of preference change in PB assemblies, linked to an ethic of toleration, might be related
to the important participation of politicised actors in these institutions. They have, by definition, rather
strong preferences. Having pre-defined political positions, resulting from sometimes a long experience
of militancy, politicised actors can hardly change their position in the course of the discussion. It
would mean betraying their own goals and ideals, in which they have believed for a long time. It is all
the more difficult to change position and be convinced when these opinions have been coherently
organised for years within an ideological scheme. As convincing an argument can be, it might be
politically, cognitively and emotionally difficult to change, as Daniel Gaxie argues: “For someone
relatively involved politically, rupture with past and highly valorised opinions is costly. This cost
limits or slows down opinion change.” 157
Opinion change is not only a matter of cost however. Otherwise, I would have witnessed preference
change from apolitical citizens, for whom the cost was much lower. Preference change is also, and to a
large extent, a matter of socialisation, that deliberative democrats tend to overlook. It can be argued
that deliberative democrats have an under-socialised conception of individual preferences. It appears
clearly in Bernard Manin’s famous article, when he writes: individuals “have certain preferences and
some information, but these are unsure, incomplete, often confused and opposed to one another. The
process of deliberation, the confrontation of various points of view, helps to clarify information and to
sharpen their own preferences. They may even modify their initial objectives, should that prove
necessary.”158 That preferences are incomplete, incoherent or contradictory is evident. Apart from
highly politicised actors who hold a well-defined and coherent set of values – even if an ideology can
itself be ambiguous or incoherent – most individuals do not hold very sophisticated opinions. But who
said the strength of a conviction was proportional to its coherence? Maybe the contrary is true. The
logical connection established by Manin between preferences’ confusion and their capacity to change
is far from being evident. In general, despite their incoherence and inconsistency, opinions are strong
and stable.
Political preferences are indeed largely determined by the primary and secondary socialisation endured
by individuals. Preferences are affected by a diversity of biographical elements, linked to the specific
experiences that marked the trajectory of individuals.159 As Offe argues, preferences are caused:
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“After all, preferences that we observe are by no means randomly distributed across historical time
and social space. In fact, we can fairly reliably predict at least some of the preferences of a person if
we know his or her family background, national identity, economic position, associative involvement,
age group, educational background, etc. Preferences emerge from and are shaped by a formative
context, or background conditions.”160 If preferences only depended on the free choice of individuals,
they would be easily convinced. Being deeply rooted, political preferences cannot be changed by a two
hour discussion. Interestingly, the definition of individual preferences as “caused” is at the roots of the
deliberative paradigm. Including the institutional conditions in the causes of individual preferences,
deliberative democrats argue that, provided adequate procedural conditions, individual opinions can be
enlightened.161 This fails to note that the origin of individual preferences is to find in the institutional
context, but also in some more structural features (evoked by Offe above) to be found in individual
trajectories. This does not mean individual preferences cannot change, but that it has to be, at best, a
long term process.
Preferences appear all the more stable when the topics of discussion directly touch on individuals’
interests. As it was the case in the PB meetings I observed, most of the discussions dealt with issues
affecting the private interests of at least some participants. Interests have, at least partly, a structural
component, linked to the social, economic or territorial situations of individuals and groups. This does
not mean that a new light cannot be shed on individuals’ interests, allowing actors to take a larger
picture, taking into account their long-term interests too. It does not mean either that the interests at
stake in PB meetings were always private. They were, most of the time, collective interests: that of
blocks, neighbourhoods, the city as a whole or a certain category of the population. But even when
linked to collective or public interests, preferences might be more stable than deliberative democrats
thought at first. This explanation of the failure of collective discussion to change individual opinions
indicates two different models of deliberation.

3. Two models of deliberation
Two models of deliberation can therefore be distinguished. On the one hand, there is a disinterested
deliberation, where individuals have no personal interest at stake in the discussion. The ideal-type of
this model is the judiciary deliberation: jurors have no direct interest (personal or collective) in the
innocence or condemnation of the defendant. The aim of deliberation is in this case to find the truth.
Participants might therefore be easily convinced if presented with credible new information; all the
more if their preferences were relatively weak in the first place. This model gives the prominence to
argumentation and discussion in the formation of public opinion. It is the dominant perspective on
professionnelle, militante voire délinquante, etc.” in D. Gaxie (2002) “Appréhensions du politique et
mobilisations des expériences sociales”, op. cit., p. 170.
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deliberation. The second model, fitting our cases, is an interested type of deliberation, in which
participants have a direct interest in the topics under discussion. In this case, preferences appear – as
being connected to interests – much more stable. The stability of individual preferences does not only
stem from past experiences and socialization, it results from the type of preferences at stake. This
model can be qualified Aristotelian, as the Greek philosopher had a conception of rhetoric in which
individual preferences could not be unfairly influenced by skilled orators, as they were rooted in
individual interests.
The second deliberative model is based on the idea that a good judgement is not necessarily an
impartial and detached one, but on the contrary, a situated judgement, embedded in individuals’ lives.
One of the arguments of Aristotle against impartial deliberation was indeed the risk of manipulation.
Having no direct interest at stake in the discussion, citizens might easily be charmed by charismatic
speakers distorting their judgement. As Garsten argues: “Having his own good at stake exerted an
influence on the direction of his thoughts, perhaps acting as an anchor pulling him back to the matter
at hand, as a standard against which he could easily measure the worth of various arguments and
feelings, and a motivation to pay attention. Because he was an interested party, a deliberator applied
his interest as a criterion in making his judgements, basing his judgements on his determination of
what was good for him.”162 The superiority of interested deliberation therefore stems from the type of
judgements it allows. When interests are at stake, it means that preferences are connected to
individuals’ experiences and daily life, i.e. to local knowledge. For Aristotle, bad judgement always
stemmed from the absence of experience in the matter at hand. This does not mean that partiality
should be the bottom line of deliberation. It has to be considered as a necessary starting point, even if
it might render opinion change more difficult.
These two models of deliberation have also different consequences in terms of preference change.
Impartial deliberation relies on short-term preference change, opinions being formed or shaped in the
course of the discussion. In the long term however, impartial deliberation have little effects on
individuals, as these preferences were directly related to the specific arena in which they were formed.
Most of the empirical evidence on preference change in citizen juries and consensus conferences thus
indicates the limited long-term effects of these types of participatory institutions.163 On the contrary,
interested deliberation does not allow much preference change in the short-term, as opinions are
connected to individual interests. In the long-term, however – as will be seen in Chapter 7 – such
participatory experiences might have important effects on individuals. We will see nevertheless that
these individual effects do not directly stem from deliberation.
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Table 6.5 Differentiated impact of the two types of deliberation

Type of deliberation

Short-term: impact on
preferences

Long-term: impact on civic
practices

Disinterested

Interested

Preference change

Little preference
change

Little impact

Trajectory
bifurcation

Conclusion
Deliberation is scarce. The institutional setting or the publicity of the discursive interactions are not
sufficient for the emergence of deliberation. Most of the time collective discussion meant disconnected
monologues or unanswerable personal claims. A plurality of discursive modes are indeed expressible
in the public space, even if they are evaluated and valorised differently given the context of
interaction. Discussions in public arenas are indeed ruled by implicit grammatical norms that define
what is acceptable and proper to say in public. Certain social, political and procedural conditions
allowing the emergence of deliberation appeared in a recurrent manner in the three case studies
however. The procedural organisation of the discussion, the expression of disagreement, the presence
of leaders and the stakes of the discussion appeared as the four necessary conditions for the emergence
of deliberation. They are nevertheless exigent enough to understand that deliberation is scarce. They
raise furthermore new theoretical dilemmas for the study of deliberation. First of all, I insisted on the
crucial role of the expression of disagreement for the emergence of deliberation. Putting disagreement
back into deliberation is not unproblematic however from a theoretical point of view. Deliberation has
indeed often been theorised as a way to deal with moral disagreements and promote accommodation of
differences in increasingly complex societies.164 Deliberation should therefore help to bring different
people together. However, I agree with Shapiro, “deliberation can bring differences to the surface,
widening political divisions rather than narrowing them”;165 it is even a condition for the emergence of
deliberation. Pushing for the expression of disagreement could thus be like opening Pandora’s box of
difference politics and could deepen already existing cleavages. The expression of disagreement has to
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be understood as a first step towards reaching an agreement; the emergence of deliberation, the
precision of the arguments through mutual conviction and the patient weighting of pros and cons being
necessary steps towards this aim. The question is however to what extent moral disagreement is
solvable once it has been voiced publicly? Disagreement is not only about argumentation but it also
involves emotions and, as we said, part of the identity of an actor. The expression of disagreement
could thus lead to violent (verbal) conflicts hardly solvable through discussion. Most of the time
indeed, even when deliberation was of a good quality, arguments and counter-arguments being voiced
and listened to, decisions were in the end taken through voting. The vote is not necessarily the
opposite of deliberation. It can be a way to close it when no consensus has been reached despite the
collective discussion. It appears nevertheless evident that voting might fall short of accommodating
differences and solving moral disagreement problems faced by modern democracies. In the end,
despite discussion, the cleavages might remain the same, being even more salient, having been
defended publicly. The only way deliberation could allow moral disagreement to be solved is by
changing the cleavage line, i.e. by modifying people’s positions over time or the framing of the
discussion, thus favouring a form of accommodation. This, in practice, remains to be seen.
Another theoretical dilemma raised by our empirical conclusions deals with the role of leaders in
collective discussion. If the emergence of leaders is necessary for deliberation, it nevertheless raises
questions in terms of power relationships and equality within participatory assemblies. Equality is
considered one of the formal criteria of a deliberative procedure, but deliberation can only emerge
when equality is not respected and when some play a more important role than others do. Different
types of leaders can nevertheless appear in the discussion. Morsang-sur-Orge elected officials and
Roman and Sevillan politicised citizens play a similar role of politicization of the discussion and
expression of dissent, but do not hold the same symbolic positions and therefore do not frame the
discussion similarly. In a word, equality is not infringed identically when the leaders are elected
officials and when they are merely charismatic or politicised citizens. Politicians are indeed granted a
kind of magical power granted by the democratic legitimacy that places them above the mere citizens.
By framing the discussions to a large extent, elected officials can be said to manipulate in part the lay
citizens. On the contrary, when dissent is expressed by independent activists influence might happen,
but the risk of manipulation is safe. The dilemma raised by this conclusion is how to nurture
deliberation in places where politicised actors or civil society are weak. Who can be the leaders except
elected officials? Is it better to have manipulative elected officials or dull participatory institutions?
A final question needs to be raised concerning the self-change potential of deliberation. If deliberation
was scarce, it nevertheless occasionally happened, but failed to produce preference change. The main
explanation offered of this surprising result comes from the strength and stability of individual
preferences, as they come from past experiences and long socialisation processes. Self-change has
therefore to be a long-term process. Does it mean that communication has any impact on individuals?
Would self-change only stem from mutual presence, repeated interactions and emotional
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relationships? As will be seen in the next chapter, the opposition between communication and
presence, argumentation and emotions is largely artificial. Communication played a crucial role in
individual evolution over time, as it is difficult to imagine public interactions without language. While
communication played a role in self-change, it was rather the grammatical norms regulating discursive
interactions than the actual content of the arguments that had an impact on individuals.
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Chapter 7

Civic Competence in Interaction
Acting as a Good Citizen in Participatory Governance Institutions

“We do not think much of social self-feeling so long as
it is moderately and regularly gratified. Many people of
balanced mind and congenial activity scarcely know that
they care what others think of them, and will deny,
perhaps with indignation, that such care is an important
factor in what they are and do. But this is an illusion. If
failure or disgrace arrives, if one suddenly finds that
faces of men show coldness or contempt instead of the
kindliness and deference that he is used to, he will
perceive from the chock, the fear, the sense of being
outcast and helpless, that he was living in the minds of
others without knowing it, just as we daily walk the solid
ground without thinking how it bears us up.”1
H. Cooley, Human Nature and the Social Order.

Introduction: The process of self-change
Let’s sum up our argument up to this point. Participatory budgets are ruled by the implicit social
norms, derived from the local enactment of the participatory grammar. Grammars are sets of rules
individuals have to respect to perform meaningful actions (and especially speak) in a certain setting or
community (see Chapter 1). They are therefore both syntactic and semantic, the meaning of an act
lying in the rules prescribing its performance. These grammatical rules are conventions, derived from
the implicit or explicit consensus between actors on the right and wrong moves in certain situations.
The consensus on the grammatical rules can emerge at different levels; it can be universal, but most of
the time it is culturally specific, i.e. only shared by certain groups at national or local levels. From this
perspective, it seems that there is a certain consensus around the world – mostly in Europe, Latin and
North America – on the value of detachment and practicality (consensus coming from similar
historical and structural evolutions) in the public realm (see Chapter 2). The participatory grammar
1
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therefore emerged as a new norm of contemporary public governance (see Chapter 4). Despite this
first level – and largely superficial – consensus on the value of participation – the ambiguity of the
concept being probably at the roots of its rapid spread – different interpretations (definining a thicker
consensus) of the participatory grammar are offered, given groups and communities’ specific historical
trajectory, political tradition and civic habits.2 The different interpretations of a grammar are called
“styles”, which are derived from the consensus within a group on the specific meaning of the
grammatical rules. Participatory institutions have therefore a certain style, not completely
idiosyncratic, as it is shared with several other cases and recognizable as such (Chapter 4). Different
PB styles have therefore been distinguished, coming from the national enactment of the participatory
grammar and its local filtering by the promoters of participatory institutions. The French case is
embedded in the emergence of “proximity democracy” in the country, framed in a specific manner by
the Communist municipality given their own ideological orientations and civic traditions. The Spanish
and Italian cases emerged on the contrary in a less participatory environment, and were the offspring
of radical political initiatives of Communist elected representatives. Morsang-sur-Orge has therefore
been qualified as the “bonded communist bastion”, Rome Municipio XI the “alterglobalist in power”,
while Sevilla PB process has been labelled “social justice in practice”. The styles of these institutions
attracted different types of participants – more or less politicized and previously engaged – acting as
specific PB characters, mobilizing different types of skills and competences, mostly local knowledge,
professional and political competences (Chapter 5). The interactions between these different actors
sometimes allowed for the emergence of deliberative sequences in public assemblies. Most of the time
however, these collective discussions were monological and consensual (Chapter 6). The crucial
moment in these public interactions was therefore the emergence of disagreement among the
participants, allowing for the development of deliberation or its evaporation. Disagreement and dissent
have also important consequences in terms of self-change.
The aim of this research is indeed not only to assess how participatory institutions can integrate new
types of actors and competences in public decision-making processes, but also to evaluate whether
citizens are affected by participation in such settings. Not only would they mobilize previously learned
skills and knowledge, they would also acquire new democratic habits. Understanding the process of
acquisition or transformation of civic competence through political participation in a pragmatist
perspective led me to sever out recurrent patterns of individual evolution, describing how citizens,
given their previous political dispositions and socialization, changed while participating in these
institutions. The repeated observation of interactions in these institutions allowed distinguishing
regularities as well as discontinuities, leading to a process model of self-change. This pattern, even if
relatively similar from one case to the other on a formal level, is different in terms of content. Having
2
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different styles, the cases offer different definitions of the good citizen, different speech norms and
group bonds, which explain why actors are affected differently. The question of the effects of
participation has therefore to be replaced in the broader (political, but also personal and professional)
trajectory of actors by opting for a process analysis of civic engagement. This approach has already
received a large echo in social movement scholarship through the study of activist careers; the concept
of “career” allowing reaching a dynamic understanding of identity construction processes.3 The
mobilization and acquisition of new competences can only be understood when replaced in the broader
trajectory of actors, comparing their previous experiences to the new one they lived in participatory
institutions. Being certain characters at the beginning of the process (see chapter 5) they might have
become new ones, if acting appropriately and getting integrated in the PB institutions.
The recurrent pattern of self-change I observed is therefore the following. First of all, to exist and
stabilize, participatory institutions need to create groups of regular participants that I call “groups of
good citizens” (see chapter 5). Regular participants, as integrated in the process, are those who respect,
recall and enforce the grammatical rules of the participatory bodies. The stabilization of such groups is
therefore necessary for the institutionalization of the PBs I studied. These groups – being the voice of
the institution – play a central role in all the interactions taking place in the setting; they are therefore
the primary agent of self-change. It is mostly through the scrutiny and analysis of the integration
process to the group of good citizens that self-change can be explained. The study of the effects of
participation has therefore to follow the trajectory of individuals in their process of integration to the
PB groups. Once a newcomer starts participating, he/she has to respect the grammatical norms of the
institution. The main stage to test one’s ability to integrate the group is the public assembly. If the
newcomer immediately voices accurate arguments – given the discursive rules of the institution –
he/she will not have many problems integrating the group of good citizens. If, on the contrary, he/she
makes a grammatical mistake, as he/she does not know yet the rules of the games, he/she will
probably be sanctioned by the group. The crucial moment is therefore when disagreement and dissent
emerge between the participants, i.e. when the grammatical rules have been infringed, and symbolic
sanctions voiced. Moments of tension and crisis (“épreuves”) are indeed times when the rules are
restated and defined, and therefore where the symbolic construction of the groups occur (Boltanski &
Thévenot 1991; Thévenot 2006).
The question of the integration to the group of good citizens echoes classical sociological
interrogations: why do people follow the rules? Why do they conform to the pressures of the group?
Why is social influence constraining for individuals? What does it mean following a group’s
(grammatical) rules and what kind of impact does it have on individuals? In some regards, these
3
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questions were already raised by Durkheim; when studying the move to mechanical solidarity he
showed that social influence was experienced by individuals as exterior (encapsulated in the
“collective consciousness”) and constraining. He nevertheless offered a macro-sociological
explanation, so that social conformity and integration remained a black box. Almost all his argument
in The Division of Labour in Society concerns the two types of solidarity, rather than the nature of
solidarity as such.4 Durkheim assumed social connectedness without examining this assumption
empirically. Rule learning, conformity and integration have to be analysed as social processes, taking
into account the length of such subtle interactions. Since Durkheim, different interpretations have been
offered of this crucial sociological issue. Two main ones will be evoked and evaluated in the case
description of the process of self-change. Conformity can first derive from influence – and even power
(see below) – of the leaders of the group. Embodying a form of charisma and authority, these leaders
have the capacity to influence and persuade others – through arguments – that the rules of the game
are good (for the newcomer, for the group or for the community as a whole), and therefore that they
should respect it. The sociology of influence as well as the deliberative democracy literature will
therefore be evaluated in light of our case-studies. Second, conformity and integration can derive more
directly from normative pressures. Elias showed convincingly how civilization processes worked in
modern institutions, through micro sanctions and rewards having a direct impact on individuals’
subjectivity, actors progressively integrating the social constrains of the pacification of mores.5 This
approach can be translated to everyday life situations using Goffman sociology (1969), who stressed
the importance of the anticipation of embarrassment and shame in the regulation and normalization of
individual behaviour. Publicity or interactions in front of an audience have strong emotional impact on
actors, who try to receive others deference and, to do so, follow the collective rules of the game.
Through symbolic sanction/rewards mechanisms, groups foster or impede integration, and in so doing
produce subjectivities. In some regards, this second interpretation seem to fit better the processes I
observed, where group pressure to conform – based on the grammars of public life and the norms of
good citizenship derived from it – was immense and directly influenced people self-changes. This
does not mean the first interpretation will not be evaluated however, even if the second one will get
the lion’s share.
In the processes I observed, symbolic sanctions and rewards were indeed recurrent and seemed to have
an impact on individuals. Different consequences can derive from the sanction. Chocked, ashamed or
even humiliated by the sanction, the incompetent newcomers might simply never come back, and exit
the institution from the start. This is one of the main characters produced by PB institutions, the cynic:
disappointed about his/her participatory experience he gets increasingly sceptical about politics. Apart
from exit and cynicism, another option is to comes back despite the public stigmata (remain to be seen
who, why and how), to reframe one’s arguments, thus operating a discursive shift to respect the rules
4
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of the games and appear competent. This is the compelling power of emotions: the pleasure of pride
and fellow feeling on the one hand, and the punishment of embarrassment, shame or humiliation on
the other push people to change.6 Voicing grammatically correct arguments, these individuals are now
seen as good citizens, and get increasingly integrated in the institution, being member of what I call
the group of good citizens. Being integrated in the group, the good citizens participate regularly, and
might get further affected by their participation. Regular public interactions with other citizens might
affect individuals’ civic behaviour in the long run. They might learn to organize a petition or a
demonstration, to negotiate with local administrators or to launch a public campaign. They might as
well learn more practical skills linked to the technical issues they had to deal with along their PB
participation. Fitting the PB style perfectly, and being only marginally politicized, some good citizens
might become the pillars of the PB institution. I call these characters the PB activists. Others might
reinvest the newly learnt skills and competences in other public arenas however. Actors’ trajectory
might therefore be further affected by the adhesion to an association or a political party, or even by the
election on municipal election. I call these characters the civil society activist and the professional
politician. I thus observed the emergence of 4 types of characters from the process of PB participation,
usually present in the three case-studies: the cynic, the PB activist, the civil society activist and the
professional politician. Being such a character was not exactly the same thing in the three cases, given
their respective PB styles; they will therefore be presented in turn.
The process of self-change described here – and summed up in Figure 7.1 – raises important political
and sociological questions that will be tackled at the end of the chapter. If the acquisition of civic
competence and more broadly the process of politicization require following certain grammatical rules
of good behaviour, enforced by powerful actors (called here the groups of good citizens), are the latter
manipulating and dominating the lay citizens following these norms? The process of civic competence
acquisition has been described as an educative one, participants gaining civic skills and competences,
learning to speak in public, to organize collective action, to interact with technicians and politicians,
but it could also be seen as manipulative, some actors playing a greater role than others in this process.
As will be seen, education requires teachers, and often, they have influence, authority and even power
on their pupils. Is this acceptable from a democratic point of view? Can this process still be qualified
as deliberative or is this mere tutelage from politicized actors on naïve lay citizens? Is the compelling
force of the group – embodied in the rules of game – mere influence or does it represent a form of
power and manipulation?
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Figure 7.1 The process of self-change
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I. Morsang-sur-Orge: Politicization in a communist bastion
Morsang-sur-Orge participatory budget offers an interesting style, hybrid between French “proximity
democracy” and the tradition of municipal communism. In this regard, civic competence is firstly
defined as the orientation towards the general interest in Morsang-sur-Orge public assemblies. Politics
is not rejected as such in the PB assemblies, even if in general only elected officials allow themselves
to have politicizing discussions. PB discussions are therefore often framed in an adversarial manner
(“Us vs. Them”), the local community being understood in a unitary and politicized fashion and
opposed to national or international political foes. Morsang-sur-Orge PB style therefore creates the
image of a “participatory communist bastion”, where the population participates to foster the city’s
common good against the attacks of the outside world, understood as “neo-liberal”. How then were
citizens affected by their participation to this type of institutions? They mostly had to adopt the role of
the good citizen, caring more about the local community than about their private interests. This
implied discursive shifts to integrate the discursive rules of the assemblies. Learning to speak in
public, citizens acquired new skills and competences, and especially socialization to collective action.
Others gained new technical skills due to their growing interest in some specific topics at stake in the
PB discussions. These individual changes would not have been possible without the
institutionalization of a group of good citizens in the first place, who respect and enforce the
grammatical rules of the institution.

1. Co-opting the good citizens
The enforcement of the public grammars of the participatory arenas I studied was the result of the
interactions between different actors, and especially between the regular participants of these
institutions and the organisers of the participatory process. In Morsang-sur-Orge, participation in the
neighbourhood or city assemblies is open to anybody. As a result, some actors participate more
regularly than others, thus creating bonds of trust and solidarity between them and progressively
creating a group of good citizens. Let’s scrutinize how this group of good citizens is constructed in the
regular interactions between the participants.
In Morsang-sur-Orge the construction of this group directly depends of the organisers of the meetings,
i.e. the municipal service of “citizenship and associative life”, in charge of the coordination of the
participatory democracy activities of the city. Seen as non-political actors – in contrast to the local
representatives – they possess enough legitimacy and neutrality granted by their status of local
government officials to reward the right behaviours and sanction the deviant ones. This
reward/sanction mechanism is made effective through the constitution of a group of good citizens.
Each neighbourhood council is indeed composed of an organisation committee, in charge of the
preparation of the meetings. The organisation committee is formally open to anyone but is practically
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constructed by the solicitations and cooptation of the municipal service in charge of “citizenship”
issues, as few people participate spontaneously. By co-opting the actors able to become organisers of
the process, the citizenship administration selects participants considered to have a good profile. As
said before, it has to be someone who participates regularly, who is recognized in his/her community,
with a certain social capital (a “micro-notable” in some sense), speaking through general interest
frames but not too politicized (see Chapter 4). A regular participant of a neighbourhood council of the
city thus declared in an interview to be “surprised not to be contacted more regularly [by the municipal
services] … I say surprised, but I’m not really … I know that the citizenship administration, and
especially its boss, will do everything to avoid that I take up too much space, speak too much or have
too much influence.”7 As president of the local PTA and member of the Socialist party, he seems too
politicized to be labelled “good citizen” and appears as a potential political threat at the local level.
Pretty young – he is 35 – having an important cultural and political capital, son of a municipal
councillor, he seems to have the perfect profile to put into question the local domination of the
Communist party. The participatory process should not help potential political adversaries to gain
prestige or influence.8 The position of the municipal citizenship administration is from this perspective
ambiguous, as four of its five members are also members of the Communist party, and live their
professional activity as a political one. The neutrality of local government officials appears in this
regard rather problematic.
This bias against some political actors is nevertheless fluctuant, as members of the Communist party
or associations considered friendly are on the contrary easily welcomed and encouraged to participate
and commit themselves in the organisation committee. There is nevertheless a desire of the municipal
service in charge of the process – and therefore of the municipal majority – to involve non-politicized
citizens to offer them a participative experience. The facilitators of the process are therefore constantly
trying to integrate citizens fitting the profile that they are looking for, sometimes despite the clear
reluctance of the actors. To integrate the group of good citizens non-politicized actors have to adopt a
proper discursive behaviour in the assemblies, and especially to avoid speaking too much about
personal troubles and self-interested issues. If they participate regularly and adopt an adequate
discursive behaviour, they have a high chance of being informally contacted to become a member of
the organisation committee.
A good example of selection of competent citizens is the making of a short documentary on the
participatory process of the city that I had the chance to follow during my ethnographic study. The
documentary was explicitly aimed at “offering a balance of an eight year experience” and above all to
“clarify the meaning of the commitment for participatory democracy.” It was entitled: “Participatory
democracy: utopia or necessity?” Ten citizens were selected to react to general statements about “the
7
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crisis of representative government”; “citizens competence”; or “the deepening of democracy through
participation.” The documentary was thus a twenty minute succession of thoughts and comments by
the selected citizens, recorded through filmed interviews of between thirty minutes and an hour. The
selection process had two phases. First the selection of the citizens, and second the selection of the
“right passages” – to appear in the film – among the different interviews. Even if it remained rather
informal, different criteria defined by the citizenship municipal administration guided the selection of
the participants. There were first of all objective criteria: past PB participation, equal territorial
representation, gender and generational equilibrium, social diversity. The aim was therefore the
diversity of the “sample”. There was also, nevertheless, more insidious criteria, especially linked to the
political orientation of the citizens. It was indeed a constant game of the civil servants to guess or to
obtain information about the citizens participating in the PB process.9 The point was to avoid getting
people overly politicized in the movie, which would offer a “preconceived discourse.” In the end, only
one participant had a clear political orientation, member of the trade union CGT, historically close to
the PCF. The director of the citizenship municipal service told me afterwards that she regretted having
selected him, who offered, according to her, “the classical CGT litany.” As a consequence, very few
comments made by this man were finally selected for the movie. The process of selection of the “right
passages” helped to define what is considered the right discourse about participatory democracy in
Morsang-sur-Orge. Overly critical discourses about the usefulness and meaning of the participatory
process were simply rejected. On the contrary, discourses emphasizing that “representative
government was in crisis”, that “citizens were competent enough to participate” and that “it was a
form of political participation in the noble sense of the term” were over-represented and valued. What
is clear from this experience is that it offered an official recognition, by the municipality, of the role of
“good citizens” of those selected for the movie. Most of them appeared in this regard increasingly
active and confident in their role during the following meetings of their neighbourhood councils. It is
around them that I saw the groups of the neighbourhood councils structuring or reinforcing
themselves, as most of them already existed.

2. The cynic: participation is all about interests and power politics
Once the grammars of public life of the assembly defined and enforced by the group of good citizens,
participants had only two options: adapting themselves through discursive shifts – as will be seen in
the next section – or exiting the institution, seen as ruled by strategic interests and aimed at
manipulating citizens. The grammar of Morsang-sur-Orge participatory institution was centred on the
9

As a small 20 000 inhabitants city, Morsang-sur-Orge is often compared by its residents to “a village.” This
denotes the close bonds linking the residents, and the frequency of the gossip going around. As people often say:
“Everyone knows everything about the others in Morsang.” Some families are indeed clearly identified
politically as embodying a specific political orientation, as the one evoked before, with the father and son
members of the Socialist Party.
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valorisation of the general interest of the local community. Cynicism was therefore expressed through
the unravelling of the participatory masquerade: behind the common good would hide power politics,
and mostly the interests of elected officials to gain legitimacy and get re-elected.
By definition, it was difficult to get in touch with those disappointed by the PB process. Criticisms and
disappointments were hardly ever expressed publicly in the assembly, as the grammar of public life
implied a respect for the value of participation. When criticisms were openly voiced however – this
was generally the first step before exit – people were attributed a negative reputation as “gueulards” or
“trouble makers.” The best way to scrutinize the growing cynicism towards the participatory process
was therefore mostly through interviews, with people who had previously expressed their discontent in
the assemblies. The case of Christian is extremely interesting from this perspective. He was rapidly
disappointed by the participatory process:
The town councillors “are participative as long as citizens make proposals that go in
the direction of the municipality, then they will say ‘the citizens have decided, bla,
bla, bla.’ But when you propose something they don’t agree with … […] The dice
are a bit biased. I really think that the elected officials are not truly sincere, they
don’t tell us everything. […] Because, who decides in the end? The elected
representative, because he has the budget. […] It’s clear, it’s a way to get votes !
Give the power to the people, i.e. they master their environment, their daily life, …
you give them part of their local taxes … they say, ‘it’s a amazing!’ But in the end,
the decisions taken in the assemblies, had to be taken anyway … They [the town
councillors] take back their true role when you are taking a contentious position. A
guy had told me at the beginning: “as long as you go in their direction there won’t be
any problem, you’ll decide. But when you won’t go in the right direction, they’ll take
back the control.’ They can’t allow themselves …”10

Christian took therefore the classical position of the cynic: irony and disillusion. Behind the nice
participatory discourse lies the true face of power politics and special interests. The cynic typically
compares discourse to public lies and private truth. The cynic, by its distance, shows he/she
understands the game and is not a fool. Two options derive from this position: exit or strategy. The
most common one is to exit a too-well known political game, to avoid being manipulated. From this
perspective, the cynic is in general little affected by his/her participation, which only reinforces his/her
prejudices about politics. Another option, less common, is to keep on participating and to use
strategically the opportunities nevertheless created. This was Christian’s position, who decided to keep
on participating in this masquerade, to defend the interests of his community. To do that he/she
nevertheless had to follow the grammar of the institution, which required discursive shifts.

3. Learning to speak in public: discursive shifts in Morsang-sur-Orge
As seen in Chapter 4, the expression of a personal trouble is generally sanctioned in Morsang-surOrge, especially if it is seen as framed in a personally interested way. Once a first sanction has been
10

Interview with Christian L., Morsang-sur-Orge, 17.11.2005.
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attributed to a newcomer,11 different reactions are possible, between exit and loyalty.12 Often, their
personal request being rejected, or having even lost face publicly, newcomers do not come back. But
some do. They can thereafter present their requests differently, in line with the ruling public grammar.
As Goffman underlined, the will to avoid public embarrassment is indeed a strong driving force of
human behaviour. Shame results from a wrong social performance, a violation of social and cultural
conventions, what I call a grammatical mistake. Shame is merely the perception of a negative
evaluation of the self by others13 and, as Elster underlines, it is a strong drive for self-change: “The
anticipation of shame acts as a powerful regulator of behaviour. We avoid doing things that might
otherwise benefit us because we fear that we might be discovered and put to shame.” […] Because
avoidance of shame cannot take the easy option of self-deception, it has to use the hard option of
behaviour modification.”14 The will to avoid shame, or more slightly, public embarrassment, appeared
as a strong explanation of self-change in the cases I studied. The case of Christian in Morsang-surOrge, participant who mobilised to obtain the restoration of his street through the budget of his
neighbourhood council can be evoked as paradigmatic. At the first meeting in which he participated,
he did not express himself appropriately:
The main issue on the agenda of the meeting was the evaluation of the new
organisation of the traffic near the local school. Every one was giving his/her opinion
on the issue at stake, and it was Christian’s turn to speak: “Kids security is very
important, we all agree on that, but you have to know that this make things
complicated for residents on a daily basis. It’s not Bayreuth, ok, it’s not unliveable,
but it’s complicated on a daily basis … For instance, I cannot park my car in front of
my house anymore, as all the parking lots are taken by parents bringing their kids to
school. And the pavements are really in a dire straits … maybe we could also invest
in that.” Defending openly the interest of a group, the residents of his street affected
by the reorganisation of the traffic, he was sanctioned for not having respected the
ruling public grammar, which makes “kids’ security” the highest value. Specific or
group interests appear too antagonistic with the common good at the core of
Morsang-sur-Orge public grammar. The remarks of Lucien, a regular participant of
the neighbourhood committee were pretty clear from this perspective: “the problem
is that now everybody has 2 or 3 cars, and we cannot ask the municipality to build a
landing strip for everyone to park in front of his house … I don’t target anybody, but
…” These arguments were taken up by the local representative participating in the
11

Similar to the old lady who complained about the bus stop in front of her house and who was criticised for
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meeting: “At some point we need to decide what we want. Do we want comfort for
the residents or security for the kids? I thought we agreed on the idea to give the
priority to kids over cars …”15

The personal request – even if supposed to embody the interests of the residents of a whole street –
was therefore rejected as inappropriate. Kids’ security having been qualified for years as a priority by
the neighbourhood councils and the municipality at large, any argument trying to counter-balance the
policies directed towards this goal appears suspect, biased and self-interested to the regular
participants of the participatory institutions. As a newcomer, Christian was not aware of it, especially
as his own request appeared “absolutely legitimate” to him and his neighbours. This participant thus
committed a pretty oblivious grammatical mistake and was sanctioned for that, being ridiculed (the
requests was caricatured, qualifying the lack of parking lots as requesting the creation of a “landing
strip”) by a regular participant reproaching people that give too much importance to cars and private
material comfort. The definition of a right argument or proposal is thus the result of the discursive
interactions between regular participants, newcomers and local councillors in the case of Morsang-surOrge. Nevertheless, at the following meeting, a few weeks later, Christian presented his arguments in
a different way, and got much better results:
“I speak in the name of the residents of Texel street, where the pavement is really in
a bad shape. I have to tell you that people in the street don’t understand, as it is really
a strategic street … a lot of kids going to the school take it … so if we say that kids’
security is the priority it would appear normal to rehabilitate it. And then you have a
lot of public services around: the post office, the kindergarten, the House of
Childhood, etc. These pavements are really used a lot. So we don’t understand …
pavements of deserted streets are rehabilitated, and this one that appears so evident is
not!” The town councillor in charge of urbanism issues answered him immediately:
“Yes, it’s true. We could put the pavement of this street on the list of priorities for
2006. We will have to discuss it collectively with the criteria and stuff, but all this
seems valid. 16”

This excerpt is paradigmatic of the importance of the form and modality of speech much more than its
actual content, which appears rather trivial. Christian did not change his argument and proposition; he
simply framed them differently. The claim – rejected at the first meeting – was reframed for the
second one integrating the ruling grammatical norms of the assembly. Christian – in this second
excerpt – increased immediately the generality of his discourse, invoking a highly legitimizing
generalised other (Mead) in Morsang-sur-Orge public meetings: “the kids”. He also invoked a valued
public good for both the municipality and the citizens: public services and their accessibility.17
Christian demodalised his speech, speaking more as a “we” than as an “I”, he invoked the risk created
by the existent situation and the frequentation of the pavement to justify his proposal. Expressing
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himself in a proper way, following the grammatical rules of the assembly, his argument was accepted
(“all this seems valid”) and the proposal integrated in the list of the potential investments of the 2006
budget, while it had been merely rejected at the first session. The main expression of symbolic rewards
in a PB assembly is indeed the collective agreement on the importance of a proposal, and therefore its
financing. Voicing the good argument is necessary for communication and persuasion, but it also
allows social and emotional integration. This is what Goffman calls the ratification of the other’s
legitimacy to participate in the interaction as a legitimate actor.
This interesting example allows analysing further discursive shifts in Morsang-sur-Orge. What
happened between the two sessions? Did Christian change his mind? Did he realise, after the first
discussion, that the arguments in favour of kids’ security were better than his own on residents’
comfort? Hard to say. What can be assessed sociologically however is that he aligned his arguments
on the public grammar of the institution. He evoked it in an interview conducted afterwards: “But they
don’t give us the rules of the game at the beginning […] I discovered the rules of the game
progressively, through two or three words slightly said at the end of a sentence … [he smiled]. 18”
Christian words echo almost perfectly the analysis of the integration in new positions made by
Goffman: “When the individual does move into a new position in society and obtain a new part to
perform, he is not likely to be told in full detail how to conduct himself. […] Ordinarily he will be
given only a few cues, hints and stage directions, and it will be assumed that he already has in his
repertoire a large number of bits and pieces of performances that will be required in the new setting.”19
If he/she does not already have these pieces of performances, he/she will learn them through trial and
error, sanctions and rewards. Hence the sanctions attributed at the first meeting allowed Christian to
discover the boundaries of the public grammar and thus to appear more competent at the following
session. Christian took the role of the good citizen, caring about the common good – here framed as
kids’ security and the defence of public services.
Becoming a good citizen in deliberative arenas thus requires adopting the proper behaviour and
arguments at the right time, framing one’s discourses in ways compatible with the common good. The
role of political discussion, in this regard, is to delimit the boundaries of civic competence.20 By
participating in participatory governance institutions, individuals can learn to take on the role of
citizens. Even if the definition of the proper behaviour and arguments is conventional, depending on
who defines the public grammar, it can be argued that there is a virtuous effect of such social
mechanisms. Arguments that are presented publicly have to be framed in ways that appear to the other
18
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interactive participants as compatible with the common good. And this is not always the case –
remember the old lady and her bus stop. In the end, only proposals that collectively appear to be in
line with the common good will be selected. Deliberation should therefore allow both legitimate and
rational public decisions.
A question needs nevertheless to be raised: is it possible to qualify argumentative shifts – as in
Christian’s case – strategic or rhetorical uses of argumentation? Did Christian increase the generality
of his argument to appear more convincing or was he himself convinced of his own arguments? Do
people take the role of good citizens for self-interested motivations? It seems to us that approaches in
terms of “interest for the universal” (Bourdieu, 1994) or of the “civilising force of hypocrisy” (Elster,
1998) are inappropriate in the study of the effects of deliberation. The fact that a person might be
hypocritical, that his/her self-interests be consciously or unconsciously hidden, does not change
anything. Apart from the fact that the “true” motivations for action are inaccessible to the other
participants, such an approach would above all miss the social efficiency of the justifications offered
in a given public context. What matters in public arenas is not what people “really think” but what
they say. This is all the more the case here, that in deliberative institutions it is indeed what is said, the
actually voiced arguments and proposals, that will influence collective decisions. The final decision
has to be justified by arguments acceptable to all. If some arguments appear to the audience as too
interested or too modalised, they will simply be rejected. When people play the role of the good
citizen, the arguments they voice are publicly acceptable to all. It is this way newcomers can integrate
into a group of good citizens.
This does not mean that the issue of sincerity is irrelevant when it comes to public discussions, but that
what matters is that the audience feel that the speaker is sincere. Contrary to the famous thesis of
Austen-Smith, I argue that talk is rarely cheap in non-experimental and real life public discussions,
because the speaker’s reputation is at stake.21 People cannot switch from one argument to the other
freely, as others will remember the formerly held position, and a reputation of “weather vane” does not
help to convince others.22 From this perspective, a parallel can be drawn with a crucial mechanism of
representative government highlighted by Manin.23 In representative government, the reiteration of
elections pushes representatives to keep their promises if they want to remain credible and get re21

D. Austen-Smith (1990) “Information transmission in debate”, American Journal of Political Science, 34: 124152; ibid. (1992) “ Strategic Models of Talk in Political Decision Making”, International Political Science
Review, 13 (1), 45-58. The concept of cheap talk derives from a rational choice approach to public deliberation:
“talk per se has no real opportunity cost, and the content of speeches can be prohibitively costly to verify.
Consequently, simply hearing an individual assert that he or she is highly intelligent fails to provide a basis from
which to make any reliable direct inferences about the veracity or otherwise of the claim.” (ibid., p. 46) This
account fails to acknowledge the importance of the “forms of talk” or of the social conditions for the felicity of
speech, based not only on the words that are used, but also on the way they are voiced and all the external signs
offered by the speaker to the audience of the sincerity of his speech.
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as the wind blows.
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See B. Manin (1997) The Principles of Representative Government, op. cit.. See especially chapter 5 on the
importance of the reiteration of elections.
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elected. Similarly, the reiteration of participation and public discussions pushes actors to appear
sincere, and to switch their arguments in a sensible way, only when they consider it worthwhile. As
Habermas convincingly argued, sincerity can only be grounded on actors’ deeds and consistency over
time: “That a speaker means what he says can be made credible only in the consistency of what he
does and not through providing grounds.”24 Affirming the sincerity of one’s statements does not
increase the confidence of the audience in their truthfulness. Consistency over time is precisely what
can be called a reputation of sincerity or truthfulness. The audience, without direct access to
intentions, must rely on the speaker’s reputation to infer his/her sincerity. Reputation, from this
perspective, works as a proxy for sincerity, and the reiteration of participation and public interactions
are the only training grounds on which such a reputation can be built. Learning to speak in public and
to act as a good citizen is nothing more than being recognised as such by others, i.e. to be granted the
reputation of a good citizen, truthfulness and authenticity being parts of that role. Finally, AustenSmith argues that for a speech to be credible, sincerity has to be cheaper than lying.25 This approach
relies on an implicit epistemic approach to democracy; however, most public discussions – especially
in the cases I observed – are not a matter of information or of what is true or false, but a matter of
“what is best for us.”26 From this perspective, the sincerity issue is not a matter of interest for lying or
not, but a matter of framing convincingly one’s arguments in the common good idiom.
One of the first competences citizens learn when participating in PB assemblies is therefore to speak in
public. Speaking in public means speaking clearly and loudly, overcoming one’s shyness through
regular practice of such an exercise, listening to others, but it also means expressing oneself in the
right grammatical mode. Citizens learn – through reward (integration) and sanction mechanisms – that
one cannot express him/herself in public as in other realms. Public expression requires taking distance
with one’s perspective, to generalise one’s arguments to sound motivated by the common good
(Boltanski & Thévenot 1991; Cardon, Heurtin, Lemieux 1995; Thévenot 2006). Especially, in
Morsang-sur-Orge, the interest of the community as a whole had to be taken into account. Discursive
shifts – even if always incremental – were relatively significant for some actors in the long run. The
case of Nicole, a woman in her 50’s, experienced participant of Morsang-sur-Orge PB, is striking from
this perspective:
Nicole evoked her own trajectory at the end of a public meeting, thus reacting to the
scepticism expressed by some new participants: "You know, I advice you to come to
every neighbourhood meeting … it is in this way you get things done. You have to
fight […] Myself, at first, a long time ago already, I had come here to solve a
problem we had in our street. I fought for four years, I mobilised my community, I
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came regularly to public meetings with town councillors, etc. and we finally won!”27
This mobilization starting with a personal trouble finally led her to be integrated in
the group of good citizens of her neighbourhood council. She appears, since then, as
the common good gatekeeper of her neighbourhood council: “Starting from
something rather narrow, at the neighbourhood level, we are then able to discover …
and to go further in terms of commitment … to improve one’s city.” 28 Her good
citizen status led us to be among the organisers of a “Citizen Day” launched by the
municipality “to boost the participatory process.” Such an official recognition of her
competence was one of the final steps in her discursive shift, as she was then able to
voice extremely general arguments in her neighbourhood council assembly: “If we
want our city to change we cannot stay on the side. We have to participate, because
you never get anything just by yourself! We have to fight all together. We have the
chance to express ourselves in Morsang so we have to take it.” 29 She was even
clapped by the other participants at the end of her speech. What a change in
comparison to her first steps in the neighbourhood council: “Yes, I feel that this
experience touched me … I feel more committed for my city now.” 30 It would
nevertheless be misguided to interpret this bifurcation as the result of her
participation alone. Other factors, linked to her personal and professional trajectory
played as well a great role. A financial analyst for an important bank in Paris for 15
years, she decided to put her professional career to one side when herself and her
husband decided to adopt a son at the beginning of the 1990s. She has since then
been in charge of the administrative management of the small firm created by her
husband, but acknowledges the void created by this change: “I have a less intense
professional life today, and I miss it. That’s why I find an interest in going there [to
the PB], towards the other; It’s like a need.”31

In some regards, commitment in Morsang-sur-Orge participatory institutions appeared for her as a
compensation to the “void” created by her professional bifurcation. She stresses in particular the
cognitive (“I met many people full of ideas, rich in know-how, who know how to express
themselves”) and relational (“In these meetings you meet any social type […] I really like being
contacted and discovering new people”32) benefits she drew from participating. Interestingly, the
language she used during the interview was relatively emotional: “this experienced touched me”; “I
felt more committed”; “I have an attachment”. This highlights the emotional aspect of the symbolic
integration into the group of good citizens. Participation obviously gives her a form of pleasure: “I feel
good in that kind of meeting”; “I am happy to satisfy people”; “I am glad when these people
participate.”33 Participation and integration gave her a form of public recognition that mattered a lot to
her.34 This symbolic integration allowed by public rewards was made possible thanks to the
biographical availability of this participant. Nicole was thus able to mobilize part of her previous
professional competences in the realm of the public assemblies (ability to speak in public, to organize
meetings, to set up projects with others, etc.). The participatory commitment of this woman, as relying
27
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on previous professional skills and satisfying a need of intellectual and relational investment, was
intensive enough to lead her from the expression of a personal trouble to a minimal form of
politicization. This process took a few years however, and did not lead her to political activism as
others: “personally I wouldn’t like to do politics.”

35

It seems therefore that PB participation can

produce new types of characters, namely the PB activist. Highly integrated in the process, member of
the group of good citizens, these participants do not want to reinvest their newly acquired competences
in other fora, as the PB goals and methods fit them perfectly. Being both open ideologically and plural
in its social and cultural composition, the PB can constitute a relaxed mode of engagement for citizens
little politicized and committed in the past.
Self-change seems therefore possible when both biographical availability and normative pressure work
in the same direction. Those who change might only be those available enough – in terms of time, of
previous experiences, etc. – to accept the sanctions and change or wait for the symbolic rewards. The
case of Nicole shows quite clearly however that participants, when entering participatory arenas, not
only learn to speak in public according to certain grammatical rules, they also acquire new skills and
competences, especially in terms of socialization to collective action.

4. Socialization to collective action and politicization: When PB fails to boost local civil society in a
French Communist city
For many people, participation in Morsang-sur-Orge PB was their first experience of civic engagement
in the public sphere (see Chapter 5). This new experience therefore led some of them – given the
intensity of their participation – to learn certain skills and competences linked to collective action.
Participants therefore discovered how to write leaflets, to organize meetings, to launch petitions, to
mobilize a community or to organize demonstrations. A striking example from this perspective comes
from Wallon neighbourhood council, in the poorest zone of the city:
For years, the neighbourhood council had known a small attendance, a lack of
dynamism and enthusiasm from the population, with few people with a popular
background participating at all. Considering this local apathy, the elected official in
charge of the organization of the neighbourhood council was extremely directive.
She was the one who spoke the most during the meetings, who defined the agenda,
and framed the discussions to a large extent. In a word, Wallon neighbourhood
council wasn’t very autonomous from the municipality. Things started to change in
the fall of 2005, when the citizenship administration, and especially its boss, Marie,
decided – in agreement with the Mayor – to give more autonomy to the city’s
neighbourhood councils, and especially to institutionalize the existence of organizing
committees, essentially composed of citizens. The aim was to lower the influence of
elected officials – considered overwhelming – to empower participatory institutions
and citizens in the mean time. Results were considered disappointing by the actors,
apart from a few cases, like in the Wallon neighbourhood. Encouraged by the
citizenship administration boss, a few participants started getting more involved in
the organization of the meetings. Preparation meetings were thus planned before
35
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each neighbourhood council, and at least 5 regular participants – good citizens –
attended, while the elected representative did not. These citizens were therefore able
to define the agenda of the neighbourhood council meetings, to prepare small
introductions on the issues to be discussed collectively, and in the end to moderate
the meetings directly. The change in the power-relationship of the neighbourhood
council was exemplified by the very scenography of the meeting. While the elected
official and the public functionary used to be at the centre, it was now this group of 4
or 5 good citizens at the centre, towards whom all the other participants were staring.
The meetings were no longer introduced by the elected representative, but by one of
the members of the organizing committee. The evolution of the organization of
Wallon neighbourhood council is pretty telling on the type of collective learning and
empowerment processes that can take place with reiterated participation. With time,
encouraged by the administration, some citizens got enough self-confidence to play a
bigger role in the neighbourhood council. When one looks at the background of these
good citizens however, the empowerment thesis is nuanced, as most of them where
already members of either a PTA (FCPE), a trade union (CGT), or a resident
association. Only Nicole – evoked above – had no previous civic experience. It can
nevertheless be stressed that this dispositional thesis is also unsatisfying, as these
actors, despite their previous political socialization, were relatively passive in the
neighbourhood council for years. Their political background cannot explain alone
why at some point they started organizing themselves in such a way as gaining
autonomy from the municipality. The support from the citizenship municipal
administration (close to the Communist Party) – against a town councillor member
of the Socialist Party – created a situation that these actors, given their previous
competences, could exploit. They thus collectively gained new competences in the
organization of meetings and public expression. Interestingly, some citizens thus
became able to endorse a role traditionally assumed by elected officials in Morsangsur-Orge. These ordinary citizens, by gaining new competences, thus reached a form
of professionalism. The acquisition of new competences by citizens can therefore be
understood as a democratization of the public sphere, but also as the emergence of
new elites, embodying a new type of delegation (not even legitimized by the
electoral rule). Citizens themselves were aware of this risk, as Jean-Pierre, one of the
members of Wallon neighbourhood council organizing committee, acknowledged
once in a preparation meeting: “Ok, we’re voluntary citizens, but in people’s minds
it’s always the same thing, it’s power delegation. We’re seen as a caste.”36

This is one of the central dilemmas for participatory democracy. While involved in participatory
institutions citizens gain new skills and competences, but in doing so they specialize, professionalize,
and in some regards become new experts of civic engagement. The circle of public decision-making is
enlarged, but still remains in the hands of a minority. The acquisition of new competences seems
therefore to contradict the democratic thesis at the heart of the participatory democracy initiatives. It
can nevertheless be stressed that a collective learning and empowerment process took place – the
group of good citizens gaining an increasing autonomy. This empowerment process had an impact on
individuals too, who gained new skills, and also became solid PB activists as the case of Nicole –
evoked previously – shows. The role of PB activists can nevertheless be endorsed in two different
ways. It is either an exclusive affiliation, as in the case of Nicole, or a secondary one, next to
associative, union, or political militancy, as in the case of Nadine and Jean-Pierre.
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Citizens, by participating in Morsang-sur-Orge PB, can also gain what could be seen as more radical
political skills. Some previously disengaged individuals thus learned to mobilize a community and to
organize a petition thanks to their PB participation. In this case, it was not the PB itself – and its
central institution, the public assembly – but the broader participative context of the city of which the
PB is a part of, which allowed this learning process to happen. The “mum gang” can be evoked
again.37 At first anonymous and atomised “mothers”, their adhesion to a common cause – the
rehabilitation of a public park in the neighbourhood – led them to organize a collective action. In
Dewey’s words, a public emerged from a common problem. By defining a “us” – mums, good
citizens, caring about kids’ safety – and a “them” – the wrong users of the park, smoking teenagers,
dangerous dog owners, drug addicts, etc. – a public emerged, which lived a rich collective experience
able to nurture new competences. Their participation in the PB process led these mums to canvass
door-to-door the neighbourhood to get support for their rehabilitation project and also to create new
links of sociability (“It allowed me to meet my neighbours, while I didn’t have the occasion for years
before.”38). Their engagement also led them to write a petition in favour of the project – not defined as
such by the actors however, who refused the term “petition”, considered overly political39 – to
aggregate support for the cause. The aim was mostly to legitimize the project by getting support from
neighbours, and also teachers, nurses of the neighbourhood, i.e. people supposed to be concerned by
the issue. This express formation to collective action was largely encouraged by the municipality, and
especially the citizenship administration. Reassuring the mums on the effects of such a mobilization
(elected officials supported the project from the beginning, while letting a certain autonomy to the
“gang of mums”) the municipality increased the interest of engagement for the actors. The crucial role
of the participatory process from this perspective is to make mobilization interesting, as it can translate
into municipal investments and public policies.40 In the mean time, these mothers discovered the
complexity of public decision-making processes. Once the rehabilitation of the park was decided
upon, they indeed multiplied meetings with the municipal technical experts to define the shape of the
future park in the details, the précised needs, the cost of each equipment, the necessary budget choices,
the underlying juridical norms attached to all urban projects, etc. Being involved in all the phases of
the process – from the emergence of the cause, to the redaction of a petition, to the public defence of
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the project in a neighbourhood council, and to its realization in close link with the municipal services –
these residents have had an intensive citizenship class and thus learned the job of citizen.
This socialization to collective action seems to have happened in other sites than Morsang-sur-Orge; in
Rome and Seville, but also as well in the participatory institutions studied by Archon Fung in Chicago.
He evokes the case of a woman who was transformed by participation: “Significantly, Mrs River had
transformed herself from a shy victim of ambient crime into a committed and outspoken activist in the
course of participating in Chicago community policing. […]”41 This woman told him she “had learnt
to speak up” and had become one of the more active participants in her neighbourhood. A question
remains open however: what about the reinvestment of these new competences in other public arenas?
To what extent will these women from Morsang (or Chicago) remain active and mobilized once this
problem is solved? Will they commit to other causes, in a more institutionalised manner or in
associations or political parties? This is the question of the long-term effects of participatory
commitment that is raised here, as well as that of the perpetuation of the new learnt skills and
competences.42
The paradox of Morsang-sur-Orge PB lies in the immense difficulty for the participants to reinvest
their newly acquired competences in other arenas, and especially in the local civil society. Considering
the weakness of local civil society, the offer of participation was extremely limited for participants
ready to commit. This was all the more difficult that associations and movements were hardly present
at all in the PB meetings. In Morsang-sur-Orge, the tradition of communist municipalism limited the
alternatives for civic engagement. The main path was to become an (exclusive) PB activist. Chosen by
many, it explains the durability and strength of the participatory process in this city. From this
perspective, PB institutions offer an intermediation body given the weakness of local civil society. It
appears therefore all the more problematic to see elected officials playing such a decisive role in these
arenas. The other path to reinvest newly acquired competence is to become a member of the municipal
government, by being co-opted by the local administration.

5. When citizens become experts: gaining technical skills through participation
As we saw with the “gang of mums”, participatory engagement can lead to the acquisition of political
competence and sometimes as well, individuals can reach a certain level of technicality required to
understand a public problem. Interested by an issue, a problem that emerged in their daily life, citizens
might gather information, document themselves or meet specialised associations. Internet plays a
central role in this process of information seeking by democratizing access to knowledge, even the
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most technical. 43 Similar to the ill-people families who became experts on some scientific questions
thus creating a “popular epidemiology” (Callon, Lascoumes, Barthe, 1999: 112-121), citizens engaged
in PBs can also become technicians able to bring an expertise in a public discussion. Facing a
problem, they will start an enquiry (Dewey, 1923), leading an investigation to reconstitute causal
chains. The case of Alex in Morsang-sur-Orge can be evoked as, when confronted with the
multiplication of digital antennas in his neighbourhood he started investigating their potential
dangerousness. He gathered information by surfing on the internet, “swotted for a whole weekend”,
got in contact with a regional association dealing with issues of new technologies and public health
and, once armed with this new knowledge, presented the issue in a public meeting of his
neighbourhood council. In all the situations I observed, it was always the public justification
constraint, the need and will to convince the audience of the seriousness of a problem that pushed
actors to gain new knowledge and competences, to gather information to appear more convincing in
the discussion. In comparison to the discursive shifts studied earlier, in this case the acquisition of new
competences was not driven by the will to avoid shame, but by the will to convince the audience and
get things done. In this case, participation can therefore result in an increased individual and collective
cognitive competence that might then be reflected in the quality of public policies. In comparison to
the associations studied by Lascoumes, Callon and Barthe, and more broadly in the science studies,
who directly face scientists, citizens engaged in participatory institutions do not need to reach such a
level of specialization. The experts they face are either municipal functionaries – who have formations
in urban planning, engineering or landscape designers – or elected representatives with administrative
backgrounds.
The technical turn taken by the discussions implied by the mobilization of a newly acquired
knowledge can however create problems and tensions in PB assemblies. As PB participants, citizens
have to take up the role of good citizen, without specific qualities or competences, ready to discuss
and solve local political issues. The good citizen in Morsang-sur-Orge participatory institutions is
expected to have a sense of the common good, not to become an expert. Once the good citizen role is
adopted it might therefore be difficult for actors to get away from it to use a more technical language.
The reactions to the problem raised by Alex – evoked above – were therefore contrasted:
Even through the issue was not of the direct competence of the neighbourhood
council, participants decided to evoke a problem that mattered a lot to them: the
installation of digital antennas (to allow for a better connection of mobile phones) on
the roof of a growing number of houses of the neighbourhood. Participants appeared
immediately concerned about the potential detrimental effects on public health of
this technology. Alex, a regular participant in his 50’s, who had gathered information
on the issue, introduced the topic. Rapidly, however, some participants criticised the
turn the discussion had taken, as it was getting increasingly technical. Michel thus
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claimed: “for this kind of issues we have to rely on the municipal technical services.
We can’t know everything and we can’t do everything as amateurs.” The town
councillor in charge of the NC organization, Francis, insisted however on the role of
residents’ user knowledge, at the roots of the city participatory initiative: “We
recognize an expertise right to the residents; because they live in the neighbourhood
and see the problems on a daily basis. But it’s true, we have also to rely on the
technical services on that kind of issues …” The question of citizens competence
(practical and technical) was therefore at the centre of the debate. Participants did not
appear that amateur however. Alex had obliviously worked on the issue: “But you
know, there are very powerful lobbies behind all that. I remember when I was 14, we
already knew that asbestos was dangerous … Concerning the antennas, I think there
is a legal weakness somewhere, because antennas used to transmit images (for TV or
cell phones) depend on a specific legislation, they need a permit to install them. And
I don’t think the municipality has granted such a permit” The member of the
municipal technical services present that evening acknowledged that Alex knew
more than himself on the issue : “You’re more competent than me on this …” Alex
answered, saying: “I swotted a bit last week-end.” Francis added: “We have to state
very clearly that this type of technology scares us.” However, another participant,
Roger, obviously upset, expressed his disagreement with the technical turn taken by
the discussion: “But all this is a technical issue, not a problem of the neighbourhood.
We don’t have to decide on this kind of question!” Michel added, thus politicising
the discussion: “It is a matter of public health. The Mayor should be really careful
with all this …” These two participants thus implied that the seriousness of the
problem required an answer from the commune as a whole, not from the
neighbourhood only.
Alex added a final argument against the antennas, relative to their impact on the
value of private properties: “I met an association working on this issue and they told
me that, on average, houses situated at less than 100 metres from this type of antenna
lose 30% of their value.” Roger appearing more and more upset, shouted: “But does
this concern the neighbourhood? What the neighbourhood council should talk about
is whether or not we want these antennas.” He thus implied that the function of
neighbourhood councils was to make political choices (for or against the antennas),
and therefore not to evaluate them from a technical point of view, which remains the
task of the municipality. This same participant put a final emphasis on the technical
incompetence of citizens: “We can talk about the esthetical aspect, about health, etc.
But we’re not competent technically to decide what to do about these antennas.” 44

The expertise acquired by certain participants can therefore create conflicts as it redistributes the
traditionally attributed roles. While in general in PB assemblies citizens evoke personal troubles and
propose solutions inspired by their practical knowledge, official technicians evaluate the technical and
financial validity of the proposals and elected officials – when they participate, like in Morsang-surOrge – moderate and politicize the discussion, the acquisition of new competences changes the
attribution of places and the distribution of power. Is the ordinary citizen still a profane when he/she
becomes more expert on an issue than the official experts themselves, who even acknowledge this
fact? Is the expert still one, once he/she publicly recognizes his/her incompetence? Is the ordinary
citizen role to settle a dispute or to enrich the discussion cognitively? To some extent, the acquisition
of new technical competences by some citizens might increase inequalities, some participants reaching
the level of experts, while others, the majority, remaining ordinary citizens basing their judgements on
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their mere practical knowledge. The role of good citizen in Morsang-sur-Orge is mostly based on the
mobilization of local knowledge of the characters of the resident, the concerned parent and the
parochial old lady. The municipality and the PB participants acknowledge the legitimacy of residents
to share their local knowledge of the field, but often criticize or reject those who try to specialize
further, getting technical skills and competences in some specific domains. Once a role – that of good
citizen mobilizing his/her practical knowledge for the common good – has been attributed, it might be
difficult and contentious to move to another one, especially when it implies a form of expertise. It is
therefore a risk that citizens’ competences are restricted and confined to an apolitical and nontechnical posture.

6. Participatory budgeting as a political stepping-stone

While PB competences are difficult to reinvest on the local civil society scene in Morsang-sur-Orge,
another option is to start a political career. It has been a constant mode of recruitment for local
governments to co-opt civil society leaders.45 We saw it with great evidence in the Roman case, in
which the PB councillor was directly recruited from the local social movement scene. In Morsang-surOrge, the division between the political system and the local civil society has always been blurred,
which constitutes a specificity of Communist municipalism, in which most of the local associations
are pledged to the Communist Party and the municipal administration. Transfers from civil society to
municipal government were therefore flexible and easy to achieve. It is precisely the decline of
Communist intermediation bodies that distanced the Communist administration from the population,
which conducted the municipal majority to start a participatory budget experience.46 It remains to be
seen whether such a transfer from the PB to the municipal council was possible or not. The only
grounds of evaluation are the municipal elections of 2001, the first to have taken place at the city level
since the start of the participatory experience in 1998. As a matter of fact, the municipal majority is
composed of a coalition between Socialists, Greens and “Communists, citizens and partners.” The
Communist party therefore decided to integrate outsiders on its list, i.e. members of local associations,
as well as PB activists. Alex, evoked earlier, as one of the pillars of his neighbourhood council, and
relatively independent politically, while on the left, was contacted by the Communist Party. He
refused however. Others accepted. For instance, for the 2001 municipal elections, Françoise Lefebvre
was recruited to be on the list of the Communist Party. Member of a Third-World solidarity
45
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association, and working for social services, she had both previous political and professional skills she
was able to reinvest in the local political scene.47 As she argues: “The mayor works to allow a growing
number of people to participate in making decisions. It appears to me fundamental for the life of our
city. It was a decisive factor in my own involvement.48” Being both a political association activist and
a regular participant of the PB meetings, she constituted the typical character to be recruited by the
administration. Once elected, she became one of the active organizers of the Langevin neighbourhood
council. This trajectory cannot completely be considered as the beginning of a political career, the PB
serving as a stepping-stone for broader political ambitions. Françoise Lefebvre sees her involvement in
the municipal administration as something temporary (probably for only one legislature) and surely
not as a way to become a professional politician, as she kept on working as a social service manager in
the meantime.
For others, the PB can appear as a stepping-stone for a potential political career. The PB can indeed
work as a space for political activists who are willing to deepen their political commitment and reach
some elective functions. The case of Mathieu, leader of the Socialist Party in Morsang-sur-Orge
illustrates pretty well how political activists can use the PB as a stepping-stone for a political career.
Mathieu is a rather young but already experienced militant. Coming from a
politicized family, historically affiliated at the Socialist party, with a father member
of the municipal council, Mathieu has been raised in a politicized environment. He
became rapidly, while he was still a student, a member of the socialist party, and
after his first child, got involved in the local PTA. A few years later, he was already
president of the PTA, the FCPE, and local president of the Socialist party. He
participates as well actively, since their creation, in the participatory bodies of the
city. His participation in Morsang-sur-Orge participatory institutions appears as a
natural continuation of his associative and political commitments. He was able to
reinvest his previously acquired political, discursive and cultural skills in the PB
process and therefore rapidly became one of the leaders of his neighbourhood
council. Mathieu appears as a local notable, regarded as such by others, able to
mobilize networks and acquaintances, and consciously making a strategic use of the
PB to foster the interests of the FCPE. When asked whether his participation in the
PB institutions could help his future political career, he acknowledged that, “among
other things, it clearly helps to be known and recognised in the city.” Even if he does
not want “to make a political career that would impede [him] to have a proper family
life”, he states clearly his ambition to make a political career at least at a local level.

The PB can therefore represent a new opportunity for experienced activists, who can use it either as a
means of reconverting their activists’ skills and experiences in another arena or as an accelerator in the
process of becoming well known. This is not necessarily what the promoters of participatory
democracy had in mind in the first place however. While Morsang-sur-Orge municipality encourages
the growing engagement of non-politicized actors or association leaders, who can easily be co-opted
by the Communist party, it is much more reticent to boost the career of potential political adversaries.
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As Mathieu states clearly: “they do all they can to avoid me speaking. I clearly break their balls.”49 As
a talented and promising political actor, he clearly appears as a threat to the local domination of the
PCF. Aware that the PB can work as a stepping-stone for him and others, the municipality avoids
putting him too much on the front stage. As we saw in the construction of the group of good citizens in
Morsang-sur-Orge, overly politicized actors are clearly put on the side to favour apolitical residents
and concerned parents. The municipality aims at creating and promoting certain types of characters
and not others, in a strategic manner. Surprisingly, PB organisers try to co-opt good residents or
concerned parents more than experienced activists. The latter, given their political skills, might
nevertheless integrate the municipal council through the traditional route of party politics. The novelty
of participatory democracy is on the contrary to involve actors who were previously little politicized
on the municipal political scene through co-optation mechanisms.
The politicization of Morsang-sur-Orge PB style and the immense influence of town councillors on the
participatory process largely determined the type of characters the PB could produce. The two main
options were mostly to become a PB activist or to start a political career, the local civil society being
enfeebled. In some regards, actively engaged participants had to remain in the bosom of the
municipality, be it participatory institutions or the municipal council. While Morsang-sur-Orge PB
failed to re-boost local civil society, it managed to increase the proximity between the municipality
and the population, by producing new intermediation bodies and new civic characters. It remains to be
seen whether this is acceptable from a normative point of view, as such a process could be understood
as a form of manipulation, or worst domestication. The case of Rome Municipio XI PB appears from
this perspective different, as it re-boosted local civil society, and produced autonomous political
characters.

II. Rome Municipio XI: the rediscovery of the territory and renewal of local political
elites.
The Rome PB style appears much more radical than that of Morsang-sur-Orge, being largely
influenced by the leftist activists who initiated the participatory process in the Municipio XI. It is all
the more radical that it appears locally and nationally isolated, Italian political culture not being
especially participatory. References, support and solidarity therefore mostly come from abroad, and
especially Latin America. The participatory experience of the Municipio XI nevertheless takes place in
a context of recent decentralization in Italy, and the inclusion of a variety of actors in local decisionmaking processes (especially associations, companies and experts). Civic competence in Rome
participatory institutions is therefore defined as both an orientation to the common good and a deep
practical sense, citizens being required to make concrete proposals and present achievable projects.
The common good is therefore defined as enacted in cooperative projects making a real difference.
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How then are citizens affected by their participation in a PB having such a style? Citizens have to
adapt to this style, which therefore often requires discursive shifts in public assemblies. If these shifts
occur, the Roman case draws the attention to the problems created by citizens’ versatility: changing
their arguments, citizens might be reproached as being “fake” or “interested”. The power of the groups
of good citizens, mostly composed of already politicized actors because of its institutionalised
recruitment, appears from this perspective central. The effects of the political style of Rome PB in
terms of politicization are also important, as reiterated participation can create bifurcations in personal
trajectories up to starting a local political career. On the other hand, highly politicized activists do not
gain many new skills or competences, but change their “vision” by developing a deeper local
embeddedness and “rediscovering the territory.”

1. Institutionalising the group of good citizens: PB delegates and the politics of presence
The selection of the group of good citizens is more institutionalised in Rome Municipio XI PB than in
Morsang-sur-Orge. In the Municipio XI, the participatory budget cycle starts, each year, by a formal
election of “delegates”, open to all the residents, students or people working in the neighbourhood.
Delegates do not have any specific decision-making power or mandate. They are indeed elected
without any campaign or program. Candidates generally mobilise their networks of friends and
acquaintances to vote for them; therefore the candidates with the highest social capital are elected.
This mode of constituting the group of good citizens has often been criticized – by PB delegates
themselves – for being undemocratic and favouring special interests. Antonio, delegate in Montagnola
neighbourhood once made a long plea against this procedure: “This is not democratic. Bringing one’s
friends or one’s neighbours to vote for you, is that democratic? No! Let’s speak about democracy,
because I really like democracy.” One of the facilitators answered he was actually wrong about the
[official] meaning of the PB: “The PB process is based on participation. The more you mobilize
people, the more power you have. This is part of it, yes indeed.” Antonio did not appear convinced
however: “Is that democratic? Democracy requires presenting a program and being elected on it, not
bringing your friends.”50 His arguments had no impact however and he was actually criticised for
losing time in “politicking” rather than making concrete proposals. This selection process is
nevertheless justified by the PB instigators for two main reasons. First, it is a way to mobilise the
territory. Through a form of participatory incentive, the number of elected delegates depends on the
number of voters. One delegate is elected for every 15 voters. The more people mobilize, the more
delegates there are. In a word, people have to mobilize if they want to influence the power relationship
towards the interests of their community or neighbourhood. Then, delegates have above all the
function to make the participatory process live by attending most of the meetings. They form a group
of stable and regular participants. Given their selection mode, the group of good citizens is generally
50
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composed of already politicized or active members. Most of them are indeed part of an association, a
community group, a political party or a social movement organisation. To be elected they indeed need
to know enough people to vote for them, these civil society organisations constituting good resources
from this perspective. The grammatical rules of the Roman assemblies are therefore largely enforced
by politicized or active members of civil society. They progressively define, in their interactions with
the facilitators (the members of the association Progetto Sensibilisando evoked before, see Chapters 3
and 4), what is the right discursive behaviour, the grammar of the institution. It is therefore between
civil society actors and lay citizens that eventual conflicts and discursive disagreements can emerge,
thus pushing for argumentative shifts of the latter.
These groups of good citizens – that exist in all the neighbourhood assemblies – get their existence
from their shared norms and behaviours. Even if they do not constitute homogeneous and static
groups, which might sometimes divide, enter into conflict and evolve, these groups have the power to
make the discursive rules of the group respected by the other participants. Outsiders, mostly new or
irregular participants – who are allowed to participate in the working group meetings – have to follow
these grammatical rules to be both listened to by the regular participants – and therefore to have a
chance to influence the collective decisions – and get eventually integrated in the group of the
institution, being thus recognised as competent citizens. To speak appropriately in these participatory
arenas, outsiders have therefore to operate discursive shifts from their initial personal troubles towards
the collective definition of the common good. In Rome PB, the speech norms push people to voice
both common good arguments and concrete projects and proposals. They also have to voice them
properly, to avoid sounding “fake” or “interested”. To learn to speak the grammar of public life of the
Roman PB, participants have nevertheless to find it worthwhile. Many did not and left the institution
on the way, disappointed by the lack of concrete achievements of the PB.

2. The cynic in Rome: words, words, words …
As in the other cases, many participants left the boat on the way, disappointed by the turn taken by the
PB. As in the other cases, the PB was rejected back to its roots: traditional politics. At odds with what
happened in Morsang-sur-Orge however, it was not power politics and electoral interests that
disappointed citizens, but rather the incapacity of the PB to respect its commitment to achievable
projects and practical change. As traditional politics, full of words and promises and short of concrete
changes, the PB appeared to many people incapable of changing local reality. While Rome PB style
was characterised by its emphasis on practical achievements and projects, it was often the length in the
realization of these projects, or worst, their non-realization, that nurtured cynicism instead of
politicization. It was therefore a very common complaint in the PB that former proposals – voted one
or two years earlier – had not yet been carried out. This, for sure, led many participants to leave. The
turnover rates were indeed extremely high in Rome PB, as in 2004, in which 68.5% of the participants
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declared not to have taken part in the 2003 process. Even within a yearly cycle, turnover rates were
important as in 2004, in which 68.9% of the participants of the 3rd phase declared not to have taken
part in the first meeting of the year.51 Exit seemed therefore to be the rule of the PB more than the
exception. Some however remained, and the PB kept a very high attraction to the citizenry as
participation increased over time, despite the importance of exit. Even among the active participants
however, some cynicism could be heard. Those I interviewed were all relatively enthusiastic about the
PB, so that I recorded little cynic discourses. These discourses, however, emerged sometimes during
the meetings, often in a violent or aggressive manner. Moments of tensions generally reveal the
boundaries of the group, the implicit speech norms respected by all the members. I observed one of
these moments, when a participant got almost hysterical about the lack of concrete achievements of
the PB:
The participants had been talking for some time about the difficulty for the municipal
council not to respect the decisions of the zone assemblies, when Giovanna raised
the tone of her voice and got literally outraged about the PB process, crying out for
about 5 minutes against the insufficiencies of the concrete achievements: “The PB
has not done anything yet since it’s creation! It’s a shame! I feel like a fool. Every
time you [the facilitator] tell me not to say this or that, that it is not possible, that it’s
not in the competence of the Municipio, that it has already been accepted, etc. What
is this all for, then? I really feel I am a fool! I made proposals 10 times and they
haven’t changed anything!” People tried to calm her down, which worked after a few
minutes. Most of them explained to her that some projects had been achieved, even if
they mostly told her to be patient. Their arguments did not seem to convince her
however. Giovanna never came back.52

Many were disappointed by the length and invisibility of the PB achievements. It is indeed often
considered that the “demonstration effect” is crucial to spur mobilization. In Porto Alegre,
participation rates started to rise when the first achievements became visible.53 From this perspective,
it is probably too soon to evaluate whether such a “demonstration effect” – or absence of it – had an
impact on PB participation in Rome Municipio XI. The importance of demonstration and
achievements appear all the more crucial in Rome that the public grammar praises concrete
realizations and projects. The absence of visible effects of PB decisions was at the root of recurrent
criticisms of the PB, as another scene from a zone assembly demonstrates:
The meeting started with an intervention of Pier-Angela, who seemed upset about the
BP process as a whole. She complained about the non-realisation of the proposals
voted in the previous years. She concluded: “I’m really embarrassed about this; there
is a real lack of respect from your side [the Municipio]. I feel like a fool. The BP is
like a sweet in the mouth of citizens put by the Municipio to keep them quiet.” The
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session appeared as a global questioning of the BP process. Alessandro also
complained that most of the proposals about green areas were always rejected. He
therefore wondered: “I understood from these two years of participation that
everything or almost everything about green spaces is not in the competence of the
Municipio. But then I ask myself: ‘what do the green spaces do in the BP if nothing
can be done about them? Maybe we should organise ourselves about these issues,
with a neighbourhood committee, making petitions, etc.” Pier-Angela seemed to
agree: “This PB doesn’t make any sense … Yes, let’s create a community
association!”54

Interestingly, the character of the cynic does not necessarily drop out of the institution. He/she might
keep on participating, despite his/her disappointment. From this perspective, it seems that characters
are not necessarily mutually exclusive. In the case of the previous excerpt, it seems that cynicism
spurred activism in other fora, maybe more critical, namely a community organization. Cynicism does
not mean people will stop participating. Becoming aware of the PB limits, but recognizing the
potential power of citizen mobilization, participants envisioned the possibility to act through other
means, mostly by affecting power relationships through the revitalization of local civil society. Behind
the critique of the incapacity of the PB to go beyond words, lay indeed a deeper cynicism about the
political groundings of the Roman PB, linked to power relationships and special interests.
For many Romans, the absence of concrete achievements was due to the political conflicts between the
Municipio and the Roman Municipality. Often, politicians were considered to be motivated by special
interests, in contradiction with the disinterested behaviour of the citizens. As in Morsang-sur-Orge,
citizens believed they were not entirely deciding, and that proposals becoming public policies were
only those supported by politicians. A little scene that took place in Roma 70 assembly – that led to
Giovanna’s outburst described above – is highly revealing of the cynicism of some participants:
At some point during the meeting, a man made a proposal to install a traffic light at a
dangerous crossroad, and everybody agreed on it. Yerma however, – a rather young,
yet experienced participant – argued that this proposal would never pass: “They
[local politicians] will never accept a traffic light there, as there are people of the
Commune’s council living there, and they don’t want traffic outside their windows.”
She therefore used a cynical frame, aware of local politicians and officials’
parochialism, to reject the proposal. Her argument, however, upset Giovanna, who
criticized her frankly: “How can we accept these kinds of things. It is not possible.
We could make a petition. At least they would have to justify their refusal.” Yerma
answered it was the way things were, and defended herself against Giovanna’s
attacks: “I shouldn’t say that kind of thing because you don’t want to hear that. Are
there things we’re not allowed to say? We can put it on the verbale but it won’t
change anything, I tell you.” Marco however disagreed, considering that citizens’
had the law on their side: “Let’s be serious. We’re talking about the PB here. If this
proposal is voted, the Communal Council will have to accept it, otherwise it would
be an offence.”55

Different interpretations of the PB power were therefore offered, from cynicism and outrage to trust.
Those sceptical about the PB power considered that citizens’ action range was limited by elected
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officials’ ratification. In the case of Yerma, her cynicism did not lead her to exit, but to fight, aware of
the implicit rules of the game. Many participants, however, disappointed or disgusted, left the
experience. They were therefore probably little affected by their participation, except from the fact that
their prejudices against politics became increasingly reinforced. An experienced local activist, Gianni,
gave an interesting interpretation of the growing cynicism created by the PB: “The problem with the
BP is the lack of political will of the municipal majority. This project started really well in the 1st year.
There were many people, 150 here, almost 500 in San Paolo, mobilised by the community association
… but it didn’t work. Because there are huge divisions in the majority on this issue. Margherita and
DS are not backing it up56 … So in the end everything was blocked. The projects that were voted were
not realised, apart from this youth social centre, so that people lose patience, they don’t trust the
process anymore, so they don’t come back. Look how many of us there are tonight! And it’s also a
problem of autonomy of the Municipio. Its budget has to be agreed by the commune, so that
everything is more complicated and slow.”57
Cynicism appears therefore as a widespread attitude not only for those who left the PB – who are
plenty, as indicated the high turnover rates –, but also for participants themselves, who do not want to
be fooled but are aware of the PB (political) limits. Those who decided to keep on participating despite
these limits, were in some cases largely affected not only in their public speeches but also in their
broader personal and political trajectory.

3. When change sounds fake: discursive shifts in Rome
One of the main origins of argumentative shifts is often considered the power of publicity – especially
in the deliberative democracy literature (Guttmann & Thomson 1996; Chambers 1996; Elster 1998),
which focuses on preference change however (See Chapter 1). People just do not say the same things
in public and private contexts (Goffman 1967; Eliasoph 1998). Publicity does not exist in a cultural
vaccum however; it has to be enforced in interaction by some powerful participants. Publicity is
enacted through the enforcement of the grammatical rules of the groups.
In the case of Rome Municipio XI, depending on the degree of publicity of the interactions people did
not always say the same things. Given the contexts of expression, speakers voiced different kinds of
arguments to justify their positions. In this regard, this confirms our initial epistemological argument
about the importance of arguments over preferences (Chapter 1), as people’s arguments evolve and
change given their context of expression. Rather than looking for “real opinions”, it appears more
promising from a sociological perspective to analyse the nature and types of arguments given their
context of expression. How and when do arguments fitting the collective definition of the common
good emerge? When, on the contrary, are parochial ones voiced? More than the content of the
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arguments themselves, the Roman case offers a good illustration of the importance of their
presentation. As the grammatical rules of the public arenas push people to shift their arguments, they
might thus sound incoherent, inconsistent or fake. Discursive shifts appear from this perspective close
to what Mickael Moody and Laurent Thévenot define as “versatility”: “the ability to switch between
modes of justification or types of argument quickly and frequently.”58 They especially emphasize the
risk for the versatile speakers to “raise suspicions about the engagement in each of the arguments.”59
Our approach differs however, as these two authors emphasize the strategic aspect of versatility for the
actors, that they can hardly prove empirically. Rather than focusing on the motivations of the
discursive shifts, it appears sociologically more promising to evaluate their social conditions of
felicity. Civic competence in a public arena therefore requires voicing the right arguments in the
proper way, usually implying a form of personal or direct commitment for public problems. In a word,
speakers have to appear genuine or authentic to be granted credibility despite their discursive shifts.60
The case of Ostiense assembly, one of Municipio XI’s neighbourhoods, is from this perspective
extremely interesting. The shift between the first and the second sessions was indeed spectacular and
created ambivalent reactions:
At the first meeting the reactions of some newcomers – mainly white males from the
middle-class – to the presence of “Arabs”, “living in a squat” in the neighbourhood
was particularly virulent. This assembly was aimed at the election of the delegates of
the neighbourhood. One of the candidates was a man of Lebanese origins, Mohamed
– living and working in Italy for 16 years – who had largely mobilised his network of
friends and acquaintances, mostly Arab people – among whom a few women
wearing headscarves – and migrants from other origins, living with him in the squat.
This group of about 40 people came to vote for Mohamed and left the assembly. The
other participants – mostly white males – remained a little more to get the results of
the ballot. Immediately after the group of migrants had left a small group of about 6
people formed, who started to comment on this unexpected participation. Daniele, a
young law student, asked: “But where do all these people live? I never saw them in
the neighbourhood.” Raphaele, who was participating for the first time as well,
answered: “Everybody knows they live illegally in this squat near the bridge. […]
Personally I have an ID card, an address … what about this Mohamed?” Apart from
this legal question, Monica, a woman in her early fifties, executive manager in an
Italian bank, tackled another issue: “We’re really wondering what they [the group of
migrants] came to do here. Do they really care about the neighbourhood? […] And
anyway, we don’t have the same interests or needs!” The discussion went on in this
little informal group about the power that “community” could get by mobilizing
regularly like today. 61
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This discussion, even if taking place in a public setting, had a semi-private feature, as it was an
informal discussion between some participants waiting for the results of the ballot. As these
participants felt a sense of togetherness and that they shared the same interests, a group formed in
opposition to “the Arabs” that had left. The discussion among this group, even if open to anybody as I
could access it easily, had nevertheless a private aspect. Especially, neither regular participant from the
previous years nor any facilitator tried to talk to them. This group was therefore relatively
homogeneous as gathering newcomers to the participatory institutions. They were therefore able to
express themselves freely from the grammatical rules of the assembly. The arguments they voiced at
the following public meeting were however at odds with the previous ones. Far from evoking the
illegitimacy of the squat the migrants occupied, the white participants of the first session increased the
generality of their argumentation, invoking “human dignity” that imposed to close this squat down:
The discussion started over the need to create a primary school in the
neighbourhood, as most participants agreed on the unsatisfactory aspect of the actual
situation. A conflict emerged however on the potential locations of the future school.
Luigi, man in his fifties, lawyer and member of the centre-left party DS,62 proposed
to install the school in the squatted building, “one of the few unused public buildings
of the neighbourhood.” He immediately justified his proposal with very general –
and even moral – arguments: “And anyway, those are not decent living conditions
for human beings … there is no heating, no toilets, nothing … we cannot let people
live in such conditions. We have to do something about it!” His position obviously
upset Andreina, member of a housing rights association supporting the squatters and
regular participant in this assembly who answered: “this building has been empty
and unused for 10 years, and that’s why we decided to squat it. There are other
buildings where the school could be installed. I find it really hypocritical after 10
years of inactivity that neighbours finally realise that we live in it and that something
could be done about this public building.” She therefore reproached his lack of
authenticity, pretending to care about the migrants just to expel them better from
their squat. She found some support in Maria-Christina, one of the elected delegates
of the assembly, and regular participant from the beginning: “and what about
housing rights? You [addressing herself to Luigi] know very well that if these people
leave the squat they will end up in the street. […] You just want them to leave the
neighbourhood, that’s all!” Luigi, feeling personally attacked, reformulated his
argument through a human dignity frame and spoke with a lot of grandiloquence:
“But we cannot let people live in there, this is totally inhuman! It is in the interest of
these families that I say so … I agree with the fact that before expelling these extracommunitarians out of the building to create the school we should find a stable
housing solution for them. But we have to understand that war between poor won’t
lead anywhere. And the school is about the future of this neighbourhood, the future
of this country! 63”
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In a more public situation than at the first meeting, participants had to reformulate their arguments in
ways compatible with the common good. The implicit racism expressed in the semi-private context of
the first session was merely inexpressible in the more public second assembly. It would have created
tensions and conflicts, and would have probably offered a negative image of these white participants.
Anti-racism – and more broadly the refusal of discrimination and the attribution of an equal worth to
all human beings (Boltanski 1993; Alexander & Smith 1993) – seems indeed to be part of the public
grammar of the deliberative arenas of Rome Municipio XI. It seems almost impossible – it never
happened during my ethnographic study – to voice racist arguments in the framework of a Roman
public assembly.64 In this case, sanctions were not directly attributed at the first meeting, as the
interaction situation was not formally public. The participants were nevertheless aware of the
grammatical impossibility to voice racist or prejudiced arguments in public. They formulated their
claims against the squat not by saying – as in the first meeting – “we have different needs and
interests”, but by using a human dignity frame showing that it was in the interest of the squatters to
leave the building.
Publicity therefore imposed participants to voice more “politically correct” arguments, i.e. arguments
acceptable to the audience at large. But publicity does not exist in the air and is not a mere institutional
feature. The fact that the meeting was open to anyone and assembled people from different
backgrounds or views was not sufficient. The force of publicity only exists through its enactment by
the participants. Publicity, in this case, was enforced by the conflict created by the group of good
citizens of the assembly. Andreina and Maria Christina, two regular participants of the assembly,
voiced powerful counter-arguments and expressed their indignation. They accused Luigi of being
hypocritical and fake. This initial grammatical mistake pushed him to justify his arguments better, in a
more concerned way. One could wonder whether Luigi made a strategic use of argumentation in the
previous excerpt. Was his aim the expulsion of the migrants from the squat or the improvement of
their living conditions? It seems again difficult to assess from a sociological perspective. The
adaptation to the public grammar of the institution – that values human dignity, human rights, but also
public education – was nevertheless socially efficient, as the content of the arguments were not
criticised per se. What Andreina criticised in Luigi was the lack of authenticity of his argumentation.
He was competent enough to voice arguments acceptable to all, but the way he framed them probably
sounded fake and half-hearted to some other participants.
Civic competence therefore not only requires voicing the appropriate arguments, compatible with the
grammar of public life of the institution, but also that their expression sounds genuine and
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disinterested. As civic competence requires from the newcomers argumentative shifts, they might be
criticised – especially by the group of regular participants – a lack of consistency. Civic competence
therefore requires a form of “distant commitment” (Lemieux, Cardon, Heurtin 1995). Speakers have
both to generalise their arguments, to use common good frames compatible with the ruling public
grammar, but also to look personally concerned about the actual practical problems that need to be
solved. In this case, Luigi, while invoking human dignity probably appeared too cold and distant. He
did not demoralise his discourse enough to show he had a real empathy with the squatters and the
illegal immigrants. In this regard, he made a pragmatic grammatical mistake that disqualified his
argumentation. As a result, the idea of creating a school in the actual squatted building was rejected by
the assembly. The proposal to create a school was written down, without précising where it should be
located. Being pragmatically incompetent, Luigi did not manage to have much influence on the
collective decision.
Apart from the pragmatic incompetence of this participant, another conclusion can be drawn from this
case, about the power of publicity. The move to the public – in the framework of a participatory
assembly – generally pushed actors (who did not exit) to generalise their arguments and adopt
common good positions. In this regard, our conclusions are at odds with those of the nevertheless
brilliant work of Nina Eliasoph. She indeed argues, from a very well documented ethnographic study,
that participants in the associations she studied talked in more political and public-minded ways in
private contexts than in public ones:
“The people I met did sound as if they cared about politics, but only in some contexts
and not others. They did not just think everything was fine as it was, but there were
too few contexts in which they could openly discuss their discontent. Most of the
time, intimate, late night, moonlit conversations were the only places other than
interviews where that kind of discussion could happen. In group contexts, such
discussion was almost always considered inappropriate and out of place; informal
etiquette made some political intuitions speakable and others beyond the pale of
reasonable, polite discussion. […] People sounded better backstage than frontstage;
at each step in the broadening of the audience, the ideas shrank. In a strange process
of political evaporation, every group fell into this strictly patterned shift in discourse:
what was announced aloud was less open to debate, less aimed at expressing
connections to the wider world, less public-spirited, more insistently selfish, than
what was whispered.”65

What is the difference then between the associations Eliasoph studied and our deliberative assemblies
in Rome? Why does the Municipio XI publicity make the expression of racist speeches impossible
while in the Eliasoph cases, group situations were those when groups made racist and sexist jokes? It
firstly depends on how publicity is defined. Publicity should be understood as a continuum, with
situations more or less public, and especially interactions rapidly moving from one degree of publicity
to the other. Some of the groups Eliasoph studied – dance classes associations for instance – offered
interactions (small group discussions in bars, private parties) that can be compared to the semi-private
65
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situations I evoked before, where non-common good oriented speeches could be voiced. Then, in other
more public settings, like the neighbourhood assemblies I followed in Rome, the ideas, far from
shrinking, became more general, eventually more political, than in more private settings. In Eliasoph’s
cases, especially the environmental movements and anti-drug associations, even the public meetings or
press conferences made the ideas shrink and pushed actors to adopt interested or personalised
postures. Far from putting into question Eliasoph’s results, I argue that this depends of the ruling
public grammar of the institutions. In the American cases she studied, the public grammars did not
favour the generalisation of the arguments nor did they imply justifications framed in ways compatible
with the common good. My European cases were different. This does not mean European and
American civic cultures are fundamentally at odds from this perspective, as we could hardly generalise
only from the three European cases studied here.66 It can be argued, however, that, in the institutions I
studied the public grammar made argumentative shifts towards politics possible. This means that the
crucial factor is not so much publicity per se – the setting is more or less public – but the content of
the grammatical rules of the public settings, i.e. the way publicity is created and enforced. Our cases
offered grammatical rules that pushed people to get away discursively from their personal troubles and
interests.

4. Empowerment and the emergence of new local political elites: participatory democracy as an
answer to the legitimacy crisis of representative government?
The scene presented above illustrates the difficulty to adapt and integrate the discursive norms of an
institution. This translates into grammatical mistakes and sanctions by the group. Newcomers can then
operate argumentative shifts or exit the PB definitively. If they keep on participating they might – as
we saw in the case of Morsang-sur-Orge – acquire new skills and competences, their scope depending
on people’s previous public experience. Like in Morsang-sur-Orge, I saw people getting more
confident about speaking in public, getting increasingly empowered and able to moderate meetings,
organize petitions, or launch public campaigns. I also observed how, in some specific cases, people
were able to reinvest these new competences in other political arenas. While I wondered whether the
Morsang-sur-Orge “gang of mums” could stabilize their socialization to collective action by becoming
members of associations or political parties, I observed some more radical bifurcation of trajectories in
Rome. In a sense, it can be said that the creation of an “active citizenship” was part of the aims of the
instigators of the PB process. They saw the PB as a tool to boost local civil society by inspiring new
forms of engagement. The PB municipal administration directly encouraged the creation of an active
citizenship, even with financial means. One of the classical examples of the impact of Municipio XI
PB on local civil society is the creation of Roma 70 (one of the neighbourhoods of the district) youth
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social centre. In the first year of the PB experience, young people – teenagers between 16 and 22 –
started participating in the PB and rapidly cooperated to push forward a proposal to create a youth
social centre in the neighbourhood, as they were lacking a place to gather for social, political, cultural
and leisure activities. The proposal was largely voted at the end of the process, and, more interestingly,
it translated extremely rapidly into public policy and public works. A year and a half after the voting
of the proposal, the youth social centre opened its doors, while in general the realization of PB
proposals takes at least a couple of years. Some participants of the neighbourhood were actually
surprised at the rapid and efficient realization of this specific (even if important) proposal. One of the
reasons for the efficiency was that it was directly supported by the administration, and especially by
the PB councillor. The latter appeared indeed extremely satisfied with the project, directly fomenting
active citizenship according to him: “There is also the case of the young people of Roma 70. They
were introduced to public life through their participation in the participatory budget in Roma 70,
formulating ideas and proposals that became more and more interesting with time. These teenagers of
the neighbourhood constituted themselves, autonomously, in a cultural association [which is going to
manage the centre.] Now, they are organizing projects on the territory and give autonomous vocational
training classes. I think this is a typical example of how other processes of self-organization, selftraining and self-management, which are really important for me, can be created from the participatory
budget. They build a competent citizenship.”67 I had the chance to visit the centre, and saw how active
it was locally, organizing political debates (rather oriented on the left, most of its members being
young leftist activists), local actions, concerts, private lessons, etc. The managing team – composed of
the young students who had presented the project in the PB assembly – had therefore its first
associative experience. These teenagers were able to re-invest the competences they had learnt whilst
participating in the PB in the framework of this newly created association. The realization of a PB
proposal therefore resulted in the creation of an association, and in the acquisition of new skills and
competences for the actors. On the other hand, it also translated in the exit from the PB process of
these newly engaged association members. Roman PB therefore directly encourages (even financially)
the bifurcation of individual trajectories in the sense of revitalization of local civil society.
It can also have the effect of re-orienting actors’ trajectories towards a more institutional local political
career. The case of Floriana, active member of the Municipio XI from the beginning, who was on the
electoral list of Rifondazione Comunista (RC) for the 2006 municipal elections, is rather telling from
this perspective. Having always voted, without ever getting involved in a political party or an
association, she acknowledges that she “enjoyed her PB experience so much” that she “discovered a
passion for politics.” 68 At the beginning of her participation, she felt a sort of “moral choke” (Jasper
1997) when discovering the problems the neighbourhood was facing:
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“The first impact of my participation to this assembly was that it made me think … I
remember, at the first meeting, we were talking about public parks, lighting, etc. and
at some point a man I didn’t know, who spoke Italian with a clear foreign accent,
said, with a low voice: “I understand that you speak about your gardens and all, but
you know, in winter, people die of cold in the Rom camp nearby.” He was a
representative of the gypsies, and it really got me to the guts … There were clearly
two realities put next to the other. It really made me think, it really makes you face
reality. It is the representative of a true society, not a virtual one, who lives on the
territory. It’s really a super interesting laboratory. […] And, I really had the
sensation of rebirth.” 69

In this case, the direct presence and expression of a different and distant social reality in the PB
assembly allowed Floriana to become aware of some crucial social problems the neighbourhood was
facing and that were often overlooked in the public assemblies. This growing awareness did not result
in a conversion, but spurred her increasing political involvement. Often, emotional chokes are at the
roots of a more direct commitment, first step in a process of politicization (Goodwin et. al., 2001).
Even if in the case of Floriana her participatory experience did not politicize her – in the ideological
sense of the term – it allowed her to acquire practical skills (speaking in public, setting up projects
together with associations, bargaining with the administration and the municipal experts, playing on
the rivalry between politicians, etc.) and a network of relationships with local notables, she was then
able to reinvest on the local political scene. Such a bifurcation would have been impossible without
the stock of previous experiences related to her professional career – she has been an accounting
manager for 30 years at the Italian ministry of finance – and to her biographical availability. Like
students engaged in social movements of the American New Left in the 1960s, who had enough free
time for activism, Floriana used the time liberated by her retirement and the feeling of “idleness” that
followed to start participating in the PB.70 Commitment in participatory institutions, firstly motivated
by emotions and sensitive experiences, can lead to the acquisition of new competences that can be
reinvested in the representative political arena afterwards. Floriana was not the only PB participant to
whom Roman political parties offered to be on the election lists. Valentina – described in Chapter 8 –
got a proposition from Rifondazione and the Greens as well, but refused for ideological and strategic
reasons.71 One of the PB organizers – member of the association Sensibilizando – ended up as well on
RC electoral list for the 2006 municipal elections.
Even if such radical cases remain isolated and exceptional, it can nevertheless be concluded that
regular PB participation can represent a decisive experience, able to translate into significant
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bifurcation of trajectories, opening a new channel for the recruitment of local political elites. It can be
noted as well that these types of political opportunities are offered by some parties more than others,
and in this case especially Rifondazione Communista. Facing an important decline of both the number
of militants and electoral results, it might look for an increased territorial embeddedness and political
legitimacy by recruiting new political elites emerged through PB participation.72 More than political
parties – that face a difficult crisis in most western democracies – PB institutions can appear as good
antechambers to recruit new political elites. In this regard, participatory democracy could embody an
answer to the crisis representative government is facing. It offers new intermediation bodies between
the population and the institutions – at the micro-local level of the neighbourhood – and allows the
accession to representative positions of actors who made their political career outside the party, in
associations and movements highly embedded in the territory, with whom the population can identify
easily. While voting was for a long time a matter of identity73 – people voting for people embodying
who they were – the reconfiguration of class divisions and especially the decline of the working class
identity (coinciding with that of its representatives, the Communist Parties, the Trade Unions and the
satellite associations) blurred political identifications with representatives. Identification would no
longer be based on shared social status, but on shared geographical affiliation. The contemporary crisis
of representative government could partly be understood by the move from a class proximity to a
territorial proximity, the electorate identifying with people having knowledge of their daily living
conditions. Hence, the growing inclusion of local activists in municipal governments, participatory
institutions appearing as perfect training grounds and stepping stones for a local political career.
Such bifurcations in trajectories linked to the acquisition of new competences raise nevertheless
questions on the effects of participation. While it offers a socialization to civic commitment, it then
translates into the professionalism of the most committed actors, and thus to a form of respecialization. Participatory institutions would therefore face a dilemma.74 The fragile politicization
acquired by certain actors would either get institutionalized in a political or associative milieu, or
merely fade away when the initial cause of the mobilization disappears. Supposed to open up the circle
of representation by including non-professional actors in the production of public policies,
participatory institutions would end up reproducing the traditional division of political labour at the
heart of representative government. Ruse of reason, the participatory critique would end up reinforcing
representative democracy by reducing its lack of legitimacy through the democratization of the means
of access to political positions. This is even clearer as the gap between participatory processes’
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insiders – who acquire new competences and thus professionalize – and outsiders – who participate
less intensively – widens. The process of elite production through PB participation seems to parallel
the famous iron law of oligarchy, firstly analysed for (social democrat) political parties.75 As in the
case of the SPD observed by Michels, the very internal logic of participation creates insiders and
outsiders, the former getting increasingly specialised and professionalized, and the latter ever more
dispossessed. This process, mostly due to the internal logic of participation, cumulates with a “cens
caché”, individuals with higher political or cultural capital having higher chances to become insiders,
thus members of the group of good citizens.76 The logic of social differentiation appears however less
marked in PB institutions than in other representative arenas, as individuals with little political skills
or with little cultural capital might nevertheless become local political elites due to their PB
participation.
These conclusions are not completely surprising however, even if in contradiction with the initial
participatory spirit of the cases I studied. In the US, the aim of participatory democracy and
community organizing experiences was above all to form local leaders, able to mobilize their
community, to foster consciousness-raising activities.

77

Only the nurturing of community leaders

would avoid the cooptation of urban social movements by external political organizations. The
American concept of empowerment has no other ambition than building local elites capable of raising
their community up.78 This gives rise to a “personalist” conceptualization of social change: it is
through individual biographical change and the production of community activists that deep social and
political change would be possible. Renewing political elites – be they local or not – participatory
democracy could not transform the way representative government works, but the content of public
policies, as they would be enriched by new actors’ perspectives. Self-change does not only mean
political activism however; it can also translate into associative commitment, and therefore to the
reinforcement of potential counter-veiling powers. Thus, Porto Alegre PB institutionalization allowed
a deep renewal and increased dynamism of local civil society, with the creation of a large number of
new associations, the emergence of community leaders and the aggregate rise of the total number of
political organizations members. Gianpaolo Baiocchi concluded on the renewal of the local political
culture of the Brazilian city. Historically known for its paternalism and defiance, it is now
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characterised by cooperation for common goals.79 In the case of Municipio XI, it seems that the PB
allowed both cooptation of local leaders in the municipal government and a boost of local civil
society. New associations were created, and existing ones got increasingly cooperated through the
creation of new networks (based on personal ties). In the meantime, local leaders were partly
integrated in the municipal administration, known for its radical political style. Two paths seem
therefore possible to perpetuate the competences acquired through participation: either a renewal of
local political elites through the adhesion of new members to political parties – which could help to
refresh representative government through cooptation80 – or the development of strong counter-veiling
powers, embodied in active social movements, boosted by the recruitment of new members and the
creation of wider and denser networks, fighting for a more radical associative democracy.

5. Rediscovering the territory: activists gaining local knowledge
If activists can be affected by their participatory experience to the extent that they start a political
career, they can also, on the contrary, learn new skills and competences, far less political, linked to a
form or embeddedness in the territory. It seems that PB participation changed activists’ “visions”. The
Municipio XI participatory budget was to a large extent a new experience for the social movements
activists I met. Committed in social centres, housing rights or environmental associations, activists
were first of all used to interact with already politicized actors, in general holding the same views as
they did. PB assemblies therefore allowed them to encounter a form of otherness, embodied in
ordinary citizens concerned very little with politics. As highly politicized actors, the activists I met
were often committed to “greater causes” such as global justice, environmental sustainability or
international solidarity. When they had more practical commitments they often concerned precarious
groups such as migrants, poor people or sexual minorities. They were therefore pretty far from the
very practical and local concerns of the white middle-class participants of the PB assemblies.
One of the main impacts of PB participation for activists was thus often framed as “the rediscovery of
the territory.” Participatory budgeting seems to give activists a new vision, a new glance at local
problems and realities.81 While activists are often committed to global causes, PB offers them a form
of embeddedness in the territory. The words of Alessandra, a 33 year-old activist, member of the
Servicio Civile Internazionale (SCI) and PB participant in San Paolo neighbourhood are pretty telling
from this perspective:
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“The nicest thing is to rediscover the territory itself. […] When I am in my car
driving around the neighbourhood, now I look at the trees there, the building over
there, etc. It’s beautiful! You don’t feel alone anymore. And that’s really an
incredible added value. [...] All that there is behind the famous Urban Planning
Project [that was discussed in PB assemblies], the parking over there, this thing here,
... this gives you … It opens your mind with all the sensations ... According to me,
beyond money, beyond everything, this is it [the added value of the PB] …
Rediscovering that you are part of something that belongs to you, that you’re part of
… that you could also be part of it in a different way. When we speak about active
citizenship … it [PB] makes you feel alive, it gives you a will to speak to people in
the street, with your neighbours …We speak of ‘contacts’ as if they were something
cold and dead … But no, fuck, I’m not alone anymore, I know with whom I can
communicate, with whom I can share this thing in this territory.”82

Alessandra underlines two different phenomena. First, she “rediscovered the territory itself”, i.e. she
gave a new glance at the territory after her participation in the PB. While she used to have a distant
and functional relationship with her neighbourhood, mainly used as the basis for international
solidarity actions, she now feels much more attached to it. She uses an emotional rather than a rational
language, and says that she “looks” differently at the territory. It is neither conviction nor rational
argumentation that affected her from this perspective, but the sensations she newly felt after her
encounter with lay citizens. More than a mere intellectual reasoning, this new perspective is embedded
in a context of experiences (Céfaï & Lafaye, 2001). The PB indeed allowed activists to go around the
neighbourhood to check the potential problems it faced, to look at maps and pictures. Furthermore, the
description of the problems of the neighbourhood generally did not take the form of a cold and
objective description, but more often of emotive narrative by lay citizens sharing difficulties and basic
needs. Activists discovered the basic and almost daily needs of some part of the local population: the
need to get better schools, better access to public transportation, better housing conditions, better
recreational activities for the young, a more sustainable traffic management. The words of Valentina
are rather telling from this perspective: “I had never thought that when you’re 70 years old and that
you’re waiting for the bus in 40 degrees in the summer it could be nice to have a little bench … [she
laughs] and this makes a difference when people have to decide to take their cars or not.”83 This might
appear as a trivial example, but it underlines the new attention addressed to local people’s needs by the
activists.
Activists probably did not experience directly the spectacle of suffering (Boltanski, 1993), as most the
social situations related in the PB assemblies were certainly not dramatic ones. The needs that were
evoked were hardly as basic as needs for food, shelter or health care. They were rather linked to the
quality of life in the Roman periphery for the lower strata of the middle class. PB participants were
probably not as precarious as the public leftist activists were used to dealing with (migrants,
unemployed people, etc.) but still had problems that were far from being luxury. Finally, the BP does
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not only allow discovering the history and geography of the neighbourhood, but also the people living
in it. As Alessandra says, she “doesn’t feel alone anymore.” She made contacts, met people. While her
previous associative participation had allowed her to meet and get in contact with activists living with
other neighbours or even with “distant strangers”, PB participation gave her the opportunity to interact
and connect with people from her community. The PB thus allows the creation of social capital and
solidarity in a community, by allowing people to meet to defend collectively their interests as
neighbours.
Once equipped with this local knowledge, Roman young leftists and experienced militants could easily
become PB activists. While detached from the neighbourhood at first – ideologically, politically and
practically – PB participation gave them a form of embeddedness, indispensable to appear as a good
PB activist. While the participatory budget is not their unique affiliation, their local embeddedness
gives them enough legitimacy to appear committed to the PB too.

III. Sevilla: Moral chokes and the sentiment of justice
Sevilla PB style is highly politicized but in a different manner than in the Municipio XI. Orientation
towards the common good remains a constant feature of civic competence, but it is defined in terms of
needs and framed in correspondence to social justice. Sevilla PB offers therefore a radical democratic
style, directly inspired by the Porto Alegre model. Consequently, most of the regular participants of
the Sevilla PB are already politicized actors, whose political socialization is already advanced. The
effect of PB participation on this type of participants is thus double. PB participation pushes them to
take different roles, and especially non-political and technical ones, that are new to them. They
therefore learn a form of versatility of their civic behaviour, sometimes acting in a highly politicized
manner (evaluating social justice criteria), in other settings acting in a technical mode (to assess the
viability of proposals). However, this plurality of roles can sometimes offer a means of politicization,
as it allows certain actors to discover unknown realities and endure moral chokes and sensitive
experiences at the roots of a sentiment of justice. Finally, PB participation can also offer alternative
channels of recruitment of political elites for political parties.

1. An institutionalised group of good citizens: the politicization of the Sevillan style
As in Rome, the creation of group of regular participants is highly institutionalised in Sevilla. As
noticed earlier (see Chapters 3 and 4), there are different levels of engagement in Sevilla PB: the
snapshot proposal presentation once a year – that gathers most of the lay citizens –, the election as
district or city delegates, or the integration into the motor groups, which gather mostly already active
individuals and require intensive and regular participation to public meetings, workshops, tours, etc.
The politicization of Sevilla PB groups is no surprise however, as it stems from the clear will of the
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municipality to include and give power to civil society actors. Scared to reproduce the mistakes of
Cordoba PB, Sevilla administration created procedural devices allowing a fair representation of
association and party members, who would not feel as if they were losing power (gained through the
development of partnership institutions between associations and the administration) with the creation
of the PB.
As highly institutionalised – mainly through the election of delegates – the inclusion into the Sevilla
PB groups did not require a specific discursive behaviour. As said earlier (see Chapter 4), discussion
plays a small role in Sevilla PB. Even if the groups share certain discursive norms, they were hardly
infringed or recalled. More precisely, when disagreement arose, especially between lay citizens and
group members (delegates or motor group members), the grammatical rules were recalled, the
mistakes sanctioned, but the incompetent citizen had hardly any chance to change. Coming back to a
previous example (Chapter 4), two association members, irregular participants to the PB, had made a
proposal, rejected by the group of good citizens as the association the two men represented was to be
both the proponent and beneficiary (even in financial terms) of the project. A clear conflict of interests
was therefore at the centre of the discussion, and group members criticised the potential interested
nature of the proposal. The grammatical mistake was sanctioned, but these two participants had no
chances to reframe their proposal and operate a discursive shift. As a one-shot assembly where
proposals had to be formulated, there was no second chance. It is the repetition of participation,
eventually leading to the integration into the group of good citizen, that drives discursive shift through
the learning of the rules of the game. Grammatical mistakes mean neither exclusion nor integration;
they just mean the proposal is rejected. Hence, the little discursive shifts I noticed in public
assemblies.
Discursive interactions take place inside PB groups themselves however. Participants can be more or
less integrated in these groups, given their behaviour and competence in situation. Competence, in
Sevilla PB groups, is not only marked by the respect of some discursive norms (orientation towards
the common good, social justice and people’s needs frame, etc.) but also by actors’ versatility. Given
the diversity of Sevilla PB institutions, different types of competences are expected from the regular
participants. It is the ability to move from one situation to the other adequately, requiring more or less
detachment and engagement, which defines civic competence in Sevilla PB groups.

2. The cynic in Seville: “I was thinking of a revolution; instead I take care of street cleaning”
As in Rome and Morsang-sur-Orge, participants in Sevilla PB were often critical and cynical about the
PB’s ability to achieve its political potential. Often people were disappointed and disillusioned about
the fact that power was somewhere else. Behind the discourses on social justice, power politics,
especially between IU and the PSOE, was always present, often overcoming the concrete
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achievements of the PB. As in the two other cases, the two options in face of such cynicism were
either exit or mobilization. Exit was chosen by many, as the high turnover rate indicates, most 2005
participants being new to the process, not having participating in 2004. I had the chance to follow
pretty closely the exit process of a highly engaged participant, Fausto, elected zone delegate, but
progressively disappointed by the PB and opting for exit.
Interestingly, while I knew him well, Fausto refused to be interviewed, claiming, “To
remain uncertain about what to think about the PB.” Despite his refusal, we talked a
lot together, and especially about politics, the PB, Sevilla, etc. No doubt that his
leftist trajectory and growing moderation – he was member of a Maoist party in the
early 70’s, then of the PC, the PSOE at the beginning of the 1980’s and is nowadays
an “independent leftist” as he defines himself – led him to participate in the PB
process. The idea seemed neat to him. The first day, at the voting assembly, he
presented proposals with his community association, and especially one about the
rehabilitation of his street. He also ran for elections of district delegates, “and was
elected in front of all the PSOE and IU members”, whereas as an independent he had
no automatic support. But he had made a long speech and they had “to ask him to
stop and took him off the microphone.” He was nevertheless “the most clapped
candidate.” Personally rewarded, he was pretty enthusiastic about the process.
He became, however, rapidly disappointed about it. He told me, for instance: “I was
thinking of a revolution, and instead I take care of street cleaning. The first
neighbourhood tour was a big disappointment for him, as they had to walk a lot, to
run, all over the neighborhood, to see “bullshit proposals” about pavements, streets
and benches, “that should be of the normal administration of the municipality, not of
the PB. They don’t need us to do those kinds of things, and we’re wasting our time.”
He nevertheless came back the following week for the end of the tour, which was not
better than the previous one. In the end, he decided to stop participating.
From this negative experience, he draws negative conclusions on IU, the main
promoter of the process. He considers the lack of power of the PB due to the lack of
influence of IU: “they got 5% of the votes, it’s normal they don’t get more than 5%
of the budget.” He seems intimately convinced that there are a lot of political
manipulations in the PB process due to the “Stalinist practices” of IU.

Fausto’s cynicism about the PB, resulting in his drop-out, stemmed from his disappointment about the
limited power of the PB. He first saw PB participation as a way to get back to political commitment
after a parenthesis of more than 20 years. As politically plural, the PB firstly satisfied him as it
allowed going over the traditional sectarianism of political parties. This is precisely the roots of his
disillusion: in the end, the PB was just like traditional politics – about power – and worst, it was
marked by IU “Stalinist practices.” Fausto embodies relatively well the leftist cynicism type: having
high expectations about the PB, he was soon disappointed. This form of cynicism was probably the
most common in Sevilla, as most of the active participants were politicized actors.
Interestingly, in some cases, cynicism and disappointment even gained the moderators and public
functionaries in charge of the process. Being highly committed to the PB – which constitutes most of
their professional life and political commitment – some where disappointed of the power games
played behind the curtains by political parties and delegitimizing the whole process. A scene that took
place during the East District tour was highly significant from this perspective.
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One of the last proposals to evaluate in Alcosa was to close up Plaza Mayor with
fences. However, to the surprise of everybody, when we arrived there, the fence was
already done, the proposals already realised before being accepted in the PB process.
It had to have been done recently, as the picture of the plaza without fence had been
taken a few months ago. Immediately the participants concluded that the District
Council had done it in the meantime. Saying that the District had done it, they
implied a form of political malignance, as the District Council was controlled by the
PSOE, while the PB is supported by IU. In an electoral year, each party tries to
overcome the other to get the highest number of votes. The PSOE thus seems to have
a form of clientelist strategy, answering the demands of the residents directly,
without going through the long PB process. It is also a way to show, people said, that
the PB is inefficient and that the District, and thus the PSOE, can take decisions
rapidly, applied immediately.
Participants were extremely upset about that: “This has been done with my money?”
Another one: “It has been done without consulting anybody, as usual with the
District.” Another man said, ironically: “So if I want something I should go to the
District Council not to the PB!” I then talked to him, and he said: “Personally, I’m
apolitical, what matters to me is that the fence of the school is repaired … I speak
with the PSOE, IU, PP or the PA, everybody … But it’s true that the PSOE and IU
put sticks in each other wheels.”
Interestingly, the question was rapidly politicized by all the participants. They could
have naively said: “cool, this is already done!” But, they immediately saw the
political implications of such an action. They all appeared critical of the PSOE, and
thus close to IU.
The organizers themselves looked pretty upset about it. Sylvia said, for instance:
“I’m really upset because I have the impression of being used to sell a lie to people.
All this is a lie! What a shame! I’m really disappointed, I have the impression of
having been manipulated, to help to fool people. What else am I useful for apart from
that? It was a bit like that last year, but this year … !” The director of the Civic
Centre said as well: “I’m really disappointed; I lost my political innocence today. I
thought everything was fine and pink with the PB …”
In the end, they also talked to one of the participants, journalist on a TV channel
(Canal Sur), and asked to make a report on it. She answered it would probably be
difficult, but that it was possible to contact the newspapers. One of the organisers
said, ironically, that ABC or El Mundo [two right wing newspapers] would actually
be delighted by this story. Participants wanted therefore to publicize the issue.
Finally, they talked about writing together a declaration at the next assembly, to
express their unanimous indignation with what had happened. It therefore seems that
the crisis almost created a collective action reaction.84

The political malignance taking place around the PB seems therefore to be at the roots of all cynicism
in Seville. At odds with the Municipio XI case, PB proposals were in general realized pretty fast.
Cynicism was therefore linked to two main factors: the lack of decision-making power of the PB (“I
wanted to make the revolution”) and the political competition between IU and the PSOE, impeding the
PB to get a positive city-dynamic, thus remaining labeled as an IU project, necessarily discouraging
many participants. Some, however, go over the political rivalries and are satisfied with the little power
granted to them. In this case, they might keep on participating and might therefore be affected in their
public speeches and personal trajectories.
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3. Changing roles from one situation to another: versatility in Sevilla
As composed of a variety of settings, the PB process gives rise to different types of situations, where
different forms of competences are expected from the actors. A very good – because extreme –
example of the norms ruling public speech in Sevilla PB groups, comes from the discursive behaviour
adopted by one of the most politicized participants of the process. Surprisingly, Javier, when acting as
a PB delegate did not speak as a long Communist Party militant anymore, but as an apolitical resident,
evaluating the technical feasibility of the proposals. Taking the role of the good citizen in Sevilla
sometimes requires to put one’s political affiliations on the side and to adopt an apolitical and
technical discourse:
I was extremely surprised when I saw Javier – husband of the municipal councillor
in charge of the PB, Paula Garvin, and the one who conceptualized the city’s PB –
had decided to run for delegate in his own neighbourhood for this year. He had no
problem with being elected. When I asked him why he had decided to do so, he
answered: “It’s the best way to evaluate how it works in practice and I wanted to
have a visual experience of what it is to be a delegate. […] And I wanna know
whether all the problems pointed out by the municipality technicians (proposals are
too expensive, hard to finance, bla, bla, bla) are true or not.” I followed his group –
formed of delegates of the neighbourhood and some municipal functionaries – for its
visit of the zone proposals, and I was extremely surprised by his very active role in
evaluating the viability of the proposals, even for the most trivial ones. Thus,
concerning a proposal to install a speed bumper he asked one of the urban planners
present as well: “can we really put a speed bump here? Is it not dangerous? And
what about the buses, will they still be able to pass?” Far from the role of political
hardcore I knew, he did not try to politicize the discussion about the necessity of the
bumpers, its importance in relation to the more fundamental needs, etc. Knowing
precisely what the aim of such visits was (he had the idea to create them) he
therefore took the appropriate role, that of the good citizen evaluating whether a
proposal is viable and worth investing public money. When talking backstage
however, to some people he knew (myself, some of the other participants, the public
functionaries) he took back his political role, about the latest evolutions of the
political power relationships among parties at the municipal level.
Interestingly, at the next meeting of the group, when the members were supposed to
evaluate the proposals and attribute the social justice criteria, Javier changed his role
however. He put back on his political hat. This meeting was indeed organised to
hierarchize the proposals, according to their ability to foster social justice and answer
the basic needs of the population. Participants had therefore to evaluate the
proposals, from the perspective of all the population, and especially of the most
marginal inhabitants. Many times, in this setting, Javier insisted on the fact that
speed bumps and pavements were not basic needs of the population, even if many
proposals of this type had been made. While the other participants sometimes
disagreed with him, he constantly argued – in a rather political way – that people in
the suburbs had much higher needs than the middle class of down town. He also
voiced ironic jokes to make his point: “Just ask people of the South District [the
poorest of the city] whether they consider pavements as basic needs!”

Even if the settings were in both cases public, his speech was completely different in one and the
other, as the expectations of the situation were different. In the first meeting – the tour of the
neighbourhood, aimed at visualizing proposals directly – Javier took an apolitical role, evaluating
proposals from a technical point of view. Publicity, in this case, pushed him to put his politicization on
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the side. At the second meeting – a public assembly aimed at attributing social justice criteria – he
took back his political hat, talked about politics and social justice again. In this other public situation,
he could thus politicize the discussion to justify his ranking of the proposals. Javier example is very
significant, in the sense that if he – who has made of politics a vocation – could put his political
identity on the side to play a different role, anyone could, and especially the experienced activists who
are the pillars of Sevilla PB. The normative expectations and the type of behaviour required of group
members are therefore highly volatile in Seville. Publicity, in Sevilla, pushes neither to
depoliticization nor to politicization in itself (Eliasoph 1998; Hamidi 2006). Situations are ruled by
different normative expectations shaping actors behaviours. Different forms of competences are
expected from the actors, technical skills and political judgements, individuals being expected to move
fluidly from one role to the other.

4. When middle-class citizens discover poverty: gaining local knowledge through participation
Even if integration within Sevilla PB groups is largely an aggregative process (deriving from delegate
election) – not necessarily requiring grammatical competence from the actors –, their ability to
perform the right parts at the right time (being technical in some circumstances, more political in
others), i.e. their versatility, is also an important factor in their symbolic integration within the group.
While most experienced activists seemed to have such a competence for versatility, the good
neighbours and concerned parents (who represented only a small minority of the elected delegates)
appeared often unarmed for such performances, missing both local knowledge and political
competence. PB participation sometimes allowed them to gain such competences, and first of all local
knowledge. Participation in the Sevilla PB group might indeed allow participants discovering (rather
than rediscovering) the territory of the city. At odds with Roman activists, it was not so much their
politicization that led these participants to ignore some part of the territory of the city, than their social
origins, which never brought them to go to the poorest neighbourhoods of the city. Most of the
participants of Sevilla PB groups were indeed highly politicised participants with a deep local
embeddedness. The few good neighbours or concerned parents who managed to get integrated within
the PB groups had, on the contrary, little knowledge of the territory. As in the other cases, these
characters had a large knowledge of their living areas, but little of the other zones. Lay citizens had
therefore the occasion to discover distant social realities, unknown before participation, especially at
the occasion of the city or district tours, as illustrates a scene that took place during a tour in the centre
of the city:
Thus, during the visit of a primary school in the historical centre of the city, the
group of delegates was welcomed by two teachers who had proposed in their zone
assembly the installation of central heating in the school, as it was lacking. The
teachers insisted on the cold suffered by kids in winter time: “In winter kids are
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freezing, especially at the canteen. Many keep their gloves on all day long, especially
as they are not so warmly dressed … most of them come from poor families … we
have many kids of immigrants in this school ; there are 22 different nationalities
represented in the school.” Aiming at arousing delegates’ empathy, the
argumentation became more concrete when we actually entered the canteen. While at
the end of September the average temperature is of about 25° in Seville, many were
surprised by the coldness of the canteen. When we arrived in the canteen someone
said: “It’s already cold now, so imagine in the winter!” We also went in a classroom,
where a teacher showed us an old electric radiator that did not work anymore.
Teachers’ testimonies were therefore reinforced by the direct experience of the
problem. Given the strength of these testimonies no one was able to voice a counterargument, and a form of empathy obviously appeared among the delegated.85

In this case, PB participation allowed the discovery of both the cultural diversity of the neighbourhood
and the inequalities affecting some sectors of the population (some have better educational conditions
than others). This discovery was all the more powerful that it was nurtured by a direct experience and
a visualisation of the problems. The case of a tour in the South District – described in Chapter 6 – is
also pretty telling from this perspective. Some participants discovered the terrible conditions (ruined
buildings, broken windows, young kids on their own, etc.) in which some parts of the population were
living. PB participation can therefore allow participants to increase their local knowledge (through
discussion and direct experience), to then make enlightened policy choices. As Carmen, a concerned
parent participating regularly to her PB assembly put it: “It’s important to know the needs of the other
neighbourhoods. It gives you happiness to see that your neighbourhood is not that bad, or on the
contrary it makes you angry.”86 The discovery of the territory is therefore functional, as it aims at
ranking better the proposals to be evaluated, and nurturing better knowledge of the city’s population
and its social conditions.
The question of the long-terms effects of such experiences remains open however. Do they affect
people sufficiently to influence their personal or political trajectory? While good neighbours and
concerned parents could gain local knowledge by participating, they often remained at the margins of
Sevilla’s groups of good citizens. They participated irregularly and, as a consequence, did not seem to
experience important bifurcations of their trajectories. I actually noticed little cases of trajectorial
bifurcation in Sevilla in general. This might partly be due to the novelty of the process. It also
stemmed from the fact that most PB group members were politicized actors, their participation giving
them little new competences. It could however serve as a stepping-stone towards a further political
professionalisation or the beginning of a local political career.

5. The politicization and local embeddedness of the Sevillan PB activist
Regular participants of the Sevilla PB were mostly politicised actors and especially experienced
activists. Some became PB activists, but it was seldom a unique affiliation. In general, they were also
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members of community organizations or political parties. This therefore gives a different shape to the
Sevillan PB activist in comparison to Morsang-sur-Orge, where he/she is often an apolitical actor
essentially involved in the PB process. The example of Manolo appears from this perspective highly
revealing on the character of the PB activist in Sevilla:

Manolo is a PB expert. He has participated since the beginning of the process and
was indicated to me as a good person to interview. He did not discover civic
engagement with the PB however, as he appears on the contrary as a typical Spanish
community leader. He has been a member of the local community association since
its creation in 1972, and appears as such very well embedded locally. He seems to
have a strong attachment to his neighbourhood, as he even wrote a book – almost a
poem in prose – about the Polygono Sur. Politically he is on the left but he never
belonged to any party however, as he is afraid of politics and power. He will repeat
many times during the interview: “Power changes people.” He is especially afraid of
the manipulations of the politicians. He seems on the contrary to be proud of having
always kept the same positions, to have remained coherent. Afraid of the
compromises imposed by power positions, he keeps on saying he wants to have a
clean conscience. His rejection of power led him to refuse any representative
position all over his life. He was never president of the community association and
refused to be PB delegate. He is just a member of the motor group and defines
himself as a “grassroots militant.” In many ways, Manolo fits the PB, which offers
him a new channel of participation that is not linked to a direct power distribution.87

Manolo thus became a typical Sevillan PB activist, embedded locally and detached from party politics.
Politicised, committed in other civic organization, PB participation appeared to him as an additional
affiliation, next to community organizing or local political activity. From this perspective, the Sevillan
PB activist is also different from the Roman one, in the sense that he/she does not rediscover the
territory thanks to his/her PB participation. All the experienced activists I met in Sevilla – who
participated in the PB – were indeed highly embedded locally, their community being the cradle of
their civic engagement. They did not have, as a consequence, to rediscover local realities hidden by
more global engagements. Community organizations – or even the local sections of political parties –
are different (from political and ideological perspectives, but also in their practices) from radical social
movements committed to global causes. The nature of the activists who participate in these two PBs –
mostly their previous political practices and experiences – therefore explain their different ways of
performing the PB activist character.
From this perspective, it seems that PB participation had little impact on the most committed
participants. Already used to public arenas participation, they learnt few new skills and competences,
especially as they already had a large local knowledge of the territory. Symbolically, however, PB
participation has sometimes played a crucial role in the growing notabilisation and professionalism of
certain political actors.
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6. Political professionalism and the emergence of new local elites
As we saw in the Roman case, the PB can work as an antechamber for the recruitment of new political
elites. Coming from local civil society and rich in a wide political network, certain PB members can
appear good electoral products for political parties in a lack of legitimacy. In many ways, PB
participation, as one political experience among many for these actors, played a crucial role in the
increased professionalism of certain activists. In search of a new channel of commitment, some
experienced activists find in the PB a way to reorient their political career. This is especially the case
of some leftist militants, disillusioned by activism and in search of more pragmatic and less
ideologically charged engagement. The case of Joaquin, evoked earlier (see Chapter 5), is a good
example of how PB participation can foster a growing professionalism of political activists:
His mobilization in the PB process seemed to be a recycling of his activism, a
bifurcation in his militant career, due to his expulsion from IU local directing board.
As an “unemployed activist”, with time and energy to invest, the PB appeared as a
good alternative path to political mobilization at the local level. Joaquin therefore
committed himself fully to the PB process, so that he appeared relatively changed
when I met him one year later after our first encounter. In the meantime, he had
launched an association to defend the PB process – in case of electoral change at the
next elections – of which he rapidly became president. When I met him again, he
appeared even physically changed, wearing a suit, with a new cell phone, and having
a rather haughty attitude, in contrast with the more modest look he used to have. It
was also difficult for me to meet him, as he now had a rather booked agenda. Joaquin
had become a local notable.

The bifurcation of Joaquin’s political career cannot be attributed to his PB experience alone.
Experienced activist – long time union, political party and neighbourhood association militant – he
had a stock of previous political skills and competences, he was able to mobilize in the PB framework
as well as in the creation of his association. In this regard, he did not gain many new competences by
participating in the PB. His participatory experience allowed him however to meet other local leaders
and therefore to constitute a wide political network, indispensable for his new political career. Above
all, the PB offered him an opportunity to professionalize, when his ascension in the party (IU) was
blocked by the traditional organization hierarchy. One of the effects of PB participation is therefore to
both create social capital which actors can mobilize in other political arenas and to open new political
opportunities for actors who do not fit the traditional party recruitment. In this regard, as in Rome, it
contributes to the revitalisation of local civil society through the creation of new associations and new
networks among activists.
If the PB can offer alternative political opportunities, it can also be a pool of community leaders
parties can recruit. In some respects, the PB, given its origins and structures, can appear as a middleway between civil society and the political sphere. As a top-down process aimed at taking public
decisions, it shares many features of a traditional local political activity. The work of certain highly
invested PB delegates is in some regards similar to that of town councillors setting up public policies.
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On the other hand, PB participants have a different sociological profile from traditional local
politicians, especially in Sevilla, where it is mostly civil society and community leaders who
participate. The PB can therefore appear a training ground for civil society actors aiming at a local
political career. They can show their skills and competences, ability to be responsible, to manage
projects, mobilize support, etc. The best citizens, passing the PB test, might therefore be finally
recruited for local elections. The case of Anastasia, an African community leader, is exemplar from
this perspective:
Anastasia is a community leader, a 57 year old woman, who comes from GuineaBissau but naturalised Spanish, she represents both migrants (especially Blacks), and
women in the process. Professional activist, all her personal trajectory has been
marked by her political commitments. She is indeed a political refugee in Spain. She
left Guinea Bissau in 1985 to leave the political violence of the State and the
personal violence of her husband. She was already active at the time, as a member of
a critical journal, opposing the politics of the government. She rapidly found a job in
Seville in an association working to promote migrants integration, “Sevilla
welcome.” She was a volunteer in the association for 7 years and worked in the
administration for three years. After travelling the world to do development
cooperation work, she went back to Sevilla and created her own women’s
association, dealing especially with migrant women. The association is primarily
aimed at fostering migrants’ integration in the city by proving a number of basic
services and at fighting against violence against women migrants (prostitution,
domestic services, etc.).
She sees her participation in the PB as a direct continuation of her commitment in
associative life. As a matter of fact, most of the proposals she made in the PB were
linked to the situation of migrants in the city. She was actually contacted by the PB
office to get involved in the process of fostering the participation of migrants and
foreigners in the PB that had remained low until now. She considers “the PB, as an
experience to learn. The issue of participation is very important for people. It is not
possible to govern people as if they were animals. Animals cannot speak, cannot
protest … The problem is that there is no culture of participation. We asked for the
creation of schools of participation … [she laughs]” She therefore values
participation in itself, as she defines herself as “someone from the left”: “I have
always been part of the critical sector, since high school.” She thus claims that even
if the PB experience could affect her vote, it will always remain on the left.
The PB appears as such as a new experience on her long political trajectory; an
experience that could lead her to increasing professionalism. She even acknowledges
it: “Everybody says that I could be deputy or councillor … everybody says I am
gonna be the next equality councillor of the city. But I don’t have that intention.” She
was nevertheless elected in 2005 “Sevilla Woman of the year.”88

Even if she got intensively involved in the PB process – she was delegate of her neighbourhood – it is
not certain whether she learned many new skills and competences. As already highly politically
socialised, active in associations that have had a close cooperation with the administration, she knows
how public administration works. The PB was just one step further in her political professionalism.
Coming from rather grassroots experiences, in Africa and Sevilla, she got closer and closer to political
power. One could wonder whether the PB works as a cooptation institution however. By including
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civil society actors through the PB, political parties and public administration integrate criticisms
inside the political realm.89
Finally, it can be noted that the impact of the PB process on Sevilla activists is relatively different
from that on Roman ones. In Sevilla, activists did not (re)discover the territory through the PB, as they
were already highly embedded in their local communities. These two cases are composed of different
type of activists however. On the one hand, the Municipio XI included many young leftists, committed
to global causes and little interested by territorial embeddedness and local public policies. On the other
hand, the activists who participate in Sevilla PB are generally older (over 40 years-old), and most of
them are members of community associations [asociaciones de vecinos], who have a long history of
local political struggles (from the end of the dictatorship onwards). Even if they are often also
members of political parties, unions or national associations, these experienced activists always kept a
direct link with the local communities, at the roots of their commitment. They were therefore
differently affected by their PB experiences than the Roman activists. The rediscovery of the territory,
in Seville PB case, appears much more central from apolitical residents or concerned parents, than
actively engagements militants, who already have a solid local embeddedness.

IV. Schools of democracy: when participation changes people’s civic practices and
trajectories
Participation in PB institutions can change people. Civic engagement does not leave people immune; it
affects their relationships with politics and with others. The clearest effect is on less politicized
individuals – concerned parents, good neighbours or parochial old ladies –, first mobilised in reaction
to personal troubles, who progressively shift their arguments towards the agreed definition of the
common good, following the public grammar of the institution. It is through the integration into the
pre-existing group of good citizens by aligning themselves on its implicit norms – thus appearing
competent – that individuals can themselves become citizens. Civic competence therefore requires
voicing disinterested arguments with a concerned tone. Others were also more decisively affected, as
they got increasingly involved on the local political scene, up to sometimes starting a political career.
In the three studied cases, the most professional and competent citizens were at some points contacted
by the municipal government to integrate the administration. PBs therefore have the potential to
create new local political elites – eventually co-opted by political parties – that can also play a decisive
role in the revitalisation of local civil society, by creating new networks among existing associations
or even by fostering the creation of new social movements.
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1. Self-change: Same pattern, different styles
The presentation of the individual impacts of participation in the three case studies reveals both
similarities and differences. The pattern of self-change appears to be the same in the three cases, but,
each case having a different style, the types of changes that occurred and the degree of politicization
that resulted were not the same. The three decisive moments in the process of self-change – the
formation of the group of good citizens, discursive shifts and trajectories’ bifurcation – will be
presented in turn in a comparative perspective.

The group of good citizens: lay citizens or activists?
The group of good citizens of the PB assemblies were not constituted in the same way in the three
cases. In Morsang-sur-Orge, good citizens were mostly selected and co-opted by the municipal
administration in charge of the process, while in Rome and Sevilla election of delegates took place.
These two selection processes – (implicit) nomination and election – were firstly driven by the size of
the respective cases. In Morsang-sur-Orge, where neighbourhoods counted no more than 4 000
inhabitants and were no more than 30 people assisting with the meetings, election processes probably
did not make sense. Elections of delegates could nevertheless have taken place, especially as in some
cases the promoters of the participatory process had a hard time constituting the group of good
citizens. The main reason is probably to be found in the fear of creating a competing legitimacy
between universal suffrage representatives and neighbourhood delegates. It would have probably
redistributed more widely the cards of the decision-making power in the city. In the two other cases,
given the size of the cities and the more limited powers attributed to the PB, delegates could not
represent a potential political threat for elected representatives. Apart from the size, the understanding
of participatory democracy is different in the three cities, and more broadly in the three countries at
stake. In France, where the concept of “proximity democracy” is central, the election of delegates in a
PB would appear as a direct questioning of elected representatives legitimacy. As a matter of fact, in
cities like Saint-Denis or Bobigny – bigger than Morsang-sur-Orge – no delegates are elected either.90
On the contrary, in Rome Municipio XI and in Seville, participatory democracy is understood as a
hybridizing between direct and representative democracy, in which delegates, far from appearing as
rivals of town councillors appear as potential allies and vectors of legitimacy. From this perspective,
the procedural organization of innovative democratic institutions – as illustrated with the construction
of the group of good citizens – directly depends on the interpretation of the concepts of participatory
democracy, which depends of both civic culture and ideological orientations.
These different constitution processes of the group of good citizens had an impact on the type of
citizens able to integrate into this group. In Rome and Sevilla, most – but not all – delegates were
experienced activists and young leftists. In both cases, the administration had the will to make
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politicized and civil society actors the main pillar of the PB process. In Sevilla, this was not only
motivated by ideological reasons, but also by strategic ones, i.e. the will to avoid the opposition of
local associations as had happened in other cities. The valorisation of activists and militants – mostly
young leftists in Rome, experienced activists in Sevilla – relied implicitly on the will of the
administration to make of the PB a tool of politicization and “conscientisation” of the citizenry. It was
framed in different ways, as “fomenting active citizenship” or “nurturing civic engagement”, but in
both cases, activists had the role to both sustain the process and educate lay citizens. In Morsang-surOrge, the administration explicitly rejected overly politicized actors, and focused on the contrary on
lay citizens, and especially concerned parents and good neighbours. The task of politicizing was
devoted to elected officials – directly participating in the process – not to the group of good citizens
directly.
This raises the question of the potential manipulation involved in a PB process. In all cases, the
Communist administration had the will to politicize the population. While, historically, this
politicization process used to take place in the satellite organizations of the Communist Parties, their
decline led them to invest new institutional bodies to achieve this crucial political goal. Participatory
democracy appears from this perspective optimal for politicization processes, and as such as a good
means to revitalize municipal communism. Facing a rapid decline, even at the local level, Communist
parties started to rely on participatory democracy to foster their local embeddedness and keep on
ensuring the politicization of the popular classes. Furthermore, participatory democracy – in
comparison to the previous modes of politicization used by the Communist parties – provides in
theory a pluralist and diverse “propaganda.” This pluralism is probably better achieved in the Spanish
and Italian cases, in which politicization is not ensured directly by the elected officials, so that a more
diverse range of organizations and civil society actors can participate and express their views. This
diversity of views – despite the overwhelming presence of left-wing organizations – is a warranty
against overt manipulation. In Morsang-sur-Orge case, however, such pluralism was hard to achieve,
as the elected officials participating were always members of the municipal majority. Manipulation
could therefore occur more easily.

Discursive shifts: PB as a social universe where citizens have to be virtuous
The group of good citizens was not however a rigid institution, but a fluid entity created in interaction.
Integration in these groups was therefore highly volatile and implicit, depending largely on the
discursive competence of the participants. One of the main changes I observed was therefore the
discursive shifts of the newcomers, willing to get integrated and have their voice heard to then have an
impact on public policies. These discursive shifts were broadly driven by the same social mechanism,
mostly reward and sanctions attributed by insiders when evaluating the discursive performances of
newcomers. In the three cases, these discursive shifts were driven by the participatory grammar. It
implied keeping a distance from one’s interests to consider more broadly the common good of the
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population. The definition of the common good varied however in the three cases. It was framed as the
local community general interest in Morsang-sur-Orge in opposition to national and global negative
trends, as the realization of achievable projects in Rome Municipio XI, and as the satisfaction of the
basic needs of the weakest part of the population in Sevilla.
However, the discursive shifts implied by the growing awareness of the need to conform to the
collective definition of the common good also created tensions. Versatility being necessary and
required of the newcomers, they always faced the risk of lacking authenticity and sincerity. Changing
roles, and putting on the good citizen’s hat, had to be done in a subtle manner to avoid being seen as
an opportunist. These results shed a new light on deliberative processes. The effects of deliberation
should not be researched in the mind of the citizens, but in their mouths. The impact of deliberative
interactions on participants has to be seen in the evolution of their argumentative repertoire over time,
i.e. the progressive learning of the grammatical rules of the institution. This raises the question of the
origins of the discursive shifts and their legitimacy. Is the public manipulated when voicing publicly
different arguments than those they might express in private contexts? The emphasis put by
deliberative democrats on procedures is from this perspective crucial. If the procedural rules
organizing the discussion are fair, the discrepancy between public and private opinions is not
detrimental and can even be beneficial, as it pushes actors to take the position of the wider society.
From this perspective, participatory budgets appear as institutions in which citizens have to be
virtuous, i.e. to play the role of the virtuous citizens to be seen as competent by others. If they have to
be virtuous in such settings, do they have an interest to do so, as Bourdieu argued?91 They have a
direct material interest to be virtuous, as the adoption of the good citizen role is a condition to have an
impact on the public decisions of the assemblies. As decision-making bodies, PBs rewards materially
(even if decisions might not be in their personal interest but in that of their community) participants
who get their voice heard. Symbolically as well, virtuous citizens are rewarded through integration and
recognition. The interest paradigm is not completely convincing however, as it would imply citizens
make a conscious calculation and evaluation of what is best for them, thus acting strategically. In most
cases however, people just do what is pragmatically suitable and required to do given the situation.
Not going through a deep process of internal deliberation about the best – or strategically more
rational – course of action, they just act. As minds and hearts are unfathomable, it seems more
promising for sociology to put the emphasis on the situational conditions circumscribing actions,
rather than on the presupposed intentions and motivations. In a nutshell, PBs are merely social
universes in which individuals have to play the good citizens, which sometimes require of them some
discursive adaptations and shifts.
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2. Producing new civic characters: political co-optation and the revitalisation of local civil society
If actively engaged, actors were sometimes deeply affected by their PB participation, thus translating
into important biographical changes. As PB institutions are not total institutions, they did not
completely transform individuals, but affected them a great deal nevertheless. In the three cases, I
observed the emergence of four types of civic characters, resulting from participation: (1) the cynic;
(2) the PB activist; (3) the local civil society activist; (4) the new local politician. These characters
were performed in relatively similar ways by the actors in the three cases, the political and cultural
specificities of each site having little impact from this perspective.
The cynic. Even if this research has concentrated on those who changed, and were effectively affected
by their participation, many remained on the side, left the boat on the way, and got increasingly
sceptical and cynical about politics. As they stopped participating, it was difficult to know precisely
how they evolved. Some common features are nevertheless constant across the cases. The cynic has
not been deeply affected by his/her participation, as he/she participated little overall. The slight
impressions they got were nevertheless sufficient to confirm their initial intuitions about this political
experience. For the cynic, participatory budgeting is just like good old politics with a new mask. PB is
a tool of legitimisation for the municipal administration, and just like traditional politics, it will not
change their daily life. In the end, PB is all about power, mischievous little intrigues, in a word a farce
to keep citizen anger down and reinforce the domination of politicians. Interestingly, the cynic can be
either a highly politicized actor or a highly depoliticized one. Radical leftists – especially in Rome and
Seville – were often sceptical and cynical about the reformist taste of the PB. Far from the radical
potential of direct democracy, it was merely a way to reinforce power delegation through other means.
Far from democratizing democracy, it was merely impeding revolution by making power look a bit
softer. The posture towards PB was therefore often a slight ironic tone towards the reformist taste of
the experiment.92 At the other end of the spectrum, those already disenchanted with politics – equated
with corruption, power games and intrigues – saw in the PB the reproduction of the same farce in
another costume. In Morsang-sur-Orge especially, where town councillors play an active role at all
stages of the PB process, fears and attacks of manipulation were widespread. The same kind of
discourse could be heard in the mouth of experienced activists, convinced that in the end, decisions
were taken by politicians, not by the people. The cynic therefore refuses to naively accept the beauty
of the PB: it cannot be true, power cannot be given to the people, too much is at stake, politicians
cannot share their power so easily, something must be hidden from the citizens. PB therefore did not
result in great changes in these cases; it just reinforced initial negative prejudices about participatory
democracy and politics as a whole.
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The participatory budget activist. Newly acquired competences are not necessarily reinvested in
other political arenas; they might be useful for those willing to keep on participating in the PBs. In
some regards, PB engagement can be a new form of civic commitment, different from both political
parties, social movements and associations’ membership. The main difference lies in the non-preestablished ideological content of the PB groups. As we saw nevertheless, PB groups are ruled by
strict conventional grammatical rules. Those can however evolve – through public scrutiny and
criticism – and remain sufficiently wide to integrate different ideological stances. The main values to
which PB activist adhere are therefore those of civic participation and dialogue. The rest remains open
to discussion and critical scrutiny. In this regard, the PB activist is engaged but not very politicized.
The way this role is played depends, however, on the previous civic socialization of the actors. While
all types of characters could become PB activists, it is different when this is an exclusive affiliation,
and when it represents one among many forms of engagement, as will be seen in the next section.
The local civil society activist. At odds with the two first characters, PB participation can allow actors
to reinvest their newly acquired competences in other political arenas: local civil society and the local
political scene. One of the options is therefore the adhesion to associations or the creation of new
associations for previously uncommitted citizens. As they learned to speak in public, to mobilize the
population, to organize demonstrations, to negotiate with local politicians, highly committed PB
members could then reinvest these competences in other associations. The most common bodies of
recruitment for these actors were local community organization, which in some regards have the same
goals as the PB: promoting the interests of the local community.93 Other organizations were specific
associations dealing with environmental issues or housing rights. This was especially the case in Rome
and Sevilla, while in Morsang-sur-Orge boosting civil society did not seem to be on the political
agenda of the promoters of the PB process. Even if civil society was not boosted quantitatively and
qualitatively as much as what Baiocchi observed in Porto Alegre,94 PB had nevertheless a positive
impact from this perspective in the European cases as well. It can be noted however, that without a
clear (top-down) will of the administration to boost civil society it is not certain that such revitalisation
would have occurred. In Sevilla and Rome, the promoters of the process decided to work hand in hand
with associations and social movements, but they did not in Morsang-sur-Orge and civil society
remained dull. PBs can also boost civil society by fomenting mobilization against the participatory
process. Threatened by the creation of a new body for participation, associations might mobilize (as
they did in Cordoba, but also in Sevilla and Rome) and get stronger in reaction to the PB.
The local politician. In the three cases, I observed a growing professionalism of the more involved
actors. These new local elites were often contacted by elected representatives and political parties to
be on the lists for the municipal elections. The civic skills they got – learning how to speak in public,
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to organize a meeting, to mobilize a population, etc. – and the network they created, constituted
political resources that parties could catch in search of political legitimacy and local embeddedness.
Often, those who not only adhere to a political party, but got involved in local elections, were
previously politicized. In this regard, the PB offered a stepping-stone towards a more institutional
engagement, that complemented their previous associational or political experience. This was
especially the case in Rome and Seville. In Morsang-sur-Orge on the contrary, the PB participants
who ended up on the electoral lists were mostly good neighbours, concerned parents and community
leaders. They were especially contacted by the PCF, following a strategy of “opening” to civil society
actors and non-politicized citizens seen as local notables.
By opening the local political scene to new actors and nurturing new political elites, participatory
democracy could constitute a way – not the only one to be sure – to renew representative
government.95 Far from its radical political ambition to deepen democracy by offering more a direct
voice to citizens in the production of public policies, it would institutionalize new intermediary bodies
– complementing political parties in a role they nowadays fail to endorse perfectly – nurturing new
local notables between professional politicians and the population. Increased proximity would thus be
achieved – territorial, social and maybe cultural – but the traditional alternative offered by
representation to lay citizens, remaining silent or speaking, would remain at the core of the political
system. A less cynical interpretation could nevertheless stress that the deliberative aspect of
participation at the grassroots allows lay citizens to speak and collectively construct their claims, the
new political elites being the mere voice of the assemblies.
The new civic characters and their respective presence in the three cases are summarised in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 PB characters

The cynic
The PB activist
The local civil society
Activist
The local politician

Morsang-sur-Orge

Rome Municipio XI

Seville

2
2
0

1
1
2

1
1
1

2

2

1
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3. Who did they become? Biographical availability, civic dispositions and the bifurcation of individual
trajectories
We already saw in the previous section that some actors had higher chances of becoming this rather
than that type of character after PB participation. A more systematic account is nevertheless necessary,
to scrutinize precisely the trajectory of the initial characters. Some characters were more affected than
others, and in contrasted ways. Analysing the trajectory of PB characters will allow a better
understanding of who was effected and how.
The first observation drawn from the empirical results presented in this chapter is that biographical
availability appears as a strong determinant of self-change. The people I saw changing more
drastically – such as Floriana in Rome, Joaquin in Sevilla, Nicole in Morsang-sur-Orge – all
emphasized their biographical availability in interviews. Biographical availability is however a wider
concept than one might think. It is first of all a matter of the time one is ready and capable to devote to
his/her participatory activities. From this perspective, students, retired and unemployed people have
more time than others, hence their relative over-representation (for the two first categories) in PB
assemblies. However, biographical availability means more than time. It is also a matter of emotional
or social availability. As said in Chapter 5, one of the motivations for participating in the first place is
social integration. People who feel “something is missing in their life”, who for instance miss the
relationship they used to have with their colleagues at work or the caring of their kids when they are
grown up, find in the PB a new opportunity of engagement. They can be considered emotionally
available to get involved in a new project. Finally, biographical availability can mean political
availability. Experienced activists might indeed look for new channels of engagement – being
disappointed by party politics, having endured personal failures, being disillusioned from an
ideological point of view, etc. – and the PB might appear as an interesting option from this
perspective.
Biographical availability – with its different faces – is important in the process of self-change as it
allows repeated and intensive participation. As noted many times already, repeated participation,
allowed by the integration within the group of good citizens of the assembly, was a necessary
condition for self-change to happen. The hypothesis that the intensity of participation is a strong
determinant of self-change is therefore confirmed. Self-change needs time and will occur only if
participants are sufficiently committed. If all this was important for the bifurcation of individual
trajectories, it does not explain why and how certain actors were transformed into this or that
character. A more precise account is necessary to understand the bifurcation of participants’
trajectories, i.e. to understand who they became.
The good neighbour, being apolitical and highly embedded in the territory, had higher probabilities of
becoming a PB activist. As said in Chapter 5, it is as if the PB had been created for him/her; as a
consequence, most of the highly integrated good neighbours became PB activists, the pillars of the
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institution. The more skilled and experienced ones were even contacted by the municipal
administration to be on the list at the following elections. This was especially the case in Morsang-surOrge. When getting involved in the municipal administration, they generally embodied “the opening”
of the municipality to “civil society” or at least an enlargement of the majority with people from
different political orientations, or even with people who are not highly politicized. Good neighbours,
but this is relatively similar for concerned parents, therefore played their character of local politician in
a certain manner, their political commitment being often framed as temporary, rather than as the
beginning of an elected official career. Some good neighbours were however disappointed by their
participatory experience too. Some became cynical characters, reinforced in their scepticism about
politics in general. In some regards, their failed PB participation transformed their “apoliticism” into
an “anti-politicism”. Others, much more integrated in the PB process, might get nevertheless tired or
disappointed by PB participation. Some therefore decided after a few years of participation to move to
another type of public forum, namely local civil society and especially associations. He/she thus
reinvested the newly learned skills in community organizing. However, I saw few good neighbours
undergoing a deep process of politicization as far as becoming members of a radical social movement
organization. The PB process was maybe not intensive enough, but more probably, it was not
politicized enough for this to happen.
The concerned parent had a high chance of becoming a PB activist as well, especially due to the
centrality of kids and education issues in PB assemblies. When PB activism was the only form of civic
engagement (for concerned parents, but also for good neighbours, parochial old ladies, or community
leaders), their involvement implied a more radical personal bifurcation. These actors acquired new
skills, competences and knowledge, from public speech to collective mobilization, to technical
knowledge about urban planning issues. These new competences could easily be reinvested in other
arenas, and the concerned parent was indeed often contacted by Parent Teachers Associations. He/she
thus became a local civil society activist, in keeping with his/her initial motivations for participation.
Concerned parents seldom became local politicians, being contacted to deal with educational issues
during the elections, or even to become the town councillor in charge of this issue. Many concerned
parents were however very disappointed by their PB experience and became increasingly cynical
about politics and participation in the public sphere.
The parochial old lady was probably the character less affected by her participation, as it was
extremely difficult for her to get integrated in the group of good citizens. Many, the majority, became
cynical about the PB and politics in general. Lacking the public ratification of her legitimacy to
participate, the parochial old lady generally remained at the margins of the PB assemblies. Many left
the boat on the way, some remaining irregular participants with little influence on the discussions and
the decisions. When managing to put her parochialism into brackets, the parochial old lady could
exceptionally become a PB activist. Sometimes however, more than from the mastery of the
grammatical rules of the institution, this relative integration stemmed from the habituation of the
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others to the presence of these regular but insignificant participants. I did not see any parochial old
lady becoming either a local civil society activist or a professional politician.
For the young leftist and the experienced activist, being already engaged, their PB experience was an
additional one, which does not mean they were not affected. Many of them, however, did not stay long
in the PB, disappointed by the reformist taste of this participatory experience, they became
increasingly cynical, not so much about politics in itself, but about participatory democracy, as being
incapable of triggering social change. This was especially evident in Sevilla and Rome Municipio XI,
with many social centres activists refusing to participate in the PB process. From this perspective, they
are different from the cynics good neighbours, concerned parents and parochial old ladies became, as
their cynicism did not stem from the overwhelming presence of politics in the PB process, but from its
disappointing absence. It seems therefore that given their previous civic dispositions, actors played the
cynic character in a different way. The young leftists and experienced activists who played the game
could somehow get affected however. When participating regularly, they easily became PB activists,
like Valentina or Alessandra in Rome, or Mathieu in Morsang-sur-Orge. Being pillars of the PB
process, this nevertheless remained a secondary engagement, next to the first one in political parties,
associations and social movements organizations. The most outstanding of them – like Valentina –
were contacted by the municipal administration and eventually became professional politicians.
Experienced activists had even higher chances of becoming local politicians given their long political
experience. Again, given their previous political engagement, young leftists and experienced activists
did not play the character of local politicians in the same way as good neighbours or concerned
parents. Young leftists generally understood their political engagement with the municipality as a
temporary compromise with the political system (in keeping with the way they framed their PB
activism). This does not mean they will necessarily stop electoral politics after one term, but that such
an engagement is lived in a peculiar way, as a form of renouncement with some more radical ideals,
and has therefore always to be (re)negotiated. On the contrary, the experienced activist generally sees
his/her electoral engagement as a natural continuation of his/her previous commitments, and is
therefore not afraid of starting a political career for real. Finally, it has to be noted that young leftists
and experienced activists were already local civil society actors, so that their PB participation did not
have much impact from this perspective. It nevertheless had some effects on the way they understood
their local engagement, the PB sometimes allowing “the rediscovery of the territory”.
Finally, the community leader had relatively equal chances of becoming one of the four characters.
Being already engaged and relatively politicised, but in a moderate manner, the community leader had
little chance of becoming cynical about the PB process. Some – like Kamel in Morsang-sur-Orge –
drop out, but it was hardly ever the case. The community leader could become either an anti-political
or a political cynic. More often however, he/she became a PB activist, central to the PB process. Like
the young leftist and experienced activist, the community leader, as being already part of the local civil
society did not change much from this perspective, even if PB participation gave him/her the
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opportunity to enlarge his/her local network. When experienced, the community leader could be
contacted by the municipality and thus become a professional politician, like Ana in Sevilla.
Representing a community for a long time, having a certain associative and political experience, the
community leader understood his/her electoral engagement as the beginning of a political career.
The trajectory of the different characters is summed up in table 7.2. It has therefore to be noted that
while different PB characters have been observed, there are different ways of playing the roles. Given
the previous civic dispositions – degree of politicization, previous engagements, etc. – the characters
were not performed in the same way. This is the specificity of the concept of character, it is on the one
hand dependent of some structural or dispositional features, but on the other hand it imposes a certain
part to perform, coming from the situation. At the crossroads between structures and situations, it
might appear as a promising concept from a sociological perspective.

Table 7.2 PB characters trajectories
The cynic

The good
neighbour
The concerned
parent
The parochial
old lady

The young leftist

The PB activist

The local civil
society activist

The local
politician

Anti-political
cynic

Apolitical PB
activist

Community
activist

Temporary
Engagement

Anti-political
cynic

Apolitical PB
activist

Community
activist

Temporary
Engagement

Anti-political
cynic

Apolitical PB
activist

Did not happen

Did not happen

Political cynic

Political PB
activist

The experienced
activist

Political cynic

Political PB
activist

The community
leader

Both

Both

Already before
participation (but
rediscovery of the
territory)
Already before
participation (but
rediscovery of the
territory)
Already before
participation
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Temporary
compromising

Beginning of a
political career
Beginning of a
political career

4. Education, influence and power in participatory institutions
The aim of this research was to evaluate whether participatory democracy institutions could nurture a
more active citizenship. We saw that involvement in participatory budgets could change people by
describing the process of self-change. One question remains however to be tackled: is the process of
self-change legitimate from a normative point of view? Does self-change mean growing emancipation
or domestication for the citizens? If the acquisition of civic competence and more broadly the process
of politicization require following certain grammatical norms of good behaviour, enforced by powerful
actors (called here the groups of good citizens), are the latter manipulating the lay citizens following
these norms? The process of construction of civic competence has been described as an educative one,
participants gaining civic skills and competences, learning to speak in public, to organize collective
action, to connect with technicians and politicians, but it could also be seen as manipulative, some
actors playing a greater role than others in this process. As we saw, education requires teachers, and
often, professors have influence, authority and even power on their pupils. Is this acceptable from a
democratic point of view? Can this process still be qualified deliberative or is this mere tutelage and
manipulation from politicized actors on naïve lay citizens? Manipulation and learning are two forms of
influence by means of language; the difference between them being in the motives of the actors when
trying to persuade others. Manipulation can be defined as the intentional, interested and hidden use of
influence to promote one’s interests at the expense of others. Manipulation implies therefore power
and domination. What would be in contrast an acceptable and legitimate use of influence? Can
learning and education avoid power and domination?
These questions parallel that of Norbert Elias on the domesticating nature of the civilization process,
understood as the progressive internalization of norms of proper behaviour. Civilization had both the
effect of pacifying societies and alienating individuals. Civilization of the mores implied the move
from external to internal constraints:

“Through the interdependence of larger groups of people and the exclusion
of physical violence from them, a social apparatus is established in which the
constraints between people are lastingly transformed into self-constraints.
These self-constraints, a function of the perpetual hindsight and foresight
instilled in the individual from childhood in accordance with his integration
in extensive chains of action, have partly the form of conscious self-control
and partly that of automatic habit.”96
The emphasis put by Elias on the importance of “hindsight” and “foresight”, appears crucial in the
process of normalization of individual behaviour. As Goffman argued convincingly, individuals have
to interact in different scenes in social life, and have therefore to play different roles. To know what
role to play, how to play it and to evaluate whether or not they achieved a good performance, actors
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need to lean on all the external signs given by the audience: arguments, comments, face-work, laughs,
smiles, glances. The capacity to observe others’ reactions orients actors’ performances on the public
scene. With the growing pacification of the mores, the importance of discourse and vision has
therefore grown: modern societies are regulated and normalised by the constant control and
surveillance of everybody on everyone. As Goffman emphasized, interactions in public are regulated
by the will to avoid embarrassment and shame that pushes individuals to conform to the norms. The
process of self-change I observed in PB institutions seems to fit this interpretation on the
normalization processes of modern societies’ institutions. Self-change resulted from the emotional
reactions stemming from public interaction under the eyes of others. These reactions are both
situationally specific – depending of the grammatical appropriate responses – and depend on
individuals’ previous experiences. From a normative perspective, like the civilization process
described by Elias, PBs could have good social consequences, but detrimental individual effects. They
produce political change, but also individual domestication. On the one hand, by requiring individuals
to act virtuously, they allow taking common good decisions, maybe better than those taken by more
restricted and closed circles.97 On the other hand, they domesticate citizens, normalised into uncritical
and depoliticized beings.
This conclusion needs to be nuanced however. While citizen behaviour is shaped and affected and new
civic characters produced, those do not necessarily mean alienation and domination. Two aspects need
to be analysed further: the (social and procedural) conditions in which such normalisation occurs; the
normative content and meaning of the norms thus enforced. The question is to what extent a nonauthoritarian and domesticating learning process can take place. While institutions produce new actors
through normalization processes, they might as well foster learning synergies. In a word,
normalization could produce emancipated individuals. The alternative proposed by liberal educators to
the authoritarian and hierarchical educative model, by putting the emphasis on learning-by-doing and
horizontal educative methods, appears from this perspective highly promising.98 People – both kids
and adults – could learn by themselves, without a master, through the repeated practice of a certain
activity. Liberal and progressive educators have, since Dewey, rejected the top-down inculcation of
norms and values conducting to kids’ domestication, to promote a more interactive and horizontal
education process. The role of education should not be to inculcate the dominant values of a society,
but to learn to think for oneself and to make enlightened choices in front of a plurality of
comprehensive doctrines.99 In some regards, this learning by doing approach was practiced by PB
newcomers willing to integrate the institution. As Christian, from Morsang-sur-Orge, said: “they don’t
give us the rules of the games at the beginning”. Participants had therefore to imitate others, compare
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interventions and arguments, listen to significant words, make trials and errors sanctioned by the
group. In this regard, participants learnt the rules of the games by themselves. The role of good citizen
would therefore be learned by participating, without an authoritarian master teaching and inculcating
knowledge from above.
As we saw however, in PBs, the rules of the games are enforced and sanctioned by the group of good
citizens, the leaders of the institution. They have the ability to recall what is an acceptable argument or
not and therefore to regulate the definition of civic competence in situation. Actors learn to perform
their part adequately by themselves, but the role is previously defined by the public grammar and is
enforced by powerful actors. The question then is whether when leaders – i.e. actors with strong and
knowledgeable opinions, therefore, most of the time, politicized actors in the cases I studied – manage
to influence the audience this is manipulation or not?
I argue that this depends of who these leaders were, i.e. how they were (procedurally) designated and
who they were. Manipulation is the use of argumentation – and especially of the higher discursive and
cultural resources of certain participants – to promote specific interests. Learning, on the contrary,
could stem from a disinterested use of argumentation to promote the best or more rational solution in
favour of the common good. In the case of Municipio XI and Sevilla PB, activists – who represented a
majority of the group of good citizens – could have used the PB floor to promote the interests (or
preferences) of their organizations, association or political party. They would thus have acted as
speakers or representatives of their organizations in the deliberation – thus having externally bonded
positions. Similarly, in the case of Morsang-sur-Orge, elected officials could use the PB floor to
promote their interests: increase their individual legitimacy, ratify and legitimize decisions taken by
the municipal council by discussing it with the population, and in the end increase their chances of reelection.
While the argument of manipulation does not hold for the Municipio XI or Sevilla, it is partly
convincing in the case of Morsang-sur-Orge. Municipio XI and Sevilla PB are clearly cases of
asymmetric interactions – some having more resources than others – which does not mean
manipulation occurred. Indeed, activists participate as single individuals (the PB rules do not allow
organizations to participate formally in the process) rather than as representatives, especially as most
of the local associations were divided about the issue of participating or not in the PB. Activists did
not try to promote directly the interests of their organizations (by asking for subventions, etc.) nor to
put on the agenda issues connected to their organizations’ interests. When some tried to promote
directly their special interests – like in the case of these association members in Sevilla proposing a
workshop that they would be paid to organize – they were sanctioned. Most of the time, politicized
actors just tried to link “small politics” with “big politics”, i.e. concrete proposals to their political
stakes in an attempt to politicize the discussions. They for instance proposed the installation of solar
panels, the development of public transportation, the creation of kindergartens, etc. justifying these
proposals with political arguments (the need to defend the environment, to promote social policies,
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social justice, etc.). In many ways, activists in this case played the role of “leaders”, necessary for the
emergence of disagreement and therefore deliberation.
The case of Morsang-sur-Orge is somehow different. The town councillors participating in the PB
assemblies were far from having “free” or “unbound” positions about the issues that were discussed.
As elected representatives, their positions were externally bounded to both their political party and
their electoral program, i.e. their electoral promises. This does not mean that when participating they
necessarily promoted the interests of their constituency or of their political party. On the one hand,
promoting the interests of the electorate (i.e. of their constituency), and therefore trying to respect
electoral commitments and promises, could be seen as another way to foster the common good, not as
manipulation. Similarly, promoting the party program could be seen as a way to fight for common
good values. On the other, elected representatives could also endorse the position of their political
party, and therefore try to defend its specific interests (re-election, legitimating, propaganda through
the PB, electoral competition with the other parties, etc.). The main problem in this case, is that these
two types of allegiances are indiscernible to the observer and the audience at large. Hence, the
constant suspicion about the manipulation and interested motivations of the elected representatives in
the public assemblies, and the cynicism about the PB process as a whole that grew for many
participants. It can be concluded that, even if manipulation remains always doubtful given the
indiscernible nature of intentions, the direct participation of elected representatives – with high
competences, discursive skills and externally bounded positions – always leaves room for suspicions
of manipulation in the mind of the population. What matters is not to qualify objectively a certain
participatory process as manipulative or educative, thus giving good and bad points, but to know what
the population felt about the participatory engagement of the municipality. From this perspective, it
seems that elected representatives’ participation was detrimental to the PB process as a whole.
In a nutshell, leaders are necessary for the emergence of deliberation and the creation of learning
synergies, despite the asymmetry created between the participants. This asymmetry has to be
procedurally regulated and its consequences largely depend on the type of leaders involved. When the
latter are elected representative, suspicions of manipulation will always be present. When leaders were
citizens themselves – even politicized ones – I would argue that this was mere influence and authority
between people with unequal knowledge and experience. The question is whether education is
possible between people with different levels of knowledge. The benefit in distinguishing between
different types of leaders, is to put the emphasis on the symbolic role of equality in learning processes.
Despite the knowledge asymmetry, when leaders were citizens themselves they had the same role and
status as those who were taught. A horizontal educative process was therefore possible. When leaders
were elected representatives, the difference in status and in democratic legitimacy fostered a more
vertical relationship. This distinction could echo the one made by Arendt between adult and child
education: while the former should rest on active citizenship, participation and commitment, the latter
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was necessarily authoritarian.100 What Arendt misses however is that civic participation and learning
are also partly authoritarian. Situations in which individuals can learn (by participating) to be active
citizens, have to be created and instituted by leaders and political avant-garde (elected officials,
political activists, etc.). As Eliasoph argues: “progressive education itself has become a steady part of
the American democratic tradition and it requires enormous effort and authority to create situations
that will actively open up space for genuine participation, to force children out of the lack of freedom
they are already in through having entered our commercialized, segregated, risky world.”101 In a word,
a lot of authority and energy is needed to create learning by doing situations, which might not emerge
spontaneously. Institutions (schools, day care programs, but also participatory democracy institutions)
appear from this perspective crucial in (authoritatively) creating situations where participation and
learning are possible. Eliasoph’s argument can easily be extended to adults and lay citizens. In her
case, the leaders, embodying authority and influencing the kids, are teachers, public servants, etc.; in
mine, the groups of good citizens institutionalised by the promoters of the PB processes. In both cases,
the State played a crucial role in institutionalising situations where the nurturing of good citizens could
happen. The political will of committed actors was necessary to create favourable institutional
conditions for self-change to happen.
Authority appears therefore necessary to create situations where active participation and learning by
doing are possible. The question Eliasoph does not raise however is whether this necessary authority
might not end up in domination and manipulation.102 Is an authoritarian education of adults a form of
paternalism or worst, of manipulation? Arendt’s argument on the manipulative nature of adult
education is from this perspective interesting: “Whoever wants to educate adults really wants to act as
their guardian and prevent them from political activity. Since one cannot educate adults, the word
‘education’ has an evil sound in politics; there is a pretence of education, when the real purpose is
coercion without the use of force. He who seriously wants to create a new political order through
education, that is, neither through force and constraint nor through persuasion, must draw the dreadful
Platonic conclusion: the banishment of all older people from the state that is to be founded.”103 The
question however is why Arendt rejects persuasion as a means of democratically acceptable
education? In other works, she indeed constantly argues for a dialogic conception of politics; politics
emerging in the space, the distance in-between individuals, making coordination and communication
necessary. So why does she reject persuasion in that case? First of all, for Arendt, education – as the
transmission of the past – is a matter of truth, not a matter of communication and persuasion.
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Education means transmission, from old to young, and therefore requires authority. Politics, on the
contrary, is not a matter of truth, but a matter of persuasion. Marked by the totalitarian experiences,
and the indoctrination of citizens through constant propaganda and education programs, Arendt makes
a very clear-cut distinction between education and persuasion, truth and politics. In the light of this
research, it seems nevertheless that democratic communication can teach citizens certain civic virtues,
without falling into a shared conception of the common good considered as the truth.
A democratic form of persuasion seems therefore possible and might have an impact on citizens. This
is precisely the aim of deliberative democracy. One of the main contributions of this paradigm is to
stress the importance of procedures for democracy. From this perspective, persuasion and influence of
some – the more knowledgeable and competent – over others might be acceptable if it is achieved
according to certain reasonable and fair procedures: every one has the chance to participate and voice
his/her opinion, discussion is moderated and the floor is not monopolised by a minority, etc.
Persuasion however is not only a matter of arguments, it also depends of the context in which it takes
place, and the potential normative pressure created by the group fostering personal and collective
influence. Influence can be defined as the ability to affect others’ beliefs, knowledge and opinions
about what is or what ought to be, what is true or false, right or wrong, etc.104 Two types of influences
can be distinguished, following partly Talcott Parsons’ analysis, depending on the means used to
achieve it.105 Influence can be achieved through persuasion, the speaker convincing the audience that
his/her position is in their interest as well. Another means can be coined “normative pressure”: the
influence is in this case due to the integrative pressures expressed by a group on an individual.
Influence appears as an activation of commitment by the group on the individual, who otherwise risks
symbolic sanctions (reputation depreciation, exclusion, etc.). The group asks the individual: “are you
one of us? Do you share our norms and values?” The distinction between these two modes of
influence appears nevertheless much more blurred in practice that it appears at first.106 Persuasion can
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be seen in itself as an offer of affiliation. Not only do influence and persuasion affect people’s words
and deeds, they also set alliances and create identities. The capacity to persuade is thus largely linked
to the ability of the audience to identify with the speaker and to the potential solidarity existing
between them.107 This perspective seems to merge with the analysis of personal influence in American
political science of the 1950’s. To explain the effects of group members on each other these studies
relied on socio-psychological interpretations such as groups’ pressures to conform, leadership,
attraction of like-minded others, social cohesion, friendship in communication networks, group
climates, etc.108 Influence and personal change would therefore be a result of social conformity. The
socio-psychological experiences of Milgram or Asch emphasizing the role of group contexts in
creating normative pressures pushing individuals to conform and to go in the same direction.109 Group
dynamics – or institutional contexts – would matter more than arguments in the process of
persuasion.110
The empirical material and the process of self-change presented here seem to confirm this hypothesis.
People changed, gained civic and political skills, and more broadly became increasingly committed in
civic life, but self-change did not stem directly from the specific arguments voiced during deliberation.
It was firstly the normative pressure created by the group of good citizens that pushed those willing to
have an impact on the fate of their community to change, frame their arguments accordingly, and
eventually be more durably affected in their personal and political trajectories. Influence, as a product
of group dynamics and institutional contexts, can however be either positive or detrimental. Cass
Sunstein argues for instance that groups have more chance of making mistakes collectively and taking
detrimental decisions than if individuals were asked to statute by themselves.111 In a word, group
dynamics can easily lead to irrationality. What matters here is not directly the effects of group
dynamics on collective decisions (which is nevertheless an important issue) but on individuals
themselves. The argument of Sunstein – empirically inspired by social psychology experiments – is
that individuals’ opinions polarize due to group pressures. Polarization is not a problem per se
however; what concerns the American political scientist is the systematic nature of this tendency,
independently of the topic or the people involved, which lead him to conclude on the potential
detrimental nature of group decisions.
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The process of self-change I observed here was not a process of polarization or radicalization. It was a
process of integration, which implied partly endorsing the grammatical rules of the game. The issue of
the legitimacy of this integration process leads to question the nature of the grammars of public life I
observed and that individuals learnt to perform. The legitimacy of influence does not only depend on
the procedural conditions, but also of the content of what is transmitted.112 Meanings, not only
procedures, matter. Is learning a certain grammar of public life – in this case a participatory grammar –
better from a democratic point of view than holding private political views (then aggregated through
elections) or no opinion at all? Are all grammars of public life desirable independently of their
normative content? Is the mere publicity of the grammar – requiring the valorisation of the common
good and of a form of public-spiritedness from the citizens – sufficient? By learning a grammar of
public life – as we saw in Chapter 4 there are other grammars – individuals learn to play the citizen, to
act appropriately in a public setting, i.e. to take into account the common world. Then, some public
grammars might be better than others on normative grounds. At the roots of the participatory grammar
lies the idea that the role of citizen is better achieved by actively participating in the production of
public-policies. The content of this public grammar is therefore not a specific definition of the
common good, but a normative appreciation on the value of some procedural designs over others.
Then, the content and meaning of the common good is both the result of past civic traditions and
present collective negotiations.
While participation can have an influence on citizens, it remains to be seen whether this influence is
desirable from a democratic perspective. In my cases, citizens were influenced in a positive manner, as
they learned civic skills and were reacquainted with politics and public life. Making citizens more
competent can be seen as a democratic good in itself, independently of one’s underlying democratic
conception. As we saw, the nurturing of a more competent citizenry in participatory institutions often
resulted in the regeneration of representative government through the inclusion of new political elites.
From this perspective, the impact of the participatory grammar on individuals can be considered
positively. Some participants also became increasingly cynical about civic participation and politics at
large however. The education/domination question appears from this perspective crucial. When people
felt manipulated or fooled, they stopped participating and got increasingly cynical about the possibility
of re-enchanting politics. Feeling, on the contrary, to have had the opportunity to have a concrete
impact by taking public decisions, others became active political activists or local politicians, fighting
for the good of their community. Participatory democracy can therefore change people and people’s
lives. It can be the best as well as the worst thing, depending on how its principles are enacted.
Political will remains therefore central for social change; it can foster or impede it, which creates a
great responsibility for participatory democracy advocates. If institutions matter, those who design
them are probably even more important. The role of the social sciences in enlightening policy makers

112

Especially as procedures are themselves never neutral.
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appears therefore crucial for social change. Science does not only serve at interpreting the world, in so
doing, it is also working to change it.
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CONCLUSION

“It is difficult to conceive how men who have entirely
given up the habit of self-government should succeed in
making a proper choice of those by whom they are to be
governed; and no one will ever believe that a liberal,
wise and energetic government can spring from the
suffrages of a subservient people.”1
A. de Tocqueville, Democracy in America

Are participatory institutions schools of democracy? Do they teach people to act as good citizens,
nurture democratic skills and habits, transforming them into public-spirited actors? I would have liked
to answer these questions in a straightforward manner, to give a clear solution to this crucial political
dilemma and, in other words, to have a strong thesis in my thesis. The only answer this research
brought is: it depends. One of the central conclusions of this inquiry is that when people are given the
adequate social, cultural and institutional means, they can act competently in the public sphere and
take enlightened binding public decisions. Civic competence is not primarily a resource, but a product
of interactions; if adequately arose it therefore becomes accessible to the less armed citizens. I
therefore tried to concentrate on some specific explanatory factors, to see how and when people’s
trajectories were affected by their participatory experiences. I especially tried to go over the slogan
“institutions matter”, to enter the black box of participatory procedures and see the interactions and
social processes that arose. It allowed reaching some important conclusions that point towards four
decisive factors in the explanation of self-change. First of all, the bifurcation of individual trajectories
– or on the contrary their stability – depends on the previous political and personal experiences of the
participants. The degrees of politicization or depoliticization as well as their biographical availability
play crucial roles in self-change processes. Secondly, public discussion is decisive in the learning
processes taking place in participatory institutions. More precisely, the emergence of disagreement and
dissent in discussion appear as a necessary step in the process of politicization and change. Thirdly, as
self-change is largely a matter of the type of interactions developing in participatory institutions, the
1

A. de Tocqueville (1835) Democracy in America, New York: Alfred Knopf [1945] t. 2, p. 321.
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role of the dominant grammatical norms ruling the participatory institutions appear decisive in reorienting individual behaviour. More precisely, a particular emotion, shame felt under the eyes of a
public, appears as a powerful social mechanism in influencing actors’ performances. This nevertheless
raises some normative questions in terms of the legitimacy of such processes that can be seen as
manipulative or even as crude forms of symbolic domination. This is even more the case, as the role of
leaders – this is the fourth point – appears critical in enforcing the groups’ norms, exerting the power
of shame, and disciplining others’ conduct. All these points will be reviewed in turn, before moving to
a last issue, that of the potential democratization of the public sphere through the involvement of an
increasingly competent citizenry.

I. Empowerment and the production of new civic characters
One of the critical conclusions of this research could be in some regards a disillusion. Participatory
institutions are not magic; they cannot transform any individual into a skilful democratic citizen. Past
experiences matter too much, and PB institutions do not offer interactions intensive enough to allow
such a radical process of change. However, the research distinguished different types of trajectories
given the previous experiences of the actors. One of the crucial factors from this perspective is
unsurprisingly the previous political participation experiences of the actors. Politicized actors were not
radically affected in terms of politicization. Two main consequences of participation have nevertheless
been noticed. Either PB participation led to an extension of activists’ understanding of politics (such as
the “rediscovery of the territory” of Roman activists, who included local concerns and embeddedness
in the territory in their definition of politics) or on the contrary to an increased political
professionalism, PB participation being thus seen as a necessary step towards a local political career
(this happened in the three case-studies). The difference between these trajectories depends on the type
of politicization (more or less institutionalised or radical) and on the biographical availability of the
actors. Non-politicised actors have sometimes undergone important personal changes as well, taking
the form of a process of politicization. It happened through socialization to collective action (in
Morsang-sur-Orge, but also in Rome). More often, it took the form of a discursive change of the
actors, thus taking the role of the good citizens in the assembly, and becoming like professional
citizens, the PB being their main arena of participation. They became what I called PB activists. The
skills and competences learned in the process of participation were sometimes reinvested in other
public institutions, mostly associations and political parties. Most of the time, participants for whom
such reinvestment occurred had a certain biographical availability which allowed them to invest
themselves sufficiently into the PB to be affected by the experiences they lived. In other words,
empowerment requires time and emotional commitment. These conclusions are not sufficient
however. They just point out that some participants have higher opportunities for self-change – the
most available – and that their previous experiences might explain the process of change they
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underwent. This does not tell us how the process actually works in participatory governance
institutions. The role of public discussion and especially disagreement appear from this perspective
crucial.

II. The democratic role of dissent
One of the central activities of participatory institutions is public discussion. People talk to find
agreements on what to do about public funding. These discussions might be a succession of proposals,
monologically stated, written down, and not actually collectively debated. This type of discussion had
little impact on individuals. They might feel at best that they “were listened to” or that they “can make
a difference”, but will remain immune from such discussions. Only when discussions become
collective, when people listen to others’ arguments and answer each other, can people be affected.
This kind of discussion – that I defined as deliberation – can only emerge when disagreement is
voiced. Disagreement is scarce, because it is risky, but it might be expressed, as we saw in Chapter 6,
when a public decision is at stake, the discussion is well organised, and when some leaders – often
politicized actors – consider it worthwhile voicing dissent. Disagreement pushes actors to justify their
claims, to make explicit their assumptions and aims, and it therefore creates cleavages. Such
contentious situations do not leave people unaffected. Some speakers, stigmatised or ashamed, might
exit the institution and never come back. Others will come back and either accept the others’ counterarguments or convince them of the soundness of their own, thus redefining the collective rules of the
game. Some actors will in any case modify their public standings. They will then integrate the group
of good citizens of the institution, which might have a further impact on their personal and political
trajectory.
Despite its importance, dissent is rare in modern societies. It was rare as well in PB public meetings.
Most of the time people kept their grievances and disagreements private. However, once the stakes of
the discussion increased, people voiced their arguments more easily. Fostering the logic of voice over
exit or silence requires encouraging dissent at all the stages of the process with, for instance, microdecisions being taken regularly rather that at the end of the cycle. The Roman case, where microdecisions were constantly taken – probably overly implicitly, the power to decide whether a proposal
was kept or not resulting from a subtle influence game between the actors – is a good example of how
deliberative sequences can emerge when procedurally encouraged. The type of dissent that is created
is however crucial as well. The dynamic or Morsang-sur-Orge and Roman disagreements were
different. In Morsang-sur-Orge, citizens mostly criticised town councillors’ actions and engaged in
polemics about past bad practices. On the contrary, in Rome, people disagreed on what should be
done, on future potential projects and public investments. The presence or absence of politicians in
participatory institutions makes a crucial difference that I continued to observe during this research.
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III. Emotions, publicity and social norms
Saying that disagreement is crucial in the process of self-change is not sufficient however. I tried to go
further in the analysis by investigating the role of a powerful social emotion like shame felt under the
eyes of others. Disagreement is important in the process of self-change because it might be a chock or
a trauma for people. Change hardly occurs from routine. Something has to happen – a crisis, an
“épreuve” – for people to reconsider their normal behaviour. I scrutinised the different types of chocks
experienced by PB participants over this research. The “moral chocks” felt by Sevillan participants
discovering the living conditions of some of the poorest residents of the city did not leave them
immune. While Sevilla PB did not leave much room for public discussion, disagreement and shame to
occur, it provided the participants with direct sensitive experiences that affected their judgements and
eventually their trajectories. In Rome and Morsang-sur-Orge, where public discussion was central,
disagreement marked people. Confronted to the social norm of an existing group embodied by
powerful and charismatic leaders, people felt ashamed to have made grammatical mistakes. They felt
ridiculed to have been regarded as egoistic and self-interested. They could not stand being seen as
racists or conservatives. For some, this experience was too hard, and they simply left. For others,
motivated by the chance to make a difference, to impact local public policies, or simply “to do good”,
they stayed, changed their arguments (I never saw an outsider over my fieldwork convincing all the
others and thus redefining the entire rules of the game), and got integrated into the group.
Shame felt in public had therefore a deep civilizing function, as Norbert Elias had already underlined.
The process of civilization has mainly occurred through the progressive interiorisation by actors of
social norms through self-control mechanisms to avoid experiencing shame in public (Elias, 1939).
The desire to get others’ approval and the fear of conflict push people towards conformity. It seems to
me however that the hypothesis of the interiorisation of such norms – that is merely unverifiable – is
unnecessary in the case of PBs; it is sufficient to see that these norms are respected in situation,
sometimes with difficulty and tensions however.
Once the power of shame is identified, the issue of its legitimacy arises immediately. It implies at least
two important problems. Firstly, rules respected due to the power of shame are not good per se. As we
saw (Chapter 4), they stemmed from the complex interplay between national political culture,
customary civic practices and actors’ peculiar styles. The grammatical rules therefore varied a great
deal from one case to another. While they all praised the value of citizen participation, and made the
promotion of the common good the highest political value, different meanings were given to concepts
such as common good or citizenship. Some norms cannot be better or more legitimate than others
however. Legitimating a social process like the anticipation of shame by actors in the regulation of
their behaviour in public cannot come from the intrinsic value of some norms over others. The
legitimacy of such social processes depends on the origins of the grammatical rules and especially on
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the way they became dominant in the institution. Only a collective deliberation on the rules regulating
the interactions in these institutions can grant them legitimacy. It partly happened in Seville – with the
collective definition of the Autoreglamento – but the implicit norms regulating public behaviour were
not discussed as such. In all the cases, shame was experienced because a dominant group was able to
make the rules accepted, and make outsiders feel bad about not respecting them. In a word, shame
implied authority. The group of good citizens had the authority to impose certain norms on others, to
attribute rewards and sanctions, to integrate or exclude. Leaders appeared central in all the cases in the
enforcement of the rules, and therefore in the process of self-change itself; this raises the question of
influence, authority and domination over others however.

IV. The role of leaders: influence, authority and manipulation
As we saw at the end of Chapter 7, the boundary is thin between learning and manipulation, both
appearing as two ways of interpreting influence of some over others. The distinction between
manipulation and learning could mostly come from the intentions of the actors while exerting their
authority. Having opted for a non-mentalist perspective, it appeared impossible and unsuitable to
distinguish between interested influence – manipulation being defined as influence exerted in the aim
of secretly promoting one’s self-interest – and disinterested influence, i.e. aimed at others’ welfare,
that is learning. It was however possible to observe the gains one could get from influence processes.
The cases of Rome Municipio XI and Sevilla on the one hand, and of Morsang-sur-Orge on the other,
appear from this perspective different. In Rome and Sevilla, leaders were mostly activists and
politicised actors, belonging to local or national associations, political parties, unions and social
movements. They nevertheless participated as individual actors and not as representatives of their
organizations. It was therefore difficult to induce what kind of personal or interested gains these actors
could obtain from their influence over the discussion, the group norms and others in general. At best,
they managed to have an ideological influence on others, to expand their political views. The PB
assemblies offered activists a scene to express their political positions. On the contrary, in Morsangsur-Orge, leaders were most of the time elected officials. Even if this changed over time in some
neighbourhoods (such as in Wallon neighbourhood council where a group of citizens managed to get
progressively empowered and to put the elected official on the side), town councillors had a decisive
influence on the grammatical rules prevailing in Morsang-sur-Orge participatory institutions. In this
case, observable gains could more easily be noticed: legitimating one’s policy by including citizens in
the policy process, gaining support and even votes from citizens. Once, during my participant
observation experience in Morsang-sur-Orge house of citizenship I was surprised to hear some
members of the administration say, while discussing amongst themselves, “In the end, we’re here to
make them win the elections.” Even though my observations can be biased by the fact I had a
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participant observation experience in one of the cases and not in the others, the strategic motivations,
backed up by ideological ones as well, seem nevertheless clear in that case. Broadly speaking, it is
hard to distinguish between strategic oriented actions and disinterested actions in the case of political
parties, which have an interest (winning the elections, getting administrative positions, etc.) in having
their disinterested ideological orientations promoted. This is probably why the participation of elected
officials in participatory institutions is mostly negative, as their influence might always remain
overwhelming and easily turn into manipulation.

V. The democratization of the public sphere
This research allowed me to observe the emergence of four types of civic characters in PB institutions:
the cynic, the PB activist, the local civil society activist and the local politician. From these four
characters, four scenarios for the future of participatory democracy, and democracy tout court, can be
drawn, the dominance of one over the other depending on the type of subjectivity it will mostly
produce.2 If the majority of PB participants exit these institutions rapidly – as the high turnover rates
indicate – and become cynical citizens, it will mean the failure of participatory democracy to reenchant politics. Participatory democracy, failing to do politics differently, falls back in citizens’
views into the traditional traps of representative government. Far from reducing the distance between
citizens and politics, participatory democracy will have burnt one of the last chances against the
growing specialisation of politics and the exclusion of the public. If, on the contrary, participatory
democracy manages to produce a majority of PB activists (but the same can be true for other
institutions), it will become increasingly autonomous, a specific realm within civil society emerging;
with its own actors (and researchers), next to associations, social movements and political parties.
This, however, requires firstly a greater institutionalisation of these participatory bodies. If they
manage to do so, participatory democracy might be able to embody these new intermediary bodies
between society and the political sphere, between citizens and the res publica. One of the drawbacks
of such a scenario is that participatory democracy might constitute depoliticised intermediation bodies,
offering a consensual definition of the common good. Far from re-politicizing citizens, it would on the
contrary institutionalise depoliticization. The link between participatory democracy and politicization
depends to a large extent on its relationship with social movements.
A third scenario makes participatory democracy a producer of local civil society activists.
Participatory institutions would work as arenas of politicization and acquisition of political skills that
could easily be reinvested in other fields. Given its inclusiveness, participatory democracy institutions
could embody arenas of empowerment and consciousness-raising for ordinary citizens. By nurturing
new activists for local associations and social movements, participatory democracy would boost the
2

These scenarios are partly inspired from M.H. Bacqué, H. Rey & Y. Sintomer (2005) Gestion de proximité et
démocratie participative, op. cit., conclusion.
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critical potential of civil society. The risk, however, is that participatory democracy might not live
long if all the characters it manages to produce exit the institution to participate in other civic arenas. If
participatory institutions loose all their leaders, the members of the groups of good citizens being
tempted by other forms of engagement, they will need to be in a constant renewal, capable of
attracting new recruits, which is extremely difficult as the constant concerns about the low levels of
participation in these institutions attest. Hence the interest of mixing two of these paths together, the
production of PB and local civil society activists, the two enriching themselves mutually. Finally, in
the last scenario, participatory institutions mostly produce local professional politicians. The political
field manages to co-opt the most skilful citizens, thus integrating the municipal lists for the elections.
It would diversify the recruitment of local political elites and increase their (social, territorial and
political) proximity with citizens. In this regard, participatory democracy would renew the recruitment
of local political elites, and, in so doing, would regenerate representative government. Participatory
institutions would not substitute political parties in their function of production and selection of
political elites, but could nevertheless complement them given the crisis they undergo. In this case, far
from the radical alternative to representative government some make of participatory democracy, the
critique it embodies would merely be endogenised, making representation stronger and more
legitimate.
One of the main consequences of PB participation seems therefore to be the emergence of new local
elites, be they PB or local civil society activists, or local politicians. The question then concerns the
democratic legitimacy of these new local elites. While participatory democracy was at first aimed at
democratizing the access to the public sphere, it ended up reproducing delegation mechanism, all the
more as these leaders have often more cultural and educational resources than the rank-and-file PB
participants do. “Cens caché” processes are powerful, and the new leaders indeed embody a new elite.
A new intermediation body has thus been created between citizens and distant political
representatives, merely unelected voluntary and committed citizens. In some regards, participatory
democracy can appear as a functional palliative to the declining traditional intermediation bodies that
political parties and trade unions were. But does more intermediation mean more democracy? It above
all means better representation. The future of participatory democracy and in the mean time of
representative government all depends on the type of civic characters it will be able to nurture. If
firstly increasing political cynicism or creating new political elites, participatory democracy will end
up reinforcing representative government. Creating active and critical citizens, it might play an
important role in the deepening of democracy. While participatory experiences are always criticised
for giving too much power to unwise and incompetent men, I hope to have shown that the question
needs to be reverted; it is only by giving more power to the people that it might become wise and
competent.
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Appendix 1

Direct Observation:
A Quantitative Picture

Direct observation of public assemblies is the core empirical material of this research. Throughout the
thesis I quoted and referred to different moments of interaction within the PB assemblies I observed.
As I defined civic competence firstly as the capacity to speak in public in a grammatically correct
manner, it derived almost naturally that I had to show how people spoke during PB assemblies. The
picture I presented was therefore largely qualitative, referring firstly to the words actually voiced by
speakers and their mode of expression.
It is however also interesting to offer a quantitative picture of the PB assemblies. As I said in Chapter
5, numbers are important for PB legitimacy. One of the mottos of participatory budgeting could indeed
be: the more, the better. As will be seen in the following tables, attendance varied a great deal from
one assembly to the other. This was firstly due to the different types of assemblies that were
organized. Especially, in Rome Municipio XI and Sevilla PBs, there were both large voting
assemblies, and much smaller working groups aimed at collective discussion. The diversity of the
attendance rates was however also due to the different degrees of mobilization of local communities in
the different neighbourhoods of the cities I studied.
The data presented here is mostly indicative, and was used very little in the development of the
argument of the thesis. The number of speakers per assembly does not tell much for instance, as the
number of assemblies observed is too small and their nature very different. While Morsang-sur-Orge
PB assemblies were mostly discursive assemblies (as there were no election assemblies in the PB
process) in Rome and Sevilla, the election of delegates (PA in Rome) and voting assemblies (VA in
Rome and Sevilla) were mostly aggregative assemblies where collective discussion had little role. The
only discursive moments were when candidates introduced themselves or when participants defended
the voting of certain proposals over others. Sevilla PB tours were as well little discursive, as they were
aimed at seeing the proposals, not so much at discussing them collectively. These types of assemblies
were therefore very different from the small groups’ discussions (working groups in Rome, district
councils or motor groups in Sevilla).
Finally, the direct observation guide used for this research is also presented, to provide the reader with
an idea of what I directed my eyes and ears to.
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1. Participants to Morsang-sur-Orge PB assemblies1

Participants
Assembly

Date

Speakers

Length
Men

Women

Total

Men

Women

Total

NC Cachin

18.01.05

2h

11

4

15

8

4

12

Workshop
HLM

19.01.05

2h

6

9

15

5

7

12

NC
Langevin

21.01.05

2h30

7

10

17

6

9

17

NC Curie

09.03.05

3h

9

4

13

9

4

13

Workshop
Agglo

15.03.05

2h30

32

14

46

15

2

17

Workshop
Urban
planning

22.03.05

3h

18

5

23

13

3

16

NC Curie

21.04.05

2h

8

7

15

6

5

11

Workshop
Education

13.10.05

2h30

100

3

13

16

1

I only included in this table the PB assemblies (neighbourhood councils and thematic
workshops), living on the side many of the other public assemblies I observed (22 of them)
that were more informal, exceptional, or indirectly linked to the participatory budget, even if
they were part of the participatory landscape of the city. NC means “neighbourhood
councils”.
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Workshop
Citizenship

18.10.05

3h

7

6

13

7

6

13

NC
Langevin

04.11.05

3h

12

16

28

12

16

28

NC Jaures

15.11.05

3h

17

11

28

7

4

11

Workshop
Citizenship

18.11.05

2h

4

8

12

4

8

12

NC Wallon

21.11.05

2h30

12

14

26

7

6

13

NC Buisson

23.11.05

2h

11

9

20

7

4

11

NC
Robespierre

26.11.05

2h

17

19

36

7

10

17

NC Cachin

06.12.05

2h

15

10

25

13

7

20

Workshop
Citizenship

08.12.05

2h30

5

7

13

5

7

13

Workshop
Urban
Planning

12.12.05

2h30

16

16

32

10

5

15

Workshop
Citizenship

05.01.06

2h

6

8

14

6

8

14
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NC Wallon

10.01.06

2h30

13

9

22

7

3

10

NC
Robespierre

12.01.06

2h

6

14

20

4

7

11

NC
Langevin

13.01.06

1h30

4

1

5

4

1

5

NC Buisson

22.02.06

2h30

7

6

13

7

5

12

NC Wallon

23.02.06

3h

7

15

22

3

9

12

NC Cachin

24.02.06

3h

14

5

19

7

3

10

NC Wallon

23.03.06

2h

6

8

14

3

5

8

Workshop
Citizenship

29.03.06

2h30

13

11

24

7

4

11

Total from 27assemblies

291

251

542

201

170

371

Average per assembly

11

9

20

8

6

14

Ratio per assembly

53.7%

46.3%

100%

54.2%

45.8%

100%

Speakers by Gender

Men
Women
Total

Participants

Speakers

Ratio of speakers

291
251
542

201
170
371

69%
68%
68%
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2. Participants to Rome Municipio XI PB assemblies2

Participants
Assembly

Date

Speakers

Length
Men

Women

Total

Men

Women

Total

PA Ottavo
Colle

02.02.05

2 :30

56

4

3

7

PA
Garbatella

03.02.05

2 :30

116

2

10

12

PA
Montagnola

04.02.05

2 :15

156

8

7

15

PA San
Paolo

07/02/2005

2 :30

237

3

4

7

08.02.05

2 :15

111

11

6

17

15.02.05

2 :00

86

6

0

6

16.02.05

2 :15

110

2

1

3

WG 1
Garbatella

17.02.05

2 :00

6

12

18

3

3

6*

WG 2
Garbatella

03.03.05

2 :00

6

11

17

2

3

5/7

PA Roma 70

PA
Tormarencia

PA Ostiense

2

Here are only listed 52 of the 54 Roman PB assemblies I observed, as one of them was an inter-neighbourhood
assembly, having a different status (i twas exceptional) than the more routinised other PB assemblies, and the
other was more like an informal working group meeting organised by participants willing to deepen some point
of the projects they wanted to set up through the PB. PA means “plenary assembly”, i.e. the delegate election
meetings. VA means “voting assemblies”, i.e. meetings in which PB proposals are voted and ranked. WG means
“working groups” meetings.
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WG 3
Garbatella

07.04.05

2 :10

5

14

19

1

5

6/11

WG 4
Garbatella

05.05.05

2 :00

7

9

16

3

2

5/6

22.02.05

2 :15

16

9

25

9

6

15

WG 2
Montagnola

01.03.05

2 :00

12

10

22

6

4

10

WG 3
Montagnola

05.04.05

2:00

8

5

13

8

5

13

WG 4
Montagnola

03.05.05

2:30

5

5

10

5

5

10

WG 1
Ostiense

23.02.05

2:15

11

4

15

5

2

7

WG 3
Ostiense

13.04.05

2:00

3

3

6

3

3

6

WG 4
Ostiense

11.05.05

2:00

6

8

14

4

6

10

WG 1
Roma 70

21.02.05

2:15

9

11

20

5

10

15

WG 3
Roma 70

12.04.05

2:00

11

7

18

8

3

11/11*

WG 1
Montagnola
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WG 4
Roma 70

10.05.05

2 :15

6

8

14

6

8

14

WG 1
San Paolo

28.02.05

2 :00

8

13

21

1

5

6/10*

WG 3
San Paolo

03.04.05

2 :00

6

14

20

2

5

7/9

WG 4
San Paolo

02.05.05

2 :20

4

8

12

3

8

11

WG 2
Tormarancia

02.03.05

1 :40

7

2

9

7

2

9

WG 3
Tormarancia

06.04.05

2 :00

4

5

9

4

5

9

WG 4
Tormarancia

04.05.05

2 :00

6

3

9

6

3

9

VA
San Paolo

06.06.05

3:15

232

1

1

2**

VA
Montagnola

07.06.05

3 :00

149

4

1

5

VA
Tormarancia

08.06.05

2 :30

68

4

1

5

VA
Garbatella

09.06.05

3 :00

119

0

2

2

VA
Roma 70

14.06.05

3 :00

80

4

2

6
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VA
Ostiense

15.06.05

WG 1
Garbatella

19.01.06

2 :30

96

0

1

1

5

9/11*

2 :00

9

9

18

4

09.02.06

2 :00

7

11

18

3

02.03.06

1 :30

2

4

6

2

WG 1
Montagnola

18.01.06

1 :45

7

7

14

7

7

14

WG 2
Montagnola

09.02.06

2 :15

11

6

17

11

6

17

WG 3
Montagnola

01.03.06

1 :15

3

2

5

3

2

5

WG 4
Montagnola

29.03.06

2 :00

8

6

14

6

5

11

24.01.06

1 :45

12

7

19

9

3

12

13.02.06

1 :45

6

3

9

6

3

9

07.03.06

1 :50

6

6

12

5

4

9

23.01.06

1 :45

12

5

17

4

3

7/8*

WG 2
Garbatella

WG 3
Garbatella

WG 1
Ostiense
WG 2
Ostiense

WG 3
Ostiense

WG 1
Roma 70
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5

4

8/10*

6

WG 2
Roma 70

12.02.06

1 :45

8

5

13

6

3

9

WG 3
Roma 70

06.03.06

1 :45

6

4

10

4

4

8

WG 2
San Paolo

06.02.06

2 :00

0

5

5

0

5

5

WG 4
San Paolo

27.03.06

2 :30

0

9

9

0

9

9

WG 1
Tormarancia

17.01.06

1:40

5

2

7

5

2

7

WG 2
Tormarancia

07.02.06

1:30

2

3

5

2

3

5

28.03.06

1:30

3

3

6

3

3

6

WG 4
Tormarancia

* Speakers in one of the working groups I observed – not all of them – as the participants were divided
into small discussion groups. In the other WG sessions, the groups were not split.
** Voting Assemblies were not aimed at fostering collective discussion or even public speech, but at
voting, and thus ranking PB proposals. Hence the little number of speakers for these sessions.

Total from 39 WG assemblies***
Average per assembly
Ratio per assembly

253

258

511

6

6

12

49.5%

50.5%

100%

*** PA and VA are excluded from this table as it they embody different type of public assemblies – in
which speech is little important and in which I could not get the gender ratio.
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3. Participation to Sevilla PB assemblies3

Participants
Assembly

Date

Speakers

Length
Men

Women

Total

Men

Women

Total

VA Los
Remdedios

30.05.05

4h

55

63

118

10

5

15

VA El
Esqueleto

31.05.05

4h30

71

136

207

28

12

40

VA
Carteros
Norte

01.06.05

2h

6

14

20

2

4

6

Grupo
Motor
San
Jeronimo

02.06.05

2h

4

2

6

4

2

6

Tour El
Esqueletto

14.09.05

2h30

5

3

8

5

3

8

Tour Cerro
del Aguila

15.09.05

2h30

5

7

12

5

7

12

Tour Casco
Antiguo

16.09.05

3h

3

1

4

3

1

4

3h

51

32

83

26

9

37

City PB
Council

19.09.05

Tour Casco
Antiguo

21.09.05

2h30

3

1

4

3

1

4

City PB
coucil

03.04.06

3h

41

18

59

17

9

26

FP Polygono
Sur

04.04.20
06

1h30

5

14

19

5

11

16

FP San
Pablo

05.04.06

2h

11

7

18

9

3

12

3

VA means “voting assemblies”, I which PB proposals are voted and ranked and PB delegates elected.
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FP Casco
Antiguo

06.04.06

1h30

5

8

13

4

7

11

Tour City
Schools

18.09.06

4h

3

6

9

3

6

9

Tour Casco
Antiguo

19.09.06

3h

3

4

7

3

4

7

Tour South
District

20.09.06

3h

4

4

8

4

4

8

Tour East
District

21.09.06

3h30

4

3

7

4

3

7

City PB
council

25.09.06

2h30

5

11

16

5

9

14

26.09.06

3h

3

2

5

3

2

5

27.09.06

2h30

3

2

5

3

2

5

Total from 20 assemblies

290

338

628

146

106

252

Average per assembly

14

17

20

7

5

12

46.1%

53.9%

100%

57.9%

42.1%

100%

District
Council
Casco
Antiguo
District
Council
South
District

Ratio per assembly

Speakers by Gender

Men
Women
Total

Participants

Speakers

Ratio of speakers

290
338
628

146
106
252

50%
31%
40%
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Direct Observation Guide4

1. Formal Organisation
Participants:
-

Number of participants

-

Gender: Number of men/Number of women

-

Number of speakers during the session (repartition by gender)

-

Spatial organization: circular form (2)/semi-circular form (1) /tribune vs. audience (0)

-

Organization of the debate: How is the moderator selected? Who is he/she? Public
official/Politician/lay citizen/President of the assembly/Rotation vs. permanence

-

One big group or multiple small groups

-

Speech limits: formal (number of minutes) or informal procedures (the moderator makes
comments when he/she evaluate the speaker talked for too long)

-

Length of the session: Starting and finishing time

Quality of the Deliberative Procedures:
-

Argumentation: Are participants arguing and trying to convince each other?

-

Publicity: Is the meeting organised in a public place?

-

Inclusion: Is Participation open to anyone? Does any membership card or invitation necessary
to participate? Does the organizing committee send information to the inhabitants of the
neighbourhood?

-

Equality: Can anyone speak up and vote at the end of the process?

-

Consensus: Is there any procedural rules favouring the arrival at consensus? Is majority voting
accepted at the end of the process?

Quality of the discussion:5
-

Level of justification: no justification, inferior qualified or sophisticated justification

-

Content of justification: justification in terms of self-interest, group interest, or the common
good.

-

Technical vs. political arguments

-

Who is using what type of justifications? Social background of the speakers.

4

This guide is partly inspired by the “direction for empirical research” offered by Shawn Rosenberg in his paper,
“Examining three conceptions of deliberative democracy: A field experiment”, Paper prepared for the
Conference on Empirical Approaches to Deliberative Politics, European University Institute, Florence, May 2122, 2004.
5
The quality of discussion criteria are partely drawn from the DQI built by Jürg Steiner and his colleagues. See
J. Steiner, A. Bachtiger, M. R. Steenbergen, and M. Spörndli (2004) Deliberative Politics in Action: Analysing
Parliamentary Discourse, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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-

Level of respect concerning counterarguments: are counterarguments ignored, included but
degraded, included neutrally or included and valued by the speaker?

-

Constructive politics: is the speaker sitting on his/her position, making an alternative or a
mediating proposal?

2. Mode of interaction
How are individual orienting to each other?
-

Antagonistic vs. cooperative behaviour

-

Degree of mutual respect

-

Formal vs. friendship relationships

How are individuals speaking to each other?
-

Self-oriented vs. other-oriented speeches

-

Argumentative discourses or self-expressive ones

-

Are they talking to each other directly or orienting their arguments towards the moderator?

-

Aware of the difficulties of communication, trying to make themselves understood (by
eventually repeating or rephrasing arguments)

How are individuals listening to each other?
-

Are participants speaking while another one is doing so?

-

Is the moderator interrupting someone trying to cut short a speaker?

-

Are they defensive or responsive?

-

Are they restating each other arguments before speaking

Are participants consistent across time?
-

Comparing past and present words: Are they using the same arguments to justify their
positions from one session to another? Or are they, on the contrary, moving strategically from
one argument to another to be more convincing to the audience?

-

Comparing words and actions: Do participants try to put forwards their common good
proposals (their words) through specific actions like community organizing, campaigning,
launching information campaigns, organizing demonstrations, etc.?
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Appendix 2

Interviews:
Participants Profiles

I conducted many interviews – of different types – over this research. I first conducted interviews with
the administration, to get basic information about the cases, their history, organization and political
context. I thus interviewed twice the local councillors in charge of the participatory budget in Rome
Municipio XI and Morsang-sur-Orge – respectively Luciano Ummarino and Francis Diener. In the
first interview, I obtained information about the history and the creation of the PB in the two cities. In
the second one, I got their impressions on the recent evolutions of the PB. In Sevilla however, I could
only conduct interviews with the organizing administration.
My research project being nevertheless centred on lay citizens’ relationship to politics, most of the
interviews were conducted with PB participants. I thus interviewed about 10 citizens for each case,
trying to choose actors with different profiles, in terms of politicization, previous experiences of
participation and socio-economic background. In a word, I tried to interview the different characters of
the PBs, even if it was sometimes difficult, given the relative absence of some characters in the
assemblies (most of the Sevillan interviewees were for instance politicized). I also chose to interview
people participating regularly to the PB assemblies, i.e. members of the groups of good citizens. This
choice was due to both the will to focus on people committed to participatory democracy, and to the
reluctance of PB outsiders and irregular participants to be interviewed.
I managed to interview some of the participants more than once, thus scrutinizing the evolution of
their representations and relationships to local politics and the PB over time. I could not do that more
systematically however – as I had planned initially. Turnover rates were indeed relatively high in PB
assemblies, so that most of the participants I interviewed during the first year were not there in the
second one. Some had dropped out; others, in Sevilla and Rome Municipio XI, could not be delegate
two years in a row – as defined in the Autoreglamento – and therefore had stepped back for a year or
participated less intensively.
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Although these interviews were relatively structured on the paper, the interviewees had a tough time
talking in front of a tape-recorder. The interviews were relatively loosely structured in practice, as the
aim was to let citizens reconstruct the personal and political trajectory that led them to get involved in
a participatory budget institution. I therefore opted for life-history interviews, focusing on their
previous experiences of participation – if any – and their political socialization, to reach progressively
their experience in the PB, their motives for participating, their impressions, deceptions and hopes
about it. The interview guide presented below will better inform readers interested in the type of
questions I asked, even if the guide was only flexibly followed, depending on the interviewees’
answers and overall discourses.
Finally, I opted to present one interview here, to show the type of life-history interviews I conducted. I
chose a Roman participant – Alessandra – firstly because of the quality of the interview, but also due
to its recurrent use in the different chapters of the thesis. A further presentation and justification is
provided below.
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1. Citizens interviewed in Morsang-sur-Orge

Name

Neighbourhood

Gender

Age

Job

Christian

Langevin

M

54

Juliette

Langevin

F

Marcel

Buisson

Mathieu

Political
Party/
Association

Last
National Vote

Last
Local
Vote

Date of
Interview

Length
of
interview

Type of
Character

Retired
(RATP)

PCF

PCF

17.01.06

75

Good
neighbour

43

Stylist

PS

UMP

29.11.05

85

Concerned
parent

M

68

Retired

No

PCF

18.01.06

85

Parochial
old man

Buisson

M

34

Consultant

PS

PS

30.01.06

80

Experienced
activist

Annie

Courbet

F

47

Unempl
oyed

No

No

29.11.05

120

Good
neighbour

Tatiana

Robespierre

F

32

Public
official

PS

PS

09.12.05

90

Concerned
parent

Nicole

Wallon

F

53

Secretary

White

PCF

24.02.06

75

Good
neighbour

PS

FCPE
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2. Citizens interviewed in Rome Municipio XI
Name

Neighbourhood

Gender

Age

Job

Antonio

Montagnola

M

39

Manager

Valentina

Garbatella

F

26

student

Alessandro

Montagnola

M

46

Rita

Garbatella

F

Alesandra

San Paolo

Mohamad

Political
Party/
Association

Last
National
Vote

Last
Local
Vote

Date of
Interview

Length
of
interview

Character

White

White

07.02.05

50

Good
neighbour

RC

RC

08.02.05

90

Young
leftist

Assurance
employee

DS

DS

01.03.05

55

Good
neighbour

69

Retired

No

No

21.02.05

70

Parochial
old lady

F

32

Student

RC

RC

03.03.05

105

Young
leftist

Ostiense

M

32

Worker

No

No

04.03.05

50

Community
leader

Daniele

Ostiense

M

24

Student

No

No

03.03.05

20

Good
neighbour

Silvino

San Paolo

M

66

Retired

No

No

11.04.05

90

Good
neighbour

Simona

San Paolo

F

35

Public
employee

RC

RC

04.05.05

65

Concerned
parent

Floriana

San Paolo

F

66

Retired

Community
Association

RC

RC

28.03.2006

65

Good
neighbour

Alessandra
(2)

San Paolo

F

33

Student

SCI

RC

RC

29.03.06

50

Young
leftist

Valentina
(2)

Garbatella

F

27

Student

Action

RC

RC

12.04.06

105

Young
leftist

Action

SCI
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3. Citizens interviewed in Sevilla

Political
Party/
Association

Last
National
Vote

Last
Local
Vote

Date of
Interview

Length

Retired

DS

DS

DS

21.06.05

180

Experienced
activist

66

Retired

Community
association

IU

IU

20.06.05

75

Experienced
activist

M

58

Retired

IU

IU

IU

17.06.05

105

Experienced
activist

Cerro del
Aguila

F

30

House
wife

Community
Association

IU

IU

20.06.05

105

Good
neighbour

Anastasia

Macarena

F

57

Public
Employee

Migrant
association

No

No

25.09.05

145

Experienced
activist

Antonia

Polygono
Sur

F

71

Retired

PSOE/
community
Association

PSOE

PSOE

20.06.05

65

Good
neighbour

Name

Neighbourhood

Gender

Age

Ana

Casco
Antiguo

F

62

Manolo

Polygono
Sur

M

Joaquin

Polygono
Sur

Carmen

Job

Character

of
interview

Antonio

Alcosa

M

52

Professor

PCE/
Community
Association

IU

IU

29.09.06

100

Experienced
activist

Manolo
(2)

Polygono
Sur

M

67

Retired

Local
association

IU

IU

30.09.06

60

Experienced
activist
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Interview Guide

Socio-demographic Information
Name
Age
Gender
Marital Status
Education
Profession
Religion
Vote in the last national elections
Vote in the last local elections

Actors’ motivations
Question 1: “To start, I’d like that you tell me how you came to be involved in this institution in the
first place? How did you ear about it? Why did you decide to participate?”
Question 2A. “Do you think it is also important for your community to participate in that kind of
institution?”
Question 2B. “Why do you think it is important or good?”
Question 3: “More generally, would you say politics is something important for you?”
Question 4: “Did you have any political experience beforehand? Have you ever been (or are you still)
member of a political party, a voluntary association, a trade union, a social movement organization?
Why did you participate at the time? (If applicable) Why did you stop?
Question 5: “How would you define yourself politically?”

Expectations and impressions on the institution
Question 6: “What kind of expectations did you have before participating?”
Question 7: “What kind of impressions do you have after this first experience of participation?”
Question 8: “What kind of impressions do you have now that the participation process is over?”
Question 9: “Is there anything that you found especially satisfying and positive in this experience? On
the contrary, do you have an example of something you found especially disappointing or negative in
this experience?
Question 10: “Did you speak up during the public sessions? Have you had the opportunity to express
yourself publicly like that in the past? Was it difficult to speak up in public?”
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Contact with other participants
Question 11: “Overall, would you say you have had good relationships with the other participants?
Where your relationships with the others especially good at certain specific moments? During the
sessions? During the informal discussions? At any other time?”
Question 12: “Would you say that the atmosphere was relaxed or on the contrary rather tensed? Do
you have an example of a situation where the atmosphere was especially tensed? On the contrary, do
you have an example of a situation where the atmosphere was especially relaxed?”
Question 13: “Would you say people were rather friendly with you or on the contrary aggressive?
Were others friendlier in some specific situations? On the contrary, do you have examples of situations
where some of them were especially aggressive?
Question 14: “Do you think you will see some of them again afterwards?”
Question 15: “Do you consider that some of them have become your friends?”
Question 16: “If yes, are they the kind of people you were used to hang out with? Would you say you
share political, ideological, religious, or any type of beliefs with them, or are on the contrary rather
different from yourself?”
Question 17: “Would you say that these participants had or still have an influence on you? Would you
say that meeting them influenced you from a political perspective? Do you have an example of a
person you met there (anonymous) that had an influence on your opinion on a specific issue?”

Argumentation and Conviction
Question 18: “Would you say you tried to convince the other participants of the rightfulness of your
arguments during this process? If yes, was it difficult or even conflictual?”
Question 19: “Do you think you manage to convince some of them? Do you remember a specific
occasion or debate when you manage to convince some of them?”
Question 20: “What kind of arguments did you use to convince them in this case?”
Question 21: “Would you say you were convinced about the rightfulness of your arguments or did you
sometimes used easy arguments to persuade others?”
Question 22: “On the contrary, do you remember a specific issue on which you change your opinion
during this process?”
Question 23: “At what point of the process would you say to have changed your mind? In the middle
of it, at the end, a few weeks later while rethinking about it, or at any other time?”
Question 24: “Would you say that on this specific issue you changed your mind because you were
convinced by someone else argument? If yes, do you remember what kind of argument was it and who
was the person who pronounced it?” (Friend/anonymous; same social status/different social status)
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Information and Education
Question 25: “Overall would you say you learned something thanks to this experience? What kind of
things do you feel to have learnt?”
Question 26: “Do you have the impression to know more about the issue at stake? What is the more
important thing you think you have learnt about this issue?”
Question 27: “Would you say that in some cases the new information you received made you change
your mind on a specific issue? Do you remember a specific issue where this happened?”
Question 28: “Do you feel, after this experience, that you can have an influence on the fate of your
neighbourhood, city, region, country, etc.?”
Question 29: “Do you feel this experience teach you to speak in public? Why? Do you feel more
confident to speak up in public now than before?

Self-change perception
Question 30: “Overall do you feel that this experience changed you or had a strong influence on you?
In which way?”
Question 31: “Do you feel that this experience had an influence on your overall political opinions or
ideology?”
Question 32: “Do you feel this experience helped you to become more tolerant of differences of
opinions? Would you say you accept more easily ideas different from yours than in the past?
Question 33: “Do you feel that this experience had an influence on your overall judgement of the way
democracy works in your country?”
Question 34: “Do you think that after this experience you will have the will to keep on participating in
politics? If yes, in a political party, a voluntary association, a trade union, social movement
organization, etc.? Why?”
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Alessandra: a young leftist

I met Alessandra at the first assembly of San Paolo’s neighbourhood. We were both on time, and
started to speak rather easily. She is a pretty talkative 32 year old girl, easy-going and smiley
backstage. There is indeed a strong discrepancy between her ease to communicate face-to-face, as a
Neapolitan girl, and her stress to speak in public. While she had to introduce herself for the election of
the delegates, she refused to speak with a microphone and made a very short and unclear speech,
obliviously overcome by emotions. She was nevertheless elected delegate of her assembly, and
seemed rather proud of it. We met a few weeks later, after the 1st meeting of the working group. We
met at her place, on a rainy evening and we spent almost two hours talking together. The interview
started informally, as we went for a walk outside, to walk the dog, and started to speak about different
issues. After about half an hour of casual discussion, I made clear that this was not the interview per
se, and that it would be nice to get in so that I could record her words. But the initial conversation
helped a lot in creating a nice and friendly atmosphere, and therefore a good interview.
Alessandra has been a member, for a year, of an important national association, Il Servicio Civile
Internazionale, whose siege, the Casale Garibaldi, is in San Paolo neighbourhood. She became a
participant of the PB in this way, as she was designated by her association to “represent” them
(ambiguous notion however, as she will explain) in the PB process. Her motivations were therefore
largely collective, more than individual, even though she feels a tension between these two notions, as
she presented herself as both the voice of her association and a member of the territory (even if she
does not live in the neighbourhood). Even if she is a member of an association, she is not really
politicized. She “feels on the left”, but does not really know to which party she belongs; so that she
often moves from one party to the other when it comes to voting, even if DS and RC are her
favourites. She clearly stated she does not feel like a radical, and does not really understand and share
the radicalism of groups like the Desobbedienti. She however comes from a leftist background, as her
family, from her grandfather (who is a RC senator), used to be communist, and still votes for
Rifondazione Comunista. She says this kind of education largely conditions one’s values. Her parents
are part of the upper middle-class, as her mother used to be a high-school teacher and her father to
work for the national aerial system. Despite her politicized background, she acknowledges knowing
and understanding little about politics. She started to “be part of a group”, as she felt isolated in a big
city like Rome. For her, associational participation was a way to create social links, more than to fulfil
an ideological function. Especially, she will tell me during the interview that she passed a very
difficult period a few years ago, a long two years depression, that changed her life; “there was a before
and an after.” She seems to remain rather fragile psychologically, really sensitive, as she told me for
instance about a recent meeting of her association where she started crying after some collective
criticisms. Her psychological weaknesses largely explain why she is still, at the age of 32, a student
living with her parents. She finally managed to graduate in law, but realized she was not willing to
work in the judicial sector. She therefore kept on studying in the social sector, which she is still doing
at the time.
She seems overall rather positive about the PB experience. She sees it as an embryo of selfgovernment, which is highly promising. Even if she was hoping more people would participate she
considers it as an interesting experiment. She had nevertheless some relational problems with some
participants, especially some members of Neighbourhood Committees, who have in her opinion a
rather authoritative style. According to her, the main goal of the PB is not so much to put forward
concrete improvements and projects, but rather to bring people together, to give the opportunity to
meet others, which she sees as really important. As a matter of fact, as a member of the culture and
youth policies working group, she proposed to organize inter-generational and inter-cultural events to
favour diversity and personal exchanges. Insisting on the notion of “the invisible”, concerning mainly
immigrants and poor people, she appears more as a cultural wannabe leftist, recent member of an
activist milieu, on the process of socialization and formation towards political militancy. Her
participation to the PB is, in this sense, another step in her personal process of politicization.
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Interestingly, I had the chance to do a second interview with Alessandra more than a year after the first
one, to see how she had been affected by her participation. She insisted especially on the “rediscovery
of the territory” PB participation allowed her to achieve.
I chose to present this interview here, as it was probably one of the most interesting I managed to
conduct over my research. Having a relaxed and friendly relationship helped Alessandra to talk about
herself in a very personal way. While she is not a typical young leftist, the description of her trajectory
appears subtle enough to be worth presenting.

Socio-demographic Information
Name: Alessandra
Age: 32
Gender: Female
Assembly: San Paolo
Marital Status: Single
Education: Graduated in Law
Profession: student
Religion: No
Vote in the last national elections: Rifondazione Comunista
Vote in the last local elections: Rifondazione Comunista
Date: 03.03.2005

J: What I’d like to understand is how you took the decision to participate in the participatory budget in
the first place?
A: The association – The International Civil Service (ICS) – told me there was this project called “the
city of utopia” taking place in the Casale Garibaldi in Rome, which is a squatted building (that the
Municipio gave us 3 years ago finally) in which the association is based. It’s nice because many
people from the neighbourhood come to the Casale … anyway, in one of the meetings we had, they
told me about the PB and of the fact that someone from our group could participate in it. Last year
there was already someone who participated for the association, a guy called Miguel. Did you meet
him?
J: No, I don’t know him.
A: Ah, ok ... And this year there was this election – where you and I met – and where I was really
emotional, because I had to introduce myself to people I didn’t know them, because they were people
who did not go to the Casale, and I had never participated in a local community association. And I
ended up being elected delegate, and participating in a neighbourhood in which I don’t live, but where
I am all the time as I come for the ICS’s activities. My first impression was, you saw it, that I was
really moved, I couldn’t take the microphone, and I indeed didn’t take it … especially to say “vote for
me”, I didn’t like saying “vote for me”. Because I felt different … I felt I didn’t belong there … I
introduced myself, saying that “because of the association, etc. …” but I don’t like this thing of the
election. Then we had the first working group meeting, and I met really nice people, humanly, the
facilitators, and it’s true that 2 hours are too short, as it does not really give the possibility of selfgovernment, self-regulation, which is a bit the idea of the Municipio I think.
That’s to say that there are groups of people starting to get to know each other and who decide to put
in common their enthusiasm, energy, and projects and then, in Naples we say “from things spring
other things” [she laughs] … But if at 7pm they have to put people outside and close the doors, it
creates a tension, a confusion … I think it’s very important, especially at the beginning, that the
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facilitators from the Municipio explain everything, like the competences of the Municipio, the
different thematic areas, everything. Because I have myself some difficulties in distinguishing
between competences. … In that case, I can ask people in the association, but the old lady from the
neighbourhood who comes once, she is excluded, in the sense that if you don’t give some clues, a
stimulus at the beginning, it’s possible that people don’t come back. And it’s a pity.
And then, what I told you before, but that was not recorded, is the fact that it is not easy to participate
in a shared way. Because everyone claims to have a special role, to have a role, meaning “Here I am”,
which is natural in the end ... but there are people that are a bit preposterous, who are mentally not
very flexible, who claim things in their own interest or in the interest of their association. For instance,
I had some problems at the beginning because I had written a letter to the Municipio, and I had made a
mistake, writing “I want to be candidate to represent the “City of Utopia” group. And someone from
the Municipio told me that it looked like a self-centred presentation. And then, at the first meeting, I
took care not to talk about things that could only be the interest of the association. Because it’s true,
there are people who participate in the PB for … But on the other hand, there was this Romanian girl,
that I brought with me. I told her: “I’m really glad you came” … She was really embarrassed, she
didn’t speak at all. But she was really happy, and she’ll come next time. For me this is really a
beautiful thing. Because when the Municipio speak about “the invisibles”, in that book, it is precisely
that kind of people.6 She was afraid, because she is not Italian, she has a visa, but … I asked one of the
facilitators, and he told me it was ok.
I lost myself a bit, but what I wanted to say is that … the thing I don’t like is that very often people use
nice words, and then in everyday life, especially in a city like Rome, everything goes so fast, that it is
hard to have a coherence between what one thinks, what one says they feel, what one feels, and what
one does. Because I am a bit of an expert in this sense, very often I feel more, and I realize that
thinking about participation all the time, through several association, first Civil Protection, that had a
very hierarchical structure, and then the ICS, that is completely different, which is much more
democratic and has really a different organizational structure … But, anyway, it’s difficult to listen,
it’s not easy in an environment in which a lot of people are on the ball, to say “I didn’t understand. I
can’t do that”. And that’s something I don’t like. I try not to do it, but sometimes that’s why I do it.
Sometimes as well I get embarrassed and … […]
In the end, for me, Alessandra, beyond the construction of this sidewalk, of this parking, which is
important, what really matters for me is to meet people that feel alone, people who want to
change the world but who do not know where to start. Because you don’t need to do so many
things. There is a continuity between … there is always … when you always want to change things
there are some little things you can do … I don’t know, it’s a very Neapolitan way of life … that’s to
say to always look at the bright side, because the dark side is ugly. But in Naples there is this habit to
... to always look at the bright side: “It’s ok, something happened, but it’s ok, what shall we do?” But
there is also this fantasy to transform something to change things. There is the indolence, but there is
this thing of saying we really live we don’t just survive.
So I’m happy. I learnt a lot of things about the reality of the neighbourhood, on the social centre
for instance. I had never been in a social centre, because when I was a teenager, I was in Naples, and it
was different. But here in the social centre La Strada there are really nice people. They are people who
work so much. They are always involved in new projects, because in the end, a social centre is
supposed to compensate the absence of the state.
J: So at the beginning you talked about the PB in the Casale, but why was it so important to have
someone from the ICS in that process?
There was Miguel last year – who is the coordinator of the Casale project – but then, the peculiarity of
the “city of utopia” and the Casale Garibaldi, is the fact that there is an international dimension [she
talks about the different international projects of the ICS in Asia, Africa and Latin America]. What is
interesting is that it really involves all the realities of the Municipio […] All the activities we organize,
like the photography courses, the theatre classes, the dance classes, etc. are a way to involve very
6

She refers to M. Smeriglio, G. Peciola & L. Ummarino (Eds.) (2005) Pillola rossa o pillola blu? Pratiche di
Democrazia Partecipativa nel Municipio Roma XI, Rome: Intra Moenia Edition.
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different people. It’s not easy for a woman of a certain age, who has always lived in this
neighbourhood, to speak with a Palestinian … but it’s beautiful to see that there is a will and that in
the end people exchange things, impressions …
So it was important to bring [in the PB] the way of thinking of the ICS, that I have known for a year, I
don’t know it so well yet actually, but anyway … So we talked about it at a meeting … and It’s true I
like to talk to people. It’s true I’m a bit afraid, because I feel I have a big responsibility, but it’s
beautiful … Even for the relationship with the Municipio it allows you to have. I have always
seen this as a distant reality “the Municipio!” the Commune”! [We laugh]
Then, there is something else: I don’t know much about politics. Because I have never really
been interested. I studied, I even have a degree in law … so my father is often upset to see that I
don’t read the newspaper … I have always read some other things, given my state of mind. And
since doing all these things, when I see politicians, even in the Municipio, it comes to me much
more naturally … It’s much more beautiful reading or listening to things when you understand
them …

J: And in the end, who decided that you were going to participate in the PB? Was it the ICS or was it
you?
A: No … We had a meeting, where they explained a bit more what the PB was. And then everyone
said, given his time table, his work, etc. For instance I’m more free than people who work … So in the
end it was pretty easy to chose. It was like a natural move. Then I’m really emotional, because new
things scare me a bit, especially when I have to … not represent a group, but somehow there are things
I say or do that come from the experience I had with the ICS …
J: And what do you do with the ICS?
A: Good question! Well, I started for instance working on the Garbatella cultural festival, which was
organised last year. Then, I started to meet people, and in November I ended up being part of the
regional organization, and to participate in a national assembly, with people coming from all over
Italy, I even made an intervention! I started a real career in the association, I participated in the
election of the national council, many things I had no idea about before. Then I started
coordinating different groups, on barter, renewable sources of energy, organizing as well a coop … So
I ended up doing very different things. [she describes as well her daily activities in the Casale]
I met a lot of people this way, even the town councillors of the Municipio, when they came to a
festival we organised at the Casale … We did a coca-cola boycott together …[she describes the anticoke campaign]
J: And all this takes you a lot of time I guess?
A: If you talk to my mother, yes! But it’s true I let myself get overcome sometimes. Because I wanted
to, and because I had the time for it too. Sometimes it can be an alibi, to avoid facing some of my
problems, like exams or work things. To give me a bit of time to understand that there are many
opportunities. I am 32, I am not so young anymore … Some of my friends have kids, work etc. It’s not
that I’m jealous, I’m very happy … but I’m 32 ! I had kind of a disorganised academic curriculum. I
graduated in law, and then I decided (with difficulty) to use this degree to be a family councillor. So I
did a specialization class and doing this school I ended up doing an exam to become a penitentiary
educator. I started to realize with the association that for me, feeling I’m useful helped me to feel
good about myself. When someone says voluntary work, activism … it really changes you. You
give because you receive. This is really something …
So along this path I realised that becoming a lawyer would be ontologically … As long as I’m lucky
enough not to have financial problems – I have to say it, because otherwise I couldn’t have done all
that. But now I have to choose. Because I saw that some people have had the courage and the
coherence to choose a life that is different from the majority. So I started to feel a bit stronger. I have
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to be sincere, activism form, my encounter with the Casale, with many people, helped me to say
“fuck!” [she apologizes to have used a vulgar word while being tape recorded] For me it’s important.
I realize that people don’t know how to speak, how to communicate things, and above all people don’t
manage to understand how they feel. On the contrary, I had a trajectory made of different things, that
pushed me to get to know myself. Otherwise you cannot start a healthy relationship.

J: Why do you say you had to get to know yourself?
A: Because I had a tough time 7 years ago. I was ill, a bit outside from the world for 2 years. I was not
so good. So I had to start everything all over again. Actually now I speak of a before and an after this
period. I had to restart everything, but after 7 years I can say I’m happy. In the sense that it pushed me
to make an inside trip that will be useful in the future. […]

J: And you had already participated in an association before the Casale?
A: Yes, I worked for the Civil Protection for a year, doing interventions, for fires or accidents, like the
Red Cross if you want. It was a time when I wanted to feel part of a group. I found a flyer at the
university and then I discovered it was a bit philosophical too … I was interested in that sector, and I
got involved. For maybe two years. But the problem was that I was the youngest and not doing
everything by the book. And the structure of the association was a bit … not military, but there was a
group leader, when you make an intervention you have to be highly organised for security reasons. But
in the end I decided to quit for relational reasons. I learnt a lot there, because I’m not so organised and
they helped me from this perspective to be a bit more precise and focused.

J: And why did you want to move to another association after this first experience?
E: Because, in Rome … Rome is big. I come from a small city near Naples, called Torre del Greco, in
which you walk in the street and always meet someone. In Rome, on the contrary, for someone who is
not from a specific neighbourhood … So in Rome, my desire to live with the others I couldn’t live it
alone … so I had to find an association.

J: And at the university did you participate in a student group or a union?
E: I never met anybody at the university. University has been for me … a terrible thing. My first time
in a big city ... [she then speaks about her tough years at the university for about 15 minutes]

J: To come back to the experience in the association, you said a bit earlier that with your participation
in the ICS you started to read the newspaper. How did this happen?
A: Because I met people that had had experiences, who have had political or activist trajectories since
they were teens … and there are all these projects, for instance the “Media” project in collaboration
with the Municipio XI, with EU fundings, which is an amazing project to build a Media Center in
Hebron [Palestine]. So there has been this exchange between different delegations of Mayors and stuff
… and to find oneself in the Municipio townhall with Bertinotti [leader of PRC], it was like being …
sharing things … then this made me, in a more natural manner, become interested in these
things … because you talked about it, because I understood what they were saying, because I
saw directly rather than through a TV screen or a newspaper. It’s not easy of course, all this
political atmosphere … for me the very idea of politics … I always say that I don’t know which
party I belong to. I think I know, I have understood that I am on the left, but the problem is that I
don’t know things so well, from a historical point of view, about the different information you need to
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have. Often, I say “ask me something. Then, I’ll answer, and YOU tell me where I belong.” It’s
true that … I speak often of welfare issues, in the sense that … after one year [of participation in the
ICS] I managed to experience pretty well with others the different political situations and initiatives,
but in the end, my way to live them is very … relaxed. If I don’t understand something, you’ll explain
to me … because, very often, people keep on saying things that are extreme, or not very tolerant, or
“this group say this, I’m part of this group, so I can’t say differently.” And this kills me, I can’t stand
that. I realize how difficult group dynamics and pressures are. Especially when there is the famous
natural legitimating of the leader. I would seem to me that it shouldn’t be possible to speak in a
democratic and associative way of the natural legitimating of the leader. But in the end that’s the way
it is. There are people with more experience, who have better organizing skills, people who know
better how to control their emotions, etc. So I often speak of “the leader” or “the boss” in the
association, but people don’t like that … They look at you [she laughs] … I don’t know, I find this
extremely natural, that when you speak about a role, about power, you speak as well about
responsibility and accountability …
Often I see conflict as constructive. But in the end, we have to talk openly about the conflict in the
group … and very often, it allows overcoming the thing and becoming stronger together after this
thing. Conflict often makes people split, even in associations. This really kills me.

J: And you have the impression that even in the PB assemblies there are leaders ...
A: There are some arrogant ones … [we laugh] Which is a different thing. It’s a bit early for me to say.
What I heard is that there are some people, especially one … [we laugh]

J: I can say it if you want, it is Elena … [we laugh]
A: Maybe I go too far, but she’s a person who has a manipulative potential. So much that I was a bit
choked last time, when she started to take the names of all the participants to our working group and
write them down. I don’t know … I felt that and I knew that it was maybe a way to control the
situation in the future. So I allowed myself to say: “Ok, it’s all right. Maybe we’ll do that a bit later.”
She can really appear as a person who imposes things on others. [she then describes her bad feelings
towards this woman].

J: At the beginning you say it was difficult to speak in public, so was it hard for you to speak up
during this working group meeting?
A: No. I was really relaxed about it. Even if I had problems the first time, because I had to introduce
myself ... as a candidate. And I didn’t like that. Because I thought that those who would vote for me
would be people I knew … And when I realized there were a lot of unknown faces … I felt very
hypocritical, or … if I had said “vote for me”, I don’t know, I missed a transition. It was very unreal as
a situation.
On the contrary, the working group meeting was great. The atmosphere was great. But then … I don’t
know, I had imagined working groups with 150 people, so I felt a bit bad. Because you hope that this
idea of Polis, could progressively involve more people … Surely it would have to be structured
differently because … so they would have to invent something else. I cannot imagine a group of 150
people, with maybe 3 Elenas [she laughs] ... it would be a mess. [she then explains for a few minutes
that some participants have a bad influence on the collective discussion, creating more tensions than a
constructive atmosphere]
But in the end, next to me there were so many people, but it was always the 2 or 3 same people who
spoke. To fight against that, you need … according to me … but it’s hard … you would need to make
a presentation game at the beginning to involve everybody, or that the facilitators ask, randomly, “ad
what about you, what do you think about it?” It’s hard for someone who never spoke in public to
speak. But progressively …
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.
J: I saw that in some working groups meetings, with the facilitators asking that all the participants give
their say …
A: Yeah, but then it will be difficult for sure for some people at the beginning … And then, if you
don’t speak the first time, you don’t speak the second time … will you come back? And I wonder: can
4 meetings be enough? Isn’t it too little? One meeting every month for 4 months ...

J: And how does it work between the PB and the ICS ? Do you have a meeting after each PB meeting
to talk about it?
A: At the last ICS meeting last Tuesday I made a short intervention, synthesizing what we had done at
the first PB meeting, what type of proposals had been made, but also on the diversity of people
participating in the PB, i.e. even on my own sensations. We talked about it for maybe 15 minutes,
someone said that the PB proposals were always the same, so that we had to make something original
…
J: Did some members of the association give you advice or make proposals?
A: No, in the end nobody made any proposals. It was a really quiet discussion. I actually asked them:
“What do you guys think is the best thematic area, for us, for you, that I should follow?” They told me
I could do whatever, but in the end, I said: “But do I participate as Alessandra, member of this
territory, or as a member of the ICS?” It was not clear … It’s not easy, when you have to represent a
group, what it does and embodies, and when this group is itself diverse … you feel a greater
responsibility. You feel linked to a group, you feel that there are some things that you say that you
agree with, but some others with which you disagree but you have to tell them in the name of …

J: And you feel a pressure?
A: I have to say that at the time … this period is pretty tough for me. There are a lot of nice things, but
it’s very heavy and at the meeting [of the ICS] last Tuesday … I cried. I was ashamed after that so I
left the meeting. Then I talked about it with a guy and I went back to the meeting … but I couldn’t
speak anymore …

J: Because of this thing that you have to represent the ICS within the PB?
A: No, no. We were speaking about participation inside the association. There are so many things.
And people are involved in so many projects that they are tired in the end. But we’re living some
really nice things … but everyone feels things differently, and at a certain point, I, because of certain
things that had happened … I crumbled down. Then it was the day after my exams … and in that kind
of situation I don’t manage to pretend that everything is all right. I need to say it, even to get answers
… Because maybe I think something that is mistaken … I think I have failed something while in fact it
is the contrary … [she then speaks about what she does with the ICS for 10 minutes]

J: I’d like to come back to the PB, and I wondered whether you saw it as something political or not at
all?
A: No, I don’t. But … it’s a good question. On the one hand, I realize it’s important to have contact
with the Municipio, with the institution. I mean, in my case, with the ICS, I had the chance to get to
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know it [the Municipio] … to meet people, the town councillor, I met them before … maybe I don’t
know them very well, but … in my case, I didn’t get into contact with the Municipio thanks to the PB.
Then, personally, I have to say that I’m more in contact with the person next to me than with the
Municipio … But if you think about it, the link with the Municipio, the possibility to see the institution
as part of your daily life, like … not like something abstract or remote, it’s crucial. Personally, for me
it’s not like that, but this is very important of course. Maybe it would even be better if … I don’t know
… the town councillor could be present at every meeting … But I don’t know. There are the
facilitators of the Municipio, but it’s different from the councillor. I don’t know then whether Luciano
…

J: You mean, to talk to him during the working groups meetings?
A: Yeah, even … because someone like Luciano, that I don’t know that well … but the idea that a
person from the Municipio, a guy like you and me, who has a certain experience, who grew up in a
certain context, and who nevertheless managed to … for most people, if you work in certain places, if
you have a job … then, the power position in the Municipio seems like the biggest thing in the world
… So I imagine, maybe I’m wrong, to the old lady who has an grandson who maybe goes to social
centres, then it gives you a example7 … or maybe the son who participate in associations that for mum
are not so important, that deal with small things … there is the generation gap, so the possibility to see
that the son can become town councillor … So it’s important, it means something. Then I don’t know
how the job of councillor is organised, whether Luciano has another job …

J: And before you said you didn’t know for which party you were?
A: I’d say that I have a culture … that’s to say that my grandfather and all my family vote for
Rifondazione Comunista. Between the two colours now, with the MSI …But for me, a Torre del
Greco, my aunt who taught Law, told me about a kid who stole bicycles in the parks, and I said: “But
aunty, this kid, he stole that …” She answered “once he goes with the bicycle, then it’ll be your
turn.” But in the end, the bicycle disappeared for ever. So, what I mean is that there is nothing to
do, the learning, the values, learning if you don’t want to talk about values, that your family
teach, especially when you’re a kid, it’s something important, that remains for ever. Then, you
can improve, change, but it’s printed, really … it structures you. For me it has always been
natural …

J: So in general you vote?
A: Yeah, in general I vote. But I always voted … [hesitating], I always voted for the left. Today I
vote for Rifondazione, but I often voted for DS. Because in the end, I have always been moderate,
I think, for certain things. I mean, certain practices of the radical left, like the Desobbedienti
movement, the movement of movements … I mean, even all the idea of the PB comes from civil
disobedience, no? And certain Desobbedienti, honestly … I don’t like their ways of doing things,
their ways of speaking, and even certain leaders, … I mean, I don’t feel represented by them. If I
had to say: “Do you feel represented?” I would answer: “Absolutely not!” But then, I don’t
know so much, so I can’t speak. I always voted for a middle-way, quietly ... Naturally, living the
PB, living this project, it comes to you absolutely naturally. Smeriglio [Municipio XI mayor] is
really on the ball. I haven’t known him for long, but he seems really dynamic, etc. I mean, when I see
Smeriglio, when he run for the European elections, I’m really happy [that he lost] because I don’t
know whether he would have had to leave [his position of mayor]

7

She implies that as Luciano Ummarino, the PB councillor, is coming from a Social Centre, he can appear as a
role model.
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J: He didn’t win anyway ...
A: [laughing] No! He didn’t win. I have to be honest, since ... even more since we did this project with
the Municipio and the other associations, I like it so much, I don’t want to specialize in my association
and that’s it.
J: So you go to demonstrations for instance?
A: Not so much. To a few …

J: You didn’t go to the Social Forum in Florence [in 2003] for instance?
A: No. I was supposed to go to Genoa … But I’ve been to only 3 demonstrations in my life, so you
know.

J: And last question, what do your parents do for a living?
A: My mum, is now retired, but she was a sports teacher in high schools. My father is working for the
International Civil Aviation. He is a manager. He has a degree in law ... So when I chose law, he felt
partly responsible, because I wouldn’t have chosen it. When you have to chose, you’re not able to
chose for your future. I had to chose immediately, and I’m not really good at that … I had to chose
what I wanted to do at college. So …

J: Ok. Thanks.
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